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The present volume, the second and final one on the Italian campaign,
opens at the point viien Rome had fallen to the Allies, and concludes the

account of air participation in Operation ’Diadem'. Then, after a full
evaluation of the air effort in the Spring offensive and of the interdictory-

preparations for it, it shov/s hov/ the slo-'jv-dovm in ground operations led to
an extension of the air offensive northwards. Prom the resumption of the
Allied advance, the multifarious air operations in support of the thrust to
Florence and the Arno, the battles of the rivers and the assault on the Gothic
Line are given in detail and integrated -with ground movements. The episode
of the capture of Elba Island by ground and air forces is related.

After an evaluation of the perennial importance to the enemy of the
River Po, an account is given of the first major air effort to neutralise it -
Operation 'Mallory Major' - . The reasons for its only partial success ai’e
traced in the ingenious enemy system of temporary crossings and ferries,

grovrfch of enemy coastal traffic on the t-wo sea flanks offset the air offensive

against land communications; it is sho-wn that nothing short of concentration

of air effort or a imajor ground advance could solve this problem.

With the onset of the Winter of 1944/194-5 and the gro-wth of a second
stalemate, air policy was reorientated and the opportunity of retaining the
initiative in the Allied favour boldly seized in the form of the interdiction

of Italy from the Reich,

It is first sho-wn ho-w heterogeneous was the composition of Mediterranean

Allied Air Forces and ho-w much of a triumph was the moulding of its various
national elements into one compact striking force. Then, in a survey of
strategy in the period of the Octagon Conference, the interplay of the
campaigns in Italy and Ilorth-v/est Europe is defined. A section on the S-wiss

loophole in the interdictory net explains the role played by air strategy
in a bloodless diplomatic victory.

It is then recorded how the isolation of Italy from the Reich by air
attacks developed from bold but inadequate beginnings to a full-scale campaign
of long duration. Although all the target zones are discussed, priority of
space has been accorded to the Brenner Pass Line. These operations may serve
for a long time to come as a model of the progressive attrition by air attack
of a vital rail-way system against the best efforts of efficient repair and
anti-aircraft systems. Enemy sources have been liberally dra-wn on and the

important contribution of applied intelligence to operational planning has
been established.

Then follows the record of the final air effort to neutralise both the

coastal shipping carrying supplies to Army Group  C and the harassing na.val
units, and of the systematic reduction of the substitute fuel plants that ke-pt
the German road transport in operation.

A feature of interest is the a.ccount of the unexpected enemy Serchlo
Valley counter-offensive of December 1 944 and the part played by the Air
Forces in reducing the threat. The conclusion is advanced that although it
added materially to Allied difficulties it bore no correlation with the
Ardennes counter-offensive then at its height.

An account is given of the strategic decisions at the Argonaut Conferences
affecting Italy, the redefinition of Allied objectives and the -withdrawal
of air arid ground forces, -eloo of -trigeaetito views on thC' pole of-tho—fri-aMon
oompoign and 14i!) ewtribut'ioii to Lhe'CHUTpai-gns 'in Nux'lhwes'l "Europe-and on the
■Ruasiaii fron-tt

The

The final chapter covers the plans and operations leading to the victory
in Lombardy. Here, of necessity, the course of ground operations had to be
outlined. The closest possible co-operation bet-ween ground and air forces
was achieved. Notwithstanding, the actual measure of the Air Forces'
contribution, the way in vdiich it had created the most favourable possible
situation before the offensive and its individual and decisive role in support
and in the enemy debacle on the banks of the Po have been emphasised.

The Italian theatre was, for the Air Forces, the great cauldron of
experiment. The long duration of the campaign provided the time for methods
to develop to logical conclusions.
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19Vf

1 June

26 May - 1 June
Formation of the Balkan Air Force.

M.A.A.F. despatched 14,628 aircreift on operations connected
with the Italian offensive and dropped 8,674 short tons
of boiiibs.

Inauguration of shuttle bombing by U.S.A.A.F, between
Italy and Russia,

Valmontone captured.
M.A.S.A.F. and M.A.T.A.F. flew 10,224 effective sorties on

campaign missions. M.A.T.A.F. claimed 1,698 enemy
vehicles destroyed.
Marshal Tito and Allied missions evacuated by air from
Jugoslavia.
Rome entered by Allies.
Allied fighter control re-organised.
Heavy bomber support of ’Diadem' operations.
Continuous fighter bomber attacks on enemy transport.
Tactical support for both armies.
Medium bomber interdictory operations.
D.A.F, assumed responsibility for support of both army
fronts, D Qiy Normandy landings.

Portresses of U.S, XV Air Poi-ce first opere.ted from
Russian bases.

General v/ithdrawal of Luftwaffe H.Qs, and operational units.
Enemy night fighter reinforcements arrived,

Civitavecchia, and Tarquinia town and airfield occupied.
Period of changes in army air support controls,
D,A,P. ordered temporary cessation of 'strafing' missions
owing to high aircraft casualties,
79th Fighter Group transferred to Corsica in readiness for
Operation 'Dragoon*.

Russian air group staff arrived at Caserta and proceeded
to Bari to establish a base there.

Fighters of XV air Force attacked oil refineries at
.Ploesti.

Pescara and Chieti captured.
French forces moved up to Orcia River defence line.
New orders issued to LuftviEiffe; air bouj^\ries re-defined.

Cancellation of plan for airborne landings on Elba Island,
Tarquinia airfield operational.
Oancollation of plan for heavy bomber attacks on Elba
beaches.

Orvieto captured.
Much less enemy transport in evidence.
C.C.S, order for completion of destruction of enemy in
Italy.

Air force areas redefined.

New directive on strategic air targets.
Strategic fighter sweeps over S. France airfields.
Orbetello and Grosseto captured.
Heavy air attacks on enemy communications.
Elba ports attacked by air and 'Brassard' convoys sailed.
Operation 'Brassard' - the landings on Elba - launched,
with air support.

Air support for Elba ground advance, and attacks on
evacuation craft.

Capture of Elba completed.
Battle for the Trasimene Line.

Heavy enemy air attacks on Poltava airfield in U.S.S.R,
Air attack on Leghorn,

2 June

2-8 June

3 June

4 June

5-11 June

5-14 June

5-15 June
5-22 June
6 June

7 June

9 June

10 June

10-20 June

11 June

12 June

14 June

15 June

16-22 June

17 June

18 June

19 June

20 - 30 June
20 - 21 June

21 June

(xix)
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22 June Air participation in Operation •^Diadem’ officially ended,
M.A.T.A.E's interdictory responsibilities extended to
Po River and the Genoa - Alessandria line.

Heavy bomber attacks on enemy installations in N, Italy.
Chaff-dispensing elements first employed in anti-flak
measures by the 57th Bombardment Wing.
Germans standing on Trasimene Lineo
General Cannon estimated Air Force transfers of 70 per
cent to S. Prance.

Evacuation of Chiusi by Hermann Goering Division.
First ‘Dixie* close support operations by D.A.P.

A.P.H.Q. instructed by C.C.S. to proceed with Operation
'Anvil* - 'Dragoon',

Siena captured by Fifth Arniy.
Final shuttle bombing raid from U.S.S.R. to England via
Italy,

S..L,0,I“ED advised of forthcoming -transfer of air and
ground forces to S. France.

Siena - Arezzo road crossed.

Period of revival of enemy night air operations in battle
areas.

End of X Corps advance,
Cecina captured.
Air attacks on Arezzo, resulting in reduction of enemy
shelling of Allied assault.

Issue of directive for Operation 'Mallory Major'  - the
air attacks on the Po bridges.
Operation 'Mallory Major' - first phase.
Formation of first Air Crew Rescue Unit in Italy,
Air support for the capture of Ancona.
Arezzo captured.
Operation 'Mallory Major' - second and closing phase of
the successful series of attacks.

River Arno reached E. of Pisa by Fifth Army,
Leghorn captured by Fifth Army.
Corsica in preparation for assault on Southerzi France,
Reduced tactical air strength in Italy,

Attempted assassination of Hitler,

River Arno reached N. of Leghorn.
French army troops ■v/ithdra'-jm from Italy.
Campaign in Normandy officially ended.
Csimpaign in Northern France begun.
Olga Line evacuated by Germans.
Hitler issued directive on defence works in Italy.
San Casciano captured by Allies.
Allies established contact -vvith the Paula Defence Line.
Fliegerkoyps II transferred from S, France to Bulgaria.
Small-scale enemy air attack on Allied convoyj

Southern sector of Florence occupied by Allies.
End of the ground campaign in Central Italy,
Fighter support for Polish advance to Fano,
Eighth Army operations to gain contact -with Gothic Line,
Secret deployment of D.A.F, in preparation for Operation
'Olive*.

No enemy day air reconnaissance plotted.
River Cesano crossed by Polish Corps,
Liberation of Florence, only snipers remaining.
Landings in S. France - Operation 'Dragoon* (formerly
'Anvil') launched following intense a.ir bombing and
attacks by airborne forces and supported by land-and
carriei'-borne aircraft.

Allied advance halted.

All High-vi;ay 69 in Allied hands.

H.Q.M.A.T.A.F. moved to

25 June

29 - 30 June

2 July

3 July
5 July

6 July - 4 Aug.

7 July
9 July
10-15 July

11 July

12 - 15 July
14 July
15 - 19 July
16 July
16-27 July

17 July
19 July

20 July
22 July

24 July
25 July
26-27 July
27 July

28 July
31 July

4 August

7-9 August
9-25 August
9-26 August

9-20 August
10 August
11 August
15 August
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1944

15-20 August Main D.A.P. night intruder effort over S, Prance and
W. Italy.

Pirst instructions for Operation 'Olive* issued to D.A.P,
U.S. heavy homhers’ last raid from Italy on Ploesti,
Increase in D.A.P. night intruder support for Eighth Army.
1>059 partisans evacuated by Balkan Air Porce.
Poles crossed Metauro River.

Rumania declared \var on Germany.
Move of D.A.P. H.Q. to Chiaravalle from Siena.
Operation ‘Olive* - ground/air operations launched against

■the Gothic Line.
Eighth Army's advance to River Foglia across River Metauro.
D.A.P.'s continuous support of army advance,
attacks on Pesaro,

River Poglia crossed.
Breaching of Gothic Lins with air support.
Air attacks on rear communications.
Air Operation 'Crumpet' against Pesaro cancelled.
Move of D.A.P, HQ, to Senigallia,

Night air

17 August
19 August
20 - 31 August
22 August
23 August
25 August

25 - 29 August
26 - 29 August

30 August
30 Aug. - 3 Sept.

31 August

1 September
1-12 September
2 September

Record army support effort to date by D.A.P,
Air preparations for Fifth Army attack on Gothic Line.
Pesaro occupied by Eighth Army and eastern end of
Gothic Line breached,

Poi’VTard airfields unserviceable owing to violent rain,
Pirst air/ground battles for Coriano and Gemmano ridges.
Italian liner Rex sunlc by No.272 Squadron off Capodistria,
Air offensive held up by rain,
M.A.T.A.P. medium bomber attacks S. of Bologna opened.
Air attacks on San Portunato ridge,
Germans in occupation of main Gothic Line defences,
'Octagon' Conference at Quebec.
Air Operation 'Sesame' - medium bomber attacks N. and

N.E. of Florence.
Brig. Gen. B.W. Chidlaw appointed to command of XII
Fighter Command.

Opening of Fifth Army attack on Gothic Line, with bomber
support.

Second battle for Coriano and battle for Rimini.
End of campaign in Northern Prance.
Introduction of use of white phosphorus bombs by 57 Wing.
A.E.A.P. disbanded; Air Staff S.H.A.E.P. formed.
Strategic air forces European theatre reverted to control
of C.C.S.

Airborne landings at Nymegen and Arnhem.
C.C.S. directive (Octagon 29) on the Combined Bomber
Offensive,

Enemy line broken on Fifth Army front.
Air support for the assault on San Portunato,
First operation by Rover 'Prank' against guns on Canadian

Corps front.
Continuous air support for Fifth Army.
Plans issued for air attacks on Savio River bridges and
for Operation 'Divorce* against Reno River bridges.

Enemy naval offensive in Adriatic and Wellington units*
counter-measures,.

Rover 'Joe* moved forward.
Beginning of Eighth Army advance from R, Marecchia to

R. Senio.

XII Fighter Command set up in Italy for support of Fifth
Army,

3 September
A “ 12 September
7 September

9 September
10-18 Sept.
11 September
11 - 16 Sept.
11-12 Sept.

1 2 September

13 September

13-21 Sept.
14 September
15 September

16 September

17 September
17-19 Sept.
18 September

18-30 Sept.
19 September

19-28 Sept.

20 September

(xxi)
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20 - 30 Sept.
21 September
22 Sept. - 19 Oct
25 September

Reduced air operations ov/ing to deteriorating v/eather.
Rimini and Firenauola captured.
Air attacks on the Savio River bridges
British airborne forces landed in Greece followed by
seaborne forces.

Fifth Army breached central Gothic Line.
H.Q. M.A.T.A.P. returned to Italy.
Tactical air strength in Italy now stronger again.
Monte la Battaglia (10 m. from Imola) captured by
Fifth Army.
Gothic Line turned and pierced.
Air Operation ‘Divorce*"abandoned.

27 September

30 September

1 October Photographic Reconnaissance Wing decentralised.
General McCreery Eighth Army Commander vice General Leese.
Strategic air attacks on N. Italian railways.
Last minelaying operation in Danube by R.A.F.
Italy,

Moscow Conference,

Allied advance up Serchio Valley postponed.
No.336 Wing to meet R,A,F,'s photographic requirements and
units of XV and XII A.F’s their respective requirements.

Air Operation 'Pancake' against Bologna defences: 1,66l
short tons of bombs dropped by M,A.S,A,F. and M.A,T.A.F,
in support of an unsuccessfulf Fifth Army attempt to
break through to Bologna.

Athens liberated by British forces.
Support by XXII T.A,C, for Fifth Army operations in
Faensa, Imola and Bologna areas.
XV A.F. directed to sustain railway attacks on continuous
basis.

aircraft from

1-18 October

4-5 October

9 October

10 October

12 October

14 October

16-31 Oct.

19 October

21 October Eighth Army began advance from R. Savio to R. Lamone.
Cesena captured.
Adv. H.Q. D.A.F. moved to Rimini.
Decision for A.A.I. to go over to offensive - defensive.
D.A.F. suioport for Eighth Army’s advance to R. Ronco.
Commencement of air fly-in of troop reinforcements.
R.A.F. Regiment units under command of Porterforce
(Eighth Army).
Issue of air directive for Operation 'Bingo' - the attack
on the Brenner power stations.

Allied offensive halted; beginning of ground stalemate.
Postponement to 30 November of Fifth Army assault
Bologna.

Air and ground operations brought to.a standstill by bad
weather.

No.2 Army Air Support Unit disbanded and N0.I Army Support
Signals Unit formed.

Period of the birth of Rover controls in tanks and armoured
cars and the 'Horsefly' system of Rovers in cub aircraft.

on

24 October

24 - 26 Oct.
25 October
26 October

27 October

29 October

31 October

1 November U.K. First Tactical Air Force formed to work wdth
Southern Group of Armies in Europe,

Directive to M.A.T.A.F. defining its principal targets
enemy lines of communication.

Air support of ground operations drastically cut.
Isolation of Italy from the Reich henceforward the main
air objective.

Official opening of the air Battle of the Brenner and
'Blockade' - the isolation of Italy from the Reich.
Air attacks on Forli tovn. and airfield (part of Operation
’Seatent•)•

as

(

3 November

4 November

4-13 November

xxii)
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6 November Operation ’Bingo’, followed by continuous air attacks to
the conclusion of hostilities on the irthole N. Italian

railmy system.
Fifth Army, with strong support by D.A.P
the Montone - Cosina line,

Porli captured by Eighth Army,
M.A.T.A.F, began concentration on frontier railway routes*

First penetration into Austria by M.A,T,A»P. aircrews
from Italy,
XV A.F, relieved of Italian interdictory responsibilities.
Oil now the first strategic air priority.

First ’Timothy' air operations, in support of Eighth Army,
Serious Allied ammunition shortage situation.
Communications replaced vra.r production as No.2 strategic
air priority.

First heavy bomber attacks from Italy on Austrian Brenner
line teminals,

Gen. Eaker's advocacy of closing Swiss routes by air action.
Last mission from Corsica by 42nd Bombardment Wing
(transferred to E.T.O.)
First use of SCR.584 by 47th Bombardment Group,
Air operation 'Harry' - support of Eighth Army advance to
R, Larnone,

Air support for the advance to Paenza,
D.A.F. directed to increase fighter bomber effort on
communications.

Renewal of enemy night harassing bombing for a period of
5 weeks.

Eighth Army crossed R. Cosina,
Eighth Army advance towards R. Lamone.
General Alexander promoted to Field Marshal.
Enemy retook Monte Castellaro and Monte Belvedere*
Ground conditions static and air support of Fifth Army
reduced.

advanced to•)7-20 November

9 November

11 November

12 November

13 November

14 November

15 November

16 November

19 November

20 Nov, - 1 Dec.

21 - 24 November
22 November

23 November
24 - 26 November
27 November
28 November

30 November

1 December

2 December
R. Lamone reached by Eighth Army.
Eighth Army began eidvance across Canale Naviglio to
R. Senio.

Air support of Canadign Corps,
Air support for attacks on Russi and Ravenna.
Air support of V and Polish Corps marred by bad weather.
Air support of XIII Corps (Fifth Army) thrust towards Imola.
Beginning of expansion of Brenner flak defences.
Pideura captured.
Enemy decision to reinforce Tenth Army front,
Ravenna captured.
Air support of attack towards Paenza,

Record D.A.P. day effort to date, (613 sorties)
German counter-attack on Canadian front.

No enemy searchlight defences used after this date.
Air attack on Tossignano - XIII Corps sector,
Paenza captured.
First 'Shoran’“guided air operation - by 57 medium
bomber Wing,

Eighth Army H.Q, received direct hit by enemy bomb,
Canadian advance to Naviglio Oaml,
Field Marshal Alexander appointed Supreme Commander.
General Mark Clark appointed to command of 1 5th Army Group
and Lieutenant GeneralL, K. Truscott to Fifth Army.

Fighter bomber demonstration near Bagnacavallo to conceal
manoeuvres of Allied tanks,

(xxiii)

2-9 December

2 “ 3 December

3-7 December

4-23 December
7 December

8 December

8-9 December
9 December

9-16 December
10 December

10 December

10-18 December

12 December
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14 December Second •Shoran'-guided air operations.
Adverse situation on Cai^iadians' front restored with air

support.

Air support for Eighth Amy advance to R. Senio,
Commencement of Ardemes enemy offensive.
Pergola captured.

Air support reduced owing to deteriorating v/eather and
sno<.-,o?alls.

Air attacks on the R. Senio defences.

Eighth iurmy seizure of R. Senio east banks (except
Alfonsine pocket),

Bagnacavallo captured by Eighth Army.
8th Indian Division ordered to Lucca to meet enemy threat
in Serchio Valley.

Deepest Geman penetration in Ardexanes offensive.
Air attacks on enemy airfields in N. Italy,
Serchio Valley counter-offensive: first enemy successes.
Allied fighter bomber attacks on enemy in Serchio Valley,
Enemy progress in Serchio Valley. Allied light bombers
joined in air support.

Enemy setback in Serchio Vallej’-
Continuous air support for Indians in Serchio Valley.
Plan ordered for -withdrawal of air force units from the

(N.B, this plan was never put into action).
General von Pohl* s call for air reinforcements and

strengthening of Brenner flak defences.

Arno Valley.

14 - 17 December
1 6 December

16 - 31 December

19 “ 51 December

21 December

22 December

23 - 27 December
26 December

27 December

28 December

28 - 31 December
29 December

1945

1 January
3 January
4 January
5 January

Restatement of air force policy.
Enemy tanker Prometheus sunk by Squadrons Nos. 272 and 458.
Eighth Army attack on Senio pocket.
First Allied air attacks on the Comacchio Spit area,
continued through January.

Supreme Comi'jiander announced abandonixient of winter
offensive.

Air directive issued ordering intensified interdiction
and suspension of array support as a major responsibility,
Warsaw occupied by Russians.
319th Bombardment Group and 514th Air Service Group
traxisferred from Italy to U.S.A.

Eighth Army reached approaches to R. Senio east bank,
German 356th Division began to move from Italy to Russia,
Under continuous air attack, it took 3 weeks on the
Journey,

D.A.F, reduced its close support effort to attacks on
heavy guns,

D,A,F, support for Eighth Army operations in Senio area.
End of battle of Ardennes bulge,
’Argonaut’ Conferences opened at Malta (terminated at
Yalta 11 February),

D,A.F, asked for proposals for new methods of interdicting
R, Po,

Eighth Army’s first attempt to occupy R, Senio floodbahk,

German l6thS.S. Pz. Gren. Division began leaving Italy
and took 3 weeks under air attacks on the Journey,

Decisions at Yalta Conference to seek a decision in Germany
and transfer air arid ground forces from Italy.

End of ’Argonaut’ Conference at Yalta.
Period of transfer of 27th and 86th Fighter Bomber Groups
and 319th Air Service Group, and Canadian Corps
(Operation ’Goldflake’) to Prance,
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8 January

9 January

11 January
1 2 J anuary

15 January

23 January

23 Jan, - 3 Mar,

26 January
29 January

31 January

1 February

4-10 February

11 February
14 February
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Opening of heavy bomber attacks on enemy-held Adriatic
ports.

Fifth Army attacked in Monte Belvedere sector, securing
firm ground for Spring offensive.
Turning point in the Brenner battle first discerned.

15 February

19 February

28 February

1 March

1 - 31 March
Alpine Front Coinmand created.
Steep increase in Allied day and night air effort on
interdiction of Italy,

First operation by Rover * David* control in Sherman tanks.

Opening of German peace overtures in Italy,
Mining of Venice and Pola by aircraft.
Period of increased enemy fighter activity.
Increase of Thunderbolt attacks on Austrian railway
traffic affecting Italy begun,

U,S, forces crossed R, Rhine,

Swiss-Allied agreement on blockage of coal, iron and
steel traffic and reduction of all Axis railway transport
through Switzerland,

Kesselring appointed C.-in-C, West.
First successful medium bomber strike from Italy on bridges
in Germany affecting supplies to Italy,

..ir ife-rshal Sir Guy Garrod appointed Deputy Air C.-in-C.
M.A.A.F. and C.-in-C. R.A.F. Med. M.E. vice Air Marshal
Sir John Slessor.

Wellington attack on Monfalcone.
Successful participation by R.A.F, radar station on
Cap Corse in disabling of German destroyer •Premuda*.
Operation *Bowler’, the air attack on Venice docks.
Jugoslav offensive launched with support by B.A.F.
Von Vietinghoff appointed C.-in-C. S.W. vice Kesselring.

rFinal plans for Operation ’Grapeshot*,
'  Group - M.A.A.F.
.Spring offensive defined.
Lower Rhine crossed by Allies,
Major General J, K.Cannon appointed C.G. M.A.A.F. vice
General Ira Eaker.

Opening of air offensive on enemy substitute fuel installa
tions.

Objections to retaliatory Alpine Front Coinmand operations
wdthdrawn.

the 15 th Army

2 March

3 March

3-23 March
6 March

7 March
8 March

10 March

11 March

16 March

18 March

21 March

22 March

23 March
24 March

24 - 29 March

27 March

First enemy jet-propelled aircraft reported in Italy by
day reconnaissance.

Encirclement of Ruhr completed.
Maximum air effort on substitute fuel.

Night air attacks on Brenner Line,
Submarine sunk by Wellingtons in Adriatic,
Operation ’Roast* launched; air attacks on Spit defences.
Operation ’Fry’ launched after preliminary air attacks on
the Islands,

Air/Army plan for Operation ’Buckland' issued.
Operation ‘Lever’, the attack on the Wedge, launched.
Fifth Army diversion in Massa area.
Air attacks on La Spezia guns.
Operation ’Leonidas Eins'. the German false front
manoeuvre on Eighth Army front.

M.A.T.A.F, issued instructions for Air Operation ’Wowser’,
Revival of day air attacks on Brenner line.
D Day Operation ’Buckland’ on Eighth Army front: day and

night attacks on Senio defences.
Vienna occupied by Russians.

1 April

1 April
1-8 April
2 April

4 April

5 April
5-8 April
5-10 April

6-7 April

7 April
8 April
9 April
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9-12 April
9-14 April

Air support of the advance beyond R, Santerno.
Eighth Army battle of the breaching of the R. Senio and
Santerno lines.

Air attacks on R. Santerno defences.

Eighth Army across R. Senio and advancing to R. Ssinterno.
Massa captured by Fifth Army,
illpine Front Command offensive operations.
Heavy bomber interdictory operations.
Night attacks by No,205 Group on Bastia and Argenta,
Air attacks on R. Po approaches and crossings.
Opening of air attacks on enemy ammunition.
Operation ’Earlsdon* in Argenta area cancelled.
Air support for •waterborne landing in Argenta area.
Strategic Air Forces in Europe's main mission defined as
direct assistance to the ground campaign in Northern
Europe,

Night air attacks on Portomaggiore,
Opening of Fifth Army offensive "with air support by all
categories.

Failure of Allied ■waterborne landing in Argenta area.
Air support for the attack on the Argenta Gap.
Fifth Army battle of the advance to the Po Valley.
Opening of battle for the Argenta Gap,
Record day effort by XV A.F. in support of Fifth Army.
Close support for N.Z. Division.
Fifth Army's drive up Highv/ay 65 and W. of 64. ■
Eighth Army battle of the wArgenta Gap.
Bad weather neutralised heavy bomber support of Fifth Army.
First 'Shoran'-guided operation by D.A.F. (No.3 Marauder
Wing).

General Spaatz ordered hea'vy bomber support of the Army
in Italy.

Air support of Eighth Array attack on the Fossa Marina.
Enemy night air operations.
Eighth Army crossed the Fossa Marina.
'Pointblank' air operations finished.
Fifth Army breakthrough in Highv/ay 64 sector.
Continued heavy bomber attacks on Bologna defences.
Air support for Br. XIII Corps.
Medium bombers continued the Battle of the Brenner,
German lines round Bologna brealcing.
Air Operation 'Divorce* against the Reno bridges,
N.Z. Division reached R, Idice 'with air support,
Germans began retreating to the R, Po,
End of the battle of the Argenta Gap.
Enemy retreat across R, Po reported by night air
reconnaissance.

Airborne Operation 'Herring',
Air Operation 'Corncob' against Adige and Brenta bridges,
M.A.S.A.F. and M.A.T.A.F, hea'vy and medium bombers dropped

7,338 short tons of bombs on Eighth Army front; D,A,F.
light bombers, fighters and fighter bombers flew 6,644
sorties in tactical army support.

During the same period, hea-vy and medium bombers dropped
4,965 tons on Fifth Army front and XXII T.A.C. flew
2,603 sorties in light bomber, fighter and fighter
bomber attacks.

Major and decisive air attacks on the Po ferries and
crossings, and ground defeat of the enemy south of
the Po.

Major destruction of enemy transport by air forces in
the pursuit.

10 April

10-20 April
10 - 12 April
11 - 12 April
11-20 April
12 April
13 April

13-14 April
14 April

14-18 April
14-20 April
15 April
15 April
15-16 April
15-19 April
15-20 April
15 April

16-23 April
16-17 April
17 April

17-18 April

17 - 26 April
18 A.pril
18/19 - 20 April
19 April
20 April

20/21 April

20 - 26 April
8-21 April'

21 - 24 April

21-27 April
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•Midnight Rover’ inaugurated.
Fifth and Eighth Armies met at Bondeno, Cento and Finale,
Ferrara captured.
Russian armies in Berlin.

Theatre directive on role of Strategic Air Force issued.
First Fifth Army units reached R. Po,
German mass surrenders in Italy began.
Air attacks on German bridgehead near Ferrara,
Eighth Army crossed R, Po,
First signs of weakening in enemy repair effort reported.
Only very little movement on the Brenner route.

La Spezia and Parma captured,
D,A,F. close support for advance from R. Po to R, Adige,
Last air attacks on the Brenner railway route.
General insurrection of partisans in enemy-held Italy,
Allied and Russian armies met at Torgau,
Opening of the pursuit phase of the Italian offensive.
New Zealanders reached R, Adige,
Verona captured.
German armies cut in two,

Genoa and Piacenza captured.
Reduced air operations owing to the fluid ground situation
and bad weather.

Vicenza and Alessandria captured.
Mussolini captured and shot by partisans.
South Africans (Fifth Army) and Eighth Army met in Padua,
Venice and Ghedi town and airfield captured.
Surrender of Army Liguria.
Air attacks on enemy transport in Conegliano area.
Enemy signed instrument of surrender, involving nearly
1,000,000 men.
Turin captured.
Surrender of enemy for.iUitions continued.
Last C.A.F. operations against enemy surface craft.
Eighth Army and Jugoslav forces met at Monfalcone,
Death of Hitler reported.
Cessation of hostilities in Italy.
Surrender of Germany,
V,E, Day.
M,A,S,A,F, disbanded,

M,A,T,A,P, disbanded,

B,A*F, disbanded,

M,A,A«F, became R,A,F, Mediterranean and Middle East and

U.S.A.A.F. Mediteri^anean Theatre of Operations,

22 April

23 April

24 April

A

24 - 28 April
25 April

26 April

27 April
27-30 April

28 April

29 April

30 April

30 and 1 May
1 May

2 May

7 May
8 May
June

6 July
15 July
31 July

Air Marshal Sir Guy Garrod appointed A,0,C,-in-C, Med, M,E,

1 August

16 Augvist
19 October

M,A,C,A,F, became M,C,A.F.

V,J, Day,

M,A.0,A.F, became Air H.Cj., R.A.F, Italy,.

1
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A Force Clandestine Allied resctie

organisation,

A sound-rf^dar bombing device.
First code name for the assault

on Southern France,
Allied conferences in Malta

and Crimea,

A.H,Y, or A,I,H,
Anvil

Argonaut

29 Jan, - 11 Feb, 1945

Benito Pylon German long-range radio
aircraft detection system.

Air operation to destroy
Brenner electrical system
from Trento southwards.

Air attack on Venice docks.
Assault on Elba Island.

Pollov^-on operations after
Buckland,

Air/ground offensive on Eighth
Armyfront - assault phase

An arm of Eighth Army thrust
at Argenta

German aircraft range and
azimuth detection system.

An arm of Eighth Army thrust
at Argenta.

Air attacks on Adige and
Brenta bridges.
Large flame-throwing tank.
Negotiations for enemy
surrender.

Medium bomber reduction of

Pesaro defences.

Bingo

& November l9Zf4
21 March 10/^5"
17 •“ 19 June 1944

Bowler

Brassard

Bridgeton

April 1945
Buckland

9 April 1945

Cinder

April 1945
Coastwatcher

Coke

Corncob

20 - 26 April 1 945
Crocodile

Crossword

Crumpet

Diadem

Divorce

Dixie

Allied ^ring offensive 1944. 11 May - 22 June 1 944
Air attacks on R. Reno bridges. Sept. 1944 and April 1945
Last light air support opera
tion based on tactical air

reconnaissance.
Final code name for the

assault on Southern France, 15 August 1944

Dragoon

Earlsdon * .i-irborne operations in support
of assault phase of Eighth
Army offensive,

German system of radar control
in night operational aircraft.

Eighth Army attack on Russi,
Ravenna, Faenza,

Landing vehicle, tracked.
Fifth AriTjy advance to R. Po.
Shuffle bombing operations
to Said from U.S.S.R.
Air evacuation of Allied

aircrews from Bulgaria.
Allied forces Headquarters.
German esi.rly aircraft warning
equipment.

Eighth Army attack on the
Gomacchio Lake Islands,

April 1945
Egon

Excalibur

December 1944

F ant ail

Flipper
Frantic

April 1945

Freedom

September 1944

Freya

Fry

4 April 1945

(aacfat)
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Gee H

Giant Wurzburg

Goldflake

British blind bombing device,
German aircraft detection

equipment.
Out^ward move of ground forces
from Mediterranean to Western
Front,

15th Army Group offensive.
Feb, - April 1945
April - May 1945Grapeshot

Harrs’' Air support of Eighth Army
advance to R. Lamone,

Airborne operation in Avezzano
area,

%

•' German plan for general
Tivithdra-v.nl in N. Italjr,

Airborne drop of Italian
volunteers behind enemy lines. April 1945

Air support control unit in
cub aircraft (XXII T.A.C.)

Series of operations in Eighth
Army thrust at Argenta.
Cover plan operations on Spit
and Comacchio Lagoon.

Cover plan naval and air

operations directed against
Porto Garibaldi,

Landing across Comacchio
Lagoon and drive to-wards
Argenta.

Follo-w-on to ’Plain' to-wards

Argenta.
Follow-on to ’Plain’ to-wards

Portomaggiore,

20 Nov. -

1  June 194

Autumn 194

April 1945

April 1945

April 1945

April 1945

April 1945

April 1945

1 Dec. 1944
Hasty

4
Herbstnebel

4
Herring

Horsefly

Impact

Impact Blue and\
Impact Harro-w
Impact Eton

Impact Plain

Impact Royal

Impact Slam

Jessica Alpine Front Command opera
tions plan. April 1945

Kangaroo Turretless tank modified to

carry infantry.

}
Lazzarone Air

Force
A Mitchell aircraft engaged in
supply of distressed Allied

air personnel in enemy
territory,

German false-front manoeu-vre

on Eighth Army front.
Eighth Army attack on
Conmcchio Vifedge

Early air plan to destroy Po (6)
and Trebbia (l) bridges.

Destruction of Po bridges from
Piacenza to Adriatic.

Air/ground operation to
capture Faenza.

Leonidas Eins

6/7 April 1945

5-8 April 1945

Lever

Mallory

Mallory Major
12 - 27 July 1944

Merlin

Nov. l9Zf4

Oboe

Octagon
Olive

British blind bombing device.
Quebec Conference,

Air/ground assault on the
Gothic Line.

Allied entry into N.W. Europe.

11-16 Sept. 1944

Aug. - Sept. 1944
6 June 1944Overlord

Pancake Allied air attacks on Bologna
defences. 12 October 1944

(xxk)
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con: m-IBS

Pig Fighter bomber operation
similar to ’Timothy* but
without bombs.

Operation in which
reconnaissance aircraTt

reported transport targets*
Last light operations
resembling ‘Pineapple*, in
v^hich armed reconnaissance

missions were already
airborne.

Plan for air attacks on

Bologna defences.
The progressive dislocation of
the German military,
industrial and economic

system, the disruption of
vital elements of lines of
communication and the

material reduction of the

German air combat strength
by the successful prosecution
of the Combined Bomber

Offensive from all bases.

Pineapple

Pineapple Sundae

Plaster
Jan. 19^+4

Pointblank

Quadrant Quebec Conference. August 1943

Rebecca H

Reunion
British bombing device.
Air evacuation of Allied

aircrews from Rumania.
Eighth Army attack on the
Comaechio Spit.

September 1944

2/3 April 1945

Roast

Rover David The original D.A.P, air support
control with Eighth Army,

Air support control

co-operating mth artillery.
Alternative name for ’Paddy*
used September 1 944.

Air support control Fifth and
Eighth Army Fronts,
Night photo recce liaising
with controls.

Air support control Eighth
Army front.
Air support control Fifth
Army front.
Air support control mounted
in a Sherman tank.

Air support control with
Polish Corps.

Rover Prank

Rover Jimmie

Rover Joe

Rover Midnight

Rover Paddy

Rover Pete

Rover Tank

Rover Tom

Sesame Medium bomber operations in
support of Fifth Army assault
on Gothic Line,

Cairo Conference,

Short Range Air Navigation -
U.S. device for bombing
through overcast.

* Plan for air supply of Eighth
Army,
Fifth Army advance across
R, Po and capture of Verona.

11-12 Sept. 1944
3-5 December 1 943

Sextant

Shoran

Sinister

Squireen

April 1945

(xxx|)
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Speedball Rover station with fast

contact cars on Fifth Army
front.

Air interdiction of enemy
communica^tions in Italy.

Strangle
19 March - 11 May 1944

Concentrated fighter bomber
’blitz’ providing maocimuiii
close support and elasticity
of manoeuvre.

Air attacks on pre-arranged
divisional thrust targets.

Timothy

Toby

Small flame-thromng tank.
German long range aircraft
detection system.

Maximum air effort in

oo-ordination mth initial

stages of 15th Army Group
offensive.

Wasp
Wassermann

Wowser

April 1945

a Operations cancelled#
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isjiti-aircraf t

iirmy Air Forces (U.S,)
Allied Armies in Italy
Army Air Support Control
Abteilung - German administradive unit

Allied Expeditionary Air Force
Allied Force Headquarters
Air Force Service CoEimard

Army Group Royal Artillery - Normally a unit operating a

collection of medium guns for counter battery work.
Air Historical Branch — Air Ministry
Air Liaison Officer (Army personnel)
Air Officer Commanding
Air Observation Post (artillery-spotting aircraft)
Air Support Corrmand
Air/Sea Rescue
Army Support Signals Unit
Air to surface vessel

Boston aircraft (U.S.)
Mustang 'Invader* aircraft (U.S.)

Boeing Fortress aircraft (U.S.)
Liberator aircraft (U.S.)
Mitchell aircraft (U.S.)
Marauder aircrait (U.S.)
Ventura aircraft (U.S.)

Cant aircraft (Italian)
Combined Chiefs of Staff

Commanding General (U,S,)
Chief of the Imperial General Staff (Br,)
Central Mediterranean Force

Chief of Staff (Br.)
Annotation for signals from Chiefs of Staff to SAQVIED
Coiranand post
Fiat aircraft (Italian)
Combined Services Detailed Interrogation Centre

A.A.

A.A.F.

A. A. I.

A.A.S.C,

Abt.

A,E.A,F.

A.F.H.Q.
A,F,3,C,

A.G.R.A.

A.H.B.

A.L.O.

A.O.C.

A.O.P.

A.S.C.

AjS.R.
A.S.S.U.

A.S.V.

A-20

A-3d

B-17

B-2A

B-25
b-26

B-34

Ca.

C.C.S.

C.G.

C.I.G.S.

C.M.F.

C.O.S■
COSMED
C.P,
C.R.
C,S,D,I,C,

D.A.F. Desert Air Force
Dornier

Dropping zone
Do.
D.Z.

E-boat

E.T.O.
Enemy motor torpedo boat
European theatre of operations

French Air Force

Fern Aufkiarungs Geschwader - long range reconnaissance
\d.ng (German)

Annotation for signals from C.C.S.
Forward control post
Funk Messe Gerat - gun-laying device (German)
Mosquito aircraft (Br.)
Focke-Wulf aircraft type (German)

F.A.F.
F.A.G.

FAN
F.C.P.
P»I,G.
F - 5A
F.W.

G.C.I.
G.O.C.
G.S.

Ground Control Interception
General Officer Commanding
General Staff

Heinkel - aircraft type (German)
High frequency
Hour(s)
Radar navigational aid (ilLlied)

He.
H.F,
Hr(s)
H2S(X)

(xxxiif)
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I.A.P.

Int/Ops
I.S.T.D.

Italian Air Force

Intelligence/Operations
Inter-Service Topographical Department

Joint Chiefs of Staff

Jagd (Fighter) Gesch~/vader - German Air Force unit
Junkers - type of aircraft (German)

Kommando - German Command H.Q,
Kampf (Bomher) Geschvader - German Air Force unit
Kriegs Transport~T'Wg-r Transport) - German tjp)e of merchant
vessel.

J»C v3 •

J.G.

Ju.

Kdo.

K.G.

K.T.

L.C.A.

L.C.P.

L.C.G.

L.C.I.

L.C.M.

L.C.N.

L.C.R.

L.C.S.

L.C.T.

L.S.T.

L.V,T.

Landing Craft Assault
Landing Craft Flak
Landing Craft Gun
Landing Craft Infantry
Landing Craft Mechanised
Landing Craft Navigation
Laarding Craft Rocket
Landing Craft Support
Landing Craft Taiik
Landing Ship Tank
Landing Vehicle Tracked (Fantail or Buffalo)

Mediterranean Allied Air Forces

Mediterranean Allied Coastal Air Force

Mediterranean Allied. Strategic Air Force ■
Meditei'ranean Allied Tactical Air Force

Macchi - aircraft type (Italian) (MC is used in Vol.l)
Messerschmidt - aircraft type (German)
Middle East

Annotation for signals from SACKED to C.C.S,
Mediterranean and Middle East (R.A.F. command area)
Marine Ober Koimnando -• Naval High Command (German)
Mobile Operations Room Unit
Mediterranean theatre of operations

(Night) - term applied to air operations
Annotation for signals from A.F.E.Q,
Nah Aufklarungs (Close Reconnaissance) GeschTf/ader - German
Air Force Unit.

Naval Intelligence Division
Nacht Jagd (Night Fighter) Geschmder - German Air Force Unit
Nav^ Officer-in-Charge

C-in-C. South (German)
C-in-C. Soutl'mest (German)
Supreme Command of the German Air Force
Supreme Command of the Geiman Armed Forces

Operations summary
Operational research
Operations Recoi'd Book (I'orm 540) (Br.)
Office of Strategic Services (U.S.)
Organization Todt (German labour force)

M»A» A»F •

M.A.C.A.F.

M.A.S.A..F,
M«A.T.A.F.

Me

Me

M.E.

MEDCOS

MedME

M.O.K.

M.O.R.U.

M.T.O.

(N)
NAP

N,A,G.

N.I.D.

N^J_.G.
N.O.I.C.

O.B.S.

O.K.L.

O.K.W.

Op sum
O.R,

O.R.B.

0.3.S.

O.T
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P.I.U.

P.R.U.

P.R.W.

P.O.W.

P-38
P-39
P-40

P-47

Photographic Interpretation Unit
Photographic Reconnaissance Unit
Photographic Reconnaissance Wing
Pr i soner-of-V'/ar

Lightning - type of U.S. aircraft
Airacohra - type of U.S. aircraft
Warhavic - type of U.S. aircraft (or Kittyhawk, Br.)
Thunderbolt - t3rpe of U.S. aircraft
Mustang - type of U.S. aircraft

Black Widow - type of U.S. aircraft (night)
P-51
P-61

Q.M.G. Quartermaster General

R.A.A.P.
R-boat

R.C.A.P.

R.C.T.

Royal Australian Air Force
Enemy minesweeper
Royal Canadian Air Force
Regimental Combat Team (U.S.)
Reggiani - type of Italian aircraft
Royal Hellenic Air Force
Royal Navy
Rocket projectile
Radio telephony

Re

R.H.A.F.

R.N.

R.P.

IV'T

S.A.A.F • South African Air Force

Supreme Allied Commander Mediterranean
Senior Air Staff Officer

German M.T.B,

Signals Corps Radio
Statistical Control and Operational. Records Unit
Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Force
Schlacht Kampf (Ground assault) Geschwader - German
Air Force Unit,

Savoia Macchi - Italian type of aircraft
■Senior Naval Officer

S,A.C.MED,
S ,A,S.0.
S-boat

S.C.R.
d,C,0,R,U *
S.H.A.E.F.
S»K.G.

^.M,
S.N.O.

T.A.C.
Tac/R
T.A.F.
T.C.C.

Tactical Air Command
Tactical Reconnaissance
Tactical Air Force

Troop Carrier Command

U.S.N.
U.S.S.

United States Navy
United States Ship

Very High Frequency (Radio telephony)

Weekly Intelligence Summary
Wliite phosphorus

V.H.F.

W.I.S.
W.P.
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CHAETER 1

AIR QPSPATIQR3 Df THE ADVANCE TO PLOEEiroE

MOVES OF THE OPPOSII^iG- AIR POBCES ATTER THE FALL OP ROME

Diadem^ ’’ ̂Allied Tactical Airfields at the launching of

On 12 lifey, all units of .Mediterranean Tactical Air
Force covering the front line were located on excellent
airfields in Italy,
been relatively stable for some months past,
date onwards until mid-July, American aviation engineers
and British airfield construction units undertook an

arduous programme of movement and reconstruction} the
tactical forces moved forward progressively on to the new,
more advantageous sites, so as to aid in the advance and
keep within working range of the retreating enenQ'" eind his
communications.

The tactical airfield situation had
Prom this

At the opening of Operation ̂ Diadem,' XII Tactical Air
Command v/as based on fields at Vesuvius, Pomigliano
Gapodichino, Santa Maria, Ilarcianise, Lago, Castel Voltumo,
Pigix^taro, Ve nafro and Ne ttuno.
based on San Angelo, kiadna, Canne, Trigno, Cutello, Bifemo
and Siiiello.

San Vito on the east coast

time.

The Desert Air Force was

Tre Gancelli La Banca on Anzio beachhead and

were under construction at the

Estimates of Airfield Requirements

To meet the situation created by the progress of the
battle it was estimated that the following airfields were
required: twenty-one airfields for XII
Command, conprising five south of Rome, O) five north of
Rome, two in the Ta.rquinia area, two in the Grosseto area,
two in the Pionibino area, and five in the Pisa area: and

for Desert Air Force, three in the Aquino - Prosinone area,
five in the Rome area, and, along the east coast area, as
many as the hilly terrain v/ould permit.
XII Tactical Air Command were to be 6,000 feet: most
airfields for Desert Air Force vrere to be 5»600 feet
minimum with one 6,000 feet airfield for night fighters and
medium bombers,

behind the Pisa - Rimini line.

This ambitious programme was to tax to the limit the
resources of the air forces# The engineer troops available
con^rised one Engineer Aviation Battalion (U. S. )(^) and
Airfield Construction Group (British)(5) in the XII Tactical
Air Command area, and in Deserf Air Force area two Airfield
Construction Groups (British)(^)- the first on the east
coast, the other in the central area,
anticipated the rapidity of the Allied advance}
engineers had to be at once imported.

tical Air

All airfields for

The survey assumed a German retreat to

one

Pew people had
more

AH.B./IIJ11/1, Vol.7, App. D.D.
2^ Refer to Appendix 1 aind Figure 1.
3) Including Anzio.

(4) No. 815.
(5) No. 3.
(6) Nos. 69 and 15*
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Responsibility for Airfield Oonstruotion

The responsibility for all forward tactical airfield con-
stniction for Mediterrainean Allied Tactical Air Sbrce was vested

In the Desertin the Chief Engineer, Allied Annies in Italy*
Air Bbrce area, the Chief Sigineer of No, 69 Airfield
Construction Group operated under direction of Eighth Arny,
Initially, no central responsibility was established for XII
Tactical Air Command and delays occurred until the responsibilily
within this area v.-as vested in the Commanding Officer of

Engineer Command, Allied Air Ibrces 1/iediterranean Theatre of
Operations, Responsibility for maintenance of airfields rested
with H.Q, Air Ibrce Service Command,

Progress of Airfield Construction up to 12 JulyC**)

In spite of transportation and other difficulties, the

engineers rapidly caught up with the front and, in addition to
maintaining fields already in use, constructed new ones.
Reconnaissance survey parties were active ahead of the main body
and in some cases ahead of the infantiy (one party was taken
prisoner and held by Allied troops). These parties prepared
the groimd until the front line position allowed the main
parties to move in.

As he retreated, the enemy did everj'iihing possible to ,
render his evacuated airfields useless to the Allies, layin
mines, ploughing and cratering the fields and destroying
biiildings. His demolitions were usually found to exceed that

accomplished by our bombing. As a result, with few exceptions,
particularly in XII Tactical Air Command areas, (2) the
airfields were unsuitahle for inprovement or rehabilitation.
In Desert Air Ibrce areas a few enemy airfields were, however,
rehabilitated. The considerable achievements in airfield con

struction and the reiaarkable advance of the Air Ibrce s during
‘Diadem' can be checked in Pigure 1 and Appendix 1,

Other Allied Airfield Activities in June

O

enemy

On 1 June, as a result of considerable planning, the Balkan
Ibrce(^) was officially inaugurated, with headquarters atAir

Bari,

M,A,A,P

project,

operations, the Brindisi area was assigned to it, with all
requisite special operational facilities,

Vesuvius became the base for the training of the Italian
Air Ibrce, due for re-armament with^.iracobras and Baltimores,
Eairly moves in connection with the plan for the landing in
Southern Erance called for the drafting of the air build-up for
Corsica, the main base for air opex'ations in Operation 'Anvil".
In North Africa and Sicily economies were put into force, so
that the needs of the fluid situation in Italy could be met,
Varioxis airfields in North Africa were derequisitioned: in
Sicily plans were drafted to close all aviation units (4) and to move

Although it came under the operational control of
it was essentially, as a matter of policy, a British
As it needed a special area on which to base its

• #

1) A.H.B./IU11/-1, V0I.7 App. D.D.
2) Ifl/here 5j000 to 6,000 feet runways were required,
3) Abbreviation B,A,P,

(4) Except Gate.nla,
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troop carrier and transport activities to the Rome area*

When the Ancona area ms secure, Strategic Air Force
fighter units were to move in from the Heel, leaving the
latter vacant for the use of Balkan Air Force and Italian

Air Force units.

Fighter Control after the "Fall of Rome (O

The problem of fighter control at this period was
related to the general lines of the land battle. Before
the capture of Rome, the Fifth and Eighth Armies tcdvanoed
on a narrow front, tending to converge virithout actually
overlapping, v/hile V Corps waited on the east coast for

signs of an enemy withdra\?al. After the capture of Rome,
Fifth Am^y advaiiced north-westwards on the axis Rome -

Viterbo - Siena, and Eighth Army north-eastwards on the
axis Rome - Temi - Foligno - Perugia. V Corps advanced
along the east coast, with the ultimate intention of
rejoining Eighth Army. On 5 June, the two armies were
very close together and some time elapsed before the
divergence was appreciable enough to simplify air control.
Fighter control v/orked on the following lines. Before
4 June, control in the West was exercised by 64th Fighter
Vv'ing and on the east coast by No. 1 Mobile Operations Room
Unit. After 4 June, as the operational areas of the two
armies became gradually more distinct, separate fighter
control was exercised in three sectors.

64th Fighter Yfing along the Fifth Army aocis of advance,
in the Centre by No. 1 Mobile Operations Room Unit along
the axis of the Eighth Army advance, and in the East by a
Fighter Control Detachment of M.O. R.U. advancing behind
V Coips, Y/ith Forward Fighter Controls deployed in each
Sector.

In the 'West by

On 5 June, the airfields of XII Tactical Air Command
and Desert Air Force vrere very close together,
routeing of aircraft of each force entailed flying, in
many cases, vdthin the operational area of the other;
only by the closest liaison between controllers was it

possible to avoid confusion and mis-identification.

The

Although front line enemy close suppoii: was withdrav/n
during the retreat, a small but up-to-date night fighter
force was operating; it was therefore of importance that
night fighters in particular should be handed to the
Operations Room and thence to the G. C. I. station best

placed to deal with them. Radar coverage along the twfo
axes of advance was closeIj?- co-ordinated,

vra-s deployed by 64th Fighter Wing, for in addition to their
army commitments they were responsible for coast watching
and port defence,

in its moimtainous zone v/as more difficult, was issued
v/ith extra equipment,
coverage by telling over information to one another and
improving their comimnications.

Reversion of Tactical Gommand^^^

The bulk of it

Desert Air Force, whose radar coverage

The two fronts unified their

Towards the end of May, Tactical Air Force had
foreseen that a point in the fightihg would arise when

(1) H. Q. , lA A T. A. F. , 0. R. B. App. B/SASO.
(2) H. Q. , I.L A. T. A. P. , 0. R. B. A.pp. p/SASO, fey and

June 194^1-,
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the temporary expedient of unified control of air operations would

be no longer practicable or desirable. This point appeared when
Eighth Army turned northwards across Highway 6. On 6 June, the
Air Officer Commanding Desert Air Force assumed responsibility
for air operations on the front of Eighth Army and V Corps,
leaving the Commanding General XII Tactical Air Command with

responsibility for air operations on the front of Fifth Ant^y
only; the area division v/as the inte3>-ar-ny boundary, but this

did not exclude the possibility of mutual help, should need
arise. With the reversion to nomnal command went  a transfer of

combat units. Desert Air Force received from XII Tactics-l nir

Command Nos. 2i^4 and 239 Wings, No. 79 Group and Nos. 208 and
40 Squadrons.
Sardinia, i
direction of Tactical ixir Force.

Air Command and Desert Air Force moved in syi'r^jathy alongside the
respective Army H. Qs. The air assault phase of Operation
’Diadem* had finished and the air phase of sustained offensive
v/as

14 A.

This left Nos. 87, 42 and 57 Wings in Corsica and
(outside the two army areas), also operating under the

The two H. Qs of XII Tactical

qiairing a momentum v/hich was to last until 22 June, when
- F. accepted ’Diadem’ as closed.

fejor Changes in Luftwaffe Dispositions^**)

The Allied offensive forced on the Germans the need for

major changes in the disposition of the Luftwaffe. On 29 1-iay,
Kesselring informed the General Officer Commanding Close

Support Corps fiautiiem that Central Italy and Home were to
be defended at all costs. Under pressure of air attack and the
threat of having their bases overrun there was, however, no
alternative left to the Germans but to move back their air

forces to safer areas and to modify their v/hole air policy.
Combat losses had been severe and it was feared that other

Allied amphibious landings on the north coast of .Italy were
imminent. In any case, the Luftwaffe Command,'^' as was testi
fied by senior members under interrogation later, affirmed that
the primary role of the air force in Italy was strategic and
that support for the army on the battlefield v/as of secondary
importance. As the air force v/as inadequate to fulfil both
roles satisfactorily, the former retained priority.

On 29 May, all the F. W. 190 fighter-bombers (3) were ■vd.thdrawn
from operations to Northern Italy to rest, refit and prepare
against outflanking landings; three days later, all single-
engined fighters in the Central Italian battle area were with
drawn to Upper Italy. The battlefield was thus left without
day close support. To offset in some small degree this
situation, fifteen night fighters moved from Germany to Italy
for operations in the full moon period to supplement the
persistent, but on the whole, ineffective night harassing
effort by Ju.88s and the obsolescent Ju.87s (an effort which
had risen to one hundred sorties on the night 2/3 June).
The main task of the night fighters was the defence of supply
connections to the front,
of three airfield commands from the Rome area to the Perugia -
Fisa area. The repair services for motor transport in the
Rome and Perugia areas, as well as the main, repair workshop in

Ground moves included the transfer

(1) Letter Ref. G.219247 from C.-in-C. S.W. 29 1'944.
German document (A. H. B. 6 Translation No. VIl/82) .

(2) 0. K. L. - Oberkommando Luftwaffe.
(3) 19 had been destroyed in the Piacenza raid alone.
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the Rome area, were all trainsferred to the Florence - Pisa area.
But although the Rome Area Airfield Regional Commend H.Q. moved
its entire ground organisation, staff was put at Kesselring's
disposal for urgent defence construction. Fighter.co
H.Q, Viterbo was closed, its staff moving to Siena.
Aircraft safety installations and radar equipment south of the

line Orbetello - Pescara were moved, the latter to be used to
consolidate defences in Northern Italy,
projected in the Perugia - Siena - Pistoia area.

ntrol

New airfields were

Some flak units in Central Italy were withdrawn into
defence positions; flak defences between Bologna and Florence

and light flak defences of northern bomber airfields, were
reinforced,

activities of the flak units contributed appreciably towards

preventing a collapse of the German front, but they suffered
heavy losses from air and artillery - some ninety guns in all -
and one hundred and ten more

of transport to tow them.C^)

During the later phases of Operation'Diadem*, the

guns had to be demolished for lack

(3)Moves of LuftV'faffe Headquarters

After a temporary move to Torre Gaia, south-west of Rome,
the Commanding General of the Luftwaffe in Central Italy -
General der Flieger Ritter von Pohl - retired to Viterbo, udiere
for a brief period he was joined by the Commander-in-Chief.
On 7 June, Von Pohl moved to Siena and shortly after to

Florence, then to Casalecchio near Bologna. Kesselring, too,
moved northwards,

rapidly shrinking,
H.Qs at Monte Riceo

the central unit, settled down in the Verona area with the

Signals H.Q. of Air Fleet Conpand 2_and the main administrative
supply unit, Fcldluftgau XXVIII, at Treviso. ^ghter Command
Northern Italy retained unchanged its functions of intercepting
long range Allied bomber formations and defending the northern
air bases. These latter had never developed, owing to
shortages of manpower and material, into the fortresses they liad
been planned to be.

Air Fleet Command 2, whose functions were
lay at Malcesine. wi
V  and Tab iano. C 5 )

th advanced battle

The 25th Flak Division,

Two staffeln of the Tactical Reconnaissance Gruppe

transferred to Florence (the third was already at Jesij Tidiile
the new Night Fighter Gruppe moved first to Castiglione
Del Lago, then to Ravenna and Forli, with take-off facilities
at Florence. The Long Ranges Reconnaissance Gruppe was with
drawn at the end of May from Perugia to Bergamo.

German Anti-Invasion Precautions

Not only were the Germans apprehensive of further Allied
landings on the Tyrrhenian or Adriatic coasts, but were
expecting landings in Northern and Southern Prance,
Consequently, fighters previously engaged on front line

(1) Letter from Luftflotte 2 to Feldluftgaukdo XXVII,
4 June 1944 German document A.H.B.6.Translation

No. VIl/82.
Von Pohl Series of Interrogation Reports. No. A.596/PN. 935
C.S.D.I.C. (Air) C.M.P. (A.H.B.6.)
Von Poiil Series of Interrogation Reports. No. A.596/PN. 935
C.S.D.I.C. (Air) C.M.P. (A.H.B.6.)
Near Monselice.
Near Parma.

(2)

(3)

[I]
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operations developed contacts with 0,0, Fighters Southern

France) and long range torpedo bombers in Southern Erance

made arrangements i'or staging in Northern Italy if necessary.
In late May, Hitler ordered all but two of the fighter
formations in Northern Italy to transfer to Northern Erance,
so that at this period in early June the Long- Range
Reconnaissance Gruppe (FAG/122) and two Italian Fascist
Fighter Squadriglie, were all the aircraft remaining at the

disposal of Luftflotte 2. and the fifteen night fighters and

the worn reranaaits of the three Me, 109 Staffeln of the

Tactical Reconnaissance Gruppe all that were left to Von
Pohl to continue the hopeless struggle over the front line.
Nor was there any prospect of improvement.

New Responsibilities of the weakened Luftwaffe

The G.O.C. Luftwaffe in Central Italy was formally
advised on 4 June by the C-in-O, Italy that with  a view to

the preservation of ancient works of art, the Fiehrer had
ordered that the city of Rome must not be turned into a

battlefield (1) and the section Tiber Old Tiber - Subiaco -

Caesar position would not be defended. The consequent
lighting withdrawal to the Apennine (or Gothic) Line involved
very carefully controlled air cover. In face of the almost
complete withdrawal of the battered close support and fighter
forces, his complaint on the following day is revealing, A
real easing of the situation, he said, v;as only to be expected
if immediate and strong fighter and groimd attack support were
provided, even if only for a short period. There was, too,
the need for preparations against other possible Allied
landings, one piece of evidence of which was the move shortly
afterwards of a Staffed of single-engined fighters to
Scutari in Albania for reconnaissance of Bani, Taranto and
Brindisi,

Letter from

G,~in"0. S,W, to

G.O.C. L'uftwaffe

Central Italy 4
4 June 1944.
German Document

(a.h.b.6
Translation

VIl/82)

Directive to

C.O.G.Luftv^ffe
in Cbntral

Italy from
Operations
Div, Luftflotte

’2, 11 June 1944
German document

(A.H.B.6,
Translation

VIl/82).

Not until 11 June, when the withdrawal of hec^-dquarters
was ordered, was there any noteworthy allocation of new

responsibilities. It had been decided to hold the general
line Orbetello - Terni - north of Pescara, but it was realised
that the strong Allied superiority might force a gradual with
drawal into the Gothic Line. The dwindling Luftwaffe
resotu-ces were spread out over a number of conmitments far

beyond its power to fulfil. Orders for the defence of the
Gothic Line were issued to the G.O.C. Luftwaffe'Central Italy,
25th Flak Division and Jagdfuehrer (O.C, Fighters) Northern
Italy, G» 0, C, Central Italy was to cover and support the
Army with close support formations and flak, protect supply
routes, railways and airfields in the southern area of

Northern Italy and add the weight of its flak artillery
to the coastal defence forces, A boundary was redefined as
between G«0,C. Luftwaffe in Central Italy and his northern
colleague, C.O. 25th Flak Division, who, witli tiie O.G, Fighters
Northern Italy, was responsible for all other commitments
in Italy,
supply routes, railways and industrial installations in the

northern area of Northern Italy, and their anti-aircraft
artillery would assist in the defence of the Adriatic coast

29th Flalc Division was to protect airfields.

(1) This was merely a face-saving gesture, for Allied
patrols were already in the outskirts of Rome,
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to the north of the River Po,

controlled operations against bomber formations from iBb^ia
entering and leaving the Reich, and covered the air defence

oi' the entire area of Northein Italy and, whenever possible.
Allied air attacks on the Army,
situation was implicit in the warning given to the
Ibldluftgau XXVIII - the administrative command unit - that

south of the Apennines that they need only expect operations
by not more than five night ground attack Staffeln (the mixed
force of Stiikas and Ju, 88s) “ and that only in the full moon
period - three close reconnaissance StafieIn and occasionally
only by f'our lighter Gruppen,
instructions regarding supplies and equipment was economy in

the forward areas and a solid build-up further north in more
secure areas.

Jagdfuehrer Northern Italy

Tne real weakness of the

The general drift of the

The Italian Ihscist Republican Air Porce

Mention has been made of two Italian Pighter Squadriglias
operating under command of Luftflotte 2, A brief retrospective
glance must be taken here at the development of the Italian

Pascist Republican Air Ibrce, staffed by Italian personnel who
elected to continue the Ex±s association after the Italian

s\orrender on 3 September 1943. It has already been stated

in Appendix 5 to Volume I that after a proportion of the old

Italian Air Ibrce had taken off to join the Allied and others

had destroyed their aircraft, the main harvest accruing to the
Germans - according to Von Pohl and some of his Staff - was

some two hundred S.M, 82 transport aircraft which were formed

into a Transport Geschwader. Apart from these, about one

hundred Macchi aircraft, some still in the factory, and about
sixty SoM, 79 torpedo bombers were, it was stated, considered
iisable; alJ. other aircraft were broken up for salvage. The
Pascist Republican government under Sfershal Graziani set about
the reconstruction of the Italian Airmed Porces in German-held

territory, Luftflottenkommando 2 was made responsible for the
birth, development and operations of the new air force.
Little remained of the old equipment, most of which had been
demolished, looted or sold, Lieut, Col, Botto, an experienced
fighter pilot, was appointed Under Secretary of State for Air,
and a niimber of volunteers drafted into the new organization.
Instead of equipping them with the most up-to-date Italian
aircraft type of the period - the Macchi 205 “ it was decided

to provide the all-German Me, 109, whose performance was

superior and whose production, unlike the Macchi, was adequate
and could be maintained. It was hoped to replace the once

formidable but now outmoded S.M, 79 torpedo bombers by Ju, 88s,
but production of the latter was being discontinued in favour
of the Ju, 188 and those available were all needed by the
Luftwaffe, Eventually, the old S.M. 79 was chosen and a
Staffed of them based at Gorizia in Ifebruary 1944* Lacking
adequate instruments, their operations were restricted to
moonlit nights in good weather, Dioring the Anzio landings
and later convoy sailings thereto, some of these S.M, 79s
operated from Perugia against Allied shipping. The strengthen
ing of Allied anti-aircraft defences in the Anzio beachhead, the
loss of their commander, of eleven aircraft shot down by Allied
fighters between Perugia and Venegono and damage suffered
during an Allied air attack on Gorizia, all helped to force the
S.M,79s out of front line activity. An effort was made
early in 1944 to use first the Ca« 313 and later the C,R,42 as
night ground attack aircraft and a few Staffeln, based in the
Viterbo area and under command of Von pohl, operated in the
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Anzio area,

value as a purely emergency measure,
the obsolescent but heavily armoured Ju. 87, which, as has been
seen, was in action at the time of 'Diadem*,

These Italian formations, even if recognised by the Allies,
were seldom reported and little mention of them occurs in what
Luftwaffe records are available,

crews were keen and on the whole efficient, but it cannot be
said truthfully that they inflicted any appreciably serious
damage or that all in all their contribution materially
affected the issue of the air war.

Republican Air Force seen by the author in the Italian Air
Ministry in Rome confirm the pedestrian nature of their
contribution.

It could be said that they had a certain nuisance
They were superseded by

It seems evident that their

A few records of the

GROUND OPERATIONS RROM THE FALL OR ROMS UNTIL THE EKD OP DIADEM

Allied Strategy- The Rinal Phase of Operation * Diadem*.
British

Historical On 3 June 1944^ the German retreat was at its greatest
Section Central momentum and the opportunities of destruction from the air
Itfediterranean

(A.H.B./IU11/
58/9)

most frequent. Three German divisions had ceased temporarily
to exist, one had been disbanded and all the rest had been

Although Kesselring had been promised
reinforcements amounting to eight divisions, the certain delay
attending their arrival compelled him to gain time at the
expense of surrendering ground. The Qothic_Line, (usually
referred to 3n Allied documents as the Pisa - Rimini Line) lay
a considerable distance back, running along the summits of the
Northern Apennines, Time was needed for its completion and ',
to reassemble his retreating armies. He dare not stand too
soon and risk another major defeat and if he waited too long
before standing, the Allies would reach the Gothic Line before
its defences were completed.

heavily mauled.

Allied plans for the pursuit north of Rome - still in full
swing - envisaged separate axes of advance for the two armies,
Fifth Army's first objective was the port of Civitavecchia,
vital for our supply maintenance; Eighth Army was directed on
the area of Terni and Chieti, so as to prevent the formation of
a continuous front and threaten the left wing of the Tenth Armv
with encirclement, T,¥hen these plans proved succesful, new
orders for the pursuit were sent to both armies. The greatly
weakened enemy was in no position to laimch a worthwhile
counter-attack and continued to suffer seriously from air attacks.
To exploit this situation Eighth Amy was directed to advance
speedily towards the area ELorence - Bxbbiena - Arezzo and the
Fifth Amy on the area Pisa - Lucca - Pistoia,
was to take Ancona if Eighth Amy failed to do
increased from this point, until on 20 June it hardened on the
Lake Trasimene Line (1) and the Geman will to halt us beean to
be felt.

Polish Oozps
so. Resistance

Air Force

Participation
in Operation
'Diadem*

By the 22 June, the 'Diadem' air phase of the Italian
campaign may be said to have concluded as far as the Air Tbrces
were concerned.

Allied ground and air plans had been achieved. The process of
(AaH.B.AUH/li pressing back the Germans to the Gothic Line had still to be
Vol, VI) “

Most of the objectives laid down in the

(1) Referred to by the Germans as the Albert Frieda Line.
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faced, but new plans for action thereafter were already being
prepared* On 22 June, the end of the air contribution to

•Diadem' was fonnalised. ^ ) Tactical Air Jjbrce's responsi
bilities tor the disruption of rail communications were
extended to include the River Po and the Genoa - Alessandria

Line, A brief summary of the systematic advance of Jlfth

and Eighth Armies and of V Corps and Polish Corps will provide
the background for the concluding stages of air operations
from the fall of Ro.me until 22 June,

Signal M.22112
Air 0-in-G. to

M, A# S, A, P*,
M.A.T.A.E, and

M.A.C.A.P.

22 June,1944
(A.H.B./mil/l,
Vol,VI TAB.'A' )

Fifth and E ighth Army Advance up to 22 June.

Fifth Amy had the easier terrain to work on and weaker
resistance to contend with, VI Corps set the pace, therefore,
with two divisions supported by armour. On 7 June, they
entered Civitavecchia, which, after repair, was open to our

shipping on 12 June and resuined work of great value as the

most important port between Naples and Leghorn, On 6 June,
taking advantage of the French crossing of the Aniene, South

Africans captured Civita Gastellana, East of the Tiber,
stiff resistance was overcome and Monterotondo taken.

Fifth Army

History H.Q,
5th Army - A,5
and 8th Army
Advance to

Florence Br*

Hist, Sect, /CSVI,

On 8 Jme, at long last, the enemy in the Adriatic sector
began to fall back in front of V Corps and Pescara and Ghieti

were occupied on 10 June,

against stiffening resistance, for ten more days,
divisions in line, Kesselring held up the capture of Orvieto
by the lifth Array until 14 June,
Grosseto on the 15th and crossed the River Qmbrone the same

night,

continued its advance up Highway 2, captioring, in the ten

days 10 - 20 June, Montefiascone and the high strong position
of Radicofani, coming to a halt at the German defence line

along the Orcia River,

The general puirsuit continued,
T/ith fresh

IV Corps took Orbetello and

On the right flank the French Expeditionary Corps

On the Adriatic front, V Corps were relieved by Polish
Corps, who were ordered to secure the capture of Ancona with

out delay. After initial successes, including the crossing
of the River Asso and the capture of Pedaso, their bridgehead
across the Ghiente River was destroyed by a heavy counter
attack and a halt v/as called.

Close of Operations on the Trasimene Line,

Several factors contributed to the general situation
about 22 June, which marked the opening of a short static

Firstly, the Germans had chosen their terrain, had a
Secondly, their forces were

phase,
plan ready and executed it,

Ibid

stiffened by reinforcements from several other fronts,
including the V/estem and Russian fronts,
terrain chosen favoured defence; it ran from the River Ghiente

on the east coast, across the Apennines, along the upper
Ombrone, the Orcia and Astrone Rivers, through Ghiusi ( the
old Etrusean hill-tov/n) Laice Trasimene(2) the high ground
north of Perugia and from the Tiber Valley to the sea.
Fourthly, an unseasonable spell of very bad weather between
17 and 20 June slowed down our advance.
Army's advanced elements were tvro hundred miles from their

Thirdly, the

Fifthly, the Eighth

(1) Amendment to Operations Instmction No, 8, I6 Tbb. 1944
M.A.A.F,

(2) Where Hannibal defeated the Romans in one of the greatest
ambushes in history,
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railhead and sixthly, the decision to launch Operation 'Anvil*-
the landing in Southern Erance *- had not yet been made;
although General Alexander had been forewarned that his ground
forces and some of the air forces supporting them might have to

be withdrawn, the indecision and controversy which had gone on
for close on two months still continued among the Allied
strategists in London and Yifashington.
General Alexander that if 'Anvil' was decided on, the air forces

left to support the troops remaining mder A.A,I,(1) command
would be reduced by about seventy per cent of their strength at
the time, rendering impossible effective air support of the

operation iiito Southern Germany being discussed in Italy at the
time.

General Cannon had toldLetter from

C« “in'^C# A 0 A. I*

to SgAeG.M.L.D.

C.4A2, 25 June
194^1- (A.E.B./
IU11/53/9,
App.D-4)

AIR OPERATIONS IN THE RENAL PHASE OF 'DIADEM*

Areas of Close Support for the Advance to the Trasimene Line (2)

Sui'ficient information has now been given f or appreciation
of the highly iluid situation and the various changes of dis

position being made to cope with it within the opposing air
forces. Other moves were still to be made before the close of

Before proceeding
to the narrative of air operations from 5 to 22 J\me it will be

as well to tiirn back to Section 2 of Chapter 9 Volimae I and

refresh the memory on the operational areas covered by the
controlling air lormations, so tnat the modifications of
15 June can be understood.

Diadem,' in particular on the Allied side.

It will be recalled that area responsibilities were
defined in the Air Plan as follows,

was responsible for the general battle area south of Rome, the
central strip north of Rome up to Lake Trasimene, and for the

Tyrrhenian coastal area as far north as Lake Bolsena,
Corsica-baised 87th (U.S.) Righter Wing was responsible f or the
west coast area running north from Lake Bolsena, with an eastern

demarcation line of Lake Trasimene, Arezzo and RLorence; and

Desert Air ibrce for the eastern areas, beginning on a line
east of Rome and running east to the Adriatic and north to the
east of Lake TrasLnene and Arezzo,

responsibility were now changed; on 15 June, they ceased to be

so general in terms and were more specifically defined to suit

the ground situation,
for the issue of a new bombing directive on strategic air
force targets,
general air operations in support of the land battle up to
15 June,

the record will be carried on to 22 June and the general
conclusions made and lessons learned from air participation in

the Spring offensive recapitulated.

XII Tactical Air Oommand

The

These areas of

The same date - I5 June - was selected

The narrative will now carry the record of

Then, after brief considerations of the new orders.

(1) Allied Armies in Italy,
M.A.T.AcP. O.R.B/Ops. June 19A4
15 June 194f|-.
June 194^1-.

(2) A.780 M.A.T.A.P.

Nos, 2/5, 7 and 9 A.A.S.C, V^ar Diaries,
No, 1 M.O.R.U. v/ar Diary, June 19^di-«
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Ca.03e Support by XII Tactical Air Goinmand, 5 to 15 June 1944

The record of close support in all three areas ran more or

less to pattern, but with local variations, successes and
setbacks which cannot be written off without fair examination.
I/Vhat was common to the whole of the main battle front was a

high tempo of advance, a long awaited situation when the long
months of interdiction had borne fruit, materially assisting
the ending of the stalemate, and when the enemy supply state
literally invited mass disorganisation,

4 June in the XII Tactical Air Cominand area v/s.s a record

day. They claimed 518 enemy mechanical transport vehicles
destroyed and 605 damaged; the full total claimed for the day
was no less than 657 destroyed and 621 damaged. This figure
was probably not repeated, but for some dajrs to come claims were
to remain high. Enough has been said already to indicate that
it was the usual thing ior army counts (now being continuously
made) to confirm that the air forces’claims were substantially
true, indeed often modest, M.A.A.P actually claimed that

during the month of ¥iay a total of 2,768 M/T had been destroyed
and 2,427 damaged.

XII Tactical Air Oommand continued to take a heavy toll of

the enemy from 5 June on to I4 June, v/hen there was considerably
less transport in evidence. Operations mostly fell under the
heading of armed reconnaissance; while road and rail vehicles
were busy evacuating the smitten German formations with varying
success, there was no lack of targets for Thunderbolts, Invaders
and liittyhawks,
dijmps and so forth included were often attacked from low levels!

the eneny casualty rate was mounting appreciably here, as in all
No* 2/5 A,A,S,G, areas. Much of the eneny transport was liberally protected by
War Diary (Ops,) mobile flak batteries, often reported as intense and accurate,

Givitavecchia itself, a prize of great importance, was studded
with f“lak defences and one of the most heavily defended areas on
the front.

The manifold cars, wagons, guns, ammunition

It was a great relief to the air fomations when it
fell on 7 June, in company with Tarquinia and its airfield,
which was enlarged and, a week later, occupied.

Pighter bombers then turned to the Viterbo - Montefiascone

road and railway tracks here and on the Orvieto line, roads
through San Lorenzo, Grosseto, Ghiusi, Terni, Todi, Bolsena
the lake of that name and Spoleto, causing road blocks and rail
stoppages here and wherever, within their area, the disorganised
German units had to pass, even crossing into the territory of
87th Pighter Wing, to hit Siena railways.

The attack on Elba (Operation 'Brassard’) was on the table
at this time and both the need for preliminary sounding of the
general position and the need to disrupt to the maximum the
German coastwise supply traffic justified an occasional attack
on Piombino, the mainland port serving the island, such as that
on 13 June, Bridges, for months past a routine target,
included, although of course the spice of variety had now
removed the monotony of which aircrews had complained, during
.and before Operation ’Strangle',

on

were

On 14 Jmie, the eneny situation was crystallising, in
accordance with his own plans and the natirre of the terrain.
Only: a smll amount of motor transport vas now evident.
This rei'lected both the destruction inflicted and the subter
fuges forced upon him,
into service;

Italian civilian carts had been pressed
night movement again increased; vehicles were
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now being stationed inside houses, whole walls being torn down
to accommodate them,

port targets were found and the emphasis of air operations
generally was temporarily lifted from the battle area.

On 15 June, only scattered motor trans—
M.A.T.A.P

O.R.B, Aopx

E/Ops.157,
5 June 1944

• >

Co-operation by Medium Bombers

.Mediimi bomber operations began on 5 June with a record
number of sorties against road bridges; they continued to

pattern mtil 22 June, when M,A,A*F, issued the directive
opening the Po Valley to them,
was a tendency for the medium bomber witags - 42nd and 57th -
to ret-um in part to rail interdiction, though they continued
to give considerable attention to road targets,
highways had come into prominence during the advance. Nos, 1
and 74; and on 7 June there vrere two medium bomber missions

against bridges at Cecixia and three against bridges near
Albinia,

Prom the fall of Rome, there

Two new

Bridges at Pitigliano and Acquapendente, to the we

Ibid and Medium

Bomber Opera
tions 1 Jan, -

28 Augo 1944
H.Q, 12th
Air Ibrce

(A,H,B,/
IIJII/I2)

st
and north of Lake Bolsena respectively, were attacked,
saw a revival of attacks on roads,

dispatched were against bridges on Highway 1,
This was the day Tarquinia and Viterbo

A sudden flare-up along the front brou^t the whole
weight of the mediums to bear again on 12 June on road targets.
This day marked the slowdown in the rout and by I4 June, when
the ground forces took Orvieto and Temi, attacks by the
mediums on road targets had virtually ceased.

9 June

Tbur of the eight missions
Others bombed

Highwaj'-s 2 and 73»
fell.

The need for an unremitting watch on enemy ports
In this work the mediums were able to play a part

after the heavy normal interdictory programme had been met,
San Stefano was atts-oked on I5 May; Porto Tferraio on Elba on
11 and 15 l&y; Piombino on I5 and I6 May,
point of heaviest attack,

three missions each day against two vessels which had. been
sunk to block the harbour,

substantially the same throughout 'Diadem',
bombs were invariably used against bridges,
fusings had been studied during months of growing precision in
attack, and stabilised according to target,
formations there was change from large towards smaller sortie
totals per mission,

increasingly rare; 24- sortie missions for attacks on railway
bridges were no longer imiversal; 42nd Wing frequently cut the
number to 18 and occasionally to 12, as the emphasis on road
targets swelled to its peak.

continued.

Leghorn was the
On 13 and 14 June, 42nd Wing sent

Medium bomber tactics remained

General purpose
The types and

In the size of

Thirty-six sortie missions grew

German Evidence of Medium Bomber Attack Results

The daily status reports of the results of rail inter
diction continued to be issued, built up on the usual sources
of photography and intelligence reports,
part of local successes came later, when complete records of
the Arezzo-PLorence line were found in a railway office in
Florence, and those of Vaiano on the Diritissima line (Oand
Pitecchio on the Pistoia by-pass in the respective station
offices,

Florence line, after six days attacks, no trains ran either
north or south up to 29 Jiine.

Confirmation in

The evidence is cleair. On the key Arezzo -

The same absolute standstill

Ibid

(1) Direct Florence - Rome,
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prevailed on the ilorence - Bologna line after 1 June,
Pistoia by-pass, which received less attention, managed to

pass a few trains through on most days in Jixne up to the 21stj
thereafter there are no entries; a series of our small-scale
attacks was sufficient to maintain traffic at zero level.

The

Changes in Amgr Air Support Control June 1944-

hos. 2/5, 7,
& 9 A.A.S.C.
War Diaries

Units of No. 7 Amy Air Support Control vho had been
attached to No, 2/5 began to filter back to the area of Fifth
Army d.Q,

Monte 'Trocchio returned to rest and refit, satisfied with its

work in spite of the handicaps of low-lying mist and dust over
the battlefield,

Frascati with No, 9«
the eastern sector for cover of V Corps was cancelled on

7 June, when V Corps was notified that it was shortly to be
relieved,

16 June, a Polish Aray Air Support Control had preceded them
by a day; this Control took over from No, 9j which had.

deployed No, 1 M,O.R,U, (B) tentacles to V Corps, 3rd Carpathian
Division and the Italian Utili Division,

The detachment of No, 7 which had fxmctioned on

The main unit prepared for its move to
An order to No, 9 Control to proceed to

Vftien the Polish Corps took over from them on

As a result of the rapid advance by Polish Corps after
15 June, it was agreed to split the Arny and R.A.F. controls,
the Polish Control going forward and Detachment *A' of No, 9

remaining behind at M,O.R.U, 'B*. The two controls, when

split, were 20 miles apart, linked by radio. On 24 Jme,
another rapid advance again created commmication difficulties
between the Polish tentacles and their control, putting a
distance of 60 miles between the controls. The next day the
R.A.P. Rear Link Control of Detachment 'A* had again caught up,

When the Desert Air Jtorce re-asstimed responsibility for

close support of the Eighth Amiy on 4 June, a detachment of

No, 2/5 was sent from H,Q, Advanced D.A.P, to M.O.R.U, 'B*

(No,1), The Desert Air Force began to make itself felt in air
control affairs; on 11 June we find it instructing H,Q, No, 1
M.O.R.U. that no aniy targets were to be engaged without its

(D.A.P,'s) permission. As communications in this fluid phase
were poor, it was not possible to give the Army full service:

hence a complaint from ii,Q, V Corps direct to G  - Air, Allied
Armies in Italy, About the same time. No, 7 South African
Spitfire Bomber Wing moved across to the central sector, leaving
a light and medium bomber wing, a fighter squadron and a

fighter reconnaissance squadron. The Desert Air Three,
anxious, no doubt, to try their hands at control, took over

these units. It is difficult now to see the point in making
a break in a well-r\mning control system in the middle of a

crucial battle. Towards the end of the month. No,  1 Mobile
Operations Room moved from San Vito to Torto3?oto, No, 2/5
A,A.S.C. moved up on 10 Jxme from Castrociello to Valmontone,
lil/hen following the previous and following records of the close

support air effort up to the end of 'Diadem' , the moves jiist
related and the way the controls lived at such times on a hand-
to-mouth basis will be borne in mind.

Close Support for Eighth Army, 5 to I5 June

No. 2/5 A.A.S.G.
and No, 1

M.O.R.U, bhr

Diaries,
June 1944

The whole effort for the first three days after Rome fell

was directed on the heavy enemy road movement to the Health
and north-west out of the capital,
armour; on 5 June, a completely successful raid on some 88-mm

guns holding up a leading brigade enabled a unit of the

This included attacks on
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6th South African Armoured Division to continue its advance.

Armed reconnaissance, after rising to a peak again on both

fronts, was held down by bad weather to 155 sorties on 7 June
and only two close suppoi-t missions could be llown.
8 Jme, when Desert Air Ibrce support reverted to the Eighth
Army, there was still plenty of transport in evidence and

returns showed heavy damage among convoys and parks.
Desert Air ibrce ordered 'no strafing missions' on 9 June,
The reason given was the high casualty rate of recent weeks from
German flak,

was so much of' it clustered in the area of important convoys
that it could not fail to take its toll of low-fljring aircraft.

The weather was threatening on 10 J-une; there was no flying.
Although the Rover 'David' control was active, the effort was

meagre until 15 June, but the Army continued to send in grateful
reports when missions accounted lor enemy armour, vehicles and

guns on the move and motor transport, not yet entirely gone to
earth as it had in the western sector,

continuous observation of enemy movement confirmed his practice
of starting movement just before dark and the germ of a belated

plan to call in the co-operation of' the night Intruders emerged,
Terni, key town in the centre of the front and Pescara on the

Adriatic, with many facilities, had fallen to the gromd forces.

Close support was, as it were, drawing them forward and at the

same time impeding the eneny's withdrawal,

8?th Fighter Jlng in Corsica

On

The

Although seldom of the heaviest calibre, there

About this time.

During the Spring of 1944, the island of Corsica rose to
full stature as an Allied air base,

major trends in operations,
landings in Southern Prance,
examined, was the participation of the island-based 87th fighter
Wing in the Allied advance on the mainland of Italy, in

particular in the concluding phases of the air contribution to
'Diadem',

It was the scene of two

The first was the build-up for the
The second, which must now be

By the directive of 17 April, a Commanding General was

appointed, with operational control of an American lighter
TAP/3/2/Air
Operational
Directive No,8 Bomber Group - the 57th, operating Thunderbolts - and two

experienced R,A,P, Fighter Wings - Fos, 322 and 251;' these

fighter Wings were transferred specially for the task from the
Middle East,

push forward No, 79 Fighter Bomber Group (Thunderbolts and
Kittyhawks) in read.iness for 'Anvil', (if it should be decided
on) transferred it to Corsica, that is, from control of XII
Tactical Air Command to that of 87'fch Fighter Wing,

17 April 1944

On 9 June, the Tactical Air Force, anxious toM,A.T,A.F,

0,R.B,/S,A.S,0
9 June 1944

•»

The primary tasks of 87th Y/ing were the provision of escort

to the Mitchells and Marauders of the 42nd and 57th T/ings, and
the disruption and destruction of enemy communications and

supplies in Italy,
weather reconnaissance, photographic and ground support missions,
and, in co-operation with 63rd Fighter Wing on the mainland,
anti-shipping strikes up to 20 per cent of its available effort.

The entire zone of operations for the Yifingwas again sub-divided
into three sub-zones,

Florence - Pontassieve line southwards, and Zone  3 to the north
of this line,

12 June, Squadrons II/5 and 11/3f both of the French Air Force
and based at Alto, equipped with Thunderbolts; and half a

Tac/R Squadron (No. ̂ 1^

Its brief extended to counter air force,

Zone 1 coastal. Zone 2 from the Pisa -

No, 57 Fighter Bomber Group included, by
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The eneny air raid of 12 May an Oorsican air bases,
constituted a serious, but not fatal, setback. The next day
the Spitfire Wings on Poretta (1) managed to muster 21 aircraft
during the forenoon, a figure rapidUy increased by the servicing
units. Surveys of dispersal followed and although no changes
seem to have been effected at Poretta, improvements were made
and aircraft shelters erected at Alesani and Solenzara.

Nos. 251 & 322
Wings O.R.B*s

87th Fighter Wing Operations from Pprsioa, 5 to 15 June

Prom the fadl of Rome to 15 June, the Thunderbolts and
Spitfires of 8?th Wing carried out their comprehensive brief
in favourable weather. The emphasis of the heavier

M.A.T.A.P. Nos.

322 and 251
Wings O.R,B*S.

Thmderbolts fell on railway yards, locomotives and wagons
south of Ortone, north of Orvieto, on Elba, round Lake
Trasimene, and many other points leading to the front, but

they also attacked, like the ^itfires, roads, bridges and

motor transport at the height of the German retreat from

4-5 June5 on 16 June their attention was turned to Elba,
air operations against which were controlled by 8?th Wing.

A considerable percentage of the Spitfire effort was
spent on escorting the medium bombers based on Corsican and
Sardinian fields,

sorties put up by these two wiiigs were spent on sweeps and
armed reconnaissance.

The rest of the daiiy average of 144

Motor transport was an objective for
which they were admirabiy adapted, and the daily returns of
•flamers* added up to a not unimportant fraction of the total
destruction; they took a heavy toll in the rear areas round

PLorenoe, Arezzo, Lake Trasimene, Lake Bolsena, Vetralla,
Tarquinia, Eollonica, Pistoia, lucca, Siena; many locomotives
and wagons were accounted for, Tbligno airfield was strafed and
six aircraft destroyed.

Although German flak was a continuous menace in most areas,
air opposition was not serious. It must not be dismissed,
however, as non-existent. Ibr exan^le, on 15 Jme,  a No. 322
Wing formation met and engaged twenty Maochi figjhters west of
Parma, shot down two and damaged two without loss to themselves.
On 8 June, a No. 251 Wing formation destroyed a Ju. 88 near
Pistoia. The next day, in the same area, seven Me. 109s were
met and three of them destroyed without loss to the Spitfire
I'ormation. The next day aircraft of the same Wing visited

Pistoia airfield, but found nothing to attack except a single
Ju. 52. They destroyed a Ms. 109 ‘the next day and another on

14 June when some aircraft ran into twelve Ivfe. 109s, again in
the same area.

Strategic Air Porces in Italy, June 1944*

Support of 'Diadem* by the R.A.P. Wellingtons, Liberators
and Halifaxes of No. 205 Group continued after the fall of

Rome on every night except one, until the ni^t 11/12 June,
when they turned to oil and indastrial targets in the Balkans

(A.H.B./LU11/J, aud Central Europe. Before proceeding to the narrative of
Vols. V and VI) their operations and those of the day heavy bombers and their

Lightning and J/kistang escorts, it must be appreciated to what
dimensions the PLfte^th Air Three had grown by this time.

M.A.A.P.

Operations in
support of
* Diadem*

(1) The exact state of affairs at the American and Erench
bases cannot at present be traced, as all Operations
Records Books involved are at Washington or Paris.
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The effective strength (not the aircraft assigned) on 15 Jime
was:- in heavy bombers, 901 U.S.A*A,F. and 27 R.A.Fj in mediiam

bombers 77 R#A#Pj in fighters 2(j01 U.S.A.A.F., representing a
grand total of V^QS effective aircraft*

Night Bombing Operations, 5 to 10 June

The night bombers concentrated on the creation of road
blocks at key junctional points at Temi, Viterbo, Orvieto, and
to this extent enhanced the continuity provided by the ftmall

R*A*P, Boston and Baltimore night bombing force and kept the
enemy on the alert when he wished for unimpeded and \mob served
transit back to firmer defences* This Wellington group had
recently called foi*th the personal congratulations of General
Baker for their excellent work on the night 3/4 June, when they
seriously damaged in several places a vital bridge over the
Tiber* The crews usually reported favourably on the technique
and efficiency of the flame-dropping aircraft, whose precision
enabled them to report with confidence a high proportion of
direct hits and near misses and evidence clear enou^ to the
naked eye in the clear night weather ruling at that time, until
smoke from the fires started obscured the target*
Occasionally, a single Me* 109 or P*W* 190 was met during the
night on patrol fitted with a white nose light, evidently acting
as desperate expedients in aid of the small night fighter force.

Day Heavy Bomber Operations in Italy, 5 to 15 June

With the landing in Northwest Europe a reality, it was
inevitable that the day operations of the Strategic Air Force
should reflect the new situation* Yet the needs of the armies

in Italy were still of considerable moment and certain heavy
raids on Italian targets were carried out in the same periods
as the attacks on oil in the Balkans, the Reich and Central
Europe* One of the peak days in Italy was the day Rome fell#
Just over 600 heavy bombers with an escort of 229 Lightnings and
Mustangs carried out heavy and, on the whole successful, raids
on communications in N*W* Italy and on both sides of the Pranoo-
Italian frontier* Marshalling yards at Turin, Genoa and
Novi Ligure were attacked, as well as the often-visited
Antheor viaducts and the Var bridge in Southern Prance* A
force of some 450 aircraft, with escort, attacked bridges and
movements in Northern Italy, the next day, as far south as
Bolo^a and Iferrara* There was no air opposition worth mention#
After a day at Ploesti, the heavy bombers returned to Italian
targets for a day on 7 June, this time concentrating on shipping
and ports in N.W* Italy such as Leghorn where, (it was revealed
by strike photos), moles, installations and shipping
effectively hit, cn Voltri shipyards, Savona rail junction and
Vado Ligure marshalling yards, where damage was also considerable
in both of two attacksj also on the Antheor and Var bridges
again, where it appeared that the target was cut#

Attacks on Mestre and Ancona marshalling yards followed,
and on 15 June, when bad weather prevented the bonibers from
operating, some 170 fighters swept the Southern Prance air
fields of La Jasse, Avignon and Orange, where bombers and
fighters were based. They destroyed and damaged a few
bontoers and fighters and set i’ire to buildings, but lost I3
aircraft, (almost aH to flak),
dispatched on a similar mission fan into cloud banks off
Corsica and returned to base# The German Air Tbrce moves

were

Another 40 aircraft

Ibid

and No# 205
Gk*oup 0#R*B*s

Ibid

■ o

o
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leading to this attack will he related shortly, after a few

notes on oil. On all the other days in the period except
12 Jtine, oil targets were heavily attacked. It will be

recailled that in the discussions preceding Operation
’Overlord’ the American viewpoint was clearly expressed as a

belief that the first priority of air attack before the

landings shoiold be oil targets. By destroying his oil

sources, it was claimed, one would uestroy his ability to

continue the war. The day heavy bomber force and its escort

fighter force based at Poggia was entirely American; the

emphasis on oil will therefore be easily grasped. Even when

the target was in Italy, it was often chosen because of the

oil storage there; for example on 9, 10 and 13 June the oil
depots at Porto Marghero were visited.

Geman Air Reaction in N. Italy to Strategic Operations

The enemy long range bomber force had moved just before
the fall of Rome from Northern Italy to Southern Prance.
Only a score of bombers remained in the Po Valley. The force
in Southern Prance, now numbering about I50 Ju. 88s, He. 111s
and Do. 217s, was scattered over bases ranging from Toulouse
to the Rhone Delta. These pinrely anti-shipping units’ prime
task was to attack the forces landing in Normandy from 6 June
onv/ards. In view of those German apprehensions of further
amphibious landings in the Mediterranean already recorded,
preparations were at the same time already being outlined for
the eventual transfer, at short notice, of some at any rate,
back to Northern Italy to operate against any major Allied
strategic move in the Ligurian or Adriatic Seas.

Ibid

G.A.P. Opera
tions -

A.M.’ff.I.S. ’s

June 1944

(A.H.E./IIGI).

Apart from training units, there were about ten Me. 109s
at Orange for tactical reconnaissance and the same number of
Arado 196s for coastal patrols. Five long-range reconnaissance
Ju 88s were responsible for covering the Western Mediterranean
and Allied convoy lanes.

German Fighter Opposition to Allied Heavy Bomber Attacks

The Luftwaffe had depleted the close support forces in the
battle areas to build up a force for what to them was a more

urgent pu^ose, - the defence of the Reich, with its aircraft,
ball-bearing and other war industries, against heavy day raids
from Italy. This fighter force of nearly 100 aircraft began
to get into its stride after the fall of Rraie and in the
latter half of the period under review put up, whenever weather
allowed, an average of 40/50 fighter sorties against bombers
crossing N. Italy,
fighters reported attacks ranging from indifference to
persistent aggression, attacks which on seme occasions were
pressed home far over the Italo — Reich borders and were
repeated on the homeward flight.

The Allied formations of bombers and

Directives to Strategic and Tactical Air Forces

On 14 June, the Combined Chiefs of Staff advised the
Supreme Commander in the Mediterranean that the destruction of
the German Armed Forces in Italy south of the Pisa - Rimini
Line must be completed and that there should be no withdrawal
from the battle of a^jr Allied Forces necessary for that purpose.
Iilien this line had been reached, one of three amphibious
operatio^ would be possible - against the South of France
('Anvil’), against the Biscay area or at the head of the

Signal 3116
Air Ministry
to A.F.H.Q
14 June

•»
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Adilatic,

"by 25 July, so long as it did not limit the completion of the
advance to the Pisa - Rimini Line*

The aim should he to launch the operation decided on

Operations
Instruction

15 June i9iA

Signal A. 760
H.Q., M.A,T,A,F
0.R.B

15 June

B

•»

The following day - 15 June - new directives were issued
to the Air Forces to conform both with the general and local
situations* The directive to the Tactical Air Force altered

no principles, but merely moved the areas of control further

northv/ardsj in particular, XII Tactical Air Command were to
attack all rail communications north of the bomb-line up to
the line Cecina - Poggibonsi - Arezzo - Fabriano  - Fano (all
exclusive)* The limit of 87th Fighter Mng’s responsibility
now stretched to Genoa and the land line tallied with that of

XII Tactical Air Command* The entire zone from 20 miles north

of the bombline and south of the general line Pisa - Florence -

Fano, an area of great movement at the time, was thrown open to
the three controlling units - Desert Air Force, XII Tactical
Air Command and 87th Fighter Wing - who now exchanged their
general intentions daily and attacked all movement irrespective
of army areas, calling on one another, where need existed, for
assistance against worthwhile targets* The night bomber
effort was integrated under control of XII Tactical Air Goi'niand,
They were given the night Bostons and Baltimores of No. 232
Wing to assist in the effort against communication targets in
support of both armies.

•f

Allied Air Effort from Id - 22 June

M.A.A.F.

Operations in
Support of
•Diadem* Yol*

VI. (A.H.B./
IIJ11/1)

During this period, while the main weight of fighting fell
in the area west of the Tiber, poor weather delayed the ground
forces and prevented any continuity in air operations,
air effort's .main emphasis remained - with interruptions on
support of the ground operations, - on attacking communications,
motor transport, marshalling yards, and port and harbour
installationsj the total tonnage dropped, in a week in which on
two days all operations were cancelled, reached a figure no less
than four-fifths of the preceding week's, roughly one-third
falling in the battle area south of the Pisa - Rimini Line

(principally by Tactical) and two-thirds north of the Line
(principally by Strategic Air Force)*
tactics;
objective,
and Recco and two of the central lines in their southern sections

remained cut throughout the week*
I'outes, one Y/as again cut in the attack by medium bombers on

21 Jime and the other probably*

The

There was no change in
enemy communications continued to be the primary

The east and west coast railroad lines at Pesaro

Of the other two central

The bad flying weather limited
photographic reconnaissance, hence there were breaks in the type
of strike evidence so valuable at the time*

Apart from the anti-rail/road offensive, two other features
must be recorded; firstly the air participation in the capture
of Elba Island, (1) and secondly, the series of attacks on the
west coast ports by the medium bomber wings and 87th Fighter
Group.

A large part of the work leading to the satisfactory
status of rail interdiction mentioned above was effected by the
two medium bomber wings (2) and the fighter bombers of
XII Tactical Air Command* As soon as the Elba episode was
over, a large force of aircraft again stood by, awaiting a

(1) Operation 'Brassard'*
(2) 42nd and 57th.
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break in the -yveather. Most bombers stood down on I9 Jime,
but the Thunderbolts of 87th lighter Wing were active against
barges off Leghorn and rail targets in the ports of Sestri
Levante and Viareggio.

Some medium bombers were able to operate the next day •

20 June - and destroyed a number of road bridges and damaged
others betTtfeen Genoa and La Spezia, The lighter aircraft of
87th Sifter Wing put in a crowded day and one mission
returned claiming several hits on a 20>000-ton aircraft
carrier in Genoa docks, unconfirmed as no photographs of
Genoa were taken at this period* Leghorn, after the oaptuire
of Elba and Pioinbino, would aimost certainly become the most
southerly eneiry port# Elookships had been sunk at the
harbour entrance; these and a jetty were hit by Mitchell son
21 June# The pattern of the rest of the Air Sbrces* opera*-
tions showed no departure from the normal. A diminishing
harvest of motor transport was an index of a hardening front*

The heayy day bombers were oniy out on 22 Jme, when, ^
after excellent cono^trations on the marshalling yards at
Ventimiglia by 55 Wellingtons and three Liberators, (assisted
by eight flare dropping Halifaxes), a comprehensive offensive
on northern railway installations was carried out by about
750 Liberators, Portresses, Lightnings and Mustangs, the two
latter categories sweeping as well as providing cover*
Seldom had such saturation of a complex been so effectively
planned. In addition, oil storage plants, bridges and the
Piat factory at Tijrin were hit* The value of this and other

raids might well have been repeated, had the strategic position
been cleared in favour of a continued offensive i^n Italy
with all forces, and would in all probability have been
considerable* As will be seen, the fighting potential was to
be so drastically cut as to destroy any hope of pursuing the
victory to its logical conclusion*

Oomparison of Enemy and Allied Estimate of Vital Rail Points
in Rorth Italy» “

M#A.A#P#/S#6665/
Int, 27 June 1944 Allied. Cbmbined Services Detailed Inte
See Ibid Vol*
VlAab* *L».
(A.H#B./EU11/1,
Vol* VI)

in June a certain document came into the hands of the
;ation Centre

prepared by
II Generale di Brigata# Direttore Superiore Transporti in
June 1943 as a guide to the Germans for setting 15) anti-aircraft
defences of crucial rail points in Northern Itaiy.
Target Analysis Section at M#A#A#P« reported, after scrutiny
of it, a high degree of exactitude in the fundamentals
which our strategic air programme since the invasion had been
based*

1Liaison H.Q. in Rome* This was a map

The

cn

Of the 46 targets indicated, target charts for 34 had been
prepared* Of the remaining twelve, six were located in the
rail complex between Milan and the Swiss frontier,
which no operations were planned because of the intricate
inter-connections of the local railway net.
minor targets on the Brenner Line which photo reconnaissance
showed to be unsuitable for heavy bomber attacks; one was a

• hydro-electric power station (a target of veiy low priority for
heavy bomber attack); the final two were bridge targets for
which suitable alternatives had already been plotted.

an area in

Three others were

(1) Slgure 2.
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Twenty-five of the forty-six vital points plotted had,
27 Jxme 19i|4i been attacked by M,A,A*P,, principally the
marshalling yards, but including the bridges at Dogna, Avisio
and Bolzano* The Borovnioa Viaduct (just over the Italo-
Slovene border), had been twice cut by partisans* Analysis of
the 46 points showed a fairiy equal proportion of railway centres;
engineering structvires and railway power sources; comparing
this enemy estimate of oiir intentions with the course of
strategic operations on the railway system recorded in the

course of the narrative to this point, it will be clear that

he had a fair3y clear grasp of the possible military needs of
the situation* Railway power sources were relegated in the

event to low priority by the Allies, on account of the pressure,
of overall European bombing priorities. (*^)

Coastal Air Operations in the concluding Weeks of  *Diadem*

Some 3dea has been given of the productive work of
Air & Coastal Air ibrce in the first week of * Diadem*, It is now

time, before proceeding to final conclusions on the Spring
May - Jime 1944 offensive, to give an outline of the significant role played

by this force from that point.

The sinkings of two U-boats in the first week in  *Diadem*
were followed by three more kills in May. ‘Swamp* hunt
operations were carried.out. in co-operation with naval forces.

The 'y^^hour h\mt from I4 to I7 May ran the U-boat, as intended,
to exhaustion. Survivors estimated, that not more than three

hours had been spent on the surface during the whole period;
the resultant exhaustion of the batteiy forced them to surface*

A considerable, strain was imposed on our crews when this hunt

was almost inmediateiy followed by another, which led to the
sinking of U-960 on I9 May, Another (U-371) had been sunk
earlier off Djidjelli. The commander, familiar with the

coaistline and our tactics, steered inshore, knowing the ‘Swamp*
aircraft would be operating to seaward and expect the opposite
move. Prisoners ffom four of the five sunk included two of

the most experienced and successful commanders in the
Mediterranean, These operations reduced in dramatic fashion

the enemy submarine force to two, although it could not be said
the menace had been finally dealt with. It was known that at

Pola three midget U-boats (2) wei*e being constructed and that
two or three of the smaller version of this type were at sea

somewhere along the Tyrrhenian coast. More serious was the

threat from human torpedoes launched from U-boat carriers, of
which three in the Spezia area were likely to become opera
tional before long, .

Notwithstanding, the reduction of these threats to the

convoys on which the Allied forces in Italy, Corsica and

Sardinia depended for many essentials, enabled Coastal Air
Eoroe to employ its forces more offensively in June, During
this month there were no U-boat attacks, no air attacks on

■ convoys or harbo\ars and no offensive action of any kind against
the wide system of targets defended by M.A.0,A.P, Once the

drop in enemy activity was grasped, considerable changes were
made in the disposition of general reconnaissance and fighter
aircreLffc, Wellingtons moved from North Africa to Sardinia for

M.A.C.A.P

0.R.B

Operations,

*9

• 9

Report tor Gcsnmander
S*0*(1) Med*

C*-ln-C, Naples,
21 July
N.A.A.P./S.6685/
Int,

(A.H.B./IIJ1/269/38,
Enel* SSO') •

SZ6>)-

n

(1) But npte Operation ’Bingo’, in November 192|4«
(2) The Oaproni B type originally evolved by the Italians.
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anti-shipping operations; Beaufighters and Mosquitoes to

Alghero and Sbggia for intruder operations,
promptly effected in fighter defence in North Africa and the

pace accentuated in offensive operations by 63rd lighter Wing,
who during June, destroyed a considerable member of ,  'I*,
•J” and *R' boats, barges, one merchant vessel, one L.S.T., a
ferry, a schooner and a quantity of surface craft, M/T and
locomotives* This Wing damaged 26 bridges in addition to

port installations, factories and radar sites. No. 6 Squadron,
armed with Rocket Projectile Hurricanes, was the most success

ful unit, in particular on night operations.

An unobtrusive, profitable but time-consuming commitment
was AiiySea Rescue; a comparison of figures for May and June

shows how many lives of valuable trained crews were being
saved for the Air Tbrces, In May, - an exceptional mnth, -
A/fe.R. aircraft flew just under 1,000 sorties; marine craPt

made seventy-five,
airmen and two enemy were saved,
sorties by aircraft and 50 by marine craft led to the saving
of 91 Allied aiid six enemy lives,
ful incidents rose from 33*5 per cent to 53 cent.

The absence of enemy long range bomber attacks in June
was mainly the result of their concentration against the

Noi-mandy landings,
made tenure of their bases in the South of Prance insecure;

by the end of June, the bombers were scattered over bases at

Cognac, Toulouse, Perpignan, Montpellier, Valence, Lyons/feron
and 1stres,

attack of an unusual kind by the Italian Fascist Republican
S.M, 79 torpedo bombers, who set out to bomb Gibraltar on the

night 4/5 June, without achieving anything.

Economies were

One hundred and seventy-nine A.llied
In June, just on 6OO

The percentage of success-

Cfoastal Air Forces’ intruder operations

The latter airfield was used as base for an

CONCLUSIONS AND lESSONS FROM AIR OPERATIONS ’STRANGLE*
AND ’DIADEivH.

The Need for careful Assessment of Conclusions,

The time, the place and the range of viewpoints concerned
must all be allowed for in any attempt to draw conclusions and

to list the lessons learned from the air operations ’Strangle’
and ’Diadem,'

appreciations from distinct viewpoints are given*
mail, the Allied conclusions and the lessons learned remained
unmodified as they applied to the Italian theatre of war,
until the final victorious offensive in the Spring of 1945*
Some of the lessons were borne in mind in the planning for

Operation ’Overlord’.
ments will now be given.

For purposes of comparison, several Allied
In the

Several of the most relevant assess-

Conclusions by Tactical Air Force on Operation ’Strangle’,

There was no doubt as to the complete tacticaJ. success of

Operation 'Strangle’, the programme of communications inter

diction which lasted from I9 Piarch to 11 May with an intensity
which reached continuous battle proportions,

by good planning, a sound choice of targets and a close
co-ordination of all available interior forces.

General Arnold, Chief of the American Aniy Air Forces in

Washington, ventured the hope that the operations then pro
ceeding might well become classic examples of the capabilities

It was marked

By 27 April,

Report on
Operation
Strangle'

M.A.T.A.F/to/
SASO/7 O.R.B,
24 July 194U

I
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of air bombardment in isolating a battlefield,
were not fulfilled, but a measure of success, unobtainable had

the enemy possessed a comparable air force, was achieved.

Those hopes

The principal effect of our air superiority was to allow

our bombers to operate either without, or with only a small,
fighter escort and to enable fighter-bombers to work in small

flights (l), so rendering possible in fair weather conditions
an almost constant stream of aircraft over the whole area and

making it extremely difficult tor the eneii\y to move by day;
another major effect was to grant our ground forces almost

complete immunity of their logistical organisation behind the
lines. Meeting the main requirements of the air plan meant
an initial maximum effort on targets likely to involve major
repair work; aiming at the maintenance of at least three

blockages on every route; employing fighter-bombers against
the track between major blocks and to interfere with the repair
of major blocks; and by using light bombers in a harassing
role at night, regardless of the state of the moon.
Photographic reconnaissance for correction of visual and bonib

strike photo reports proved of great importance.

As regards isolation of the battlefield, this was held
Vifhere thereby M.A.T.A.P, to be a dangerous catch phrase,

were numerous routes leading to the battle area, it was

impossible to isolate that area by air action alone; but it

was possible so to interfere with the movement of personnel and

supplies to an area that it could be made militarily impractic
able to retain that area, a task demanding an extended period
of time,

month after the conclusion of the air contribution proper to
'Diadem'.

This judgement, it must be noted, was recorded one

The need to supplement day attacks by night attacks was

seen, but it was realised that the night harassing forces

available were inadequate and the need for more efficient air-
craft for this work made plain,
mation to' the claim that bombing accuracy had been seriously
reduced in the face of flak opposition, but had been, all the

same, remarkable.

Strangle* had given confir-

As regards the interdict ion - marshalling yard controversy >
Tactical Air ibrce’s experience was that saturation of rail

objectives was the only way to hold up repair effectively;
that since the destruction of imrshalling yards would not by
itself dislocate a railway system, they should only be attacked
when active. ■While generally satisfied with the results of
rail interdiction the successful interdiction of roads was

admitted to be extremely difficult, as it was mainly at night
that traffic moved,
positive method of dealing with th.e heavy traffic of small
coasting craft and barges had been found.

Again, for the same reason, no really

Conclusions by Tactical Air Force on Operation *Diadem'.

Returning to the study of 'Diadem* six months after its
close. Tactical Air fbrce recalled that among its important
objectives was the prevention of supplies and reinforcements
reaching the German armies in Italy,
objective almost completeiy attained, but again it was pointed

It considered this

(1) Of 4 or 8 aircraft.
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out that the shortage of aircraft suitable for night operations
precluded adequate coverage of the enemy communications system
as a whole, hence nullifying to some extent the effectiveness
of the isolation programme,
inadequate, but it lacked precision blind bombing instruments.
Only by saturation of enemy communications areas by night
intruders and the use of precision pathfinders or blind bombing
techniques on special night targets, could assurance be given
of a complete isolation of the battle area,

seen that the early hopes of a balanced air force had not to

this point been realised.

Not only was the night force

It will thus be

Conclusions by Strategic Air Ibrce on Operation 'Diadem*,

Estimate of the

Situation Rail

Communications

in N, Italy,
15th Air Eorce/
A-2, 1lJune 1944

(A,H.B./IIJ11/1,
Vol, VII,
Tab. 'GC»),

The Strategic Air Eorce interpreted its role of supporting
the ground operations in Italy by attacking Northern Italian

rail communications, as well as certain ports,
study presented the following conclusions by this force.
Their bearing on the relative value of attacks on marshalling
yards and railway repair centres on the one hand, and attacks
on bridges on the other, is an important piece of evidence in

the slow evolution of these two policies towards  a balanced
integration of both.

A detailed

Complete and continuous interdiction alone would bring
about the maximum injury to the rail transportation system in
N. Italy,

incidental interdiction of lines, but available by-passes and
opportunities of quick, easy repair rendered such interdiction
only temporary and without critical effect,
true, it was agreed, that certain marshalling yards and
handling facilities might, as a result of successful interdic
tions, become profitable targets',
of producing long term arid continuous interdiction was the

complete destruction of bridges or viaducts -with long spans,
an object the completion and policing of which enemy defences

in their actual state ■'were incapable of seriously interfering
with.

Attacks on marshalling yards might provide

It was, however.

The most effective method

Air Intelligence Conclusions on *Diadem',

Assessment of

Air Operations
against Enemy
Communications
in Italy,
M.A.A.E. Intel
ligence Section,
16 June 1944.

The Target Analysis Sub-section of the Intelligence
Section H.Q
reviewing the period I6 3/jarch - I5 June,
air operations against the Italian lines of communication were
never expected to secure in themselves a withdrawal of enemy
ground troops from the stabilised Gustav Line. They were
designed so to weaken the enemy, through continuous disruption
of his communications over a long period of time, that our
impending ground operations would be materially facilitated.
It was, in other words, a long range type of ground-air support,
related to, and dependent upon, large scale gro-und operations
for consummation. Abundant evidence had gone to show that
although the enemy suffered from shortages before 11 May,
his position, as long as the front remained static and quiet,
was not highly critical. After the opening of the offensive,
the position was radically changed. The almost uniform
concensus of all intelligence reports supported the idea that
the largest factor in the collapse of eneiiiy transport after
D-Day was due to the breakdown of local distribution
immediately behind the ffont. This, in turn, was due to the
progressive removal of transport from the front areas in order
to satisfy the requirements of the peninsular supply routes.

M.A.A.P, arrived at the following conclusions in
It reoT-lled that

•»
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In short, the denial of railway routes in this latter area

caused the enemy to ovea>*conmiit his limited motor transport
facilities in the zone of communications*

Allied ground offensive and the speed of its advance made it

impossible for the enemy to readjust his motor transport in

time to cater adequately for his local requirements in the
combat zone*

destruction of a large part of his motor transport force and

relative paralysis in large areas of the combat zone*

The weight of th

intimately, this factor resulted in the

e

Effect of Air

Power in a Land

Offensive.

J.C.S. 1794,
18 June 1944

(A.K.B./IU11/1,
Vol. VII,
Tab.

Lessons learned from Air Participation in the Spring Offensive

and in Operation *Strangle*.

The Deputy Air Commander-in-Chief summarised the part that

air power had played in the break-through and might be expected
to play in similar circumstances in other theatres,
the document occasionally over-simplifies for the sake of
clarity, it is one of the most concise and informed works of

its kind and shov/s considerable lucidity and grasp of the
essentials of war.

Although

The text is given virtually complete at Appendix 4*
will suffice here to recapitulate its main points,
by exposing the things that 'Diadem* had proved air power could
not be expected to do.
organised and disciplined army, whether it had, or virtually
lacked, air support,
drawal by drying up the flow of essential supplies;

It

It opened

It could not by itself defeat a highly

It could not by itself enforce a with-
so long as

the Germans were not being forced to expend ammunition and fuel,
vehicles etc, at a high rate, they could maintain stocks at the
essential minimum. It could not prevent entirely the movement
of reserves. In short, it could no^t absolutely isolate the
battlefield from enemy supply or reinforcement; nor, on the
other hand, could it absolutely guarantee theimimunity of our
forw'^ard formations, back ai’eas, ports, bases, airfields or
convoys against the occasional air attack or reconnaissance.

What it had done since 15 March was to make it impossible
for a highly organised and disciplined army to offer prolonged
resistance to our determined ground offensive in country ideal
for defence; it had turned an orderly retreat into a partial
rout and temporarily rendered the German army ineffective
fighting force. The army alone would not have been able to
achieve this. The report enlarged on the immunity all
branches of our own ground forces passively enjoyed,
irregardless of any enemy air threat, thanks entirely to
domination of the air, as well as on the priceless air
reconnaissance reports on which their advance was planned and
executed. The air contribution made the break-through possible
and delayed and disorganised the movement of reserves. 0)

Vindication of broad Principles of Conduct of Air War in Italy.

The progress and conclusion of Gperations 'Strangle* and
'Diadem* established firmly two principles already adopted in
the the.atre. It will be realised that these principles must
be accepted as true and successful in that theatre, but not of
universal application in their entirety,
current form and expression of the principle of teamwork
between independent ground and air commands which had been

as a

our

The first was the

Training Memo
No. 7 H.Q.
Fifth Army,
9 March 1944.

(A.H.B./IIJ1/
321/4)

(l) In particular, the delay imposed on the movement of the
Hermann Gearing Division was fatal.
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born in the Desert cr-spaigns and developed through Tmisia,
Sicily and the early months in Italy.
1944 established more clearly than ever the efiiciency and

harmony resulting from the integration of co-e
air forces working in harmony towards a common

The other principle was that of the method of rail
interdiction, accepted as the primary air task and translated

into terms of action by an emphasis on the cutting of bridges
and viaducts,

diction put up by e:cperts within M.A.A.P, it Y/ill be recalled

that, as given in the section in Voluane I on the Interdiction -

Zuckerman controversy, prominent Italian railway officials
had testified to the greater efficacy of interdiction, on the

gromds that the Germans were seldom using marshalling yards
as the Allies believed they would, and the damage thereto,
although appreciable, hit the civilian supply system harder

than the German military machine,
intended to intensify attacks on rail centres by strategic
bombers, in practice the programme achieved nothing like

continuity, owing to the magnetic pull of the Pointblank air

programme and the Americans’ insistence on the importance of

destroying oil targets.

The Spring battle of

qual gromd and
end, (0

In addition to the technical case for inter-

Although it had been

The results of what operations had been carried out led

the Strategic Air Ebrce to support the contention regarding the
dubious nature of the results of marshalling yard attacks on

the tactical situation* These results vrere minutely analysed

by the S.B.S.(2) Office of the fifteenth Air Ebrce Detachment
at Bari, They pointed to the current German strategy of

using minor yards, or routeing military traffic straight through
the big ones,(rendering it increasingly difficult to catch
concentrations of 'pay* traffic) and of using available
bypasses. If interdiction were successfully continued,
marshalling yards might, however, on account of enforced
concentrations, increase in importance as targets. In any
case, any attack on transport (except at the moment of a peak
load when all facilities are required) must be sustained over
a period of at least three weeks and, except for periods of

heavy fighting, probably for about six weeks before tangible
results could be expected to be produced on the enemy supply
position. Erom these and points made in the preceding
epitomes of the reports of other vinits it will be seen that it

was clear to many if not all concerned that a sound bombing
policy against communications should not be over-siinplified;
it called for a balance of all the factors involved, including
the geographic, the economic and the military.

Estimate of the

Situation - Rail

Communications

in N, Italy H,Q
15th Air Force,
11 June 1944

(A.H.B./IUII/1,
Vol.VII,
Tab ’CC).

•f

The Need for a stronger Night bombing Ebrce and Change of

Night Tactics,

M.A.A.P. Opera
tions in Si^jport
of 'Diadem*.

(A.H.B./11JI1/1,
Vol. VII)
D.O.Ops. Alinute
to C,A,S, on

above. (A.H.B./

During * Strangle' and 'Diadem', the entire bxnrden of

maintaining the interdictoiy programme at night fell on two

squadrons of R.A.E'. Bostons and two squadrons of R.A.F,
Baltimores, The Vfellingtons, - also part of No, 205 Group -
conformed to the general plans of Fifteenth Air Ebrce, but

carried out valuable attacks on the west coast ports, so

reducing the flow of seaborne supply. The joint contribution,
though relatively light and only partially successful, made

IIJ1l/l,Vol.VIl).

1) Refer to Appendix 4«
2) Strategic Bombing Survey.
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possible continuity of a kind. The recognition that its weight
was inadequate had, it will be recalled, been a complaint in
the theatre from the first. NoTiT the conclusion was inescapable.
M.A.A.P. reaffirmed it in their summary of the Spring operations
Sind pointed out the need for the United States Army Air Force

to begin to broaden its operational policy of day bombing to
include night operations. That this was to some extent
appreciated appears clear from the early decision to convert an

American light bomber group to night operations.

The report was examined by the Director of Overseas
Operations, Air Ministry, who pointed to the conclusion that
although the squadrons in question were worthy of the highest
praise, it was felt they were inadequate for the task. If
complete interdiction of supply routes, both by sea and land
were desired, it was essential to build up a strong tactical
night bomber force.

A strong light was thrown at this time on the question of
diffusion of the Wellington effort, and it became apparent that
although No. 205 Group were the best d^d.ges of what they could
do in any given circumstances and how to do it, it was probable
that by carefully planning periods of stand-off,  a maocimum
effort on single targets would achieve more in the long run than
several smaller efforts on the same date,
too manj' targets. ("^)
noted in favour of weight and satiiration in attack by other
aircraft categories. It did not apply to fighter bombers, but
it did, with more force, to medium bombers.

They had been given
This was in line with the tendency already

AIE PAETICIPATION TEE CAPTURE OF EDBA

Strategic Considerations

Elba and Pianosa Islands

The island of Elba is situated between Corsica - 30 miles
away - and Italy, from which it is separated by a narrow channel
no wider, between Cape Pero on Elba and Piorabino on the
mainland, than five miles. Its greatest length is aboutnine-
teen miles, its average width three to four miles, with three
headlands where the width increases up to about ten miles, I'
general conformation is broken, rising to 3,000 feet at Monte
Capanne in the West.

Th

Of the other islands in the Ligurian

e

Archipelago, only Pianosa was held by the Germans.

Strategic Importance of Elba and Pianosa

In November 1943» Allied attention began to centre
Elba. General Giraud proposed the mounting of a small
reconnaissance in the island. The Commander-in-Chief agreed.
That and four other missions were carried out in the period up
to June 19^, with the object of securing intelligence reports
on the defences.w) The Joint Intelligence Committee at
Allied Force Headquarters began a study of Elba at about the

on

0) Letter from D/Air C.-in-C. to A.O.C. No. 205 Group R.A.F.
26 l.h.y 1944. (A.H.B./lIJl/90/4(B).
*L’Ile d’Elbe'. Article in Revue Historique de l*Armee.
No. 4 - Service Historique PVench Army H.Q.
A.883 M.A.C. to A.C.P., 6 Nov. 1943 (A.H.B./IU1/90/4(b),
End. la).

(2)

(3)
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same time as that of General Giraud's proposal and summarised

its strategic importance in the following terms, ("l)
long as the front remained south of Rome, the Germans would

retain their hold on Elba, since it enabled them to send

coastal shipping from northern ports to Piombino, San Stefano
and Civitavecchia,

attack on land coimiunications enhanced the value of German

coastal shipping without being able to stop it,
Elba would seriously affect the suppiy of the eneny armies.

Its possession denied the Allies a forward base for carrying
out harassing amphibious attacks against the mainland.

So

The increase in the weight of Allied air

The loss of

If we took it, the Germans would probabiy attempt its
This wrould involve commitments « for the Alliesrecapture,

who held it and had to cover it from the mainland with ground

and air forces, and for the Germans who needed it,
air operations at that time might be on a iairly serious scale.

This paper was submitted with some hesitation, for everyone had
in mind the unfortunate fate of Kos and Leros,

Ehemy

The Air Ibrces agreed on the strategic value of the island^
but were apprehensive that the Allied navies and ground forces

might, in the event of its capture, call for a continued air

cover just when the ground and air forces in Italy were in the

middle of their Spring offensive,
7 April .that there could be no commitment for standing
patrols,C^/
was fixed for D-Cay for planning purposes and ‘Brassard* chosen

as the code name for the operation,
remained sceptical to the end as to the advisability of the

operation.

It was made quite clear on

With this proviso the tentative date of 25 ivlay

Allied Armies in Italy

The advantages of a complementary attack on Pianosa
Island would, be to enable us to install radar, shorten future

convoy routes to Elba, organise an emergency landing groimid
and install anti-aircraft equipment,
landing groxand existed, but the idea of organising it oranothea?*
was dropped soon after.

It was known that a

Erench Air and Army Command

Reorganisation of the Erench Armed Eorces

History of
A.E.H.Q
Fart 3.
Section 1,

A,P.H.Q.,

In April 1944^ the Erench Committee of Rational
Liberation reorganized the command of the Erench armed forces,
assxmiing for itseli' the general direction of the war and

appointing its President, General Charles de Gaulle, as Chief
of the iuTiied Eorces,(3)
held by General Giraud, was abolished and the latter offered
the post of Inspector General of the Army,
and withdrew to the active reserve without appointment,
new General Staff of National Defence, under General M.E,
Bethouart as Chief of Staff, was created to command the Erench

The post of Gommander-in-Chief,

This he refused

A

Caserta

1 Nov. 1945.

(A.H.B./IIJ1/
168/13).

(1) J.I.C, (A.E.) note to J.P.S, 20/43, 22 Nov, 1943,
(A.H.B,/IIJ1/90A5, Enel. 2B).
J,C.S.1291 M.A.A.E. 7 April 1944. (A.H,B./lUl/90/
45, End. 5a)
He as sunned the powers accorded to a ifench Premier by the
law of 11 July 1938, (Ref: Letter Bethouart to Gammell,
17 April 1944. A.E.H.Q, memo, 20 April 1944 - G“3
A.E.H.Q, Pile 37/4, Vol,l), (Cabinet Historical Archives),

(2)

(3)
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armed forces*

for control of the Erench armed forces.
Thus ended the long Giraud - de Gaulle conflict

In view of an agreement of December 1943 which contem
plated the use of a Plrench field army in the invasion of

Southern Prance, General de Gaulle appointed General de Lattre

de Tassigny as commander of a new Prench Army 'B’, comprising
all field forces nominated for the operation and for ’Anvil,'
The Supreme Allied Commander Mediterranean accepted the concept
of the establishment of a Prench army headquarters as soon as
the two Prench corps contemplated for use were ashore in Elba,

Prench Inclusion in the Chain of Command

Ibid When the invasion of Elba was being planned, A.P.H.Q,
considered direct communication with the Prench commander

General De Gaulle and the Prench Committee ofnecessary.
Letter; Bethouart

to Wilson

20 Apl, 194*
(A.F.H.Q. - 0-3
riles 37/4
Vol.II)(Cabinet
Historical Archives)

Letter; Bethouart

to Gammell

25 Apl. 1944
(A.F.H.Q./G-3 files
37/4) (Cabinet
Historical Archives)

National Liberation were unalterably determined to maintain the
principle that Prench troops should operate under Prench
commandj consequently General de Lattre de Tassigny made it
clear to A.P.H.Q, that unless he was included in the chain of

command,, the commander on Corsica would not accept orders or
be able to carry out the invasion of Elba,
Allied Commander agreed to his inclusion, and they worked out
a procedure whereby de Lattre de Tassigny’s staff approved all
A.P.ri.Q, cables to the Prench forces in Corsica,
tional chart of the Prench chain of command as it stood at the

end of April 1944 is given at Appendix 6,

The Supreme

An organiza-

Having recorded the developments in the relations between
A.P.H.Q. and the Prench, an outline of the Prench air organiza
tion will now be given.

The Prench Air Porce

Reference to the chart at Appendix 7 will explain how the

15 Prench squadrons operating in the Mediterranean theatre
fitted into the various commands and with what equipment. The
hierarchy of the Prench Air Porce itself with the squadrons
under command of the Escadres(l) is also made clear. Although
the movement was at the time quite logically in the direction
of autonomy, the itench Air Parce conformed in all operational
matters to the orders of Mediterranean Allied Air Forces and

there is no trace of any major difficulties, A brief history
of Prench air rearmiament is given at Appendix 8.

It was in keeping with the increasing participation of
various friendly nations in the European war on the Allied side
and the steady return of Prench prestige that the role of the
Prench Air Porce in Operation ’Brassard’ should be marked, even
if limited,

part of the convoy protection by Cbastal Air' Porce and of the
Thunderbolt attacks before and during the capture of Elba,

Prench air squadrons were therefore an integral

(1) The equivalent of a R.A.P, Wing or U.S.A.A.P, Group,
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Plans

Planningj Organization and Command for Operation ’Brassard*

Initial planning was carried out at A.E.H.Q, in Algiers,
The commanders

Weekly Planning
Tel, No. 31 detailed planning by Three 255 Corsica,

nominated were Lieutenent General H, Martin, (Erench Commander

of Allied Ground Tbrees in Corsica) with Brigadier General

Magnon in command of the ground forces landing in Elbaj Hear
Admiral T. Troubridge R.N. in command of the light naval forces;
and Colonel T. C, D'Arcy, Commanding General 87th Tighter Wing
(acting under command of the 0, G, Tactical Air Three), in
command of the air forces.

A, E« H, Q ,
10 Apl. 1944

(A.H.B./IIJI/90/
45, Enel. 18a)

Air Operational Directive

On 16 April, Colonel T, C, D'Arcy was allotted responsi
bility for the conduct of air operations by day in close

support of the operation until the island was captured,
planning pinrposes he was to assume that he was to control

57th Tighter Group (plus No, 2/5 Erench Squadron), Nos. 322 and
251 R.A.E, Spitfire Fighter Wings, and half a Tactical
Reconnaissance Squadron. If required, additional supporting
forces from 57tb Bombardment Wing were available. Protection
of assault shipping to within live miles of the assault area,
night lighter protection to the operation and nignt air pro
tection of the island after capture, as well as general
assistance in the conduct of the operation, were the
responsibility of Coastal Air Three,

Outline Air Plan

Thr

Weekly Planning
Telegram
No, 31 A.P.H.Q.
10 Apl. 1944

(A.H.B./IUI/90/
45, End, 18a)

TAP/71/Air
16 Apl. 1944
(A.H.B/IIJI/9O/
45, Ends. 27b
and o)

The task of the Tactical Air Three was threefold;
neutralise eneny air forces likely to interfere with the

operation, to provide air cover by day over the assault area

and assault shipping lying off it and close air support to the

ground Ihrces.
provided by 57tb Bombardment Wing, without prejudice to the
normal authority of its own Commanding General. The order of
battle and location of Tactical units(l) are shown in the

While the headquarters of 87th Fighter Wing was to

to

Any medium bomber support necessary was to be

footnote,

Ibid

remain in Bastia, Colonel d'Arcy was to establish  a command

post alongside the Ariiy and Naval H.Q's in an L,C.H. (2)

P.44529 and)
Sigs 111225B

Lumediately prior to D—Day, a bombing programme, with the
object of neutralising enemy air forces, including
reconnaissance units, was to be implemented. An airborne
operation - proposed by the French - might be directed against
Elba and another against Pianosa, with the object in the latter

case of capturing the island and installing a G.dl, Sectim for

night fighter control. These airboame operations were,

A.F.H.Q,

11 May 1944
(A.H.B./IIJI/90/
45, Ends 33^
and 32a)

(310th Gp - 4 Sqns (B-25) Ckiisonaccia
(340th Gp - 4 Sqns (B-25) Alesan
(321st Gp - 4 Sqns (B-25) Solennara

(57th Gp - 3 Sqas (P-47) Alto
(322nd Wing - 4 Sqns (Spits) Poretta
251 Wing - 3 Sqns (Spits) Poretta
^ TAC/fe Sqn - ̂  Sqn (Spits) Poretta.

(1)
57th Wing

87th Wing

(2) Landing Graft Headquarters.
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however, not feasible luitil 17 June on account of other
coixanitinents,

successful operationj
aircraft defences.

There was to be no fighter protection after a
the French were to rely on tneir own anoi-

As regards fighter cover, the limits of Coastal Air Three's

responsibilities up to D-Day have been given, 87th Fighter
Y/ing planned a programme of fighter effort over the assault area

and shipping within five miles of it. For three days, the YYing
was to provide standing patrols. Thereafter, cover duties
reverted to Coastal Air Force as part of the normal commitment

of the air defence oi‘ Corsica, A small i'orward fighter control
was to be set up in Elba, linked with the Combined Operations
Room at Bastia, for the receipt of broadcasted warning of the
approach oi' hostile aircraft, gained from radar situated in
Corsica and/or Pianosa,

Methods of calling for close air support were to be worked

out in detail with the arn^r stafi. The existing Air/3ea Rescue
arrangements in Corsica were to be extended to cover Operation
'Brassard', Artillery reconnaissance was planned to assist the

three supporting naval gunboats.

Air Bombing Priorities

Ambitious plans were discussed and elaborate preparations
made for a far greater air participation in the operation than
was actually carried out,
from the defences in the event it is inportant to study briefly
the full bombing plan and its priorities, checking positions on
Figure 3, so that when the narrative of the assault is

terminated, comparisons may be made between what the air forces

actually accomplished, and what they might have accomplished and
a decision made as to whether a more effective contribution

could not have been made to the combined operation with the
forces available.

In view of the bitter opposition

Ecenoh Command,
Ops in Corsica
and 1st Arngr
Gp. staff G-3/
212/BD/3,
8 June 194!).
and 90/315
7 Juiie 1944

(Cabinet Hist,
Archives)

In the preliminary discussions of a full-scale air bombing
plan, the Air Force considered that in order to obtain worth

while results, approximately 1000 tons of bombs should be
dropped, A list of eleven objectives(l) in order of importance
was drawn up, the ioost important (in the Tf-ench Commander's
opinion), being the defences on the oeach of Iviarina di Chmpo, in
Pianosa village, at Punta di Campo and the radar station there,
guns at Enfola, and gms, searchlights and radar in the Porto

Longone area, . This intensive bombing plan, as has been
explained, was abandoned, its possible advantage being
unanimously outweighed, before the event, by what seemed the
paramount need for tactical surprise,
the three Commanders was that it was considered ' inopportme',

The actual virord used by

Summary of the Anry and Navy Plans

Ibid Operation'Brassard''was defined as an assault on the island

of Elba(2) with the object of seizing and holding it,
assault force was the ^th Division Ihfanterie Coloniale,
further 3»000 men were held in Bastia as reserve,
attack was considered in two phases - Pre-H Hour and H Hour,

The first phase consisted of five separate landings.

The

A

The plan of

The two

Shown on Figure 3 (hatched areas Nos, 1-11),
2) Refer to Figure 3 feu* locations.
1
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main landings of this preliminary phase were to he by detach
ments of Commandos at beaches adjacent to the Gulf di Campo

and on either side of C^pe Stella respectively, both with the
object of neutralising gun positions,
parties were to land near Toro on the north coast at Gulf

della diodola with the object of capturing the enemy H,Q. at
Villa Napoleone(l) and, lastly, south of Point iVlbncone,

Three other small

At H Hour, the main aasault was to go ashore on the larger
beach in the Gulf di Gampo,(l) (between Ivlarina di Gampo and
Gape La Eoce),
overrun the island,

were to assault Pianosa Island,

footnote,(2)

All forces were to advance north and east and

Simultaneously, a force of some 200 men
Naval forces are shown in the

Changes in the Plan due to the Course of the Land/Air (i'ar

Planning for
capture of Elba
D.A.G.-in-G,

(A.E.B./IIJ1/
90/45).

In spite of repeated representations by H,Q, Allied
Armies in Italy tnat the troops would do bbtter employed in

'end-run* operations in Italy or leap-frog amphibious assaults,
the Supreme Gominander held to the plan to employ them first

for the capture of Elba, then (based in Corsica), for an opera
tion such as the landing in the South of IVance,
tnere need be no fatal diversion of air effort from the land

campaign since tne main tactical air task was in any case to

disiiipt communications (which included coastal shipping).
Coastal traffic was steadily increasing and up to mid-April
the combined efforts of the navy and air forces had failed to
stop it.

He held that

By 16 May, it was realised that training and preparations
would not be far enough advanced by the tentative date of

27 IvJay; nor was it certain tnat the planned offensive would

be far enough advanced to cover the situation arising from the
island's capture,
mid-June, the next favourable moon period.

'Brassard' was therefore postponed until

The French were strongly in favour of a parachute drop on

the low ground S.E, of Porto fferraio,
whether aircraft would be available; however, the Erench
carried training to an advanced stage and promising moves were
made to secure Dakotas for the task,

was scheduled to take place, when it was suddenly cancelled.
Although not actually part of the original plan approved by
the ff-ench, they had pinned great hopes on its execution.

There were doubts

Right up to 12 June, it

1 Refer to Figure 3 for all. locations,.
TypeNo:2

L.G.T,

L.C.I.(L)
L.G.H.

L, G, A.

3 Flotillas M.T.B. and k.G.B,
M.L,

Gunboats

Minesweepers
L. G.M.

L, C* G«

L. G.F,

3

3

9
1

8

4

40

42

36

15
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Aircraft had been earmarked up to 10 June, (only  a week before
the assault). They expressed considerable bitterness at the
decision. The decision took over-long in circulation and it

was two days before Three 255j Tactical Air ibree and the

TVench were officially advised. An effort to pacify the Erench

command by disciissing a heavy bomber operation to soften-up
the defences was anotiier unfortunate move. The Air Comraander-

in-Chief stated that there should be no difficulty about

'laying on* bombardment operations there in any strength or

character required if there were enerny forces or targets there.

As early as 5 June, Three 255 began to prepare a plan for this

possible bombing. It proceeded to develop until 14 June, when
General de Lattre reported the decision of all three commanders

that it was inopportune; tactical surprise was essential.

ALS/OPS/13
Gen, de Lattre
to skcmu

14 June 1944.
(Cabinet Historical
Office)

Intelligence

There were, right up to the landings, peculiar difficul
ties in obtaining reliable information as to the state of the

defences and to what extent evacuation had taken place, if at

all. Because of tlie general oonfigtiration of the island, and

•L'lle d'Elbe,*
Report in »Revue
Historloue de

ilAmae' He. 4,
K.Q. French Army,

because circulation between the western and eastern zones was

forbidden and all strong points guarded, the four missions sent

provided only meagre, intelligence,
from 16 September 1943 onwards and frequent partial cover gave
a reasonably clear idea of locations, but these were vertical

as well as partial, and were not infallible in the information

most desired, that is, were they manned or not?
tense and highly dangerous to low-flying aircraft,
a few days before the landing was it possible to secure oblique
photographs of any value.

Photographs were taken

Flak was in-

Not until

The actual situation in early June 1944 was as follows,
Thr some months, defences had been strengthened and local

security arrangements, including an alert code, tightened up
so as to exclude civilians from access to key positions.
Great secrecy as to postings to the passive defence of the
island was maintained.

The Question of Evacuation

On 9 June, Kesselring ordered preparations for the
evacuation of Elba and Pianosa, to sj^iichronize with the

beginning of the German withdrawal from the West Frieda
position. Certain fomnations from G,H.Q, on Elba were to be

transferred to Tbrtress Brigades on the mainland for work on

defences in the Spezia area. This order was apparently never

revealed to any of the lower formations. No ti'ace of any
order for evacuation was found by the Ttench, On the
contrary'-, all local rimioirrs of evacuation were severely
repressed, Elba would be defended to the last,
circles considerable doubt existed, owing to the contradictory
evidence, as to whether the attack would meet a defence in

force or a rearguard action, Tlgure 3 shows the defences of

the island as known to the Allies the day before the landing,
and gives the information on which the preliminary and sup
porting air attacks were based.

General de Lattre de Tassigny in his report on the opera
tion expressed satisfaction on the excellent assembly and

interpretation of air photographs: the intelligence they
ftimished on the state of the defences was valuable. The

intelligence estimates of the strength and quality of the

garrison, labouring under the handicaps described, proved
dangerously misleading. He treated them with reserve,

SECSET

In Allied

246/4 Kesselring
to 0.B.S.VJ.

9 June 1944
Ref Report Ho,24
G.S. Ottawa,

(A.H.B./II/92/5,
App. 'B')

902 Fortress

Battalion,
(Elba) Telephonic
Coninunl cat Ions

order
10 June 1944,
(Cabinet Historical
Archives)

Operational Report
on the Conquest of
the Island of Elba

17-19 June 1944
French Army B.H.Q.
3rd Bureau A.F.H.Q,
File 2418.
(Cabinet Historical
Archives)
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Pre-Assualt Air Operations

Air Attacks on Elba Ports

In Operation ’Brassard', it was considered essential to

preserve the element of surprise,
-were therefore confined to the minimum scale thought to be

effective.

Pre-assault air operation

Occasional raids on the ports have been mention

s

ed.
It was not mtil the day before the landing that attacks were
intensified,

defences), were at Marini di Campo, Porto ibrraio and Porto
Longone,
were flown over the three targets,
mostly used,
installations, waggons and a petrol dump were hit and other

damage done to locomotives, rail bridge and approaches,
klarirpar di Gampo, foi,rr direct hits were scored on dock

installations, starting large fires,
were started in the docks and seven small boats were destroyed.

Iheir targets, (not the critical beach

In three missions, thirty-six Thunderbolt sorties.
500 lb, bombs were

At Porto- Ibrraio, a merchant vessel, harbour

At

At Porto Longone, fires

M, A» A, F, , 0« R# B*
Central Med: opera
tional Suiamary
Mos: 17§ and 177,

Monthly stats.
Siumaary of R.A.F,
scale of Effort

A« A* F«« 0* R* B,
June 19h4

Oy

Mariryzr di Carapo, the actual main shock point for the
assault, it Y/ill be noticed, received only eight 500 lb. bombs.

That night, the attacks on the two ports were continued by
Wellingtons, Halifaxes and Liberators of the R.A.P. Strategic
Bomber Eorce, A force of thirteen Wellingtons and six
Liberators hit the jetty, dock installations and buildings
round the Steel Works Bay and left a large ship bniming at

Porto Eerraio, A force of thirteen Wellingtons dropped five

4000 lb, bombs and many 500 lb, bombs on Porto Longone. Two

of the heavy bombs scored hits near a fort and the harbotur and

jetty were well covered. The results of the day and night
bombing were calculated to hinder evacuation, disrupt commmi-
cations and render movement of forces more difficult during
the following days. On the other hand it heightened tension
and alertness.

Oonvoy Cover

Rupert by Gen. De

Lattre de T&sslgny

(HI the capture of

Elba. (Cabinet
Archives)

The assault forces left the ports of Bastia and Porto
Vecchio in Corsica during the forenoon of 16 June, There

were no incidents until they were off the coast of Elba and

eneny aircraft were neither observed nor operating in the area.

The Gterman air reconnaissance forces were, it will be

remembered, low in strength and fully committed elsewhere.
Six Prench Spitfires and four Airacobras of Coastal Command

were included in the convoy air escort,(1) A fairly thick
mist covered the island, an additional factor in the favour of
surprise. Pour Beaufighters of No.4'!7 Squadron took over

the duties of night harbour protection.

(1) Confirmation of the composition of air cover cannot
be established at the time of writing owing to the
inaccessibility of the Ilrench and U,S, operations
record books.
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The Assault

The Landings

Ibid and Naval

Comnander' s

preliminary-
report to
C. -in-G. Med;

Med 00405/15,
4 July 1944.
(Admiralty
Historical

Section)

At 0100 hours on I7 June, shock troops and commandos were
landed in rubber boats to silence batteries at Gampo and Enfola,

The operation at Campo was successful,
as ordered,

a miniature Gibraltar-like eminence.

They put out the gvins
At Enfola four powerful coastal guns were sited on

Tile shock troops achieved
a notable feat of arms in putting out three of them, before cap
ture or dispersal.

H Hour for the main force was O4OO hours on I7 June.
Tactical surprise
Owing to the

At

0330 hours the first German alert -was given,
was complete, but reaction rapid and violent,
small area involved, the whole island had to be regarded as one

artillery complex, most of whose hea-vy guns could play at will
on the point of impact,
followed by stores and, later, mules, but without artillery.

The assault -went in at O4OO hours, .

Hot eneny fire opened ten minutes before H Hour, was
reduced by rocket projectiles, but soon rallied. The eneiry
defences impressed everyone. Those in Gampo Bay were extremely
formidable. Caves had been excavated in the granite cliffs

flanking Campo beaches, ? In them were 88-millimetre guns and
machine gms; behind the beaches, precisely ranged on likely
points of disembarkation, were heavy mortars. It was impossible
to land on Campo beach as intended, so the troops were diverted

to Nercio beach, across the bay. By 0900 hours, four battalions

were ashore. They outflanked the main beach, where landing
later became possible. No artillery was yet ashore, so air

attacks on the remaining gun at Enfola and the formidable
defences round Gampo beach were called for. The troops moved
eastwards fiom Nercio,

Air Support - 17 June

An Air Support Party landed early in the operation. No

one participating in the operations had had any practice in

ground/air co-operation with the actual forces engaged and the
initiative for requesting support was left to the ground forces.
The calls from the Arny for air attacks on eneny defences
resulted in I36 sorties by the Thunderbolts of No.57 Fighter
Group and Escadre 4 of the French Air Force against guns at
Enfola, Capocchia and the Reciso area. The dangerous hea-vy gun
(one of the four) remaining at Snfola and others at Capocchia
were silenced, the threat to the landings being thus appreciably
reduced. The same Th-underbolts destroyed bridges in the

interior and cut a jetty at Rio ivlarina, also destroying a barge
and two gun positions. Thunderbolts of No. 57 and 79 Fighter
Group joined in the attack on the Enfola guns and, sighting active
surface craft off the island, reported sinking a launch and 36
small boats(1) and claimed to have damaged another thirty-two.
Five barges and three armoured cars -were also claimed as

destroyed. Although our lighter aircraft succeeded in main

taining the impetus of their attacks, the efforts of No,57
Bombardment Wing to assist with 42 i'iitchells against the Enfola
gun positions were abortive owing to the bad weather.

Ibid and

Int/Opsum
M.A.T.A.F.

No.433/
M.A.T.A.F

O.R.B. App.
• >

(1) Actual sinkings according to ex-eneny sources, were 3
fishing vessels, 2 tugs and 2 ferry boats.
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R.A»F. Spitfire Patrols during the Assault

Nos. 322 and 251

Wings O.R.B's.
In 115 Spitfire sorties. No.322 Wing carried out eleven

patrols without incident or loss* No.251 Wing had  a more

eventful <3ay, which lasted continuously frcsn 0800 hours vaitil

last light and comprised eight missions totalling to 93
sorties. At the Army's request, formations were twice
instructed to machine gun groimd targets, with the result that
an armoured can and three motor vehicles were destroyed.
This participation, though slight when compared with the
Thunderbolt effort, undoubtedly helped to turn the scales in
very difficult ground position* The Germans had well-sited
strong points everywhere and numerous batteries, both fixed
and mobile j this made the going on the groimd very tough.
The air plan was ad hoc and fluid and followed the calls of

the ground forces, wlio still lacked supporting artilleryj this
was unloaded dtiring that night'and by. 0600 hours on 18 June was
all ashore.

a

The Phase of Consolidation

18-19 Jme 1944

Ground and Air Operations 18 June(l)

18 June saw the capture of Marino beaches and the battle
for the interior. The day's air activity began at 0505 hours
when the first Spitfire patrols wex*e airborne*
made flying difficult until 1100 hours, when the weather
improved somewhat, remaining variable throughout the day.
The attack on Porto Perraio, aided by naval artillery, opened
at 1100 hours. At 1400 hours aircraft reported its capture,
as well as that of the Enfola gim already silenced by four
Th-underbolt attacks. Tabors (2) were by then very close to
Porto Longone.

Wind and mist

No.322 Spitfire Wing continued its patrols, still without
incident* The flak from Pionihino, across the narrow channel,
on the mainland, was beginning to reach our aircraft*
were again made on No. 251 Wing to machine gun ground targets
and small shipping. As a result, one P-boat was left sinking
and two M/t were destroyed.

The Thunderbolt offensive effort was heavy and more sig
nificant; it comprised army support against gun positions and
attacks on shipping at Rio Marina and Spiaggia di Mola.
Prisoners-of-war repeatedly confiimed that evacuation was under

The main German movement,, northwards and eastwards,
reconnoitred by aircraft who reported the positions of batteries
ajid machine gunned roads over the whole eastern sector.
Violent artillery fire frcm Puccio, two kilometres frcm Porto
Perraio, held up the northward advance. Allied and naval
artillery were now in constant action and the use of mules
solved the thorny question of transport in the precipitous
interior. The total Thunderbolt effort that day by 12 air
craft totalled 15 missions in all, 5.4 tons of bombs were

Calls

way. was

1 Int-Opsum M.A.T.A.P.

2) A mit of Colonial troops roughly equivalent to a
battalion (Prench).
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dropped on gun positions at Enfola, near Monte Puccio and in the
general line of the army’s fanning-out movements*
difficult ov/ing to mist, to observe results, hut it was evident
by explosions and the diminishing resistance that some attacks
at any rate were effective.

It was

The offensive against evacuation craft was carried out by
The pier atseme twenty Thmderbolts, who flew 15 missions.

Ibrto Longone, vessels there, at Piombino on the mainland, at
Spiaggia di Mola, the jetty at Rio Marina and a variety of
fishing and other small craft hastening towards the mainland
were hit. At least four craft were sunk.

MS/Ops/20,
18 June 19i|ii-.
(Cabinet
ffistorical

Section)

H.Q. had been compelled, whether by air or artillery attack is at
present unloiown, to move from Villa Napoleone to the area east of
Porto Perraio.

The island command

The total effect of the day’s air effort had been to
materially assist the ground advance by bombing guns in the
Isthmus of Puccio barring the road to the tvro east coast
ports of Rio Marina and Porto Longone, and in the Pina, Puccio,
Portino and Enfola areas. Vi/hen this was added to the effect of

naval and ground artillery, the crust of the bitter local

resistance had been cracked by nightfall, not without severe

casualties* The air forces had also nipped in the bud the

evacuation, as was proved by the count of prisoners the next day.
General de Lattre, commenting on his casualties, pointed out that

had the parachute operation been carried out, it would have saved
them precious time at a critical moment. Escort for the convoy
sailing during that day from Bastia was provided by twelve

Airacobras from Nos*346 and 347 Squadrons*

By nightfall Senegalese had taken Monte Costello and Reciso.
Tabors of Gouras advanced towards Palazzo and Margidore*

Pinal Operations, 19 June 1944

Combined Air and Groimd Operations(I)

In spite of the increasing thiclcness of cloud over Elba,
the two R.A.P. Spitfire wings maintained their patrols on

19 June from O505 hours until 2025 hours. No.322 ling reported
no incidents until late evening, when the first enemy aircraft

seen in the vicinity of Elba since before the landings in the

Piombino area, two Me. 109s, were met and destroyed v/ithout loss*
Many of the 48 sorties of No.251 Wing were diverted to
reconnaissance of shipping moving north towards Leghorn, owing
to the rapid approach of Pifth Army. The Forward Fighter
Control called for tactical reconnaissance of the northeastern
corner of Elba; a Spitfire provided it.

Resistance was now confined to the northeastern corner.

Twenty-four Thimderbolts scored many hits on guns, rendering
the final ground operations so much the simpler. By 1200 hours,
organized resistance on Elba had ceased. A surprise for the
Allies was, however, still in store, for the same night a
German Commando force landed at Punta di Cavo and rescued their
commander - General Gall - , retiring after suffering severe
casualties.(2)

1) Nos.251 and 322 Wings O.R.B’s.
2) Gen. de Lattre's Report. (Cabinet Historical Archives),
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Results

Strategic and Tactical Results

A force of 9,800 troops (including ̂ ,600 Moslems), small
air forces and an appreciable light naval force (including

(Cabinet Office) two Rrench destroyers) had captured the islands of Elba and
Pianosa, (1) The ration strength of the garrison was proved
to be 2600, of which 700 were Italians. That a greater
number than this actually took part in the severe fighting is

proved by the fact that 2,400 prisoners-e
dead were counted. Allied casualtie:^^)
killed. ’ No Allied aircraft were lost.

Gen. De Lattre's

Report.

Adral, Troubrldge*s
preliminary Report
to C,“ln-C,, Med,
(Admiralty Historical
Section)

f-war and 700 enemy
included 242

The strategic Importance of the capture of Elba diminished
Ey 2'l June, whenrapidly from the 1inal day of operations,

the bad weather had cleared, the renewed Allied advance had

made the impending capttire of Piombino and control of the

channel a certainty. Nevertheless, although the postponement
of the operation to I7 June robbed the expedition of the i'ull
fruits of the careful planning and ardent fighting devoted to

it, there were certain definite advantages. Enemy supplies
on the sea route were thereby intercepted and a new threat

brought to bear for a short time on the German right flank,
which, a few days later was deflected in the coastal region
north of Piomhino, (3) General De Lattre had not much to say
regarding air participation beyond the statement that the help
brought by it was ‘precious*, but that it should have been

powerful in the early stages and that the airborne operation
would have improved the position of the gromd forces, while

they were suifering from the lack of heavy artillery. There
seems to be no consolidated report or comments by the Air

Ibrces on the operation. Admiral Troubridge, in his pre
liminary report to the Commander-in-Chief Mediterranean, said

that the actual ground/air co-operation was 'not so hot‘ but
pointed out that the units concerned had had no previous
practice together.

Prom the political angle, which in this operation was
important, the fillip to Erench and, by implication, to Allied

morale generally was undoubtedly considerable,
Italy, intent on the consummation of their efforts .on the

mainland, were consistentiy opposed to the project for purely
military reasons,
the political advantages were more clearly appreciated as well

as those of the definite, even if small, military gain.

Allied Armies

On the level of Allied Sbrces Headquarters

(1) Pianosa was captured, without any organised resistance
being met, by 1,400 hours I7 June 1944*
Allied casualties were:- British R.N, - 35 killed and

100 wounded: Prench Groimd Porces - 207 killed,
51 missing and 636 wounded.
On 19 J-une Pifth Army was operating a few miles north of

Grosseto, no less than over 1+0 miles south-east of
piombino.

(2)

(3)
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Lessons lieamed firom Operation *Brassard

Amphibious Assault

In the opinion of the Laval Oommander, a frontal assault
(such as ’Brassard*) on a well-prepared position, unless
supported by heavy gunfire (as in Normandy) was not a practical
proposition,
tow mortairs and mountain batteries, which v/hen used on the

flanks, rendered it possible to occupy, at a late hour, the
beaches,

hov;- valuable and correct had been the interpretatiun of the air

photographs taken just in time and how essential it was in such

operations that the poor intelligence on the number and quality
of the defence personnel should be improved on.

Air bombing and naval artillery support in such operations
should be as powerliil as possible during the crisis of

establishment and enlargement, so as to compensate for the lack

of organised artillery not landed in the early phase,
such a pTOdicament as arose in the first Wo days,  a parachute
drop behind the eneny line would have enabled the gaining of

precious time in the advance, he said.

It was fortunate that the mules were landed to

The Erench Commander of the Ground Ebrces emphasised

In

Med: 002^3/15
(RN), k July,
(Admiralty
Historical

Section),

Commentary on Operation ’Brassard*

Erom the air point of view, the history of Operation
’Brassajrd’ is one of a great opportunity missed: an opportmity,
to be precise, of co-operating with land and sea forces to such

effect as to have provided a small classic among operations,
’Brassard’ was a small-scale operation, but is worthy of close

study because it threw up the varied nature of the military-cumr'
political problems peculiar to the period, in higher relief than

more spectacular proceedings on the mainland of Italy,
Comparing the results with the effort, the air contribution,
which at one time looked like being considerable, show up as
fluntuating in its intention and patchy in execution,
considering what was done, it is difficult not to reflect on

what might have been done.

Vftien

The unsatisfactory state of both air plans and air
These were, firstly, the

state of chronic indecision ruling in circles responsible for

Allied grand strategy.
Chiefs of Staff were unable to decide what operations in the
Mediterranean theatre should follow the ’Diadem’ offensive.

This indecision was adversely affecting morale in Italy,
showed least of all in the deliberations of the Erench High
Command, which was quite siire where it was going,
character shewed up in the control of the operation and the just
reserve with which the Erench Commander treated the misleading
reports of gromd intelligence, (insisting on a full-scale
landing force), as well as in the vigour with which the thrust
was pressed home during the fighting,
idea of preserving tactical surprise, the Erench Commander agreed
with the operational air and naval commanders in turning down
the idea of intensive air bombardment on D minus  1 Day, a
decision he no doubt regretted frdm the moment the defences

opened heavy fire while the assault craft were disembarking
troops.

execution arose from common sources.

At the time of ’Brassard’, the Combined

It

Its logical

Yet, attracted by the
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As regards this question of heavy bombardment, it must
be made clear that as la.te as I3 June the Air Gommander-in*-
Chief and his Deputy and the CJommanding General of the

Tactical Air Eorce, as well as the Supreme Oonmander, were
all willing to stage intensive operations, believing these
would soften resistance as well as encourage the Erench, who

had fought admirably in Italy and Corsica and were keyed up
for a landing in the south of their mother country; cue of

the main factors governing this favourable attitude was the

likelihood that the KLfth Anry would stillbe no farther ncccth
than the Grosseto area and that the captiare of Elba would

still hold appreciable strategic value in spite of the doubts
of Allied Armies Italy* There might be difficulties in the

way of diverting heavy bonbers from other tasks, but these

might be overcome* In the event, weather was favourable on
D minus 1 Day and over' 65O heavy U.S* bombers attacked oil
refineries at Vienna and Bratislava* That these raids on

oil targets bore good results .is evident from the personal
letter from S^eer to Hitler dated 30 June, where he stated

that by 22 June the output of aviation spirit for minimum
essential operations, had fallen by 90 per cent in the past
few weeks; yet in view of the fact that adequate repairs
were not effected before the Russian overrunning of the

Rumanian oilfields, can it be said that the diversion of a
few hundred heavy bombers to Elba on 16 Jijne would have
adversely affected the dourse of the war? In view of the

proved formidable nature of the defences, there was, at any
rate, a case for heavy attacks on them prior to the landings*v)

Another ill-timed change in plans which caused a good
deal of chagrin was the cancellation of the airborne operation
at a point when the ilrench were buoyed up with the arrangements
made for transfer of aircraft for the task, and paratroops had

been already trained and equipped* Nothing was gained by
its cancellation. On the contrary, the Itench Commander
missed the assistance it might have given*

There were top, certain linguistic and psychological
national differences to be overcome, differences in
logistical systems, in the conception of what constituted
security: Ttench land and air communications were never easy
owing to the linguistic problems, in spite of long and

friendly liaison work by British, Erenoh and American staffs*
Some British and Americans iound the Erench exasperating to

deal with: a little more patience and a clearer mderstanding
of the reasonable need of the Erench to rehabilitate them

selves, to see their countiy liberated and to acquire adequate
equipment to accomplish this task should have been
forthcoming. Whatever gaps existed on the psychological
plane, there was no lack of justified admiration for the
martial ardour and tactical skill in battle of the Erenoh air,
land and sea forces*

A.O.(2h6)1 C.O.S*
Conanittee on

Axis Oil Report/
P.57,
8 March 194^.
(A.H.B.AA/21).

(1) In OperationA case, admittedly, open to question*
* Overlord*, heavy bomber attacks on land defence batteries
fell short of expectations, but in Operation ’Dragoon*
met with reasonable success* Perhaps the most
successful method was that employed at Enfola, on the
north coast of Elba - the putting of them out of action
by hand by commandos.
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AIR OESRATIONS EROM THE CLOSB Off ‘DIADEM* TO THE

OOCDPAJIOH OP ELOHEWOB

Amy Operations 23 June to 4 August 1944

Storming of the Trasimene ldne(0

The battle for the Trasimene line> on which Kesselring,
with reinforced armies, elected to stand, lasted from 20 to
30 June,

On 27 June, the Germans began to withdraw; Siena was captured
on 3 July# By 7 July, the -v^ole of Highway 69 was in our
hands# In the hill country either side of Lake Trasimene the

Germans imposed. severe delays on Slffch Amy, the Herman Goering
Division - ex-*Luftwaffe men « defending Chiusi with great spirit
until the fall of adjacent Varano forced them to evacuate it on

25 June# The general retirement was followed up by both

armies; the Poles crossed the Chienti River#

New Plans of Campaign

The decision to give overriding priority for all resources
in the Mediterr^ean to Operation ‘Anvil* compelled the Allied
Command in the Mediterranean to shelve its plans# These plans
were to invade Southern Germany by an overland advance through
Northeastern Italy and the Ljubljana Gap, combined with

amphibious operations against Trieste at a later date# (2)

After severe fighting, Eollonioa and Piombino fell#

On 2 July, the decision to proceed with Operation ‘Anvil*
was commxmicated by the Combined Chiefs of Staff to Allied

Ibroe fisadquarters# (3) A new directive was issued by the
latter body to General Alexander on 5 July# Allied Armies in
Italy lost three U#S# and four Prench divisions and were to

acquire one U#S. (coloured) and one Brazilian infantry
divisions# Considerable air forces were to move first to

Corsica, thence to Itanoe# The moral weakening reported by
General.Alexander was arrested# His quotation - ‘If the

trumpet give an uncertain sound, tAio shall prepare himself for
battle?* had been both apt and timely. The ̂ diterranean
forces turned with lowered strength, but sober assurance, to iii©
future with what were now precisely weighed forces on whom they
mi^t reasonably count. It was considered that an advance into

Northeastern Italy would still be possible, though at a

reduced tempos but any Allied offensive in Italy with their
strength as it stood after withdrawals for ‘Anvil* would of
necessity be followed by a'considerable pause for re-grouping#

CGS Apprecia
tion No# 4,
6l/g(0ps),
2 July 1944*
(A.H.B.AIJII/
58/9 App# D-5)» would allow the eneny to reduce his forces for the benefit

of other fronts and might defea;t the whole object of the

Italian campaign# These and other considerations were accepted
at the time by the Allied strategists, who were persuaded by
General Eisenhower that the capture of Marseilles and the

potential aid to his right flank in Epanoe were paramount
objectives#

(1) Allied Strategy Brit# Hist# Section Cbnt# Med#
(A.H.B./1IJ11A8/9).
CGS Appreciation No. 3L 19 June & Minutes of Ootiferenoe of

Army Ctadrs.A/G (Ops), 23 June 1944. (A.H.B./IU11/58/9,
Apps. B.3 and B.3).
COS MED 139, 2 Juiy 1944a (Cabinet Historical Archives).

(2)

(3)
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The new directive, (which requested the Air Oommander-
in- Chief to afford maximum air support consistent with
•Anvil's priority), defined the Amy Group Commander's task
as being still the destruction of the German forces in Italy,
He was to advance through the Apennines, seize the line of the
River Po and secure the area Ravenna-Bologna-Modena to the
coast covering Leghorn*
of the Po and secure the line Venice-Padua-Verona-Brescia,

Thereafter, he was to ad.vance north

Advance towards the Amo

Allied strategy
3rlt, Hist, Section
Central Med,

(A.H.3./IIJ11/59/9)

To meet the terms of this directive it was first

necessary to make contact, without delay, with the Gothio Line,
The progress past the Trasimene Line was halted about 5 July
by Kesselring, who called for stiffened resistance all along
the new line, which ran from Rosignano on the west coant, ten
kilometres north of Ceoina, to Volterra,(1) thence across the
Val di China to the heights surroimding Arezzo; on the east
coast, PLlottrano and Osimo were key points.

In the limited IV Corps sector, the I6th S.S, Division
fought with the same ferocity for Rosignano as it had for
Gecina, which took from 4 to 9 July to capture. The drive
continued tov/ard Leghorn, which fell on 19 July: here almost
all the port facilities were destroyed, (partly by preceding
Allied air raids) and the harbour partially blocked by sunken
ships (for which it was known our aircraft were partly
responsible). On 22 July, the first formations reached the
Arno north of Leghorn, The Ecench captured Colle di Val

d'Elsa and were within 25 miles of the Amo, when orders were
received that all their remaining troops were to be in the

Naples area by 30 July, Before they left, they took
San Gemignano and Poggibonsi, These Prench divisions,
among the best mountain troops the fifth Amy ever had,
had always shown dash and daring in manoeuvres, as exemplified
above all in their outstanding drive through the Gustav Line,

The Eighth Arny made progress, engaging in bloody hand-
to-hand fighting for Sanpatucchio, They took, lost and retook
Ghiusi by 26 June and advanced in the centre as far as the

northern tip of Lake Ntontepulciano, The fifth Army had been
reduced to less than half its strength. The Eighth Amy was
therefore to be the spearhead of the attack on'^the Gothic Line

the next strongly prepared German position*

Arezzo and florence the new primary Objectives (2)

The axis chosen for the attack was along the florence -

Bologna highway and the parallel road running through
firenzuola to Imola, a choice that offered the best scope for
attack to the Desert Air force, which must supply all air
support of the fifth and Eighth Armies once the landings in
Southern france had begun; it could do this most effectively
if the two armies were attacking (as they were) in closely
adjoining sectors. The capture of Arezzo, with its good

9

History of the
FiTth Army
Fifth Array A"5.

(1) famous for its Etruscan tombs with their well-preserved
mural paintings,

(2) Allied Sti-ategy, Brit. Hist. Section, Central Ifed.
■(I.H.3./n5T}75V9)*
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communications, which was to be the administrative base for the

attack on the Gothic Line, and of Florence, from which it was
to be launched, now became a paramomt necessity.

The Eighth Army advanced to Eorano di Ghiena and Cortona.
The German intention was now not to boocme heavily involved in

gromd unsuited to defence, but to fall back until  a new

delaying action became feasible,
this; on 5 July the Siena-Arezzo road was crossed,
drove through the hills into the Aamo Valley and took positions
dominating the country west of San Pancrazio.
7 July, the X Corps advance was continued north of Perugieu
After a check from 20 to 27 June, the German withdrawal
allowed general progress and Umbertide fell to the Indians on
5 July.

They were not allowed to do
XIII Corp

Prom 20 Jtine tp

s

Air Attacks on Guns at Arezzo

The first atteicpt to break through the Arezzo defences
lasted from 6 to 9 July and was unsuccessful. On  9 Juiy, an
attack on the German gun positions was organized. On 10 July,
the air forces joined with the artillery, their primary task
being the bombing oi' hostile batteries while Cabranks engaged
opportunity targets. Low clouds and sodden airfields delayed
the execution of the attacks planned for the morning, but, in
more favourable afternoon weather, 66 sorties were flown and,
for the next foxrr days, an average of over 100 sorties. iviany

batteries were kept on. the move and the effects, combined with

the results of.artillery shelling, were considerable.("^)
These preliminary attacks were followed on the day of the big
attack ~ 15 July - by intensified air and artillery operations,
which silenced most of the remaining guns and obliterated
evidence of the results of previous air attacks,(^)

X Corps advanced south-east of Arezzo from 12-14 July.
Monte Santa Maria and itonte Pavalto were stormed between 8 and

13 July. On 15 July, XIII Corps attacked. Fighter-bombers
joined in the battle from dawn omard, in considerable force,(3)
During the night of 15/1^ July, the enemy, after stubborn
resistance, broke contact everywhere. On 16 July, an armoured
brigade drove through to the Arno crossings. At 0945 hours.
Eighth Ariny broke into Arezzo, The administrative base for
the attack on the Gothic Line was secured.

The advance on Bibbiena took from 10 July to 10 A-ugust,
On 17 July, IV Corps reached the Amo east of Pisa. On

18 July,the Poles captxrred Anconsu On I9 July, the Americans
took leghorn and struck north-west from Arezzo towards .Florence,
On 27 July, the New Zealanders captured San Casciano, On
28 July, XIII Corps was in contact with the last line of defence
before Florence - the Paula Line - and the Indian troops had
reached the Arno east of Empoli. X Corps, after violent
fighting in the momtains, ■ proceeded to move on towards Bibbiena,
needed as a Canadian base.

(1) The Army admission of the impossibility of separating the
effects of air and artillery attacks is to be noted,

(2) RA Branch XIII Corps War Diary, (A.H.B./IIJ11/58/12(A)),
(3) Details follow later.
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After three weeks hard fighting, Florence was entered by
XIII Corps. They had to break through the Olga and Irmgard
Lines. capture Monte San Michele and maiiy strongly held

positions. An advance was made in the valley from 20-25 Julyj
Oiga- Line was evacuated by the Germans during the night

26/27 July, The Paula Line was not breached until  3 August,
It was hoped to cross the Amo without having recourse to the

bridges in the centre of Florence, so that the city would not

become a battleground. The Gennans had promised to treat it

as an open city. It,was possible, therefore, that they
would leave the bridges intact.

Advance to the Amo at Florence

Ibid On 3 August, German resistance at the dominating ground
on Monte Lepri collapsed and the front moved forward,
night the German forces south of Florence retired across the
lower Arno,

Galluzzo and patrols entered the southern outskirts of

That

The Imperial Light Horse crossed the Ema at

Florence, reaching the Amo at dawn on 4 August and finding
that all the Florentine bridges, except the Ponte Vecchio,!'!)
nad been destroyed, and its approaches blocked,
period, the front was static.

For a short

Air Operations 23 June to 4 August

Gromd Support up to 5 July “ the Breaching of the Tra-simene
LineNo. 2/5 A.A.S.C.

Wan Diary,
In the Fifth Araiy sector, after four days bad weather

which rendered all air support airfields unserviceable on

25 June, army support operations improved. Beginning with
all day and successful attacks on a train of 200 trucks, on
tanks, ammunition, guns and aviation spirit dumps on the
Rimini - Forli railway line, the effort rose daily mtil the
end of the month,

were claimed as destroyed aiid many others damaged on the same
Rimini - Fox'liline. (2)
back two targets the next day and 29 were, as a result,
claimed as destroyed. Advantage was thios taken of a still
active enemy movement, which soon crystallised into the brief
but vital defence on the Trasimene Line,

On 29 June, 33 trucks and four locomotive

Tactical reconnaissance flashed

s

Our troops were often unable to make contact with enemy
rearguards until late afternoon, owing to the extensive
demolitions,

the day they usually exerted sufficient pressure to compel
withdrawal before dark,
showed themselves

enemy as often as possible in the few hours of flying left
before dark, a scheme - known as Operation ’Dixie* (3;
put into practice.

When, however, they did make contact early in

It \¥as at these periods that target

ms

s
To profit by such occasions and hit the

0) The Old Bridge,
As a result of 266 fighter-bomber sorties,
(a) A coips would call for ’Dixie* at say I90O - 2030 hrs,
(b) Tac/R aircraft, one or more, cover the area for the

entire period aircraft in cabrank are also airborne —

6 at a time.

The Tac/R aircraft found the targets, reported them
to Rover ’David* (on VHF) who refeixed them to the
leading brigade. Responsibility for fighter-bomber
attacks was Rover ’David’s*, If groui“:d. troops found
suitable targets, Tac/R aircraft confirmed their
suitability'- for attack by fighter-bombers,

SEORBT
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Op3,

In the Eighth Army sector, in the last week of June,
Desert Air Sbrce set up its new Advanced H.Q# near Orvietoa

No, 2/5 AaAaSaCa There was less M/T observable on the move than in the Elfth Amy
sector, but whenever seen by day it was attackeda Only on

30 June v/as the destruction at all appreciable « 22 IS/T being
claimed as destroyed and I7 damaged.

War Diary
NO,1 MaO.RaU,
O.EaB,

• *

Weather was the main obstacle in this sector, too.
Thunderstorms on the night 24/25th prevented Badtimores
operatinga Cloud and heavy rain reduced operations to a

minimum for the next three days, putting all airfields out of

action on the morning of 25 June, As was normal at that period
a hot sun dried them rapidly so that, a few hours after,
flying was possible. Mist and cloud covered many targets,
so that precision bombing was out of the question; manj
missions retiamed with their bombs, and visual and photo->
graphic observation were often impossible.

Erom 1 to 5 July, the squadrons under control of Desert
Allt Jbrce continued their close support of both armies.
Ylfeather was fair for three days, but a sustained maximum
effort still impracticable. The main fi^ter-bomber effort

was against rolling-stock on the Rimini « Porli Line, where
great activity by some AGO trucks was reported. These trucks,
M/T (now more in evidence) and gun positions were the main
targets before the weather closed down again. Small
successes against the trucks and motor transport were evident.
Armed reconnaissance, which was sometimes the only flying
possible, accounted for many guns and mortars in the path of
the armies. Preparation for an attack on Ancona was carried
out by a force which cut the Ravenne - Rimini - Ancona line

in five places. The main tasks continued to be the attacks

on railway sidings and ports, the cutting of railway lines and
whatever transport used the roads by day,

Ground Support fi'om the Breaching of the Trasimene Line to the
Pall of Arezzo

Ibid This period of variable, but on the whole, favourable
flying weather saw some successful close support operations
and the growth of the ‘Dixie* fighter—bomber technique,
the ground hardened and the cloud lifted, the daily effort was
forced up from I50 fighter-bomber sorties on 6 July to 36O on
13 July, end 402 fighter-bomber and 102 daylight bomber sorties
(aJLl by Desert Air Poroe) on I5 July,

As

Operations followed closely the periods of stalemate,
tension, attack and temporary stabilisation in the moves of

the Arriiy given above, which have been deliberately narrated
in phases so as to render this record of close support
intelligible. On 10 Juiy, XIII Corps called for air
preparations for its advance south-east of Arezzo, An

anti-gun programme, already prepared, was put into action.
Daily the fighter-bombers attacked gun and. mb'rtar positions,

On 11 July, twelve such targets
On 12 July, 96 sorties were flown against

Shelling reports fell in this period
It is true that our own artillery

some on request by Corps,
were bombed.

guns and 80 on I3 July,
from 120 to 5 per day,
shelling played its part in this satisfactory result, but it
is clear that the Army was enthusiastic over the air contribu
tion, indicating the gun targets to the fighter-bombers by
coloured artillery smoke,
attacks as ‘outstandingly successful,*

Reports qualified many of the air
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On 15 July, XIII Coips opened a full-scale attack oix
Two hundred fighter-bomber sorties were flown onArezzo,

their front against guns, and some very clQSfe targets were
attacked for New Zealand Corps against half tracks and infantry
only 800 yards from our own infantry. One ‘Dixie* operation,
in which tactical reconnaissance aircraft played  a key role,

was very effective against artillery, grouped, as was often

the case, close up to a house for protection. The battle
continued through the night, while the Germans broke and our

Fourteen ‘Dixie*armour poured into the Arezzo plain,
missions of six aircraft each were flown in support of the

A summary of their day*s activities willfinal attack,

present a fair sample of close support targets at that time.

They included two groups of M/Tf a house suspected of being a
a small concentration of tanks, self-propelled guns

and half-tracks and ten camouflaged guns,
and results of air attack reported by the Corps as good.
After Arezzo had fallen on 16 July, the close support effort

was switched to the Polish Corps* attack on the port of

H.Q• f
All were identified

Ancona^

Ground Support for the Attack on Ancona

Ancona had so far resisted all attempts at capture,

light bombers - the Baltimores and Marauders - had attacked

the town, communications, harbour and shipping for weeks past.
On several occasions small formations of Me,l09*s Nad been

fought by the Spitfire escort. Pilots had reported heavy
demolitions, inclijding the blowing-up of the harbour. It had

been thought the Germans intended to block the harbour
entrance with the royal yacht Savoia; several air attacks
had been made on it and it had been hit, but not smk. On

3 July, the harbour entrance was still open. Concentrated
air support for the Polish assault began pre-D Day on

15 July with attacks by ~/2 Baltimores and Marauders on gun
positions. The weight of effort rose on I6 July to
76 light bombers, who specialised in attacks on gun positions.
On 17 July, the main effort switched from Arezzo to Ancona

and 200 fighter-bombers joined 90 light bombers, most of the

fighter-bombers concentrating on guns. Bad weather prevented
participation on any appreciable scale on I9 July, but the

ground had been well prepared and, thanks in part to the

air effort, the Poles entered Ancona on I9 July, th\as adding
a highly valued base to Allied gains,

Luf'twaffe Operations

Ibid

Re-appearance of the Junkers QJ as a. Night Bomber

After the issue of fresh orders to the General Officer

Commanding the Luftwaffe in Central Italy on 23 June, short

lived intensification of night ground attacks(l) against
Allied targets neaj? the front was reported,
Italian Ca,315s aud GR,42s were being steadily superseded by

The obsolescent

Order regarding
conduct of Operations
by Luftfl^otte 2,
23 June 'iSkk,
A.H.B.6 Trans:
VI1/82.
0,219247/1 F/11/it8,

(1) The forces responsible were 1/ and 2/ Night Ground Attack
Gruppe 9 and 2/ Night Ground'Attack"Gruppe 2 from

H.Q. were near Turin/Caselle
Casablanca was to

the Ebrli-Ravenna area,

which was also the reserve base,

become one if reinforcements arrived.
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the robust Stulca - tlie old Ju. 87 - refitted, and
supported by A, A, batteries and searchlight nuclei,
creation of this night harassing attack force was, although
an emergency measure not without a certain nuisance value when

weather permitted, and acted favourably on the German morale
at a time when all hope of audible and visible air support was
nearing zero point.

The
Von Pohl

series of

Interrogation
Reports
C,S.D.1,C. Air

cm Nos. A 595.

(A.H.B.6.)

The effort became noticeable as from the night of

6/7 JuTy, when some forty Ju,87s operated, chiefly against
Beaufighters on patrol madePolish Corps in the Loreto area,

B,A.P. Adv. HQ.

(Ops) 0.R.B.

contacts that night, but found their measure the next night,
when they destroyed foior of a force of some 25 aircraft
Thereafter, until the fall of Florence, reports of operations
by small forces of Ju.87s came in fairly frequently and

occasionally Beaufighters destroyed a Stuka. Enemy air

losses were serious,(l) but replacements were found from the
Balkans,

spasmodic signs of obedience to their new directive and were
met in areas to which particular importance was attached from
time to time,

interest in our missions in the Ancona

no

From the end of June onwards, eneny fighters showed

27 June was such an occasion, when a growing
Rimini - Florence

29 June, saw the appearance of theareas reported,
unusual numbdr of 25"50 mixed Me. 109s and F.W. 190s in the
Ancona area,

bombers had a running fight with these German fighters without

forcing a decision;
Tortoretto landing ground,

the front line from then on to the entry into RLorence
The small fighter force was fully committed

■?iy Spitfires escorting a force of light

one Baltimore had to force-land at
There was little enemy air effort

over

worth recording*
to the interception of bomber formations in the North and
it may be truthfully said that all throu^i the fighting
from the opening of the offensive on 11 May up to the entry
into Florence, the Luftwaffe was only able to put up a token
effort over the battlefield.

General Luftwaffe Problems bearing on Italy

The day before his death from injiuries from the bomb
intended for Hitler, General Korten said that the forces in
Italy under Von Richthofen had been reduced to the minimum
and that their main duty was to reconnoitre the movements of
Allied Forces in the Mediterranean.

Air reconnaissance in the Western Ifediterranean was
This was borne out in

fact,

Ibid

increased in the last week in July and other moves and
preparations in the South of France, of which the Mlies
were iaforned, reflected the German apprehensions of an
imminent major landing.

The attempt on Hitler*s life on 20 July had no effect on
the German command in Italy, Eesselring had little interest
in politios;(2) there is no evidence that he or his staff

Beyond a temporarywere in any way connected with the plot,
tightening of the procedure for obtaining aircraft, and the
natural excitement, there were no repercussions within the
Luftwaffe in Italy,

(15 For example, from 26 to 3I >Mly one quarter of the available crews and
aircraft were lost to Allied action, and only patrols of roads were
possible for sane days after,

(2) He once told the Italian General Banza that he disliked Nazis and had
refused the job of C,C,S, because he did not want to be mixed up In Nazi
politics: he had had continuous quarrels with Ronrael and was disliked by
some of the senior Army Officers, who said that he did not linav his Job,
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The pressure of operations on the Western Eront was
slowly and steadily affecting adversely the over-all
situation of the laiftwaffe. Bomber crews and aircraft were

being transferred there and to critical sectors of the
Riissian front. Decreasing fighting powers of parachute
troops and crews were more and more frequently reported.
There Y/ere increasing cases of local fuel shortages.

The drift of fuel was toespecially for motor transport.
Stance and the Russian front.

Attacks against Allied Convoys

There were two attacks against Allied convoys in
July, which were taken to suggest that an amphibious
operation against the South of Stance would, have to contend
with air opposition. Both were failin*es. On -12 July,
te-enty-sis aircraft were airborne from South of Stance bases,

three were destroyed by AlliedSeven attacked a convoy:

Ibid

The failure in this case was attributed in part
On the night

31 July/1 August, 40'Ju.88s were detailed for a convoy
attack.(1) Only a few aircraft reached the convoy.

In the Eastern Mediterranean there was

action,

to the successful laying of a smoke screen*

No

ships were damaged,
a reminiscent tone in the report of an attack on  a convoy

by 10 Italian Savoia torpedo bombers, probably based in the

Athens area, (2) It was clear from the abortive native of
the two attacks off the Algerian coast that the decline in

quality of crews and of their navigation previously noted
was still appreciable; this confirmed reports of similar
attacks on our shipping in the West at the time,
too, the general preparation for a move northwards of the
bomber bases along the Mediterranean made concentration
difficult. The He.I77 had proved a failure as an anti
shipping aircraft and production of the Do.217 had ceased.

No doubt.

Pliegerkorps II, which had failed in the initial stages
of •Overlord*, was transferred on 3I July from its command
in the South of Prance to Bulgaria, a move construed to

reflect the continued German apprehension of Allied landings

in the Balkans, which would become still more feasible if
Turkey broke with Germany, No reinforcements of either
bombers or fighters to the South of Prance were observed.

OperationsThe Destruction of the Po River Bridges:
I

•Mallory* and Mallory Major

The Air/Ground Strategic Situation on I3 June

It will be recalled that on I4 June the Combined Chiefs
of Staff had ordered the completion of the destruction of the

German Armed Porces in Italy south of the Pisa — Rimini Line
and that new directives had been issued to the Air Porces

to conform with the general situation,
the responsibilities of Tactical Air Porce for the disruption
of rail commimications included the River Po and the Genoa -

Allessandria Line,

As from 22 June,M. 22112/M. A. A. Pr
22 June 194^^.

(A,H.B./IU11/1,
Vol,VI,
Tab,’A*),

•f

(1) They carried special long-running torpedoes,
(2) On 20 August, fourteen S.M,79s were definitely based

in Italy,
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The Germans were seen to be preparing for a stand on
the Gothic Line, from Pisa, or perhaps Spezia, to Rimini, A

study of the communications network in the Po Valley was begun,
to decide what air action could be planned to cut off' the

enenijr supply* Owing to the great complexity of systems, the

area could not be successfuliy interdicted on the route by
route basis which had been employed in Central Italy and the

Estimate of the Northern Apennines, Strategic Air Three, moreover, had
situation “ rail decided that the most effective method of producing long tern

and continuous interdiction was the complete destmetion of

bridges or viaducts with long spans.

The Po Valley and its Railv/ay System

communicat ions

in N, Italy
15th A,P./A « 2,
11 June 1944*

(A,H3./[U11/11,
Vol.VH, Tab, fCC‘) The Po, the principal river of Italy, wound through a

broad plain for some 420 miles. Hemmed in by protective
Report on embankments and running in many places high above the level of
Operation ^ plain, it formed a major natixral obstacle across the North
Malloiy Major ̂  Italy, All routes leading from Italy (with the exception

those leading through Genoa to Prance) must cross it,

(A,H.B,/rUIl/ll) The main lateral lines were the Mian - Verona - Venice

line naming east to west, and the Milan - Bologna  - Rimini line
running west - south east. The most important north - south
routes were the Bremer line and the lines entering Italy from

the east, comecting with the Mian - Venice lateral line and

feeding south via Tbrrara, In the west, the main port - Genoa -

was comected by trunk lines with Mian and the Swiss passes to
the north, and with Turin and the Mont Cenis and Riviera lines
into Prance, The main lines were intercomected with numerous

single - track railways. The most vulnerable points in the

whole area system were, generally speaking, where they crossed
the frontier and where they crossed the Po River*

The Po River Bridges

The bridges crossing the Po included the heaviest
structoores ever bombed in the Mediterranean theatre* Between

Turin and the Adriatic, 22 bridges spamed the river, ranging
in length from 1000 to 3700 feet, many of them well over

2,000 feet long. Eleven were peimanent structures built of

steel lattice girders, with masonry or concrete arches. None

were of the suspension type. Six were combination road and

rail bridges, and at three other sites road and rail crossings
lay close enough together to offer a single target. In most

instances they had unusually long spans and would consequently
be more difficult to repair, with the light type of construction

used by the Germans, then the more southerly bridges. It was
believed that once a span of any of the permanent bridges was

knocked out, the bridge would never be repaired again by the
enemy during the war,(l) On the other hand, the excellent design and
construction presented a strong challenge to bomber aircraft.

The other half of the Po crossings were pontoon bridges
lately constructed by the Germans to supplement existing road

bridges, £5hort sections rested on simple concrete or wooden

pontoon boats, each section being anchored to a concrete block
in the river.

Ibid

(1) This proved to be the case.
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!Phe Plan for Operation * Mallory*

The fruits of study of the northern railway system were

the plan of I7 June to disrupt the enemy's flow of supplies
by the destruction of six railway bridges across the Po and

one ac370ss the Trebbia River, supplemented by destruction of

the Recco or Zoagli Viaducts*
destroyed, it was believed that all rail communications
between the upper and lower Po Valley and to the east of a
line Genoa - Piacenza would be completely severed.

Nos,57 42 Wings were to destroy four bridges each*
No,87 Eighter Wing was to furnish escort for No,57 Wing - with
Thunderbolts if necessary diversions for missions of
No,42 Wing, and conduct strafing and/or dive bombing operations
against enen^ airfields in the general target area. This

co-operation by No.87 Wing would come into play as soon as
its commitments in the Elba operation were terminated.

Cancellation of Operation 'Mallory*

If these links could be

TAP/3/2/AIR
Operational
Directive No,I4

H.Q. M.A,T.A.P.,
17 June 1944^

In view of the rapid v/ithdriwal of the enemy throughout
the last three weeks of June and the fair prospects of success,
the Commander-'in—Chief Allied Armies in Italy decided that the

operation was not timely. With any luck, the armies might
press through the Apennines into the Po Valley and would then
vrelcome the opportunity of seizing any intact bridges if they
could forestall the eneny before he had time to demolish, them.

In any case, German demolitions were e/'.sier to repair than our
own air bomb damage, it was said. The Air Tbrces* view
remained that if the crossings were not attacked, there was

little or no hope of our breaking through the Apennines within

a measurable period of time. These bridges were a major
factor in the eneny supply, reinforcement and commimications
system and their destruction could not fail to prove a

serious embarrassment to him. Allied Armies in Italy ear

marked 2nd Parachute Brigade for an airborne seizure of one

bridge.

Army Agreement with Air plan to destroy the Po Crossings(1)

C.G, 3,287
23 June 1944.

On 14 July, it was circulated that the armies in Italy
were to be so weakened by the withdrawal of forces for

Operation 'Anvil' that although we might force a passage
through the Apennines we had insufficient strength to exploit
across the Po without a pause,

to bring the enemy to battle between the Apennines and the Po,
driving him against the obstacle of a bridgeless river,
decision had already been communicated to the Air Eorces who

issued the directive on 11 July for Operation 'liallory Major',
aimed at the destruction of all the Po Valley bridges.

The hope was thenceforward

This

Ibid and

TAP/3/2/Air
Operational
Directive No,15

H.Q., M.A,T.A.S,
11 July 1944.

Operation Order

N0.2 A.A.I,,
14 July 1944,
Allied Strategy

Brit, Hist, Sect,
Centr, Med,

(A,H.B.IIJ11/58/9,
App,C-6),

Air Plan for Operation 'Mallory Major'

Road and rail bridges over the Po from Piacenza
eastwards to the sea (including the two over the
Trebbia River at Piacenza) were assigned to the medium
bombers. The 42nd ¥ing(2) was assigned initially ten

(1) Refer to Tigiore 4 for bridge locations,
(2) Marauders - based at Decimomannu and Villacidro, in

Sa'irdinia,
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bridges extending from Piacensa to Guastalla; the 57th Wing(0
assigned thirteen bridges extending from Borgoforte to

Taglio,(2) that is, the more easterly bridges* Rail and
combined rail/road bridges were first priority targets, no^'-l road
bridges second and pontoon bridges third* These priorities
might be varied at the will of Wing Commanders when weather or
tactical reasons made it desirable. Initial attacks were to

be sufficiently heavy to ensure, a high probability of
destruction, lighter-bombers were to supplement the attacks,
with the objects of preventing repair to damaged bridges and

destroying resejrves of pontoons in the vicinity of bridges,
heavy craft difficult to replace. Other bridges in the
Po Valley were also to be attacked in an extended programme.

was

Photographic reconnaissance had revealed the presence of
about 100 enemy single-engined fighters in the northern
bases;(3) the most heavily defended zone was the Bologna 

-

Iferrara afea,(lt-) where about 65 Me. 109s were based,

*Mallory Major*; Operations

12-15 JulyThe Opening Phase.Report on

Operation
*Mallozy Major*
M.A.T.A.P.,
15 Jan. 1945.

(A.H.B.AU'IVI'I)

In the first foiar days, virtually complete interdiction
was obtained, the medi\xm bombers concentrating on the nineteen

In favourable weather, abridges from Piacenza to the sea,
daily average of almost 3OO sorties was flown at an all-out
level. The attacks of the first two days rendered eleven
bridges impassable. The pontoon bridge at San Hasaro was

completely destroyed; the pontoon boats were swamped and

anchorages broken. Three other bridges were at least half

destroyed; the remainder sustained lesser damage,
15 June, 12 bridges were either totally destroyed, or gaps of

All the others butover 500 feet long had been tom in them,
one were cut, blocked or otherwise damaged to such an extent
that traffic over them was impossible. The remaining
bridge, (a concrete and steel structure at Ostiglia
T/hich carried the Bologna—Verona line), remained open
after four attacks, but the line was cut by the destruction
of a bridge a little south of the Po, After 15 July, from
Piacenza eastward, no north - south through rail traffic
across the Po was possible until the operation closed.
Pighter-bombers executed only four attacks over these four

days, and all but one of these bridge operations were close
Results proved the attacks too light againstto Bologna,

such formidable targets.

General Operations against Po Bridges 16-27 July

On 16 Juiy, Tactical Air Ibrce began cutting crossings
west of Piacenza and key bridges throughout the entire
Po Valley, so as to paralyse east-west as well as north-
south traffic. Time was of paramount importance, for they

had to render the primary targets permanently unserviceable

Ibid

Mitchells - based in the Ghisonaccia area, in Corsica,

at Caste 1 San Giovr-.nn.i -

at Piacenza - I5 P.W. 190s: at Airasca -
at Levadigi - 20 P.Y/, 190s,

On Bolognayborgo Panicaile and Poggio Renatico and its
satellites.

See ELgure 4*
At Reggio Emilia - 30 Macchis:
20 Jfe,109s!

15 P.W. 190s;

1)

C4)
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before the eneny could bring up his heavy flak from south of

Bologna, Three missions opened the extension of operations
into the westward area on 16 July with 68 sorties against
the road/rail bridge at Bressana.(l)
destroyed and a gap of 600 feet created,
blocked the road/rail bridge at Torreberetti*^l) ^
rendering the Monferrati bridge unserviceable by attacks on

16 and 17 June, 42nd Wing stopped all south-bound traffic from
Milan,

Three arches -were

Direct hits

The medium bomber programme included, apart from
tMalloiy Major', the entire valley bridge system; when the

bridge at Bo2zolo(2) was destroyed and the viaducts at
Desenzano and Peschiera(3) were cut, all rail connections
between east and west, north of the Po, were interrupted.
Lateral traffic south of the Po was simultaneously disrupted

by destmction of the bridges at Sassuolo(4) and over the
Trebbia River at Piacenza, (both south of the Po), and by
cuts in four bridges fijirther west serving lines from Turin,

The Weight of Air Attack on the Po BridgesIbid.

Hiis was the first and only occasion of its nature of

such magnitude in the history of the campaign.
Allied Air Three had the longest experience of co-operation

, its technique and weight of attack should be
for in such major actions many air problems

As the

in land battles

taken note of;
came to a head and -were resolved, and standard patterns and

equations established which will hold until greatly improved
aircraft, offensive and defensive tactics and construction
and repair methods are evolved.

The attacks on Gasalmaggiore, Cremona and Polesella
bridges give an indication of what could be achieved at the

time, it being remembered that the medium bombers, in Italy,
had had ten months continuous experience of such operations,
CasaLnaggiore road/rail bridge was
by 54 Maraijders with a total of two hixndred and fifteen
1000 pound bombs. The rail bridge was of steel lattice
truss, with piers and abutments of masonry and concrete and

The road bridge (pontoons) was a little
In the first attack the steel bridge received seven

attacked twice on 12 July

was 2100 feet long,
longer,
direct hits, two spans collapsed, leaving a 450 feet gap.
Several hits on the pontoon section left a 1000 feet gap.
The second attack destroyed t-wo more spans;

to 900 feet, and more pontoon sections were tom from their
moorings. The key Borgoforte rail bridge was attacked I3
times between 12 and 27 July, In one attack on this last

day by 33 Mitchells, one hundred and thirty-two 1000 pound
bombs vrere dropped, A double string fell across the centre

of the bridge. Both approaches were cut. Cloud cover,
smoke screens, attacks by small formations of eneny fighters
and inaccurate aiming had left this bridge dcjmged but

partially serviceable,
out of action.

the gap increas

The attacks of the last day put it
The one attack on Tlcarolo pontoon road

ed

See ELgure 4*
On the Cremom-^antua line.
On the main doubletrack railway from Veroir. to Brescia,
On the secondaxy Reggio—Modena line.
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bridge on 15 July was enough to almost completely destroy it*
Twenty-four Mitchells dropped one hundred and eighty-five
250 pomd general purpose bombs* The bridge was first blown,
tlaen washed away.

Value of the Norden Bomb-sight( 1)

By that time, the appeals made earlier in the campaign
for more up-to-date equipment were beginning to bear fruit*
Some Mitchells and Marauders carried Norden bomb sights and

achieved considerable accuracy from altitudes of 9OOO to

12000 feet, when the ground could be seen. The basic bombing
unit was a six aircraft formation, with the leading aircraft

carrying a Norden bombardier sighting for range and deflection
and the remainder of the flight releasing when the bombs of

the leader were seen to drop* Scrupulous selection of bomb

weights and fusings and the closest attention to the proper
positioning of aircraft to compensate for release time
differences were an integral part of the machinery which went

to produce the spectacular results.

The Eight against the German Repair System

The Air Forces could do no more than execute the operation

and, for so long as forces were available, maintain the severest

damage for a sufiicient period to render repair unlikely.
Whether this damage proved ultimately fatal or not to the eneny

Report on Opera

tion 'Mallory
Major • MJi.JTJl.P,,
15 Jan, 1945.

(A.H.B./qjii/ii) supply system depended mainly on the Allied armies* ability to
take full advantage of the position created and on the German*s
ingenuity in using minor routes, carrying out adequate repairs
and installing reserve pontoons to restore the flow to normal,
and other emergency measures.

The full implications of the Armies* problems must be

sought in the Cabinet histories of the period,
narrative will confine itself to the air effort and balance the

record with evidence from the German side as to what methods

were adopted to circumvent the effects of the operation.

This present

On 17 July, some of the more solid Po bridges were still

repairable in a relatively short time. Consequently, while the

area of general coverage was being extended, it was essential

to return to some primary targets and neutralise them before the
heaver flak was reinforced for their protection. It took eleven

attacks with a total of 482 tons of bombs to create permanent
blocks in the parallel bridge at Piacenza, The road bridge was
broken on 16 July, onJy one of the eight steel girder spans
remaining intact. The rail bridge was only partially blocked
when all attacking aircraft vrere assigned the second pier from

(1) Early hopes that the Korden bomb-sight would effect a

radical improvement in bombing precision in overcast con
ditions had not been fulfilled,

sight and, unless the ground could be seen, it could not

assist in improving bombing accuracy,
had certain disadvantages as a visual aid at night,
could, however, be interconnected with the American
equivalent of JSS (e.g. in the B-29) so that if the ground
could be seen occasionally through gaps in the cloud, the

disc speeds could be set and greater accinracy achieved
than by purely blind bombing with radar,
Gp,Gapt. D, linlay to A,H.B,, 7 Oct, 1952,

SECRET

It was a visual bomb-

llurthermore, it
It

Ibid and Ltr,
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the south end, which had escaped all attacks until the day of
success - 19 July.

Another especially obstinate target was the dual bridge
at Ostiglia. Between 12 and 26 July, fourteen missions were
flown involving 36I sorties. Although most missions hit the

bridge at some point, it remained usable until the 26th, when
two spans were at last blown out. Borgoforte, equally
resistant, was repaired and usable until 26 July in spite of
every effort to put it out; on 26 July, medim bombers
destroyed one span. The road bridge at Pontelagoscuro,
linking Ibrrara with Padua, was repaired on 18 July, but

rendered impassable again on the 20th and almost totally
destroyed on the 30th.

Communication Status after 27 July

The following is the position as the Allies believed it

to be after 27 July. All railway bridges over the Po east of,
and including the one at, Torreberetti were impassable,
the time ground forces entered the southern quarters of

PLorence on 4 August, eastward communications from Turin were
3.imited to roundabout routes to Alessandria and Novi Ligure

and the main and secondary route to ililan. On a radius of

40 miles from Ivlilan, all rail routes to the south and east

were out. The northern Apennine route remained cut, but the

Bologna-Pistoia route remained open down to Pitecchio, and on

the Bologna-Prato route there was only one cut. The northern
line of interdiction ran from Imperia to Osva-Acqui-Tortona-
Bressana and along the Po to the sea.

East of Piacenza, roads across the Po were almost as
completely - though not permanently - immobilised.
22 July, a rapidly constructed bridge of boats was reported in
use at night at Ostiglia. On 23 July, all permanent bridges
from Ostiglia to Cremona were reported destroyed and no

appreciable efforts at repair in hand; only two ferries, each

capable of carrying a vehicle of up to two and one half tons

were plying, Further west, considerable efforts were
directed to constructing temporary crossings. Here the single
road bridges, not included as targets in ’iVJallory Major*, had
a longer life-expectation,

Tighter-bonibei- Operations imder * Mallory I'/iajor*

The phase of the plan for fighter-bomber attacks on
reserve pontoons failed to materialise. The role of supple
menting the mediun bomber effort with the object of preventing
repair to damaged bridges was carried through, although it
became clear that it was useless for these lighter aircraft

to attempt to destroy massive structures surviving attack by
medium bombers.

By

On

Ibid

Ibid

In the first days of July, XII Tactical Air Command's
activities moved northward, with the object of interdicting
the Genoa-Pisa line and isolating Bologna from the north.

As from the introduction of 'Mallory I.iajor*, the main effort

was switched to the Po Valley railway network. The scope of
fighter bomber effort expanded from I6 July in sympathy with

the growth of the medima bomber offensive. Bridges north of
the Po were hit for the first time on 22 July; from then on,
the majority of fighter—bomber bridge targets were bridges of
less strength than the massive Po structures, and all north
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Forty missions in all were flown on this task
The pontoon bridges were demolished at

of the river»

from 16 to 27 July,
an early stage 63?' the medium bombers; the most effective
attacks the fighter-bombers could execute were those supple
menting and enibrcing the interdiction already created.

They cratered tracks on either side of the major bridges
and cut the lines leading to them, thus achieving three main

results; ilrstly, increasing the German repair organisation's
difficulties; secondly, extending the distance to be covered

by any means between two trains brought to a halt; andthi3rdly,
discouraging the Germans from proceeding with repair on a major
line, thus increasing the strain on minor routes and the motor

transport facilities, and rendering daylight traffic b3?- the
latter medium increasingly necessary.

The communications paralysis aimed at was partially
On 16 July, the trunk line from Milan was cut inachieved,

four places south of Piacenza, eleven cuts were reported between

Parma and Oasalmaggiore, and lines funneling north to Mantua

over the Borgoforte bridge were cut in several places,
effort was increasingly widened day by day and, on 27 Juiy, the
lateral line just north of the Po was blocked at six points and
several north-south routes disorganised,
rolling stock and motor transport over the area ensured wide

spread paralysis, which ensmred for a period the nest favoijrable
conditions for exploitation,
that 221 cuts in railway tracks were achieved by 87th Tighter
Wing alone from 11 to 3'^ in the Po Valley.

The

Extensive bombing of

As an index, it may be quoted

The German Supply Situation after ’Mallory Major

At the end of May, Kesselring had been compelled to borrow

about 3,000 tons of extra motor transport space from the

General of the German Air Three in Ita^v, German Naval Comand
South. the Tffdt Organisation and the Transport Corps Speer.

Although the gradual shortening of their lines of comm'jnication
was an advantage to the Germans, only tne utmost vigilance, and
ingenuity and a very active administrative and repair system,
coupled with restriction of road movement to hoin?s of darkness

and bad weather, enabled them to supply the front without
breaking into their reserves,
achieved at the time of the opening of Operation 'Mallory
Major' and was maintained even after the dramatic destructionof the

Po valley bridges,
river to prevent any immediate shortage, but a special situation
was from this point created which was to impose considerable
delay in supply traffic, but v/hich could be, and was, overcome.

This flow of suppl3’- was being

There were sufficient stocks south of the

The German

^stem of
Supply in the
Field - Italy,
1943-1945.

G-2/AMQ. ,
Ebb. 1946.
(A.H.B./IIJ11/
58/39)

Report by Qu.1
- 14th Army
quoted in Ibid

p.80 - 82
Er. Hist, Sect/

The German armies possessed at the end of July no
laidestroyed bridge or a bridge which could be used even

temporarily.

ai'j.d rear area installations to Army, Corps and Division installa
tions and vice versa had to be moved during hours of darkness by
ferries and over a sensitive pontoon bridge in the Borgoforte

The whole supply traffic from Army Group depots

CiMP,

fAcboinistration) area,
(4/'I,B„/IU1l/!i^39) German Methods of overcoming the Effects of .'Malloiy Major*

Cable railways(0 were installed across the Po to carry
supplies and save fuel: one operated at Borgoforte, others at

Ibid

(1) Seilbahnen
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d Piaoenza. They were controlled
responsible for re-loading opera-

Ostiglia/Revere, Cremona ani
by a maintenance centre,("l)

The main centre (at Borgoforte) was split into twotions#

parts, one on the north bank, one on the south bank, both under
■unified control of a special supply staff,(2)
under control an M/T company based on the north bank, -which
collected supplies from Army Group depots and delivered them to
the south bank by ferry and/or cable railway* The company
also guaranteed continued supply in case of damage by air
attack or by seidous change in the water level of the Po.

This staff had

An additional ammunition distributing depot was set up
east of Mantova on the north bank to feed the re-loading
points at Borgoforte and Ostiglia* The cable railway worked
both ways,(3) and -was of especial value when the great variar
tions in the Po level held up ferry traffic. The important;
railway ferry, at Ostiglia, carried ammunition trains to the
south bank without re-loading. There were emergency bridges,
but these could not be counted on. A similar organisation was
planned for Ostiglia^terandola, but was not found practicable,
as sufficient personnel could not be found to man it.

,

As a final measure,, additional railway ferries were put
into service at Ferrara and Piacenza; in the most favourable
circumstances, each ferry could move two trains in one direc
tion and one in the other, during the night. Other emergency
measures which were hardening into routine inclxjded ferries
for the transport of the wounded, plying between casualty
collecting points(4) on both banks, a tank ferry and pipe lines
for liquid fuel, (5)

Geman Pieter Opposition

The Me* 109s in the Bologna-Perrara area and the P0W.I9OS
at Piacenza and Airasca made a few efforts to hinder opera
tions, but without much effect. Small foimiations of them made
unaggressive passes on some days. The main efforts were
against the Oorbola, Ferrara and Sassuolo missions. On
14 July, the Oorbola mission was attacked near Modena by a score
of fighters, with no loss to 57th Wing and two enemy aircraft
probably destroyed. On the way to and from Ferrara bridge on
12 July the mission was attacked by twenty-two F.¥.l90s, but
no losses were incurred. On I9 July, the mission against
Sassiiolo bridge was attacked by about ten fighters over
Corragio. Here again, no losses were incurred.

Report on
Operation
*Malloxy Major*
M.A.T.A.F
15 Jan. 1945.

* 9

(1) In May the repair organisationYersorgungsstut zpunkt.
had been decentralised, and greater executive power vested
in these local centres.

iii Haohschubstab z.b.V.

Its maximimi capacity was I50 tons per night; air raids
and technical hitches reduced the nightly average to about
80 tons.
Krankensammelstellen.
Sohne llkuppl-ungsrohrleitungen.

4
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German Flak Reactions

The only points on the valley traffic system inhere the
flak was at all serious were Ferrara, Verona and Ostiglia.
At Ferrara one Allied bomber was lost and 11 holeds at Verona

14 were holed. At Ostiglia the flak was impressive and
aoourate and in four missions an average of a dozen aircraft

were holed. It was very curious that at Borgoforto the flak

was not considered woithy of comment by crews. The fears of
the Allies that time would enable the Germans to bring up flak

in quantity was unfounded# The flak units were, of covirse,
heavily engaged at the front, withdrawing towards the
Gothic Line#

Ibid

o
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CHAPTER 2

THE BATTLES FOR THE GOTHIC LUTE

AIR AND ARIVH PLAIMIING FOR OPERATION ' OLIVE’

Introduction

Ever since the invasion of Italy Began, the AHIies
had known that the Germans would defend with great
stubbornness a position based on the Northern Apennines,.
to deny us entry into the Po Valley,
preparation since the early autumn of
later it would be necessary to force it.
it became at once the Allies' main preoccupation and it

was hoped, on the strength of the success of the Spring
offensive, that its breach would be but a minor incident.
This optimsm- ended( "I) when the Germans reinforced and
the Allied forces in Italy lost the three best U.S.
divisions and all three French divisions, including the

only mountain division in Italy,(2) as well as substantial
air forces,

arrived in positions from which an attack on this line -

known as the Gothic or Green Line(5) - could be moiinted.

It had been under

Soonei’ or

Y/hen Rome fell.

The Allied Armies and Air Forces had now

An early plan to attack it in the centre was dropped on

4 August in favour of a new one - Operation’Olive'.(4) The
Eighth Army was to malce the main thrust at the east end of

the line. Fifth Army was, later, to mount a subsidiary
attack up the axis Florence - Bologna.(5) Desert Air
Force was to furnish maxim-urn support to both armies.

The Gothic Line

Up to May 1944> v/ork on the Gothic Line had been
spasmodic. On 17 May, Hitler warned his commanders in

Italy that there was no such thing behind them as a
fortified Apennine position and that they T/ould have to

labour mightily. He ordered a complete and final block
ing line. Any Allied entry into the Po plain, he said,
would have incalculable military and political consequences.
Work was accelerated and on 11 September the Gothic Line

v/as taken up more or less along the whole front.

The final position(S) and strength were, 3running from
west to east, as follows: the approaches to La Spezia
along the narrow coastal belt were barred by a system of

anti-tank defence in depth; apart from this, defences
throughout the rest of the Line were not built in any
appreciable depth. Prom the region of Carrara the line
s-WLing south-east through the Apuan moimtains to  a strong
point at Borgo Mozzano astride the axis north from Lucca.
From there, the Line ran across the northern Apennines
linking up positions forward of the passes. The Puta Pass

position was by far the strongest point in the Gothic Line

(1) Allied strategy Pt.III Section A. Brit, Hist.
Section C.M. (A.H.B 1111^58/14).
4th Moroccan Mountain Division,

Gotenstellung or Grune Linie.

At a meeting on Orvieto airfield.
Taking over XIII Corps.
Refer to Figure 8.

2

3

(if

(5)
(6)
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and included anti-tank ditches, concrete casemates and tank

turrets.

Valley were:- the Porretta, nortli of Pistoiaj
north of Prato, the Puta and II Giogo, north of Florence.
This II Giogo position was on a less ambitious scale, and it

was b,y this axis to Pirenzuola that the Puta position was

eventually by-passed and rendered untenable. The routes to

Porli and Cesena, were well defended by positions on the south

side of steep, difficult hairpin bends. Lastly came the

Poglia sector, where the Eighth iirmy' s offensive was launched.
This sector ran from the port of Pesaro along the northern
slopes of the Poglia river valley. Defences were most con
centrated near the coast. Kesselring sent an order to the

1st Parachute Division, holding the Pesaro sector, which said

that the~Gothic Line was the last hope before the Brenner, that

it depended on them and that their positions weie to be held
for three weeks.

The main positions on the roads leading to the Po
the Vernio,

0)
Planning for Operation * Olive'

Planning for Operation 'Olive*, m.ostly conducted by
Eighth Army and Desert Air Porce, was carried out in conditions
of great secrecy. Its mounting involved complicated and

difficult moves of the army and the air forces, as well as a

large scale deception plan.

The ground plan T/as, briefly, for a simultaneous assault
by three corps in the line. The II Polish Corps, by then in

aweaicened state,was to seize the high ground north-west of
I Canadian Corps, in the centre, was to attack on thePesaro;

left of the Poles to capture the high ground west of Pesaro,
reach Cattolica and drive up the coastal road on Rimini;
V Corps, on the left, Y/as to advance on an axis to the west of
Rimini directed on Bologna and Perrara. D-Day Viras laid doYi/n

as 25 August. General Alexander was free to exercise his
favourite strategy of the 'two-handed punch', which, in

orthodox terms, meant the attacking of two points equally vital

to the enemy either simultaneously or alternately in order to

split the reserves available to the defence.

The Deputy Air Gommander-in-Ghief v/ould have preferred a
If they v/ould accept heavier losses andless cautious policy,

drive through in early August with the support of tanks and

aircraft, they might possibly destroy the enemy in the Po

Valley by the end of September, he said.(2)

Multiple Functions of Desert Air Porce

aII Tactical Air CoiTmand, with several wings and detached
had left Italy for the campaign in

The Desert Air Porce Y/as nov/ responsible
squadrons of the R.A.P
Southern Prance,

the tactical support of both Eighth and Fifth Aniiies and of
So as to apply the m.ain

• 9

for

Polish Co3Tps in the Adriatic sector,
weight of air effort to support of the Eighth i-\rmy Autumn_
offensive and, at the same time, maintain enough flexibility

O.R.Bs/Ops. The Campaign in the Northern
III. Section B. (A.H.B./IIJ1 V'58/15(A-B).

(1) D.A.P

Apennines Pt.
Brit. Hist. Section, C.M. M.A.T.A.P./SiiSO O.R.Bs.
G(Air) 8th Army History Aug. 19WJ^ay 19L5* (Cabinet
Historical Section).
J.C.3.3,4 Aug. 19AA.

• 9

(A.H.B./IIJI/90A1).(2)
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to cover the double-army commitment, some redeployment
v/^as necessary. The air force v/as to play a major pairt
in the maintenance of the secrecy of the moves of both
the army a:id its own forces, enabling the necessary
troop movement to take place relatively unobserved and

according to schedule and preventing hostile photographic
cover of the admihiatxative build-up. The arrival of air

force formations at, and their operation from, new air

fields along the Adriatic coast would be plotted by
hostile radar stations. The air support signals
netviTork, it had long been knovm, was one to v/hich the

enemy intercept service paid constant attention. It
would therefore have an important part to play in the
deception plan. Air operations would have to be very
carefully planned and controlled so that no en^hasis
either in attacks or reconnaissance was laid on the

eastern sector. So, for exan^ile, to counterbalance the

effect of increased photography of the Adriatic enemy
positions, dximmy photographic missions were flown
regularly in the area of the Futa pass.

Re-deployment of Desert Air Force

In order to carry out the obligations of its plan
for participation in the attack on the Gothic Line, a

progressive and secret deployment was carried out over
the period 9 to 26 August. The majority of the Desert
Air Force units were to be moved to airfields on the east

coast in order to support the Eighth Army attack, then a

proportion of them \Tere to be switched back to the
central sector to support the Fifth Army attack. These
moves were to be divided into three phases. In Phase
One, which ended on D minus 3 Day, most units were to

remain on their actual fields, and an extensive programme
of attacks on communications and dumps v/as to be carried
out. In Phase Two, from D minus 3 to D plus 5 Day, the

move of ’A' parties across to their dispositions on the

east coast was to begin, followed by the arrival of air

craft on the morning of D-Day. The evening of D minus
1 Day, and D-Day to D plus 5 Day was to be a period of

intensive operations. In Phase Three, D plus 5 to
D plus 10 Day, it was hoped that a successful attack
would by then have rendered it possible for certain units
to m.ove forward to fields in the Fano area, and others to

be switched back to the central sector to support the

Fifth Army attack. An aggregate of some 21+ Baltmore
light bombers, 50 Spitfires, 72 Spitbombers and
72 l\distangs and Kittyhprks (all of Desert Air Force),
moved to ne'/7 bases. (1) Tv/elve night-flying Beaiifighters
were based at Falconara; A8 Spitbombers remained at
Foiano; i+S Boston and Baltimoi-e light bombers (under
command of ZII Tactical Air Command) remained at Gecina.
Tactical Air Force's two medium bomber wings - the 42nd

and the 57th - remained in Corsica and Sardinia
respectively, and were, when the time came, to switch from

support of Operation 'Dragoon' in Southern France to
support of Operation 'Olive'. Desert Air Force's South
African Marauders - 36 in number - stayed at Pescara.(2)

(1) Appendix 9.
(2) Adv. H.Q., D.A.F., Ops. Instruction No.22,

17 Aug. (A.E.B/lUl/l22/83/22(A), Sncl. 18A).
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It is hard to say how successful our deception methods
were. Eleven thousand army vehicles a day plied toT/ards the
assembly area at Ancona, In spite of an elaborate system of
code signs and words indicating a routine move, the unusual
volume of traffic itself must have been obvious. Air force
difficulties were, if anything, even greater. It is most
unli:cely that the sudden obliteration of all squadron crests
aroused no curiosity, or tliat the inquisitive vrere satisfied
with the universal answer 'Florence* to their queries. Par

dangerous than civilian enquiries were the German signals
intelligence units, and, to circumvent these, all air support,
radio communications were to remain in the central sector until

the enemy had been persuaded tiiat the main army effort was
being made along the Adriatic, An over-generous allotment of
tentacles helped to foster a belief in heavy traffic in that
sector. A tentacle v/as withdrawn from the Adriatic sector.
But spare tentacles and rear links vdth others normally used
for 'step-up* purposes remained on wireless silence where
required until the operation had started. One complete road
party joined with the new Array E. Q, at Chiaravalle on August.
Couriers plied daily between Siena and lesi.
continued to pass normal traffic, but no new ground stations
were to open up until the move, in three stages, was coniplete.

No enemy air reconnaissance by day vra.s plotted between
9 and 21+ August, but on numerous occasions enemy night recon
naissance aircraft covered the approaches to the air concentra
tion areas in the Adriatic sector. On 25 August at last light,
two enemy aircraft were plotted on what niust have been
tactical reconnaissance flight.

The Air Problem of Cover for two Armies

more

Coast units

a

Eighth Army proposals for air attack on the Gothic Line
began to come in from 30 July onwards. The first operation
instruction from Dese5^.< Air Force to its units was issued on
17 Augustil):
special problem to be resolved was how to balance the weight
available to Desert Air Force against the expressed needs of the
two Armies.

the .plan began to assume concrete form, A

From its own resources alone the needs of both

could not be met, ’Then the requirements of Eighth Army had
been calculated, there was insufficient balance left over to
'provide a stead;^'- increase in the air action of Fifth Array front
to correspond mth land activities (just prior to D-Day Eighth
Army) designed to simulate preparations for a major offensive*.
They called, therefore, for additional effort from outside
sources for cover plan bombing north of Florence,
approached and the Tiiole effort of Desert Air Force was applied
in support of the Eighth Army plan, the need for more medium
bombers vrauld arise,

posed, lend some of its Mitchells,

said Desert Air Force,.for outside help.
Gothic Line itself would absorb their entire effort,
Pesaro, the heavily fortified coastal pivot town and ydiat of the
softening-up of enemy comraunications ahead of the Fifth Army?
Certainly supplementary forces were needed: they could only
come from the forces engaged in the Southern France campaign.

As D-Day

Tactical Air Force should, it Vvas pfo-
D-Day itself, too, called.

The attack on the

Fiiat of

(1) Adv. K.Q., D.A.F., Ops.", .Instruction 22, 17 Aug, 1944.
B./lLJl/l22/83/22ii., Enel. l3a).(j
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Air Plan fox* U'oerations * Olive* and 'Cnmpet* (1)

Plans for the attack on the Gothic Liixe resolved them

selves into tTO main groups - Operation 'Olive* and Operation
'Crumpet* - (the reduction of Pesaro), Operation 'Olive* was
to be divided into three phases, namely, 'A* from  D minus 7 to

D minus 2, 'B* from D minus 2 to D minus 1 and 'C* from D-Day
to D plus 2. The provisional plan of 20 August was passed to
Corps, A meeting of C.S.Os - II (Air) from Corps at Eighth
Army H.Q. considered it and evolved the final co-ordinated
array/air plan which ran on the following lines.

(2)Phase 'A* of Operation *Olive* Plan

The four objects of the Phase *A* missions were
strategical isolation, attacks on enemy supplies and movement,
the interruption of work on the defence line, and direct
support of ground troops. Strategical isolation v/as to be

effected by a continuation of the attacks on railway communica

tions (with special attention to the area boimded by Rimini -
Bologna - Ferrara - Rovigo and then east to the coast) and the
bridges over the Po, There \Tere to be no attempts at road

blocking or cutting.

air attacksThe enemy was short of ammunition and petrol:
on his supply routes had led to a serious weakening of liis

capacity to build up large reserves. Ibr’eover, his problems
of internal distribution, owing to our air interdiction, v;*:'-

,(3) The time had come to attack his more forward
A list of targets provided details of

were

immense

reserves and dumps,
major and minor petrol and ammunition dumps, workshops,
ordnance stores and store sheds for both day and ni^t attack,

and general areas of military activity on the outskirts of

Imola, Porli, Gesena and Bologna, these for night attack.

In the Justified belief that defence work(4) on the
Gothic Line was still proceeding, a list was prepared of nine

areas within the defences, and attacks planned in such a way
that no emphasis was laid on the eastern sector,
three in order of priority covered the areas south-east and

west of Pesaro,(5) An essential prelimiinary to the main
operation was a 'facing-up* process by Polish Corps and, in
support of it, a direct support effort was allotted, leaving
over a limited viAsight for support on both fronts.

The first

It was at tliis point in the campaign that a situation
already reported in this narrative came to the fore again.
They luiew that the attack, \vhen pressed home, would lead to

enemy movement of several kinds,
encountered ?iien we tried to disorganise this movement was

that he seldom tried to move, because of our air reconnaissance.

One of the difficulties

(1) The neutralisation by air of the defences of Pesaro town.

Air Plan Operation 'Olive' Adv
(A.H.B./IIJI/I22/83/22A, Enel. 29a).
Instruction Ro.2 Operation 'Crumpet* kiATAF/3/3/Air,
25 Aug. 1944. (A.H.B./lIJl/l2?/83/22A, Enel. 59a).
A.H.B./lIJl/'l22/83/22A, Ends. 29a and 59a.
The Supply Situation, by Col, Paehndrich (A.Q.M.G
G-in-G.. S.¥.) (A.H.B.6 Translation No. VI4/100).
The major effort was by the Todt Organisation of

conscripted labour, both German and foreign.
The attacks did not, in the event, talce place within this

phase.

D.A.P., 23 Aug.1944
Operational

♦ 9

• 9

STDRET

(4)

(5)
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till dusk, so that although late tactical air reoormaissan.ee
might see its start, it was too late to allow bombers to land

in daylight if despatched. It was clearly seen that a much

bigger night effort by both fighters and bombers was needed,

so as to interfere with night movement to such an extent that

the enemy was forced to revert to day movement as well, so

spi-eading the change of profitable targets. Action was talcen

to increase night effort, but the inflow of niglrt-flying
operational aircraft was still too slow for the theatre to

attain its ideal of a balanced air-force.

Phase *B' of Oneration 'Olive' Plan

In Phase 'B', this greatly increased night effort, on

which at all stages in the planning great emphasis was laid,
was to acquire definite form. Until 20 August, the main

effort of Desert Air Force's night ligjht bombers was made over

Southern Prance and vYestern Italy, As from the night
20/21 August, more and more effort became available in direct
support of Eighth Army, ttie normal sortie rate per night
attaining an average of forty-ei^it.

The attempt at isolation of the battlefield, still a

constant hope in service circles, was to become uiore tactical

and less strategical in character in this phase,
attaolcLng the N.W. - S.W. main lateral routes, in particular
the Bologna - Himini - Pesaro axis, was abandoned in favour of

one of concentratingon thetrans-Apennine routes, which abounded
in defiles.

The idea of

Heavy attacks by a large Tactical Air Force
medium bomber force, it was urged, vrould both materially assist

the cover plan and tie up the enemy supply system in front of

Fifth Army. The limited ground support programme was to cover
Polish Corps and neutralise points threatening our troops in
action,

missions daily to long-range guns on this front.
Desert Air Force agreed to devote eight to ten

I
Phase 'O' of Operation 'Olive' Plan

For Phase 'C, to last from D-Day to D plus 2, over and
above the combined resources of Desert Air Force and the con

tribution of Tactical Air Force, 60 ni^t medium bombers of
i\o.205 Group of Strategical Air Force were made available, for

employment over the four nights as from night lyD plus 1,
the preparato.ry phases, the ni^t medium and heavy bombers of

No.205 Group Trere used to attack railway targets such as Bologna
and Raveima marshalling yards.

In

Pesaro, one of the keys to the enemy position, was to be
neutx'alised by air and by-passed by the army,(I) Eighth Army
requested Desert Air Force to execute an air blitz similar to
the one at El Hamma on the Mareth Line in late March 19A3.(2)
It was first discussed as a paving of the way for the initial

advance, but Desert Air Force's belief in its greater
efficacity in conjunction wdth a breakthrough led to its being
held in resei"/e for use in that event, in front of a smoke

bomb-].ine put dovm by artillery.

Information on enemy hostile battery positions, defended
localities, headquarters and reserve areas v/as none too

(1) Details of Operation 'Crumpet' plan follow.
(2) The Germans evacuated the Mareth Line on 27 and 28 March,

and British forces occupied El Hamma on 29 March 1943,
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plentiful or reliable; a large portion of the Desert Air
Force fighter bomber effort was therefore to be on call.
Support to ground troops in the opening stages of the battle
was to be by oabranks of fighter-bombers and two Rover ’David’

teams were allotted, one to V Corps(l) and one( 2) for support
of I- Canadian and II Polish Corps.

^The night medixmi bombers of No.205 Group were to attack
the Jresaro sector on the night of D plus 1/D plus 2 Day, and,
thereafter, selected reserve areas, dumps and communications.

Operation ’Crumpet* Plan

'Within the overall 'Olive' Plan, the mission of
Operation ’Crumpet' was defined as the neutralisation of the
troops of the 1st Parachute Division and their defences in

and around the town of Pesaro, annihilation of as many of the
enemy and as much equipment as possible and prevention of
those forces from being used as reinforcements elsewhere.
The land defences consisted of a wide arc of machine gun
positions round the town outskirts liniang -with the main

defence line north of the Poglia line, an anti-tank ditch and
pillboxes,

waterfront was tightly defended against possible amphibious
landings.

The arc of defence ran south of the town and the

Operational

Instruction No.9

Oporatfan ‘Crumpet*

MATAF/3/3 Air,
25 Aug.19Vb
(A.H.B./IIJ1/122/

83(a), Enel, 59A)

Operational

Instruction No.23

Adv.H.Q,, D.A.F.,
20 Aug. 19ZA
(A.H.B./IIJ1/122/

83/22(a). Encl.25A)

The general plan was to carry out a more or less con
tinuous bombardment of the defences, (the area of v/hich was
divided into four portions)(5) throughout a five hour period,
with one mission of twelve aircraft over each target every
ten minutes fixjm 0850 hours to 1550 hours. The total number

of aircraft sorties envisaged for the two wings participating.
No,57 and No.AC Bombardment T/ings, was three hundred and
ninety-six. No fighter escort was arranged. Friendly
ground forces would not in theory be closer than 2,000 yards
from the outer boundary, shown in Figure 5A. Special ground
aids in the form of strips, searchlights and coloured smoke
floats displayed by a Dukw craft anchored off Fano were

arranged.

The fixing of the date for the first 'Crumpet' operation
proved difficult,

28 August,
medium bombers from their bases in Sardinia and Corsica had

to be studied and the plan was v/orked on down to the finest

detail, and reports by partisans and Italian engineers con

solidated. In the meantime. Army requests for heavy bomber
support against Pesaro were believed by Desert Air Force to be

possible to meet without any prejudice to the projected medium

bomber attacks. In the event, there were no attacks on the
town's defences before D-Day and the 'Cnnnpet' attack timed
for D-Day was postponed ov/ing to changes in the ground
situation. The reduction of these targets was left largely
to the R.A.F. Wellingtons of No.205 Group. On 27 August,
(^)eration *Grumpet’was. cancelled as for the following day and^
alihough planned for the 29th, was again canoelle-d. Further modi

fications v«re caused 1iy the ground situation and, oi 3'! August,
Tactical Air Force Headquarters in Corsica were informed that

it was not required. On 1 September, the parachutists

On 25 August the most likely date was
Many considerations affecting the passage of the

Signal A.H.Q
D.A.F. to

M.A.T.A.F.

A.525, 25 Aug. ̂ SkU.
(A.H.B./IIJ1/122/83/

22(a), End, 48A)

•9

1) No.1.
2) No.2.
5) Refer to Figure 5A.
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vdthdrew from the town and the series of alerts and signals at
last came to an end.

accepted as part of the routine of war,
wasteful as they seem, they must be set in their true per
spective against the multiplicity of cases Y/here action
resulted,

participation in the Southern Prance campaign has shown, were

very profitably employed.

Such fruitless changes had to be
Time-consuming and

The medium bombers, as the narrative on air

PEB-ASSAULT AIR AInD ARM! OPERATIONS

Groimd Operations 9 to 25 August to gain Contact with the
Gothic Line

It is now the point at -wiiich to pick up the thread of

grovind operations, v/hich were carried in Chapter 1 up to the
situation in Florence on 4 Aumst. On 6 August, the next phase
of operations was laid down(''J as a co-ordinated series of
attacks by both armies, to secure the high ground north and
north-west of Florence and the Monte Albano and Monte Pisano

features,

opening operations north of the Amo river, for a full fighter-
bomber effort could not, owing to the needs of Operation
'Dragoon', be made available before then,
watch for any enemy reaction to Operation 'Olive' wiiich would

afford it the opportunity to advance across the Apennines on
Bologna,
writing.

18 August was looked to as a likely date for

P'if th Army Yvas to

Operation 'Olive' was not to be referred to in

Fifth Army front remained quiet. On Eighth Amur front,
the only noteworthy change m.s an advance by the Poles across

the River Cesano on 10 August, On the same night, the Germans
withdrew from the north banic of the Arno in Florence to a line

on the Mugnone canal running through the northern outskirts of

the city. It was some days before the main part of the city,
was cleared, for Fascist snipers were active and the Germans

carried out raids into the city. The Polish attempt to advance
from the Cesano and across the Metauro River took until

23 August, With a front stretching 15 miles inland, their
stage was no?/ set for an assault on Pesaro, X Corps in the

centre moved toYvards Bibbiena. XIII Corps side-stepped east
wards, handing over the sector west of Florence to II U.S. Corps.

At 25 August, the total of enemy divisions in Italy
totalled to twenty-three German and three Italian,
fourteen were in the front line and five in battle reserve.

On the Allied side, there were twenty divisions and eight
brigades.

Desert Air Force Operations in Italy 5-25 August

Desert Air Force directed its operations from an Advanced
H.Q. at Siena until the 25th, Yiiien it moved to Chiaravalle,
During the period under review, its operations, carried out

under handicaps of intermittent bad weather and lack of enemy
day movement, were> although never spectacular, of consistent

value to the ground forces, the Poles in particular. The

Polish Corps, for various reasons, was faced with the thorniest

Of these.

(l) Future Operations 48/G (Ops) Adv, H.Q., A.A.I
6 Aug. 1944. (A.H.B./IIJ11/58/14, App.D-l).

(2) D.A.F./Ops. O.R.B.

• 9
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problem aad ha-d a good deal of ground, to cover against stiff

They were closely supported every day in vary-
wliose creT/s

opposition,

ing 3tren<i,t'n by dittyborabers and Mustangs,
attached all the usual battle area targets with aclniowledged
valuable results. The Spitbomber squ.adrons concentrated
mainly on railway, road and coastal coinmunications and Joined
with hittyborabers on 7 August in an attack, (continued the same
night by Baltiinores), on heavy guns causing a great deal of
annoyance to the Poles by firing into the Ancona, E'alconara
and lesi areas. ■When, on the 9th, the Poles began their
thrust towards Pano, most of the Kittybomber effort vv
concentrated against gun positions,
two days of very bad weather, sorties were pushed up on
12 August and the next day topped the five hundred mark.
The daily armed reconnaissances by Spitfires vrere intensified
and the pattern of attacks along the Rimini - Modena - Ferrara
railway circuit began a process of gradual intensification.

was

After a lull iraposed by

The landings in Southern France reduced Italian opera
tions for a few days, but as the eneiTy withdrawal was
iiiethodical and-the Allies not yet prepared to strike in
force, operations from this period until 25 August continued
to lack any outstanding character. Odd activities by-
coastal barges and German night reconnaissance aircraft, as
well as by a few night harassing Ju,87s were noticed and
suitably dealt with. Night bombers - Bostons and Baltimores -
although in no great force, had some luck in sighting and
bombing enemy road movement, wliich showed signs of acceleration
as the month drew to its close.

(2)Air Operations on D minus 1 Day

at Chiaravalle, the Desert Air
Force lined up in the same area for the offensive now stood
at one wing of iCittyhawlcs, one wing combining tactical,
photographic and artillery reconnaissance Spitfires, two
detachments of Beaufighters, an extra squadron of Spitfires,
and a vang and one-half of medium and light bombers.

With their Advanced H.Cu.

Tlieir effort on the day before D-Day was intentionally
inconspicuous, following the nonnal routine, (mostly between
Marradi and Bologna), of road blocking, armed reconnaissance
against road and railv/ay nioveinsnt, attaaks on railv^ay bridges
and support to the Eighth Amy on the Polish sector,
was a little more }!J/T on the roads than usual and 33 lorries
were reported destroyed, as well as 20 petrol cars and trucks
on the railways; the latter was veiy timel3-, in view of the
eneny petrol crisis brought about by our over-all air offensive
on all fronts.(3)

There

Indirectly bearing on the situation were the day attacks by
48 Marauders on the marsiiallin
the combined attack that night
harbour aiid canal terminus at Rimini on the coast, the port
above Pesaro.
mil be considered later,
to suggest the impending assault.

ards at Forli and Faenza and
on the railway centre.

This Tfas one of a series; the general effect
Nothing was done on either front

(1) 14 missions - 90 sorties,
D.A.F./Ops. O.R.Bs.

• Enemy document - The Traiisport Situation by Col. Stange,
(Movements Control Italy;. Ca.H.B.6 Translation
No7VII/100).

(4) By fifty-three Wellingtons, seventeen Liberators and
five Halifaxes,

(2)
(3)
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mma AIR FORCES ON THE EVE OF OEBRATION * OLIVE*

Order of BattleSour*oe:

GeriPxan Air

Force

Quartei--
master's

Returns

(A.H.B.6)

At the end of the third week in August, the Luftwaffe could

muster only 70 serviceable aircraft(I) and its satellite.
Republican Fascist Air Force, about the same number,(2)
General Von Pohl, the Luftwaffe Commander-in-Chief, shifted his
H.Q. from Casalecchio near Bologna to Soragna, northwest of

Parma, so as to both be in a position to forestall any surprise
move by the Allies and to be in closer touch with Kesselring,
who had transferred to Salsomaggiore,

the

By the beginning of August, the Luftwaffe organisation had

ta'cen a shape which it was to retain for some weeks, a shape
wliich like the disposition of the Army divisions, showed no

radical alteration before the opening of Operation 'Olive

suggesting that they appreciated the intention of  a major
assault in the Adriatic sector,

forces were operating from Bologna and Ferrara,
group of the Fighter Geschwader 77 was being withdrawn from the

I

The tactical reconnaissance

The second

(1) order of Battle - Luftflotte 2 as at 20 August 194t in Italy,

Close Range Reconnaissance

unit Strength Serviceable Aircraft

1/M.A.G.II
2/M.A.G.II

6 Me.109
Me.109

12

14 9

Long Range Reconnaissance

62/(F)122
4/(F)122
6/(F)122

Me.410
JU.88/JU.188
JU.I88

3

k10
6 k

Fighters

UlJ.G.T? 34 26 Me.109

Night Ground Attack

61/N.S.G.9
2/H.S.G.9

3/N.3.G.9

JU.37
JU.37
ju.87

11

611

11 5

69115

(2) Order of Battle - Republican Fascist Air Force as at 20 August.

Fighters

14J.G.1. 13 Me.205
23 12 G.55

36J.G.2. 37 Me.109G.

Bombers

K.G. 17 0 Cant Z.1007

Torpedo Bombers

14 6T.G. S.M.79

&7105
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m’eckage in Southern Erance for operations in Italy, The
tiiree Ju,87 staffels vrere at Ravenna, Reggio Emilia and Modena,

airfield organisation(l) south of the Apennines was
dissolved, and the north was divided into four'area airfield

organisational centres; West, with its eastern boundary on
longitude 9 degrees East] East, with its western boundary
along the River Brenta and the edge of the Alps as far as
Tarvisio; Centre, with the River Po as southern boundary;
and South, to the south of the River Po, Aircraft fu9l
stocks had practically reached an irreducible minirflum.(2)

The Germans had lost Central Italy. This fact, coupled
Tivith the rapid shrinlcage of the reserves of aircraft in Italy,
meant tha.t Luftflotte 2 v/as now top-heavy. The suggestion
made by Von Richthofen in June that it should be dissolved was

adjudged reasonable and, on Kesselring’s recommendation, the
Air Fleet headquarters was sent to Vienna for disbandment,(5)
In its place, a merger of the staff of the C.-in-O, Luftwaffe
in Central Italy with Luftgau H.Q. XXVIII was effected and
H.Q. Coimiianding General of the German Air Arm in Italy( came
into being. Its head was under the direct control of the

O.R.L.(5) and he commanded German operational and ground units
and flak, and was responsible for the servicing of the

Republican Fascist Italian Air Force. On 15 September, he
took over the vacated H.Q. of Luftflotte 2 at Malcesine on
Lake Garda,

Long range reconnaissance continued to be a high priority
task and the Ju.88s and Ju.l88s, fitted ?/ith Hiohentwiel*
apparatus aiad flying high, struggled to cope with a situation

far beyond tlie possibilities of their low strength,
the south and targets heavily defended by our fighters 'were
left to Ju.88s.

few up-to-date Me,410s wiiich could be spared for the theatre

and these, from Bergamo, reconnoitred the Ligurian Sea,
Corsican harbours and occasionally the Adriatic coast as far
as San Benedetto.

Groi^, who suffered heavy losses, were those most directly'
concerned in the German watch on Eighth Army and Desert Air
Force moves,

at a standstill,(6)

Ports in

Day reconnaissance was carried out by the

The Me. 109s of -the Close Reconnaissance

Development in the eneny Italian Air Force was

ATR SUPPORT OP EIGHTH ARJ/il OFFEtlSIVE

The Attack on the Gothic Line and the Advance to Rimini

On 25 August at 2500 hours, the offensive began and for

Thereafter, the enemy's

The Gothic Line

Britintst.sect.CMF according to plan.
Pt III Sett.Bj* sharp reaction, assisted by the terrain and heavy rain, slowed
{A.*H.B’./nJi*i/58/i5 stopped the Eighth Army's advance,
(A-B))

Newr plans led to a
renewed advance to the threshold of the Romagna country.

(1 Flughafenbereich
On 4 September OKL advised Luftflotte 2 that owing to

Allied air attacks on hydrogenation plants, the loss of

the Rumanian oilfields and low production, extreme
economy on all fronts was imperative,
(Ref. A.H.B.6 Translation VIl/82, pp. 18-19).
Gen, Von Pohl series of reports (A.H.B,6.)
Kommandierender General Per Deutschen Luftwaffe in Italien,

OKL - Ober ICommando Luftwaffe - Air High Command,
Gen. Von Pohl series of reports {a.H.B.^TJI

(2

(3
,4,
5
6
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The great features before aiinini which were stormed with the

aid of the air forces may be considered for our purposes as

outposts of the G-othic Line.
distinct phases,
when our forces advanced to the River Foglia and across some

twenty miles of country up to the Gothic Line.
30 August and 3 September^ the Line was breached at many points
and the Army advanced across the River Conca.
12 September, the first battles of Coriano and Gemmano vrere
fought.

Goriano and the battle of San Fortunate were fou^it.
Fifth Army assault opened on 13 September,
double drive, by the end of September the Germans had abandoned

the whole of the Gothic Line defences with the unimportant
exception of the extreme western portion.

Operations fell into four
The first phase was from 25 to 29 August,

Between

Between 4 and

Betvreen 13 and 31 September, the second battle of
The

As a result of the

Eighth Army Advance to the River Foglia - 25 to 29 August,

Ibid. The Ei^th Army moved forward at 2300 hours on 25 August
and by dawn on 26 xiugust all divisions were deep across the
River Metaure, Energetic action with full air and naval gun
fire support T/as applied against the withdrawing enemy, so that
by 29 August the River Foglia had been reached by the Poles and

Canadians, V Corps was late arriving, for road conditions were
so poor and the congestion so great that wounded were talcing up
to eight lioui’s(l) to reach a surgeon. This advance caught the
enemy in the middle of a combined withdrawal and relief and ̂ vas

marked bj'- oixLy light ground casualties. For several days, the
enemy continued his ’withdrawal, apparently unaware of our wei^t
and intentions.

Air Support Organisation on the Eve of Operation 'Olive

In view of the magnitude of the combined operation shortly
to be recorded, it will be worthwhile to glance briefly at the
lay-out of the Army Air Su’pport Controls.
Force continued to be located with Main H.Q. Eighth Army and
moved wi.th it.

the Commaiiding General of Mediterranean Allied Tactical Air

Force, after the latter had consulted with the G.~in~C. Allied

Armies in Italy.

I

Forward Desert Air

Directives cai^e down to Desert Air Force from

H.Q. A.AoI.

Operation
Instruction

ho. 65
(date

uncertain)
(Cabinet
Historical

Section)
A detachment of H.Q. Forward Desert Air Force vdth some

staff from XII Tactical Air Coimiand was located with H.Q. Fifth
Army,

units directly supporting Fifth Arniy,
at Forward Desert Air Force.

Room Unit, co-ordinated normal pre-arranged air programmes in
the Polish Corps sector.

The mrit, Icnovm as 'Ops A', was responsible for air
who had a liaison officer

ho.287 Wing, a Mobile Operations

No.1 M.0.R.U

O.R.B.
•»

Array air support controls were laid out as follows. Fifth
Army Air Support Control Section(2) controlled for Fifth Army:
No. 2/^ A.A.S.C. for Eighth Army Main Sector: support for the

Polish Corps sector was controlled by the Polish A.A.S.G., with

one British Air Support Officer attached to its H.Q. There

vfere rear linlcs tying-in inter-army problems: close support air
units had both British and American Air Liaison Officers from

Fifth Array on temporary attachment. The main air support net

was controlled from G (Air) Branch H.Q,, Allied Armies in Italy,
Yvlth duplicated out-stations at Fifth and Eighth Armies,
Fifteenth Air Force and Tactical Air Force,

(l) Average time at the period was 3^ hours,
(2) Abbreviation - A.A.S.C.
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No. 285 Wing R.A.P, controlled all tactical and artillery
reconnaissaiace squadrons from one central airfield, as vrell as

co-ordinating all aspects of air reconnaissaiice. It also

provided photographic reconnaissance for Eighth An'ny, and XII

Photo Squadron, in conjunction vdth Fifth Armj'’ Photographic
Centre, performed a similar function in their sector.
Specific landmarks for day and night were allotted to pre

vent confusion, A-'-N for Eighth Army and 0-n for Fifth
Army,(l)

Air Support 26 to 29 August

From first light on 2b August, Desert Air Force put
forth its maximum effort. Over 180 light and medium bomber

sorties were flown in attacks on selected areas including

gun and defences still under completion,
bombers attacked guns and strongpoints.
reconnaissance .missions maintained unbroken cover of the

battlefields and lines of communication. Nineteen artillery

reconnaissance mssions were flown and, under their direction,
11 loostile batteries were engaged. Opportunity targets were

few, for the Germans remained stunned for a few days and the
two Rover teams only operated on four occasions. One
hundred and fourteen Marauders bombed roads and bridges in

the Apennines so as to create road blocks. The measure of

the opening battle effort may be gauged by tlae fact that most
of the 664 Desert Air Force sorties were directly concerned
with the Gothic Line defences. That niglit tlie softening-up
of Pesaro began. The air contribution was made by
39 Wellingtons and 21 Liberators, Their 257 tons of bombs

joined a succession of naval artillery strikes and the attack

was renewed the following two nights by almost equivalent
numbers of aircraft.

Tfaves of fighter-
Armed and tactical

With the Poles advancing past Fano, and the Canadians
disengaging from their road tangles, the main air support
T/as concentrated on acceleration of their movements,

was still little movement of transport or sign of reinforce
ment by road,
the 27th, 567 sorties v/ere flown and a wide range of the normal
battle area targets irere attacked with considerable success,
apparent from the very numerous fires and detonations.
Twenty to ti’jenty-five lorries daily and a total of six
locomotives and twenty trucks were destroyed,
patrolling Beaufighters met with a few Ju.87s,
and Baltimores were of special value in destroying gun nests

and emplacements,
on the narrow front in the Pesaxo area had reached nearly

2,000 tons.

There

On27, 23 and 29 August were crowded days.

Niglit
Marauders

By 29 August, the total tonnage dropped

R.A.F. VELLINGTONS' NIGHT ATThOIS ON PE5AR.0

Pesaro(2) Town

The main army attack on Pesaro had been timed for
2 September, by \iiiich time it was hoped that the Poles, having
already by-passed it, could swing round to their right and

No, 205 Gp.
O.R.Bs and

Appendices.

(1) No. 2/5 A.S.C. Vfer Diary and Air Summaries.
On the Adriatic coast 30 miles north of Ancona: built on a plain to the
S. of the River Foglla, a plain 2-3 miles wide from N. to 3. and 3 miles
long S.W. up the Foglia valley, A town of ancient foundation rebuilt by
Bellsarlus In the 6th century. Lucrezla Borgia lived here as the wife of
Sforza, and In 1573 the ooet Tasso recited his 'Amlnta' before the court of
the Duke of Urblno, Kiiovm In our own day for Its Majolica pottery and .
silk and as a seaside raort.

(2)
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Opei'ation 'Crunipet'5 by medium bombers fromenvelop it.

Corsica, was suspended, but the presence of a German parachutist
division round and in Pesaro, where the defences of the Line

were l-moTOi to be strong, could not be ignored,
softened-up.
and civilians, but the parachutist concentrations and their

defence works in the areas adjacezit to it:

marked on special photographic maps and a plan devised for the

attack. (1 )

Pesaro must be

The target was not the town, its art treasures

these areas were

Mission Inten

tions, A.0.C
H.Q., No.205
Gp.,0.E,B
26,27,28 Aug.

• f

• f

The E.A.F. and S.A.A.F. Group of Wellingtons, Liberators and
Halifaxes

After close on four months in Bari in company v/ith H.i^.
5''ifteenth U.S. Air Force, Ko.205 R.A.P. Group H.Q. moved to the
Foggia area in April 1944: there it was in closer proximity to

its wings and squadrons, reinforced in July by No.2 South

African Air Force Y/ing and No.34 S.A.A.P. Squadron. (2) The
full record of this famous group's operations demands its own

historian, so great was their scope and intensity, executed
under conditions of equipment always a lap behind their counter
parts in the U.K. and U.S. The attacks on Pesaro offer a good
opportunity of vie-wing them in more detailed relief than is

generally possible in this narrative.(3)

(1) Refer Figure 5A.
All flying Liberators,

order of Battle Ho.205 Group R.A.F., C.M.F. August 194t

(2)

(3)

unit Ix)cat ion Aircraft

No. 20 5 op. H.Q.
M0.205 Gp. CoriiEiunl-
cation Flight

Foggla area

(With N0.2C5 Gp. H.tl.)n

No.231 Wing
i'to.d? SquaSro
No. 70

Mo. 236 Wing
NO.iiO Squadron
No. 104

No.240 Wing

N0..I78 Squadron
M0.614

n

ff

II

Tortorolla
n

Wellingtons
u It

Foggla
It wellingtons

Ainendola
n

Liberators, Halifaxes
II It II

Nq.330 Wing
Squadron

Me.150 II

Regina
n

Wellingtons
ti It

CeloneM0.2 Wing
ilo.31 (SAAF) Sqdn
No.34 (a'liF) "

Nos. 57 and 6l R.S.U.
No.37 AS.P.
No. 11 R.A. F. Rest and
Leave Camp

No. 4 S» & T. Column
R.A.F. Regiment (K.Q, No. 1322 Wing

29C7, 2914, 2932/3
(LA/i) Sqdns.

San Severo

n

II

No. 124 M.U.

Liberators
n

)
)
)
)

all Foggia area.)
)
)
)

H.Q. 4 Coy 7th A.F.S. (serving Mo. 205 Gp)

Mote

All operational airfields given above were in the Foggla area, most of
them improved or constructed since the capture of the area.

A. 0. C.

Brigadier J. T. Currant, D.F.C., South African Air Force took over
command of No.205 Gp. from Air Cdre J.'H. T. Simpson, D.S.O. with effect
from 3 August 1944.

Air I was Vfg. Cdr, D. R. P. Mills, O.B.E. up to 14 September and
Wg. Cdr. H. E. Turner D.F.C. w.e.f. 15 September, 1944
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An interesting stage in direction and target finding methods
had Just been reached i«foich would prove, it was hoped, a'
turning-point in group navigation. On 11 August,  a new 'Gee'
chain, 'liaving been liberated from all offending gremlins %
came into full operation. On 23 August, three Liberator air
craft fitted with 'H2X* airived (without spares). As regards
the flow of reinforcements, 42 Wellingtons were received dur
ing August from the U.K,
lost and 30 dannaged but repairable,
heavy - 245 missing and 14 Id.lled,
satisfactory.

This must be set against 34 aircraft
Aircrew casualties were

The accident rate was

The three Night Attacks on Pesaro (1)

Orders for 26 August were to cariy out maxinum harassing
attacks on the enemy troops 'throughout the night*,
S,A,A,P, Wing was to execute a three-minute blitz,

d^ they were to destroy troops, equipment and supplies, to
give the enemy no rest and continue the softening-up process,
A three-minute blitz constituted the major part of this second
night's attack. On the third night, orders were unchanged and
the plan was again for a three-minute blitz,
to be bombed and its irairamity was ensured by a red target
indicator being dropped on its centre and green indicators
the perimeter of the target area,
the emergency airfields,
th

No,2
The next

The town was not

on

Pelonare. and Pescara were

The distance out was 227 miles.

The first ni^t - 2^27 August 39 Wellingtons,
21 Liberators and six Halifaxes harassed the
eight miles behind the front line - for eight hours on end.
The initial bombing led to a large explosion followed by a ten-
minute series of smaller ones. The follow-up units covered
the whole target area. The next night, the harassing
operations continued and at 2300 hours a 'blitz' attaclc con
centrated into three minutes was delivei^d by 60 aircraft.
The results seemed, by the number of fires and explosions
resulting, to have been fair. Weather and illumination were
good,- The third attack on the night 20/29th closed the
series. It, too, achieved good concentration against only
slight opposition from flak and ̂ 1 aircraft returned safel2r.

area - about

On 31 August, all three Allied corps encountered fierce
resistance on the hills from Tomba di Pesarp to Mondaino,
where ran the main Gk>tliic defences. While the front was

pushed forward, the Poles left Pesaro to its own devices.
With the help of the Canadians, they out the Pesaro - Rimini
road, Pesaro itself was found evacuated on 2 September,
IJuch equipment was found destroyed or damged and many
casualties had been inflicted, all as a combined result of
the three ni^t air raids and the naval bombardment.

AIR OPERATIONS IN THE EASTilRL! SECTOR UP TO 12 SEPTEMBER

The Breaching of the Gothic Line, 30 August to 3 September

The Campaign In
the Northern
Apennines
Pt,in Sect,B,
Erlt Hist.
Section central

Med. (A.H.B./ .
nJ11/53/15(A-B))

The enemy realised that something more than a local
offensive was afoot and moved reinforcements to' the threatened
sector,

the Day issued by the Commander of the Gezmian LIOCVI Corps could
save the Gothic Line.

Neither these nor the 'Backs to the Wall' Order of

On 30 August, Allied patrols crossed

(l) No, 205 Op, 0,R,Bs and appendices,
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the Foglia and captured the first positions of the line before

the enemy himself could occupy them. Reinforcements entered

the line, but were svtfept back and all commanding features

clesu^d. Our forces, reinforced by annour, crossed the Conca
river and prepared for a breakthrough* To acliieve this the

enemy resistance had first to be broken on the Coriano Ridge:
beyond it lay the even more forbidding Fortunate Mdge, barring
the way into Rimini. All the way to Rimini the Desert Air

Force was to join battle to the limit of its powers against an
enemy yitio was beginning to react with customary vigour and

ingenuity. toie possibilities of making an amphibious ri^t
hook north of the Gtothic Line were studied, but as by 3*1 August
our operations were going well, the plan was cancelled.

Air Operations 30 August to 3 SeptemberCO

With the enemy now seen to be manning the Gothic defences
in earnest, most pre-arranged targets were cancelled on the
afternoon of 30 August. The fighter-bomber effort was placed
mainly at the disposal of the Rover controls; the medim
bombers were switched to Faenza marshalling yards. No decisive

results of the intensity of air support -were visible until the

next day, T«hen the first important breaches in the Gothic Line

were made and the River Foglia crossed in force. Rover
'David* No.1, supporting V Corps on the left flanlc, had a very
successful diy, and was able to give nearly all its cabranlcs of
fighter bombers opportunity targets. Bolish Corps was
supported by a large light and medium bomber force and by con
centrated filter-bomber attacks on pinpoint targets between
1600 to 1800 hours.

Advanced. H.Q, Desert Air Force moved to Senigallia on
31 August. It recorded'its general impression that the ove3>-

aill effect of their intensive close support and the indirect
support afforded both by its own and Tactical Air Force bombers

had been satisf actpiy f arom the Army point of view. Mich
lighter resistance than expected had been encountered. Allow

ing for the natural elasticity, of the line of an enemy caught
in a process of flux, there was plenty of local confirmation
that, as a joint operation, the advance had so far gone ■well.
The worst was yet to come, however, and thehi^ compression of
effort could not be sustained indefinitely. Demands of support
for the preliminary moves of Fifth Army began to come in. On
the day in question, Spitbombers of No.7 Wing carried out
unspectacular, but constructive attacks on Fifth Araqy front.
Light and medium bombers continued indirect support by con
tinuous strikes on marshalling yards such as Forli and Ravenna,
to sap the enemy supplies.

On 1 September, Desert Air Force's support effort reached
the peaic figure of sorties. On that day, on the 2nd and
the forenoon of the 3rd, Spitfires, Kit-fcyhawks, Mustangs,

n

n

(l) 2/5 Aimy Air Support Control War Diary, Aug-Sept.
G - (Air) 8th Army War Diary, Aug-Sept. 19i|4.
(Cabinet Hist. Sec. 100^4c/202)
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Baltiniores and Marauders carried out a general 'blitz* 0)
The situationon German defences just ahead of our troops,

was hardening; it was urgent that, if possible, the
fundamental'minimum of enemy stores, petrol and ammunition
should be bitten into, confusion sown in the distribution
system aiid the enemy ’ s freedom of tactical command neutralised.
To tliis end, continuous armed reconnaissance was floTO by day
and Beaufighters patrolled by night. On the first two days,
road movement v/as agitated, and some tliirty-six lorries, t'vro

locomotives and a barge were reported destroyed and more

damaged. Armed reconnaissances by Baltimores and Bostons
stretched from coast to coast by night, with pai’ticular
attention paid to the Rimini - Porli - Prato - Bologna areas:

this work narrowed on the last day of the period to the .

Bologna - Perrara - Rimini triangle,
of Rimini into the operations was signific.ant,
perceptibly becoming a priority target. Its harbour was

attacked, as well as Imola, Gesena and Budrio marshalling
yards. Operation 'Crumpet' (the reduction of Pesaro's
defences) was cancelled, for some of the areas it had been
planned to attack y/ere by then occupied by our troops and
others were too close to the front line for safety.

The gradual intrusion
It was

Heavy rain on the morning of 3 September ';ut all our
Tlie Marauders, Baltimoresforward airfields out of service,

and Spitfires of ijo.7 Wing could not operate, but some 250
sorties in all were somehoy/ achieved by other aircraft,
close support and. reconnaissance v/as directed round Rimini

and over the triangle of vdiich it formed one angle,
of No,241 Squadron scored a lucl<y hit on a train filled with
petrol and ammunition, which blew up.

Hi

Spitfir

e

es

German Strategy in early September.

From the enemy's viewpoint, the Florence - Bologna and

the Pesaro -- Rimini axes were the tw most dangerous sectors,

Ydlile keeping an eye on the feeler moves of Fifth Army, he
removed three divisions from his centre and right, together

German

strategy

Brit, Hist,
Sect. O.M.P,'

(A.H.B./IIJII/
58/21)

(1) Hotes on the technique for an Air Blitz (Septeaber 19W

(a) Boiiibline

The principle of the air blitz is the establishi.ient of a bombline, in
front of vmich aircraft can operate freely on any target tliat presents
itself.

The bombline will be raar!:ed by blobs of white smoke made and iialntained
by artillery smoke shell. These will be about a mile apart, extending across

■  the whole front, as nearly in line as the natural features of the ground will
alloiv.

The bombline will be 3,000 yards in front of forward troops.
The bombline will move forward as a whole, on a timed programme, lifting

about every 15 minutes.
There will be a flying controller whose role will be to report on the

effectiveness of the smoke bombline through ‘Rover David* to the formations
responsible for laying the smoke. The controller will also control the
aircraft engaged on the blitz,
(b) D-Day trial

A trial bor-ibllne will be put down on D-Day with the object of
deterrainlng whether it is, in Itself, enough. The width of the trial
bombline will be 10 miles.

(c) The air attack

The air blitz will be of about 2i hours duration. It must be
intense.

The principal iiffithods of attack will be fragitentation bombing and
strafing..

After the blitz a lull in air attacks for about 2 hours
must be accepted.
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with a reserve division and elements of tif/o others (all from
Italy) to reinforce his left. Here the threat was immediate,
especiallj'- strategically: if the Germans were forced off the

Apennine Line (and there was clearly a danger of that happening)
they would he forced to retreat in a north-easterly direction.
Any other axis of retreat would drive them into a corner forraed

by the Seventh Allied Army in Southern Prance and the frontier

of neutral Switzerland, while the north-eastern approaches to
the Reich vrere left open. A vidthdrawal from the Gothic Line

must, therefore, take the form of -wheeling back the right flank
while liolding tenaciously on the left.

The first Battles of Coriano and Gemmano; if to 12 September.

The Gotliic Line

Battles - 8th

Army. Brit,
Hist. Sect.

C.M.P.

(A.H.B./IIJ11/
58/l5(A-B))

Owing to fatigue, the slow arrival of tanks, difficult
terrain and the s-tubborn enemy resistance, the approach to
Coriano was a difficult process By 8 September, the
enemj'- were coimter-attacking strongly, . Attack after attack
by Eighth Army on the main heights failed,
were bogged doim in the poor, muddy roads,
troops held a position of great natural strength to such effect
that by 12 September the Allies realised that their plans would
have to be revised, and that drastically, if the Line was to be
crossed, a firm position in Rimini, on the other side of the
Coriano, Gemmano and San Pbrtunato ridges, established and the
armies were to debouch into the Po plain. The task ̂ ’•/as, then,
to attack the Coriano line, break through Coriano itself and the
spur to the north of it: -then to clear the Horano river, the
Ausa river and the San Martino - San Lorenzo feature. Not
until all these were reduced could an attack on San Portunato

begin.

Air Operations 4 to 12 September in Eastern Sector, H']

Reinforcements

Birst class German

Por the greater part of this period, with the exception of
7 and 8 September, the Coriano and Gemmano defences -were
attacked by bombers of all types in preparation for the ground
attack which took place on the night 1^13 September. The air
bombing of San Portimato overlapped it, running with hardly a
break from 10 to 18 September: this was left in the main to the
light and medium bombers. The targets in this latter area were
gun and reserve areas behind the Marecchia River and the south

western spurs of the Portunato feature. Naval bombardment

supported I Canadian Corps.

4,,5 and 6 September saw intensive air activity on familiar
lines and all squadrons took advantage of the fine weather to
attack the stiffening enemy defences,
advantage-, for there was almost no air opposition.

They fought at a great
A few enemy

fighters that came -within range and eigh-t Ju.87 night harassing
bombers fared, as might be expected, badly at their hands; the
German air defences in the north were.inadequate to prevent
dai'iiage to grounded aircraft at an unidentified airfield close to
Udine in the north. Plak in the Rimini area, though, was
evidently dense, as the increasing ̂.hinaber. of damaged aircraft
testified - sixty on one day. The minuteness of the defence

•(+)—Allied ea-gtraltics-in-E-i-ghth Army- ■since 23 August were
§69 offiooro-and ■7,323-Hcn-^ei-l-l-ed, woui'Mdcd and missi-Hg,

^  Enomy oa-aualtioo-dnoludod 3>70Q priDonoro.j) U - (Air) 8th Army History. (Cabinet Historical Section).
,  2/5 A.A.S.C. War Diary and Air Summaries,

N0.I M.O.E.U O.R.Bs. DAP/Ops O.R.]fe.• 9
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targets attacked made any detailed assessment from day to day
impossible, but photographs of the Ythole area appeared to

Advanced Desert Air Force headquarters to reveal as scarred a

countryside as anywhere vrithin Italy, with the exception of
Gassino,

Just as the toll on the roads and railways was acquiring
satisfactory volume, rain and low cloud, on 7 September, held

up the air offensive. Airfields in this Adriatic sector were

very suscei^tible to rain. Pierced steel planicing was in short

supply. The only point that functioned fully "vvas the concrete

runway on the Kittyhaw.. base. These poor conditions lasted

for two days, then improved; gradually the effort on fighter
bombing, armed recoxmaissance, locomotive and lorry bombing
and shipping attacks rose. Ivlobile observation posts v/ell

forward directed Kittyhawks and Spitfires. The weight of

attack drew closer to the Rimini bottleneck, but distant parts
such as Casarsa v/ere not neglected. Oil tanks were set on

fire there. By I3 September, the combined close support
effort on the tyro fronts had risen to nine hundred sorties.

It is nov/ time to examine the position on the Fifth Array
front, where the troops had been talcing up key positions for
an all-jut attack on the central ’and western sectors of the

Gothic Line.

AIR SFPPORT OP 'IHE FIFTH ARl'g QFFEMSIVE

Air Support of Fifth Amy I6 August to 12 September(0

From 25 August until 19 September, Desert Air Force
supported both Armies. On 20 Septembei-, XEI Fighter Command

was set up in Italy and assumed the function of supporting
Fifth Army, freeing Desert Air Force to concentrate on

operations in the eastern sector. The early and successful
conclusion of Operation ’Dragoon’ had had the unhoped-for
result of liberating air units for the still desperate battle

in Italy. Fifth Army v/as, with the incorporation of
XIII Corps, once more a mixed Anglo-American force.

From 16 to 25 August, a period of Desert Air Force
commi-tment, XIII Corps received direct support mainly in the

form of fighter-bomber counter-battery missions directed
against guns in and around the area to the east of Route 65:
these attacks achieved generally good results, according to

ground reports. Fifth Army II Corps shared in the support
and, as will be noted shortly. Coastal Air Force aircraft took

an increasing share of responsibility in operations directly
bearing on the land campaign. Some requests came direct
from Fifth Army H.Q, These were for attacks on supply dumps
and vehicle parks on XIII Corps front. Two filter-bomber
vdngs entered operations to train prior to transfer to Eighth
Army front. A special liover 'David' was allotted to
}ILII Corps to assist, and from an advanced observation post
it supported the 1st British Infantry Division, Routine
tactical and artillery reconnaissance missions were flown,
the latter against targets assigned by the 6th Army Group
Royal Artillery,

(1) Adv, H.Q., D.A.F., O.R.B. Operations of XIlI Corps,
Brit. Hist. Sect. C.M.F. (A.I1.B./IIJ11/58/20(A-B)).
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V/lien Eighth Army attacked on the night of 25/ 2b August,
the responsibility for requests for XIII Corps dii'ect air

support shifted to Fifth Army. From then on until Fifth Army
attacked on 13 September, air support on their front was pre
paratory and directed towards the assistance of the Army as a
•y/hole. rather than any particular corps. For this reason, the
major part of the fighter bomber effort was expended on road

and railway coimunications and movement Ydthin and on tlie

approaches to the battle area. Both indirect and direct
support Y/as afforded. On 9 September, the medium bombers of

Tactical Air Force began a series of attacks on supply points,
barracks and reserve areas south of Bologna, in vdiich Fifth

Amy saYY the mrage of safe, spacious and comfortable Ydnter

quarters ahead of them. The effect of these attacks was, in
the nature of things, non-immediate; of more obvious signific
ance to the army forimations were the attacks by medium bombers

with general purpose and fragmentation bombs on enem^^ defensive

positions. Although interrupted by the steadily Yrorsening
Y/eather, the tempo of these attacks increased betY/een 9 aJfid-
12 September against targets to the south of the Futa Pass and

in the vicinity of Firenzuola (north of FVita) and the Giogo Pass
(ll Giogo), Up to this period air attacks had been designed so
as to conceal as far as possible the actual point of the main

attack, but this latest emphasis on the tYvo great passes could
have left no doubt in the enemy's mind.

The Fifth Army Attack - 13 September 1944

II Corps' main attack on the Gothic Line began on the
morning of 13 September. The strongest enemy defences Yvere at

the Futa pass. General Mark Clark decided to make his main

thrust to the east of the Futa road, up the Firenzuola road

through the Giogo pass, XIII Corps applied its main Yveight
to assist II Corps and open the Marradi road. At first, the

attack made little progress, but XIII Corps cx'ossed the almost
tracicless mountains and established themselves on the watershed.

On the 17th, Monte Pratone, the point of junction betYYeen the

German Tenth and Fourteenth Armies, was captured and the enemy
line broken. Poggio Signorini, Monte Altuzzo and Monte Celli

fell and Yi.dth them Yvent possession of the Giogo pass. Enemy
reinforcements failed to halt Fifth Army, yyIio captured
Firenzuola on 21 September. On 2? September, Yvith the capture

of Monte La Battaglia, ten miles short of Imola, the advance

Y/as halted by violent counter-attacks and communication
difficulties: tv/o days later, it v;as decided to s’^vitch the

YYeigJit of attack to Route 65 for a direct thzust at Bologna.
The fate of the strong Fata pass position had been sealed on

21 September by the capture- of Monte Gazzaro, A Yveek later.
Fifth Army stood along a line some five' miles north of Pistoia
and thence over the mountains north of Lucca to the Yrestem

coastal plain about three miles short of Massa, where tlie

YYestern end of the Gothic Line was covered by strung defences

anchored on the sea. Thereafter, progiuss Yvas slowed doYwi,
but by the end of the month the Gothic Liiie had been completely
turned at its eastern end and pierced over a wdde front in the

centre, Tire enemy had decided to abandon the prepared
positions that still remained in his hands, except for a small

sector on the extreme west. It YYas a great Allied success,
YYon at a great price, but difficult to exploit.

History of

5th Army

Washington
Infantry
Journal Press

1948.
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Air Operation 'Sesame' in Svipport of Pifth Aray AssaultOperational
Instruction

No. 10,'
8 Sept.; 1944.

MATAP/Ops. and
S.A.S.O./
O.R.Bs

The neutralisation of strong points in the Gothic Line in

the path of Fifth ̂ rmy was the role of 42nd and
57th Bombardment Wings, who TOre to be afforded area figliter
cover by,Desert Air Force.
12 Septeffiber was Icnomi as Operation 'Sesame',
to be attacked were in the area to the north and north-east

They had a margin of not less than 8,000 yards
from Ghe nearest friendljr troops to vrork within,
alternative parts of the plan - one for attacks by both wings
on the areas on and around the two principal passes at H Hour

and the other for two consecutive days before the assault -

allovred for snap decisions according to Army dispositions.
The second alternative was chosen, and on 11 and 12 September
Nos. 42 and 57 Wings carried out the operation,
only a part of the general air offensive,
claimed that the role of air in those opening phases was

With the exodus to France of so much of

Their attack on 11 and

The defences

of Florence.
Tlie two

This was'

It cannot be

preponderant,

Bombing
Directives for

11 and 12

September.
M.A.T.A.F

O.R.B. App.
T.Y4A.C.T.

L.878.

.»

XII Tactical Air Gonmand and the savage fighting proceeding
on the right flank, it could not be otherwise,
could account themselves fortunate that air doctrine v/as so

stretched as to afford them the volume of close air effort

actually provided at the expense of other commitments,(l)

Both armies

On the dao'' Fifth Army attacked - 13 September -
■221 fighter-bombers attacked pre-arranged targets such as
gun, mortar and smoke artillery positions, concrete emplace
ments and pillboxes in the vicinity of the two passes.
1015 hours onwards, our reconnaissance aircraft reported
scattered but steady road movement eastwards towards the
republic of San Marino and from thence to northwards, as well
as considerable traffic on the lateral Bologna roads south-

On 14 September,
the situation on Fifth Army front assumed clearer form, as

many as I5I pre-arranged targets were attacked by Desert Air
Force fighter-bombers,
controlling the. cabranks totalling to I68 strikes,
were reported by Aniy observers as generally satisfactory on
the mountain sector of V Corps, but only fair ahead of
4th British Division, where no direct hits were registered.
Tlie Army reported over-all success, however, against troop
concentrations, gun positions and strongpoints, the reduction

The

From

west from Highway 9, southwest of Himini.
as

Tnere were attacks from the two team

of which made their progress correspondingly sinipler.

s
Results

weather on this day was favourable, but it worsened on
15 September, Many requests caime in for attacks on pin
pointed guns. These were met, but some pilots failed to see
the guns reported. In the meantime, deep airnied reconnaissance
continued. One in particular beyond Venice returned claiming
the destruction of seven M/T, a locomotive and ten rolling

Movement towards and through San Marino and loadedstock.

(1) For e:-:ample, on 11 September, D.A.F. ordered that Mustangs
of No. 239 Wing were to cease long range reconnaissance
pro tem and that there,ms to be no flying north of the
Po River. The Array was to be given more close support
if possible and more attacks were to be made on comrauni-

On consideration ofcations immediately behind the line,
previous results, this wras, from a long-term point of view
uneconomical, but it rmst be remembered that the Army had
gro'^m so used to our air superiority and all it implied
that close support in large quantities had become
almost physical necessity.

an
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troop carriers behind the lines of the t:vo armies suggested
that the Germans had not only decided to man the main line,
but were talcing up rear positions, too.
cloud covered the entire V Corps front and there were no air

operations in the area,

the Giogo pass and gradually to by-pass the Puta position.

On 17 September, l

The Army continued to battle throu

ow

gh

AIE FARTIGIPATIOK B' THE MTTLES PGR mUNI

Second Battle of Coriano and the Battle for Rimini

13 to 21 September

On the night of 1^13 September, Eighth Army re-opened its
attacks on the Coriano ridge. This move, combined with the

Fifth Army assault north of Florence, marked the beginning of a
v/eek which was later referred to as one of the heaviest fight
ing on both fronts experienced. The Canadians and  V Corps
succeeded in gaining a foothold on the Coriano ridge. The

second phase vms to exploit across the River Marano, The

Germans gathered in evident determination to deny us Rimini

and stood firmly on a line running from the mountain on which

the small republic of San Marino reposes, to the sea by Rimini,
Their position T^ras rendered as uneasy as possible by the vreek
of bombing during the first battle of Coriano and the fight for
San Geramano, On information supplied by a prisoner of war, an
attack on the headquarters of 26th Panzer Division by
22 Spitbombers was staged on the afternoon of 13. September,
Althou^ adjacent houses vrere destroyed, the H.Q. itself
remained unscathed.

The Gothic Line

Battles - 8th

Army Brit, Hist.
Sect, C.M.P,

(A.H.3./IIJII/
5Q/15(A-B))

By midday on I3 September, all the first objectives were

taken. Pierce enemy fire held up the Canadians attempting to

cross the Marano near the coast,- .but failed to hold further

attacks by Greeks, Canadians and British, who began to cross

the Marano on 14 September. By 15 September, the Gemmano
ridge vras cleared and Montescudo, already heavily attacked by
air, had fallen. But by 19 September, enemy forces to the

volume of six good divisions in the San Portunato sector and
three in the Coriano sector barred the road to Rimini,

The Battle of San Portunato

Ibid The battle of San Portunato, viiich amounted to the battle

for Rimind, lasted over three days of ver^r violent ground and
air fighting.
18 September on the fiercely defended slopes.
18 September, the Army had a small bridgehead over the Ausa

Using the only ford, they attacked on 20 September:

Air attacks were carried out on 17 and
At the end of

river,

vifhile the 56th fought to retain its hold on the crest east of

Goriano, the 1st fought a bitter, costly battle against enemy
hi^ velocity guns on the crest and had to abandon its attempt.
Pressure by the Canadians, however, led to infiltration up to
San ibrtunato. On the 20th, they surrounded tlie defenders and

That night the Germans with-rounaed them up on 21 September,
drew from the town of Riimini.

Rover Controls in the Battle for Rimini

2/5 A.A.S.C. ■
¥ar Diary

At the time there were two Rover controls - Rover 'David*

and Rover 'Paddy' (laiown foi a short period as Rover 'Jimmy')
on the Eighth Army front and one - Rover 'Joe' - on the Fifth
Amy front.
'Prank' - \diich dealt entirely with enemy guns,
of the battle, it was found that Rovers 'David' and 'Paddy'
could not cope with the number of targets given them by brigades

18 September saw the baptism of a new Rover -
At the height
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and divisions. It was becoraing increasingly important
to ensure that the heavy batteries actually attacked by our
fighter bombers vvere the batteries troubling our troops. At
the time the cabranlc was full, some improved means of getting
counter battery information to the aircraft by the fastest
possible method was needed. To achieve this. Rover 'Prank'
was situated at an A.G,R,A,,(l) and the controller and the
counter batter^’’ officer worked side b5r side.

The method of employment v/as in five stages. Firstly,
the counter battery officers at the A.G.R.A. furnished the
Army Air Support Control with the most up-to-date list of
enemy heavy batteries viLich could be produced by 2359 hours
each night:
these batteries:

Rover 'Franlc' on their way to the target:
reported to Rover 'Pranic' the gun they were briefed to attack;
fifthly. Rover 'Prank' checked to ensure that the guns were
still active and, if they were, the mission carried out the
attack; if not, or if some other battery had become
particularly troublesome. Rover 'Frank' cancelled theinitial
target and rebriefed the ndssion in the air, from photographs.

secondly, missions were briefed to attack one of
tiairdly, they were briefed to 'call in' on

fourthly, they

Considerable Reduction of enemy Shelling as a Result of
controlled Air Attacks

Ibid The first Rover 'Frank' attacks were carried out on

1b September on the Canadian Corps front in 138 filter-bomber
sorties. In the afternoon, many attacks on gun positions in
the Trebbio - Marecchia valley gun area were allotted. These
guns were giving particular- trouble to advanced Canadian

troops. Eleven hea.vj batteries were engaged at one quarter
of an hour intervals between 1500 and 1800 hours. These
followed on morning attacks by 72 light and medium bombers
and became a regular institution. There seems no doubt
whatever that they vrere a success and reduced considerably
enemy shelling on the arry front.

Another refinement in air/ ground co-operation v/as the
discovery by some army corps that, by attaching a Forward
Observation Officer to the Rover 'Da-vid' team, superior
support could be provided, for the P.0,0, could take on, with
Ills artillery, targets wlaich the Rover turned down either

because they vrere too close to our ovai forward troops or in

some other v/ay unsuited for air attacks. The F.0.0. could lay

smoke to indicate a difficult target to the fighter bombers

with the minimum delay. Programmes combining bombing with

shelling could by this method be easily laid on: it was, for
example, frequently effective to shell a target a few
minutes after a bombing attack, just as the enemy was emerg
ing from his slit trenches.

(l) A.G.R.A. - Amy Group Royal Artillery, normally a unit
operating a collection of medium guns for counter battery
yrork,

gi-ouped into A.G.R.A. s. under control of Array H.Q,
All artillery not under control of a division was
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Progress of Air Attacks on the Porrtunato Ridge

The first heavy attacL: on the Portunato Ridge was on

11 September, when four squadrons of light and medium bombers
attacked the defences. Thereafter, daily attacks were made

to reduce resistance; these TOre assisted on 14, 16, 17, and
18 September by a complete bomber group from Tactical Air
Force. The two main target areas were the reserve and gun
areas behind the Mareccliia stream, (over which it was intended
to force the enemy) and the south-west spaii of the Portunato
ridge. On 13 September, light and medium bombers attacked
morning and afternoon, and the fighter bombers worked over the

river beds (or 'wadis') round Montescudo, On 14 September, a
heavy concentration of bombs on the ridge was achieved and, as
on the previous day, many hits were scored on bridges and
roads, and many fires observed. One hundred and forty-four
light and raedium bombers of Tactical Air Command and 56 of
Desert Air Force participated. The six squadrons of No.244

R.A.P. ¥in^ Spitbombers, vmo had suripassed their previous day
record(2) (on 13 September) by putting out 251 soi-ties on
45 missions, did everj'-thing humanly possible to meet the
increasingly clamorous Arny requests for close support in the
area. The weather, now increasingly erratic, prevented bomber
attacks on 15 September, but some fighter bomber pilots
operated five times that day. The next day, too, cloud was
low in the afternoon and tliere were accordingly fewer close
support targets, but 96 Tactical Air Force and 120 Desert Air

Force light and medium bombers flew behind the enemy lines to
destroy rolling stock and communications.

The two most critical and spectacular days for the Air
Forces were 17 and 18 September, Weakened though the enemy
was by the joint bombing and bombardment, the Allies had so
far failed to dislodge iiim and were suffering grievous
casualties themselves. The whole period, indeed, saw the
bloodiest and most expensive fighting in the whole campaign to
that date and set the Eighth Army back seriously for many months
to follow. On 17 September, both the forv/ard and reverse
slopes of Fortunato ridge were bombed and strafed by 132 fighter-
bombers, ■ First the forward slopes, then the summit and then
the reverse slopes were bombed. Coloured siiioke bomblines vrere
laid by aircraft. One Imndred and sixty-two Tactical Air

Force bombers bombed the gun area west of Rimini, and in the
afternoop three major gun areas were attacked by Desert Air
Force bombers, all with good results. Guxis wrere often hard to

find at the time; the Germans had long been masters of camou
flage, and used every cover, including haystacks and church

towers, to conceal guns or observation posts.. The results were

very encouraging, many fortified buildings were blown up, many
direct hits confirmed on pillboxes and machine gun positions
and the whole feature studded vri.th fires and exiplosions.

(l) Nos.22f4 and 239 R.A.P. Wings O.R.Bs, • ^5 A.A.S.G, Air
Summarb-es and War Diary,

(2) 247 sorties for 26 missions at Bou Grara, Tunisia on
16 April, 1943.
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The only effort the Luftwaffe could put up in retaliation was

an attack by two aircraft on 56th Division troops at
1115 hours. ('l).

18 September savj- the crowning day's effort, when Tactical
and Desert Air Forces put up 804 sorties between them,
effort was divided between a concentrated attack in two early

morning phases against San Fortunate ridge, pre-arranged light
and medium bomber attacks on gun areas along the railway line

west of Rimini and in the Trebbio-Marecchia valley, and cab-

ranks of fighter-bombers supporting Canadian and  V Corps,
Tlie first phase against Fortunate ridge was carried out by
tlrree entire Wings of fighter-bombers, between 0600 and

0700 hours, and took the form of synchronised bombing and

strafing attacks on both the forward and reverse slopes,
Spitbombers flying at ten-minute intervals edged  a coiorse

between Kittyhawks and Mustangs.
0700 to 0745 hours, saw a change of tactics,
heavy artillery concentration came down on the forward slopes,
air bombing and strafing was confined to the reverse slopes,
now playing, as already noted, a significant role in Gennan
tactics.

The

The second phase, from
While a very

i'iO,145 Squadron scored a fortunate hit on a house
which proved to be an ammunition diomp,
direct hits reported,

general success and a repeat performance of a part of the

bombing was cancelled, as the desired result was becoming
apparent,
crev/s noticed how the nights were drawing in, the air growing
colder and cloud base increasing.
Fano area worked at extreme stretch, a similar effort was

being recorded by ho.239 YiTing based at lesi,
point of attacking troops in slit trenches and gun positions
pinpointed by the army, a high proportion being not possible
to define as such from the air,

own troops as cheering as our aircraft went in.
Eighth Army enjoyed a very high proportion of Desert Air
Force's effort - 546 sorties out of a totail of seven
hundred and thirty-two.

This was one of many

The Army was enthusiastic over the

AirThe weather worsened later in the day.

YPnile No.244 Wing in the

They made a

Squadron N0.23O reported our
That day

The Army established a firm foothold on the feature by
the close of 18 September, It was intended that the night

(1) Luftwaffe Order of Battle,

Italy, 20 September 194t»

Serviceable Type of aircraftStrength

CLOSE RECCE.

MahaufiaSrungs Or. 11
Me.109 G.

He. 109 G,
1/11 11 9

2/11 13 12

LONG RiUlCE RECCE,

Femaufkl. Staffel

2/(F)122
4/(F )122
6/(F)122

Ms. 410
JU.1S8 & JU.88T.
JU.I88.

6 3
9 7

69

NIGHT GROUl® ATTACK

Nachtschlacht

JU.87.Stab/l'LS. Gr 9.
1/NS Gr 9.
2/HS Gr 9.
3/NS Gr 9.

1 1
6 II10

9 It12
II79

6080TOT/iL:-

Source: Genaan Air Force (Juartermaster returns (A.H.B.6.)
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bombing prograi-me in the area by Baltimores and Bostons on the

previous night should be repeated, but this vi^as impossible as
theii' airfield was unserviceable. The strain of the previous
fortnight's intensive air effort was evident among flight
commanders. Aircraft serviceability was dropping noticeably.
It was fortunate that the combined efforts to beat down the

defences of Rimini finished when they did and Army calls
diminished.

Air Operations in Support of Fifth 18 to jO September, 1944-.

No.^5 A.A.S.C.
War Diary

Notes on XIII

Corps Air
Support.
British Hist,

Section,
Central Med.

Pt.Ill,Sect. G.
(A.H.B./IIJ11/

Wliile the bulk of the staff of the Fifth Army Air Support
Section was American, XIII British Corps had its oim British

G.S.O, II (Air) to represent it at Fifth Army H.Q.
support communications for XIII Corps (Br,) remained British
and TOre supplied at the time under review by No, 2/5 Aimy Air
Support Control, and later by No. 9 Army Air Support Control,
Although American air summaries and war diaries of their

controlling units are not at this date available, it is possible
with the help of the records of No, 2/5 A.A.S.C. to present a
reasonably coherent picture of air operations in support of

Fifth Army generally,(1)

The air

5^20 (B^)
(App.A-3). From the inception of the Fifth Army attack on

13 September, \intil 31 October, XIII Corps received only a small
proportion of direct air support, the main reason being the

adherence of Fiftli Army to the principle of calling for the main

air effort in support of the main ground effort.

reason. Rover 'Joe' functioned in support of II (U.S.) Corps
from an observation post as from 13 September,

For this

The calls on it

from the artillery'’, end from the regiments and divisions in
II C^rps were very numerous.

Pre-arranged fighter bomber direct support for the British

Corps was also meagre, for experienced units accustomed to close

attac]^s were already operating with the American Rover control

and less experienced units were committed to attacks on rear

enemy communications and other targets outside the zones of
contact. The situation looked as if it might improve at the
very point when bad weather intervened to cut dovai the volume

of‘ air support on all fronts,
naissance were decentralised to a greater exitent than fi^tei'-
bomber support and aji equitable system to suit Corps require
ments ensured more beneficial results to XIII Corps in this

field.

Tactical and artillery recon-

From 20 September onv/ards, the weather deteriorated pro
gressively. Low cloud over the Apennines rendered many
missions abortive and airfields frequently unserviceable. No

medium bombers operated in direct support. Rover 'Joe' moved

forward on 20 September in sympathy with II Corps, by then
through the main passes and the stiffest defences of the Gothic

Line. The enemy continued to withdraw all along the line; on

XIII Corps front, filter-bombers, mainly on pre-arranged
missions, attacked roads and Jmictions to prevent or hinder this
movement. Guns were attacked in the Casola Valsenio area and

communications, and gun and bivouac areas in the vicinity of

Palazzuolo, Marradi and Tossignano. At night, light bombers

harried movement and communications centres, but vrere handi

capped, as were the day operating aircraft, by difficult
terrain and bad weather.

(l) At tliis period, but not in 194-5.
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Coastal Air Force Thunderbolt Support for Fifth Army

At the beginning of September 19'44, the total squadron
strength of Coastal Air Force v/as lower than it had been since

May 1943. After rising to the pealc of 56 squadrons in January
and February 1944, it had steadily declined as the role of
Coastal Air Force slirank. After the attack on Southern

France, the strength fell to 33 squadrons. C“I/
had lost all their coastal aix’ bases, watching stations and

repair bases along the South of France, Coastal shipping and

the threat by E- and E-boats to our surface craft and radar

watches on enemy signals in that area had been reduced.
Eight squadrons -vrere rolled up. Fruitful work was at once

found for those remaining. The Thunderbolts of 350th Fighter
Group, switched to support of the Fifth Army, covered the rear

areas from Bologna to the sea. In addition, 63rd Filter
Wing carried on a x^ek of very successful anti-shipping opera
tions in the Gulf of Genoa.

From 1 to 5 September inclusive, 350th Fighter Group(2)
carried out seventeen missions, dropping three hundred and

tvrenty 500 lb. bombs in I60 sorties against buildings, bridges,
ammunition dumps, storage dumps, workshops, factories, motor

transport and railway i-olling-stock. In these operations they
lost only two aircraft, in an attack on workshops at Bologna,
All the targets were North of the 44th parallel,(3) The
nmber of direct hits claimed was quite high. As an example
of the effort tliis week, it is sufficient to consider the
attacks in the area N. and N.E. of the west coast port of

La Speaia, a centre of ammunition production and storage,
Aiimiunition shortage, as the Allies had already exqperienced and

were still to extperience, could be a serious affair.

On 4 September, I6 aircraft(^) reported some 20 hits on a
dump 14 miles N.E, of the town, and I6 others(5) reported
21 direct hits on a dump 12 miles N, of the town. On
5 September, eight aircraft(8) started fires at a dump N. of
La Spezia and eigjit others, (7) attaclcing an ammunition factory
N.E. of it, reported eleven hits in the area and five on

buildings. These results bore directly on Fifth Arny’s
successful efforts to weaken the enemy defences on the Gothic

Line,

The Germans

M.A.C.A.F.,
O.S.B

September 1944
• t

THE AIR OFFENSIVE AGAMST ENEMT SEA AND INLAND WATER TRANSPORT

Military Importance of German Sea TransportThe German

System of
Sxipply in the
Field G-2

A.F.H.Q
Feb.1946.
Brit. Hist.

Sect. C.M.

(A.E.B./IIJII/
58/39)

• 9

One problem that Mediterranean Allied Air Forces had
never entirely solved was how to neutralise the enemy sea

transport system Tshich fed substantial supplies by the

Tyrrhenian and Adriatic Seas to the front line,
of this maritime effort to the two German ar.nies may be gauged

by the average monthly figures quoted by captured German

The value

R.A.F. - S.A.A.F, - E.A.A.F. 18 U.S,A.A,F. 7 F.A.F. 8

Under operational contirol of 63rd Fighter Wing.
The squadrons participating vrere 345th, 346th and 347th.
345th Squadron
346th Squadron
347th Squadron
345th Squadron

0)
(2)

(5
(6)
(7)
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officers for the first four months of 1944, viz, 8,000 -

12,000 tons to Fourteenth Army along the viest coast and 4,000 -
6,000 tons to Tenth Array along the east coast, i,e
12 per cent. -18 per cent, of the total supplies for both
armies,

the Ober Quartiermeister OBSW had involved the following
dispositions.

about
•,

In the first half of 1944, the system controlled by

On the vjQst coast Genoa was the main on-loading port,

Leghorn was the second, while La Spezia, with its well laid-

out storage tanis and pump installations, served chiefly as

on-loading port for fuel, Civitavecchia and San Stefano had

been the main off-loading ports. As the available flak
forces were insufficient to protect them both at the same

time, San Stefano, in view of the greater possibility of

camouflaging ships in the harbour against air attack, became

the only off-loading port. On the east coast, supplies from

Venice for Tenth Army were unloaded chiefly at Ancona, and from

thence sent overland, since Pescava was often bombed by Allied
aircraft and constantly under observation by Allied fighting
surface craft and since other ports such as Giulianova and

San Benedetto, also attacked from the air, could only talce very
shallow draft vessels. Up to June 1944, sea supply had been

very important to the armies in the western sector.

In the second half of 1944, from July onv/ards, as the

Allied armies and air forces moved northr^ards, the shrinlcage
of the GeriTian front, increasing losses and damage from air

attacks by Coastal Air Force, medium bomber units and the

R.A.F, night Wellingtons of the Fifteenth Air Force, the

reduction by attrition and by air and sea attack in the number

of escort vessels, the virtual disappearance of fighter cover,
and the increased Allied control over the west coast i/diich

followed the success of Operation 'Dragoon', all narrowed down

the possibilities of supply by sea.

Now that Viareggio and Leghorn had fallen. La Spezia on
the west coast and Ravenna on the east coast became the most

southerly off-loading ports. Step by step with the deteriora

tion of the sea transport situation, the rail transport situa

tion v/as also becoming, on account of the continuous air

interdiction programme, iBore acute for the Germans, For

example, the running of supply trains to Genoa could only be
achieved at times by repeated transloadings. Where speed was
important, motor traiisport, mostly by night, became the most

economical, fastest and safest way, since the Allied night
operating air force was far too small to stop all night move

ment by road or by sea.

The efforts of Coastal Air Force to reduce the volume of

coastal shipping by reconnaissance and attacks on ships and

ports have been from time to time referred to, although space
has not permitted a full record of all their activities. It

was the opinion of many German officers and officials that the
Allied Air Forces caused the greatest interruptions and damage

Troops,to their sea transport along the coasts of Italy,
b^?- Hitler's orders, were no longer transported by sea.

transport of coal had become increasingly precarious owing to
attack by air, and the patrolling of the south-east coast of
Istria by our motor torpedo boats was eventually stopped.
Large ships were no longer used in view of the losses,
particularly in the vicinity of ports near the fronts,
consequent increased use of smaller craft called for a greater

of escort vessels, and meant lower capacity.

The

The

use
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Not’iVithstanding their difficulties, the Germans kept
La Spezia, Venice and Genoa vrorking until their evacuation.
Attacks on ships were iiuare effective than our attadcs on

port installations,(1) Even the heaviest air attacks on
Genoa and Venice, while they put enemy ships out of action,
only interrupted loading and unloading for a short time.

Here, as in the case of the railways, repair methods had

reached a high state of efficiency. Two-thirds of the losses

to sea transport Y/ere ascribed to the Allied Air Forces and

one-third to surface figjiting craft, who were especially active

in the Adriatic, Craft in the area Savona - La Spezia had so

far come off fairly lightly. The hubs of the Genoa, Trieste

and Venice system were not attacked in sufficient wei^t from

the air to cause a complete brealcdown of shipping supply.

A-ir Attacks on German Sea Transport in the T^urrhenian Sea

Against this background, the programme of attacks on
German shipping by Coastal Air Force in September may now be

seen in perspective,
the campaign in Southern Prance, the German coastal transport
forces increased their activity in early September,
force was found to deal with this traffic,

(the second)(2)

Profiting by the focus of attention on

An air

No.328 Wing
based at the end of August at Alghero in

Sardinia, came under the command of 63rd Fighter Wing,
comprised five squadrons(3).
sea shipping targets grew noticeably less, was for this T/ing
to concentrate on general reconnaissance and intruding, a task

which included attacks on eneny shipping, and vessels of war

and human torpedoes along the French Riviera,
day of August, three of these squadrons were switched to the
Gulf of Genoa.

It

The general tendency, as deep

On the last

For about a week they concentrated on the
area, spreading their slight forces so as to be as compre

hensive as possible. They achieved some success, sinking
four vessels(4) and hitting fourteen, for the loss of foirr
aircraft. Thereafter, sea transport in this area wa^ much
more difficult to find, a fact which seemed to prove the

worth of these operations as a deterrent and to explain the

emergence soon thereafter of a noticeable use of inland water

transport by the enemy.

Reconnaissance of the Gulf of Genoa and the bombing of

Sestri Levante had been proceeding throughout the latter half

of August, most of this work being carried out by the South
African Ventura crews. Results became more evident on

1 September, when in the early hours of the morning tiTO

Venturas bombed Sestri Levante, one attacked ships^in Santa
Margherita harbour and one bombed Savona, Three Wellingtons
also attacked shipping in tie Gulf, but could not observe results,
A good deal of shipping was sighted, but Venturas failed to

score any hits, Yfellingtons bombed barges off Imperia, On

2,3,4 and 5 September, ships alongside the quays at Santa

Margherita in convoy en route for Genoa and scattered in the

Gulf, were all attacked by aircraft. Reports of the day
strikes were less definite than those of the night-flying

(1) Because these vrere not repeated often enough in great
weight,

(2) Fornied at Protville, Tunisia 1 June 1543s disbanded
12 October 1944.

(3) 272 (Beaul'ighters, Day); 14 (Marauders); 458
(Yfellingtons - R.A.A.P,); 17 (Venturas, S.A.A.F.) and
284 (Maurauders and Yfalruses),

(4) 1 F-boat, 1 E-boat, 1 barge and 1 coaster.
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Wellingtons of No,36Wellingtons and Eeaufighter formations.

Squadron attaclced an 8,000-ton merchant vessel south of

Varazse on the night l/5 September and scored several hits
aii'ddships.
in the vicinity later and it is believed this was the same ship.
The same night, three Beaufighters of No.272 Squadron sank an

800-ton coaster, and left a 1,200-ton ship burning fiercely.
Other Beaufighters sanlc a barge.

Ventviras reported seeing a merchant vessel ablaze
No.239 Sqdn,
0,R,B,

This night's work was a typical example of the efforts of

No.272 Squadron's Beaufighters tliat week against merchant ships,
barges escort vessels and ports. Pierce anti-aircraft fire

was usually reported, for the Germans had provided their vessels

with generous defences. The most notable achievement of the

period fell to this squadron as it was about to move across

Italy for operations across the Adriatic.

The Sinking Of the Liner Rex by Coastal Beaufighters-

For some time past, the 51,000-ton Italian liner RexO)
had lain in Trieste, heavily protected by anti-aircraft
artillery. On 4 September, a photographic reconnaissance
pilot sighted her in tow by two tugs and with a destroyer
escorting her on the way ovit. Again, on the evening of

6 Septeriiber, she was sighted off Capodistria, south-west of

Trieste, The indications appeared to Air Intelligence to be
that the Germans intended to use her as a blockship. To

prevent tliis, and bearing in mind Allied intentions to occupy
and use tlie Trieste area to accommodate its air forces later,

it was decided to attempt to put her out of action. The task
was allotted to No.272 Beaufighter (R.A.P.) Squadron of Coastal
Air Force. They left their airfield at Borgo in Northeast
Corsica for Palconara airfield in Italy on 7 September.

Eight Beaufighters were airborne at 1025 hours on
8 September with an escort of ei^it Mustangs,
tion approached the Rex, by then lying close inshore off

Capodistria, a German P-boat opened up intensive fire, but was

speedily put out of action by the escort. There was very
heavy flalc from. Trieste harbour, but none from the Rex,
suggesting a curious oversight on the enemy's part. The
Beaufighters pressed home their attack and with their 25 IN.
rocket projectiles scored 59 liits on the ship, of which 55 were
reported as below the water-line. The Rex began to bum.
The coastal Beaufighters turned for base, where they landed

without damage. Although the Rex had been fatally hit, it
needed the added efforts of eight Beaufighters of the Balkan

Air Force(2) to administer the coup de grace with 64 rocket

projectiles,
a 90 degrees list to port,
credited with the destruction of the Rex.

Other Allied Attacks on Enemy Shipping and Sea Transport in

the Adriatic

As the forma-

They left her on fire from bows to stern, with
No.272 squadron were officially

No.239 Sqdn.
O.R.B,

M.A.C.A.P

O.R.B.

•»

s. 6017/3/
Admin, Plans

M.A.T.A.P

25 Oct. 19it4
M.A.A.P./A.O.A./
O.R.B.

Appx. 2,

•»

N0.283 Wing
(B7^) O.R.B
8 Sept. 1944.

•»

The enemy sea transport situation in the Adriatic was
There was morerather different from that in the Tyrrhenian,

activity at this period, both by coastal vessels and warships.
As a sample of the air measures taken to meet the operations

time the Blue Riband for the Atlantic(1) She held at one
crossing.

(2) Of No.283 Wing (Nos.16, 19 and 39 Squadrons).
SECRSC
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of the enemy suri^ace craft, - still an active menace, - it
vdll suffice to consider several occasions vrhen R.^.P.

Wellingtons broke up organised attacking formations.

No.221 Sqn.
O.R.B. and

M.A.C.A.P.,
O.R.B,

By the latter half of August, the Allied rate of supply
build-up in the port of Ancona was beginning to disturb the
Germans,

executed by E-boats based on Pola to halt this process,
surface patrols made several inconclusive contacts vdth them

before the night of 2^2p August, idien, under the cover of a
night of bad v/eather, three E-boats reached Ancona and

launched torpedoes, hitting the outer mole but causing no

serious damage,
destroyers,

to the Istrian peninsula had sighted tTO others, but both they
and our naval patrols missed the three v/ho x-eached Ancona.

Prom 19 August, operations T/ere, from time to time.
Our

They were chased off by coastal guns and
Wellingtons('1) on patrol across the approaches

Coastal Air Porce was correct in its surmise that a

distinct phase had been developing since 19 August and

extended Tfellington ni^it patrols over the Upper Adriatic
from Ancona to Piume. Enemy operations continued. On the

night 23/24 August, Just off Cittanova, Wellington crews
sighted two possible E-boats, but lost contact. On the

night 25/26 August, four Wellingtons, also of No. 221
Squadron, sighted four E-boats off Trieste. (2) They
attacked vdth ten 250-lb, bombs, hitting one E-boat, Tvhich

disappeared in flames. On the night 26/27 August, a
forination of four E-boats attempted to attack Ancona, but

were driven off in time bj*- Tfellingtons. Again, on the rAght
27/28 August, four Wellington crev/s sighted three E-boats off
the Po delta(3) and attacked them with ten 25C-lb. bombs, but
observed no liits. Several attacks on probable torpedo boat

destroyers at the time failed to register hits.

This air offensive discouraged the German naval forces
fi'om attempting similar attacks for almost a month,
vdien a relaxation of vigilance might have proved serious, a

ground radar station picked up tiiree plots, Tdiich turned out

to be E-boats, about 35 miles northeast of Bari.
Wellingtons and three rocket projectile Beaufighters T/ere

despatched to strike,

the given position, found the E-boats, attac’:ed, but scored

no hits,

position, illuiTiinating the E-boats,
liad attacked them, the E-boats turned and withdrew at hi^
speed,

such a contingency, intercepted and bombed them vathout
scoring a hit,
only spasiiiodic E-boat activity,
the eastern coast of the Adriatic, but could hardly have had

much success; there the situation, from the Gernian point of
view, was deteriorating fast,
sweeping across Rumania, had linked up with Jugoslav
partisans,
evacuated by the Germans or captu.red by the Jugoslavs.

Then,

Two

One Yfellington proceeded direct to

Tliis 'Wellington homed the Beaufighters to the
Ai’ter the Beaufighters

The second Wellington, positioned so as to meet

After this episode, there ensued a period of
Wellington patrols combed

Russian troops, after

The Adriatic islands were being systematically

As regards the attacks on enemy coastal shipping in the

Adriatic generally, it may be said that, apart from systematic
operations by the Balkan Air Porce linlced with the general air

(1) Of No. 221 Squadron,
(2) At 450 38’ N - 13° 38' E.
(3) At 440 55' N - 120 35' E.
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policy towards the Balkans as such, they vvere on the sajTie lines
as those in the Tyrrhenian Sea, that is to say, carried out by
smll, enterprising formations on a sweeping system of cover,
'but there were, at this period no repeated mass attacks on the
ports, the real centres of the problem, on a scale sufficient
to neutralise them, or do more than temporarily hamper
iTDvement,

Rise of German Inland Water Transport

German Supply
System in the
Field G-2

a.f.h.q
Feb.1946
(A,H.B./IIJ11/
5S/39)

• 9

The reorganisation and extension of the inland water
transport system in Upper Italy at this period was
indication of the cumulative effect of our air attacks up to
that point,

talcing thorough steps to ensure the passage of military and
civilian supplies throughout the difficult period ahead, when
Allied air rail interdiction and attacks on sea transport were
unlikely to diminish. Air crews had frequently bombed barges,
tugs and lighters on canals and were to do so increasingly from
now omvards,

clearer if a brief glance is taken at the situation preceding
and following August 1944,

a sure

The German and Fascist Italian commands v/ere

The full meaning of these attacks will be

Transportflotte Speer

Ibid The Speer Transport Fleet had been created by the Reich
Minister for Armaments and War Production - Herr Speer - to use
as extensively as possible, in collaboration with the Italian
Fascist Government and civilian organisations, the river and,
canal lighters and tugs on the River Fo betw'een 0stiglia(2)
the Po delta, and the canals in the Adriatic coastal
The Speer Fleet was mainly engaged in carrying building
materials for the construction of defence positions by the
Organisation Todt (OT) in the area between the River Po and
Venice, as well as industrial materials and locally produced
armaments and civilian goods on Lalce Garda and the canals in
the area of Milan,

v/as placed at the disposal of private commerce,
seen, therefore, how closely in practice certain targets
attacked by the Allied Air Forces in Italy served both military
and civilian needs. “ ‘

water transport vrorked only over short distances, for only a few
self-propelled barges or tugs were available, and on the canals
barges were usually towed by animals from the tow path.

and

area.

Any space not required for army puiqjoses
It can be

in principle, up to August 192)4, inland

By August 1924, the needs of the battle and of civilian
economy, and the cumulative strain on the road, rail and sea
transport systems due to air interdiction and fuel and equipment
shortages pointed to the need for more and speedier transport,
increased waterway journey distances, and a more rigid organisa
tion, nore tugs, guard personnel and traffic control centres.
All these Transport Fleet Speer could not provide.

Naval High Command South’s(3) Assumption of Control of Inland
Water Traffic

Ibid In August, a large section of military supply traffic T/as

placed under control of Naval High Command South, which

(1) Bimenschiffahrt
(2) Whose bridge had been so heavily bombed in Operation

'Mallory Major*. The Germans used both cable railway
and ferry -vdien the bridge v/as unserviceable,

(3) Marine Oberkommande Sud or M,0,K. Sud,
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organisation became responsible for all River Po- traffic from

Ostiglia to the estuary, aiid traffic on rivers and canals in

the area between Ferrara, Rovigo, Padua, Treviso, Portogruaro,
Cervignano, Grado and the Adriatic coast.
Gliioggia route -ysas of especial importance for Army Group
supplies,
remained under control of Transport Fleet Speer, viho in turn

became responsible to the General Gonmanding Transport in

Italy.(1;

The Grado -

Inland water traffic on the other rivers and canals

Tlae military traffic was controlled from a Headquarters
at Venice(2) with a Gontmller of Po TraLffic(3) at Adria in
charge of a number of report centres. This system became
cumulatively more important as our attacks brought about

frequent interdictions between Trieste and Venice and
destroyed or damaged bridges over the Rivers Piave and

Tagliamento, Solid supplies were transloaded in Grado
Belvedere from railway to canal barge, while liquid fuel was

transloaded in San Giorgio di Nogara for onward transport to

Venice, whence it was forwarded by sea, railway or motor

transport. The Virhole planning, operational method and system
of bidding for cargo space for tliis inland water traffic
was essentially the same as for sea traffic.

The section of traffic handled by Transport Fleet Speer
under the General Gommanding Transport in Italy was delegated

to a number of shipping officers on the Po west of Ostiglia,
Lake Garda and at liLlan,

the supply of foodstuffs, building materials (mostly ci
and the evacuation from Upper Italy to the Alpenvorland
An approximation of the proportion of supplies carried by
inland water transport for the army gave the proportion for

the Milan area as 29 per cent of all waterborne traffic, and

as about 35 per cent for Lake Garda and the Po as  a ^liLole,

It was, then, into these percentages that Allied air attacks
were to eat as time passed.

It T/as increasingly concerned with
ivilian),
i.

AIR ATTACKS ON THE SaVIO MB RENO RIVER BRIDGES

Romagna Country (5 JThe

After the crossing of the Marecchia River, Eighth Army
and Lesert Air Force faced a long and discouraging period of

nearly four months’ fighting,
steadily as another of the worst winters in living memory drew
closer.

Its difficulties were endless and its moods variable.
Thirteen considerable rivers crossed the Allied road between

They were all certain to be most formid-
Our troops were drawing up to the Ruso and

The weather deteriorated

Tlie Romagna country ahead was a new kind of terrain.

Rimini and Bologna,
able in winter,

Tlie Campaign in
the Northern

Apennines
Pt.III Sect.B

Brit. Hist.

Sect, C.M.

(A.H.B./IIJII/
58/15(A-B))

the Fiumicino, supported closely by aircraft.

Tlie river country presented a series of tank and infantry
some natural, some man-made, and there were fiveobstacles,

belts of country, each with different characteristics, none of
The groundthem helpful to Desert Air Force or Eighth Army.

(1)
(

General des Transportwessens in Italien.
Leiter der Binnenschiffahrt.

Leiter der Po.

Footliills of the Alps - a military region - refer
Figure 7,
Refer to Figure 6,

2)
(3)
(4)

(5)
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?;as a special problem; experts came out from England to find
a way out of the troubles it caused,

conditions on airfields and roads Ccua be gauged when it is

realised that most of the soil aid sub-soil, as also in most

parts of the Po valley, v/as of clay,
a fine, thick dust which rose readily to a considerable height;
after the first shower the surface became greasy, slippery and
treacherous; in really 'wet weather, or as a result of floods,
the ground becane a morass into which men, vehicles and air
craft sanlc deep,
to hoM up operations for days, as the ground dried out very
slowly,
innumerable high trellises for vines and fruits and the

elaborate system of irrigation made the country ideal for

defence, but difficult for offensive operations.

Some idea of the

in dry v/eather it formed

In mnter, one day’s heavy rain vfas liable

The system of close cultivation, the presence of

Desert Air Force Plan to destroy the Savio River Bridges

Report ho.n.26
H.Q.M./..A.F.

Operational Research

Sect./lit.2.5,
15th Hov.19it4
A. H.B./IIJ1/122/
13/23 (a)Encl,6A)

In the line of the Eigihth Army advance lay the River
The sector from the key town of Cesena southwestwardsSavio.

would have to be crossed in the tiirust towards Porli, Paenza and
Bologna,
and sustained effort against the crossings here would have the

effect of forcing the enemj'' to stand and fight, or would at any
rate impede aind inconvenience his movement to an extent which

would have far-reaching effects on the battle.

It seemed to the Desert Air Force that a concentrated

0 - (Air) 8th Army
History Aug«1944 ■'

1945,
Cabinet Hist.
Seot.1002/4C/202

my

This project was agreed to, -without enthusiasm, by the
Tney entertained a doubt whether the effort

D. A. P., 0.R.D1S.
Eighth Array,
involved over a long period (for there was still plenty of
opposition to overcome before they could hope to draw up to
the river) y/ould be justified,
surrender the advantage, alvi?ays real wlien a mobile and bitter
struggle was in progress, of tactical air support, which they
felt was needed more immediately in the forward battle area.
On the other hand, they recollected, programmes of strategic
intei’diction such as 0-peration ’Strangle
a smaller scale had undoubtedly made great and effective con
tributions towrards the success of past ground operations, and
they saw no justification for turning dovm, vdthout a trial, a
project of a more tactical character, which might lead, among
other things, to a wholesale capture of troops and equipment if
the enemy failed to get them across the river.

They were also disinclined to

and its similars on

Tne Desert Air Force plan called for the use of medium and
li^t bombers (Marauders and Baltimores) and fighter bombers
(Kittyhawks, Mustangs, Spitfires and Thunderbolts),
bulk of the German Tenth Army was situated some ten miles in
front of the river over which its immediate lines of communica
tion ran.
road bridge crossing one of its tributaries near the junction
with the river, were available to the enemy,
could be destroyed, the enemy might be prevented or hindered
from either smtolling divisions to support Fourteenth Army
around Bologna or withdrawing in orderly fashion before Eighth
Army.

The main

Eight masonry road bridges crossing the Savio and a

If these bridges

Progress of Air Operations against the Savio Bridges

The programme began on 22 September and lasted for over
At first there were ten bridges (including the

The enemy reaction to the attacks was strong
at the end of the first week there were twelve

bridges intact and serviceable. The Germans continued, as
the programme developed, to construct temporazy foot and road

four weeks,
nine attacked).
and effective:

Ibid.
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bridges, (above and under water), to use river fords and smoke
screens to conceal working parties and for other purposes of

deception. By 27 September, two new military bridges and

four fords were under way or operating. By 1 October, smoke
screens and pontoon bridges had appeared, as well as bridges
concealed close in to the banks by day and put into position
by ni^t. By 13 October, the nximber of temporary bridges had
increased to such an extent that it was decided to concentrate

future attacks on those bridges only which were capable of

carrying the enemy *s guns, tanlcs and heavier equipment. By
15 October, nearly all the road bridges had been either
destroyed by air attack or washed away by the torrents caused

by heavy rains. By 16 October the heavy bridges had been
neutralised, with the exception of the Cesena South road

bridge, v^ich had been specifically exempted from attack by
Eighth. Amy:
serviceable.

Almost exactly four weeks after the opening of the Savio
bridge air programme, forward troops reached the river in
force. The Germans got back without undue loss of men or

material. The Allied bridgeheads were effected by wading or

by means of our own pontoon bridge. They were able to use

none of the German*s permanent bridges: all temporary bridges
had been washed away.

althou^ previously damaged it was still
On 19 October the town of Oesena was entered.

The Weight of Attack on the Savio Bridges

Ibid To arrive at a decision as to whether the results

justified the effort, the weight of attack must be ireighed
against the effects and the Amy's estimate of results must

be considered, too. The effort was, as the following figures
show clearly, very expensive. Pierce anti-aircraft reaction
narrowed down the percentage of significant hits and many bombs
of too light calibre were used.

In the first few days, 43 Marauder and 24 Baltimore
bombers were employed without succeeding in damaging the two

bridges attacked. The Marauders dropped one hundred and

sixty 1000-lb. bombs and the Baltimores ninety-six 500-lb,
bombs. The Marauders claimed direct hits on the north end

road and approaches of one bridge, but photographs revealed

failure to hit the bridge itself. The Baltimores* attack was
fruitless.

The fighter bombers had greater success, and after
reporting on 15 October that all permanent bridges were

unserviceable, kept a watch. This watch and their attacks
were both broken by spells of very bad weather. They saw

no repairs by day; all the same, the Germans managed to get
men and materials across. The weight of
amounted to 609 sorties and 950 bombs,(1)

fi^iter bomber effort

(1) Kittyhav^ Spitfires Tiuinderbolts TotalMistangs

609341 42Sorties 129 97

Bombs:

240loco lb.
500 lb.

82 0 3220

174 84 628273 97

256Total No. 84513 97 950

Total weight
(in American
tons a 2000 lb.) 84^188^ 2lti 318121
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An analysis of results proved conclusively that 1000-lb. bombs
Twere more effective than 500-lb, bombs in the destruction

of masonry bridges, re-emphasising previous similar reports on
analogous operations. Six hundred and twenty-eight 500-lb.
bombs were dropped as against three hundred and twenty-two
1000-lb, yet the latter destroyed five bridges against the

■ former's one (this already damaged by a 1000-lb bomb).(l)

Every bomber crew laiew that anti-aircraft fire affected
thejjT accuracy, but few knew to exactly what degree. The
opportunity was taken to investigate for the benefit of future
operations. The test used the centre of the bridge as the
aiming point and worked out against the Imown flalc opposition
the probable errors in range and in line. It can be seen in
the footnote at what significant rates the errors increased
with the battery volume. A good sample of bombplots were taken
(less than two-thirds) over the period 22 to 26 September from
the photographs of craters in the nei^bourhood of six
bridges.(2)

o

Value to Ei^th Army of Air Attacks on Savio Bridges

Ibid. No fully considered testimony from Amor Sources as to the
value of the air attacks on the Savio bridges is yet available,
but from records of the time it is possible to appreciate the
inpressions of some of the Army authorities at the time,
do laiow that the Army agreed reluctantly, to the experiment
and that the German position was inherently weak before the
attacks. The air threat to the bridges had certain results.
It increased his engineering commitments, constricted his
planning and hardened his defence,
when a captured draughtsman of the German 278th Division

We

His intentions became clear

(1) Effort In relation to results

Attacks with
1000 lb. bombs

All attacks

KO. of bridges U/S 6 5

P/B sorties per bridge U/S 56101.5

No. of bombs per bridge u/S 158 eiuk

Weight of bombs (In short
tons « 2000 lb.). 53 32.2

(2) Accuracy of fighter bonbers O
Sorties/Bombs Probable Error

Dropped Plotted In Opposition
K M S Range Line

24/1(0 40 25 140» 901 0
6/12 12/iii 24 13 100' 95* 3 UA.A.

3 L.A.;».
6 H.A.A.
3 L./uA.
12 1LA.A.
27 L.A.A.
12 H.A.A.
27 L.A.A.

24/60
24/35

18/36 6/6 102 55 240‘ 180* + 7
6/12 47 23 180*220*

6/1221/33 ■  45 35 180*300*

18/54 12/22 76 45 200«350*

K » Klttyhawks M s l&istangs S « Spitfires
The probable error In line Is a distance chosen such tliat one**half of all
bombs traced.have line eiwrs less than this distance, while the other half
have greater line errors.
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revealed the existence of three si.ccessive stop lines. 0)
15 October, he had alread;?- taicen the precaution of moving his
artillery back across the:river.

On

The Air Force held to their plan to retain the southern
road bridge in Cesena intact for the use of Eighth. Army,
was not their fault that it was not available when the time

came.

f‘irst,then establish bridgeheads across the river lower down.

At dawn on I9 October, the Army made for this bridge, but were

held up short of it by gunfire,
next day only to see it blown up as they arrived.

It

‘Hie Army’s early intention had been to tal^e Cesena

They reached tiie bridge the

'  Considering these events not long after the period. Eighth
Army Headquarters could not accurately assess uhe full effect
on the enemy,
concluded that the dividends paid were out of all proportion to

the effort invested and tliou^t it not too harsh  a judgement to
say that it was, from ah army point of view, a wholly improper
use of a tactical air force at a time when the army it was

charged ivith supporting was engaged in close combat with a
determined enemy,
very high in proportion to the 'results,
one must not forget to evaluate the long-term value of the

experiment to both arny and air force in this still forma

tive period of the fighting, in terms of what an air force
could and could not do.

It admitted the inconvenience caused him, but

It Tra.s true that the scale of effort was

On the other hand.

Operation 'Divorce'; 'Air Attacks on River Heno Bridges

A.H.B./IIJI/122/
83/23(a)

The terrain of the Romagna country aliead made the Air
Forces river-minded,
here and will be, seen later -to flood vast areas in the Allied
path.

Forces that every effort must be made to come to grips with the
problem of the bridges across the major rivers.
period as the plan for attacks against the Savio River bridges
was laid - I9 September - Desert Air Force Intelligence Section
set out the importance of tiie River Reno bridges,
near its mouth just north of Raverma with Passo di Primaro.
Thereafter the river ran westv/ards and northwestwards under the

bri,_;ges of Maddalena del Bosco, Anerina, Lavezaolo, Mandria,
Molinella, Alberino, Malalbergo and Poggio Renatico;
after, it bent south and passed tlirough Bologna,
important of all - the Malalbergo(2) - had been destroyed, but a
secondary bridge there was well on the v/ay to completion,
fact, the majority of the Reno bridges were already being
duplicated and intensive bulldozing going on so as to make^
tracks down to water level.

Fatal Delay in Execution of Operation ’Divorce’

The Germans held and kept the initiative

There was a growing understanding in tlie Allied Air

At the same

These began

soon

The most

In

Ibid. The battle for the Gothic Line had become the battle for

Emilia and Lombardy. In the enthusiasm of the moment, with
the ¥/eather still holding. Desert Air Force aimed at a sharp
concentrated attack on the bridges without delay. This, they
held, would sever the essential lines of communication

(1) Christa II, Hedwig and Eedmg II,
across the eastern outskirts of Gesena and along the east
banic of the Savio on either side.

(2) The bottleneck on the enemy's most important highway -
iMo.69 - from Bologna to Ferrara.

SECRET.-
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precariously maintained across the pontoons and o\'’erhead
railways of the River Reno^ and delay the enemy's witlidrawal
across the ?o - which uiaay believed imininent - so enabling the

Armies to pin him down and destroy him. The elements of

suddenness and sufficient weight to destroy twelve bridges in

tvi/o or three days, before heavy flak could be moved in for

their protection, vrere essential. Only Poggio Renatico was

v/ell defended. If the -vveather broke or delays ensued, it

might be too late.

There vrere delays, the weather did brealc and it T^ras soon

too late. On 19 September it was hoped to put the operation
into effect witiiin two or three days. The prograrmae against
the Savio bridges absorbed all the time and effort for

'Divorce', so it was not until 21 October that the first Reno
bridges were attaclced. The operation began Yvell. That day
the Alberino bridge v/as completely destroyed and two others

severely damaged. Prom the next day onwards, frequent and
intermittent rain and low cloud interfered mth cuimulative

effect, rendering continuity impossible. The attempt gradually
petered out. Kew targets became irnre urgent. Operation
'Divorce' was not heard of again until April 1945> when circum
stances rendered it once more feasible.(l)

Eneny Analysis of the Role of Air Forces in the 'Pithdrawral.

The pressure,, .of the Allied'offensive slackened gradually
Heavy fighting continued until 27 October

Both
after 21 October,

without any appreciable gain 'of ground on either side,
sides had come to the end of their strength and the weather

conspired with this state of exhaustion to bring about a

The Germans held, on to a feY^ points on thestalemate.

Gothic Line in the mountains and held up all Allied progress
Just when a final brealcthrough to Bologna had been hoped for.

Analysing the main factors which had influenced events
since the Eighth Army first opened its assault on the Gq.^
Line, the ComiBanding General of the Tenth German Arrny, (2) in a
survey written for the U.S. iidstorical Division after the war,
considered there were five that counted pri'inarily. Firstly,
the Allies had and retained the initiative; secondly, the

German Army Command forecasted our intentions correctly, but

owing to the almost complete lack of air reconnaissance, agents'
reports ajid the inadequacy of other sources of intelligence were

unable to confirm and exploit their theories; thirdly, the

difficult mountain terrain prevented rapid redeplo.y.nent of

forces; fourthly, the Germans lacked air support ai'id suffered

from sliortages and inferiority in personnel and equip;.ient;
fifthly, the Allied air forces imposed a damaging strain on

their supply system,
high morale and excellent performance of most German units

played a considerable part in the successful frustration of
the major Allied plan to breaic through into the Po Valley
before the vdnteru).

Q

Notwithstanding all these handicaps tiie

(1) H.Q.M.A.T.A.F., Operation Instruction No.18. 3 April 1945.
(A.H.B./IIJ1/122/03/23(a), Enel. 9(h)).
General Von Vietinglioff.
The Fourteenth Army's withdrawal to the Northeni
Apennines Fart B Gen. Von.Vietinghoff (A.H.B.6
translation)
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CHAPTER 3

THE CHARGING- STRUCTURE OF I-zIEDITERE^AtTEAN ALLIED
AIR FORCES

OCMMAMD

Introductory

The record of operations to this point in late 1944 has

given only sli^t indications of the important steps in the
evolution of the Air Forces as an organisation and of their

international Character. This organisation was i^que of
its kind and a brief glance must now be tak:en at its structure
and the changes forced by the course of the war upon its form.
The system of command will first be defined, then the en^ioy
of R.A.P. Mediterranean Middle East considered alongside
the American system of command; thereafter the dnft to

wards separatism will be noted. This wiU be followed by a
brief study of the various international co-operating air
forcesOT and a record of how a new tactical command came

into being to replace the XEI Tactical Air Command.
(2)

Supreme Command in Practice

In late 1944, it was commonly accepted practice to have
one Supreme Allied Commander in each theatre of This
was no new conception, for it had been discussed before the
war in British Staff Colleges and the Imperial Defence
College and considered by some to be the right solu^n to be
anplied to the British Services alone, quite apart from any
quLtion of Allies.' In the Mediterranean this concept was
not realised in its pure form, inasmuch as, while in U.A.

and South East Asia there was one Supreme Commander
under hhn, oo-equal commanders of air, sea and -and forces,

Mediterranean the Supreme Allied Commander Mediterranean
doubled the roles of Supreme Commander and LandU; Forc^
Commander; in other words, there was no eqi^valent 

of
0.-in-0. Mea. and Air Med- on the

12 Deoeniber 1S44, General Alexander was appointed SACMED,

the sys4 oontiLe'a. The position of ̂  "
and the three Service Coramanders-in-Chief 'was very
Sme in principle as that of the JMster of Defej^e (the
Erime Minister) and the three Chiefs of Staff in t^.K.
As Pooh said In the First World War, the
was the leader of an orchestra. He received his
from above and, with the advice and assis^e ^
senior officers, it was not, as a Chief
out, 'necessary for him to be able personal^ to
bassoon’. The decisions he had to make ^related to broad

questions of strategy and military
Spread to the political field. He ms
•toe Combined Qiiefs of Staff and implemented
toldh in toeatre matters ms normally, but not invariably,
formulated on his advice.

in the

on

In the planning and execution of the plans he
formuLted, the Aw, Navy and Air Commanders shared common

l) Appendices 14 nnd 25.
2) MAAF/JCS.1391, 24 Sept. 1944-
_3j Now ’Ground’.

Ca.H.B.AiJ1/273/5/29(b)).
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The ’predominant partner’ -was.Headquarters at Oaserta.
naturally enou^, first Sir Henry Maitland Wilson, then
Gteneral Alexander, vho both aoted as co-ordinator,
be said that this 'was making war by committee, but the prac
tice could never be hairaful so long as it was composed of

competent people with full responsibility for execution, as
in fact it •was.

and-take was an essential ingredient of smooth functioning.
In operations over the sea the Na'val Commander co-ordinated.
In an opposed landing on a hostile shore, if^ere the object

to get troop
co-ordinated.C1J
support to the partisans and the establishment of air bases

the Jugoslav mainland, it was logical that Air Officer
Commanding Balkan Air Force slaould be the co-ordinator,
none of these officers 'was entitled, as was the Supreme
Commander, to report on the general strategy as a inhole or was
qualified to.exercise and accept responsibility (as at Cassino)
for results.

It mi^t

Naturally, a modicum of good will and give-

s ashore and maintain them there, the soldier
Where the principal eir5)hasis was on air

was

on

But

(3)Royal Air Force Mediterranean MiddJ.e East

The R.A.F. units in the Mediterranean came under  a central

command and administration kno'wn as R.A.F. MEDME,
administrative H.Q. had been absorbed into M.A,A,F,, but not

Under this H.Q., administration had been broken

Its main

Integrated,
down to correspond with the levels of command, both in the
Mediterranean and Middle East commands.

American forces had been integrated, (as in the Coastal Air
Force), appropriate R.A.F. administrative elements had been
included in the H.Q. of the command oonoemed. The main
tenance and supply of R.A.F. MEDME was divided into a base
organisation serving g»n the various forces and operating
directly under H.Q. R.A.F. MEDME, and field maintenance and
supply units were included in each subordinate formation.

Where British and

ORGANIZATION

(4)
Integration of Anglo-American Operations

The British and American administrative Headquarters,
H.Q. R.A.F. MEDME and.H.Q. Army Air Forces Jfediterranean
Theatre of Operations'^-', existed side by side inM.A.A.F.
Headquarters. This latter also housed an integrated Opera
tions, Plans and Intelligence Division and a combined Signals
Division, all under unified control,
administrative matters were dealt with by co-ordination rather

Aid maintenance and

Draft study on the
future of M.A.A.F.
Plans section

H.Q., M.A.A.F.,
22 Sept,
(A.H.B./IIJI/273/6/
29(B))

than by combined action.

Strategic Air Force Headquarters was entirely American
(Fifteenth Air Force), with an R.A.F. officer attached to
oo—ordinate the operations of No#205 Group bombers)*
TiaTiran Air Force was entirely R.A.F. except that it exercised

operational control over a few American units engaged on

(l) Thus in Operation ’Dragoon’, the Commander of Seventh
Army co-ordinated in Force 163.

2) See Appendix 11 for Organisational Chart of A.F.H.Q.
'3) MAAF/A-9 (Final), 18 Aug. 1944. (A.H.B./□[Jl/273/6/29 (a)).
’4) Refer to Appendix 10 for M.A.A.F. Organisational Chart.
5) AAF/krO.
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Coastal Air Force, althoxigh stillspecial operations,
integrated in theory, was becoming increasingly an R.A.F.

with the withdrawal of U.S. elements, and was

gradually shrinking in size.
concern

H.Q. Tactical Air Force had an integrated R.A.F./d.S.
staff, but its various commands, i.e. the U.S. Medium
Bomber Wings, Desert Air Force and the new American Tactical
Air Command then in course of formation, were either entirely
American or entirely R.A.F., except that some R.A.l. units

were likely to be placed under operational control of the new
U.S. Tactical Air Command. All U.S. units of Tactical Air

Force, however, formed part of the U.S. Twelfth Air Force, ̂
The Commanding General Tactical Air Force was also Coirananding
General Twelfth Air Force and maintained a completely separate
Twelfth Air Force H.Q. Desert Air Force was fully admini
strative, dealing direct with Headquarters, R.A.F. MEDMS on
administrative matters. H.Q. M.A.T.A.F., therefore, co

ordinated operational policy, but exercised very little
direction over organisational or administrative action within
the British and U.S. forces comprising Tactical Air Force.

These aspects were handled through Desert Air Force and
Tv/elfth Ai.r Force H.Q. ‘s respectively direct from H.Q. R.A.F.
MEDME and H.Q. A.A.F. At.O. and tended to oonfoxm to national

policy, particularly on the U.S. side.

Location of Elements

Strategic Air Force •vifas now fully based in the Foggia 
-

Bari area and was fed with aviation spirit by pipe-line from

Although a partial move northwardstlie port of Manfredonia.

Ibid

had been occasionally advocated, this area was to remain its
base until the end of the campaign.

XII Tactical Air Command had moved throuj^ Corsica into

Prance and its Italian H.Q. was in process of being_ dissolved
in favour of a new command. Desert Air Force 'ms in Italy
and planned to move northeastwards with the Allied^Armies,
The U.S. medlimi bombers were still located in Corsica and

Sardinia, but their future was being actively discussed.
They still formed part of the U. S. Twelfth Air Force.
Troop Carrier Wing 'vra.s still in Italy. Tactical Air Force
H.Q. was still mainly in Corsica, with an operational ̂ nk
in Italy located mth Allied Armies in Italy. This link
could do little else than pass on to Tactical Air Force^
requests by Desert Air Force for medium or long range fighter
bomber effort, a ponderous and unrealistic arrangement. It
was becoming increasingly clear that Tactical Air Force could
not continue effectively to control both operations in Italy
and in France.(1) Indeed, it had virtually relinquished
effective direction of Desert Air Force.

The Balkan Air Force, located in Eastern Italy, con
trolled offensive operations in the Balkans other than opera
tions by Strategic Air Force. It also controlled Special
Operations for supplying Partisan forces in the Balkans,
Northern Italy and Central Europe. Essentially a British
force, it had U.S. units attached to it and operated directly
under M.A,A,F,

The

(1) A situatlonforecast by Air Marshal Sir John Slessor
before Operation ’Dragoon*
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Coastal Air Force v/as responsibl-e for the defence of the

Western Mediterranean behind the arroies^ and convoy protection,
anti'-subnai'ine and anti-siiipping activities in that area,

had a niain H. Q. located in Italy and subordinate formations in

North Africa, Malta, Sicily, Italy, Corsica and Sardinia.
Coirjmand H.Q. had an integi-ated British-American staff and the

Command had British, American and French fonnations and British
The U.S. elements of Coastal Air

It

and American equipment.
Force were provided from XII Fighter Coiraaand.

H .Q. Mediterranean Air Transport Service •V'.ns an

integrated Ainerioan and British organisation,, located in

Naples, Tflhich' organj.sed the air transport routes in the theatre
on behalf of M.A.A.F. It was responsible for the provision
of air transport and commimnication services, the. provision and
maintenan.ce of reinforcement and ferry routes and staging
posts throughout the theatre,
of the two lifting agencies, Air Transport-Co.iiniand and No. 216
Group, tiiO,7 being... supplemented in .the Middle Ea.st by Middle
East Communications' Squadron under operation{>l control of

No. 216 Group, and ■ elsewiiere by,,sorae 100 aircraft of various

types under the direct' control of'Mediterranean Air Transport
Service.

It co-ordin3.ted the operations

R.A.F. 14alta and Middle East

R.A.P. Malta had very considerable‘.conTnunications and

base facilities, but if s- operational role had been reduced to
small air defence and convoy protection commitments una.er
Coastal Air Force.

Middle East, R.A.P. Middle East had reverted-to an entirely
R.A.F. Command and administrative base, 'with the following
commitments; air defence, convoy protection, anti~sliipping
and anti-submarine activities in the Eastern Mediterranean and

the Indian Ocean, internal security in the Middle East, the
Levant and East Africa, and for training and maintenance for
the R.A.P.

Since the war had moved away from the

Ibl.d

INTERN.AL EVOLUTION

The p^arture of XII Taotioal Air Coimaand and 42nd Bombardment
WingC'H ——

The invasion of Southern Prance led to an important

series of changes witliin the Twelfth Air Force,
decided that the Twelfth was to remain in Italy and that a new

provisional tactical air force -ivas to be formed in Prance to
A part of the Twelfth was drawn

It was

support the Seventh Army,
off to form its nucleus.

It became obvi.ous early in September that a new tactical
air comnaand would have to be formed in Italy to cover sui^port

of Fifth Army, a task, at the time of the landings in Southern
France, wiiich was being handled by Desert Air Force. Head
quarters XII Fighter Command was selected as the headquarters.
With the ground advances in France e.nd Italy, coastal and
defence commitments had decreased, hence the change was made

without endangering any other vital element of the Air Forces.

(l) XII Air Force Administrative History Parti. H.Q.XII A.P.
(a.h.b.Aiji/i36(a)).
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As a result of these decisions, September and early
October saw a good deal of re-organisation.
Brigadier General Benjamin W. Ghidlaw assumed command of

XII Fighter Command.

Wing'Oj the AV^h Bombardment Group, the 86th and 57th
Fighter Groups and various other units were transferred from

XII Tactical Air Ooramand to XII Fi^iter Command, and on

20 September, the 27th and 79th Fighter Groups Joined them.
On the same day the Command began operations in support of

Fifth Army.

During the period of re-organisation, the new Command
was first unofficially designated as 'X* Tactical Air
Command.

*Tenth', confusion arosej the title became 'X-Ray’; this
in turn gave way to the official designation of XII Fi^iter
Command, viaioh on 19 October was itself changed to the final
form of XXII Tactical Air Command, which was retained until
the end of the campaign,
command, since it had No. 7 and later No. 8 South African Air

Force Wing and the 1st Brazilian Fighter Squadron attached to

it for operational control.

On 12 September

On 15 September, the 87th Filter

As this ’X' was the American abbreviation of

Operationally it was a combined

,

The many provisional organisations 'vdiich had been set
up within XII Fighter Command among its air warning units
were disbanded and the old official units from whidi they

had been organised were re-established,
lost. On 3 October 19Vf, the 79th Figliter Group was trans
ferred to the direct administrative control of Twelfth Air

Force and operational control of Desert Air Force;
417th Ni^t Fighter Squadron and the 1st Emergency Reserve
Squadron were transferred to the Twelfth Air Force as well.

Other units were

and the

It was mid-November before Twelfth Air Force actually
lost administrative control of XII Tactical Air Command and

ed to the First Tactical Air Force,
H.Q. 63rd Filter Wing was reduced to a

other linits assim

(Provisional).^^'
holding cadre and its personnel absorbed within the Twelfth
Air Force. The 319th Bombardment Group, vhidi had been a

part of 42nd Wing from its creation in the theatre, was trans
ferred to 57th Bombardment Wing and re-equipped with Mitchells

in lieu of Mp*
given below. (3

Various other important moves areauders.

Who will be remembered in connection with Elba.
First Tactical Air Force was a consolidation of XII
Tactical Air Command and the French First Air Force,

Refer Thebecame operational early in November 1944»

It

Anny Air Forces in World War II - University of Chicago
Eress.U.S.A.F,

(3) On 10 I'Tov. 1944, the following units were transferred to
European Theatre of Operations U.S.A: H.Q. and H.Q.
Sqn. XII T.A.C., H.Q. and H.Q. Sqn. _64th Filter Wing;
324th Fighter Group; 415th Night Fighter Sqn,
111th TaoA Sqn. and a considerable number of signals,
fighter control and service units. This was followed
by the transfer on 15 Nov. 1944 H.Q. and H.Q. Sqn.

H.Q. and H.Q. Sqn. 42nd Bombardment
and the entire

63rd Fighter Wing;
Wing; 17th and 320th Bcanbardment Groups;
310th Service Group.
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Background to Italisn Operations

The strategic air war from Italian Bases against Greater
Germany, OentraJ. Europe and the BaJJcans does not ̂ come within
the scope of this narrative, “but the strong iimerican pre- ^
occupation mth tliis sphere, the merger of the Fifteenth Aar
Force with the U.K,-’based American Eighth Air Force for common

objectives and the divided loyalties that merger created, 
the

Balkan Air Force (soon to reach out, estahll^ a Base across
the Adriatic and support the ad^/anoe of Tito s amgy;, tne
factor of military co-operation vath Russia, these cannot Be
left out of tiie reckoning. They were powerfiXi factors in tne

air operations over the Italian mainland. In spite 
oi

exterior ana Interior stresses, the various aix foroes and

national Bodies, each mth its own tradition and syso^,
hold together within the strong, flexible framework of
Mediterranean Allied Air Forces, eiidenoe of iiie patience,
tolerance and plain good sense on all sides.

Directorate of Operations and Intelligence

The hub of all air operation's in the 14sditerranean was

still the joint staff ('I) headed since 17 July 19^ By_Brip^er
General Gabell.C^) From the creation of HA.A.F. this staff
Began fulfilling its functions to the full, continuing, in

effect, on the same lines as at La Marsa. It exercised
direction and control over intelligence, plans and combat

divided on those lines wi.th Anglo-
the line. The Deputy

ntelligenoe
Air Commodore

operations, and was
American seniority alternating all dom
Director of Operations,was Brltisii.U; Chief I
Officer was Britisli,U; his Deputy American. UJ
Eanidiurst’s tliree sub-section heads in Plans were Asierioan.

Intelligence

pre-requisite of good
The organisation of

Good intelligence was, as always,
planning and successful operations.
Mediterranean Air Intelligence was directly linked with the

Joint Intelligence Committee, Joint Intelligence Board and
Joint Scientific Intelligence Oommittee in London throu^
Assistant Chief of Air Staff (intelligence) In London as well

with parallel organisations in Washington. The material
upon wiiich it worked flowed in from photogi-aphy, visual air
reconnaissance, signals, agents, diplomatic sources, enemy
and neutral press and Broadcasting, censorship, our own air

crews, prisoners-of-vjar, captured enemy equipment and docu

ments, and other sources. It flowed out to ̂London ̂ d
Wasliington for evaluation on a strategic Basis ana, 

il ol
immediate importance, to other theatre commands.

a

as

Cl) But in the field of tactical operations, the control
and initiative wa.s gradually But decisively passing to

M.A.T.A.F.

(2) Earlier By Brig. Gen. La’orie Norstad.
Panldiurst \fB.s D. of Plans.

3) Gp. Capt. MacGregor.
4.) Air Cdre. K. Woolley.
5) Col. H. B. Hull,

Air Odre, L. T.
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TACTIC/iL AED POLICY DEVELOEMENIS

Thimdertiolt Tactics

It is of great importance in follo'wing the air operations
to keep careful track of the gro-wth of air tactics, the

experiments made and the ri^t application of their results.

Two developments in Thunderbolt tactics must he noted at

this point, namely anti-flak attacks and the reduction in the

size of flights.

Flak Dispositions and Trends in

The principal opposition to our air operations in
Northern Italy continued to he the enen^r anti-aircraft (Plak)
defences,

hy the Genuans during the long retreat of June, July and

August, the intensity of flak in the remaining principal
defended areas and the actual number of defended areas
increased,

to he defended, similar concentrations were to he expected.

November/^ecember^ )

In spite of heavy losses in flak guns admitted

Vath the shrinkage of the size of the total area

Firstly, aNovember saw three main movements of flak,

substantial increase, and Intensified reaction along iiie

Brenner Pass llne;^^2J ^ general shifting from Northwestern
to North Central and North eastern Italy, leaving only enough
in the withdrawal area to defend main road and rail crossings

and cover movements of troops and material;
shifting of flak in the battle area to meet tactical require
ments, with the principal defended areas still important
bridges. It was estimated that at the time the Germans had
approximately 2,500 heavy and light flak guns in Italy,

lastdy, the

In December, the b\iild-up of heavy concentrations gathered
momentum, especially in the Brenner area, testifying to the
local German belief in flak as the best deterrent in the

absence of a defensive fighter force,
formations were spurred tliereby to an increase in their anti

flak operations and claimed to have reduced flak accuracy.

New Anti-flak Tactics

The Thunderbolt crews had already developed by November
Titet they claimed was the best antidote,
co-ordinated and. skilfully executed macihine gunning attack by
their own aircrews in co-ordination with medium bomber attacks.

Mandatory requirements were complete information on the
-117111 bomber plan of attack, the flak defences to be neutra

lised and the light flak installations in the area. Specific
attacks were more profitable than area attacks.

Reduction in Size of Flights

With a steady decrease in the weight of enemy air opposi
tion, it was found possible to reduce the normal size of a
Thimderbolt flight formation from twelve to eight and often
four aircraft. Several benefits accrued. On normal re

connaissance for road or railway movement, manoeuvrability,
and hence accuracy of aim, were both greater,
number of sorties available, coverage of enemy territory

Our medium bomber

This was a well

With the same

(l) M.A.T.A.F. Monthly Operations and Intelligence Bulletin,
Vol.INo.1 (A.H.B.AU11/18).

for these will be made apparent in the next(2) The reasons
chapter.
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became three times as frequent viien fHghts of four replafjed
flights of twelve. Smalier flights dre-w'less flak fi^e,’ and
■udien they did diaw it, evaded it with greater ease, Tlie
number of targets engaged, the area Govei’ed and the frequency
of coverage were all increased by this simplification, and a
greater area of enercs^r ground kept in a more or less constant
state of alert.

Decentralisation of the Hiotographic .Reconnaissance Wing
The tendency of di’ift towards partial separation of

British and Merican air functions has been commented on in
the previous chapter. As early as 18 August 1944, the Chief
of Air Plans at M.A, A.P. Headquarters had recommended that
^development sliould, so far as possible, tend to separate
U.S. A. A.P. yid R,A.F. forces into homogeneous commands of their
ovfh Service'. Altliou^i the two atoinistrative channels
left to run on parallel lines, it was not deemed expedient to
interfere with the integration and combination of operational
staffs.

were

One of the rare exceptions to this important policy
was the decentralisation of the Pliotograjhio Reconnaissance
Wing on 1 October 1944»

Prom that date, its functions were carried out by the
respective photographic elements of Fifteenth Air Force,
Twelfth Air Force and No.33S (Wing (R.A.P.).
10 October 1944, units of the Twelfth and Fifteenth Air
Forces (under the operational and administrative control of
their Commanding Generals) were to meet the photographic
intelligence requirements of their respective Air Forces;
No.336 Wing (R.A.P.) under the direct con
14A.A.P., wa.s to meet those of the R.A.P.

Prom

■^r^l of H.Q.,

Proposals to convert Fifteenth Air Force to SuperfortressesaM jet-propelled Fighters(21

On 4 October, General Baker wrote to General Giles:-

'I have noted the German’s claim that he is conoert-
If thistrating on jet and rocket-propelled fighters.

(1) The Mediterranean Photographic Interpretation Centre was to continue to
function on behalf of agencies other than the Air Forces, for exasple Fifth
and Eighth Armies, or in other v»rds, Its theatre conmltments.
Photographic Reconnaissance Forces Organisation

The new pattern of organisation is Interesting as one adapted to a complex
military lay-out of two Allied armies, each with Its supporting air force,with air and army group commands and both British and American controlling
bodies all In the field at the same time. The various Headquarters were
served as follows:-

M.A.T.A.F. and Fifth Array; No,i36 Wing (R.A.F,)
(under operational control of M.;\.A,F.)

N0.2B5 Wing )
(under operational and administrative )

control of D.A,F, )

)
)

H,Q,, M.A.T.A.F, and k.UU 3rd Kioto, Group (No,5 P.R, and
,  23 P.R. Squadrons only)
(under operatlonax control of M,A.T.A,F,

and administrative control of XII A»F,)
1  No, 12 P.R, Squadron (detached)

from 3rd Photo, Group) )

)
)
)
)

XII Fighter Command

^A,A,F,/A-9 (Final) para. 53a« Plans Section M.A.A.F,,CA.H.B. IIJ1/273/6/29(A)). *

(2) The History of M,A,A.P, Narrative (A,H,B,/IIJ1/176/69),

18 Aug. 1944,
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is done, and. there seems no reason to doubt it,  I believe

our best antidote, aside from all-out attacks on the
factories building these planes, is to have available on

forward aerodromes by April 1st several groups of our o\m

Jet-propelled fighters.t

This suggestion was acted on and two P-80 ’ s were sent to Italy
for training purposes.

Miile General Eaker was in the United States between 21

October and 12 November, the idea iivas broached tu him of the
conversion of the Fifteenth Air Force to Superfortresses.

This, it was said, might become necessary owing to short pro
duction of Liberators. On his return to Italy, on
13 November, he at once directed General Twining of the
Fifteenth Air Force and Colonel Colonna, the Engineer
Commander, to make an immediate study of the airfield problems
involved and to submit a conversion plan for a minimum of five

groups and a maximum of ei^t groups,
conference in Cannes of all the Amor Air Forces Commanders in

the European and Mediterranean theatres of operations, it was
decided to make the initial conversions in Italy. But no

conversions actually took place before Y-E Day.

On 25 November, at a
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CHAPTER h.

THE WINTER OF 1944 „ -|9;^3 ISOLATION
QE ITALY FRM THE RETCT

THE STRATEGIC BACKGROUND

^Ootagon* Conference at QuebeoC 1)

GgtMo Mne reached finality,
in a at Quebec to orientate their efforts
^ a rapi^y changing world situation. Between 11 and
16 September, they considered the reports oTlhe camSi^
commanders and debated the best means of bringing about^he

Ear conceivable,
and Sou£^t^r^^^°”J operations in the Pacific

up

There was a restatement of tbs
strategic concept ifAiloh
Italy,

execution of the overall
concerned the air forces fighting in

+V.O 4- important decisions taken were a change in
the control of strategic bomber forces in Europe, tererl
Sr^cSioL^^l'^° continue his offensive through the winter,oanmJlS J enough resources in Italy to bring the

to go into the Balias in forxje,
SiSiT Sort? - Soviet - British
^cision affecting the Mediterranean Strategic Air Force

forcp??;?L ?• of *Overlord», control of all air
therebv passed to General Eisenhower,
M^pSc?^ relation of Fifteenth "

^ ̂  General Baker and General
^tland Wilson. At Quebec it was decided to end this
^angement as lacking in force. Control of the Strategic
of^J p exercised by the Deputy^efAir Staff, R.A.F. and the Commanding General, U.S. Strategic
Air StSf^ acting jolntOy for the Chief of
For.r.^^^& E-A.P. and the Comnanding General U.S. Army Air
StSf ’ ̂  ̂ OombinedSiefs of

o.c.s. 520/6
in C.0.S.(Z^)
875(0).
(Cabinet Hist.
Archives).

Italian Campaign»s Contribution to Overlord

_  As air and ground tactical operations in Italy were
assist ’Overlord* and hold down potential

Ge^ reinforcements to its combat area, Italy was alws to
a greater or less degree sensitive to the progress of ̂ xw
lord. It could make substantial claims, apart from its
mfl nnr. ^ ri^t, to have made three
moor contributions to the success of ’Overlord*. These, the

^  Mediterranean defined, shortly after-
T+ Operation ’Dragoon’, created

souses, had freed the South of Prance ports, led
S  prisoners-of-war and to the function
of Sixth Army Group and the Central Group
of Belfort far ahead of schedule,'

of U.S. Armies west
Secondly, it had continued

Signal MEDCOS

201 9 Oct. 1944* military
(Cabinet Hist.
Archives).

(1) Gj^ire 17 Sept. 1944. Text of final report of
(oSs: ^ °-°-s.(^)s75(0).
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the offensive in Italy after substantial ground and air forces

had been taken from it, taken 10,000 prisoners-of~-Virar, in

flicted 30,000 more casualties and -was retaining 28 enemy di
visions in Italy, although two Panzer Grenadier divisions had

passed to the West. Vi/liat he did not stress, but what is very

relevant, was that by virtue of the very existence and threat

of this great and active front, coupled with the pressure of

Russian forces in the East, partisan pressure in the Ballcans

and the threat from the Middle East, the grand total of enemy
divisions actually held aivay from the ¥
the summer of 1944 'was 55 divisions.'

the direct threat presented by the air, ground and naval forces

in Italy against the Balkans, retaining
year some 450,000 German troops'' in that area.

Means and Ends In Italy

In considering the problem of Italy, the Combined Gliiefs
of Staff were always guided by the need of fine adjustment of

means to ends. Too rapid success there would, if the Germans

staged a successful withdrawal, shorten their lines and enable
them to transfer divisions to the 'Overlord* area, 'liiere

Brussels, Le Havre and Antwerp had fallen to the A1
American forces had reached the German frontier. (3)
no objection, therefore, to transferring battle-hardened
veterans of the Fifth and Eighth Armies and Mediterranean Air
Forces to the West from time to time. They crippled the

immediate Italian offensive by so levelling up the odds and

created problems and fruitless situations for the armies and

air forces there^
Germans contained,

containing us.
grand strategists were so impressed the possibilities
presented by General I'fe.itland Wilson that they agreed that no
major units should be withdrawn from Italy until the outcome

of General Alexander's offensive, directed on Bologna and

Rimini, was known. Landing craft then in the Mediterranean
might stay there, in case the Germans withdraw beyond the Adige
and it became necessary to occupy their freed forces by staging
an amphibious operation in Istria.

General Wilson *s Forecast of Oaimpaign BeveloFflent

estern Front area in

Thirdly, there was

in October of that

lies and

They saw

but the balance was effected and the
It was also true that the Germans were

In September, at Quebec, however, the Allied

Ibid

Octagon*
Conference

(Cabinet Hist.
Archives)

j

The Supreme Commander Mediterranean considered that
operations would develop in one of two v/ays.
Kesselring's forces would be routed, in which case it should be

possible for the Allies to pursue him towards the Ljubljana Gap
and across the Alps throu^ the Brenner Pass, leaving a small
force to clear up Northwest Italy, or, on the other hand,
Kesselring’s army would succeed in effecting an orderly with-

drawalj in the latter event, it did not seem possible that we
could do more that year than to clear the Lombardy Plains.
Difficult terrain and severe weather (the main deterrent to

continuous air operations) would prevent another major offensive

until Spring 1945.

Either
MEDCOS 201

9 Oot. 1944
(Cabinet Hist.
Archives)

O 25 in Italy, 19 in the Balkans, 11 in the South of France.

2) 21 divisions plus some independent brigades.
3; Near Aachen and Trier.
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Turning to the Balkans, General Wilson could anticipate a
situation in -viiich the bulk of the German forces there would

be immobilised south of a line Trieste - Ljubljana - Zagreb
and the Danube,

circles in Italy that they could do much to precipitate such

a situation; but there were no ground forces available in the

Mediterranean to employ in the Balkans except the small force

of two British brigades from Egypt ̂ eing held in readiness to
occupy the Athens area and so pave the way for the commence
ment of relief and establishment of law and order and the

Greek government), and the small land forces in the Adriatic,
■viiich were being actively used, primarily for commando type
operations,
region depended on the course of events in Italy.
Mediterranean was to continue to be the source of supply for
the Allied forces viio landed in Southern Prance.

There was a strong feeling in Army and Air

Everything pertaining to the future in this
The

(1)
Co-ordination of U. S. - Soviet - British Military Effort

On 30 August, the Russians had captirred Ploesti in
Rumania. In early September, after two days war against the
Russians, Bulgaria was occupied and dutifully declared war on
Germany. At Quebec, it looked as if the Russians would occupy
all or most of Jugoslavia and this possibility, as well as
the sincere wish to aid the Russian military effort, coloured
our air and ground strategy. At the point under review,
steps were initiated to co-ordinate the efforts of the Allies
in Italy v/itli Russia:, with a Tripartite Military Ccmmittco
based in Mioscow and the elimination of delays as the first
objectives.

Influence of 'Overlord* on Italian Operations

General Eisenhower’s broad intention was to fight an
offensive winter campaign, to press on with all speed to
destroy the German armed forces and to occupy the heart of
Germany,
remainder of his available forces in the defence of the Ruhr
and Saar, he had decided to strike there, breaking the
Siegfried Line and seizing crossings over the Rhine,
Conference drew attention to the advantages of the northern
line of approach into Germany as opposed to the southern, and
the necessity for the opening up of the Northwest ports, .
particularly Antwerp and Rotterdam, before bad weather setinl3j

On 9 October, General Wilson stated that in view of the
decisive operations intended in the 'Overlord' area, it was
of vital importance that there should be no relaxation in the
pressure of the offensive in Italy, which might enable
Kesselring to release divisions to the West. Alexander had
only one fresh division left;

Considering that the enemy would concentrate the

The

the rest had been fighting very

Signal klEDCOS
201
9 Oct. 1944.
(Cabinet Hist,
^chives)

(l) For a well documented record of M.A.A.E. 's struggle to
maintain civilised relations mth the Russians, refer to
Col. Parton’s 'The Histor5>- of M.A.A.E. 1 Sept. 1944 -

9 blay 1945' narrative volixme (A.H.E./IU1/176/69(B;).
(2) 'Octagon' Conference minutes. (Cabinet Hist. Archives).
(3) jyiarseilles, Toulon and Port Boue had not yet filled the

primary need for port space and were, in any case, 500
miles from the western front.
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It v/as not vase, he considered, tohe.rd for several weeks,

count on raore than sxi advance up to the line of the River

Adige, the next probable enemy defence line by the end of
Then a pause of at least three months wa.s neces-November.

sary as a preliminary to an offensive in the Spring,
amphibious operation against Trieste in I9hlt- was now impracti-

The violent fighting proceeding at the time migj.it
succeed in driving tlie Germans back into the Po Valley, but

the weather had broken, the terrain of the Lombardy plain was
wet, intersected with numerous ditches, and, owing to the
presence of vineyards and olive groves, visibility was
severely liiiiited. No advajitage could thus be taken of our

The bad v/eather was seriously limit-

An

cable.

superiority in armour,
ing the scope of our air superiority.

Limited Objectives in Italy

Twelve days later. General Wilson, the Pr'ime JVIlnister
and the Chief of the Imperial Generr..! Staff conferred and

arrived at the conclusions that owing to lack of adequate
formations, the onset of winter conditions offsetting our air
and armoured superiority, the critical replacement and ammuni-

(the latter world-mde) it was not possible to
carry the offensive beyond the Ravenna ~ Bologna  - Spezia

If^it were not reached early in November, the offen~
sive might have to be halted before it.
to an offensive-defensive on this line,
to be withdravfii from the line and plans laid for an operatioxi,

v/ith air support, into Jugoslavia in a mde turning movement*

ticn situation

Line,

They were to go over
Six divisions w'ere

SAC(qJi-)l12
A.N.H.Q.,
23 Oct. ISV*-.
(Cabinet Hist.
Archives)

External Events NoveEiber to January 1945

To complete the background against which events in Italy
must be seen in perspective, a rapid survey of the course of
the war in Europe must be sketched in.

The plans of General Eisenhoi'^er^’^^ progressed success
fully, but slowly. The caiTipaign in Northern Prance ended
on 14 September. The first V. 2 rockets began to fall on
London and Paris. On 17' September, tlae 1st Allied Airborne

Array landed at Arnliem and Nijmegen. The Arnhem forces were
reduced and the small fighting remnant withdrawn. The
advance was blunted.

Eisenliower turned to the reduction of Walcheren Island and

the development of Antwerp to secure his rear supply lines.
Bomber Command attained new heights of effort. The Allied

Expeditionary Air Force was disbanded and Air Staff Supreme
Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Force formed on 15 October.
Unity of effort and concentration on narrower fronts followed.
Airborne and seaborne landings wrere launched in Greece and

the liquidation of German forces there carried out.
began to enter the Aegean. An end -was brou^it to the
successful mining of the Danube by Italian-ba.sed aircraft.

In the West, Aadaen was captured,
supported from the air, developed in the Metz - Nancy area,
towards Cologne and Metz. All was going favourably, vdien a

surprise counter-offensive opened in the Ardennes, the
effects of which took until 26 January to annul. It was a

hi^ily dangerous threat not clearly foreseen, but it had, as

Temporary stalemate ensued.

We

Offensives, heavily

(1) bho had assumed operational control in N.W. Europe on
1 September,
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■wall be seen, no correlation vdth the Serchio Talley offensi'VB
staged by the Germans at the same period. In Pebmar^'', ‘che
Allies resumed their offensive, Hea-vy air attacks preceded
the ground movements to-wards the wrest bank of the Rhine, and
began the isolation of the Ruhr, On. 7 March, American
forces crossed the Rhine, By 2Zj. March, after a hea'vy air
onslaught, -fche Lowrer Rhine -was crossed and by  1 April "the
encirclement of the Ruhr completed.

Russian forces reached Warsaw on 11 Januairy, cleared
Hungary and Idthuania, occupied Vienna on 9 April and by
22 April -were fitting in Berlin. They did not operate in
Jugoslavia as -^d-dely as expected, but concentrated on the
z-eduction of Hungary, relying on political stratagems to
ensure them a durable stake in the Balkans, relinquishing
Greece for the time being as an Anglo-American sphere of
interest.

Stiffened German Resistance in Italy

The Allies were driving in the German defence perimeter
on one long front from the Low Countries through Prance,
Southern Germany, Northern Italy,' Hungary, the Balkans and
East Prussia, The least mobile sector of the front ■'.xnas in

and. reinforce
.6)

There the. Germans continued to resistItaly,
in great strength of seasoned troops and armour
■was one of the strongest fortresses:, in the ■world,
\’arious river lines, wrork had been proceeding, since Hitler's
directive of 2? July 1944,^'^'^ on defence positions in the
foothills of the Alps,; fhom Ala and Belluno to Venice, and
on others utilising the course of the rivers| the plan was
to make it more difficult for the Allies to penetrate into the
Udine Valley, to '.protect the air base there and to gain time

e foothills"of the Alps «
\5j Construction forces

Bologna
Behind the

for the fortification.of those in th
as they termed it, the Alpenvorland,
of the German Air Porces not already engaged on expansion of
airfields northeast of the Verona — Po es'tuary were to be put
at ■the disposal of the commissioners charged with the pro
gramme,
remorseless way in ■vdiicli the Germans still worked for their
survival, note should be taken of the terms of the executive
orders which followed the directives:-

In case there should be any doubt as to the

■will be constructed by'The fortifications
means of a levjr on the population in accordance with
the principles of total war. This can be accomplished
only throu^ intervention of "the political authorities.
The great successes of such mass employment is already
becoming apparent in ■the East.

(l) Reinforcements for the German Armies from June 1944 to
February 1945 ■were approximately as follo^ws: June and
July 194!f - 36,000: August 19,000: September 8,740:
October 11,000: November 8,400:
January 3,000 : February 4,000 +.
1945 ms mainly due to the fact that the divisions in
Italy ■v/ere already up to the then reduced establishment
and in some cases above it. , ,

(2) 0m,W St/Op 772598, 27 July. (A.H.B. AiG1/67(B))
Captured German document.

(3) omwp St/0p/77264l/44, 29 July. Captured German

December 8,070:
The falling off in

dociunent.
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For this purpose
•views conoeming jurisdiction and form of co-operation,
and other inhibitions, must override all unnecessary
organisational and administrative measures* ^The ^
military authorities are in charge of ihe project. 

'

THE COURSE OF ALLIED STRATEGY IN ITALY FROM
NOVEJVIBER 19Zf2f. TO JAI-JUARY 1945

all officers must overcome the usual

Failure to reach the Ravenna-Bologna-Spezia Line

We may now rapidly trace the course of strategy within
the theatre, against ̂ lich tactical air suad ground operations

carried out during the winter of 19^14-45. The decision
ive on the
This line

were _ . ,

of 23 October to go over to an offensive-depi^
Ravenna-Bologna-Snezia line has been noted. U;
was not reached early in November, so the offensive was duj.y
halted before it, not in the event by the Allies’ freemll so
much as by the martial ardour of the Germans. In mia-
August, informed circles at Mediterranean Allied Air Forces
had considered it likely that by the end of September or md-

eneiny v/ould "be foorcod ou*b of ■fci-o iro valley an.d
northeast to the Udine area.(2) Nothing of the kind had _
happened. ■ In the wrds of the Deputy Air Oomander-in-Chief,
the offensive was bogged down. We were battering our heads
against a co-ordinated, ,strongly defended front. Every-
thing pointed, he felt, to switcliing an appreciable_proportion
of our air forces from direct support of Allied Annies in
Italy to support of the Ballcan partisan offensive. The
Supreme Commander. was understandably reluctant to reduce
arny support in Italy immediately and the Anny Group Commander
would undoubtedly protest, he said, but •^re_ was_astro^
case for using one’s air forces Vnere they
en^ most. This meant building up Balkan Air Force at the
expense of the Tactical Air Force and at the same tune pro
viding a measure of close support in Italy -vAien^neeaed;
above all, it meant mintaining the air war against communi
cations to a point surpassing the ability of the Germans to
cope with the remirs, reducing their reserves and hindering

movements.V3)

October the

troop

’Pancake’ and last Efforts to capture Bologna

The period from 10 to 23 October was one of fierce fight
ing for Bologna, the capture of \diich would have put us in a
key position tactically. The outstanding air operation insupport was known as Operation ’Pancake’, a tern suggesting the
object of the exercise - the flattening-out of the enemy
defences there.

Operation

diura bombers and
In general.On 12 October, 697 heavy bombers, 300 me

277 fighters operated against 74 targets,''^-' ^
south of the 42 northing were allotted to fignter

^ north of the 42 northing to heavy and
The intention was to destroy supplies and

forces concentrated on the
l.i'mi.ted isolation of

targets
bombers and targets
medium bombers. ‘
equipment, annihilate enemy
approaches to the city and effect a

Report 1|2U/APPX*
•A» Fifth /UW G“2

H*Q», M.A.T.A,F»
Oparatloiis
Instruction 13
10 Oct, 194
K.A.T.A.F., 0.R.B,
APP,

(1) SAC(24)112, 23 Oct. 1944. A.F.I1.Q. (cabinet Hist. Archives)
C2) M.A.A.F/A-9 (Final) Plans - tilAAF, 18 Aug. 1944-

( A. H. B. Al J1/273/6/29A).
(3) Signal PUNCH. JGS.718, 25 Oct. 1944.

Pt, 6).
(4) 1661 tons of bombs were dropped,
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the battle area# Ten targets were assigned to Fifteenth
Mr Force, six to the 42nd Bombardment Wing and four to the
57th Bombardment Wing,(l) Because of the powerful defences
round Bologna, closest co-ordination of attacks was
essential# It was the largest air effort in close support
in Italy to that date#

Operation *Panoake*, Execution

Ei^t hundred liberators and Fccrtresses were airborne#
Bad weather compelled 100 of these to abandon their missions,
but 697 bombed for the loss of four bombers and one escorting
fighter# Weather and cloud cover frustrated the effort of
the entire Marauder Wing# The Mitchell Wing was more

.  successful; 14*9 reached the target# Seventy—two retumed
with bombs to base#

Some 270 filter bombers rendered close support in
The airhfinmoriy with the all-out attack by the bombers#

assault continued thereafter, but on a much smaller scale,
while the ground forces exploited the air preparations of
12 October.

. The Army report on the operation is of great interest,
not only for its assessment of the damage caused, but for a
compilation of evidence from II Corps on the tonic effects

on morale and ground advances of such operations# The
material Effects wil^. be conM-dered first# Bomber pilots
reported hitting 13 targets, of whidi five were destroyed and

i^otograj^b interpretation confirmed this#
f their

con?"

eight damaged#
Fighter-bomber pilots confirmed hitting all but one o

60 targets o;f personnel and material. The reports
eluded, liiat iiiis^r support was * eminently successful.^
The targets were attaclced in a ̂ timely, accurate and most
effective manner,, thus aiding materially the advance of
Fifth Army in. taking important terrain# •

Summarising the findings of this report; damaged roads
tied up engineers, traffic oams were caused, movements
delayed, command posts hit! supply was choked by damage to
trains and distribution points: airfcillery was destroyed or

hankered and. its crews dispersed by the highly-respected
phosphorous bombs: enemy bivouac areas were shattered,
panic caused, strong points hit and defences, softened, all
these results aiding our infantiy*s advanoe.wl

The Effect on the Morale of our Troops of Close Support

The commanders at all levels in 88th, 91st, 85th, 34-'t^
and 1st Amoured Divisions testified in varying terms, either

that our air support over the period, (of •v^dh ^Pancake*
was the outstanding model), led to a considerable improvement
in the morale of our. troops or lowered enemy ground resistance

(1) XV A#F. targets comprised vehicle workshops, stores
depots, barracks, ■ bivouac area, munitions factory and
ammunition dump: 571^1^. Wing targets — bsuracks, iViel
dun^, bivouacs and stores: 4^<1 Wing - munitiona
factory, ammunition stores depot, road and railway
bridges#

(2) Signed by Brig# Gen. E. B. Howard, A.O.S., G-2#
(3) Oddly 'enou^, there is ho mention of this iii5>ortant air

attack in the published Fifth Amy history - ̂Salerno to
the Alps', Washington: Infantry Journal Press 194S#
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and fire power, or ‘both; evidence worth recording, for

althou^ the Germans fou^t adnrLrahly without air support,
the Allies won the campaign with it*

A later operation of similar character planned for early
January, and known as Operation ^Plaster*, was cancelled as a
result of changed intentions hy Amy Group.

Allied Failure to capture Bologna

IloAoToAcPo
Operation Instruo*
tion No* 16
h Dec. 19^A.
li»AoT0A9F*, 0«R*B*
2 Jan* 19^*

On 29 October, the date at ̂ oh the offensive efforts
of both Fifth and Eighth Armies were to cease was extended to

15 December and Fifth Army ?s all-out attempt to capture
Bologna postponed to about 30 Novemberj at that date Ei^th
Army was to launch an attack on Ravenna. General Alexander^ 1/
ri^t3y argued that there was no reason to suppose that the.

. enany would ever voluntarily withdraw to the line of the Adige
and the Alps, and foretold that the following Spring would
show that Hitler would carry abhorrence of such a policy to
such an extent as to refuse to allow an Army ccanmander even to

to the Santemo to avoid destructionJL?^withdraw from the Senio

On 13 November, we had dust enough British ammunition for
current Eighth Army operations and an all"OUt December offen
sive of about 15 days. Both our armies were very tired.
Casualties were giving cause for concern.

9 November, but the December offensive was launched without
possession of Ravenna. Indeed, the enemy sometimes counter^
attacked and on 28 5ibvember retook Monte Castellaro and
Monte Belvedere.

Forli fell to us

on

The failure of the requisite condition of good weather to

mture spoiled the hope of a December air offensive. The
German lines remained thereafter much the sem© until the

fensive of 19^5, with the exception that they lost
and Ravenna, (w

Spring of
Faenzaw^ Bologna remained irreducible and
in m^ntaining the state of equilibrium tl^ Allied Armies,
suffered very heavy casualties.

Air FJywlu of Troop Reinforcements

On 6 October, General Mark Clark applied for reinforce
ments; General Devers declined to actj General Alexander

Help for the Fifththereupon appealed to General Eisenhower.
Army would help the Western Front armies by holding down the

Three thousand infantry were needed. They
Given suitable weather. General Cannon

Germans in . Italy,
could be sent by air.

of Tactical Air Force foresaw no unusual ̂ fficulty.
General Eisenhower gave vhat was asked. (5)

(l ) Oh 27 Noveadber, the announcement was made of the pro
motion of General Alexander to the rank of Field Marshal
and on 12 December he assumed the position of Supreme
Allied Commander, General Mark Clark moving up from Fifth
Amy to the command of Allied Armies in Italy. The
Fifth (U. S.) Anry was commanded by. Ideut. Gen. Truscott
and the Eighth (British) Army by Ideut. ̂ n. R. McCreery*

(2) This proved correct, in the event: C/G ((^) Adv. H.Q
A.A.I., 31 October,

p) On 16 December 1944*
(4.) On It. Deoember 1944^
(5) Sighal 8839 6 Oct. 1944. Clark to Devers. Signals

M.A. 1724 s-62508 and M,A. 1732 of 1? Oct. 1944.
M.A.T.A.F./0ps./S.A.S.0. O.R.B.S., Oct. 1944.
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The final plan(l) was for a diuttle service of 80
DakotasC^^ to operate from two airfields in t||e ^erhourg
Peninsula and Pontedera in Italy, with the oyer^fW to Pisa*
The transfer of the 3>000 replacements was to begin at first
li^t on 25 October and take thi«e days to complete. Forty
aircraft were to ni^t-stop in Noimandy and forty In. Italy,
daily. On 24 October, virtually all air evacuation of wounded
was cancelled: every available Dakota was sent to Prance.
Because of the bad weather, there was a delay of seme days in
completing the full schedule. It took 203 round trips to.,

convey the 3,000 t2?oops from Jtopertuis and QuerquevilleV
to Italy.

Five aircraft were lost. One was a total loss because

of an accident on the airfield; there were four fatuities
among crew and passengers of another (cause unstated);
other aircraft were lost, but most of the crew were saved.
One of these aircraft received two direct hits from an isolated

Greiman pocket somevhere in France,
of Biscay, a short distance from La Rochelle,
pilot, the rest of the crew and 15 infantrymen, escaping from
the sinking aircraft, were, all but one, picked up by a German
•patrol boat and taken to hospital. In spite of a sincere
attempt -with limited means by the Germans. to save the pilot,
he died. The crew and passengers remaining were exchanged
against one German officer and one non-commissioned officer by
the French Forces of the Interior.

three

It crashed into the Bay
The wounded

*Hasty*^^^ and Ihose dealt
with in the R.A.P. Narrative of the Campaign in Southern
Prance this transfer of urgently needed reinforcements was ̂ e
first diversion in Italy from the normal task of evacuationC5)
for seme time past.

With the exception of Operation

(1) CSherboui^ •• Koapertuls operation (Troop Carrier Ops. 19Wt) H.Q.XII A.F*
(/UH.B./IXR/31).

.2) Of 51st Transport Wing.
3) East and west of Cherbourg respectively#
4) Operation JHasty* was carried tait by eleven aircraft of 8th Troop CaiTler

Squadron. 6l paratroopers and 2 containers were dropped about 5 nlles south of
Trasaoco east of the Avezzano ** Aree road on 1 Jtme 194<# 199 dussay para?*
chutists were droi^sd, half of them a mile befcu*e the drop zone and the oUier
half a mile beyond it# The fli^t of Dakotas rendezvoused with 12 Spitfires
from Hb#601 squadron R.A.F. 6 spitfires attacked Trasacco immediately prior
to the drop and the towns of Collelona and Villa Vallelonga Ismedlately prior to
the return flight# The operation, idilch passed relatively unnoticed, was a
useful ingredient in the German flight from S(0*a, one of the turning points In
Operation tDlademi prior to the breakthrough to Rome#

(5) Patients evacuated by air
January 5.579
February
t^rch

April
May

22,589
10,715
21,198
18,326

July
% August

September
October

Koveiifl}er

3,936
i;688
h,095

December17,414
Total for 1944: 121.889

Jtme

Breakdown by nationality;

American 67,714
British
Frendi
Polish
Italian
Ps/%
Other

37,590
8^
2,504

4,496
464

257

121^889

Ncn"Taotical Transportation - 1944

Total figures are not to hand, but an idea of the volume of this work may
be gathered from the following figures of the effort of one of the principal
agencies engaged - 51st Troop Carrier Wing#

Passengers carried 163,535
Airborne troops carried 3(^800.
Pounds of freight hwled 54^0^190
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G-EimAL DEVELORJT OF AIR BaJBBTQ- POLICY FP.CM

OCTOBER I92t4 TO EARLY JANUARY 1945

Broad Lines of Policy Changes

The priaiary bornTDing effort for October ■was oonoentrated
on enenQT oil supplies in the fprm of som-fchetio fuel plants,
crude oil refineries and stores of refined oil products, inost
of . them outside Ita^. There ■was abundant e^vldenoe of the
success of that policy, carried out by "iiie Fifteenth Strategic
Air Force, German aircraft production, -widely dispersed,
ceased to be an economioal target. Enemy repair -work -was
gro-wing desperate. It "was essential to keep down their pro
duction; oil, therefore, remained priority No, 1. Bad-weather
hampered the execution of -the policy. From 14 November, air-
oraf-fe factories, motor transport factories, ordnance and
armoured fi^iting vehicle factories ceased to be No. 2 priority.
Enen?y cominunications took their place. At the same time
as the bombing policy beyond Italy evolved on these lines.
Operation^ Directive No. 21 (2; -^^as issued to the Tactical Air
Force on 3 November, gi-ving as its principal task the destruo-
■tion and disruption of enemy lines of ooimmmication.

Throu^ December, the primary Strategic Air Force bombing
effort -was concentrated on eneuqy oil, with communications and
marshalling yards as secondary targets.
Force effort continued on the lines of the directive of
3 November unchanged until, on 9 January 1945» ^
directive - Operational Directive No. 23^-57 - enlarged its
scope.; Not only -was it to,rinterdict the main routes bet-ween
Italy and tiie Reiohi ;but to‘destroy all enemy means of trans
port, . including fuel, Kihenever possible. The ground position
already recognised; in 06-|job,ei^, -when the air plans for the
blockade of Italy -v^re first drafted, -was by this time offi-

•  oiaily admitted. ; The ground forces -would be thereafter (until
-fche-prd^^bted 'Spring-offensive) engaged primarily in holding
operations. There''MP.uld be-; no requirement for air effort on
the fronts- of: the armies^ : except in isolated cases -viben limited

.  air assistance--mij^j/, be -reluired to gain local objectives or
to counter successful. enemy thrusts. A part of the Desert

•  Air Force had. been -made a-vailable for Balkan operations, but
the rest of the Tactical Air Force -was to concentrate on over-

•fcaking enemy -repairs effected during the bad wea-tiier and cutt
ing his ccffiirauhications in such wei^t and frequency as to

‘  ’ surpass-his capacity to recover and so to reduce his fighting
potential by the time ground operations -were resumed.

Interdictory Prelude

Late in August, when the military situation fa-voured an
■ optimistic outlook in sometempeiamentally sanguine quarters,
it had been suggested that in addition to the interdiction of
the Po River, the- destruction of all bridges over the Brenta
and operations against the Brenner line should be undertaken.
Allied Armies in Italy ruled out -bhe Brenta. They hoped to
take and use Venice before long and they -would need the Brenta
themselves. But they did approve of cutting the en&ssy escape
routes throu^ the Brenner and across the Venetian plain by
■way of the Piave River bridges, areas at the time regarded as
Strategic Air Force terrain. On 1 September, Tactical Air
Force, having begun the suggested programme, put up five

The Tactical Air

1) M.A.A.F./Air Staff O.R.Bs.
2j Given in extenso at Appendix 16.
3j Given in extenso at Appendix 17*
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railway lines suitable as heavy bomber targets, to tie in with
the interdiction of the Piave already under way and to block

effectively the withdrawal of the German armies. They were,
it will be recalled, the Brenner, Tarvisio, Piedicolle,
Postumia lines over specific segments, and the Dobbiaoo-Ponte
Nell'Alpi line.

The September air effort, unaccompanied by any decisive
defeat of the enemy, was too widely dispersed to attain per
fection, too closely tied in with a ground effort grinding to
a stalemate. The mirage of a wholesale enemy evacuation
faded. Too much effort had been put into the paralysis of

Ihe Po Valley. The Germans and Fascist Italians had been

only partially blocked and were still getting enou^ food,
stores and equipment to force a draw.

Adoption of Intelligence Recommendations

M.A.A.P. Intelligence grew increasingpiy favourable to
the idea of a stricter blockade of the routes leading North

from the Po Valley out of Italy. They would have liked to
see more continuous interdiction of the frontier routes by

Strategic Air Force instead of attacks on oil: and it was

suggested that medium bombers mi^t operate against at least
a section of the Brenner line. Instead of bombing every

thing in the Po Valley, we mi^t remember the lessons of ̂ con
centration of force and direct' our attacks in greater wei^t
on selected river barriers.

ReoommendaUons
for closing
German supply
lines and hamper
ing the withdrawal
of troops*
H«A*T*AePa
intelligence
section.

20 Sept. 19Mu
H.Q., H.A.T.A.F.,
0.R.B*

Intelligence drew up a new list of targets, with lines
Po Riverof interdiction running in the following prioritys

/east of Pa-viai), Brenner PAss, Piave River and Ticino River
(Pavia to Sesto Calende). The Po remained at the head of the

. list,- for the Army still hoped to fi^t a decisive battle
somevihere on its line. Interdiction there, should isolate

the largest concentrations of Germans to whatever extent it
.  could isolate. * The Germans -were still winning the logistical

Could we not reduce the volume of theirbattle of the Po.

ni^t crossings by putting out their. ferries and pontoons?

As regards liie Brenner, now No. 2 Priority, Fifteenth
Air Force heavy and medium bombers were to make the primary
cuts, the medium bombers were to crater sections north of
Verona and filter-bombers in limited numbers were to keep

No plan v/ould, however, be effective, Tshioh
omitted the maintenance of cuts north of Trento. If these

were effectively maintained, operations against the Piave
River v/ould have more point. There, the river, with
bridges out and the waters in full flood during the rainy
season, would be a formidable water barrier to any projected
enemy -withdrawal of forces.

them cratered.

Tactical Air Force felt itself fully qualified to take
In September,over the Northeastern railway routes.

Fifteenth Air Force maintained interdiction of the Brenner,
Tarvisio and Postiania routes,

that -tile Brenner route would henceforward be its only Italian
interdictory commitment, although it might help Tactical
elsewhere, if circumstances allowed.

On 1 October, it -was told

Strategic attacks continued for 18 days against the line
north of Trento and on the rivers of the Venetian Plain.

19 October, the Fifteenth Air Force was instructed to sustain
Only weather

On

its attacks on a special priority basis.
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should be allowed to inf erf ere. The enenay was capable of

restoring-breaks in a matier of a few days. . The effort must
accordingly be oontinuousjCl/ even if at the time of attack the
route was reported inoperative. A few days later at Tactical
Air Force *s request^ Strategic Air Force also Undertook to
block the Trento-Bassano loop line.

The Problem of German military Activities

He passed hisThe enemy defence hardened steadily,
supplies across the Po “by the use of ni^t ferries and pontooh
bridges, and down the Brenner by accelerating repairs and pro*-
fiting by the diminishing tempo of our air attacks. Rolling
stock was piling up ih consequence, offering better targets
for our fighter bombers; but they were prevented by worsening
weather from profiting thereby. There was a single belt of
interdiction on the Piave, which the enemy had overcome with
by-pass diversions and trans-^pnent to trains on the far
side of the breaks.

The Germans were still moving their forces in relative
Tn this way they reduced theimtminity as and when desired,

forces in Army Liguria, on the French frontier and in the Gulf

of Genoa area, fixmi nine to five divisions, transferring the
other four with comparative ease, by routes south of our Po

interdiction belt, to the main front, so removing most
point in our Ticino outs and the high priority of the Po.^2;

e

He was sendingKesselring was not withdrawing troops,
back trainload after trainload of loot, food, industrial equip

ment, metals and so forth by all routes, except the Swiss, to
the Reich. On some days in September, 33 trains were reported

. to be travelling in a northerly direction towards the Brenner
Pass: .during October a daily average of 28.5 trains left
Italy oh the Brenner and Tarvisio routes combined, w/

Tactical Air Force Intelligence presented all these
factors of the problem on 28 October.- ' The interdiction of
the Po should be reduced to a secondary or weather alternative

The Ticino should be deleted as a continuous inter-priority,
diction -belt. The Northern and Northeastern lines ought to

be promoted to first priority; medium bomber attacks on the
Brenner south qf Trento, filter bomber attacks in lieu, if

weather compelled, continuation of Stfaitegio Air Force attacks
north of Trento on hipest priority and'an extension of the
interdiction-zone in the Northeast by the breaking of all the

bridges across the Brenta, Tagliamento and Piave Rivers were
the main features in their list of-proposals. In conclusion
they stated:- -. - •

*It is submitted that our bombing program during the
bad weather period of -this Winter (the next two or three
months) diould, now that the enemy is not being forced
to withdraw from the Po Valley, be directed to denying
all movement by rail to and from Italy ......

(l) M.A.A.F. Bombing Directive, Operations Instruction No. 87,
M.A.A.F. App-x., Air Staff,19 Oct. H.Q.,

C/Air/88, Oct. 194t.
(2) 'Blockade*: The Isolation of Italy from the Reich,

H.Q., D/G.A.S. (A.H.B.AU11/13).
(3) A.H.B. AIJII/13 and A.F.H.Q., Combined Weekly Intelligence

Summary No. 5, 6 Jan. 1945- (Cabinet Hist. Archives).
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The effect of such a progiram -will, it is submitted, be

a gradual wearing down of the enemy's potential power
to resist in Northern Italy. By isolating Italy from
the Reich, however, it may prove possible to turn the
scales, and, vri.th the Russian advance North-West towards
Vienna, force Kesselring to withdraw to the Alps,
throu^ which, by reason of our bombing, he will have no

easy escape route.'(1)

The air objective was, therefore, from tliis point defined as

the isolation of Italy from the Reich. The suggested revi

sions were accepted. On 3 Noveniber they became bombing
policy. (2)

Assumption by Tactical Air Force of full Interdictory
Responsibility

In two moves within nine days. Tactical Air Force took
over the in^iole responsibility for the interdiction of Italy,
with the sole exception of the crucial area of the Brenner

line north of Trento, viiiich remained in the hands of Strategic
The first move was the directive of 3 November.

Resuming rapidly its main points, 42nd and 57th Bombardment^
Wings of medium bombers were to maintain lines of interdiction
in the priority of the Brenner Pass, North-east Italian lines
(Piave, Brenta, Tagliamento Rivers), Po and Adda Rivers.
ijLthougli fighter bombers remained in principle committed to
the Po Valley, they were to switch to the Brenner and north
eastern routes whenever there was danger of enemy repairs on

any serious scale. C3) ih,e second move came on 11 November
1944, 'vdien the Commanding General of Tactical Air Force
relieved Strategic Air Force of their responsibility for

attacking communications in Italy, including the Italian side
of the Brenner Pass route.

Air Force.

New StrategicAir Force Priorities

The change just recorded was only the paper reaction to a

re-oriente.tion of strategic air policy by the Combined Strate

gic Targets Committee,
of signals to Headquarters, Fifteenth Air Force stressed oil
as first priority. Current comraunlcations targets were out

side Italy, unless weather made it more expedient to attack
them in Italy. The first priority for communications targets
was the line system between South-east Germany and the

Danubian plains. (4)

From 11 November onwards, a series

Tactical Air Force's assumption of full responsibility was
Events themselves moulded policy.no vicarious gesture.

One must remember the powerful tlirust of exterior movements.
To the East and North-east our Russian allies were extending

As General Wilson and Air Marshaltheir front into Hungary.
Sir John Slessor, among others, had predicted months before.

(1) For simplicity, the American spelling was adopted at Head
quarters, hence 'program' for 'programme', 'rail' for
‘railway*, etc. in this and other quoted texts throughout
Vols. I and II of this narrative.

21 Operational Directive, set out in fiiU at Appendix I6,
, M.A.T.A.F., O.R.B., App-x SASO/81, Operational

Directive No. 21, 3 Nov. 1944.
(4) Signals AX. 200 11 Nov. 1944, AX. 663, I6 N

AX. 303 23 Nov. 1944. (A.H.B.AiJ1/90/4(b)
and 49a).

(2) No.

(3) H.Q.

Nov. 1944 and

Ends. 46a, 47a
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their operations playeii P-Ppending fproe on pur ovm in
ItaJ;7.

Moscow in conference with Russian military leaders,
from the Russians for air support were made and acted upon.
The operations were, i
homher force in Italy,
was sometimes deeply involved in protracted negotiations with

the Russians over such subjects as the fixing of arbitrary
bomblines for heavy bombers on army frontiers and air corri

dors for our heavy bombers over Russian*“held territory, nego
tiations 'v^ch exercised to the full his native diplomacy and

patiencej in spite of these and numerous other commitments,
he still found time to deal with the manifold internal pro
blems of the Royal Air Force within the i/iiiole wide sphere of
his conunand.. <

The Anglo-American military mssion was sitting in
Request

of course, at the expense of the availabl

s

e
.Al/ The Deputy Air Gommander-in-Qliief

THE Axis AIR FORGE SITUATION IN AUTUMN 19Mf

The Geraian Air Balance Sheet

Estimate of the
situation for the

period t-15 Sept,
1544* Captured
eneiiy document
(A#H,B.6 Translar
tlon No. VI1/82)
Signed Loewlsoh,

The enemy continued to bemoan the weakness of his air
force, and to report Allied successes attained by virtue of

their overvihelming air superiority. His coastal defences,
continuously attacked by Allied , ships, and his convoy routes,
harassed by, aircraft as well as surface craft, were a souiroe

of constant anxiety. The air attack of 4 September on

Genoa had been a severe blow. They admitted the loss of two

torpedo boats, three anti-submarine crai't, three motorboats
and six patrol vessels and other small craft in the harbour.

A transport submarine had been damaged. By that time German

submarine operations in the Mediterranean had practically
oeased, Pola remained the only base for the three craft
operating in the Aegean Sea. The bases at Spezia and Genoa

had been closed down follovang the sinking of seven submarines .

nearing completion, eind four submarines for special operations.

Allied aircraft had kept up constant surveillance of
the German sea lanes, but, air attacks had not seriously hurt

their convoy fleets; with the exception of one loophole, the
coastal mine defences prevented any ingress by the Allied

Navy, or heavy bombardments fran the sea. But it was clear
that as the nights lengthened there T,vas closer co-operation
between Allied aircraft and. ships against the German convoys.

The Germans were very much in the dark as to Allied
intentions. They could not locate much of our shipping.
With the few aircraft available and little reinfoi'cement to

be hoped for, it vrould be suicidal to attempt reconnaissance
on any scale. Nevertheless, they had agents who gave them

a rough idea of what was passing throu^ Leghorn, Ancona and
the Straits of Gibraltar and they made a shrewd guess that

our shipping remained at more of less the sane level, that
several aircraft carriers had left and that we would not

carry out an Adriatic seaborne hook.

They, credited Allied strategists with more foresight
than they actually possessed wiiqn they considered tlie
Adriatic and the Balkans. Allied landings on the southern

(1) Signal JOS.879 M.A.A.F., S. S, 0. to Air Mnistry
25 Nov. 1944. (A.H.B.AiJ1/90A4(h), Enol. 25a).
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Dalmatian islands and Pag island were, to them, signs that we

intended estahlidiing strong points in the area before the

Russians broke throu^ to the Adriatic. They foresaw, too,
and correctly, that the Allies vrould occupy the Aegean
Islands in order to control access to the Mediterranean from

the north, even should the Russians succeed in reaching the

Aegean coast in their tlirust towards Salonika. They rightly
decided there ws.s little sign or likelihood of the Allied

landing in Istria (although it was being warmly discussed).
Our intention was, they thought, to occupy the northern
Adriatic by land operations through the Po vaJ-ley. In the

event, that was Tniiat happened, Bulgaria’s ’breach of faith’,
not Allied military tactics^ liad forced the High Command to
withdraw from Greece and the Aegean, The Allies would thus

win witlrout a fight the Greek, Albanian and South Dalmatian

coasts, they said.

Unhappy Italo-German Relatiras

The Italo-German menage had never been an ideal one and

the marriage of ideological aims never overcame basic
ten5)eramentaJ. differences. The Germans still spoke in their

reports of the unco-operative, delaying tactics of Italian

naval units, the inactivity of air formations wirich led to the
disbandment of a large part of the Fascist Republican Air

Force, too great a preoccupation with prestige and a lack of
confidence in the German cause in the Italian Admiralty, and

a serious increase in Partisan activity, especially in the

Alpine foothills. The latter had called for material moves,
such as the transfer of strong German units to the Turin-

Cuneo a.rea and operations by the X Division under the command

of Commander Prince Borghese of the Italian Navy.

Ibid

The Italian Fascist Reoublican Air Force

At the end of 1944, there was still a nucleus of the
Fascist Italian

The crews of two groups with about sixty Me.109s and F.W.190s,

based at Udine, Aviano, Donate and Osoppo carried out half
heartedly the fighter defence of North Italy. They Iiad been
trained in Me, 109s in the Manich area.

Tlie Italians believed that their aircrews, if captured,
were not treated according to international law, at any rate

by their Italian opponents on the Allied side. This was not
true; but the prick of conscience on account of the inhuman

Axis treatment of the Italian Partisans, to which reference
has already been made, may have filled many with apprehensions.
These were so grave that Italian flying formations were not
used over Allied territory: they left the Ju.87 night
harassing bombers to the Geiman unit N.S. G.9.
hand, the text of one of Von Pohl’s reports suggests that, in
his q.uarter at any rate, it was believed that treatment of

Italian air prisoners-of-war captured by the Allies was not all
it might have been, for he called for clarification of the

interpretation of the Geneva Convention and asked if, under

its terms, he could not threaten reprisals against iniiat he
called ’Badoglio Italians’ if taken prisoner.

Von Pohl’s Bid for extended Powers •

operating under its own standard.

On the other

Ibid

He wanted control of flak and supplies in the North
The whole Brenner line

As regards
brought entirely within Ills orbit,
from Innsbruck to Verona sliould be his cliarge.
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supplies, he \ra.s too nmch dependent on the caprice of Mr
Fleet Reich,

transferred from Air Fleet Reich to control of Luftgauen VII

and XVII as far as Innsbruck,

organisation -with any decisive bearing on the defence of

Germany, hence there ms likely to be less meddling in his
affairs aM competition for his supplies by Germany,
•were still being -withdrawn for conversion into soldiers,
drop in efficiency of those remaining al^ways followed,
danger point had been reached.

The Luftwaffe Situation at the Close of 1944

Supply and reinforcement services sbould be

Here there was little ground

Airme

A

The

n

General Von Pohl made it clear at the end of December

that the German defences against the vastly superior Allied

air forces were quite inadequate,
necessary equipment or aircraft either to fight or reconnoitre.
But there was a way out. He had read reports on the perfor
mance of the new jet propelled fighters and made  a desperate
but unsuccessful bid for a live establishment of these aircraft.

The solution was, firstly, to bring in a German Me. 262 Fighter
Group, he said. If integrated with the Italian Fighter Wing
the^rTin course of foimation, the combined force would compel
the Allies to use an increased number of filters on escort

duty, although he admitted that it could not hope for any sen
sational success against the powerful and hea"vi.ly escorted
bomber formations,

equipped 'with up-to-date aircraft ■would be a certain fillip to
the morale of the heavily engaged ground troops. Thus, the
German Mr Force was pointing out to its Higher Command inhat
the Am^ on the Mlied side was always pointing out to the
Mr Force.

He had neither the

The appearance of German fighter forces

Appendix to a re
port by the Geraan
A.0,C.-In'*C, Italy,
29 Deo. 19/<4.
(A.H.B, Translation
No,VI1/82)

He wanted the Italian Me.163 unit then being formed
The few German jet aircraft atbrou^t down into Italy.

Udine had done v/ell against isolated Allied four-engined
bombers returning from long-distance fliglits. The Mlied
Tactical Mr Force began to notice them from February onwards.
There ■were only ■three aircraft; and the unit at Udine -was
strictly a reconnaissance unit; but we admitted the
occasional loss of stragglers to their attacks. Fortunately
for the Allies, the strength of the Me«l63 unit remained at
three aircraft and tliere was no reply to the plea for -the
Me.262 Fighter Group.

He was increasing the Brenner flak batteries, but it 'was
idle to hope for any gmrantee to feed the armies in Italy
unless the defences on the other side of the frontier -were also
reinforced by Luftflotte Reich - Mr Fleet Germany -.
Kesselring wanted more reconnaissance of eneny harbours, more
armed and tactical reconnaissance, photographs; but Kesselnng

The aircraft at hand were obso-
The whole effort

The

■was not going to get them,
lescent and there -were not enou]^ of them,
■would probably peter out as it had done in -the West,
only hope of meeting reconnaissance requirements -was that he
should be allowed to re-equip a close reconnaissance qtaffgl
with Me. 262 jet propelled aircraft and be allocated without
delay a jet propelled Arado 234 reconnaissance uni-b. He had
already put forward the suggestion regarding the Arados, but
Oberkommando Luftwaffe had held the question in abeyance.
They had no alternative in fact, for these, like the other
jet propelled types, were too few to meet the urgent require
ments on the 'Overlord' front - not only too few, but too late.
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The total number of Aois aircraft in various states of

ser'/iceability based in Northern Italj'' during the Winter of

19^44-45 fluctuated round a tot^.of about 130 aircraft.
There were 60 Italian fighters'' ^ at Udine, Ayimo, Lonate
and Osoppo, 20 German tactical reconnaissance^2-' aircraft at
Udine, 20 German long range reconnalssanoe(3) aircraft at
Bergamo and Ghedi, the three Gennan.pe
at Udine and 25 German night attaokC^--^
and Ghedi, Drastic complete obstruction, partial demolition
and preparation for demolition of airfields was pursued
throu^out this period. All the major airfields radiated
from centres in the I€Llan and Udine areas.

t reconnaisseince Arados

aircraft at Villafranca

GEEi^T SUPPLIES THROUGH S^TZERLAND

The problematic Loophole in Air Interdiction

It had become apparent to Allied air command in Italy
that so long as the three Smss railway routes were carrying
goods both ways for the Germans, the air prograume of isolat
ing Italy from the Reich could never be said to be complete:
research was initiated into the exact nature of the traffic,

plans made to interdict it by air and a call made for
political overtures.

Air Intelligence set to work in mid-October to clear up
e traffic. Themystery of the exact nature

Combined Economic Warfare Agencies^^''at Allied Poi’ce H.Q» gave
them the information at their disposal, which, (admittedly

they said), underrated both tiie actual and

the

incomplete,
potential menace of traffic in both directions,
tion of Southern Prance had closed the Nice and Modane

routes. Intennittent bombing had slowed down traffic on

the Brenner, Tarvisic, Piedicolle, Posttxmia and Susak/t'iume
All this certainly enhanced the value to the

The liber

routes.

a-

Germans of the three Swiss routes - Siraplon, Ohiasso a.nd
Luino.

forbade the passage of military stores, and were enforcing
those conditions,

they were being deceived by papers forged by the Germans,
that loot from Italy was being funnelled throu^ the Swiss

routes; tr
bound coal,

items such as rice and potatoes,

believed, lending themselves to,German subterfuges.

But the Swiss had laid down conditions, one of wh

They dismissed as unfounded reports tli

declining, with the exception of sout1C was

ich

at
or

h-
North—bound traffic seemed to be mainly

The Swiss were not, they

l) Me,109s and P.W.190s.
2) Me. 109s and P.W.190s.
3) Ju,88s, Ju.l88s and Me.410s.
4) Ju.87s and P.W. 190s.
5) Representing the Enemy Branch (Foreign Office) and

Ifinistry of Economic Warfare (U.K.) and the Foreign
Economic Administration (U.S.)

(6) Letter from Combined Economic Warfare Agencies to Target
Analysis Sec./Intel. , M.A.A.P., 17 Oct. 1944*
(a.K.B./IIJ1/269/26(b), Enel. 6b.)
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Air H.Q. continued their investigations and by 16 November
192*4, had before them a fuller and more serious picture of the

situation. Admittedly, the Smss were not literally trans

porting munitions of war as such, and viiat goods were passing
were in relatively small quantities; but it all depended on

■niiat one meant by ‘munitions of war*. It was a sophistry to
pretend that the 4>773 metric tons of scrap iron and the 988
metric tons of clirome ore south-bound during September were
innocuous, viien it was well known that the scrap iron would be
used by the Italian steel industry for the production of arms
and amrauni
steels.

ition and the chrome ore for production of special

The Threat of Air Destruction of Italian Railway Approaches
to Swiss Routes

The Swiss routes were of major importance to the Germans.
There were several reports that pointed to tlaeir intentions to
exploit them, including moves to pacify and neutralise the
Italian patriots in the Val D*Ossola area leading to the
Simplon route,
during September - was being used to supply the Italian
industrial plants making munitions for the Germans and was
needed for railway sections working under steam traction.

The coal - 133,504 tons of which passed south

Every effort sliould be made to have all transport through
Immediate

Now that Erance was
Switzerland stopped, said Allied Headquarters,
diplomatic representations should be ma.de.
liberated, Switzerland was no longei" dependent on Italy and
Germany for her essential economy. If by 1 January 1945 these
transit routes were not closed, said General Eaker, air and
partisan action should be designed to close them. The post
war period would lay a great burden on Switzerland and she
would need these routes to re-establish her international
lines of coramixnication.

Tactical Air Force reported that the same day that
A.P.H.Q. gave the above partially-complete information to
M.A.A.P. Intelligence, the Supreme Ooramander suggested that
Tactical Air Force should interdict the railway routes from
Italy to Switzerland on equal priority with the Ticino and Po
bridges, but that Tactical Air Force felt this unnecessary
as long as there was adequate tactical reconnaissance and
diplomatic pressure,
pret as the expression of a really well-informed exchange, for

22 November, \dien General Eaker*s proposal to present an
to the Swiss Governm.ent was acted on, the Chief

to the Supreme Allied Ooramander opposed the idea,
the grounds that stoppage of coal for the Germans would

prejudice the Allied position when the Germans withdrew.
It was the Air Force that presented the case at the conference
of 22 November,

the signal recommending Eaker*s suggestions to the Chiefs
of Staff, omitting tactfully the ultimatum date of 1 January
1945.

These statements are difficult to inter-

on

air ulti:
of Staffm

um

on

The Supreme Commander gave the order to send

SAC(4») 120 paper
and SAC(24) 1l2tth
Mtg„ 22 Nov,
CA.H.B./IIJ1/90/
190E).
MEDCOS 211
{Cabinet Hist,
Archives),

(l) Memo from Gen. Eaker to SACS'IED., D-HPC., 16 Nov, 1944.
(A.H.B.AiJ1/269/26(b), Enel. 14a).

(2) Impossible; for the Po was No. 1 priority and the Ticino
No.4 priority at this date,

(5) Lt. Gen. Gemmell
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Partial Blockage on tlie Simplon Route

It -was agreea by•The Swiss Government temporised.
7 December to confine the use of the.Simplon route to local

Diplomatic action.traffic, .denying it to transit traffic,

OOSMED 199,
7 Dec. 19W-.
(Cabinet fflLst.
Archives) said the Chiefs of Staff, vra.s being considered to limit

traffic over the otiier transit routes, including the
St. Gothard, to its volxmie at that period, at the same time

The Supremerestricting it to civilian consumption goods.
Commander Mediterranean urged diplomatic action towards the
same restrictions to all routes as to the Simplon. On orders

from M.A.A.P., Tactical Air Force developed plans for the
interdiction of the Simplon and St. Gothard routes in the

'■ event of Swiss non-compliance: but these were never imple
mented. Meanviiile, diplomacy followed' its tortuous course.

MEDCOS 219
(Cabinet Hist.
Archives)

In February 194-5^ discussions between Switzerland,
Gt. Britain and the United States were opened with the object
of severing economic relations between Switzerland and
Germany, stopping throu^ traffic to and from Italy and ter
minating the Swiss-German agreement under infcich locomotives,
motor cars and certain machinery were sold to the Reich.

‘  The ^Agreement to block Coal, Iron and Steel

By 8 March 1945, the Swiss Irnving realised the probable
outcome of the figliting, signed an agreement with the Allies
which added coal, iron, steel and scrap-iron to the list of
goods unacceptable for transit from Germany to Italy,
traffic ’jvas limited to 14,000 tons monthly as compared with
previous monthly totals as high as 4^0,000 tons (203,810 tons
in September). All northbound traffic was to be regarded as
loot or as goods sold under pressure and prohibited until the.
contrar3'‘ was proved. 5,900 tons vas the maximum for north
bound traffic in any month. The tlireat of a blockage by air
had played a part in the 1115)0sition of a blockade by treaty.

Other

The dwindling supplies of coal led eventually to a
shoiijage second only to that of fuel.(l) By mid-March it
was reported that only one-fifth of the daily coal require-

_  \ None passed thereafter tlirough
Tlie Italians always relied, and still rely.

One of the by-products of the

ments were reaching Italy.
Switzerland. ‘
imports of foreign coal,
embargo was undoubtedly to increase the already high degree
of hardship among the Italian pppulation.

on

.  i=

AIR TARGETS ON THE NORTH ITALIAN RAILWAY SYSTEM

The Four Frontier Routes(^)

In the Summer of 19W-, there were four routes leading out
of Italy, namely the French, the Swiss, the Jugoslav and
German routes. By November, the French route was cut, the

(1) Weights of coal delivered through Switzerland:
Sept. 133,584 tons, Oct. (via Chiasso) 54,878,
Nov. (via Chiasso) 60,l6l, Dec. 54,581, Jan. 40,000.
Other routes, included the Brenner, rougJ).7qy 20,000 tons
monthly. (Source Combined Economic Warfare Agencies,
Rome, based on official Italian sources).

(2) Refer 1 S.R.D/c/240 1 Sept. 1943 for a thorough survey of
railways in Northern Italy, by the Inter-Service
Topographical Dept.
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Swiss route progressively unimportant,
presented to the Allied air planners in October, three German

lines in the Tarvisio, the San Candida and the Brenner and

four Jugoslav lines - the Ih-ume, Postumia, the Pusine Laghi
bfanch line from Tarvisio, and the Piedicolle.
count most in the selection of targets was not the lines as

suoh so much as their interrelation, the complexes into -v^ioh

their systems grouped themselves and how the weight of attack
on one would react on the others,

fact led to an arbitrary grouping of targets under the

following main headings:- the Brenner, the Venetian Plain and
the Northeastern Frontier,

considered in detail as targets and some idea of the terrain is

grasped, it will then be possible to view in perspective the

situation confronting the air forces as they turned to six
months of interdiction in a last endeavour to isolate the

battlefield.

The map therefore

What was to

The realisation of this

If these tliree systems are first

All experts were agreed that the Brenner was the most
important line to both sides. It was the only one providing
a double track (with the exception of the Bologna  - Verona
section) from all parts of Italy as far south as Rome to all
districts in Germany. The subject of its terrain and targets
will be dealt with separately in the section on the Battle of
the Brenner. This section deals with the terrain and targets
of the other international lines.

Venetian Plain Railway TerrainCl)

The Venetian plains extend northwestward from the rooky
hills between the Adige and Brenta Rivers and the edge of the

Po Valley to the foothills of the Julian Alps,
crossed by a series of siiallow, torrential rivers,
measures being necessars'' against their flooding, the river

banks were protected and the roads and railways built on
embankments,

were very wide,

gradually subside to minimum flow in February and March, then

fill again.

They are
Preventi

The beds of the Rivers Piave and Tagliamento
The flood would be at its height in November

ve

,

Three interlacing railway lines crossed the Venetian
plains, linking the Po Valley with the Reich frontiers. The

most iii5)ortant - the northernmost - began at Vicenza, ran

throu^ Cittadella, Castelfranco and Gonegliano to connect at

Udine, the air base, with the Tairvisio route. At Gorizia it
joined the Piedicolle line. The second line ran via Piazzola,
Treviso and Motta Di Livenza to Casarsa. On the edge of the

marshy coastal area, a line ran throu^ MIestre, Portogruaro and

Gervignano, joined the North-South line across the Po to

Ferrara at Padua, reaching at its eastern extremity to Trieste

and fuzing with the Postimaia route.

Venetian Plain Railway Targets

Elaborately connected transversely, they offered no simple
solution on a route-by-route bombing basis. But, fortunately
for our Target Sections, four- rivers crossed all the lines -

the Brenta, Piave, Livenza and Tagliamento. Each river,
therefore, was a potential .barrier to traffic northeastward to

(l) Isolation of Italy from the Reich.
H. Q. , M. A. T. A. F. Intell.
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the frontier. Longer bridges being assumed as better targets
than smaller ones, the most attractive targets on the northern
line were the long bridges over the Piave River at Neversa

but to effect a complete
stoppage, all the crossings of all the rivers load to be
destroyed. The most important marshalling yards, which
would become more interesting when line closure forced rolling
stock into their shelter, were at the terminal points Padua
and Vicenza at one end and Gorizia and Udine at the other
and at points of intersection, i. e. ifestre, Treviso and
Oastelfranco. Udine had the further attraction as  a target
of being a big stores dump and a natural, unloading point for
stores entering through the Tarvislo and Piedicolle routes.

and over the Tagliamento at Casarsaj

The main argument in favour of the Venetian Plain as a
zone of interdiction was its depth and the number of adjacent
barriers possible. Strong ones against it were the great
play the enemy could enjoy owing to the devious and intricate
system of by-passes and lateral lines, and the shallow rivers
■nhich could be rapidly and simply spanned by prefabricated
parts. In the event, the Germans laid tracks on the river
beds themselves during the dry months. The bridges them
selves were, althou^i freq,uently long, of low silhouette and
in short spans, hence easily repairable.

Northeastern Frontier Routes and Austrian Pee^nes
Ibid Above the Venetian Plain, the railway system dispersed

into a few widely separated exits across the mountainous
frontier. Difficulties confronting the more southerly
interdiction plan were happily absent, for each line was a
bottleneck without those la.teral connections 'vdiich aided the
inter-route shuttling of trains,
bring about either abandonment or transhipment,
were good in this area,
hei^t and long span of bridges and the steep banks, slow
and arduous. There were four routes in the area, viz. the
Tarvisio, Piedicolle, Postumia and Dolomite routes.

One cut was sufficient to
Targets

Repairs were, on account of the

On the other side of tlae frontier, closely affecting the
interdiction progi-amme, were lines in Southern Austria
feeding the routes into Italy. They fell into two cate
gories, viz. the tliree routes 3running northwards from Innsbruck
towards Munich and those ra.dlating from Villaoh. The former
presented the chance of erecting an interdictory line
200 miles north of the frontier; the latter was at one point
of the triangle Villaoh-Klagenfurt-St. Veit ifliiereupon four
lines converged; the iniiole problem there was complex.

Tarvisio Route Terrain and Targets

The Tarvisio route was the main corridor from Germany to
the Venetian Plain and second in importance to the Brenner.
It left the plains at Gemona and ran north across the
Tagliamento Valley through chaotic rocky country, cascades
and promontories to the Tarvisio Pass on the boundary lines
between Austria, Jugoslavia and Italy. Here, between the
Julian and Carnic Alps, it met the Sulizza river, linking the
Tagliaraento and Gail river basins. Many tunnels and via
ducts and the absence of open track made the long bridges
at Dogna and Chiusaforte very worth-niiile. Those at
Pordenone, Saoile and Nervesa proved more difficult than
imagined.
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Piedicolle Route Terrain and Targets

From Gorizia, a steam traction rail'way ascended the gorge
of the Isonzo River throu^ the mountain battlefields of the

Austro-Italian struggle of 1915-1917# then turned ri^t
between the Julian Alps and a limestone mass to south-wsnd.
At Piedicolle, the line entered a four mile tunnel through the
main chain of those Alps along the frontier,
bombing targets were to be the high bridges across the Isonzo

River, such as at Salcano and near the Canale D’Isonzo.
There were no marshalling yards.

The primary

Postumia Route Terrain and Targets

Being under continuous strain from the Balkan front, the
Postumia line was not of primary importance as a source of

supply to Amy Group 0 in Italy, but because Interdiction had
to be as complete as possible, because the line could serve as

a stand-by for other lines and was linked up with  a Jugoslav
line connecting with Tarvisio and Central Germany, it had to
be taken into account. The coastal line from Padua, and

Mestre(l) ran past Trieste over an arid limestone plateau and
the River Carso to the mountains along the Jugoslav frontier.

The massive 1500 foot viaduct at Borovnica was tlie most

favoured target.

Dolomite Route Terrain and Targets

This began as a minor route of very low capacity, used
before the War principally to carry tourists to the mountain
resorts,

throu^ the former holiday centres to join the lateral Portezza-

Spittal-Villach line at Dobbiaoo, providing an alternative
route between the Venetian Plain and Germany via the upper
stretch of the Brenner line on the San Candido Pass,

loadings were forced on all through traffic by the existence of
electric section between Galalzo and Dobbiaco.

Prom the Piave River country it wound northward

Two re-

a narrow gauge

This delay and the rather remote and tortuous character of the

Tdhole system resulted in its reduction at this time to a

hospital train line,
but one could not foretell yet how blockage on the other lines
would affect it.

Longarone was scheduled for priority attack.

It hardly counted in the early stages.

In the meantime, the high viaduct at

Comparison of the Blockade with Operations ’Strangle* and
’Diadem ’

Operation ’Strangle’ had, in the Spring of 1944# fli^st
established the pattern of attacking target systems with the

object of setting up complete belts of interdiction. It

flov/ed on into Operation ’Diadem’, kept the routes south of
the Pisa - Rimini line disorganised, then, in sympathy with

the Army, advancing and indeed enhancing it, extending its hold
to the Northern Apennines and the River Po. These two opera
tions had absorbed the entire interdictory effort of the

Allied Air Forces. '

The Po attacks failed to the extent that German supplies
Multiple barriers were clearly the final

The blockad'e of Italy faced a somevdiat similar
still flowed south,

solution.

(1) Near Venice.
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Both it and 'Strangle* carriedpicture of four major routes,
operations up to 250 miles from the battlefield and both

establislied zones in depth,
in fatally reducing the enemy's capacity to conduct sustained
major warfare,

motor transport and fuel, and forced him from the railv/ays to
the roads.

Both operations were effective

Both resulted in a chronic shortage of enemy

On the roads, the motor transport could not cope
with both forv/ard and rear commitments and the distribution

system broke down.

The difference between the isolating of Italy and the
two earlier operations lay largely in the depth and distri
bution of effort. trangle’ and 'Diadem* absorbed all the
air effort available, but the isolation of Italy was maintained

at the same time as an extensive interdiction of secondary

line systems behind the front and.ail across Italy, and

Jugoslavia. The terrain of the blockade presented more
problems, and medium bombers faced greater trials, than ever

before in the campaign. Tliey achieved greater accuracy.
With sli^tly less strength, the Tactical Air Forces flew

more sorties, dropped more tons of bombs on lines of communica

tion, destroyed or damaged more motor transport, armoured
vehicles, and a great many more locomotives and rolling
destroyed more bridges and cut many more tracks.Ml

o

stock.

THE BATTLE OF THE BRENNER

For the purposes of this narrative, the Brenner Pass
raiivvay line was the 168-mile stretch of standard gauge^
electrified track running from Verona to Innsbruck. It was
divided into thre

Verona to Trento

Bolzano(3) and the

sections, namely the Lower Brenner from
) the Middle Bi-enner from Trento to
Upper Brenner from Bolzano to Innsbruck. (4-1

The hardest problem was the lack of suitable targets.
Damage to bridges, in particular long bridges, v/as more diffi

cult to make good than damage to marshalling yards, tunnels,
open tracks, fills and cuts; but there were only eight
bridges of 200 feet or more in length, and none of these were

simple targets.

(1) Comparison of Tactlcsal Air porforniancs during the clli^acterlc /ionths of
Oporatlon •Strangle*, the Blookads of Italy.

April 19ii4 March 19^6 Per cent

Increase

1,086
27,471
15,674
10,286
1,757
375

4,534
79

2,674

Effective strength
Sorties flown

Tons of bombs dropped
Tonnage on L.s of C.
M/T & A/V dest, & dam.
Locos, dest, & dam.
Rolling stock dest, & dam.
Bridges destroyed
Track cuts

1,093
23,234
10,888
8,739
1,058

85

hk%
23%
64^
340%

582 680^5
216%25

447 498%

(2) Zone 1 - Verona tQ Ala, .Zone 2 - Ala to TrentCk
air effort at Appendix 19,

(3) Zone 3 Trento to Bolzano,
(4) Zone 4 Bolzano to Innsbruck,

Refer to the statement of
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The Six Major Bridges

The bridges at Bolzano, Ora, San Michele and lavis vrere

The fifth, at Verona, wasby-passed with track diversions,
so heavily defended by flak that it was an unprofitable target.
The sixth, Campodazzo, was never attacked by the medium
bombers on account of the teirain,(l) The seventh and eighth,
Bressanone and Vipiteno, were very heavily defended by flak,
so much so that the former was not attacked by medium bombers

after 2? February and Vipiteno not after 21 March,
shortage of long vulnerable bridges forced our attention to the

These

The

smaller bridges, sometimes no longer than 40 feet,
called for greater precision and more frequent attack because

they were more quickly repaired and more easily by-passed. (2)

Non-application of the Zuckerman Theory

It will be noted that the Zuckerman theory of heavy scale

attacks on repair centres never came up in the air battles of

the Northeast. It is not therefore, as some suggest, of

ujiiversal application. % the turn of the year, the German

railway repair system in tliat region had lost its ohai'acter of

a number of large static nuclei, usually in the vicinity of

marslialling yardsj the marshalling yards available were now

both fewer or no longer used for the regular accumulation of

Icomotives and rolling stock. Months ago, the Allied tsirget
sections had realised this and made allowance for it. The

Germans and Italians pointed it out on sundry occasions.
Furthermore, the repair organisation was no longer static,
but hi^ly mobil^(3) often stationed on moving trains.
True, there were dumps of military materials, but those
needed for repair were by this time where they were wanted,
namely skilfully dispersed and camouflaged near vital points
susceptible to air attack, not stock-piled in obvious places
for the benefit of air bombardment. Then the very aims of the

air offensive ran in new priorities. The primary objects
were now to destroy bridges and cut tracks, not to destroy
rolling stock. Normally, the Germans took great care to avoid
concentrations of locomotives and wagons, for they could ill
afford to lose them. (4)
cutting of tracks caused automatically temporary piling-up of

railvray transport and it was expedient to funnel it throu^
marslialling yards. Advantage was at times taken of such

situations, but the conception of a Zuokerman longterm ’trans
portation’ plan of attack s3nachronised with a normal bridge
breaking effort did not existj nothing indicates so clearly
the passage of, time and the change in the face of the air cam

paign as this fact.(5)

Nevertheless, as time passed, the

(1) Study of the map will show the difficulty of approach from

any direction. The heavily defended area round Bolzano
closed a wide arc of manoeuvre to the southwest.

The Battle of the Brenner 57th Bomb. Wing XII Air Force.
(A.H.B,/IIF2/22/6). I.S.T.D. Reports.
O.R.B. ’Blockade* Report, H.Q., M.A.T.A.F.
(A. H.B. 4^11/13).
It was still static in the Turin - Genoa - Milan area.

Although the overall position was as yet by no means
despei-ate.
Its non-applicability at the point imder review does not,
naturally, exclude the ikiture recurrence of a concourse of
conditions favourable to it.

14A.T.A.F.,
(2)

3

4,

(5)
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Types of Targets and Operational Difficulties

The cliart given in the footnote(l) indicates the relative
clioice of tai’gets attacked by the medium bombers in six months

of operations.
Italy especially difficult were the rugged mountains, the V-

shaped valleys and the awkward location of many targets.
These were often visible for only three or four miles from

the bomb release pointj
run exactly on course or missed the target,
seconds available, the bombardier had to pick up the small,
shadow-screened objectives, make corrections and release.
Terrain sometimes allowed only one axis of attack. (2)
The weather was usually bad and the build~up of flak became

an increasing danger,
guns in Italy came to be concentrated along the Brenner.

Other factors rendering the interdiction of

the aircraft came in on the bomb
In the few

About one-third of the heavy flak

Ibid

Targets and Terrain on the Lower Brenner

Prom Verona north to Trento, the line ran along the steep
Adige river on the east bank, through fills, or a half a mile
from the river in the shadoY/ of the hills,

alternative single track line branched south-east to join the
lateral Udine-Vicenza-Verona line at Cittadella.(3)

At Trento an

Ibid

There were 33 targets on the Lower Brenner attacked by the
One half of their entire attacks on the line were

The only bridge over 135 feet long
The ten other

57th Wing. __
directed against them. (4;
was the heavily defended one at Verona,
bridges spanned small streams feeding into the Adda River;
they were, with the exception of Rovereto and Ala, sturdy
masonry structures,
heavily attacked target along the Brenner, suffering 27 bomb
ings in all.
December.

Rovereto bridge developed Into the mos

First the steel structure was destroyed in

Thereafter, four replacement bridges -went the sa

t

me
way, after progressive damage,
it was destroyed seven times,
repair than fills and embankments;
were attacked,

the river, such as those at Marco, Dolce and Ossenigo.
aircrews liked them because the inrush of water often hindered

enemy repair operations.!5)

In 24 attacks on Ala bridge.
These bridges took longer to

fourteen of these types

The best fill targets were those closest to
Allied

Toted No.
attacks on

this type
target

(1) No, Of

targets
attacked

Sorties TonsType Target
diHjpped

h,8l0
1,254
384

7,110
2,084
560

250Bridge 30

75Fill 20

10 21Marshalling yards
Transformer stations

Possible landslide

Tunnel moutli

1855 1023
8 1763 159

88 1373 10
1 1 111Cut

6,839 10,26737070

(2) E.g, at Rovereto, Ala and Galliano bridges,
(3) In the event, only a comparatively light effort sufficed to keep it bloolced,
(4) 10 railway bridges, 14 fills, 3 transformer stations, 3 possible landslides,

2 tunnel mouths and 1 out,

(5) Biese fills were alvays secondery targets.
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Ten miles northwest of Veroiia and north of San Ambrogio,
the line passed under a series of hi^ limestone cliffs,
bolstered underneath to prevent collapse. Geologists believed

that the slow trickle of vra.ter along their strata created such

a precarious state of balance tliat a sufficient weight of

bombs would bring about a landslide. Eigjit attacks by-
Mitchells on three different aiming points along the formation

and others on the tunnel just north of the point, all -with

1,000 lb. bombs, failed to dislodge more than a little loose
rubble.

Targets and Terrain on the Middle and Upper Brenner

On the Middle Brenner north of Trento, the -valley floor

widened slightly on the -way to Bolzano. Mountains rising
from the valley floor, or up to ten miles back, rose to over

10,000 feet. Unlike the Lower Brenner, there -were few small

bridges or fills, but there were excellently constructed
diversions vdiicli the enemy fought liard t:, maintain. Sixteen
targets in all v/ere attacked, including nine bridges, five

fills and two marshalling yards. The diversions were -the main

problem, for they afforded alternate routes for one-half the
distance of the main line from Trento to Bolzano. Between the

diversions there -was no-thing worth attacking. Therefore, one
had to block bo-th main and diversion lines.

One of the points most -vitsl to the enemy -was the 3,000
foot viaduct at Iavis(l) and its 2 mile diversion.(2) The
■viaduct -was attacked seven times, on four of -vdiich spans(3)
were destroyed. The t-wo(4) bridges on the diversion v/ere
attacked 21 times,(5) blocked on several occasions and thrice
destroyed.

Eight miles north of Trento, at San Michele All*Adige the
track crossed to the west bank of -the Adige, proceeded 15 miles
north-ward, then recrossed at Ora to the east bank,
best targets were the steel bridges(6) over -the Adige at Ora
and San Michele,
diversion on the east bank,
the diversion Ora-San Miehele by 5 December 1944
necessary forth-with to block both it and the main line,
less than 48 attacks -were made against -the diversion, 24 against
the 120-foot San Michele diversion bridge and 12 against a short
fill at Salomo.

Bolzano, -Viiiich it was decided not to attack because of the
difficulties of making and maintaining two outs and the heavy
flak opposition.

Bolzano lay about halfwsiy bet-ween Verona and Innsbruck.
Here a single track electrified branch line ran nor-thwest to
Merano and thence west to its terminus at Malles Venosta.
-was used to disperse trains and harboured several dumps,
main line ran northeast-wards up the nai-row Isarco River -valley,

Two of the

The issue here was befogged by a 15-mile
Some 5,000 men -worked to complete

It became
No

There -was another diversion just south of

It
The

1)5 miles N. of Trento:
2) Iviay 1944-

(3} Refer to Appendix 22 for a glossary of terms used in
reference to enemy rail-way repairs.
90 and 170 foot.
I.S.T.D. C/237 and C/22(J0, held by Documents Officer, J.I.B.,
Ministry of Defence.

(6) 350 foot.

35 spans, masonry.

(4)
(5)

U/TV,
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closely confined and crossing the river at several points^
passing through many tunnels and under avalanche hoods.
At Aica, near Portezza; a single-track line branched east^
crossing into Austria,
across the Alpine vra.tershed 4>600 feet above sea level,
descending the narrovif confined Sill River valley to Innsbruck,
22 miles north.

The inain line continued into Austria

The v/hole of the terrain of the Upper Brenner presented
the acutest problems to aircre-ws. A -way had to be picked
through areas •where peaks reached up to 12,000 and 13>C00 feet
above sea level. The best targets -were in the Upper Brenner,
but they -were harder to find and attack, because of shadows,
outcroppings, haze and smoke. There were four bridges
200 feet long and none were by-passed. The only ones not

hidden in steep valleys were those at Vipiteno and Bressanonej
both were strongly defended by flalc, a fact -which tended to
throw back the tactical planners on to the smaller, more

difficult targets.

Contribution of co-operating Air Formations

The battle wa.s opened on 4 Noveiiiber 1944 by 42nd Wing,
"vdiich continued to employ a large effort until 21 November

19A4.
on 6 November 1944- and from 21 November 1944 to 25 April 1945
carried the main weight of the Brenner caii^jaign.

the Winter, but paxticularly in April 1945, Fifteenth Air
Force heavy bombers returned to carry out several successful
missions over the Brenner.

57th Wing executed .the attack on the power sta.tions

During

Fighter bombers of XXII Tactical

Ibid

Air Command joined -tlie, battle in late November and made an

increasing and Important contribution,
spectacular increase of effort in January, when weather handi

capped the hea-vier aircraft, and maintained it at a high level
until diverted to the final battles of the Spring offensive.Cl)
Niglit intruding Bostons began their participation in late

January with attacks on withdrawing troop concentrations and

continued operations on a small scale until the climacteric
days in April,

They put out a

tOperation *Bingo

Power Stations on the Innsbmck - Verona Railway Line(2)
A-

The elect^fied Brenner Pass route had a capacity
estimated at 24,000 tons daily, cai'ried by 28 to 30 trains. (3)

(1) Figure 16 shows the relative weight of. effort contributed from November
to April by the medium, fighter bomber and light bomber categories.

(2) Location of Brenner line power stations - (See Figure 13).
Transformer station 3 miles S.W, of Verona

at Domegllara
at Ala

at Trento

at Salorno

1 mile M, of Ora
2 miles S.W, of Bolzano
at Campodazzo
at ChlusE .
at Varna

at Le Cave

S. of Vlplteno
at Colle Isaroo
at Terrae Del Brennero

,a
nb n

n nc

n IId

Converter ne

f It II

Pov/er

Converter

tig
h n

1 ti ti

3 II tt

ti ttk

1 K It

n tim

tt tin,

(3) Average load 800 tons*
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There were two principal types of power stations on the Verona-
Innsbruck (known as the Brenner Pass) line, namely the large
transformer stations on the Direct Current, section of the line

between Verona and Trento, and the smaller, completely housed
converter stations on the Alternating Current section from

Trento north,

tlie distance depending on the gradient,
from any section, it was necessary to destroy at least three
consecutive stations,

if tTiVD consecutive stations were removed, limited traffic

would still be possible, but if three consecutive stations
were eliminated, it 'would be impossible to use electric

the section between the outer destroyed stations, (i)

The transformers were usually located in the open,
adjacent to buildings housing the control panels,
•vulnerable parts of a converter were located in the buildings.
Their destruction could be best accomplished by sliell fragnents

penetrating the heavy casings,
penetrate throu^ the upper two or three stories housing the

personnel right dov/n to the level of the ground floor, where
the station equipment ■was located. It had been known since
August l9ltA that there were 12 mobile transformers available
for emergency use on the Verona—Trento section ^d 10 to 15 on
•the Trento-North section. (2)

Effects of a Conversion from Electricity to Steam(3)

Tlie5f were located between 10 to 20 miles apart,
To cut off the povrer

The system -was so designed that even

traction on

All the

Bombs had to be fuzed to

In a country of steep, long gradients, the electric
It waspower system 'was much more efficient than steam,

poiirted out by the Chief Mecha.nical Engineer and the Chief
of Technical Services of the ItaJ.ian State Railv/ays that by
forcing the Germans to chaiige from electricity to steam, we
could reduce the capacity of the Brenner line to eight or ten
trains daily, or, in ether words, from about 24,000 tons to
some 6,750 tons daily. Furthermore, the volume of supplies
rushed througii "when bad 'weather interrupted our air attacks
would be coimaensurately curtailed.

The daily Tn'in-imnm requirement of supplies for Arroy Group 0
to be in the region of 5,500 to 6,500 tons, of

■vriiich normally some 3,600 to 4,000 tons passed from the Reich
into Itady over the Brenner and Tarvisio routes. As winter
operations slo'wed dovni, so did the basic requirements fall to
the figure of about 1,900 tons in four trains daily. EvidcntlsT-,
even complete stoppage of the Brenner route alone would not
starve the German armies, but if v:e could divert them from
electric to steam traction along a part of the Brenner, we
should inflict grievous harm on their economy at the outset.

was cstimo.ted

(4)Operation ^Bingo': Plans

On 27 October 1944, Mediterranean Allied Air Forces Head
quarters authorised an operation designed to 'destroy* the
electrical system on the Brenner line, and thus reduce the
opei'ating efficiency by 60-70 per cent.

(1) M.A.T.A.F. Target Intelligence Appreciation No.7.
(A. H. B./IIJI/122/83/8) .

2) 3 mobile units combined equalled 1 static transformer.
3) M.A.A.F./Air Staff/Comns, Section O.R.B., October 1944.
4) H.Q., M.A.T.A.F. O.R.B., Operation Instruction No. 14,

27 October 1944.
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The four consecutive transformer stations at Verona,

near DomegHara, at Ala and at Trento were the targets for
Tactical Air Force,

one mile north of Ora and the power station tvro miles south

west of Bolzano were the targets for Strategic Air Force.

In addition to the diversions to-keep down eneii^ fighters,
the s3''stera as a whole 'between Verona and Trento was to be
attacked with the object of creating all possible blocks
betfreen Domegliara and Trento.

The converter stations at Salorao and

The four transformers, from Verona to Trento in order,
were to be destroyed by Desert Air Force fighter-bombers,

^ by 57th Wing Mitchells and Desert Air Force filter-bombers,
by 57th Wing J&tchells and fighter-bombers of XXII Tactical

Air Command, and by 57th Wing Mtchells and XXII Tactical
Air Command fighter-bombers respectively. The creation of
blocks between Verona and Trento was the task of the 42nd

Wing MoJrauders. The heavy bombers of Strate^c Air Force
were, in addition to attaclcing the three stations North of
Trento, to bomb the section of the line between Trento and

XXII Tactical. Command was to
The

Innsbruck and create blocks,

furnish general fighter cover for all bomber attacks,
signal to proceed was to come from Tactical Air Force throu^
57th Wing for medium bomber preparations,
report the ready back to Tactical Air Force, who was then to
co-ordinate the efforts of Desert Air Force, XXII Tactical
Air Command and Strategic Air Force.

They were, to

Operation 'Bingo* - Execution

After the publication of the Bingo directive of
27 October, a week of non-operational weather followed.
It was 4 November before the two medium bomber wings were

able to resume flying on joint mi
were both up to full strength.C1)

At the time thssions.

The Verona transformer

Report on Operation
Bingo H,Q«,
N.A.T.A,P„ 20 Jan,
19i|5 Appx. b/S^.SO/3
to H,Q.,
M,A,T,A,F., O.R.B„
Jan.

ey

(1) order of Battle on 1 November of 57th and l|2nd Bomb wings

57 th BOMBARDMEMT WIH}

5li0th Oroiip
■■ ® 0 th’Squadron
!l87th »
1)88 th
1489th

'521st Group

1)1)5 th Squadron
1)146 th
l)47th
liliSth "

510th; Group

37^h Squadron
580th

>  581st
1)28 th

H.Q.

B  - 25
H

nn

tlIt

H#Q«
B  - 25

nIt

IIIt

II

H#Q#
B  - 25

IIn

nIt

Ifn

Prunelll

H.Q, .Alesan
tl

tt

II

tt

Solenzara
H

II

n

n

Ghlsonaocla
If

n

n

If

tend BCmARDMSI-lT WING
17th Group

Squadron

H#Q# Borgo

H*Q* Poretta
B ** 26 tl

It
37 th
95th

It

nn n

It432nd ftn

IUQ» Serragia519th Group (Reanned with B^s# and ti^sferred
to 57 Boinb Group 15 NOv# 1944)

B -- 26457th Squadron
438th "
439th
440th

ti

tt

It

IfIt

IIIf

tlIt

HtQ. Alto320th Group
44Ti't Squadi‘*on
4tend
4^rd
Wi4th

Note* Shortly thereafterj tend Wing was redistributed, one squadron going
to 57 th Wing. In December, tend Wing left the theatre.

B - 26 n

ItIt ft

Ittttt

Ittt ft
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station was attacked ’bs' two squadrons of Thunderbolts(l) with
rockets and hy two squadrons of Kittyhawks(2).
holts reported 21 hits on the transformer and four hits on ihe

buildings; the Kittyhawks claimed two direct hits on the

transformer and 14 on the main building. Blast was respon
sible for most of the damage. It was estimated later that

overall damage was 80 per cent. The Domegliara transfoimer
station, attacked by two medium bomber missions(3),
covered by a good concentration of the 500 lb. bombs;
fighter-bombers(4) scored direct hits oi tte transformer station,
destroying two transformers. Overall damage was later put
at 100 per cent, as it was for the Ala attack, carried out in
two missions by medium bombersCS) and Thunderbolts, using both
bombs and rockets.

The Thimder-

was

The Trento attack was less successful than the others.

The attacking formations vrere troubled by heavy flak, intense

and accurate against the fighter-bombers. C 6) The known
presence of 30 heavy guns, with five light guns in the

immediate vicinity called for the most elaborate precautions.
To foil the radar system, six of the medium bombers dispensed
chaff, #iile, 24 others dropped I68 bombs an J2 phosphorus
bombs,

mostly F.W. 190s - viio made passes, almost all unaggressive,
and- met heavy, moderate and accurate flak,
on the chaff element resulted in less accurate fire on the

main bombing formation; thqy reported favourably on the

combined effect of phosphorus bombs and chaff and claimed to
have well covered the control station and transformer.

,s without silencing them,
flew in low and dropped

32 bombs, scoring two direct hits on the transformer area, one
out in the railway tracks and a hit on the corner of the
control house.

The chaff element encountered six enemy aircraft -

The concentration

An

anti-flaJc missionC?) bombed the gun
At 1245 hours, 16 Thunderbolts(8j f

Pour others scored two direct hits on.the
With no chaffA large factory blew up.transformer area,

element to distract the defences, they flew tiirough intense
and accurate flak. Damage was later estimated at 50 per
cent.

The 42nd Bombardment Wing’s l^Iarauder attacks fell on the

section between Verona and Trento.(9) Six missions, totalling
103 sorties were flown. They created seven blocks(lO)
between Rovereto and Verona, mtiiout opposition or loss.

Tv/enty-three Liberators of Strategic Air Force, escorted
by 45 Lightnings, reported cover of Salorno power station in
a close pattern and three near misses on the transformer
house, two direct hits and several near misses on Ora power
station. They cut the double track line to Bolzano in three

places. There was plenty of well-directed flak at the targets
but no aircraf't were encountered or lost.

1J Of 79th Fighter Group.
2J Of No.239 Wing.
3) Of 310th Bomb. Group.
4) Of 57th Fighter Group.
,5) Of 321st Bomb. Group.
,6) Of 57th Fighter Group.
,7) By 86th Fighter Group.
8j Of No. 66 Pigliter Squadron, 57th Fighter Group.
9) Figure 13 shows all the principal points on the Brenner

line.

(10) The cuts were at Ossenigo, San Ambrogio, Dolce and Marco.
They hit the north end of Ala railway bridge.
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Early Assessments of Results

Photograjiiio reconnaissance sorties flowi on 8 and 9
November reported excellent overall results^ not attaining
perfection, but pointing to the infliction of -what might well
prove fatal damage to the Verona-Trento electric system.
Reports from usually reliable ground agents began to accumulate.

On 12 November, it was reported that only steam traction could
be usedj on 17 November, that the Germans were using motor
transport to move critical supplies from Ora to Verona: on

23 November, that they had ordered suspension of repair work
on sub-stations between Verona and Trento and that thereafter

only steam locomotives were to be used: again, on 25 November,
that ovifing to the damage to the four stations, only steam

locomotives could operate between Verona and Trento.

Photographic reconnaissance aircraft, unless weather forbade it,
flew an average of three sorties daily over the Brenner.
Their photographs confirmed the agents’ reports,
traction was observed and, on occasions, long motor convoys
were observed on routes parallel to apparently unserviceable
sections of the railway route,
on the power stations.

Only steam

No further attacks were made

Ckimulative Effect of Air Attacks on the Electrical System

Some idea of the immediate results was thus obtained.

complete view of the operation was only obtainable at the

close of the campaign,
many problems of great importance were left unsolved, peihaps
for ever, in the general dissolution of forces,
fortunate that the Twelfth Air Force had sufficient presence

of mind to collect and collate the documents of many stations

along the Brenner, interrogate personnel from the power
stations and integrate the facts. A paper produced by
Engineer Righi of the Italian State Railways gives the full

context of pre-’Bingo’, ’Bingo* and post-’Bingo* operations
and shows how by 15 January the Germans had abandoned hope of
restoring the current south of Trento, but continued light
traffic north of it.(l)

Wlien hostilities came to an end.

It is

Speaking of the Brenner line as a whole, he said that
between 1 October 1944 and 1 May 1945, electric train operation
was irregular and limited to ever-decreasing sections of the
line,

head contact lines were cleared away from the damaged section,
the track repaired and re-electrification carried out forth

with, so long as it was possible to keep power stations, high
tension lines and sub-stations operating efficiently.

After an attack on the line, fallen towers and over^

During the first week in October 1944, the report
continues, electric operation was still efficient, in spite
of the fact that the sub-station at Trento, the mobile sub

station at Ora, its high tension industrial primary lines(2)
and the railroad primary lines(3) had already been badly

(l) Survey of Transformer Sub-stations on the Lower Brenner
Line - XII A.P. Ordnance Section (Report by Engineer
Righi of the Elect. & Signals Office, Italian State
Railways). (A.H.B./IIJI1/18, Fiay 1945, Pt.V).
130,000 volts, 50 cycles.
60,000 volts. 16.7 cycles.
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damaged by the bombing of 4 September along the section between
Bronzolo and Trento. On 4 October^ heavy air attacks along
the line frcan Portezza to Trento badly daiaaged the sub-station

at Campodazzo and the, hi^ tension lines,
interruption, the hi^ tension line between Trento and Verona

were rehabilitated by loaned power;(l) and the northerrmiost
sector between Brennero and Bressanone, with loaned power from
the Prati station, was quickly restored to serviceability.
By 8 October, one track from Bi’ennero to Ora was operating
electrically and the Interruption between Ora and Trento, due

primarily to the damage caused by our aircraft to the bridges
over the Adige and Avisio Rivers, repaired.

After a short

During October, the Germans dealt to a large degree
successfully with the frequent interruptions caused by Allied
bombing. Damage to high tension and overhead contact lines

could be repaired the same day. On 4 November, the 130,000
volt supply from the power station at Bressanone was inter

rupted by six foriTiations of Marauders. (2), The report did not
mention the 24 cuts on a 30-mile stretch south of Trento claimed

by these units, or the claimed tearing-up of tracks on
5 November.

Engineer Righi affirmed that after 'Bingo’ there was no
electric operation on the Trento-Verona section and, further^

more, operation on the section between Verona and Ostiglia (on
the Po), supplied by the Bussolengluo power station, became
very irregular. The continuous bombing thereafter of the

section between Trento and Domegliara forced the German
Transport Headquarters to have all overhead contact equipment
removed on 15 January 1945 on nearly all sections. The

mobile sub-stations proved no menace in the event. The

Germans found the difficulty in establishing than and their

vulnerability to air attack sufficient reasons for not attempt
ing to use them.

As regards the overall situation on the northern Trento-
Brennero section, it was impossible for the transport control
to provide complete coverage, for Operation ’Bingo’ had cut all
telephonic communication north of Verona. After 15 January,
electric operation south of Mezzboorona, and very often from

Ora and Bronzolo, was no longer possible. In the branch
north of Bronzolo and south of Bolzano, efficient electric
sei'vice was maintained. After the end of February 1945#
traffic was reduced to light proportions, owing to the

frequent interruptions by air attack of the bridges near

Bressanone and Campo dl Trehs.
Campodazzo sub-station was completely destroyed, but traffic,
limited and irregular, continued.

At the end of IViarch, the

Evi dence by the General of the German Tran^ort Arm and
Prisonersp-o f-War

In a paper wiiich will be used more extensively in an

assessment of the five-months air campaign against the Brenner

route, the General of the Transport Aim in Italy attempted to

I'rom the Edison firm in Mori,

Of 42nd Bomb. Vifing.
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play down the effects of 'Bingo*.(l) These attacks, he said
after the campaign, were not regarded by his colleagues as of
decisive importance, since systema.tic destruction v.'as confined
to the relativeljr level stretch "between.-yerona and Trento.

It was comparatively easy to change oyeh to steam locomotion,
as relevant plans already existed,
effort on the steep slope between Bolzano and the Brenner
Pass would have produced disastrous effects much more quickly|
steam locomotion thereover would have been of little effect.

The same concentration of

Nevertheless,, he admitted, the results were 'extremely
disagreeable', inasmuch as they enforced the supply of coal
to the Lov/er Brenner and its transport over an already over-"
burdened system. After 6 November, the eventual destruction
of the northerly power stations vra.s awaited with apprehension.
To minimise the expected loss of these, caverns were pre-
pai'ed in the hills, in which the mobile sub-stations could
be en^laced. A.fter the Swiss embargo on coal of  1 January
1945j the loss of the Verona-Trento power was more acutely
felt.

Althou;^ the Trensport Chief affected to make light of
the partial loss of the power system, continuous statements
by prisoners-of-war and reports by the American Office of
Strategic Services(2) confirmed a notable increase in the
Germans' transport difficulties, vhich, aggravated by the
constant bombing of the line, found expression in aggravating
delays, in particular in the movement of troops; these were

continually changing over to motor transport or held up by
the increasing sliortage of rolling stock working overtime on

account of Operation 'Bingo'.

Twelfth Air Force's qualified Satisfaction with Results of
'Bingo T

Tv/elfth Air Force concluded after the survey of Spring
194-5 that Operation 'Bingo' had been even more effective
than believed soon after its execution(3), but would have
been even more so had Strategic Air Force destroyed the

stations north of Ora 'as was originally planned',
cannot be confirmed that there ever was a complete detailed

plan, but it is certain that the oil priorities in Eioropean
bombing policy excluded greater participation in the air war

against coniraunications,
tied to that policy.

It

The Fifteenth Air Force was closely

Analysis of station records showed clearly the difference
in activity on the two sections below and above Trento.
Bolzano on the central sector, 'V\4'iere the stretch remained

electrified, records sliow that all througii the period October

to May many trains, other than military and repair trains,
continued to run during the days the track v/as not blocked.

In vivid contrast, the Domegliara records showed that
immediately after the stroke of 6 November, and throu^out
the succeeding months, practically the only movements

At

(l) Axticle by Oberst i.G. Schnez,formerly General des
Transportwesens, Italien; quoted in 'The German System of

Supply in the Field - Italy G. 2/AFHQ - Feb. 1946.
(A. H.B./IIJ11/58/59).

(2) 5th Army PA 25 Feb. 1945; 1 Jan. 1945; 11th Feb. 1945;
16th Feb. 1945; 13th Feb. 1945; 25th Jan. 1945;
23rd Feb. 1945; I8th Apl. 1945; O.S.S. I640/13 9 Feb.
1945; Hye 2? Feb. 1945.

(3) Report by XII A.F. Ordnance Section. (A.H.B./IIJ11/18,
May, 1945, Pt.V).

I
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attempted were by military and repair trains. Even during
the month of December, when frequent had weather broke the

continuity of bombing operations, the traffic volume over this

section of the line -vra-S not more than 50 per cent of its pre-
^Bingo * level. Operation 'Bingo * did not, and was not
expected to, terminate all traffic through the Brenner Pass,
but it did considerably reduce the volume of traffic to a

point where, by periodic interruptions by bombing, it could

more easily be kept below the essential minimum.

Brenner Operations in November and December 1944

Battle joined

The bloclcade of Italy opened on the fine morning of
breaking clouds of 4 November 1944. Six formations of

Marauders bombed a 30 mile stretch of line south of Trento,
cutting the track in 24 places: a similar attack the next day
enlarged the area of damage, cutting both approaches to

Rovereto bridge. Unusually aggressive air reaction by some
eneiTiy fi^iters resulted in the loss of three Marauders there

for the price of five eneir^r fighters. Then, on  6 November,
he attack onfollowed Operation 'Bingo'. On the same day as t

the transformer sta-cions, aircraft of 57th Wing'"^-'
blocked the same bridge at Rovereto, and the bridge at

Calliaino, as was clearly revealed by bomb fall plots.
7 November, 17 Mitchells destroyed Ala bridge and 18 Mitchells
cratered Ossenigo fill: a similar formation attacked San

Michele, severing two spans.
San Miciiele and Galliano by 16 November.

damaged and

On

Three more attacks were made on

On 17 November, the long viaduct at Lavis was added to the

list of targets. Another attack on Ossenigo fill completed
the 57th Wing’s Brenner effort for November. Weather closed

inj but the blocking had been effective as far as the area

between Trento aiid Bolzano. The target policy tendency had

been to advance from open stretches in the south to bridges
(more numerous) on the more northerly stretches, with fills
and corniches remaining constant in interest. The Germans
were building a diversion offering feviT good medium targets

bet\reen Bolzano and Trento.(2) They were allowed to finish
an alternate 15 mile line, by~passing both the Ora and San

Michele bridges, by 6 December v/ithout Allied interference.
Anxious though Tactical Air Force was to grasp the problem of
the Upper Brenner by the horns, the terrain Itself still
deterred them.

Aipart from terrain, there was drastic reduction in
strength to be allowed for. On 19 November, 42nd Bombardment
Wing (then out of Sardinia and based in Corsica) flew its last

It was transferredmission in the Mediterranean Command,

to Dijon for service in the European Theatre of Operations.

(l) 319 Group - 36 Mitchells dropped 72 tons of 1,000 pound
bombs without loss.

(2) M.A.T.A.P., 0.R.BS.
Reich H.Q., 3VLA. T.A.F.
Wing. (A.H.B./IIP2/22/6).

The isolation of Italy from the
Battle of the Brenner 57th Bomb.
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Twelfth Air Force was then left with only four groups of

medium "bombers to carry the major part of the burden of

blockading Italy.(l) It was not alone, ho-wever, and
the forces marslialled extend.ed to night bombers, fighter
and light bombers and Desert Air Force provided substantial
aid.

Looking back later on general results. Tactical Air
Force felt that it had been ri^t in plunging right into the

heart of the problem and inflicting very serious damage,
tVhen repair and flak were much more highly developed, the

Germans managed to make up a good deal of leeway, but the

heavy November attacks had given us a good start.  A lifter
air effort would have been speedily neutralised.

December Operations

All throu^ December, the Northern Brenner remained a

relatively untapped problem, with most of tlie effort concen

trated on the smaller bridges south of Trento and the fills at
the base of the line,

efforts were redoubled to bring about the landslide over the

tracks at Ambrogio recommended by the Italian engineers and

geologists,
it was calculated, take longer to clear than it would to

repair several broken bridges,
rendered invisible by shadows until the aircraft vra,s prac

tically on top of it.
their entire efforts to dislodging a limestone cliff at this

point, but failed.

The advance towards Faenza absorbed tl}e medium bombers
between 21 and 24 November;
weather.

On 1 December, the vdiole line was open for throu^ traffic:

throu^out the month we seemed to make a little headway only
to see it neutralised by the feverish and surprising tactics

of the German repair organisation, now rapidly reaching the

point of perfection,
and again and made operations more hazardous and aiming much
more difficult,

operational,
missions flew on tlie Brenner programme j

only five missions succeeded in reaching any of the
northeastern routes.

Following two attempts in November,

The rubble created by one good landslide would.

But the aiming points were

Five missions in December devoted

the month finished with grisly

The enemy profited enorraously by this respite.

Weather broke the continuity again

After 18 Decemiber, the weather was non-
In the first 25 days of the month, only 12

through Christmas,

Ibid

On 2 December, the bridges at Ala, Rovereto and
Galliano on the Lower, and at San klichele on the liiddle
Brenner were attacked in the face, of ground haze, smoke from

generators and intense flak. The line was closed, no
bridges were destroyed: on 5 December, the line was open
again. Rolling stock was seen to be piling up in groups and

singly between Verona and Bolzano. After a spell of eight
days of thick weather, Mitchells attacked again on 10 December,
this time against four bridges, two fills and two potential
landslides on the Lower Brenner and San Michele bridge on

(l) The redeployment of 319th Group on 1 January left
12 squadrons of liltchells and 4 of kiarauders.
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the Middle Brenner. Again, enemy fi^iters - about two and

a half Staffeln. i.e. 12 to 15 aircraft - attacked, destroying
a Mitchell for the loss of four Me. 105s. Tvro more Mitchells

were lost to heavy flak. Again, no structural damage vra.s

done to bridges: the reports referred to cratered approaches
and track cuts. These were certainly cleared up by the time

the next photographs were processed on 22 December. Pour

moi-e days of cloudy weather gave the Germans further respite.

On 26, 27, 29, 30 and 31 December, 57th Wing covered the Lower
Brenner at Galliano, Rovereto, Santa Mar^erita and Ala bridges,
a tunnel entrance and potential landslide at San Ambrogio and

a fill at Dolce j they ga.ve some attention to the Middle

Brenner by attacking the great Lavis viaduct on 29 December
without decisive results. Many cuts were made: the non-stop
effort will be noted. It was essential to overtake the

German repair potential. \ "I)

Heavy Bomber Co-operation in December

Three new features in December were the return of

strategic aircraft, the increase in the number of fighter
bombers employed and the introduction of night bombers,
heavy bombers first attacked the Austrian terminals.
15 December, 47 Liberators inflicted very heavy damage to the
main marshalling yard at Innsbruck, an attack valuable, among
other ways, in destroying full freight cars and oil tank
waggons. Prom 26 December throu^ 4 January, heavy bombers
carried out 25 attacks on bridges and other rail targets along
both the Brenner and the northeastern lines, ending on

4 January -with a twin assault by 197 Portresses and Liberators
on the Verona marshalling yards, vdiich was known to be very
effective,(2) and a moderatel3'’ successful attack on Trento
North marshalling yards. (3)
several hits on Bolzano yards, the tracks and rolling stock.

Thereafter, Strategic Air Porce participation in the isolation
of Italy ceased until late Pebruary.

Pighter Bomber Operations along the Brenner

Prom late in October onwards, figjriter-bomber armed
reconnaissances had penetrated into the lower part of the

Venetian plain in search of rolling stock and locomotives in

Verona and Padua marshalling yards and on the lines therefrom
to Treviso and Oastelfranoo.

in the big attack on the transformer stations,
until late in November that it was decided to turn the fighter-
bombers to the limit of their range on to actual railway line

targets beyond the Po. When 42nd Wing left the theatre and
the weather held down the medium bombers remaining, the

filter-bombers were the obvious stopgap in the race for time.

The

On

Porty-foinr Liberators scored

On 6 November, they co-operated
It was not

Ibid

(1) The medium effort in December was only one-half that in'"
November. 1,026 tons of bombs were dropped by them on

Late in the month, they undertookthe Brenner line,

operations against the Tarvisio, Piedicolle and Postumia
They passed responsibilitj/ for thetarget systems.

Trento-Cittadella loop line to the fighter bombers.
(2) 90 Portresses and 41 Liberators dropped 289 tons

Verona/torto Nuovo and 26 Fortresses and kO Liberators
dropped 17I tons on Verona/Porto Vescovo for the loss of

only 1 Liberator.
(3) 75 Liberators dropped lio tons on Trento North and "toe

station sidings for the loss of 2 aircraft,
to these three attacks, bombers and 56 Li^tnings attacked
points on the northeastern Innsbruck areas.

on

In addition
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They vvere so successful that -what had been intended as a

patclivTOrk emergency move ended by becoming a standard and

valued role in the pattern of interdiction.

They began on a small scale on 19 November by potholing
the tracks low down the line between Verona and Ala.

26 November through 2 December, they moved xiorthward, still

on a small scale, vdth an effort of 14-8 sorties,
small efforts, their results were sometimes strild.ng.
example, one of the early attacks near San Ambrogio blew up
a truck -viiiich, exploding, blasted put 280 yards of tracks
from the road bed.

and buildings as far as 330 yards away damaged.
28 November, 4-6 Thunderbolts worked over a 40-mile stretch,
tearing ten gaps in it, so creating small 'islands*, -vihich
were to become a lively topic of tactical debate on both
sides,

flew up and down the Brenner route as far north on
occasions as San Micliele, cutting tracks and attacking yards
at Trento and elseir/here, claiming 14-9 cuts in all,. As
Desert Air Force was intimately committed to close support of
the Eighth Anny and tne support of Tito's forces, XXII
Tactical Air Comniand threw in more of its Thunderbolt fi^tej>»
bombers over the northeastern and Venetian plain routes.
The day-to-day effect and the cumulative results of all the

attacks by heavy, medium, light and fi^iter bombers are best

considered, not by the periodic status reports so valuable
to the air forces at the time, but in the light of the chart

at Figure 18, which is based on actual captured enemy
station reports and charts. It is sufficient to appreciate
here that it was not until well into February that’ a

turning point favourable in prospect to the Allies was
reached.

Fixan

Though
For

Trucks were hurled over 100 yards away

Again, on

All through December, an average of 20 Thunderbolts

Ni^t Bomber Armed Reconnaissance in December

There were two problematic time gaps in the Allied
pattern of air attack, namely movement and repairs at night
and in the interim periods of twili;^t between dayli^it and

.(l) The first was approached on 1 December with
order from Tactical Air Force for the employment of a

proportion of night bombers on armed reconnaissance of the

Brenner line and northeast Italy. XXII Tactical Air^
Command complied by assigning several Bostons, on  a nightly
basis as from 2 December, to the cover of the Brenner line
as far north as Trento and the roads along the shores of

Lake Garda, crov/'ded with motor transport. Desert Air Force
spared a few aircraft nightly to cover the northeastern lines,
striking the first blow on the night 9/l0 December at Udine.
It was a nicely-timed operation. Fourteen Bostons flew over

the city for 4-5 minutes, while Partisans, under tlie sound
shield of the air raid sirens, sabotaged the mar^alling
yards: then the Bostons bombed the railway station.

darkness

an

H.Q.,
T* /S« A« S» 0*
O.R.B.,
1 Deb 1944

The Position at Christmas 1944

After the resounding opening of the Brenner battles in

November, the results seemed disappointing, vhen reviewed
The weather was hostile, the enemy

repair gangs appaiently possessed of demonic energy and no
structural damage had been inflicted on any major bridge

at Christmas time.

Ibid all above

references

Cl) The problem of twilight attacks will be dealt with later.
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Nor was the picture much more
There had only

since the end of Novemher.

favourable along the other frontier routes,
been a very short period in December iflriien any one of the four
belts of interdiction could be considered closed. Plenty
of traffic -was passing throu#, although reduced in volume,

the northeastern routes and the Venetian plain thanmore over

over tlie Brenner,

Concein hei^itened to tension when on l6 Dececiber
Field Marshal Von Rundstedt opened the counter-offensive in

the Ardennes with two panzer armies, and when a few days
later there were signs of the impending counter-offensive

Some saw

the two attacks as the manifestation of one policy and looked

anxiously over their shoulders to Leghorn, our major supply
Kesselring had an^le experienced troops to spare for

the West as things stood, and could, v/ith general conditions

in his favour, still hold us down on or about the actual front
line.

down the Serohio Valley on tlie Fifth Army front.

port.

Allied Armies in West and East demand Air Blockade of

Reinforcements

An urgent appeal went out from General Spaatz to
Generals Cannon and Twining, Commanding Generals of the

Tactical and Strategic Air Forces respectively. Spaatz^s
headquarters considered it of great importance that the
Brenner and Tarvisio routes should be maintained as fully as

Tliat was the mostpossible in a state of immobilisation,
important contribution the Mediterranean Air Forces could
make to the battle in the West. Intensive air reconnaissance
should be especially naintalned along the Gothard  - Simplon
routes, and immediate notification given him of any intensi
fication of traffic there which mi^t indicate the movement of

German divisions in Italy to the West* Eaker asked both air
forces to undertake maximum compliance to meet this commit

ment by the following day, a figiire of speech inhich echoed the
sense of urgency felt.

The Russians were launching their Winter offensive, inhioh

led to the collapse of General Guderian's front in Poland in

mid-January. Tliey were Just as anxious as Eisenhower that
German reinforcements should not be switched from Italy to

their fronts, wrote the Russian High Command.

Forced Revision of Air Tactics

On 26 December 1944, an imminently planned Allied ground
assault was indefinitely postponed and bn 2 January 1945

The armies reverted to a defensive role. Mostcancelled,

of the responsibility for containing Gennan formations in
With the appeals fromItEd.y now lay with the Air Forces,

the West and the Russians before them, with the need to

starve and isolate the forces under Kesselring paramount,
decisive res\ilts yet to point to and many other commitments
in Northem Italy, the Balkans and Greece to be met, air
tactics had to be revised and intensified.

no

The enemy was not only busy building diversions, but
studying and exploiting the time factor. Not only was

he active in those periods between Gaylight and night
referred to but was waiting until a line was repaired to ru^

through the maximum volume of supplies at top pressure. He
was also transhipping men more easily than materials round

was
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breaks in the line and -working out the minimum possible span
of ‘islands’ between breaks wl'ilch lais transhipment plan
could cope with,
air interdiction.

Everything pointed to deeper and heavier

The Air Directive of 9 January 19Z}-5

Operational
Directive Noe23

9 Jan, 19/6,
H.Q. 11.A.T.A.F,

{A,H,B,/IIJ1/188/6,
Enel, 3a),

The following steps were thereupon taken at the turn of

Firstly, the zone of interdiction in the North-the year,
east was deepened so as to embrace the frontier routes
throu^ the Alps above the Venetian Plains* secondly, those

Baltimore and Marauder squadrons of Desert Air Force then

operating almost exclusively south of the Po River were

committed to the blockade; thirdly, an all-out fighter
bomber effort was arranged for as soon as their commitments
to the Armies dropped to a low point,
routes took the place of the Po Valley network as their
first priority communications commitment,
to destroy bradges, not to pothole tracks.

The international

They were asked

These steps -were fomelised in the operational directive
of 9 January, viiich has been already touched on in the

section on air strategy.(l) Briefly, tliis directive elimi

nated ground support as a major responsibility and re

defined the primary task of Tactical Air Force as the
maintenance of the isolation of Northern Italy; the 57th

Mitchell Wing’s priorities were, firstly, the Brenner, then,
in succession, the Venetian railway bridges over the Brenta,
Piave, Livenza and Tagliamento Rivers, and the group of
three northeastern lines, the Texvisio, Piedlcolie and
Postumia,

Ctommand and Desert Air Force was directed to crucial stretches

First requirements were a series
second

The bulk of -the effort of XXII Tactical Air

joining Italy to the Reich,
of broken bridges and long gaping gaps in the line;
requirements -were the concentration of attacks on indi-vidual
sections of the line until they were con^letely unserviceable.
XXII Tactical Air Command gave first priority to the Brenner

line, Desert Air Force to the lov/er stretches of the Tarvisio
and Piedioolle routes; the two commands shared the three

lines along the Venetian Plain on succeeding priority bases.

Rise in Air Effort after Christmas Day

From Boxing Day throu^ to the end of the year, witJ?
the exception of the 30th, bright weather brou^t  a fillip

The participation of the heavy bombers has
The mediums achieved good results

at San Ambrbgio and Dolce, on the 26th. They destroyed the

bridge at Galliano on the 2?th, but within l^8 hours a single
line across it was again serviceable. At Rovereto, they
had badly damaged the bridge and cratered its approaches;
2/f hours later it was reopened to traffic. They therefore
returned and bombed it five times in the last six days of the

They scored hits on Lavis viaduct without crippling

to operations,
been referred to above.

month,

Air Intelligence
weekly Summaries
H.Q,, M.A.A.F,/
Intell, section
(A.H,B./IIJ1//i3).

it seriously.

Enemy Position on 31 December 194/<-

There -was very little tlirough traffic possible on the

Brenner route, or indeed any other route to the Reich, at the
close of 1944 and on only very few days thereafter, but some

Captured enemy

charts and statlpn
reports. Resumes of
interrogation reports,

H,q,, M,A,T,A,P, &
H,A«A,F.

(l) Refer to Appendix 17 for full text.
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The Germans made the maximum usetraffic ms always moving,

of the system by off-loading priority troops and supplies at

breaks and shuttling them round the cuts on to the open
sections of the line known a.s islands,

were countering this to some extent by spacing the cuts 15

to 20 miles apart, thereby forcing a long motor transport haul
or march.

The Allied Ail' Forces

It is known tliat the Germans made use of islands

only 12 miles long; it was only over rare periods of unbroken
good weather that we were able, throughout the battle, to

affect that policy.

A reasonably accurate statementC1) of the average daily
traffic passing along the various sections of the Brenner
became possible when station records and officials fell into

our hands. The daily average on the southern sector Increased,
on the northern sector it remained at the November figure,
and on the central sector probably fell. Surveying the

•vdiole field of Northern Italy, of which the Brenner was a

sensitive area, the German interdictionC2) charts show 1,020
cuts in all. Of these, 753 were made by aircral’t attacks,
the surprisingly high figure, (still to be surpassed) of 154
by partisans, and 112 by accidents. Analysing these into
degrees of permanence, we see now that 831 cuts were on open
stretches and stations and only 189 at bridges in December.

The German Report to the Hi^ ComriTand

Report IMQ/kkj
29 Dec, 19W* on
the laalntenanoe of

rallvray cominunica**
tlons, captured
enemy document
(quoted In
A.H.B./I1J11/18,
May 1945).

The Geman Comniand in Italy reviewed the whole problem
of maintaining railway communications in Italy on 29 December

1944 in a report to the Director of Transport in the Armed

Forces High Command. The dociment, captured later, is still

one of the most important and revealing surviving and should

be studied at Appendix 21, Tidiere it is given in extenso,.
Implicit in its terms was an appeal, hardly likely to be met,
for more men and materials.

The pattern of Allied air attacks was clearly perceived
and it was admitted that Partisan sabota.ge was a menace. It

explained the various developnents to that date, including
practical camouflage and deception measures, the overcoming
of river barriers, the success of railway ferries and measures

against the simultaneous cutting of all railyray bridges, such

as diversion bridges,
nine were under construction and five more planned,
of their experiments were given, pointing to the high value

Nineteen diversions had been completed,
Results

(1) Number of trains, excluding single locomotives, but Including woric trains
arriving, leaving or passing the three stations Domegltara, Trento and
Bolzano,

DaiEGLlARA TRENTO BOLZANO

Dally
Average

Dally
Average

Dally
Average

Entire Line

Dally Average
Total Total Total

44 38970 31Ocu Records not available 1,372
1,135
1,092
1,111
756

n n

« n

65 2

18 1

38355 12Nov,

Deo.
Jan.

25
475 15 35 25
290 36 169

/•

o167Feb. 27 11
95 68Mar, 3 82 592 19

Apl. 6822 1 3582 512

Kiese figures do not mean e.g,, that an average of 5 trains moved dally during
April between Verona and Bolzano. They show that an equivalent of 5 trains.
Including repair trains, were working either North or South over that stretch
of line. It is of Interest to note that traffic in the Trento area, the
approximate centre of Interdiction, show that, after the turn of the year,
traffic there vias very low, but that at Domegllara
able, though diminishing,

(2) Streckenstdrung,

and Bolzano it was oonslder-
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of pre-fabricated sections, light bridge support equipment
and short bomb crater bridges. Ingenuity of an unusual
degree found expression in a series of measures, from conver

sion of 'vvater points to steam in case cui-rent was cut off, to
dispersal, camouflage, and decoys. The problem of
specialised manpovrer v^as pointed out as critical.

After the beaver-like activities of the enemy repair

organisation, the growth and disposition of his flak forces
presented the next constant menace. In 1944. the
Mediterranean Allied Tactical Air Force alone lost no less

than 715 aircraft totally destroyed to flak. It is obviously
well to exaiTiine this formidable enemy defence arm more

closely.

Elak and Anti-Flak

German Anti-Aircraft Organisation in Northern Italy(l)

O.K^L. Fust*
la/Flak No.10387/
l^kg» Kdos.aiefs,
2k Nov, 194*.
(Flak mp:
A.H.B.6)

In November 1944» the German Luftwaffe Flak organisation
was the responsibility of the Commanding General of the

Luftwaffe in Italy. He controlled three main sectors, namely
the Central, Western and Eastern. 25th Flakdivision covered

the Central sector, rouglily the Brenner and the North Central
area up to the northern frontier; 3rd Flakbrigade covered
the Western sector, that is, the French-Italian frontier and

the area from Genoa north to Casale; and, lastly,
22nd Flakbrigade covered the Eastern sector, i.e. the
Venetian plain. In addition, the coasts in the Gulf of
Genoa were defended by detachments of the I^rinekommanio
Italy - (the naval H.Q.). A group under tlie Admiral Adria
defended the Istrian coastline and a small number of railway

transport flak units were located in the Vicenza  - Padua

area.(2) The units defending the Brenner line were the
5th and 137th Flak Regiments. (3)

(1) Refer to Figure 11,
(2) These areas are clearly defined on Figure 11, Which was constructed from a

captured original top secret German map of the period. Maps dated
2i* October, 9 and 24 November and 9 and 22 December 194* only are at
present held in Air Ministry, but there are copies of maps captured at
General von Pohl’s H.Q., giving tlie situation as at ̂  March 19d5, printed
in vol.1 No,7 of the M.A.T.A.F. Monthly Air Intelligence and Operations
Bulletin, (A.H,B,/IIJ11/18),

(3) Order of Battle. Flak, N. Italy.
I, Eastern Sector

22nd Flaic Brigade

57th Flak Regt, with 6 battalions
78 th
135th o
149th «

II, Central Sector
25Ui FlaJt Division

5th Flak Regt, with 7 Battalions
105th "
137th «

(also Replacement Pool with 2 battalions and 1 smoke battalion),
III, Western Sector

3rd Flak Brigade

39th Flak Regt, with 2 battalions
131st «

one Italian Flak Brigade with 6 battalions Army and Marine
Flak units under tactical Command of the Luftwaffe,

Oct, 1944 “ Mar, 1945,

" 3ft n

«  6 Rft

ti 6II n

« 7 nIt

n  8 fln

It It 3
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Most flak installations along the Brenner line were
formed into Crosse Batterien. complexes of tv/o or more heavy
batteries at one locality,
centrally located fire control instruments, comprising two

complete sets of equipment rendering possible the simultaneous
track of two separate foriimtions of attacking aircraft, one
with eaclr set.

transfer of gun fire from one formation to another,
radar coverage of North Italy was virtually complete and was

used to a large extent, but not universally,
the large sites were the concentration of fire power, and

simplified repair, maintenance, supply and administration.
Their greatest weakness was that they provided larger targets
than single batteries and sometimes, as at Rovereto, were
forced by our pei'si stent anti-flak air attacks to split into
tV.'O.(l)

They were installed around

The Rlionrad switching device pennitted rapid
German

In favour of

Defended areas were divided into sectors, one for each
battery, whose commander fired on any hostile aircraft
approaching the target in his sector,
could order fire out of any given sectoi’ into another.
Consolidated radar battery information was plotted.
usueQ. ratio of personnel manning Luftwaffe flak batteries was

60-70 per cent German to 30-40 per cent Italian,
exception was Verona, all-Italian manned.
German personnel, who had only suffered one major tiarnover,
was high; that of the Italian, continually being sifted and

turned over, was usually low.

The Plakfuehrer alone

The

The one

The morale of

Plak Technique

J'fiich of the talent and research previously devoted to air

operations was at this time concentrated on the development of

flak; and an individual air war was fou^t out by the photo-
grapihio interpreters, tactical experts, map makers, navigators
and blind bombing experts on the Allied side against the enecy
radar operators, control room plotters, deception experts and

(1) Flak strength Italy at 29 Mar. 19ij5»

Heavy A«A« Guns

BatteriesType Guns

281Q5“mD

90-Ein (Italian)
88~I!S!i/1|1 (new)
88-im/36 & J7#

7
hS 275
6 22

687128

Total 1,012

Medlun/Llght A.A. Guns

18137“>®i
37-nm (twin)
20nnm

20-nm (4 barrelled)
20-mm (single)
20-im k barrelled)
20-mn special alarm)

16
1 10

108 1,291
17114
67rail

rail 102
rail 372

2,194Total

231 (90^ Kcanmandogerat 40)Directors

Gunrlaylng radars

No balloons

110
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smoke engineers. A study of Footnote 1 will suggest the
efficient basis of the actual G-erman fire control system.(i)

Flak Tactics along the Brenner

The peculiar terrain of the Brenner country, with its
often steeply soaring mountain slopes rising from the Rivers

Adige and Isarco, presented difficulties to the flak units
as well as to our aircraft,

restricted their fields of fire and interrupted radar

None had yet found a way of overcoming the

Almost everyVnere, heights

reception,

Ibid

latter handicap, -vdiich had, as will be remembered, been
allowed for at the time of the Salerno landings over a year
before,

emplaced and at other points no flexibility in siting could
be attempted,
battery mobility were the serious shortage of motor fuel and

the long and arduous material preparations needed to mount

heavy batteries.

At San 1-Iichele, on this account, no guns could be

Other factors complicating the question of

Normally, \dien a battery picked up an aerial target,
radar traclcing was used for range, and optical tracking for
direction,

any other kind of interference, the radar might become
unreliable, (2) altitude was set so as to remain
stant until data could be sent in by the hel^t finder; this

process took about five seconds,
obscured by clouds or ifl^iite phosphorous smoke, fire accuracy
was sure to be reduced,

radar as a source of all data or use barrage fii'e.

If Allied aircraft dropped chaff or there was

con-

If the aircraft was

The response was to either use the

Detailed interrogation of captured German officers
suggests that their listening posts along the River Po
frequently picked up Allied radio messages indicating that our

aircraft were taking off on missions and gave batteries ample
warning of our impending attacks by way of the fighter control
room at Verona. Verona had -vdiat appears to be a rational
filter and plotting room organisation.(3) Mien Allied
formations readied a point 200 kilometres from a defended area,
their position was passed by radio and telephone to the area
Flakfuehrer. He pre-alerted his heavy batteries and gun

At 80'kilometres, the alert was given andcrews stood by.

(1) Both heavy guns and Are control apparatus were ejccellent and Included the
latest Oon.ian models, in most oases they used the 8S“Tnm Flak 3o« but at
Rovereto one battalion used 86-ran Flak 41 and at Verona and viplteno respec
tively 90-mm and 1Q5-nm Italian pieces were used. The only serious shortage
of heavy ammunition developed during the last months of the campaign. Then,
only two thousand rounds of 88-mm shells were allotted to Luftyiaffe defences

In Italy, a very serious drop when one considers their estimate that it took
an average of 1,600 rounds pf heavy amnunltlon to destroy a single allied
aircraft. The Kommandogerat kO dh'ector was used with all 88-iara batteries.
With all batteries north of the battle area, the delicate FH1,41 D was used
for recording range and altitude. Only as a last resort was fire completely
controlled by radar used, Italian batteries used German radar but Italian
directors. The KG,40 was capable of predicting a rectilinear or curvilinear
course. The FMO~('Plakmessgerat) 4l“D gun laying radar, the latest model

available, fumTsheTpresent aziiiith, angular height and range to the
director. More accurate visual tracing was used to furnish azimuth and
angular height when possible. Radar range was more accurate than stere-
osocplo range, ‘Battle of the Brenner* Report by 5?th Bombardment Wing
XII Air Force (A.H,B, IIF2/22/6),

(2) Statistical proof of the effect of chaff, fragmentation and phosphorous bombs
of firing accuracy will be given a few paragraphs later,

(3) Since the war, exercises carried out with German personnel manning flak
defences were said to lead to a conclusion that German defences were to some

extent only pseudo-sclentifIc and that a good deal of prediction was arrived
at by »guess-and-byCod• methods. There Is no conclusive evidence that this
was so In N, Italy, as the results plotted on Figure 12 Indicate,
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the usual procedure of relaying of course and altitude, manning
of weapons, checlcing of orientation and synchronisation and
readiness to fire ensued.

Tree Camouflage

As the battle rose in intensity, the Germans resorted pro

gressively to tree camouflage, a method vihich, although it
rarely deceived the photographic interpreters, did lead to
uncertainty in the mind of approaching aircrews preparing to bomb
and on occasions shook tlieir confidence in their briefing.
One striking example was photographed at Lavis. Here, in the
course of the period between 26 February and 7 March, the
increase of six to ten heavy guns and the irthole collective siting

skilfully shrouded from observation by a seemingly natural
Campo, Yipiteno and

was

continuation of the adjacent forest. _ ,

Ibid

Bressanone speedily followed suit and it remained  a problem
which was never entirely solved, for the Germans were quick to
exploit any oversight on the aircrews* part by developing this
profitable form of sylviculture.

Smoke and Searchli^t Defences(l)Enemy

Searchli^t defences, tied-in with radar, had been
scrapped by Autumn 194A- over most of Northezn Italy,
return of 24 November, the total for the inhole of Italy is given
as four. By 9 December, these had disappeared from the order
of battle. Smoke, however, was used more and more as a passive
defence weapon. January and February 1945 saw its maxmum 

use.

It was employed at Verona and Rovereto in conjunction with gun-
At Lavis and San Michele the Germans relied upon it

On a

fire,

entirely.

Special local conditions increased its value in defence.
Most of the Brenner targets were small; the mountainous terrain,
the prevailing moderate winds, the narrowiess of the Brenner
valley, all conspired to render smoke blankets effective in
concealing distinctive landmarks and making pin-pointing
erratic. Examination of many aerial. photographs emphasises
the ever present haze and light fog produced by the stability of
the shallow layers of air confined in the valley, and strati
fied cloud coverage, conditions wiiose dissipation was difficult
to forecast accurately. From their cockpits, aircrews looked
down on a scene that changed hourly and with the seasons. _
Ancient upheavals had left huge outcroppings and over-hanging
ledges that cast deep, dark shadows for long hours of the day,
concealing, partially or entirely, much-sought-after targets or
guns.

Under normal conditions, smoke screens^ protected the
heavy batteries. This reduced the accuracy of fire, for the
gunners were forced on to unseen, or radar fire control, -vdiioh

estimated as only 25 per cent as accurate as visual fire.was

German Flak Order of Battle Maps (A.H.B.6). _
^2; The metal drm generators held 40 gallons of ohlorosulihonio

acid and were connected to a compressed air cylinder.
Operated manually, they could achieve effective densities in

Radar coverage furnislied ample warning of
it was hence usually possible to

about 20 minutes.

Allied aircraft approach;
render cover effective about 10 to 20 minutes before an

actual attack.
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These smoke defences were not universal, only eighteen
missions in the whole five-month Brenner Battle reporting

their presence; on only five missions were they 100 per cent
effective.

Flak Strength in Northern Italy

Allied computations of the strength and movements of
the German flak defences were the responsibility of the

Intelligence and Operations Section. From all sources,
especially from the w'ork of the photographic reconnaissance
units, they plotted movements and reactions, forecasted, and
produced tactical flak maps for use of aircrews. These maps
were highly appreciated, for they indicated routes which
avoided battery concentrations and gave crews the best
available safeguard. One difficulty under which Flak
Intelligence laboured was that there was no constant numerical
ratio between gun and battery,
between four and twelve guns in a flak battery,
computed batteries in fifths at the period, but the composi
tion -was erratic.(l) Where photographic cover was incomplete
(and it could never attain perfection xznder the given weather
and seasonal conditions) a degree of guesswork was
inevitable.(2) But Wnen one studies the few Luftwaffe flak

records, (3) there is a rough parallel, between Gexman records and
Allied estimates over extended periods, but no check from day
to day.

There might be anything
The Germans

Byenner Flak Defences before and after the Joining of the
Battle

Vdien the- battle of the Brenner opened on 4- November,
there were some ^66 guns from Verona to Innsbruck clustered
round the four key points of Verona, Trento, Bolzano and
Innsbruck,

their flak,

arriving by the evening of the 6th in their new positions.
All night they worked, setting, orientating and synchronising.
On 7 November, our aircraft reported fire from the new posl-

The next day, photographs
confimed it. From 7 to 30 December, a total of 88 heavy

believed to have been moved into the Brenner Pass
The Brenner area build-up as well as that in

The Germans decided the same night to re-dispose
The first units were on the road the next day.

tions between Verona and Trento.

guns were
line area.

Flak reactions to
Brenner Pass line

attaolcs W.A.I.,
M.A.T.A.F.,
Nov. 1944 to
Apr. 1945
(A,H.l3./lIJ1iyi8)

(1) Refer to the footnote in the early part of this section
■viAiich gives the strength in batteries and guns.

(2) The Geman General Von Thoma had been impressed back in
the Desert war by the way our aircraft avoided thick

The technique employed in N. Italy in lateflak areas.

1944. will therefore be seen as the natural outcome of
years of applied research.

(3) Air Intelligence Operations Bulletin No. 44 Mar. 1945*
H.Q., 14A.T.A.F. (A.H.B./IIJII/18).
Flak Order of Battle Maps,(captured eneny documents)
and Von Pohl series of interrogation reports.
(A.H.B.6).
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N.E. Italy may be gauged by the table given in the footnoteCO,
■which shoviTs clearly the gro-wth of •what came to be referred to
as the most hea'vily defended complex at the period in the
Axis vrorld.

All through November, guns vrere shifted around North
By the last -week of the month, 25th Flakbrigade had

Tlie hea-vy
Italy,
moved its H. Q. to San A'nbrogio, close to Verona,
battery pattern began at Stersing up on the frontier.
Bet-ween 6 and 2A November, the 25th*s establi^'aent of heavy
batteries had jumped from 72 hea-vy German and 8 heavy Italian
batteries -v-dth 58 medium and light batteries, to 86 hea-vy
German, 8 hea-vy Italian, and A7 medium and light batteries.
During December, the only notable change was an increase of
four hea-vy Italian and six medium and li^it batteries, but
thereafter a
observed. (2)

notable thickening-up along the route was

Medium Bomber Anti-Plak Measures

Antl-Plak
niGasures emplosfed
by 57 til Bomb, Wing
M.A.I. & O.B.
M.A.T.A.F.,
Feb. 1916.
(A.K.B,/IIJn/18)

As close a check as possible -was kept on the flak system
by Allied photographic reconnaissance units,
■work -was carried out by the Third Photographic Group
Reconnaissance under the direction of Mediterranean Allied
■Tactical Air Force,
produced bomb strike photographs and array reports, this
organisation published flak maps of the scale of  1 :  100,000
periodically and air crew flLak maps of the scale of
1  : 1,000,000 as the situation called for changes.

Most of this

Augmented by interpretation of home

The operational measures developed by 57th Bombardment
This -v/ing first employed them on

The first measure, the dispensing of chaff
Wing must now,be
16 June 1944* ^
by the aircraft of the leading element, led to the employment
of a separate chaff-dispensing element flying aliead of the
main formation on 22 June 1944.
element dropped twelve 120-lb. fragmentation bomb clusters on
gun positions surrounding the target, as -well as dispensing
chaff.

recorded.

Each aircraft in this

This method continued until 15 September 1944, yiien
■the 340th Group of the Wing inaugurated the use of -inhite
phosphorus bombs.(4)
their adoption as a standard measure by tliat group.

The success of these bombs led to
The

CD Brenner

TotalDate LightHeavy
40431 October

30 November
31 December
31 January
28 February
31 Ifcrch

N.S. Italy - Padua to ylcenz#
31 October
30 November
31 December
31 Januar;'-
28 February
31 March

These figures Include defences at Boro-vnica In Jugoslavia but exclude coastal
batteries (such as at Venice) viiere they could not be brought to bear on
aircraft attacking roads and rallv;ay lines,

2) Refer to Figure 13 for the expansion of defences.
3) In an attack on a railway viaduct on the Florence-Bologna line,
4) 100 lb. M-47 type.

274 130
J78 201 - 579

646368 278
829408 415

424 453 877
454 498 952

286132 154
161 192 353
162 228 390
234 303 537

389 641252
594254 340
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321st Croup, after experiments with other weapons, (0
adopted the same 7/hite phosphorus bombs as the other two , ̂

t the combined use of chaff'

affected adversely the accuracy
^oups and it will be seen.tha

and V3hite phosphorus bo^swJa:
and effect of gun fire. (4)

The root idea, which ivas to plan properly the correct
bombing of the gun positions and dispense chaff to the best

advantage, sprang from thorough analysis of the eneiqy
defences. On the number, location and area of the eneiiy
batteries depended the ratio between the number of bombers
and number of anti-flak aircraft or between enemy guns and

anti-flak aircraft: in general it was three anti-flak
aircraft to each battery. There were many interesting
factors and variations in the exact composition of the

formations, too detailed to record here, but it is thou^t
relevant to include at Figure 10 some typical tactics by a
combined mission. Several refinements continued to grow

as practice increased and the medium bomber aircrews managed
to mislead the gunners into either mistaking the anti-flak
aircraft element for the main formation, or wasting their
ammunition on both.

Fighter Bomber Anti-Flak Technique

In a previous chapter, note was made of anti-flak tactics
by XXII Tactical Mr Command fighters in support of
57th Bombardment Wing missions in the autumn of 1944* Having
now studied the operations of the medium bonflDer anti-flak
elements, it is now only necessary to refer to the thir*d
phase - the use of fighter bombers in support of fighter
bomber attacks.

(1) Ohe tM7 500 lb. incendiary cluster.
U) Chaff, or Window” was made of aluminium foil. The type C.H.A^ 3*^ nas the

type used. Each strip vms 10 and 3/16 Inches long and .0^ inch wide.
!Hiey were enclosed in paclcages of 2,000, opened on release by the force
of air. The purpose was to produce a reflecting surface similar to that of

an aircraft, so deceiving enemy radar operators.
(3) The 100 lb. W.P. bomb ^®s primarily a screening agent, with a very high

Total (Securing Power. ‘ In addition, its smc^e caused painful and lasting
body bums and its psychological effect, confirmed by many interrogations, vss
often sufficient to make gunners abandon positions, one-third were set for
air burst and two-thirds for ground burst. Not only did this arrangement
rain burning particles on the gunners, but the smoke, if the bomb were aimed
accurately, quickly developed into a screen shielding the bombing formation.

(4) Effects of the use of and white phosphorus boabs
on intensity and accuracy of en^ fx3c

cn the Brenner Line

% Lost and
damaged

A/C Lost & DamagedNo. H.A.A. A/C Anti-FlakTarget Date

25.55S80 dam.326 Chaff only
tS Chaff & 1LP.
4o Chaff only
71 Chaff & W.P.

Chaff & W.P.
a n a

gun ax*ea missed)
39 Chaff & W.P.

48

3 lost
0 lost

0 lost

29 Deo.
18 Feb.
k Jan.
12 Feb.
9 Mar.
10 »*

12Lavls
6  n 12.5?S12it

16 17 “Ala
42 SS16 3  «0  "a

I
0 » 15 »12Ora

12It

18 • )
12 n )

4 "
1  »1230 ®a

57.0^45 dam.

5 dam.
a

5 lost

6 Marw
19 *»
4 Apl.
19 «

12 30 Chaff & W.P.
a  n

n  a

0. 0

a

n

0

Ora
12 45

4

.n

ft212R

a3912It

12.05518 dam.
156
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The preliminaries of these tactios(0 involved special
consideration of direction of approach and break and the

■weight essential to neutralise a’ given battery*
ei^it or more aircraft in the anti-flak fli^t for every
twelve in the striking force* The former flew above,

ad(3) of, the main force* It rolled into a bomb dive,
fired rockets followed immediately by bombs* It then broke
awayCOto avoid lij^t flak, continuing as hi^ cover \<hile
the main attack -viient in*
considered to justify the methods,
the need*
in aircraft during 1944 revealed that flak shot down 91 per
cent of the total bombers lost and 90 per, cent of the filters
and fighter bombers lost* in actual figures 510 fighters and
filter-bombers and 205 li^t and medium bombers in the
Tactical Air Force alone.

There were

and
ahe

The results of these tactics were
There was no doubt of

A study made by Tactical Air Force of its losses

Efficaoity of Flak along the Brenner Route(5)
IllTjminating charts compiled by the Air Statistical

Control elements i^owed not only that more flak implied more
casualties, but that total loss figures bore no relation to
the much larger numbers of aircraft damaged, either repair-
ably or so seriously that they were inoperative for lengthy
periods,
aircraft from January 1945 onwards, -fehe increasing
immunity from more serious damage our anti-flak measures -were
offering our aircrews in 57th Bombardment Wing. (6)

They also revealed, by the diminution of damaged

Brenner Operations from January to April 1945

Air Operations in January

After two days of bad weather, the Mitchells struck the
Lavis viaduct bridges on 3 and 4 January,(7) as ■well as
Rovereto(8) and CallianoC?) bridges and ■fche south bridge at
Santa Mar^erita*(lO) Then the ■weather closed in and there
■were no operations until the 15th* On 4 January# heavy
bombers had attacked Trento mar^alling yard and blocked it.
The rnediiM bombers reduced the flow of traffic to a spasmodic
series of runs between outs* Twelve successful attacks on

17 and 18 January from San Ambrogio to Ora overcame the
defences and tore holes in vital sections. On the 20tl^ 21st
^d 22nd and, after a bad weather spell, from 28 to 31 Januaiy,
a large number of attacks were directed against

!1) Developed by 79th Fighter Group.2j At about 4,000 feet above.
3) 8 miles ahead.
4) In excess of 7,000 feet.
5) Flak Statistics 1944 M.A.I.A.P. (A.H.B.AUH/18, Feb.

1945).
(6)

Month Percentage of
aircraft holed

Percentage of
aircraft lost

6.67November
December

January
February
March
April

0.35
26.09
17-92
17-22
14.72

0.51
0.40
0.79
0.74
0.425-63 n .

38 aircraft on 3 January and 47 on 4 January.
20 aircraft.

9) 36 aircraft.
10) 24 aircraft. These footnotes are given to indicate normal

size of such missions.
SECRET
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the Middle and Ujpper Brenner;
turbulence forced many aircraft back to base

Results of January Air Attacks*

On tlie last
W)

extreme

When assessing the results of the January battle, it is
well to bear in mind that there were sixteen days of
unfavourable flying conditions. (2) The line was open to
throu^ ti^fic fim the 6th to the 15th and from the 25th
to the 27th. The Lower Brenner was blocked for the first

five days, serviceable from the 6th to the 15th, closed from
the 15th to the 24th, open lUitil out at Rovereto on the 28th,
(3) and blocked for the remainder of the month. The Middle
Brenner, was blocked temporarily at Trento marshalling yards on
the 4th, open from the 5th to the 20th, out at LavisW from
the 20th to the 25th and was then serviceable to the end of

the mpnth. The blocks, althou^ successfully repaired, threw

an increasing volume of traffic on to the roads. One
agent’s report, for exang)le, testified that during the first
week, road traffic along the east bank of Ledce Garda increased
to 750 motor vehicles southward and 940 northward. Photo

graphs and aircrews confirmed this state of affairs in the
area as well as all'along the Adige valley on the ni^t of the
17/18th. In view of the eneipy’s shortage of petrol, the

relative inefficiency of substitute motor fuels and his

inadequate transport material, this was a healthy sign. Yet
in spite of these successes ihe battle went to the Germans.

Their repair organization and the bad weather still enabled
great, if diminishing, quantities of vital war materials to
pass in both directions.

Movement’s. of Enemy Troops delayed by Air Interdiction

Events on the Eastern Front caused a change in Gezman
Air interdiction made

Ibid and

’Gennan dispositions in January and February.
S.trategsr* this a long and difficult process and so indlrectily helped
British Hisb* . bur Allies’ advance, althou^ Kesselring restored the •

Section, C.M.F* position in Italy by ;)uggling with his reserves. The
(A.H.B./EU11/ Russian offensive opened on 12 January* Its great success

called for German reinforcemerits from Ita3y. Within a
week the 356th Divisibn was relieved from the line. First

moves began on about the 15th in a northeaster3y direction
fi^m Monsehce through Verona.
elements had not yet cleared IteJy.

■  had rendered conditions for troop movement chaotic,
had to sit in railway sidings for days on end awaiting
clearance of blocks, repair or construction of bridges and

diversions, proceeding by spasmodic stages on foot, by rail
or by motor, tfai^port. Evidently our interdiction was
beginning to tell. In normal time the Brenner Pass lines
alone could carry three to five divisions simultaneously.

58/21)

Three weeks later, the last
The air forces’ attacks

Units

(1) M.A.T.A.F. ana M.A.A.F. O.E.Bs. •Blockade* repca-t
(A.aB./CIJ1l/l3) M.A.T.A.P./fatell. Battle of the
Brenner 57th Bomb. Wing 2XE A. F. (A. H. B. /CIF2/22/6),
Report bv .General Schnez^iOaptured eneuy document
^ppx.20). ; , ,

2) Refer to Appendix I8. .
5) By 27 Mitchells* „
,45 After'3 attacks by a total of 52 Mitchells.

‘
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The 16th Panzer (xrenaidier Division Relohsfuefarer had

similar tiTouble in leaving the countiy. They "began to move at
the beginning of February and spent three -weeks on the passage*
Ground agents saw them moving on foot throu^ the rear areas
and held up in the Adige valley Yhen their motor transport ran
out of fuel* One unit was alleged to have been reduced to

buying fuel on the blaok market. This is credible, for in the
improving weather air operations were carried out on all but

ei^t days and damage was spreading and getting someiidiat out of

hand in some areas* Troops leaving their home bases in the

Reich for Italy ̂ ared the same delays* Under normal
conditions, the journey from the Austrian boiler to the Bologna
battle area, a distance of 330 miles, lasted only 12 hours*
Wow it was a question of three to four weeks of changing,
marching, hitch-hiking, waiting for long hours on roadsides or

in tunnels, often living off the land. There is a long list

of evidence from the interrogations of pri^ners and from our
agents to confirm the growing confusion*vU

February Attacks on the Brenner

Ibid

February saw an increase in the weight and range of our

attacks. • By 8 February, four serious blocks had been created*
by the end of the month there were ten: a turning point in
the battle could be discerned* (2) By increasing the pressure
at that point, the bearing potential of the line, barred to

throu^ traffic, 6ould be steadily reduced* But this, as had
been proved, would be no easy matter and there could be no
relaxation of effort.

Ibid

In the achievement of this state of affairs in February,
several moves on "both sides are noteworthy*
side. Increases in the number of missions flown by filter
and light bombers and night-filters; the deepening and the
norliiward thrust of the interdiction zone; and lastly, patchy
but powerful intervention by Allied strategic bombers,
enemy side, rather more fighter reaction, the loss of the best
southward lines from Verona, and a decline in the repair rate.

Medium bombers attacked on 20 out of the 28

familiar targets on the Lower and Middle Brenner lineOj and
lost 15 aircraft to flak. The scale of effort was about the

same as in January: on the 14th they extended their operational
sphere north of Bolzano, eventually reaching a point only
six miles south of the Austrian frontier at Bressanone*

1,000 aircraft of this category attacked in 73 attacks on
21 days.

On the Allied

On the

the

Over

South of Bolzano, the whole length of the line was under

, with Lavis as the most heavily attacked point: bothattack

(1) For a valuable collection of these reports refer to the

•Blockade* Report issued by M.A.T.A.F. Intelligence
(A.H.B.AIJII/13).

Refer' to the fall in train traffic measured against the

number of blocks and the rise in blocks in Figure 14*

Rovereto, Galliano, Ala, Lavis, San Michele, Ponte GoUe
Isarco, Bressanohe, Gampo, Santa Mar^erita, Vipiteno
bridges and \diere applicable, diversion bridges; Ala,
San Ambrogio, Lavis stations yards; fills at S^ Midhele,
Mori and San Felice; the still-resistant potential land
slide at San Ambrogio*

Section.

(2)

(3)
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FIGURE 12

CORRELATION OF ENEMY FLAK BUILDUP WITH ALLIED AIRCRAFT LOSSES

ON THE BRENNER ROUTE BY MEDITERRANEAN ALLIED TACTICAL AIR FORCE
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^ DAMAGE REPAIRABLE OUTSIDE OF THE UNIT

F

1944 1945

MONTH NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL

374HEAVY 368 408 424 454 232
A^.GUNS

OBSERVED
LIGHT I 95 278 4 I 5 453 498 2 I 6

TOTAL 569 646 8 2 3 677 9 52 446

LOST 4 3 9 14 I S 4
AIRCRAFT

ATTRITION
CAT.n DAMAGE* 7 22 3 I 39 50 14

TOTAL I  I 25 40 53 65
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its viaduct and diversion were daiJiaged for the expenditure of

over 500 tons of bonibs.

all but five days: at the close of the month 450 feet of the

viaduct was missing in a series of four gaps,
at SanM)rogio still failed to develop, in spite of the

Below Trentc,

Both were simultaneously blocked on

The landslide

coaxing it received from our aircraft,
substantial blocks were created at Eovereto and Ala.

The attack of 14 February on Bressanone(l) not only
neutralised the bridge for nine days, but was in itself a

triumph of range and flying skill, proving tliat the Mtchell
aircraft could sustain so long an offensive operation and that

their crews could carry out successful operations over one of

the most difficult of all possible air journeys. The point
once made, the sjhere of attacks was extended. Bressanone
itself wa,s attacked on 18, 21, 22 and 2? February, C2}the
result being that from 14 to 23 Pebrnjary it
Ponte Golle Isarco, bombed on 14 February,
The angle of the adjacent mountain slopes made it impossible
to pick up the target in sufficient time before the bomb

release point. Temporary blocks were created at
Campo Di Trens, closing the line there on three days.
Vlpiteno bridge, still nearer the Reich, suffered severe
damage to two spans on 25 February and remained blocked until
the end of the month. Although all these and other attacks

created temporary blocks lasting from 12 hours to  5 days,
there v/as no long term block involving really heavy structural
damage until the attacks of 2?(0 and 28 February (5)on the
main and diversion bridges at San Michele.

Result of Extension of Brenner Interdiction northward

s impassable,
was left intact.(S

Until the end of February, the enemy had been able to
maintain his forward railheads in the Ora and Trento area;
now he was forced north of Bolzsino.

supplies and more transliipment were called for.
depth of interdiction increased, so did the commitment on

his motor transport, adding to the difficulties of repair
crews, now forced to travel further to their tasks,
enemy was being progressively forced to hold his supplies
along the upper Adige and Isarco valleys until transport could
be released to move them south.

Heavy Bomber Attacks in February(^)

Increased handling of
As the

The

Ibid

Strategic Air Force intervened in February on four days
Their operations bore the stamp of the oldand four nights.

By 24 aircraft.
By 27, 24, 24 and 30 aircraft respectively.
By 24 aircraft.
By 18 aircraft.
By 21 aircraft.
The days l6, 23, 24 and 28 and nights 8/9, 12/13, 23/24
and 27/28 February.
As British aircraft were engaged in some of the attacks it

is possible to give a closer picture of operations than
is usually the case when strategic boiribers were involved*
The Fifteenth Air Force records were not microfilmed
after the war and the originals in U. S. and its history
are not yet available for study.

4,
5
6
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predilection for marshalling yardsj long abandoned by Tactical
Air H. Q. There was much to be said for the selection of

targets^ for the pressure on the lines ’was creating bottlenecks

•vdiich tended to be centred in marshalling yards because of

their facilities. The greatest concentrations centred on

Verona, which will be studied first.

Verona was attacked on seven occasions. It was a great,
fiercely defended nodal base and the effects of its bombing
were keenly felt on all the points southward fed by it. More

over, it had an immediate interest as the assembly point for
troops leaving Italy. The first attack was on the night
8/9 February. The aircraft of the R.A. F. Group at Foggia had
planned to be airborne at dawn for a ni^t attack on Pola; but
Verona, chosen as of greater i
ground haze by 76 aircraft.(1)
illuminators fell in open ground about one-q.uarter of a mile

north of the yards. The bombing, concentrated on these,
missed the target and hit the industrial and residential
quarter,

estimates by the heavy fl
nl^t 12/13 February, (2)
suocessfiil, except tliat it happened to cut the line to Mantua,

The day bombers came into play on 23 February (3) and were
closely followed the same night bj;- 57 aircraft of No. 205

R. A^F. Group, who attacked the West marshalling yards. On the

day of the 22fth the chaos caused was increased by a further

attack by 36 Liberators on the Porto Nuovo yards. Although
haze prevented the R.A.F. from obtaining a clear view of

results, photographs taken after the series of three attacks

revealed the main station destroyed, all through lines cut and

heavy damage to rolling stock, tracks and local factories.

Mportance, was attacked in thick
'  The main cluster of

The maximum use of Window led to erroneous hei^t
ak defences. A second attack on the

in even thicker haze, was no more

An even greater weight of attack was launched on the night
of 27/28 and the day 28 February. The night bombers opened
the effort. The enemy evidently attached great importance to

Verona, for by liDO hours on the 26th all through lines had
been repaired and were fully operational. Seventy-nine
Liberators, Wellingtons and Halifaxes attacked on indicators
well placed over the West yards. Fires, smoke and dust soon

obliterated the target. Flak missed everything, but 14
enemy fighters were active, Hiotographs showed, for the

expenditure of 283 tons of bombs, 80 hits in the East portion
of the yard, cut lines, burnt rolling stock and buildings.

The day bombers sealed the proceedings by sending  a force

of 177 Portresses on the 28th against the Parona bridge,C4)
five miles southwest of Verona. Two spans were destroyed and

the north abutment severely damaged. The general results of

the cumulative attacks was gratifying. Prom this point, the

only available railway route to the Brenner line from the south

(1) 41 Liberators of Nos.231, 240 end 2 S.A.A.P, 'dings:
23 Vifellingtons of No. 236 Wing: 6 libei'ators and
4 Halifaxes of No.614 Squadron.
By 21 Wellingtons and 39 Liberators.
0. R. Bs. for all night attacks,
43 Liberators on Porto Nuovo marshalling yards and 51
Liberators on the locomotive depot.

507 tons of bombs were dropped.

Refer No.205 G(2) roup

(3)

(4)
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was the old-i^ngle trachiiy-pass line out of Verona. The
southern terminal of this hy-pass was in the north-west
sector of the city, hut was unconnected with the two main
marshalling yards in the southern city area* A steep grade
connecting line was being built to the Brenner route at San
Ambrogio station, inhere marshalling facilities were limited
and bottlenecks probable; later, they built a second
connection to the main line "by-passiiig the Parona bridge
further south, but neither byw.pass appears to have ever
carried much traffic.

The remainder of the strategic air attacks in February

were all in the Upper Brenner area. Bolz^o mar falling
yards, were hit on l6(l) and 28 Pebruaiy,(2) Vipiteno yards
on l6v;5Jand 28 February, (4-) the Isaroo/Albes railway bridge
on 28 February, (5)Bressa90]je yards on 28 February and

The most successful effort wasOra yards on 28 February,
at Bressanone, \here both approaches were cut, the south span
of the west track destroyed, the north span and both spans of
the east track damaged.

The loop lines of Fcrtezza-Dobbiaco-Coneglisuio and
Trento-Cittadella, \diich it was expected would serve in
emergency, never developed into a threat. The latter was out

at Cismon, irrepaifably, but alternatives were devised.
Nothing more than sli^t activity was ever revealed by photo«
graphs. By the end of the month nine serious cuts on the

line existed, of which seven had been made by Tactical
aircraft and two by Strategic aircraft. The German anti
aircraft defences had meanwhile been re-disposed and
hardened.

German Activity during Twilight Hours

The Germans, on the defensive, resorted to every
conceivable strategem to overcome the liandicap of air

inferiority. One forced on them was a close ohronometric
observation of our attacks. Captured records of air raid

alerts in Verona help in explaining iihy, after the series of
heavy attacks in late February, the railway network continued
to function.

The interim periods between day and ni^t were critical
to both sides. To the eneny, in particular, any decrease in

the wei^t of attack during twilight hours afforded a

precious respite, which he filled with feverii^ repair activityv
Although this was not unknown to the Allies, they failed
during January, February and March to isolve the problem:
the decided slackening in Allied air activity in the twili^t
periods of early morning and late afternoon is to be noted and
remembered as a situation to avoid.

During January, the Verona defences were alerted during
20 per cent of the time. Warr4ngs of our aircraft activities

^73 Fortresses.
2). By 36 Fortresses.
3) Ey 17 Fortresses.
,4) ^15 Fortresses.
55 ;^y 216 Liberators.
6j Ey 32 Liberators.
,7) Ey 67 Liberators.
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fell off veiy sharply between 0500 and 0600 hours.
the month, the period of 0600 to 0800 hours was clear of any

A similarly sharp decrease oaaarred between 15Q0 and
reaching a very low point between 1700 and l800
Both low points occurred during the twili^t

Throughout

alerts»

l600 h
hours*

n

periods*

Althou^ few periods of eony day throu^out the month were
quite clear of ai.r alerts some\diere, the general Allied failure. .
to function round the clock in February was still apparent.
The Verona defences were alerted 50 per cent of the time during
the month. IHbie low points in alert status fell between 0600
and 0700 hours and between 1700 and I8OO hours. One hour

before the twili^t periodsj) our activity touched bottom. In

March| the defences were alerted 60 per cent of the times more
air activity, certairOy, but still the twili^t hours presented
as a gift to the enemy; there was a sharp decrease between

0500 and 0?00 hours and a low point between l8^ and 1900 hours.

The monotonous pattern of these graphs was a reliable
guide to the enemy as to Allied intentions. Members of the
German Air Force Quartermaster's Idrectorate told, on

interrogation later, how useful they were for regulating move
ment of convoys and activities of repair gangs. Convoys were

organised to move, and nK)st of the vital railway repair work
was done, in the twili^t hoijrs, just when, as one German
spokesman put it, 'Allied airmen were changing shifts.'

The problem could liardly be a single one to solve.
Firstly, it called for special training for day-flying aircrews
for the ni^t-flying conditions of the return journey in the

of an evening twili^t attack, or the outward journey in

the case of an early morning attack. Secondly, flak evasion
would become more complicated for da^ aircrews flying at night
and ni^t aircrews flying
problem almost everyvhere.l^A

The German Railway Diversion Programme

Among the most effective of the Germans' reactions to
Allied air interdiction all over Northem Italy was the rapid
construction and the maintenance of easily repairable railway
diversions by-passing vital bridges* They strove to maintain
both main and diversion bridge, tiius forcing the difficult task
of a double out. Up to the beginning of 19A5, this programme
largely offset the expensive Allied air effort, but by ̂ e end
of February the number of oases of successful double bridge
maintenance was falling. With the exception of three oases,
the diversion was by then only a replacement.

case

for flak cjas a formidable

The most conspicuous exan5>les were on the Brenner Pass and
On the Brenner line there

Between Trento and Bolzano
the Tarvisio and Piedicolle routes,
were no diversion south of Trento,
there were diversions at Lavis (Avisio), at San Michele to Ora
and at Bolzano,

of medium bombers, there were as yet no diversions.
Venetian Plain route, at Ponte di Piave and Mbtta di Livenza,
diversions replaced bridges already destroyed by air attack.

North of Bolzano, then, at the extreme range
On the

(1) Charts compiled from air raid alert warnings in Verona
Jan/^&r. 1945 given in M. A. T. A. F. report 'Blockade * •
(A.H,B./CIJ11/15).

(2) They could, of course, have used forward night filter fields
emergency landing grounds! it had been done before.

SECRET
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FIGURE 14

AVERAGE DAILY TRAIN TRAFFIC AND AVERAGE DAILY RAILWAY BLOCKS

ON BRENNER ROUTE
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Further east, at La-tisana, one ms being built,
Tarvlsio route, the mast favoured targets - Gittadella,
Nervesa, Pordenone and Casarsa were already bypassed by
diversions, vdiile at Sacile, receiving our incx-easing
attention, a diversion was being built.

On the

Very full detail as to eneiry methods was periodically
supplied by the interpreters of the Bomb Damage Section of

the 3nd Photo Technical Squadron, vAio also kept the Tactical
Air Force up-to-date on their VLilnerability to attack, the

.(l) Half of tlietime needed for repair and so forth
diversions were constructed over relatively wide shallow
river ci*ossings and were usually bridged by light structural
members. It was often hard to distinguish bridge structure
from fill eiiibankment: frequent hits on the latter were

wasteful, for they were quickly repairable. Even  a hit by
a 5001b. G. P. bomb on one of these bridges took only three or

four days to repair. With the on-coming of Spring and
Increased flov/ of water, the eneny were likely to lose much
of the use of their shallow water diversions, some of -vdiich

might well be inundated or washed out; this had happened
the previous Autumn at Nervesa, Casarsa and Tortona.

Allied tactical Air Use of Water Conditions

As hoped, March brought high water levels that washed
out the three diversion bridges just named. The run-off of
rain water and melted snow from the slopes along the Brenner

caused a sharp rise in the Adige River. Air photograj^s
revealed, in places where the valley floor was flat and

natural drainage lacking, a high mter table, -vdilch showed up
clearly in big, water-filled bomb craters. Repair crews,
timed by photographic reconnaissance aircreviTs, were observed
to take much longer than usual repadring cratered fills and

approaches and to be having trouble in stabilising railway
beds.

Ibid

M.A.T.A.F./Ops
O.R.B,

Blockade Report
M.A.T.A.F./
Intell,

(A,H.B./IIJ11/
13)

Attacks were directed on areas thus rendered vulnerable;

the result was that fills and approaches on which blocks had

only lasted a day or two were now blocked for a week or more.

Among the most effective were the attacks on the San Michele

diversion bridge and fill of 19 MIarch,C2) 21 March(3) and
31 March(W and on San Michele North in April. Both were
unserviceable for well over one month. Photographs showed

the sodden ground and water-filled craters in great numbers,
streamlets from the river breaking up the clear contours in

the area of the line. According to a German authority
captured later, they dumped over 6,000 tons of ballast into

this fill alone and, against almost insurmountable
difficulties, stabilised it during the wet season. So,
by exploiting the high water. Tactical Air Force converted
temporary cuts into long-term blocks.

(1) MLA. T.A. F. Monthly Air Intelligence Bulletin Vol. 1,
No. A/p. 63 (A.H.B. Al-111/18),
By 18 Mitchells - 34 tons.
By 18 Mitchells - 36 tons.
By 12 Mitchells - 16 tons.

2

3

4,
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German Repair Organisation (I)
To maintain the essential communications, the Geimans

built up a vast and highly efficient repair organisation.
Enou^ is given elsevihereCz) to indicate their methods. The
organisation employed over 55>000 men, reinforced by an

unkno-vm, fluctuating quantity (certainly large) of impressed
Italian labour, and of troops on leave commandeered for t

days* service when trains were held up by bomb damage.wJ
This force was never immobilised, but was gradually outfought
and exhausted.

hree

In supreme control of all military and civilian traffic
in Italy was R. V. D. (4) with headquarters at Verona, the centre
of supply distribution. Its head was Colonel Schnez - the

author of the report given in Appendix 20, knov/n as the Clief
exercised

jarisdiction over defined areas. Three operating divisions
were also subordinate, tv/o of them operating repair shops and
maintaining

F. B. A., (5 / or Field Railway Operating Division, repairing
line damage. Companies, within a division numbered two hundred

men or more, and were headed by a captain. The Armed Forces
Director of Transport, to whom Schnez was answerable, had taken

over completely in September 1943 the railws..ys and inland

waterways from the Italians. Inside Italy, Kesselring
naturally exercised advisory powers, jealously, as has been

e actual running of railways wa.s handled by the
W. V. D. ,(6) the Armed Forces Traffic Directorate Italy, under
Schnez, viiich controlled a force of about eleven tiiousand
specialists. They could have run the system even had all the

Italian workers, voluntary and impressed, dropped out.

The rebuilding of bridges was the task of the Railway
Engineer RegimentC?) and the maintenance of railway signals
communication the task of a Railway Signals Battalion. (8)
German, Italian, Slovak and Czech construction troops and u^ts
of the Todt Organisation were used in considerable numbers, wj
On the Brenner were employed the greater part of the Railway
Pioneer Regiment and the Bohemian and Mora.vian Czech troops,
A special Transport Security Regiment of the Supreme, Commander

Southwest. and a Rail Transport Flak Battalion i'^^protected

Des Transportswesen ItaHen.

rolling stock and power facilities, the third, the

seen.

0) The German System of Supply in the Field - Railway Transport*

A.F.H.Q. G-2., Feb, 1946 (A.H.B./IIJ11/58/39).
Refer to Appendices 20 and 21.
For zone boundaries, line coimrdtments and analysis of
personnel refer to Figure 11.
Reich-Verkehrs-Direktion-Italia.

Feld Eisenbahm Betriebs Abeilung.
Wehrmacht verkehr sdirekt ion

Elsenbahn Pionier Regiment z.b.V.?.
Eiseribahn Nachrichten Abteilung
An estimate issued by M.A.T.A. F, in April 1945
(unfortunately without supporting document references or

precise dates) gave the total forces permanently employed
on repair in Northern Italy as:-
Todt Organization
Armed Forces Traffic Control Directorate 20,410

5,680
8,790^mainly
4,000;Brenner

route

16,590

State Railway Repair Organization
Radlway Pioneer Regiment
Bohemian/Vloravian Troops

on

If]

6,

I

55,270Total

[
Tr&nsportsicherungs Regt.10
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FIGURE 15

DAILY STATUS OF THE BRENNER RAILWAY LINE

6 NOVEMBER 1944 — 25 APRIL 1945
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trains and installations against partisans^ (a heavy
coiiiniitment), theft and air attacks. In the Germans
took over traffic on the more important lines from the .

Italian Transport Ministiy -whiGh worked alongside Y/.Y.D. in

Verona. With this view of the 55yOOO men of the repair
forces and the very active flak fox’ces, it will he
appreciated how fonnidahle was the organization against which
Mediterranean Allied Mr Forces was directed. It was a new,
special and very local type of warfare to vdiich they were

committed, hut it ivas none the less a battle of the
fiercest and most sustained intensity. It had been
proceeding now for four months of hostile weather conditions,
but from 1 March onwands it was to acquire an even more

dramatic tone and momentum.

Allied Mr Penetration into Austria (1)

The critical and decisive month of March was marked by
intensification of efforts on both sides and a deepening

Maximum extension of all the

an

of the interdiction zones,

factors in the attack and defence brought about, at last, a
visible weakening; all the evidence pointed to a mortal
fissure in the enemy system, one he was unable to repair in

time to meet the Spring offensive.

Remarkable among many outstanding Allied accomplishments
was the penetration in weight of Austria by the tactical air

formations from Italisn bases, although the venture itself

was nothing new.
Tactical Mr Force dated back to November 1944*

and 18 November, Mustangs had flown up to cut railway bridges
After a breaJc of two

The first penetration by Mediterranean
On 11, 16

in the KLagenfurt - Villach area,
and one-half months, on 31 January 1945, rocket-firing
Thunderbolts had worked over the same area, wrecking
locomotives and v/agons. This pattern was continued thereafter

with modest, but satisfactory results. One squadron of
Thunderbolts flew as far as Berchtesgaden on the Bavarian side

of the northern Austrian border on the same type of task and

another flight flew as far as a point lialf-way to Vienna.

Desert Air Force, responsible for all these attacks, stepped
up tills effort to 87 sorties on 30 and 31 January.
March, the ci-ossroads of Southern Austria were crowded with
traffic e.s a result of the interdiction both sides of the

It ms no'v;- the practice to despatch long range
Graz area.

By

border,

fighters on armed reconnaissance in the Dra,uberg -
On 5 March, l6 Thunderbolts shot up 207 railway mgons, 19
locomotives and 50 M/'t. Fighter-bombers took advantage of

traffic jams, concentrations and convoys on the roads.
Another valuable air attack on 2 April carried out immediately
following reconnaissance reports, on some trains and a jammed
convoy, about 1,000 vehicles in all, on the main road south of
Graz, between Liebnltz and Maribor, resulted in tota>.l claims
(most probably fairly accurate)of 31 locomotives, 76 rolling
stock, 341 Ivl'' and 98 horse-driven vehicles destroyed and
damaged.

Medium bomber intervention in Austria from Italian bases

had been planned for as far back as October 1944. It had

(l) 14. A. T. A. F./SASO. , 0.R.Bs., Oct. 1944. Blockade Report
(A.H.B./IIJII/13). M.A. T.A.F. Monthly Intelligence
Bulletins (A. H. B./lIJl1/18). Battle of the Brenner
Report, 57th Bom.b, Wing (A. H. B. /EIF2/22/6).
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been intended to implement a combined operation involving
maximum effort by all the air forces in Slurope against
•widespread first priority targets wltliin the boundar'ies of the

Reich,, in order to demonstrate to the enemy •tlie ovemdaelming
ability of tlae Allies to destroy vital target systems at 'will.

This project -was never cari'ied out. But by the beginning of

March, the adr "war against coiiimunicationa in the Po Valley,
along the Brenner, in the Venetian Plain and on the
Northeastern Frontier -was leading to a shift north-ward of rail

heads and increasing bottlenecks. The time -was adjudged
ripe for a switch of effort, the cutting of the rail-iray
lines feeding into the international routes and the creation
by this method of yet another interdictory barrier bet-ween

Italy and the Reich. The first successfulC I) medium bomber
strike from Ital^v on the soil of Greater Germany was carried

out on 11 March 1945« It put a bridge east of Lienz, on the

lateral line connecting the Brenner and Tarvisio routes, out

of action for ten days. On 19 March, at Mulildorf on the same

line, 300 feet of the bridge v/ere Icnocked out and were still
out at the end of the month. On I6 Maxch, the deepest
penetration until then wa.s made ■nhen a Mitchell mission
severely damaged -the bridge at Brixlegg, some 30 miles N. E.
of Innsbruck. They returned on 22 March, viien 2if Mitchells
dropped a.ll of their seventy-t-wo 1,0001b. bombs in -the target
area. Photographs sho-wed four spans completely destroyed, tv/o
piers dama.ged and the vrest approach cut. The other of the
tv/o lines connecting the Brenner route -with Munich was cut at
Muhlberg on 22 March, the day after -two squadrons of South
African Marauders had bombed St. Veit marshalling yards.
Points on the Austrian section of the Brenner line itself were
also attacked in the seme period. Steinach bridge ms blocked
on 22 March, (2) missed on 24 lv5erch and alniost destroyed on
31 Marcli. (3) Matrei bridge -was missed on the first attack,
but blocked on the second on 23 Iferch. At intervals during
April, these -two targets were repeatedly attacked -with varying
success, usually being blocked severely enough to call for
several days’ -work to repair them.

Ground reports and the indifferent ground defence reaction
indicated the surprise of the eneny to this new long range
venture into his homeland territory. New dispositions ■were
made by him nitoich drained the already overtaxed specietlist
resources of Italy. Previously, Von Pohl’s jurisdiction as
regards repair and pi’otection had extended to the frontier
only. The new situation gave added force to his plea for
author!tj?' over theTiole Brenner line and it -was decided nov/ to
make him responsible for repair and protection of the rail'way
system as far north as the line Innsbruck - Salzburg,
meantime, the understaffed ajad confused Austrian units took
much longer to repair breaks and malce good tlie damage. The
added delays created new bottlenecks both sides of the newly
affected zone. The German Chief of Transport fetated tha.t the
railway directorates at Innsbruck and Munich -sirere unprepared for

In the

On 24 Pebruaiy an attempt in bad weather to reach  a bridge
on the Tarvisio route just over the Austrian fron'bier had
failed.

By 18 Mitchells dropping 3^ tons of bombs.
By only 6 Mitchells dropping twenty-four 1,000 lb. bombs.
One half of the main arch was destroyed and both
approaches craiered.

C1)
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FIGURE 16

AIR EFFORT ON THE BRENNER ROUTE BY

MEDITERRANEAN ALLIED TACTICAL AIR FORCE
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2,9 3 6 2, I 9 32.147 2. 31 31 ,427TOTAL 1,523

A.HB.I DIAG. No.919
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these southerly attacks and were unabl
loads of valuable material in transit,

severely rationed, limited the use of motor transport
desperately needed,
the Allies were a.lree.dy planning air attacks on metliaiie and

similar plants,
as seen, been sealed off as from the first of the month.
wa.s doubtful if the divisions withdrawn from the Italian

front -viTOuld reach the armies withdrawing before the Russians
in time.

£.lr effort rose to record heights with the brightening
weather,

continued on Verona and small targets on the Lower and Itiddle

Brenner, the main emphasis shifted to the Upper Brenner,
where the Gennan railliead was being slovfLy but surely driven

northwojrd and ttie fla.k defences notahly strengthened.

The Crescendo of Allied Air Effoi-H: in March

;{;o a.ccept big train
'  Fuel, already

le t

.(1)

Substitutes Jia-d only a limited value an

The supply of coal through Switzerland had.
It

MeanVnile, along the Bi'enner route in Italj’-, the

Miile attacks by both medium and fighter bombers

d

The defences of Bi'essanone rose from 44 heavy and 24

light guns to 68 heavy and 48 light guns; at Campo D1 Trens
the heavy guns rose from 8 to 20 and the light guns from 6

to 12; at Bolzano, the defences rose to a new intensity of

88 heavy and 48 light guns. Trento, too, was heavily
fortified. This northward strengthening was made partly at

the expense of Ora, Rovereto, Brantimo Belluno and
Sa3»-Ambrogio, on sti-etches of the line admitted now to be
beyond redemption. The battle front was also milked,
especially in the critical Bologna - Imola sector, to the

measure of 100 mixed heavy and light guns. Additional guns
were, however, photographed on the sites of vital diversions
and viaducts such as Lavis and Ala; Seui Michele, previously
defenceless, began to build up a small flak complex.

Against this formidable concenti'ation of e.rtillery and

all the normal handicaps, the 1>/Litchell forces dropped, during
ferch, 2,095 tons of bombs all the way from San Ambrogio
to Steinadi, with the emphasis increasing on San Michele and
the fighter-boiribers now wholly responsible for the mary-lived
Lavis objectives.

s.irborne, the Mtchells attacked the Brenner, flying 1,535
sorties. They blocked San Michele mthout a breaic, held up
tlie worken the dlverdon and gradually strani^ed thel3wer section of

the line, even for use on a shuttle basis,
of trains straggled out of Verona on 18 Manch.
railway bridges were destroyed by the ilitchells, ten more than

the record set in July 194?f> a figure which attains its true

significance vdien one considers the general scarcity of

Brenner bridge targets and the number of fills sitacked.
Eleven other bridges were seriously damaged.
Brenner was out every day and the Upper Brenner for 23 days.

Bolzano was the railhead ifliien

On 24 out of the 25 days they were

The last handful

Forty-one

The Middle

There was no tlirough traffic,
the month began, but frequently had to give way to the north
ward thrust of our air formations.

The record of air operations resembles in detail that of

previous months,
importance, wdien welgLied against the increased offensive and

repair effort, the denser flak, tlie surprise air penetration
of Austrian air zones, from Italy and the better weather.
The Lower and kiddle Brenner liad been largely neutralised.
The Upper Brenner still defied our best efforts and the daily

It is the results tlmt are of most

(l) Refer to Appendix 20, the report by Oberst Schnez.
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ding-dong of destruction and repair continued. Much of the

damage -was repaired in surprisingly short periods, but sane of

it Tvas irrepairable in time for the coming cataclysm of April.
On 8 March, Rovereto bridge -was destroyed and ren^ined cut
until the 24th. The Ala - San Michele diversion and Ora

bridge were destroyed. On 14 March, with eight cuts
effective on the Lower Brenner and the Middle Brenner out at

San Michele, three formations reached the bridges up at

Vipiteno and Campo, destroying one span of the former and

blocking the latter. Troops now had to travel by truck or on

foot all the way to Brennero, or, if loaded in the Bolzano

area, had to be transhipped after a railway movement of only
40 miles.
I8th.

Campo remained cut until the 30th. The bad weather of the

last five days of the month put back the clock again. There

was a great deal of feverish movement on the ground and the

score on the last day of the month stood at six effective
blocks.

The repair gangs had opened the line again by the
After further attack, Vipiteno was again opened, but

Enemy Radar Coverage of Northern Italy

Before finalising the record of the Brenner battle, a

last word should be said on the enemy radar cover, so that the
full depth of the German defensive system may be appreciated.
It he.s been said above that their radar coverage of Northern

Italy was virtually complete, a fact explaining the formidable
Allied air problem of evasion,
establislied by the end of January 1945 remained more or less

unchanged until the end of the war, and enabled them to give
their defence organisations adequate warning of our attacks.

Each of the wide variety of German and Germar>-used sets had

certain capabilities and limitations that determined its

role, whether early wanning. Ground Control Interception,
naval detection, or any combination of the three.

The radar coverage system

The early warning network could employ ixifonnation from

any type of radar, but the Freya and Wasserman were the

mainstays of the system,
wiiich furnished azimuth and range up to about 100 miles to

aircraft warning centres,
civilian population in the area of the attack.U
not given the Jagdschloss improved long range radar in use

in Germany and
Giant Yv'urzburg,
passed on its informtion by radio to fighter aircraft,
single Benito PvlonC3)north of Udine was used to watch
escorting figjiters.
operating, located near Mantua, Padua, Genoa and Treviso.

They had fourteen Preyas in Italy

These alerted all x ‘ences and th

Italy wa

oslavia.

■vdiich operated in a radius of 50 miles and
The

G. C. I. stations normally used th

There were by this time four Giants

e

s

e

(1) Freya was the main type used for early warning aircraft
reporting.
Vfassermann sometimes called ^Chimney’, was used for long
range detection of aircraft and occasionally of shipping.
Giant \Airzburg. with a paraboloid 24 feet in diameter,
was believed to be used for gun-laying as well as
aircraft detection.

Benito D/F Pidon, not a radar set, but a long-range
radio system foz* control of interception of escort
fighters.

(2)

(3)
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three Coast-watchers^ ^ Gulf of Cenos.(2)There -were

and a fourth on the coast of Istria.
along the

Prom Padua., llkntua, Treviso, La Spezia and Pola, the

enemy made sure that our aircraft, passing over routes and

het-ween hours become increasingly familiar, should be met,
if guns and aircraft were available, by the stiffest
opposition and that as little as possible fruitless movement

and repair work vra.s undertaken in unfavourable periods.
Overflo-v.ang water, we now realise, neutralised their work in

some periods, but in the fine nights, their tireless energy
achieved more tlian. in the preceding winter months: so, in
turn, the situation seemed to -the Allies to call for even

greater effort. Fortunately for them, by the end of March,
the desired a.ttrition had, although not realised, been
achieved.

Luftwaffe Signals Intelligence Organ!sation

Distinct from, but complementary to, the radar cover
organisation -was the Gennan Air Force Signals Radio
Intelligence Service,
responsible for monitoring traffic of the A.llied Air Forces

Its southern sector organisation was

din firstly, the Western Mediterranean, North Africa ̂
Prance, and secondly, Italy, Corsica and Sardinia. (4) Its

function v/as to pick up, decode if possible, evaluate and
•  report on.Allied radio traffic and to talce counter-measures.

The orga.nlsation was sub-divided into three groupings.
The first covered Allied ground organisations and fighter
bomber, close support, reconnaissance, supply and transport
units: the second covered Allied rad^ signals and fighter
control traffic: the third was repppnsible for Jamming
Allied radar and na-vigational aids'

End of the Air Battle of the Brenner

For five months, the Air Forces had fought a full-scale
campaign of their o-wn along the Brenner, Venetian Plain and
Northeastern Routes. March had seen the culmination and

Operations continued at progressively;-peak of their effort,
diminishing ■ level until 8 April, cro-wned by a. heavy bomber

The preparations for the ground/air Spring
offensive beganat about this point to bear directly on the

purely air force offensive, -vdiich had so long played the
leading role in Ita.lian operations,
narrating the Brenner operations up to 2 May, to turn back to

the record of the other aspects of the -war on communications
in -the North and along the River Po, before presenting the

general state of disorganisation of the International routes

on D-Day.
fighting,
the last Mitchell formations attacked.

participation.

It -will be time, after

The isolation of Italy continued into the April
The Brenner battle was sealed on 25 April, -vdien

But those operations
folloTirfrg ^ April fall naturally into the general narrative

(1) Coa.st'watcher^ nortiaally used for measuring range and

azimuth, up to 20 miles, not elevation, of naval craft,
for coastal gun-ranging ard occasionally for aircraft
detection.

Near Imperia, Savona and Genoa..
Nea.r Pola,

On 1 January 1945, Abteilung I of No. 552 Regiment -was in

Italy.

Pardoi Pass, and Section 4 at Montegrotto, near Brescia®
nhtelbgence Report 67AaA.L 12/[JSAFT:A67, Bart I. (A.H.B./SigsJ
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Sections 1, 2 and 5 were located at Cana^zei and

2

3

4.

(5)
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of the Spring offensive, not here.

The G-ermans continued to put hack some of their bridges

into camnission, and the Allies continued to attack the

Brenner to 25 April, but as the armies swept fo27waxd the

enemty supply system broke down* The Annies entered Verona,
compelling the abandonment of the line up to Trento* It is

not possible to fix any arbitrary date as the day of victory
in the Battle of the Brenner, The results were manifest in

the Inabiliiy of the enemy to keep up with repairs, in the

progressive abandonment of sections of the line and the
creeping paralysis all over the North® He could neither
reinforce and maintain an offensive front nor withdraw in time

to escape defeat.

Operations on the Brenner up. to D"Day

Blockade Report Tactical Air Force, mth notable co-operation by Strategic
M.A.T.A.P. Air Farce, .did everything possible, in the eight days of April

(a. H. B./CIJll/13) • remaining before the land battle flared up, to maintain the
The Battle of the, degree of interdiction attained in I'iarch. Tlie fighter-bombers

operated in force every day, the light bombers on every night
but one,' but the medium bomber effort fell off as'preparations

(A.H.B./IIF2/22/' for the. main .offensive gathered momentam.

Brenner

57th Bomb, Wing

6).
Pirom 1 to 5 April, Mtchells averaged 50 sorties daily

against Brenner targets, nearly half of them north of Bolzano,
San Mchele North bridge was destroyed on 5 April by 18
aircraft and Rovereto bridge on A April by 2A aircraft. They
returned on 8 April to San Michele diversion, to Salomo
bridge, which they destroyed, and to Vo Sinistro bridge and

fill, which they blocked. The intervening three days saw
their first diversion to army targets and communications south
of the Po River for a long time.'

M.A.T.A.P. and

D.A.F., O.R.Bs*

The same day - 8 April - saw a return to the Brenner of
At this time, thethe heavy and medium strategic bombers.

Brenner was cut in only five places in Italy and two in
Pour hundred and one bombers attacked sevenAustria,

targets that day, raising the number of blocks to thirteen.
Photographs showed Parona bridge temporarily impassable,
approaches a.t San Ambrogio and Vo Sinistro cut, Ala and
Rovereto still Impassable, both approaches of San Michele
cut dust after completion of repairs, the diversion there

•  blocked, the line to the north blocked just south of Salorno,
ahd the fill in the diversion the other side of the Adige

blocked; the north approach to Ora bridge was cut, probably
■ by ...fighter bombers, the diversion remadned blocked; at
Vipiteno bridge both a,pproaches were cut, at Campo North one
0ppx-oa.ch cut and tYro blocks on the line; at Bres.sanone one

knocked out and another damaged; Gampoda.zzo bridgespan was

was blocked.

The R. A. P. No. 205 Vifellington Group made a useful
the ni^t 2/3 April, 66 .

No *205 Gp.
0«H«Bs• contri'bution to this climax:

aircraft dropped their bombs througli low cloud on Trento

marsha-lling yards, but failed, owing to the very bad weather,
to do any major damage. They were more successful on the

night 8/§ April. Two nights later, they bombed vdth success
the north end of Innsbruck yards, cutting lines and burning

,  Occupied most of the month in the battle
they found time to attack Verona. Parona bridge on the

20^1 April and 23/2i|-, cutting the line, and holding

on

out some waggons,

area,

nights
up traffic on the bridge.
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At this point, ifihere the Brenner battle loses its sharp
outlines a>.nd merges into the -wider struggle, the record -will

be left, while a survey of air operations against the Venetian
Plain and Northeastern Route systems is made. The general
methods employed on both sides and the difference in terrain

are by now sufficiently familiar for the narrative to omit

pointless repetition.

Tlffi BATTIES 0? TliE VENETIAN PLAIN NORTHEASTERN

FRONTIER ROUTES

The general Trend of Operalions

In November, the month in wliich all tactical bombing
priorities were revised, the two medium bomber wings dropped
21+5 tons of bombs on the loop line from Trento to the Venetian

Plain and 1,429 on railway bridges in the Northeast,
establi^ing lines of interdiction at the Brenta, Piave and

Tagllamento Rivers* But owing to the long run of non-
operational weather, this ina.dequa.te weight of attack did not

leave so deep a mark on the enemy system as did the Brenner

operations. It was, notwithstanding, an impressive effort,
with fi^iter-bombers participating on a. major scale; yet not
until the end of December could it be said that an effective

barrier had been interposed in the German lines of supply
in that area.

0.R.BS,

Blockade Report
M.A.T.A.F.

CA*H.B./nJ'i1/13).

M.A.A.F.,

The campaign in the Northeast opened on 4 November with
attack on the Pianzola bridge over the Brenta, and was

soon extended to cover all four river belts as far north as

the Tomba bridge over the Tagliamento.
ma-jor problem; on the northernmost line from Vicenza to

Udine,tl) the most important of the three coastal plain
routes, diversions were a.lrea.dy in operation round two of
the three key bz-idges, presenting, as has been explained, a

Five weeks

an

The Brenta "was a

very tough,proposition for our target sections,
of rough weather broke all continuity of a.ir effort and

tlirou^ Christmas only five missions reached their targets on
these routes. Desert Air Force, heavily committed to the

aid of Jugosla-via, could do little to assist, but managed on
the night 9/l0 December to carry out an interesting experiment
at Udine. For 45 minutes, 14 Bostons flew over the city
■viiile Partisans, in ancordance with the plan and under cover
of the air raid alarms, sabotaged the marshalling yards.
aircraft then bombed the railway station.(2)

The

Prom late in October, fighter-bombers on armed
had familiarised themselves with the

At that early period.
reconnadssance sweeps
landscape of the Venetian Plain,
their chief targets had been rolling stock and locomotives
in Verona, and Pa.dua yards and on the lines from them to
Tre-viso and Castelfranco. On 22 November, Tantical Air Force
directed Desert Air Force henceforth to employ a good
proportion of its fighter-bombers against communications,
the pattern already initiated along the Brenner. It was
given prime responsibility for the railway lines Mestre-^
Gasarsa and Ne3rvesa-Ca.sa.rsa inclusive, both of them sections
of the tliree coastal sroutes crossing the Piave and Livenza

A modest start was made the same day by rocket-

on

Rivers,

firing Mustangs, \dio made ten cuts in the lines between

(1)
(2)

A ma.jor Allied air base after the war.
D.A.P., 0.R.3S
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Monselice-Padua and Padua-Castelfranco-Vicenza.

to the climacteric month of Iferch, the fighter-bombers rapidly
increased their effort.

Prom then on

Sorties over the Venetian Plain rose

steeply .from ,only 68 in November to 3»2.51 in March,
monthly tonnage(l)of bombs dropped there rose from a beire 30 in

The

November to 1,754 in Manch. This zone became increasingly
fighter-bomber territory. By March, their total sorties were
over six times those of the medium bombers.

Along the northeastern frontier routes, there was  a sharp
rise of fighter-bomber effort from only 79 sorties in November

and none in December to nearly tliree times the medium bomber

effort in January. In February, the medium bombers dominated
the scene, but in liarch the bulk of the effort fell again to
the fighter-bombers. Thereafter, as in the case of the

Brenner, both categories drew away to the battle area, althou^
some light night bomber sorties by all available aircraft of

Ta.ctical Air Force did something to counteract the decline and

on the growing number of night-operationa.lmake som^ jmpressionbridges

In the case of the Venetie.n Plain, increasingly the more
critica.1 of the areas from the German point of view,
considerable enemj’-, evidence became available and was

systematically exploited later by Allied teams,
indicant ed on Figure 17, Waich sliows the air attacks against
the day-to-day traffic: neat correla.tions can be drawn
between the heightened tempo of attack and dwindling train
arrivals and departures.

The work is

Results as revealed in Enemy Station Reports

Close counter-checks were made la.ter by exploiting the
serviceability logs of the railvray bridges and diversions
crossing the three rivers,

compared with those kept by the Allied target sections.
Those Allied records imintained solely from photographic
reconnaissance were found to be satisfa„ctorily accurate for
opera^tlonal planning; any differences - and these vrere

slight - generally indicated a tendency towards conservatism
on the part of the photo interpreter.

These daily status records were

Again, as in the case of the Brenner battle, the nutiiber
of trains per da.y were compared with the ntmiber of blocks on

the three belts, i.e. the North line from Treviso to Udine,
the Centre line from Treviso the Portogiai
line from Mestre to San Giorgio.C5) The rate of fall in
traffic was different in degree in each case, but from the end
of January in the case of the North and Centre belts and a

month earlier in the more heavily attacked South Belt from

Mestre, C4j the fall was serious and continuous. Wlien undivided
Air Fcrce attention was no longer possible in
of traffic fall tokened, but still continued

rro and the South

^^:^il, the ra.te

(1) All tonnages given in this narrative are the U. S. siiort
tonnage.
Refer to the statistics at Appendices 23 and 24.
Stations used for train data;

North line:

Centre line;

South line;

The mainland station for Venice.

Captured enemy station records.

Pianzano, Pordenone, Codroipo, Spresiano.
Faga.ve, Oderzo, Pramagglore.
San Dona, Bison, Ls.tlsana.

(4)
(5)
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The'results of the six months* attack on the Tervisio,
Piedioolle and PostuMa routes could not he checked so

closely* Conditions along the Jugoslav border became
unsettled, on the conclusion, of the war and remained so for
some time. One may safely conclude, hov/ever, that as all
three lines suffered heavy Interdiction, results were
.comparable with those in other zones*.

Phases of the Air Blockade in the Northeast

November and-December had been strenuous but indecisive.

January was marked by. heavy weather* The medium bombers
were only able to reach to 16 missions, divided equally
between the bridges over the rivers of the coastal plain
and those, .on the mountainous- frontier routes of Tarvisio

and Piedicolle. .At this period, the rise of the fighter-
bomber effort occurred;, .it opened a new period of great
efficaoity* ' This effort rose steeply from 1,100 sorties
in December to 2,500 in January. Prom open stretches of

track, they turned to bridges and diversions, many
simultaneously under attack by medium bombers* They could

not hope to destroy the heaviest masonry, but were highly
successful' in erasing the approaches on either side of

disabled bridges and in magnifying the work of repair.
On occasions, photographs revealed very telling damage, vAiich,
when multiplied .many times, conveys some idea of the over-all
situation^. The report of one of these attacks will
illustrate the point.(2)

On 31 January^ - a squadron of South African Mustangs
attacked one of the bridges on the Tarvisio route* A direct

hit destroyed one. span; 100 feet of the track north of the

bridge, were, covered by .a landslide; very near misses
ers, damaged -toe supports and twisted the

line; direct j^.ts on the mouth of the tunnel south of the
bridge partially blocked it; others broke ’ the central span
of the adjac^t.road bridge. A loading party assembled
round a. locomotive at one end of the tunnel was machine-

gunned and another locomotive hit; a loriy was left in

flames and two..'oth.ers-smoking.

XXII Tactical Air Command's Thunderbolt formations
concentrated on the main double track route from Vicenza to

Casarsa.(3j
from Latisana’to Sesania. As a resixlt of the combined air

forces* 158 bridge attacks, there was no through traffic
throughout the montli of January, although the enemy main
tained the Tarvisio route from the l8th onwards. The state

of blockage, rose, and fell.

In February, the 6,364 sorties by medium, li^t and
fighter bombers against supply lipes through the Alps and
across the Venetian Plain constituted two-thirds of Tactial

Air Force *s total effort against enemy communications. The

Mitchells hardly visited the coastal plain, but struck
repeatedly at the Tarvisio and Piedicolle routes; they scored

an important success on 7 February by completely destroying

(1)

blew off five

Desert Air Force worked over the Postumia line

(1.J They attacked Motta Di livenza five times.
(2) M.A.T.A.F., D.A.F., andM.A,A.F.^ 0.R*Bs. and D.A.F.

Daily Intelligence Summary No. 211. -
(3) In January l74 Thunderbolts attacked at the bridge and

diversion at Oittadella, 124 at Casarsa and 122 at Nervesa*
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the Canale D*Isonzo bridge. Although "worlclng desperately to
maintain the Northern and Central lines across the plain, the
enemy were compelled to abaridon the Adriatic coast railway.
The Postumia line was by now inactive. Desert Air PoiToe was
therefore directed as from .30 January to switch their effort

e and to the

Thereupon

to the Tarvisio oroute from Udine to Chiu

Casarsa-Udine sector of the Northern belt

n

followed a series of co-ordinated attacks by every type of
aircraft at their disposal. Marshalling yards as well as
bridges became, occasionally, veiy profitable targets. A
typical combined raid was that on 23 February on the diversion

at Casarsa. The force coii^rised 33 Thunderbolts,
13 Marauders, 12 Eittyhawks aid 10 Spitfires. First a force
of Thunderbolts and Jferauders neutralised the local flak

defences.. Sharply following came others to bomb the bridge,
scoring four, direct hits on it; the Marauders left delayed
action bombs in the target area. The Spitfires acted as
cover. The finishing strokes were administered by the
Kittjdiawks, vho cratered the tracks on either side. At
every, point on the Northern belt, traffic fell catastrophically.
Only on four days could a little traffic move eastwards as far

as Chiusaforte. The last v/eek saw the hipest, degree of

interdiction in the Northeast yet registered - 20 railway
.  crossings cut over the coastal rivers. The. Tarvisio route,
with four railway bridges crippled and six road bridges
destroyed was relatively useless. The grbwing paralysis we.s
accentuated by continuous fighter-bomber sweeps against
locomotives trapped between the breaks and in yards.

ST

o

Increase of Night Air Attacks(^) on Troop Movements

...The path for the withdrawing German divisions lay throu^
Northeastern Italy. February saw the slow departure of
356th Division by road and railway. Because of the many

.  breaks, Tactical Air Force saw that, train loadi^ and assembly
poliits were particularly sensitive to atta,ck. It assigned

. the yards at Cittadella, Castelfranco and Verona to XXII
Air Command^ directing ni^tly armed reconnaissance of the
Brenner. . It assigned to Desert Air Force the yards at

Camposierp and Vigodrrzere in addition to nightly armed
reconnaissance of the • Tarvisio route. Throu^out the month.
Desert Air Force was handicapped by the heavy, enduring,
seasonal mists that covered their base areas, but XXH Tactical
Command were more fortunate with flying conditions. The effort
QVer|)apped and there is little point in isolating it. The

‘ results were what mattered most.

Among .the weapons employed to harass the enepqy troops were

the anti-personnel ^butterfly bombs', winged booby-traps wiiich
detonated on the ground when handled or touched off.
ni^t 28/29 January, XXII Tactical Air Command began to drop

other normal and delayed action
(3) and on damaged or destroyed

On. the

them in clusters,. as' well as-.'
boiribs,. on the assembly points

'Blockade* report, M.A.T.A.F. (A.H.B./[IJ11/13). Monthly
Intelligence Summary, M.A.T.A.F. (A.H.B./EIJ11/18).
ML A. A. F./Ops. 0. XL Bs, D. A.F., 0. XLBs.
During February No. 253 E.A.F. Vlfiing began converting their

light boiribers from d^ to ni^t. operations and carried
out. several ni^t attacks. It comprised Nos. 15 (S.A.A.F.),
454. (E« A. A. F. ) and 500 R.A.F. Baltimore squadrons based
at Cesenatioo.

43 Bpstons bombed 45 points in the Po V^ley.
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bridges,
revealed new loe.ding points such as Codroipo e.nd Cormons in

the Udine area: these were duly boiabed in liud^Pebruary.
Castelfranco was a frequent object of attacks by the same

intruding Bostons on Februa.ry nights,
the fall-off in enemy ground movement, Ihctical Air Force

called off the effort on 27 Februa.ry.

Ground sources and air reconnaiissance reports

Satisfied with

OliiTJax of Atta.cks on N. E. Communications

In Ma.rch, the medium bombers put in their largest effort
In thirteen attacks,(lJ Mitchells ofsince November 1944*

57th Bombardment Wing bombed all four river ci'ossings in the

coastal plain, -vdiile Desert Air Force’s Marauders concentrated
on marshalling yards,
converted to a night role; all Tactica.1 Air Force’s light
bombers were thereby detailed for this work,
were not neglected end Bostons and Mustang Inva.ders used the

butterfly bomb on enemy personnel repairing the diversions at

Nervesa, Sacile, Pordenone, Gitta.della and elsewhere,
Mitchells attacked the Piedicolle route twice and, on 12 Iferoh,
added another block to the Postumia line, wiiere the great
Borovnica Via.duct, iMiose centre had been demolished on

27 December, still stood broken,
laboured for months on the const3ruction of c, long diversion,
stripping the broken bridge of steel in the attempt,
all was in vain.

Their Baltimores were by now all

Loading points

Seven hundred men had

But

It was never finished.

Desert Air Force carried most of the weight in these
It threw all its available fighter-bomber force

against the Tarvisio line. There, it was reported, 1,200 men
were labouring by night to re-open it, but never succeeded in

clearing the major block, because one or more of the bridges
on either side of it were down most of the time. Chiusaforta

and Dogna. rema.ined unrepaired. The mountain routes \iere not

ideei terrain for fighter bombers, but then they were not such

a menace, as supply routes, as the coastal plain lines,
explains the difference in effort’ in March over the two

zones; 546 sorties over the norUieastern frontier e.gainst
3,251 over the Plain, (or as many as in the three preceding
months combined). Over one-half the effort fell on the
Northern belt from Vicenza to Udine.

aree.s.

This

The Germans had been quietly and, they thought, secretly,
working on the inconspicuous and neglected route running
along the coast from Portogruaro throu^ La.tisana to
Monfalcone. Towards the end of March, air photograpitis
showed that repairs were nearing completion. A clear run,
even for a week, would have been a godsend to the enemy

but it was not a.llowed to develop,

fighter-bombers attacked it for three days
movement control

fhDesert Air Fcsrco

running from 24 March.

On the Piedioolle route, Bodres brndge remained cut the
whole month and a. second block atSalcano from 15 to 20 March

ensured increa.sed delays.
Plain were vastly increased by the sea.soml rise of waters.

Over the foui' rivers the devasta.tion sprea.d, wa.shing out

The enemy’s difficulties in the

(1) 266 sorties.
(2) In March, No. 256 Squadron joined D. A. F., No.324 Wing went^to

their new lending ground at Ravenna, No. 239 Wing to Cervxa*
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200 to 400 feet stretches on some of the river bed diversions^
thus relieving the Allies of mucli anxious surveillance.

Over the Inner Belts, steady prepress wis maintained, but
only at the highest expenaiture of effort. Only on the
Northern belt wa.s any serious traffic possible, but it was
noticed that cuts inade by dcHy fighter-bomber atto.cks now took
from 48 to 72 hours to repair as against the normal 8 to 12
hours. In the Piave Ptiver zone, although several bridges(i)
remained abandoned, a.n intense effort was ajpparent at the jSr
Nervesa diversion. It was in operation at night, photographs
proved, continuously between 1 and 26 Ma,rch, except for seven
nights. Our day photogra;^s were misleading. They showed
two 12-foot ga.ps constantly unrepaired and no sign of any
of the mucli-sougiit-after heavy cranes (usually mounted on
trains). I'l/hat wo.s happening was tiia.t the Germans held a
reserve of short spans end manhandled these into position at
nightfall.

Enemy loss of Ground in the N. E. Zones of Interdiction

The Brenta. River line presented the toughest problem
across the Plain. Here the Germans acliieved short periods of
night serviceability on the Gittadella diversion and at the

PaduaAorth replanement bridge. At Cittadella, a short 12-foot
span was edged into position by hand and the bridge opened at
night througli the 5th. Every day, figliter-bombers attacked
it; but the enemy overtook them and opened it on the 9th.
Repeated attacks were necessary to put and keep it out over the
following week. At last, a medium bomber attack on the 20th
practically obliterated 200 feet of the fill. Complete flood

ing on the 26th guaranteed its closure until the end of the

campaign. After five nights of activity, Padua/>lorth was cut
by filter-bombers and did not recover. The East bridge at

Padua and that at Piazzola had already been abandoned.

April operations were conclusive in both the main zones
On the Northeast

Frontier, no through trelfic wa.s possible on any one of the

three routes. The Taxvisio line, from Udine to Arnoldstein,
was blocked by cut bridges at Resiutta., (Musalorte and Dogna/

Repaii- of the first two was underway when the west

of interdiction a.s well as the Brenner,

Town,

end of Chiusaforte wi’S destroyed by medium bombers,
further repairs were attempted,
bombers cut Arnoldstein bridge on 12 April,
route remained blocked by the completely destroyed Bodres bridge.

On the. Postufflia. route, in spite of the irrepairable
condition of the great Borovnica viaduct, traffic flowed from

10 April onwards via the Postixmia South bridge, wiiich was put
back, into'commission,

diversion, but the Spring offensive and the advance of Tito’s
forces prevented it from ever becoming operational,
movement between the Postumia. and Piedicolle routes, as in the

Venetian Plain, might have pcntially offset the interdiction on

the main lines, hc.d' not our fighter-bombers flown across the
frontier on 2 April to cut the Radovljice bi’idge on the

Tarvisio - Ljubljana, line,

line, the Grafenstein bridge, ea.st of Klagenfurt, was atta.cked
by Stra-tegic Air Force fighter-bombers on 7 April, so

sucoessfuL]y that it remained cut.

No

Strategic Air Force fighter-
The Piedicolle

Work went on e.t the Borovnica.

Lat eral

In Austria, on the Villach-Maxibor

On the Spittal-Liens line,

(1) For example, the Lentiai and San Bona di Ha.ve.
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Muhldorf j out until 12 April, was permanently cut on 24 Apri3
by heavy hdmbers.

True Tes-cs of Effioacity of Air Blockade

While the winter air campaign againab comminications had
led to the partial paralysis of the energy system in North-east

Italy^ it had not destroyed it* Before this could happen^
if it ever would have happened, the ground advance had begun
to play in increasing measure on the situation. Some
stretches on most lines were operative, some bridges or

diversions functioning by day and certain crossings by night*
let a certain desired situation highly favourable to the

ground forces had been brought ebout* An arigy could have

hardly opened an offensive under more favourable conditions*
But the boniber offensive had not been able, to finish the

campaign alone. The same lesson had been learnt in the

West, Nevertheless, the point reached when the air
blockade ended was one ripe with possibilities. It was now

possible to weigh all the factors in a bomber offensive
against railway communications and to measure with a reasonable

degree of exactitude the necessary weight and continuity of

attack necessary to achieve specific objects* Furthermore,
Mediterranean Allied Air Forces had the numbers of aircraft,

although categories were badly balanced, to use this
information effectively.

Efforts in 1944 to estimate necessary Bombing Effort
X

The apparently endless duration of the caiipaign
engendered official doubts as to the. soundness of the distribu
tion of the air effort: this and the normal striving of the

target sections towat^s excellence led to a series of

enquiries. On 7 Aumst, M,A,A,F, publi^ed a report based
on bomb fall plots*^ *) As fighter-bombers played only a small
role in the Central Italian ’strangle* operations involved,
no direct comparison, between them and medium bombers could be
obtained* But the indirect method led to a rough comparison*
There were differences within M,A,A*F, itself as to what the

true ratio was. The estimate by the Operational Research and

Analysis Sections was of a necessary bomb tonnage for fighter
bonbers slightly less than one-half that for medium bombers

to interdict 6ontinuously double-track lines. This figure
seems to have stood up to the test of later, more searching
surveys. All of them were, of course, based on certain
constants, such as the terrain, the hi^ degree of bonibing
accuracy attained in the theatre and the impressive local
enemy repair effort.

In the late autumn of 1944, Twelfth Air Force made a

survey of ’strangle* operations on three, lines in Central Italyj
confining itself for the major part to medium bomber attacks
against niasonry bridges. This report, already referred to,
claimed that the average weekly tonnage for continuous
interdiction, of a double track line was 170 tons for medium

bombers where a masonry bridge or a large steel bridge was

involved* Heavy bombers would use more(2)
less,(3) as height naturally affected accuracy.

and dive bonbers

For lines

Necessary Bcanblng
Effort for Continuous
Intercllotlon of
Railroad Lines

H,Q, XII A,F,,
1 Jan,19/i5,

(A.H,B./IIF2/22/8),

(1) Report No, 14, Operational Research & Analysis Section
M.A.A.P,, 7 Aug. 1944. (A.H.B./IU1/138).
500 tons,
80 tons.Bi
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with only open tracks(l)or vdth fills and ̂ ort bridges,(2)
hea'vy tonnages would be called for. No firm figure was
ventured in respect of lines with large steel bridges* It was
a serdous effort, but it was too early* to be in  a position to
deal -with enough samples of sufficient variety. Nor had
photographic interpretation been used enpu^ in anything but a
direct reporting role.

An effort had been made in November to analyse data on the
influence of flak intensity on bombing accuracy. Again the
scope was modest, but the interesting statement was made that
the probability of hits by fighter-bombers *was appro^dmately
five times lower for heavily defended targets than for
undefended targets,.

Use of Photo Interpretation in estimating Railway
.  Biddge Repair TimeX^} ^

Report No,26
0«R«S6Ctrlon M#A*A»Pi

15 Nov*

(A.H,B./IIJ1/122/

83/23(A), Encl,6a)

•»

. Be-fcween these surveys and the final, more conclusive study,
s*fcretched -the intense and highly significant pperations recorded
in the immediately preceding pages. The acid test of those

operations *was to be in their efficacity; that, in tum,
depended to an increasing degree on the . success of tactical and
strategic intelligence in measuring the results against the
methods used, so as to furnish reliable data for operational
planning*

It hc.s'already been shown how our photographic
reconnaissance, organisation was perfecting the latest weapon of
intelligence ̂ d it *will be remembered that ’ the gap caused by
the pla'Ucity of night Iphotogre.phs was being filled. A
significant new departure was now developing, which was to
strengthen the whole, basis of bur communications bombing
policy. This was the use of -the photograjhs to build up a
reliable schedule of. eneny repair times for a Yhole range of
structural types. The advantage gained in organising the
schedules of attack ms manifest.

As the intensity of attack mounted *fchrough the Winter and
Spring, it became progressively clearer that to block segments
as well as whole lines, one had to select from the limited
number'of highly vulnerable targets the best available and then

to attack them not onpe^ but repeatedly. It was known that the
.  best pe^od to attack one of these targets was as close, to the

scheduled ccanpletion of repairs as possible. What was more

difficult, but vitsil to discover -was, vrhat would that date be?
It was the task of the interpreters to pr.ovid,e the answer.

Basis, and Technique of estimating Repair Times

Use was made of a running photographic history of the
important railway bridges in Northern Italy ahd Austria. Ury^t.o-*-
day coverage was added to stock evidence; a detailed study was. ' •
undertaken of types of structure, the no.ture of bomb damage and
en^ny repair methods. Types of structure, and damage were

classified. It was found that the standardised repair methods

.

(1) Dive bombers 200 tons: medium bombers 500 tons: heavy
bombers 1000 tons.

(2) Dive bombers 1it0 tons: mediumi bqnibers 350 tons: hea*vy
•bombers 700 tons. '

(3) Blockade Report P.208 M.A.T.A.P. (A.H.B.AIJ11/13)v
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employed "by the Germojis faoilitr.ted a ready airalysis of

reprdrs and 'v/orking hours needed.. By maintaining dossiers

he minimum range of repair timeon each Importrnt bridge, t
could be closely gauged,I1)

After a. bombing attcc.ck reconnaissance aircraft took
photographs. Prom them a detailed assessment and a

preliminary estimate of repair were ma.de. Frequent, often

dally photographs were taken, a.nd, in the la.ter sta.ges,
frequent night photographs. Olerrance, filling of craters,
arriva.l of repa.lr trains or cra.nes or the erection of

scaffolding were indications of repair preparcations. As

the work proceeded, the estlma.te was revised, but a.s the

general t&apo became known, this happened less often. Where

revised estimates were based on a series of covers, the

dale of servicep-bility could almost rlwr.ys be determined to

within 24 hours at least t’ma or three days in advance.

This technique of estimating and reporting length of
repair time v/r.s developed through the wintei- and put into
practice in routine reportage in February, Through March

and April, the technique had so improved and the results were

so impressive that the practice wa.s considered a.s wa.rranted

in the ca.se of almost every dama.ged bridge. By extending
its use to cs-ses viiicli failed to correspond with our

forecasts, intelligence of primary importance wa.s reve.aled.

It wr.s the unexplained delays in the functioning of bridges
under repair thrl first indicated the enemy's deception
technique, the growing sIiQrta.ge of materials, the effect of

water on soil conditions on the Brenner, a.nd tlia.t served a.s

a gauge of iiie fluctuating strength and capacity oflocal
repair crews. It was by such advances that the air forces

in Italy brought the technique of interdiction to such a.

hi^ degree of efficiency and the air forces in Northwest

(1) Table of llnimum Ranges (Partia.l List)

Type of Structure Required Repairs iMinimum Range

(a) Standard, low pier Erect one pier, set 2-4 days
two spares

(b) Standa.rd, hl^i pier 4-7 daysErect one pier, set
tw spares

(c) Standard, high pier 10 - 14 'laysErect one pier, set
two spares

(d) Steel truss,
grealer tlran 90ft.
length, medium or
high pier.

Over 14 daysRestore truss,
repair damaged
members

See (a), (b).
(

(e) Steel truss, 90* -
180*

Discard truss, erect
pier end set two
spares

o)

(f) Ma.sonry arch. 3-6 daysSet girders in place
spa.res less than 9'^’ ovex' wealaened arch

I

See (a), (b),
(

(g) Ma.sonry arch.
90' - 180'

Erect pier and .set
two spares c)

Time is estima.ted from actua.l beginning of repairs.Note:
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iuccesafully bombed the Seine bridges and isolated theEurope
Ruhr.(1

Finr.1 Report on Timings Blocks and Bomb Tonnage

l//ell-intentioned as previous reports were, they could
never hope to be, in the absence of full conf'irmr.tion from
ground sources, onything but speculative, althou^ by this

time our Intelligence wr.s erc’ning the general confidence of

both'■ for\'/Tj:d units and rercr planners,
the Germen.s, a.n exiiaustive survey was made by the Twelfth
Mr Force of operations on the Inner Belt lines extending from
Venice to Udine, involving precisely those bridges recently
under discussion in this narrative.

On the surrender of

Photogrc.phs and measure

Rail Line
Interdiction

in N. E. Italy
H. Q. XII A. F. ,
5 July 1945
(A.H.B./IUI1/ ments were taken, workers at the sites interrogated and

station records collated. Tlie investigation was directed to
the solutions of- three questions, namely, wr.s photographic
interpretation an accurate guide in the timing of attacks,
what V/S.S the necessary number of blocks for a complete
'strangle’ and wiiat were the necessary bomb tonnages in given

Tlie conclusions of this reportsituations of interdiction?.

37)

are worth considering.

Confirming the earlier survey of 1 January 1944 on
'strangle' operations, the investiga.tion showed that estima.tes
of the time of bridge repair could be given from photographic
interpretr.tion with sufficient a.ccuracy to serve a.s a. basis
for the timing of atta.cksj bridges could be kept continually
blocked without wa.ste of effort,
system similar in density and pattern to that of Italy, and if
complete interdiction was to be achieved,, that is,
interdiction of both shuttle and through traffic, then as
many blocks had to be mainto.ined. by bombing as were necessany
to cut the line into sections of an average length of 15 miles.

The necessary weekly tonnages given above were confirmed.
If more than two blocks were needed, the tonnage rose. If
fighter-bonbers were used (a.s they were increa.singly) against
targets with dense fla.k' defences, at least twice the tonnages
given in the'Janu.'ry survey were needed,
ratio of a.pproximsbely 1:2 in the tonna.ge needed against
tempoiajry diversion bridges of medium height,
were not, as some had thought, better targets than ordina.ry
bridges.

If the target was a rail"./ay

There wns a. simple

Lov/ diversions

Exact analysis produced measures of bombing efficacity
For fighter-bombers it took 2.6 tons for a one-day

The only factor
The factor of 5 for the change

per type,
block, for medium bombers 5-8 tons,
unaccounted for ■'/va.s height,
of effectiveness of fighter-bombers from light fla.k targets
to intense flak tengets wa.s, confirmed and it was proved the.t
twice as much bomb tonnage was needed a,gainst strong flak
defences than s-gahnst medium flaJc defences.

All this testimony had a. more tlian acabezMc significance
and for tlaat rea.son it is embodied in this nani'’ative,
largely concerned with ta.ctica.1 opera.tions.
to examine every scra.p of evidence v/hihi would justify or
condemn the methods employed, a.s the ca.se might be.
Fortuna.tely our intelligence did progress and refine its

so

It is essential

(1) R. A. P. Narra.tive of the Campaign in Northwest Europe.
(a. K.B. ) (first draft)
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methods to the notr.ble c.dvejitr.ge of those plrjining and

operating, and, hy implication, of the entire ground and

naval forces engaged, -ivhile the eneiiy's intelligence became
werJcer in effect and poorer in eva.luation in the most

critical period of his caxeer as a. fighting force.(l)

AIH INTrKDICTIQN IN THE ZONES OF THE

FO, ADDA.. OG-LIQ AND MINOIO RIVERS

Secondary River Trxgets in the Winter of

After deducting tlie effort of Ta.ctical Air Force from

November 1944 to April 1945 in the blockade of Italy from the

total effort against Italian communications e.s a vdiole,
yet unaccounted for, (2)one is left vdth a. weighty residue, as

of medium, li^t and filter bomber sorties. As the foot
note clerrly shows, this effort fell in harmon;' with the
steady rise of effort against the international routes and

was overtaken and surpassed by it in February. It did,
however, increase in March; in April, the ground battle,
demanding a. new deployment of effort, again became the
absorbent of the major part of the anti-communication forces.

The policy behind this subsidiary effort wa.s first
contained in the ai.r directive of 3 November 1944#(<5) as that
of reducing the flow of supplies by ra.il and road from
existing dumps in Italy to eneny forces on the Italian front

and of ^destroying the enemy's meajis of transport
and 57th Bombardment Wings of medium bombers were allotted,
as third priority, the tasks of interdicting the Po and Adda
Rivers.

* 42nd

The fighter bombers of both commands •within the
Tactical Air Force -were to disrupt railway communications
be-fcween the Fo River and the battle area from the Adriatic

(l) Figure 17 gives a clear exposition of the interdiction
of one line of the Inner Belts as analysed in this report.
Originally it had been hoped that the complete records of
all trains having passed over the three lines in question
could be obtained in the central office at Venice,

the havoc crea.ted in the telephone and telegra];^ system
by the air bombing made centiulised record-keeping during
the interdiction operations virtually impossible.
Therefore, it was necessary to resort to -the use of the
records of 13 smaJ.1 stations selected for their

significance in the system, a plan which yielded .
representa.tive 'and fair results.

(2) Table of Effort, M.A.T.A.Fi, in Sorties

But

MONTH NOV. FEB. MAR. APR.JAN.DEC.

6,3641,844 8,162 4,1623,185Blockade 4,725

All Other

Communication,
Targets

6,624 5,788 8,7465,220 3,148 5,220

i
Other Combat

Sorties 10,937 9,380 8,995 14,089 25,88112,513

21,486 38,78919,405 19,325 18,507 27,471

Source: 23rd S. 0.0. B. U.
(3) Appendix 16.
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coast to Piacenza as a first priority task. Their second
priority task ms to disrupt movement north of the Po. There

were loose clauses relating to alternative tf?rgets, due
respect being paid to the weather prospect, 'v^ch frequently
forced our air formations on to a second best course of a.ctian.
It must be remembered that the Italian theatre did not enjoy
the advantages of radg.3>»directed bottiblng until the final

stages of the campaign and that a fewbouiters only were
converting from the by then obsolescent Norden bomb sight to

something better>(l}.

After the dlredtive of 9 January 1945>(2) operations in
the Po Valley became second priority tasks.
Force, was allotted the eastern Po Valley, XXII Tactical Air
Command the Po Valley as a -vAiole. A new feature was the

introduction of shipping as an important weather alternate.

The medium bomber wing^if weather forbade operations on the
isolation of Italy programme, was to concentrate on the
permanent railway bridges over the Po (3)and the Oglio River
line; the latter attacks were aimed at interfering with the

evacuation of industrial loot from northwestern Italy. It is

worthy of note that the Adda and Mincio Rivers, tributfjries of
. the Po, were not mentioned by name. Dumps were third
priority. • This was in early January, a time of bad flying
wea,ther and quiet on the front.

So much for the directives behind the operations. One
must not look for a perfect parallel between them. Directives
a.t all levels were of necessity flexible, in general, terns and

susceptible of variants in rendering. They were interpreted
by the field ccanmanders to fit local circumstances. The

weather conditions, different in different zones and, in the

case of the heavier aircraft, often different at base and

target, ensured that there weie periods \Aien low priority
targets received an unpremeditated weight of attention.

The Significance of Northwest Italy in Ai^ Operations

Althou^ over^iadowed in the critical winter of 1944--45
by the international frontier zones and the Venetian Plain,

. Northwest Italy was veiy important as a target area. From

•reference to Figure 2, it •will be seen that from the opening of
the campaign, both sides viewed, the points of Mian, Turin,
Monza, Gallarate and Alessandria, as vita.l taurgets. The
complex was an industrial, one; in spite of war damage and

ma.teriel and manpower shortages, its output yfc.a still
considerable.

Desert Air

Italy Vol.17
B.E.517(c)
Restricted

N.I.D,

(Admiralty)

Some idea, of the economic sta.ture of the area may be

ga.thered if one considers the potential of Milan and Turin.
Tliese were respectively -fche. first and second industrial cities

Milanof Italy and the hubs of thriving productive regions,
was. nqt only the first industrial city, it we.s the financial

It was the centre of out-

with more than 100 firms producing
and commercial capital of Italy-

standing engineering worl^

The British Mark IX - E.

Appendix 17»
A curious order, for althou^ some repair work had been
going on on the bridges destroyed in 0pera.tion Mallory
Ma-jor* in July 1944> the real menace -was the rd^t-
operational pontoon bridge and ni^t ferry system.

1

2,
3,
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turbines, diesel engines, motor cpjts, lorries, locomotives,
motor cycles, r.ircrnft, rc±lwr.j equipment, hydro-elctric
pumps, electric cables, precision instruments and all types
of radio, telephone and electric equipment,
the mrd.n centre of the chemico.1, leather and rubber
industries,

junction in pea.cetirae in Ita.l,y.
and six others began there. (2)

It wa.s a.lso

The Gentra.1 Station -vya.s the most important
Six rmain lines convergedC1)

The main Industry of Turin v/a.s mechanical engineering.
The I'iat Compare?-, vrith a staff of some 70,000, a.ccounted for
90 per cent of the Ita.lian production of motor vehicles and

included t-wo la.rge steel -works,
combined used to produce 100,000 tons of steel before the

The fixiished products Included motor cans, lorries.

Turin and Avigliana.

war,

trantors, tanks, airenaft engines, diesel engines a.nd
locomotives, ca.bles, pumping engines and chemical
manufa.ctures. Six railway lines converged on Turin, w).

By November 1944> the regional output had of necessity
Most of the iron ore,

C6} -wp.s almost
The progressive

Gontra.ction of the S-wiss routes was a serious blow to the

region in respect of the manufacture of anms, ammunition and

transport during the winter.
7 December the S-wiss confined the use of the Simplon route
to local trp-ffic.

coal, iron, steel and scrap-iron to the list of goods
unacceptable for transit from Germany to Itcaly. All
northbound tral'fic wa.s to be reg-arded as loot, unless proved
otherwise and the northbound ma.ximum wa.s fixed at 5^900 tons
a. month.

coa.l requirements were believed to be reaching Italy,
passed through Smtzerland thereafter.

fallen, but was still impor-|:;ujt.
coal,(4) steel, scrap iron,
certainly converted to milita.ry purposes.

and chrome ore

It -v/ill be recalled tha.t on

On 3 Manch 1945# they agreed to add

By mid-March, only about one-fifth of the daily
None

The importance of Northwest industria.1 Italy may
l/lftaat plant potentialtherefore be seen as continuous,

could not serve an ii-rrmedia.te militany purpose was dis

mantled and sent ba.ck to Germany for re-assembly or salvage
(together -vidth great quantities of other plunder from the

rest of Italy), by rail to Bolza_no, across the Brenner Pass,
Ear from being

the no-ma.n*s-land its low place on the ta.rget priority list

might suggest, it -wa.s functioning a.s a. powerful source of
It a.lso

a.nd througli S-yltzerla-nd until the embargo.

energy enabling the Germans to move and imke war.
provided the means of transporting material and men to and

from Genoa., Savona, end La*. Spezia., so feeding -the sea-borne
tralfic system.

(ii) Simplon -CD (i) St. Gothard - Chiasso - Como
Domodossola. - Arena Ohi) Turin - Novara
Pa.via (v) Rome - Florence - Bologna.
Verona - Brescia,

(i) To Alessandria (u) To Varese (tii) To Leco,.
Sondrio and the Engadine ^v) & (v) To Bergamo

To Cremona..

Moda-ne and Mt. Cenis tunnel (il) Milan - Novara
Alessandria, (junction for Piacenza., Genoa. a.nd

Rome (iv') Sa.vona - Ceva - Foss.ano
Pineroio (vi) Gere - Lanzo.

Genoa

(ji/ji Torre Peli

 -

Venice -

(2)

(3)

ce»-
Loop lines connected -with

(i) - (v).
133.504 tons in September 1944.
4,7^3 metric tons in September 1944*
988 metric tons in September 1944-.
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Air Operations nortliv;r-rds from the Po in. NovemberC 1)

The aim of the November oir directive wa.s to give
greater zonr.l depth to our interdiction, impose as long a
motor trrjasport lift e.s possible on the enemy and isolate
the bcattle rrea from nerx supply points.
Po' line was first shifted eastv/axd from the Ticino to the
Adda. Piver.

The 'north of t

The Adda, had equally good bridges, interdicti

he

on
of which would do more to prevent movement from eneii^;’-
duinps and the industries of I^Iilrn a.nd Turin to the front of

the East Po Va.lley,
between XXII Ta.cticaJL Air Command and Desert Air Force ran

south from Verona, along -the Adige to Legnrno, thence due
south to the Po.

The boundary north of the Po as

Fighte:;--bombei's played the ma.Jor role in November, but
none of the air operations could be described as decisive or

of first rate importance. The -viiiole air cejnpaign, as
a-lreacy seen in the preceding sections, took time to
develop to the point of success; the prospect of bad weather
wa.s certadn. XXII Tactical Air 0omma.nd flev;' over four

thousand sorties in the area., 60 per cent of their tota.l
effort against all coiamunica'tions. They claimed some
successes, including the destruction of 40 raiP/^y cans at
Desenzano on 10 November and 10 at Borgoforte on
22 November. Desert Air Force worked over the Ferrara-

Fa.enza.~Eiminl triaaigle for seven days. The medium bombers

atta.cked comraunica.tiong over most of the Po Valley and

bridges over the Po.(2J At night, U. S. Bostons and Thunder*-
bolts concentra.ted on river pontoons and petrol pipelines.

Permanent Po Bridges still functloning^3^

The myth had taken root, in some quanters, that Operation
'Ma.llory Ma.jor' had completely destroyed for all time a.ll the
permanent Po bridges. This wa.s untrue, a.s photographs began
to reveal. The intens.e Allied preoccupa.tion vdth enemy
counter-measures had thrown a hi|^liglit on their night
activities on pontoon and suspension bridges. It could
h'-rdly be worth \ihile repairing the massive uiasonry piles and
arclaes of the old bridges, it had been thought. But it

worth while, and the Germans did not slirink from the ta.sk.

By mid-Deceiiiber, the block at Pontetidone over the
Trebbia neax Pia.cenza wa.s repaired, rendering traffic to
Piacenza, without the use of ferries nossible. Pour pontoon

With the a.id of* a.ll the crossings,bridges were in action,
it looked as if the Germa.ns ha.d actually reached the stage
of zoning.
Oast of Ferra.ra, all crossings were reserved for 26th Panzer
Division.

One prisonsr-of-wax stated, for example, that

During Ja.nuarj'-, the number of permanent Po
They were a.t tacked.

It was
bridges in a.ction had risen to three,
but Piacenza remained open from 15 to 31 Januaxy.
put out by air aitack on 3 February, as were the other two,
but on 28 February another wa.s servicea.ble.
western reaches of the Po, Torreberetti bridge, a.lthou^ air

attack had. cut a span, remained 'opera.tiona.1 ’Aen required

In the

»

(l) T.A.F. 0.R.Bs. 'Enemy lines of Gomraunica.tions* M.A.T.A.P.
Monthly Intelligence Bulletins, Nov-Dec. 1944.
(A.H.B./IIJII/18).

(2) Refer to Appendix 29 for medium air effort against the
,  various river crossings in December.
(B) AHB./aryn/i6.
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£xll through K"xch, although from Bress£-nr- Bottarone to the

Adriatic all penmnent hriclges renir.ined impassable,
pa.ssengers crossed Borgoforte ^Jl^. Ostiglia on li^it ca.t
w.lks.

Foot

The Po Grossings

The general pliysical features of the Po, Operation
’Mr.llory Mcajor' (e.gaanst bridges from Piacenaa to the
Aclria.tic) cand its complementr.ry operation (against bridges to
the -west of Pia.cenzEi), ha.ve airea.dy been dealt -with,
west of Piacenza, as tex as Turin, the lines of conminication
fed into the industrial areas of Turin and Alessandria, and

In the Po’s upper rea.clies, between Turin

From

the port of Genoa.,

A.H.e../jIT(|/i9

and Piacenza, there were five railwa.y and eleven road
crossings, all excellent.
Chivasso (^diere

The most importa.nt was at
the railway line and the Autostrada, co

Turin a.nd Milan intersect), r.nd a.t Bressano Bottaxone,
In view of the clianged situation since 'Mallory Ma.jor', in

November 1944, our Air Intelligence wa.s ha.rd put to to sa.y
wirich of the seven ma.jor rai-lway crossings, (with the
exception of Cremona and CasaJL Maggiore), wa.s the most

important to the ene^.
crossing a.t Corbola,(2)
were 16 road crossings "oetveen Piacenza, and the Adria.tic,
combined roa.d and rail bridges at Ostiglia and Cremona., four

perma.nent bridges a.t Piacenza., Pontela.goscuro, Corbola. and

Ta.glio, and ten additiona.1 semi-permanent pontoon bridges!3)
serving pr.actiaa.lly all the importa.nt roa.d links.

ctionn-

.(1

Ner.r the river mouth there was a.

of minor interest in itself. Til er

ng

e

the

Even with most of the perina.nent bridges neutralised, such

a complex system presented the air forces with a. formidable
ta.sk, which could never be fully met in the face of their new

comxitaents. Fnotographs shov/ed pontoons anchored aJLongside

the banks, M/T movement a.nd Jetty works, a.ll suggesting night
opemtionsj but until November, no actua.l photo.gra.ph shomng

pontoons a.ctually in position could be obta.ined. For this,
the misty weather a.nd changing policy v/ere blamed. Ground

reports of night crossings continued to come in. By the

end of November, our Intelligence wa.s in possession of

photographs of night bridges assembled and in use a.t Cama.tta

a.nd Ficaxolo, but not in simultaneous use. Reports from

ground sources a.nd prisoners of wax(4) indicated others.

The Po Perries

Ha.rdly less importa.nt tha.n the crossings were the ferries.

A very grea.t effort had been ;put into the building of ra.ilway
spurs, Jetties, wa.gon-loa.ding facilities and tra.in ferries.

Ibid

A few miles south of Pavia. Here the 2,900 feet road and

railway bridge carried the Genon ~ FHlan tra.ffic.
The sliortest, something over 1,000 feet long. It carried
the then unimporta.nt loca.l line between Adria. and Ariano.

Assembled a.nciiored concrete boa.ts, ca.pable of handling
loads up to 20 - 25 tons and only ta.ken apart d.uring
times of excess!vel5)’ high wa.ter.
considered, to all intents and purposes, permanent
structures.

Pr:I.soners stated that the night bridges took 2 hours to

assemble or dismantle,
between 2000 and OSOO hours andothers between

2200 and 0500 hours.

They could be

aiso tha.t some bore traffic

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
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designing pontoon units nnd fitting outboard uotors to them.
The results accounted for the trrjisfer of the heaviest

equipment,

herring e. lord over 25 tons;
•wp.gons rnd lorries v/itii up to 20 men.
light loads -were carried in hand-pulled boats,
train ferries at Pontelagoscuro, Ostiglia and Piacenza could

crrry up to three loaded trr.in cars at a time,
army supply needs south of the Po were estimr.ted at 4»000 tons
for all pur;poses and at more for a major action,
line troops could exist on 1^500/2,000‘Jcas da.ily.
clear that thej”- were gettinpi all of it, as well as fuel puii^ed
e.cross the river through pipe lines.

Enemy Freedom of Action increasing in December and January

No pontoon crossing v/as believed capa.ble of
but ferries carried loa.ded rail

At rural crossings.
The latest

The daily

The front-

It wa.s

With heavy coiJimitments in the North and Northeast end much

non-operational weather a.s a backgro’ond, Tactical Air Force wr.s

able, in December and January, to do little more thc.n se:ciously
harass coiTimunications in the Northwest.

severo.1 interesting operations c.nd developments during this

period 'which must be recorded so that the line of progress
iea.ding to the conclusive operations of March and April mey be
tra.ced.

There vrere, however.

Ibid

Kiha.t -wa-s held most of the month wa.s a north-south line of

interdiction from La.ke Garda, to the Fo, -with XXII Tactica.1 Air
Command working over the lines between Ifilan and Verona., and
Desert Air Force over the lines betv/een Padua: a.nd Pezrara.

In the west, the hi^light of the scanty operations -wt-s tlie
efforts of Mitchell forma.tions to knock out the repa.ired roajor

bridges at Torreberetti and (Ihivasso.
put out against the tracks in the Acda;,-Adige areaA 1

0glio(2) and Mincio(3) bridges.

The enemy used the lull in opera.tions to good effect.
In addition to the major repairs already z-ecorded, it was

observed, tha.t he marie a. second crossing of the Ticino possible
(as our a'-ircraft left it in ijr^mnity), by repairing the
combined road and railwc.y bridge at Ma.genta, laying the ra.ils

across part of the ro.ad bi’idge,
ten da.ys of the nronth, embling the photographic reconnaassoaice

units to furnish a. clearer pic'fcui’e of night a.ctivities; there

were four night bridges in action a.cross the Po.

ivas alsoborne eff(

and the

‘Weather cleared in the la.st

Brescia, east of Milan, v;a.s a tra.ffic junction of
A piece of deception wa.s uncovered in this area.importance.

One span had been knocked out of the bridge a.t 0a.lcina.to by our
aircraft,

suspicions were aroused by the enemy's a.ppar®^’fc neglect of
the relatively simple repairs a.nd by evidence of a. traffic

build.-up on both sides of the block. Photographic prints
showed tra.cks on both sides of the neatly tri;.'.mied gap and a

This crane

The line thus blocked. As tiine went on.

rail'way crane on the tracks bearing long girders.
moved very slightly a.s the days passed,
by a. night photograq^h ta.ken on 27 December,
laid the girders and the bridge v/as passs-ble.
not in evidence.

The tz-i

Tlie

ck was 'vealed■e

 cra.ne ha.d
The crane wa.s

Next morning the span -wa.s open a.gain.

150 sorties.
20 medium bomber sorties.

3) 37 medium bomber sorties.
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JpjiU£.ry wr.s a month of faii'ly limited operations, hut

of several noteworthjr chp.nges. There ".ere 19 Mtchell
attacks on rr.ilvmuy bridges bern'ing tra.ins filled v/ltn

industrial loot from tliLan, Turin and G-enoa. to the eastern

Po Valley up to Bolscno and so to the Heich.
also atto-cked three repaired penrr.nent Po bridges.
Po Ve.lley area., the empha.sis wa.s now on the cajoriers, net

on the lines. Tlie months of concentration on railway
tajTgbts had throvm more M/T on to the roa.ds. Clear evidence
of this stood out from the claim that over 500 motor and

armoured vehicles were believed destroyed weekly, the hig’iest
ra.te since 16 September. Most of it was caught in the

blilaji - Bergamo - Brescia, Milan - Piacenza, Turin - Vicenza
and Parma - Piacenza aneas.

Mtchells

In the

Increa,sed Night Air Effort in Ja.nurry

It TfiB-s, not until January 1944 tha.t the night air forces

allowed signs of a. slight approa.ch to aiequa.cy.
Force transferred t’wo squafrons of Ba.ltimores to ni^t

The Blank Widow(1) and Invader(2) entered the
Bostons ma.de over

1,000 sorties against trains, junctions a.nd buildings in the
Northeast and attacked ten of the Po crossings,

fighters looked for motor tra.ffic in the Central Po a.ree. and

claimed, most proba.bly with good reason,343 M/T destroyed
or dama.ged: this v/as quite a. useful score, but it would ha.ve
needed far more effort to ma.ke serious Inroads into the

locomotive stocks, -vdiich remained, on the whole, sufficient
for German needs until the fina.l collapse.

Desert Air

operations,

field as night bombers and Intruders.

Night

Ibid

Air Attacks on static Pepair Fa-cilities

In the Brenner, Ta.i'Visio, liedlcolle a.nd Venetian Plain

systems, the Germa.n repair organisation literally on the
roa.d. Prisoners-of-war sta.ted that repair trains, staffed

with maintenance crews thoroughly briefed, tia-velled from

point to point -vviien alerted. These repair trains, they said,
comprised one car for files on repa.irs, ■ ioh three to nine

expert technicians, two to four v/orksliop oars, one to two

ca.rs for qua.rters a.nd kitchen fa.cilities, one to two cars for

spare rails and large replacement parts, and one to two cars
for ceinsnt and other ma.teiia.ls for tre.ck bend construction.

All the visuai evidence vrent to nia-ke the staiement feasible.

Ibid and P/v7
Interrogation
Reports
summarised in

Jan. 1945 issue
M.A.T.A.t-.

JJr.

On the other hand, in tlae great industrial complex of

the Northwest, left in rela.tive iirnunity, the repair system
was a.t tins period still static. This situation was, then,
one to winich the kuckerman Theory right still be applied.
The hee.vy bombers were irrevoca.bly coimiitted to targets
outside Italy. The medium bombers were fully occupied.
For these reasons, it wa.s the fighter-bombers viio, numerically
at any ra.te, put out the highest effort aga.inst communications.

On 11 January, in panticul/'r, they concentra.ted on -repair
facilities at La. Spezia., Milan, Nov'-na and elsevirhere.

(l) The U.S. P-61.
(2) The U. S. A “26 Mustang.
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Drjii''.ge \vr.s hrard to o.sEeBt in specif in detail, for it W-s the

season of fogs £.nd mists. (.0

Enemy Situation in thePo Valley rrid Northwest Italy at End

of Janurry

In spite of the Allied air effort and the new directive,
the month of Janur.ry ended in a stolernate. In the Northwest,
the enemy traffic still passed mth iimiunity; across the Po,
supplies still poiired south to the battlefront. The attrition

wrs never releoced, for that would hfve been fatal when the

Spring offensive opened. The enemy soon overtook his hand-

ica.ps, given a free" ifau *ron.

Ibid

Corbola. bridge on the Po, reopened on 12 Ja.nup.ry, was put
At tmlight, however, the crossings started

TheThe position was similar all up the river.
out on the 31st.

operating.
Gennans had decentralised the old system of a few major
crossings and played such tunes on the system of bridges,
crossings and ferries that he could safely say tha.t his
position WT'.s even more secure tlip-n when all the perma.nent

bridges were serviceable.

Inconclusive February Air Operations against Gommunicr.tions

Pebrurry was a. quiet month along the Po and in the
With bad weather a.nd insufficient aircraft

avrdlable, the Po became temporarily an unimportant area, but
One

Northwest.

not entirely noglected on days Tr/iien weadher cdlowed.was

Ibid

of the Piacensa bridges wa.s a.tta.cked on 8 February: this

meant that from then until the 23th no permanent bridges
could be used; but towa.rds the end of the month, Torreberettl
could be used in emergency.

The medium bomber mng put in 200 sorties in February
against a. variety of targets. There wa.s more M/T on the
roads to bomb, the stea.dy toll on the radlways throwing up the
need for motor driven vehicles and. so eating into the

dwindling fuel reserves. It will be seen later how the

local and na.tura.l resources such a.s oil, gas, beet sugai*
refineries a.nd a.lcohol fuel insta.llations were coupled as

targets with the ca.rrlers and how sma.ll coa.stal a.nd oana.l
sliipping came under intenser fire. The important Verona 

-

I^Iilan line rernedned blocked by cuts c.t the nerio and Oglio
river crossings,

attack on a Mantua., car paik, which wa.s set on fire by fuel
tank incendiary bombs, ei^ty vehicles reported destroyed and
one hundred damaged. The vital line from Ifilan and Verona,

successfully blocked most of the month, an important
achievement in view of Verona-.*s status as a Frontleitstelle —

a. forward transit point. It wa.s certa.in that, by now, the
Air Forces ha.d guaranteed that the enemy wa.s unable to a.chieve

anything like a major build-up, although he could and did

successfully feed the static front line by road, radl, river,
ca.nal and sea,.

XXII Trntical Air Command made a spectacular

v/a.s

(l) No primary evidence is yet available from enemy or other
to the precise results here or at ma-ny other

The ultimate solution would be to exajuine all
sources as

points. '
the local records of almost every town a.nd village in

Italy, if still existent and for i/vha.t they are worth.
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March Air Operations in the Po rjid Northwest AreasCO

March w.s reinarkahle for a. steep increase in the Allied

ni^t effort* The improvements in navigc-tional methods^(2)
the conversion of HKjre types to ni^t operations and the

steady arrival of new aJLrcraft in sma.ll numbers made^ for

the first time, a rou^ a.pproach to more hcalanced day and
Night intruders doubled their

These,
a.dded to the growing number of day soirfcies when bonibing
throu^ overcaxt and mist was carried out, gave the Germans
little rest or hope of protection by wee.ther and oarloiess.
The targets were the customary ones - the Po crossings,
troop assemblies, marshalling yards, motor transport and so
forth. Particular emphasis was laJ.d on the Po crossings
on the five nights 16 to 20 March, when intniders of
XXII Tnctica-l Air Command bombed 17 of the crossings. One

quarter more motor vehicles were destroyed than in February,
it was estima.ted, but, all in all, there was less motor
traffic in evidence.

In ̂ ite of intermittent attacks on the Po, the Allies
ha.d only the va-guest idea of the volume of traffic crossing it.
Night photographs \:ere taken up to 13 March, but none were

possible for the rest of the month on account of the haze#

This bad eluent in the flying weather accounted for the Po

figuring at all in the medium bomber programme; 42 out of
43 medium bomber operations against the Po area were weather
alternates#

-  night operations possible,
Pebruery sortie totals, reaching 2,903 sorties.

There were no eir opera.tions in March in Northwest Italy
It was not of great importance that theworth recording#

Germans could move freely there so long e.s they were being
dammed up, as they were, at more critical points#
Furthermore, it was discovered to be hi^ time in March to
concentrate on the active enemy coastal shipping and the

traffic on the inland waterways#

The Po Status at D-Day 1945

For many months, the great River Po, cutting across the
entire width of North Italy, had been an ob;ject of study and
attack, ’ Under static ground conditions and with so many
commitments, the Allied air forces were unable to neutralise
it £vs a supply route feeding the front line forces# This was
the physical position at D-Day in April 1945*

Ibid

The most probable area of major crossings of the Po
which would be used by the eneiiy in case of his withdrawa.1
wr.s considered to be from Borgoforte to Corbola  - especially
in the Borgoforte - Ostiglia, the Ficarolo — Ocdhiobello and
the Polesella. - Crespino areas*
hea.vy ferries ca.pa.ble of tr£*Jcisporting tanks and motor

transport ferries were targeted and a priority list for air
a.ttacks established,

intensive ni^t photorxajhy right up to the rii^t of
20/21 April, on \^ich occasion veay Intense ground and river
a.ctivities indicated a. critical moment in the battle.

All ni^t pontoon bridges.

The plajn was kept up-to-date by

Up to

(1) M#A,T.A.F/0ps ajid S.A.8,0., O.R.Bs, M.A,T.A.F.
Intelligence Bulletins, March - April 1945*

(2) Refer to tbo foMiewdiifjg for the history of the
developmenrt of *5horan* and SJR*554 bombing#
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nthis point the river had figured as a means of southward
transport of reinforcements and supplies. Now it was the
means of escape of iniiole armies and their equipment, and., as
such, demanded immediate and major treatment.

At this point the status of North Italian land
communications must he left, the ground reti’aced back to

November 1944, the final phases of the winter air campaign
against Axis shipping in the Ligurian and Adriatic seas, the
growth of Venice and La Spezia as supply bases and the Allied
air attacks on them.

MARIT3M AIR WAR IN THE NORTHERN ADRIATIC

miie Problem of Axis Merchant Shipping and Naval Units

It was recorded in Chapter 2 how the problem of ene.i;5r
coastal dipping and naval offensive action was approached by
the Allied Air Forces in the ear3y autumn of 1944 and how,
althou^ the operations were deterrent, they failed to bring

The front line unitsthe seaborne supply traffic to an end.
and the \Aiole industrial and social economy of Italy were

bolstered by a small, flexible force of surface craft.
Furthermore, their naval forces continued to constitute a

continuous, thou^ hardly a very grave menace to our loading
and unloading ports, and, with their continuous mining,
torpedoing and one and two-man weapon activities, to our

small convoys.

It will now be time to re-examine the position in the
Adriatic and the Gulf of Genoa and to trace vfiiat steps were
taken to reduce the threat,
be dealt with first,

suggested, bear out the opinion put forward in Chapter 2 to
the effect that no decision could be reached until sufficient

wei^t of effort had been put out.
operations during the winter, major attacks by the Strategic
Air Force on the ports of the Istrian Peninsula destroyed a

good part of the enemy Upping and forced an important body
of what was remaining into Venice, thus creating the long
awaited opportunity of neutralising, the enemy's sea transport
system once and for all.

The head of the Adriatic will

The operations and results will, it is

After months of diffuse

Coastal Air Force, drastically reduced after the^
successful landings in the South of France, was by this time

quite incapable of handling the enemy coastal traffic unaided.
Tactical Air Force was committed up to the hilt in the

campaigns of the Brenner, the Venetian Plain and the North
eastern routes. It was quite logically, therefore, by a

synthesis of effort by three air forces that the desired
stoppage was eventually brought about.

n

Enemy Naval Shipping in the Adriatic.

In the Adriatic, the enemy, in February 1945, had at his

disposition, it was believed, the Fleet Destroyer >Pigafetta',(1)
four Torpedo Boats,(2) about v.venty S-Boats, (3) about
fifteen small E-Boats, (4) about five Italian Boats,

M.A.A.F.Air

Intelligence
Weekly Summary
No.116

(A.H.B./11J1/43)

n
lj Mounting 6 x 4*7 guns.
2j 3 modern and 1 old ex-Jugoslav.
3^ German and Italian types.
4/ German tjrpes.
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one minelr.yer a considerable number of special
sirnilcr to those encountered in tlie Western

cjjL, and five or six Italian 4-inc.n midget
(lj Trieste was the base for the destroyer and the

five R~Boats,
assault crr.ft

Medi t erranecji

subiiiarines.'

. toipiedo boats, Pola the princips.1 base for E- end .M.A...§,
bos,ts. Lussino Islojid, (2) south of Istrica, was believed to
be the base for explosive motor boe.ts, 2-mc.n torpedo boats and

humaji torpedoes. The le.tter were also known to be used for

training with a group of na.val para.chutist saboteurs on the

island of San Giorgio near Venice.

Sea. wp.rfare was tha.t the1th Hguriaaa-
torpedo boats a.nd minelayer were lajrgely

The special assa.ult craft

A parallel
enaiiy destroyer,
engaged in defensive minela.ying.
ha.d OGca.sionally taken the offensive aga.inst such ports a.s
Zarda.r (or Za,drr or Za.ra), near* vdiich an Allied air ba.se was
developing, and Ancona, the principal forward Allied supply

This offensive a.ction might well increase; aerialport.
photographs and other sources of intelligence had revealed
tha.t a second destroyer, two torpedo boats and three
submarines were being fitted out.

Eneuy Merchant Shipping in the Adriatic

The Allied advances had left the enemy with no big forv’rand

unlos-dlng port on the Ecast Italian coa.st.
worthy of the name began with Venice and continued round the
head of the Adriatic and the peninsula of Istria. The final

stage of delivery for supplies to the front line vras by banges.
During the winter, photographs showed a steady river barge
a.ctivity at Venice, from ilience they were routed through
Ghioggia a.t the southern entrance of the Veneta. Lagoons into

the ca.na,l system in the great Po Delta. (3)

The only ports
Ibid

As the breaks on the lines crossing the river Tagliamento,
Livensa and Piave were increased by sir sltack, so the enemy
looked with increasing apprehension for a remedy. He found
this in the sea. route between Trieste and Venice. The ex—

Britisli Dalesmen.(^) and a ILT_. ,(5) ship were regularly
employed; there wa.s a steady turnover of small coastal vesselsp
F - lighters a.nd supply barges, the latter being routed either
cos.stwise or through the coa.sts.l cs.nal from Grs.do. Tlie

Medicep,(5) after a month's inactivity in Trieste, reappeared
in dry dock at Venice, obviously destined for re-entry

- the Lina Campsnells..(7J
was now working as a collier in Trieste hsxbour.
the Istrisn ports, except Pols., ws.s mainly commercial, coal
being handled e.t Ax’sa Channel sjid bauxite at Parenzo.
Replacement for a 3500-ton tanker - (the Prometheus - presumed
sunlc), another vessel - the Otto Leonhsxdt (S) -had been tracked
by aircraft from Venice through Pola to Trieste and thence to

the Arsa Channel by 29 January. The port of Plume, also in

Italy, operated a motley collection of Siebel ferries, launches,
landing craft and cliques on the reinforcement end supply of
German garrisons on the Adri.atic coe.st sued islands.

Another long idle shipservice.
Traffic at

(l) C.B. type.
(2) Lussinpiccolo was the capita.1 town, not an island.
(3) Ifotabli.- the lonteloiiigo, Gornone anCl Bianco eoioals,
(z^) 6300 tons.
(5) Kriegstransport - War Transport.
(6) 5100 tons.

3500 tons.

3200 tons.
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Adriatic Anti-shipping Operations in. Decariber 1944» ̂  ̂

In view of the air switch from early November onwards to

the interdiction programme in the North, the Adriatic air

operations in November and December were on a reduced scale.

Not only was Coastal Air Force restricted in strength, but

had commitments in the Gulf of Genoa and the Ligurian Sea and

was operating intruders and fighter-bombers over the Alpine
Front.(2) Chioggia port was not to be attacked;
trains between Chioggia and Trieste.

nor were

Only locomotives were
permissible as targets, unless special permission was
obtained from Desert Air Force.(3) All land targets in Istria,
(wiaich included the ports) were on the restricted list, owing

Similar rulings relating to Northwestto partisan activity.
Italy forbade attacks on harbours unless specifically ordered,

rfith the passing of time, even thou^ tlie ground offensive
was doomed to staler/ate, the ultimate use of these ports to
the Allies was already being taken into account.(4)

November vrais a month of little aclilevement in this

sphere, aLmost the only effort -viforthy of mention being an
attack by twx) missions of 24 Spitbombers on the training
school for swimming saboteurs on the Island of San Giorgio,
the results of wiiicli have not yet come to light,
claims made by Tactical Air Force by the end of the month

reached the not unimpressive total of 28 ships and small

boats destroyed and 63 damaged on the two sea flanks.

The total

December saw no significant change in enemy shipping
movements. The river barges plied steadily between Venice

and Claioggia and along the canals in the Po Eastuaiy.
Venice and Trieste seemed normal and quiet. There was little

going on in Fiume, but a perceptible stirring at Pola.
Photographs and ground source reports were not considered
disturbing. But vdien local reports were merged with others

on the enei-ny system as a whole, the leaven of apprehension
began to work. The apparent unimportance of the activity
here and there belied the true state of affairs.  A fresh

review was made. The situation in early Janui'.ry was then
revealed as follows.

Anti-Shipping Adriatic Operations in January

Regular convoys of medium tonnage ships and small craft
were running between La Spezia and Genoa and Savona, evacuating
industrial equipment and bringing in fuel and ammunition for

Ibid

T. A. F. Ops and S. A. S. 0. , 0. E. Bs. D. A. F.  , Ops. 0. R. Bs.
It must not be overlooked tliat there was still a minor

front along the Fi’anco-Italian border, sustained oh the

Allied side by the Airborne Division dropped in Operation
’Dragoon’ and British,French and U.S. aircraft of
Mediterranean Coastal Air Force.

Signal A 46 from kLA. G.A. F. to its formations 5 Dec. 1944
App. G. 13 kIA.CAF/Air Staff 0. R. Bs,
Sustained requests by Army and Navy for abstention from

bombing ports must be i'eviev;ed against the revival of

the old optimism - •vdiich the Air Forces did not share.
It was Icnown at the time that the Germans could and did

achieve more in a few days by methodical mining,
demolition and blockship sinking to render ports
unserviceable than the Air Forces in as many weeks.

However, the facts were that the Army and Navy views
prevailed and the enemy ports and sea supply continued
to function.

(3)

(4)
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To relieve the gromng pressure on thethe armies.

Brenner Pass Line by air* attack, a good deal of cargo -was

CEirried up and doT/n Lake Ga,rda. River and cana.l traffic

between Venice, Gliioggia and Porto Garibaldi was developing.
Twenty-four barges were photographed one day in Chioggia
alone and many more in the canals of the area,
between Trieste and Venice began to increase.

Shipping

It harboured two of the;Venice \ra.s busier than usual,

largest merchant vessels in the Adriatic, namely the ex-
British Dele small and the Medic eo of Trieste, as well as

E-boats, barges and other craft: Trieste had lost in past
weeks two large active merchant sliips but was active.
4 January, the Prometheus (3500 tons), not located since
2 January, was photographed in Pola.(l) Several large and
previously inactive vessels were back in use there,
a busy port, v/ith both naval and merchant shipping on the

Piume was not so much the concern of Desert Air Force

On

It was

move,

as of Balkan Air Force.

Desert Air Force intended to cover the situation closely

during January, but, in the event, hit only a few bargesj
mere handi'ul of Bostons were able to carry out night
reconnaissance. Low cloud, icing conditions and deep snow on

airfields made any continuity or major effort out of the

question,
the Balkans and over the front absorbed all the available

On 20 January, a single mission of Mustangs got
through to Trieste and Pola ajid bombed shipping there with
unobserved results. Altogether, January was a fruitless
month as regards progress against enemy shipping. But a

photograph taken of Venice harbour on the 22nd was to lead
to effective action,

the problem during November, December or January by the

Strategic Air Force.

The credit for the sinking of the converted tanker
Prometheus on the night 3/4 January went to Squadrons Nos.

458(2) and" 272.(5) She had been photographed loading coal
the Arsa Channel on 29 December and seen leaving Pola for

Trieste and Venice, then lost until sighted again and sunk.
Rocket Beaufighters of No. 28? Wing souglit sJiipping when the

poor visibility allowed, but seldom found any,
joined the search and all three types occasionally attacked

mercliant vessels, tankers, F-boats, barges, tugs and E-boats,
but without any major observable results. A Ju.I88,
doubtless on long range reconnaissance, was shot down on the

night of 3/4 January near Mestre Point,

Strategic Air Force Participation in February 1945

a

On the few fine days, tai'gets in the North and

effort.

Nothing had been contributed to

in

Venturas

CAP/lntell.
0. R. Bs.

At any time, the participation of Strategic Air Force in

the tactical air campaign, with adequate safeguards, was a

possibility that wuld have been seriously considered,
i'cs te;.Ti03 of reference were, and remained until the last

phase of the campaign, unfavourable to such a course,
will be recalled from a point early in this chapter tliat from

But

It

All above main

references

(-i)
(i

iifter having been smdc the j)reviouB night by air attack,
Wellington - C.A.F,
R.P, Beaufiglitor C.A.F,

o
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i'i November onv/ards oil was stressed r.s first priority. (0
Oommunications targets v/ere generally outside Italy;, unless
weather made it more expedient to attack them in Italy,
latter clause pjid a wide range of alterna.tive targets, a.dded
to the growing concern within Mediterra.nea.n Allied Air Forces

with the eneiry merchajit and naval sliipping, undoubtedly were
behind the series of strategic attacks on ports in Februarjt
A few vrere plamed, but most were alternatives.

This

The effort opened with a light attack on Pola(2) on
15 February; 49 Libera.tors and 22 '•Vellingtons were despa.tohed
to atta.ck the na.val ajrmajnent deoot there. Finding it

10/l0ths cloud, they proceeded to Fiume, with the
(3J as their ta.rget. The over-all results, a.s

There vrere

obscured by
oil refinery

reveaJLed by photographs, were reasonr.bly good.
20 cra,ters cutting tracks in the majaslialling yards, complete
destruction of a large building by the oil harbour and damage
to severa.l factories. (4-) On I6 February, Fiume was a.gain
visited, (5) with an a.rmed merchantman and the fitting-out
ba.s5.n installations selected for attank.

and exploded; the engine repair shop was set on fire after

a violent explosion; adjoining installations, including the

chemica.1 works, were hit, the boiler diop completely gutted,
the floating dock severely damaged and left submerged and an
86-foot launch sunk.

The vessel wan hit

There wr.s general damr.ge elsevdiere.

17 February saw a joint Anglo-American heavy bomber
Aircraft of the force of U. S. bombers

both preceded and followed the amrcraft of No* 205 R.A. F.

Group over the harbour, with a tota.l force of 47 Libera.tor
A force of 65 Liberators end Wellingtons bombed, mostly
accura.tely, thou^ a few, mistaking (it Viras a. pa.rdona.ble
error) the local coastline for
■vrfiat to the south, led to a wide dispersal of bombs.
Hov/ever, it was reported that the docks and shipping had been
hit.(6). The second American attack went in before photographs
could be taken,
out the doclyard and shipbuilding yard cannot be accurately
allotted. The srme day, 83 Libera.tors attacked Pole, harbour
and oil storage depot and 33 Liberators Fiume shipyard (the
latter as an alternative taxget).

The offensive wa.s resT-imed two da.ys la.ter, inSien Pola
harbour and military installations were atta.cked in drwliglit
by 10 Fortresses and 103 Libera.tors (a.s an aJLterna.tive).
Again, on 20 February, Pola wa.s attacked, on tlmt occasion by
48 Libera.tors; a concluding blow was struck on the ni^it
3/4 March -vihen, as a diversion to mining opera.tlons off
Venice, 30 Libera.tors a.nd 8 Wellingtons, aided by bulls-eye
marking, dropped their bombs in a fair concentration on an
island in Pola ha.rbour, dajiia.ging worksiriops and administrative
buildings.

attack on Trieste,

a.n r.lmost identica.l one some-

The credit for the extensive dama.ge through-

(1) See M.A.A.F Operations Instructions 83 of 13 September,
87 of 19 October, 88 of 16 November, 101 of 26 Januarj'',
102 - 106 of 27 January, 109 of 1 March, 112 of 2 April
and 115 of 23 April, O.R.B. Appendices.
By 17 Liberators.
221-|- tons.
224'g' tons were dropped.
By 46 Liberators and 22 Wellingtons, all of No. 205 Group.
Refer to 'Enemy shipping losses in the Mediterranean’
(A.H.B. ) for details of losses in this and all other
air attacks on ports.

2

3
4.
5
6)
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One of the 3Host successful operations the R.A. P. Group
had carried out for some time was the attack of 21 February
on Polca na.val armc.',ment depot,
one abortive attempt, a fox-ce of 56 Id.bera.tors aJnd 17
l/Vellingtons ree.ched the ta.rget ajrea., to meet moderate to
intense, accurate, heavy flak fire. Thirteen aircraft
were hit, most of them not seriously; but one Liberator,
believed hit in the b^b bay> caiight fire and disintegrated.
iJiother, disabled, returned to lesi. Bomb strike
photographs confirmed'aircrews' belief in good concentrations.
At 1630 hours, an extremely violent explosion wa.s seen in the
artillery depot, followed by flamies up to 2,000 feet and
column of smoke up to 12,000/l3,000 feet. At least eight
lange revetted buildings and several smaller
completely oblitera.ted.

disclosed ruins of other buildings.

After three cancellations and

a

ones were

Woeded aneas cleaned by the blant
A quay, two barges and

the sea.pls.ne sta.tion causeway were a.ll severely damged. (1)

The reduction of Plume’s value to the enemy was continued
by two surpri^ attacks in force on 19 and 20 February.
Turning to the shipyards as the best a.lterna.tlve to their
primary tangets, 33 Liberators on I9th and 112 on 20 February
boirbed the shipyands, directly hindering supply to the enemy
opposing Tito’s forces and indirectly depriving the Germans
of generad flexibility.

After the big attacks of 17 Pebruany, only three days
elapsed before bad weadher in the north threw up Trieste as
an adternative.

shipyards,

adtemative attacks on these ports and on 1 March the only
a.ttack of the period on the Arsa coad Tniharf - by four
Liberators.

Two hundred and four Llbera.tors bombed the

There were a. number of other very small

There vrere a considerable number of individual and

chance attacks, especially in the latter hadf of February,
by Desert Air Force Spltbombers a.gainst canal tradfic observed
in the course of their armed reconnaissances. There were

three especially profitable days - 22, 23 and 24 February -
■Vihen the Spitfires bombed to good effect in the Comma.cchio ~
Padua - Gastelfranco area. It WT-s estimated that in these
three days adone some 20 barges were d estroyed and some 65
damaged.

General Effect of February Attacks on Adriatic Ports

■  The cumulative bombing of Trieste, Pola. and Plume led to
tTO interesting results. The first was the appreciable
destruction and dama.ge of port installa.tions and naval and
merchant shipping. Three merchant vessels and several
coastal cra.ft had been destroyed in Trieste rodone. Although
certain vessels returned there and fitting Was observed, its
capacity ha.d been drastically reduced. The second result
was a general exodus of shipping from the three ports and its
concentration in Venice, further up on the mainland at Porto
L^rghera and in the coal b ase a.t Arsa Channel.

Among the enemy losses had been the merchant vessel Pluto.
(the ex-Dadesman), and the Mediceo, torpedoed by Coastal Air
Force/ aircraft on the night 12/13 February off Oaorle, Naval

(1) All this was effected for the expenditure of 258-g short
tons of bombs.
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losses included the battleship Cavour. CD another of 180 feet
length, and the newly-completed auxiliary rainelayer Loochi;
a second War Partenope was damaged in dry dock,
little the enemy could do to replace these losses,
that the destroyer Beograd was ready for service and that there

were a few other repairable craft, but the gap torn in the naval

forces was beyond repair.

There was

It was true

OIERATION - Hffi AIR ATTACK ON VENICE

The Role of Venice in Enemy Shipping Activities

M.A,T,A.P/
S, A, S,0 ,

0,R.Bs

On 21 January, an air photograph of Venice showed two large
enemy vessels active and ten inactive. Tactical Air Force

looked on Venice as an obvious base for supplies by sea, fuel
especially, to the Tenth Army front. In view of the satisfac

tory progress made to that date in interdicting the northern

railT/ays, they presented their view to Mediterranean Allied Air
Forces and asked if the ruling restriction against the bombing
of Venice precluded attacks on the harbour, if special care were

talcen to avoid damage to the city.

The reply of 25 January to this request was that, if
undertaken, attacks would have to be restricted to a certain

area defined by Tactical Air Force, Also, not only would

attacks have to be visual, but selected crews would have to

bs used in order to ensure as far as possible that no bombs

were dropped outside the target area. They knew of the sea

traffic plying between Venice, Trieste and Pola and suggested
that the desired results could be obtained by attacking this

shipping when in Trieste and Pola, to which no restriction
applied. They sliould maintain close liaison with Coastal
Air Forpe, in case a suitable target for rocket-firing
aircraft presented itself. Tactical Air Force then informed

Desert Air Force that attacks on shipping.in Venice harbour

might be carried .put by their fighter bombers, provided every
precaution was taken to avoid damage to the city. They also

gave permission for mining operations directed to blocking
Venice and other Adriatic ports.

The Plan for the Air Attack on Venice

The original Desert Air Force operational instructions
for the air attack on Venice harbour were in circulation by 30

January, It was pointed out that the enemy was seeking
alleviation of the growing blockages on the northern railways.
Coal was very short in the Venice area, hence much of the

shipping from across the Adriatic, The shipping and barge
concentrations in the Venetian lagoon should therefoiB be

destroyed.

Operation
Instruction

No,24-

(A,H.

The first was the Porto

Margiiera docks, a regular concentration point for barges and
sometimes for colliers,

south-west comer of Venice island. Barge concentrations and

merchantmen, if present, were to be destroyed,
special stress v/as laid on the importance of not bombing outside
the boundary line given on the photograph attached, which

indicated the delicacy of the operation,
of the dock boundary were churches, shops, a garage.

Two target areas were chosen.

The second was the docks on the

Very

Within a fev/ feet

(1) Capsized,
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tenements and warehouses,

dwellings of many centuries, housing, with the adjacent
Giudecca island, a large papulation and many noble and

beautiful buildings and works of art.

No. 239 WingCO

Beyond lay a close texture

was detailed for the attack on Veni

of

ce

and 79th Fighter Group for the attack on Porto Marghera,
No,3 Wing S,A»A,P, f/as to supply four aircraft against
four flalc batteries.

Reporting Locations Method and Cover

Because of the need for choosing a day when shipping was

plentiful and of the strong local defences, photographic and
tactical reconnaissance was to be flown. On the strength

Ibid

of the photographs, an advance 7/arning of preliminary
locations at the targets was to be sent to the wings, yAio
were working on gridded harbour charts,
dra the next day, closely following a last minute tactical
report on local positiordngs,and covered by Spitfires,(2)

The attack was to go

In the case of both targets, the first phase was to be

anti-flak attacks by fighter bombers. At Venice, in view of

the heavy defences, it was intended that four Marauders should

lead the fighter-bomber attacks on the batteries. There was

at the period a total of 34 heavy, 7 medium and 24 light guns
in the area Venice - Mestre - Porto Marghera - Porto Di
Malamocco and Porto Di Lido, Then followed the main attacks.

The larger vessels were to be attacked withi ,OCX)lb, bombs
and 500 lb, bombs; and rockets, when possible, were to be

used against other targets. To sjmchronise all aircraft.
No, 239 Wing was detailed to move forward with bombs on to

Cesenatico airfield, refuel and stand by* Air/Sea rescue
latinches were to be stationed at points along the route.

Such vsras the rough plan which appeared after the Air
Officer Commanding Desert M.r Force's conference of
26 January and was developed while the removal of bombing
restrictions was under discussion.

The Plan to mine Venice and other Adriatic Ports

On 9 February, No* 205 Group, to whom much of the credit
for the idea was due, was detailed by Strategic Air Force for
the task of mini

February oiTv?ards
aircraft should lay the mines,

craft in constricted v/ate^
presented too high risks,(4)

ns the North Adriatic ports as from 21
,C3j There was point in the suggestion that

Naval laying from surface
closely patrolled by enemy craft

No, 205 Group designed a quadruple operation, comprising
two forces laying mines in the approaches to Venice and Pola,
while divex^ionar^r bombing attacks proceeded against Porto
Marghera oil storage depot and Pola naval dockyard respectively.
Aircraft were standing by on the night 28/29 Febrjary but the
mines could not be prepared in ti:ae for laying,(5)

1) Mustangs and Kittyhaifl^s,
,2) Controlled by No,1 Mobile Operations Room Unit,
3) There were I50 naval mines Mark AMK,7» available,
4) M,A,T,A,P/S,A,S,0,, 0,R,IBs,
,5) No,205 Group 0,R,Bs,
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The Mlninp; of Venice r.nd Pola( 1)

Everything 'ivp.s rer.dy on the night 3/4 Mo-rcli. Eight
Liberatoi's(2) successfully laid, from low level, 42 mines in
two beds immediately outside the main Venice harbour entrance

rnd six in the entrance itself. Light flcJc tracer was

encountered from Porto Di Lido, but no elrcraft vrere hit. Of

the diversion force, tv/o Hi?.lifejces and twenty Liberators
bombed the oil storage depot, achieving fair concentration
but, according to later photographs, adding no serious
daiiiage. An intei'esting feature of the occasion v/r.s the

enemy air activity, pointing to the success of the diversion.

Across the wa.ter, four aircraft laid twenty-four mines
from low level in tlieEasana Channel and another dropped five

mines into Pola harbour. The low level miners v/ere

engaged by light flak from Brioni Island, but none were hit.
A photograph taken a.fter the diversionary aitack on Pola.

naval dockyard suggested tha.t it ha.d some success.
Although it attra-cted little opposition and the marking wa.s

very accurate, the aiming was uneven. There were several
explosions in shops and a.draini strative buildings, and a

subma.rine wr.s dainaged.

Air Reaction to the Porto Iferghera. Attack

The heavy bombers of No. 205 Group repca?ted twelve
sightings of enemy aircraft, including Ju. 88s, P.T/7.l90s,
Me.410s and Ms.109b*
Crews stated that a jet aircraft, conspicuous because of its

high speed, wa.s present. As a Halifax had been on fire for
a short period in the target a,rea. and a Liberator had had

exhaust damper trouble, the reports were treated "vri.th
some reserve.

There vm'.s no combined enemy attack.

The other aircro.ft observed belonged to the units la.st

referred to in Chapter 4* At the time of the mining of

Venice,' the Axis ha.d about 155 aircraft ba.sed in the North . .
of Italy. There we.s a mixed long range reconnaissance forcew/

of 20 aircraft, 30 tactical reco^lssance aircraft,(4) the
3 jet a.ircraft, 60 Italian-piloted single-engined fighters/5)
25 night ground attack a.ircraft,(8)io night fightersC?) and
10 Italian-piloted torpedo bombers. (8)

Tlie z-eason the aircraft with which this narrative is

concerned so seldom met these enemy forces was that the main

fighter force had been organised to intercept long range
strategic aircraft bound for targets outside Itady. The

genera.1 practices of the reconnaissance aircraft -were knovm to

our recording units; the torpedo bombers were seldom in
evidence and the few occasions when Stuka.s approached the

battle area he.d no more than the most paltry nuisance value.

In fact, tlzere ha.d been none in February. Flaxes were

of No* 240 Squadron and No. 2 S. A. A. F. Wing.
No. 205 Group 0. R. Bs.

Ju. I88s, Ju.88s and Me.410s at Bergazno and Ghedi.
Me. 109s and F.W. I90s at Udine.
Me. 109s a.t Udine, Aviano, Lonate end Osoppo.
Ju.87s at Villa Franca and Ghedi.
F.Vi/-. 190s at Villa Franca.and Ghedi.
S. 14 79s

1

9

3
4

5
6

7
8
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on one of these occasions the intruderdropped over Naples;
was destroyed before he could return to safety with his

photographs,
to dual purposes,
but not on a sufficient scale to warrant concern.

The handful of ni^at fighters could be turned
There was probably sporadic air supply.

Close Air 7/atch on Venice(l)

D.A^P. and

No.259 Wing
0,R,B,s

To the south-west of Venice lay the docks, standing out
in clear relief from the rest of the island. There had

been for some time past a number of vessels, both large and

small, lying inactive alongside the quays in the New and
Maritime Station Basins and the Scomenaera canal. In view of

potential refitting, they were of more than passing concern.
But what interested Desert Air Force most was the movement of

active merchant and naval vessels and tankers within the dock

area outside the Venice sanctuary. Daily photographic
reconnaissance was now carried out whenever weather permitted.

The situation had quickered in intensity by 18 March,
The S,S, Otto LeonhardtC^J was loading at the western quay
of the Maritime Station Basin, Two War Partenope torpedo
boats, an F-boat, a coaster and a nxmiber of barges were

nearby and there was a great deal of activity. No, 239

R,A,F, Wing and 79th Filter Group (U,S,A,A.F,) were
alerted. Visibility was bad on 20 February and it was
feared the Germans would speed the loading of the Otto
Leonhardt and she vrould sail that night. On the morning
of 21 March a photograph was taken by an aircraft. One

small vessel had sailed, but the Otto Leonhardt was still

there loading; a coastal tanker had moved up ahead of her.
The other vessels were still there. The time for attack

was ripe. Weather reconnaissance was flown every two hours

until conditions were considered favourable. This was at

1530 hours. The early morning mist and low cloud had cleared.

(1) The main part of Venice is built on a compact group of
islands in the middle of the large, shallow Laguna Veneta,

Some of the suburbs of the city, however, extend on to other

more scattered nearby islands,
of Porto Marghera and Mestre are nearby on the mainland.
Causeways for road and railway link the city with these
industrial suburbs,

and 20 miles long from north to south, extends between the
mouth of the Brenta River in the south and the Sile River in

The lagoon is separated from the gulf of Venice

The main industrial section

The Laguna Veneta, about 5 miles wide

the north,

s

by a chain of long, lo?/, narrow, sandy islands and spits.
The city of Venice lies near the Junction of the laguna
viva and the laguna morte,
which owe their origin mainly to 13 centuries of human
ingenuity, most of the houses being built on wooden or concrete
piles.

It extends over about 120 islands.

Most of the main part of the city is residential,
Rialto district, (the original nucleus), remains an important
centre of communications {^althou^ motor cars are rarely seen),
but the civic, religious and artistic centre is St, Mark's
Square, The Grand Canal is lined with palaces of the great
Venetian families, but north of the Ponte Di Rialto (tovirards
the station) they tend to be used for commerce and as ware
houses, The main industrial establishments are in the west,
generally north of the Grand Canal and near the station,
though there are some south of it, especially near the Maritime
Station Basin, The royal arsenal and its docks are at the

eastern end of the city,

(2) 3,200 tons.

The
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Execution of Operation ’Bowler*

Venice lay below in the sunlight. First, I6 Mustangs
and 20 Thuiiderbolts (2)attacked the 45 flak positions with
bombs, rockets e.nd machine gun fire^ Some of these positions
were on armoured end concreted islets, very difficult to hit;
but all were silenced by the a.ttack. Closely following came
in No. 250 Squadron(5) of Kittyhawks, then others, and the
16 anti-flak Mustangs, until there were 24 Kittyhawks and
40 Mustangs bombing the dock area*(4) The attack lasted for
20 minutes.(5) One dock—side explosion was so great that its
concussion was felt by the photographic Spitfire at

oke dominated a20,000 feet and its resulting columns of sm
scene of increasing obscurity and chaos.

The first wa.ve scored direct hits on the Otto Leonhardt»
struck two ’varehouses on the (juay, and scored a near miss on
a torpedo boat at the western quay,
found the target peortially obscured bj/' smoke, but scored
direct hits on the coastal tardcer at the western quay and on
three adjacent wareiiouses* Another bomb fell close to the
Otto Leonardt. now well on fire; a barge nearby was snoking.
The tnird wave scored direct hits on the escort vessel lying
between the ea.stern and Sconienzer

The second formation

quays. Two barges broke
up; four more direct hits \iere scored on the eastern a,nd

western quays* By the time the last wave went in, the
Qtt,o_Lepnhardt wns ablaze and the air thick with smoke and
dust. Then followed the Kiajor explosion,
continued, but accurate visual obseiwa.tlon.was by then

Only one Allied aircraft was hit: the pilot.
The atta.ck. on Porto klar^iera, was

The bombing

impossible,

who baled out, wa.s rescued,
never carried out.

The Damage in Venice Docks

Ibid How cleanly the task vjas accomplished' can be seen from
the accompajiying iigure dra.T/-/n from the photograph tslcen by a
Spitfirew/ a.t the time. The Otto Leorihardt was severely
damaged (it was submerged t-v/o days later);
and one tanker w^ere sunk;
severely dama.ged;
buildings suffered damage,
target area and destroyed whs.t appeared to be a ,smr'n private
dwelling. This spot wa.s embra.ced by the water works area,
however, and did not form pant of the residential district
proper.

one torpedo boa.t
severed, wanehouses were gutted or

tracks were cut . end wa.gons daffitogod;
Only one bomb fell outside the

, 1) Of No, 260 R. A. P. Squadron.
2) Of 79th U. S, Pigliter Group.
3) Wg. Cdr. YfestlaJce leading,.
4) No. 1 M. 0. R. U. records an escort of 34 Thunderbolts of

79th Fighter Group. This was impossible, as there were
only 3 squadrons in the Group and they were already
engaged,

69 X 1000 lb, and 31 x 260 lb. bombs were dropped.
No. 1 J-1.0.R. U. O.S.B. No. 239 vYing O.R.B. D.A. P. O.R.B.
M.A,T»A,P., Monthly Ops, - Int. Bul.letinMa.rch 1945*
(A.H.3./IIJI1/18).
Of No. 285 Wing.

5
6

(7)
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Venice City^s Immunity from Damage

In the official reports(l) of -war damage in Venice there
One is of minor damage tois mention of three cases only*

the Tiepolo frescoes in the Palazzo Labia, as a result of
the explosion of a German ammunition ship, but no date is

given* Another is of the campanile of the church of St,
Niccolo Dei Mendicoli being stmck by a German shell during

The third is of the loss of some windowthe evacuation*

glass. Unless, as is unlikely, further evidence to the

oontraiy comes to li^t, the Allied Air Forces’ crews may be
granted a clean bill as regards Venice*

Operation ’Bowler’ set the seal on the series of attacks*
The enemy’s sea supply in the Adriatic never recovered and his
general system, shaken seriously in the Ligurian Sea by a
similar offensive, functioned thereafter on an insignificant
scale. The naval streng’th, too, had been eaten away by air
and sea attack, and sane of Ydiat had escaped had been attacked
a few days before the Venice operation at Monfalcone*

The 20g Group Attack on Monfalcone

Monfalcone was valuable to the enemy because of its
*(2) Naval craft-evicted fi*omberthing and repair facilities

the o-aier Adriatic ports by the February air attacks had been
observed making for the harbour* There were three floating
docks and, a matter of the greatest interest to the Allied
Command, two 290-foot submarines fitting out.w^

On 16 March, Monfalcone was attacked by 60 Liberators
of No* 205 R.A.F* Group(^) without loss. A small oil lighter
was hit and exploded. Strikes were recorded across the

shipbuilding yards and the C.A.N.T. Aircraft works; other
installations and the mole were hit* It was proved later
that the three floating docks had been sunk and the two
submarines severely damaged. There were odd attacks there
after on Monfalcone and other Adriatic ports* The crisis
had passed, hoifever. The Axis shipping moved in snail units
until captured or sunk, but the pattern they wove no longer
counted to any appreciable degree*

MARITIME AIR WAR IN THE LIGURIAN SEA -
.  WINTER 1944 19^$

The Ligurian Ports

From November 1944 to April 1945> most important
active ports along the Ligurian coast, running from West to
East, were Ventimiglia, San Remo, Lnperia, Savona, Varrazze,
Genoa, Rapallo, Sestri Levante and La Spezia* From these
bases, mostly at night, single merchant craft and convoys
maintained the supply to the Fourteenth Airoy of ammunition,
rations, hay and straw, moved essential coal and transported
dismantled industrial equipment and scrap metal for transit

ThisNaval escorts were often provided.to the Reloh.

Cl) Works of Art in Italy* Losses and survivals in the w^
Ft. II. H.M.S.O. 194^* Compiled from War Office reports
by the British Committee on the Preservation and
Restitution of Works of Art, Archives and other Material
in Enemy Hands.

’2) . Developed by the firm of C.N.T.
3) No. 205 Group O.R.Bs.
%) Of Nos. 231, 236, 240 and 2 S.A.A.F. Wings.

- Oantiere Navale Triestino.
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rs
traffic persisted all throu^ the last -winter of the war. " In

addition to -the merchrjit shipping, a small hut active naval

force of mixed units continued to lay mines, c.ttack our
surface craft and port defences and furnish convoy escorts.

Jiitiong these were some interesting one or two-man explosive
craft and submarines. Genoa and San Remo (adjacent to the
Franco - Italian front)(l) were the most active naval bases.
Savona, Genoa, Imperia, Sestri Levant e and La Spezia were the
main supply bases. La. Spezia had the additional repute of a

great, heavily defended hinge on the left flank of the Allied
front. (2)

La Spezia (3)

The harbour and defences of La Spezia had frequently been

a.ttacked by Allied aircraft in 1944* The damage inflipted
■was turned to good account by the Germans at the expense,
as -was noiroal, of the Italians. An interesting account 01
the difflnantling of La Spezia Arsenal was given by a prisSner-*
of-war: it -was confirmed from other sources that hea-vy sea
and railway traffic, under attack from Allied air formations,
-was devoted to tliis class of transport.

In April 1944, it -was stated, the Italian directors of
La Spezia Arsenal were informed that on account of Allied air
bombing the Gennan Hi^ Command had decided to remove all
machinery and stores from La Spezia to a railway tunnel near
Genoa, in -which -work -was to be continued. In the course, of
•the next few weeks, 35 trucks were loade(^ under supeiTvlsion of
Ttair^ volunteer meohajHcs “and eventually rea<3ied Grohdola
railway tunnel on the Spezia - Parma line, to join six to
seven hundred other trucks filled -with industrial material.
This -was all in keeping with a longs-banding German policy of
•the stripping and despatch to Germany of Italian
in so far as consistent -with the continuance of active
prpduc^fcion in Italy for •the benefit of Germany.

Rxotographs revealed the progressive sinking of blockships
to-prevent landings, the entry of Allied offensive craft and
the eventual use of the port. On Punta Bianca several power
ful coastal batteries were installed south-east of the harbour.
The Germans attached great importance to •this base, now the
most southerly loading port. It would have needed  a combined

The extreme vultisrabdl i.ty of itsoperation to ^neutralise it
maineas-ij-and-west railwry and road from sea and air ceased to
apply between Sestri Levante and La Spezia. There, a large
section ran throu^ tunnels: the hope of hitting traffic
concentrations -was thus reduced to a minimum in that area and

marshalling out of the reach of aircraft proceeded in safety.

•f

Axis Merchant and Na.val Forces in -fche Ligurian Sea

The strength of the Axis merchant and ’naval forces varied
from -week to week. On the one hand^ they^ suffered loss and
damage to all categories by Allied air and na-val offensive
action. On the other, they were reinforcdd by building,
refitting and repair and to some extent by ingenious technical

ii] Officially referred to as the Alpine Front.
The German System of Supply in the Field of 1943/45
AFHQ-G-2, Feb.1946. (A.H.B.AIJII/58/39).

(3) 15th Amy Group Intelligence Summary No. 80 G-2., 6 Feb.1945t
(Cabinet Historical Archives).
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It Vidll suit thedevelopments and new figliting craft,
purpose of this survey if the position at the end of JanuTy
1945 is used.

Merchant shipping had been reuucec. to one merchant vessel

of 1,000 tons, five 14 T. sliips (of -vdiich tiiree -irere a.ctive)
35 supplj'' ba.rges, a. dozen or more small cOcasters -and

schooners, and 35 F~li^aters (dua.l-purpose craft with hea.vy
armament, fitted for both cargo carrying ajid escort duties)*

As naval forces, the enemy employed one fleet destroyer/l)
te'o modern torpedo boats, four escort corvettes, tv.'O
minelayers, five motor torpedo boa.ts(2) and ten R-boats, used
as motor miriosi’/eepers oi' escorts,
and used in defensive roles,

layers both laid mines; the remainder often escorted convoys
For offensive purposes the enemy had relied, since the land

ings in Southern Prance, on a number (uninown at tlie time)
of one-man explosive motor boats, human torpedoes and one-

man raidget submarines,
used vdth a conspicuous la.ck of success against Allied forces

bombarding and mn03w>eepiiig- off the French and Itadian
Riviere-s. Some were sometimes photographed by our aircraft.

One photograph showed twenty one-man boa.ts in San Remo.^^'

All were based at Genoa

The torpedo boats and mine-

These, based in San Remo, had been

i  .

Aerial Itinespotting

One of the tasks of Coasta.l Air Force was the spotting,
plotting and reporting of mines laid by these Axis surfa.ce
craft,

report on nava.l operations at Appendix 30.
appreciated this contribution by the Air Forces an a

necessary ingredient in their progressive taJcing-over,
opening-up and ina.intai.ning of Italian ports, on Tfthich in

turn the supplj'- of inuch air force equipment and stores

depended.

The extent of the threa,t niay be gauged from the
The Navies

Before the Allied minesweeping forces began operations,
aerial reconnpi.ssa.nce was carried out and results passed to

the Senior Officer Mines\?eepers,
for the task were considered by the Ifevy to be the Walrus and

Catalina, of Coa.sta.l Air Force, or the sraa.ll Piper Cub also

used for a.rtillery spotting,
at a speed of 70 loiots.

glassy sea, a blue sky and clear alimoapiiere,
wa.s betvreen 1100 and 1400 hours, when the sun had reached

a.n altitude of 50 degrees and the glare on the sea. siirface ws.b
.(4) Smoke floats were dropped where mines were
The records sliow such opera.tions by Coastal Air

The best types of amrcrajft

They flew norma.lly at 400 feet
The ideal weather v/r.s a. smooth,

The best time

at a minium
sighted.(5) '
Force alrcrr.ft proceeding steadily throughout tiae winter.

They performed a. tank impossible by any other means, for their

speed end flexibility enabled them to cover a greater area and

to give earlier warning, providing securi-^ and grea.ter
freedom of action to our surface forces.(°)

(i> ik.', mounting four 5*5" guns.The ex-Jugoslav *1
Italian Mo.s. type.
M.A. A. P. Intelligence study inNo.1l6 Air Intelligence
Weekly Summa.ry, 4 Feb. 1945* (A. H. B,/'IIJl/43)*
Runs were best made a.t right angles to the sun’s bearing,
since nothing ’up sun’ could be sighted.
Position, direction and length of ley were ascertained.
Notes on opening up of ca.ptured
Mediterranean,Admiralty 14. 02556/45 "by Rear-Adml Morse.

rts in the

(X)

(4)

II]
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Allied Navr.l Forces

Although the detodl of nr.val operations does not come
within the scope of this noxrr.tive, some idea of 'their, general
nature is essential at intejTvals for the ̂ i^reciation of hovr

air opere.tions fell into the over-all pattern.
•v/E'.s peculicar in that there vrere fwo seas flanking the

peninsula; to the east a partisan campadgn dra'wing off an

increasin'; volume of men a.nd equipment and to the west a minor
front on the Fra.nco-Ita.lian border.

Forces were both concerned with the sea. fla.nk and co-operated
wi-'oh the Navies*

The terrain

Tactical and Coastai Air

The naval forces at the time G-enerai Alexander became

Supreme Con^ander in December 1944 included four British
cruisers, one American, five French, and four Italian
cruisers, six destroyer flotillas of the Eoyai Navy, tv,relve

American, nine French, seven Greek and seven Italian
destroyers. A Planlc Force was fomed to opera.te in the Gulf

of Genoa, and the Ligurian Sea.. In the Adriatic the
organisation -was one of smaller coa.stai croft, some of wiiich

later merged with heavier sliips to assiime duties from Yugoslav
bases. (2)

Naval Operations in the Adriatic affecting the Italian Campaign

Naval craft were al-wrys on the look-out for enenQr sliipping
in toe Adriatic. In Januojry, Split and Za.dar were in Partisan
hands and British nr.val forces operating from them and various
island bases. There were severa.l brisk enga.gements ■with

In Februa.ry, t'wo lange merchant
A few

E-boats and srar.ll destroyers,
vessels and three armed patrol craft were sunk,
explosive motor boats were sunlc on the 12th.
March, mostly at night, resulted in the destruction of five
merchant ships, six F-li^ters and several small craft.
Tliere vc.s much work sv/eeping channels free of mines, many of
■which vrere spotted by Allied aircraft.
Zarr. to Ancona.

Actions in

A cable \.as laid from
On 26 Elarch, toe latter port dischrorged its

millionth ton of cargo.

April proved a pfurticularly active month for Allied
In the course of ten clashes with enemy craft,

eleven F-li^ters, a torpedo boat end a loaded schooner were
reported sunk, ■with serious damege to three of our craft.
Eneny midget submarines were active in toe lending of agents.
Joint action by aircraft end anti-submarine vessels proceeded,
but ’toe only sinking fell to the credit of a V/ellington crew,
too sank the C.B. 6 submarine during the night of 2/3 April
40 miles eastwend of Porto Corsini; her personnel were picked
up by a Catalina.

coastal craft.

Naval Operations in the Ligurien Sea and Gulf of Genoa

In January, Flenlc Force ships bombarded enemy territory
near San Remo and Porto Maurizio. Axis supply tra.ffic '..■as

Ibid

hampered by bombardment of ba.rges at Pietra Ligure.
course of numerous minor engagements, sevoral explosive motor
boa.ts and F-li^ters carrying ammunition and troops were sunk.

In the

(1^ Of the 15th Cruiser Squadron, R.N.(2) Adiiiiralty HistoriceJ. Section (Appendix 30).
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In February'-, San Remo and Ospedaletti were bombarded, c*.

armed supply vessel torpedoed (1 ) and two small merchant
ships sunl', (2)
T,vere shelled.

an

Porto Maurizio, San Remo and Bordi^era
American motor torpedo boats sank two

F-li^ters, but others ̂ vere less'fortunate on the night of

13/14 March, when radar-controlled fire from Savona forced
their vri.tlidrawal, There vihS a successful engagement in the

Gulf of Genoa with enemy destroyers on a minelaying
expedition. The Supreme Commander attributed a large

part of the credit for the sinking of two torpedo boats
to the constant and accurate information supplied by plots
tal:en by the R.A.F. radar station on Cap Corse and the R.N*

radar station at Leghorn* The operation probably saved
one of the Leghorn-Marseilles convoys from destruction:
it was turned back Just in time. Continuous mine sweeping
was can'ied.out through the v/inter and until the end of

operations,

(3)

Enemy Merchant Shipping Activities in the Ligurian Sea

The principal activity continued, as for some months
past, to be evident between Genoa and La Spezia,
capacious K,T, ships sailed only on this run, in one or two

convoys nightly in each direction,
comprised a K,T« ship, with escort.
anmed F-lighters and supply barges,
was the main port of call for coasters, F-li^ters and
supply barges,
activity.

The

A typical fast convoy
A slow convoy compris

West of Savona there was only occasional

ed
West of Genoa, Savona

Between 1 January and 1 April 1944, the supplies carried
monthly by sea to the Fourteenth Army along the west coast

were between 8,000 and 12,000 tons, i.e, about 12 to 18
per cent of the total supplies for that army. Statistics
for the corresxjonding period of 1945 show the damaging results

of Allied offensive air and sea action. The monthly figure

had by then fallen to 1,500 to 2,000 tons of supplies to

Army Liguria(5) and Fourteenth Army, representing  6 to 8
per cent of the total supplie~s.~ ' Althou^ the figures for
the Adriatic had themselves fallen from 4,000 to 6,000 tons
to 2,500 to 4,000 tons, the enhanced activity on this eastern

sea front did much to compensate the enemy. Nevertheless,
the bare 1,500 odd 'tons a month in the Ligurian went a long
way to maintain the Fourteenth Army in some of its essentials

and it ¥/ould have been highly desirable if the Allies could

have prevented it passing, Biit this they failed to do.

Apart from this southbound traffic, the follov/ing
figures of northbound goods for German industry andarmaments(6)
caiatLed montlily shc.ir ho‘7 much tmis being done, in spite of
our great air supex’iority, to bolster up the economy of the
Reich,(7)

(1) Off MeSCO Point,

Outside Savona,

,TA. 24 and TA. 29.

For a fuller record of naval operations in the
Mediterranean from January to the end of the campaign
refer to Appendix 30.
Formed in the early summer of 1944.
Wirtschaft and Ruestungsgueter.

M,A,T,A,P. Monthly' Intelligence Bulletin. (A,H.B./IU1l/l8)
T,A,F, O.R.Bs, German Field Supply Italy 1943-45 CMF, Hist,
G-2 A,F.H,Q, (A. H.B./IIJ11/58/39).
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Erom Savonr: to Genoa over 2,000 tons of coke; from Lr. Spezia
to Genoa, 500 tons of chrome and nickel-yielding shells,
1,000 tons of scrap and 250 tons of copper ore; from Sestri

Lev?.nte to Genoo., 1,500 tons of imangaaiese ore, 250 tons of
steel ingots end 3,000 tons of fireproof clays. All this,
added to the 1,500 tons of he.uxite, lexge quentities of salt,
cement, grain, flour etc. passing round the head of the

Adriatic still represented an appreciable contribution;
the cargo ships also helped, the enemy to retain their hold on

the civilian population by carrying from Genoa to La Spezia,
Sestri Levante and Iraperia over 8,000 tons of flour, rice and
sugar monthly.(l)

Inconclusive Air Qpera.tions in Kovembex’ and December

Air operations calong the Ligurian secaboand during November

and December were inconclusive. The Alpine front, like the

mainland front, wtis in a. condition of pa.i'tial sta.lema.te. The

ma.in tantica.1 air forces based in Italy and Corsica, were

switched to interdiction. The strategic air forces were
bent on objectives outside the Itr.llan thea.tre. The wea.ther

stea.dily v/orsened, 0oa.stal Air Force, reduced to the

dimensions of an air combat team, spread itself an well an it

could over reconnaissance, amiied svreeps, occasionail aitacks

on land targets and mine spotting. Towards the end of

Noveiiiber, there were nine minor atta.cks on blockships at

Genoa and La Spezia., which chr.nged nothing. On l6 December,
a few fighter-bonibers set three men^hant vessels on fire at

La. Spezia.: three d;?ys later a formr.tion bombed the guns
there.

Enemy s ea supply tra.ffic continued at a.bout normal during
these ti'/o months. Of the five K. T. ships available , three
ran between Genoa and La. Spezia, one wa.s in dry dock, one
inactive,

mercha.nt shipping,
barges and F-boats, especially to Yifest Ligurian ports.
Twelve one-man explosive motor boa.ts were photographed in

San Remo. Shipbuilding was observed at Sestri Ponente (nean
Savona), Tniiere E-, R- and P-boats were assembled; but the
vards at Genoa, and La Spezia, increasingly the object of

Allied reconnaassance aircraft, were idle.

Genoa and Savona showed a small increa.se in

There ivas a. steady movement of supply

Spasmodic Ja.nua.ry Air Atta.cks on Ligurian Ports

It wirs handly worth despa.tcliing Gircrr.ft to attack
sliipsing in Januany. Spitfire reconna.lssrnce never reported
anj-dhing by da.y, for the simple rea.son tha.t most vessels

sailed at night. Yet this expensIvBd.ay reconna.lssr.nce, once

initiated, ha.d to be continued a.s a. deterrent. If it ha.d

ceased, the enemy would certa.inl3- ha^ve increased his da.ytime
sailings. The only attacks likely to repay the effort were,
in spite of the opinions held aiga.inst them, s.tta.cks on

haxbours and shipping in them, Ba.d wea.ther and other more

urgent commitments only ailowed XXII Ta.ctica.1 Air Command to

carry out strikes on five days, Goa.sta.l Air Force recorded

small offensive actions on nine days.

Ibid

XXII Tactlca.1 Air Comma.nd*s most spectacular effort in a

modest month was made on January, It w^as a bad day'Tor flying,

(l) Figui'e 22 shows the la.y-out of responsibility of the
Axis sea supply organization.
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but there -was a break in the weather r-ound Genoa, a

phenomenon by no means unfamiliar. In the course of armed

sweeps. Thunderbolts turned from primary, cloud covered
targets to Imperia harbour and Genoa docks. A 5/000~ton
merchant vessel was seen to be damaged at Imperi
Genoa one large and three small petrol tanks were
destroyed. Two attacks were made on the aircraft
carrier Aquila. The first missed it altogether. The
second scored Wo direct hits and four near misses,
dama-ging and leaving it burning. There •'^as no question of

it being used again as a carrier, but it was a good
potential blockship or supply ship. On 10, 25 and
26 January, Thunderbolts on area sweeps included calls at
San Remo and Savona, Genoa and Savona and Genoa
respectively. Irritating as these minor operations were

to the enemy, his practised repair organization undoubtedly
made light of the damage. More would have been attempted
if it had been possible, for the full picture of the
extent of eneny sea activity was becoming apparent.
I'/eather, other commitments and the very wide selection of

tactical targets made it difficult to bring any major
individual task to a conclusion.

AtCi.g

Coastal Air Force aircraft, on the nine days they
worked in the ares., maintained the steady attrition of

eneny equipment, kept him on the alert and absorbed his
Reference to operations in support of themanpower.

Franco-Italian front by British, Merican and I'rench
aircraft based in the South of Prance will be omitted, as

the concern here iswith the supply of the main front,
the ni

O

ght of 1/2 January, three South African Air F oroe
n

VenturasCO were despatched on reconnaissance of the Gulf
One was forced back by adverse weather, anotherports,

observed three vessels leaving Genoa and five barges
leaving La Spesia.
a convoy of four barges and three F-boats off Sestid
Levante.

The third ran into violent acti

Twenty bombs were dropped across the conv

on with

oy
and slaowers of sparks followed the bursts,
came up from the escorts and prevented the Ventura from

getting close enough to check results,
in again and dropped another 20 bombs, straddling the
F-boats, who although believed hit, proceeded later on
their course,

machine-gun the convoy, tlirough Intense flak fire, but was
still unable to check the extent of the damage,

formation of five Venturas(2)

Thick flak

The aircraft came

The Ventura dropped to 1500 feet to

Again

on the next night, a
demonstrated the formidable difficulties of night attack
on mobile and well-defended targets st sea without the

aid of modern precision instruirients.(3) Reconnoitring
between La Spezia and Genoa, five Venturas picked up three

Jl-boats off Sestri Levante, under way.
craft hit one ship,
the flash and smoke from the hit ship persuaded delay.

Soon after, he dropped five bombs, but missed,
vessels continued on their course.

barges off Santa IVIargherita, bombed by the third aircraft
in the face of flak dense enough to prevent observation
of results.

The first air-

The second was about to bomb vden

The

So also did five

The fourth aircraft dropped 40 small bombs
The fifth dropped the same weight onon the to\m.

1) Of No. 17 Squadron.
2) Also of No. 17 S.A.A. F. Squadron - B-34s.
3) For an official admission of the difficulties of

effectively attacking small precise targets at ni^t
refer to Air Ministry Signal AX.303> 23 Nov, 1944
(A. H. B. /IIJl/90/4(b), Enel. 49a).
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Rapallo harbour, but returned -without definite claims.

A parallel case illustrating the liaaard of such operations
■will now be quoted, although it pccurred a month later. On
the night of 27/28 February, two Coastal Air Perce vYellingtons
(l) based in Italy \rere despatched to illuminate enemy shipping
off Portofino for attack by sui-face craft, and to bomb shipping
in the area,

of foiir barges off Portofino.
the range vra.s too great for the destrojrers*
dropped 11 bombs, shoring a near miss, but apparently caused no
damo-ge.
off the port; cloud obscured results,
could not be Jettisoned,
tyre, swung and collided with another aircraft,
exploded and both aircraft \rere destroyed by fire,
were saved.

One aircraft reported to destroyers the presence
It illuminated the target, but

The Wellington

The second aircraft dropped 10 bombs on t-wo barges
One bomb hung up and

On landing, the aircraft burst a
The bomb

The crew

No. 38 Sqn.OF^s

M.A.A.P. (Ops
Summary No. 433
0.R.B.

The Expensive Nature of /lir Superiority.

Day after day and month after month, similar deterrent
missions achieved similar barren results and aircraft returned
from wide sweeps T/dth the same monotonous comment of ’nothing
to report*. The Operations Record Books are swollen with
details of this far reaching system of umbrella patrol which
our air superiority made possible. Undoubtedly there was a
constant drift towards redundancy, but efforts were periodically
made to correct this. Under reasonable conditions, our
intelligence -was well fed by reports of air sightings. It was
unfortunately not al-ways possible to take advantage of the
situation thro-wh up or, if it tos, to operate with the equip
ment the task demanded. Waging an offensive air war v/as far
more expensive and -wasteful than v/aging a defensive'' one -with
no air force to spealc of. i'diat had to be proved -was that the
attrition and restriction imposed on the eneiry could, at a
given point, surpass his powers of maintaining his forces and
distributing agencies before the Allied personnel and ma'terial
were exliausted. It was, on the -whole, a very close thing and
■wiiat v/Duld have, happened in Italy but for the pressure of
external events is highly problematical. Probably a
succession of stalemates, v/ith the superior Allied air power
and productive potential turning the scale in their favour.

Renewed Enemy Aetj-vity in Pebruairy

Coastal Air Force’s effortI'ebruary began normlly.
remained low, vd.th imLne-spotting and reconnaissance almost the
only maritime activity,
brought increased enemy acti-vity*
Savona were all busy,
merchant vessels were photographed in Genoa:
realised in this period tliat the Domiiaante '
ran between Genoa and Savona, had made at least one
La Spezia.

But the latter end of the month
Genoa, La Spezia and

On 20 February, t-wo fresh active
:  and it was

(2;, which usually
to

cT)In La Spezia a sunken merchant vessel

Ibid

refloated and repaired and -was ready to sail,
be seaworthy enough for coastal vrork in convoy, but might very
well serve as blockshlp for the gap at the western end of the
harbour.

had been

It would hardly

1) No.38 Sqdn.
2) 1,000 tons.
3) M.712 of 480 tons.
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Sesto Calende assembly plant was chosen for attack on tv/o
consecutive days in an effort to stop the output of small
offensive naval craft. On 24 February, 18 Mitchells of
Tactical Air Force di'opped 157 bombs in a good concentration,
mostly on the west buildings. The next day, Cl similar force
attacked also visua.lly, but reported no confidence in their

bombing. Photographs showed an overall result by no means
unsatisfactory. Seventy-five per cent of the buildings in
one area eind fifteen per cent in another had been either

destroyed or damaged. Coastal Air Force, in the same period,
made small attacks on a headquarters and the harbour at

San Remo and on Imperia. The San Remo attack may have done

a little to enchance the effects of the naval bombardments,
which had led to a notable decrease in the output of midget
assault craft. There were two of these naval attacks in

February*^’'-' One on the 6th and another on the 22nd. On
12 Febriiary, two French Thunderbolts (2) on tactical
reconnaissance made machine gun attacks on the Royal and

Imperial hotels, The following day a force of 24
Thunderbolts of the same unit dropped 48 bombs on the Royal,
straddling the target. Although not stated, it may be
safely assumed that these hotels were Axis headquarters.

Allied Coastal Air Force on Southern France Bases

M.A.A.F./S.1643/
Org.3 31 Jan.
1945. H.Q.,

These incidents at San Remo are reminders not only that

there was a minor front in the area, but that Coastal Air
Force units were at the time well established in Southern

M.A.A.F., O.R.B., France. They supported the A^-pine front tactically, and vdth
App.C/0rg/l2 Feb. sea reconnaissance and anti-shipping strikes,

operations must be seen not only in this li^^t, but as part
of the Allied air security pattern for the Ligurian Sea
and Gulf of Genoa. San Remo served the enemy in a dual
role operationally, as the seat of headquarters and as a busy
oontructional navkl base.

Their

No. 340 R.A.F. Wing at Aix-en-Provence controlled five
squadrons, with an initial establishment of 84 aircraft.
Typically enough, the night-operating Beaufighter squadron,(3)

nd the other four \rere

also based at Le. Vallon,
based

based at Le Vallon, was American a
French. Two of these latter, (4-)
wre filter units flying Airacobras. The third
at St. Mandrier, and the fourth based at Cuers, were
employed on air/sea rescue work. No. 22 (S.A.A.F.) general
reconnaissance squadron was on loan to Gibraltar and in view

of the periodic submaz’ine attacks on Allied ships in the

approaches to the Straits, was fully employed, w;

A Coastal Air Force commitment of importance was the
surveillance of Allied convoys approaching the ports captured

(1) Refer Appendix 30 for record of naval operations in the

Ligurian Sea and the Gulf of Genoa.
Of IH/6 Squadron.
No. 417. ,
Il/6 (Vendee Squadron) and 111/6 (Roussillon Squadron) of
No.3 Escadre de Chasse in the French Air Force chain of
command.

No. 2 S, flying Latecoeres.
No. 4 Flying Walruses.
On 17 February the American Liberty ship Michael J. Stone

and the British tanker Regent Lion were torpedoed
10 miles N.W. of Tangieri^

2)
3,
4.

5,
6

7
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in Operation ^Dragoon* in August 1944t By this time a hi^
rate of discharging of y/ar cargoes for the N«W. European front

was being maintained, Marseilles, for example, cleared in

February alone 4-50,109 tons of dry stores, 29,701 tons of fuel
and 14j753 vehicles,(l )

Anti«»Shipping Air Operations in MarohC^)Decline of

■^Vhile in theory the air forces were bound to assist naval
operations when necessary and the month of March was a very
active one for the Flank Force of Allied cruisers and destroyers
in the bombardment area and the minesv/eepers and destroyers in
the Gulf of Genoa, there was no perceptible pattern in maritime
air operations. Routine mine-spotting reconnaissance,
illumination of targets and convoy escort proceeded according
to established practice, but there were only small and
intermittent efforts to interfere -with sea supply. Reasons for
this are apparent in the major air effort, in improving weather,
to neutralise the northern Italian railway system, a task which
absorbed the greater part of the Tactical Air Force, and in the
continued preoccupation of the Fifteenth Air Force v/ith target
systems outside Italy and-its waters. Furthermore, the
quiet pressure of Allied naval operations and small scale air
attacks on both sea flanlcs had, without any claim to complete
stoppage, talcen the sting out of the enemy sea supply system
and offensive naval policy* There were only two War Fartenope
torpedo boats in the Ligurian Sea when the month opened and
they were both sunk in action off Corsica on the ni^it 17/18
March by allied destroyers. On 21 March, another had been
destroyed in Venice during Operation ’Bowler', One reimined
in Venice, two were in Trieste, but one of these was damaged
and in dry dock.

Photographic reconnaissance during March indicated a
general slackening in the movement of what shipping remained
available to the enemy,
ran steady trips between Genoa and La Spezia,
prepared for service,
was thought vrorth while to attack the blockships, actual and
potential at La Spezia,
medium bombers Tirere diverted from their primary targets, 12
Mitchells bombed the blockships on 18 March, but missed them.
It was the only mission of its size and nature during March,
The rest were small and occasional,
traffic remained steady, a few craft reaching La Spezia,

Three and sometimes foirr K,T« ships
The Dominants

In view of future requirements, it

On one of the rare occasions when

Coastal ship and barge

From 2 April, when Mediterranian Allied Air Forces issued
a new operations instruction(3) on air participation in the

(1) Total discharge in South of France ports February 1945
Port Wet Persom^el VehiclesDry

49,666

3,672

14,753450,109 tons 20,701 tons
bulk, POL
50,543 barrels

Marseilles

11,913 "

64,491

Toulon 7

718, 000Port Bouc

(2) M,A.A.F,/S,l643/0rg.3,31 Jan, 1945: M,A.T,A,F. and
M«A*C*A*F# f 0*R»Bs»

(3) Operations Instructions No,112, M,A,A.F,, 2 Apl,1945.
0,R.B, Appendix.
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Spring off ensive, ("*) a nev/- phase began*
narrative of the Air Forces* effort -Vidthout the

influence of land operations ends.

Here the

THE AIR OFFENSIVE AGAINST EMY SUBSTITUTE FDEL

Enennr Supply Lines inaintained on substitute Fuels.

The crux of the eneny motor transport fuel problem in

Italy as it affected Allied Air Forces was the volume of

substitute fuels produced and processed in the country itsel:^
and the fact of its sufficiency for the maintenance of the

miniumum essential supplies at a time of chronic portage of

importable fuel. Coupled vath the oil offensive of the

Strategic Air Forces in Europe, attacks were planned and
executed by the Tactical Air Fo?ce in Italy, after a lengthy
investigation and assessment of the important natiree of this

local fuel, but this problem was not completely solved until
the Spring offensive.

The heavy bomber offensive from the U.K. and Italy in the

first half of 19A4# coupled with Russian advances later in the

year, had dealt a crippling blow at the German oil system.
Nevertheless, in January 194-5# the problem still remained a
serious one. In the bonibing directive of 26 January,
was admitted that, largely as a result of the Allies*
strategic bomber effoii; on the enemy’s petroleum industry and
conanunications and because of Allied preoccupation on the

Northsst European battlefront, the German Air Force had been
allowed to recover a great deal of its fitting strength and
its expanding jet aircraft industry was a menace of such a
nature as to force it up to an equal place in first priority
with oil. Hence a divided air effort ensued and a

corresponding easing of tension in the German trensport
Siystem.

it

In Italy the effect was not veiy appreciable.
Fortunately for the Germans, there existed relatively close
to the front a system of natural, gas and oil wells, which

they organised and turned to .good account. By themselves,
these substitutes would not have sufficed, but mixed and

eked out witli the limited supplies of normal gasoline and

supplemented by other products and mixtures they did suffice.

The stimulus cef this important effort may be measuired
if one glance^at the declining figures for quotas of fuel

supplied for the Army Groupy the Todt Organisation,
ccsrarercial uses, doivilian and ̂ r force traffic from late
1943 on* In Autumn 1943, the Italian -theatre received
40,000 cubic metres of liquid fuel (Otto. and Diesel) per/
month, (4) plus 2,000 - 3,000 cubic metres for fortification of
defences and airfields by the Todt Organisation* The total

fell to about 29,000 cubic metres in the summer, 12,000 in
(with no guarantees for fortification work) andthe autumn,

(i) ..Operation *Gra;^shot* . . .
(2) iThe German system of supply in the field •• Italy*

A.F.H.Q., G-2, February 194^- (A.H.B./EU11/58/39) •
(3) Given in full at Appendix 31* Operations Instruction

No. 101, M.A.A.F., 26 Jan. 1945*
(4) The two iypes of fuel were normally, supplied in the ratio

of 1 liesel to 5 Otto. Otto was petrol/gasoline for
M/T.
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nduring the winter of 19^/45 it was well below 10^000 cubic
Hence the drive for substitute means and a tighteningmetres.

Amv Group allotmant.

Italian Sources of ]^iineral Oil and Methane Cas(i)

The exploitation of mineral oil in Italy was confined to

the northern slopes of the Apennines in the area south of the

Via Emilia between Piacenza and Parma^ \^ere oil and methane
gas fields were often adjacent* The daily yield of oil was

about 8,500 litres, but this figure fluctuated with the wei^t
of air and partisan attack, the electricity supply and the
labour situation. Until it was destroyed in early April 1945,
a little refining was done at the galsomaggiore plant.

Tiie principal sources of metiiane. gas (2) were the natural
wells located in the Po Valley, v 3; between the Piacenza

and the coast oountiy beyond Peri^a. A pipe line ran from

laian south-east to Modena - not a worthwhile target; it was

too fine for precision bombing and invisible in large sections.

It was estimated that the fields were capable of producing a

volume of gas ni^iioh, compressed, bottled and used as a
substitute for petrol in motor vehicles, would represent a  .

saving of 500^000 barrels a day. One very reliable source
had reported that of 12,000 vehicles seen moving along the east

side of Lake Garda between 6 and 16 March 1945,40 per cent
Other reliable information indicated

that M/T could operate onmethane throu^out the Po Valley, and
that a substantial proportion of the eneny^s M/C fuel require
ments for both supply and administrative purposes could be met

by its use alone. In July 1943, methane production amounted to

4,000,000 cubic metres, equivalent to 50,000 U.S. gallons of
petrol a day. The eneny*s total stock in Italy wasbelioved
to be in the region, in March 1945, of 1,000,000 gallons of

■  petrol and 500,000 gallons of diesel oil, (diluted with it).
The potential value of methane gas fuel is apparent.

Before Tactical Air Force began its offensive against
methane fuel, there were 25 confimed gas compressor stations

in’operation, the most important being at Piacenza,
Salsqmaggiore, Rovigo, Parma and Montechino. These compressor
stations, at the vital link between plant and distributing
station^ were the best targets.

Other Form^ of Enemy Fuel Substitutes

The Germans thinned out their petrol with alcohol obtained
form sugar-beet molasses, wine and wine residue left after

pressure of the grapes, the crude beverage called Grappa, and
from readily volatile hydrocarbons such as acetone;-vdiioh could
be found in vayni^ factories. The German Fuel Testing
Detachment (5) did valuable work asceirba-ining possible

areagas

(4)

were methane burners.

(l) *The German system of supply in the field - Italy
(a. H.B./IIJ11/58/59) A.F.H.Q. G-2, February 1946.
M.A.T.A.F. Intelligence. Bulletins. (A.H.B. AU1l/l8)*

(2) Metano In Italian; not to be confused with the liquid
alcohol methanol.

•  (5) Refer to Figure 24 for locations of methane gas and
mineral oil fields, installations and pipelines in N. Italy.

(4) Quoted in. a preliminary report by experts and-M.A.A»F.
Intelligence.

(5) Betriebsstoffuntersuchungstrupp.
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mixtures, but its yrork was progressively handicapped by the
falling-off of Diesal supplies, lack of coal and air and

partisan attacks on distilleries and oilfields, Diesel
oil was mixed With petrol. The Diesel quota was never
reduced at the same rate as Otto, but supplies declined
seriously. Of the above sources, M.A. decided that the
sugar beet refineries were the best targets.

Sbiemy Conversion of Transport to Generator Gas Fuels

The question may well arise against the background of

this frustrating winter of ̂ Skk/kdy as to why the great and
continuous expense of air effort, backed up by a superiority
in the region of thirty to one, failed to cripple the enemy
road transport system more effectively. The exploitation of

natural gas and oil and synthetic fuels provides part of

the answer. It is also necessary to understand the steps the
enen^ took from August 194^ onsiayda to convert his vehicles to

the use of vrood, charcoal and methane gas. It was a

laborious process, but the Germans carried it throu^ with
their usual singlemindedness. If this is understood, it
will lead towards comprehension of the great expense of

Allied air effort against the German transportation ̂ stem
in general.

The Germans had taken over all the charcoal drive

generators made in Italy, Then the supply of charcoal had

dried up, Italian industry was therefore converted to the

production of wood gas generators. %n the German model, ̂
urgent task in late 1944, vihen the%iota of generators^)
from Gennary dropped progressively until it ceased in January
1945* Italian production began in March 1945 and was so

well geared that in Army Group C^s area at the end of the

campaign there were two thousand ei^t hundred vehicles
converted with wood gas generators. Wood gas, like
methane, meant lower perfoimance, but this was of less
consequence than might appear, for the whole transport system,
because of constant air attacks, turned to a slower tempo
than that of the Allies, But it iTorked so long as the

battlefront was relatively static, such me^s as a system
of ten-day quotas, blocked reserve stocks, limitation of
travel permits, reduction of speeds for private cars, motor

cycles, trucks and motor coaches, the use of Otto fuel for
battle only, the use of li^t motor cycles, horse and oxen-

drav/n vehicles, bicycles, trains, and by extensive towing,
a decent degree of mobilily was maintained to the time of

their collapse, both in operational\2) and rear areas.

Air Attacks on Substitute Fuel Installa-bions tg> to late March (3)

In both the bombing directive of 2G January and that of
1 March 1945,(4) Tactical and Coastal Air Forces were directed
to apply maximum pressure, consistent with their primary
commitments, upon known or suspected enemy fuel points.
This maximum pressure was reduced by other hi^ priorities to

,1) About 100 per month,
2) 30 kilometres depth behind the front line,
3) D,A.P, and T,A.F,, 0,R,B, M,A,A,P, Intelligence

•  Bulletins Peb-Apl, 1945.
(4) Refer to Appendices 31 a^id 32 for full text of , both,

■jrtiich explains the inter-relationship of the tactical
and strategic effort.
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a relatively low degree until the end of Jfiaroh 1945* The
position was never lost si^t of and there were frequent
occasions in February and March \&ien tactical aircraft
attacked such targets. They will not he dealt with in
detail here. The narrative will expand, however, on the
heavy co-ordinated attacks of late March and early April
the methane plants and gas fields. The long intervening
periods, the worsening weather, longer nights and the
Ger^ repair system -ivent a long way to neutralise the
e^lier diffuse efforts. The really effective series came
at a chosen period highly critical to eneny stability, just
before a major offensive, when the Allied land forces
about to add their effort to that of the air forces.

on

were

I>uring February there were, frequent small scale attacks
by Desert Air Force and XXII Tactical Command aircraft
sugar beet and oil refineries throu^iout the Po Valley
Some of these individual attacks were well executed, as,
for exan5)le, that by 19 Desert Air Faroe Marauders on 25
February on the Pontelungo (l) sugar refinery. Photographs
proved severe damage to the refinery plant, boiler house,
tanks and storage. Legnago refinery was also severely
damaged. But the general problem remained unaffected.

on

area.

Althou^ Marcdi presented better weather conditions.
Tactical Air Fcrce had not the forces to spare for these
targets in any volume for the first three weeks. Mitchells
bombed the meths.ne plant at Fomovo Di Taro; a fair number
of ̂ small scale missions, but less than in Febaruary, dealt
wifeh oil. refineries. It was during the latter end of March
t^t air plans for the Spring offensive threw up the need to
attack more systematically the enewy’s metliane plant system,
mth the object of doing all possible to immobilise him once
he was put on •Uie road. Nineteen fuel dumps were also
destroyed as part of a sweeping plan of attack on supply and
fuel dumps before the battle.

The effort in late March was intended to be a steady
series, but the fine spell of weather ceased in the last
week and broke the continuity. Spitfires and Kittyhawks (2)
attacked Salsoma^iore oil field, gas and compressor plant on
24 and 25 March. C 3) Kittyhawks scored six hits on plant and
tanks and then made 28 'strsifing runs*, starting fires which
spread until the whple area^was smcfee—covered up to
5,000 feet. Five of the' Spitfire bomber missions reported
Duany hits, good cover, fires, destruction of five buildings
and e^^losions from others. i/lJhen Spitfire bosabers renewed
the attack on Salsomaggiore on the 29th, they destroyed two
buildings and added to already serious damage, Tithout
being clear as to details. Two days later, aircraft of
No, 8 S. A.A. F. Wing achieved mixed results at Neviano
oilfield. The smoke from early hits made exact observation
difficult, but they .aclmitted a partial lack of precision.

The greatest concentration of attacks on methane
installations took place over the first eight days of April.
These must be mentioned, but later attacks of this nature and

1j 15 miles S.E. of Padua.
2) Of XXII T. A. C.
5) vifith 500 pound bombs.
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others on fuel dumps thereafter merge into the operations of

the Spring offensive,(1)

Air Attacks on Substitute Fuel Installations in late March

and early Anril

Between 24- March and 18 Aprilj air attack T/as concentrated
on four of the major combined fields, compressors, storage
and distribution centres. These were the methane gas
stations at Piacenza and Parma and the gas and oil fields at
Salsomaggdore and Montechino, Although severe damage was
inflicted elsewhere, it was the hi^ degree of destruction on
this major cotnplez of four sub-areas that nullified any hopes
of repair before the April offensive threw the German armies
off balance.

Ibid,

Salsomaggiore was neutralised first in three attacks, on
24, 2^ and 29 March, by Spitbombers and Kittyhawks,
over-all effect was to resaier complete re-building essential.
The emulative results of the three attacks, photographed
after the third attempt, were the central power house
destroyed, most of the gas collecting plant destroyed or
damaged, one storage tanlc buried and the roofs of two others
bixrnt out,

unprofitable targets, could be destroyed by bombs of 500
pounds.

The

Underground storage tanks, although voted

Montechino was put out of operation in a single attack
on 7 April, Piacenza, which sei-ved a large amount of traffic,
was similarly destroyed beyond hope of r^p^ir by, like
Montechino, Thunderbolts and Kittyhawks*
difficult,

18 April, the corapresscr was still intact. The sum of all
attacks was very satisfactory. Of nineteen compressor
stations attacked, eight wereoon^plotely destroyed, four so
seriously damaged that they were probably non-operational and
all but one of the remainder sustained moderate or minoiC'damage,

Serious damage was also inflicted on the storage units and
filling stations.

Parma proved more
After eight filter bomber attacks between i and

Here the situation brought about by unilateral air
action to the general advantage of the Allied forces when the
Spring offensive opened must be left,
paralysis of the railway and sea communications system it had
added the certainty of acute shortage of every kind of

propellant fuel; this did not in itself produce standstill
on the roads, yet was a small but important ingredient in the
tactical victory to follow.

To the partial

1 Operation *Grapeahot*»
Of XXII Tactical Air Command,2
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0H2PTER 5'

AIR PARIICIPAIION IN TBE GROUITO B.4TTIES OF THE

kwmm MD RU'iTER 1 9'A-“1945

AIR SUPPORT IN TEE BATTLSS OR TIR. RIVERS RONCO.
MOIWOI'ffi AM) LAMOI'IE

Flying Conditions iii the Advance from thQ Marecchia to the Senio

Prom 20 September 1944 to 12 January 1945» the Eighth
Army made a slow, costly advance from the I^ireoohia to the

Senio, river by river, in rapidly worsening weather conditions.

Ground operations were seriously hampered and the possibility
of air support a doubtful factor in planning. ) Only a low
proportion of days vrere good for flying and many were unsuit
able. On the majority of days, cloud base was about 2,000 to
3,000 feet at the best and dive bombing therefore inipractioable
for Kittyhawks and Mustangs. Spitfires, constituting the

bulk of the close support aircraft, had to start their bomb

dive from 8,000 feet. Light and medium bomber attacks,
usually made from over 10,000 feet, were often cancelled.

Force supported the advice in September as
far as the Savio River. Prom Cesena(2) the roads to Ravenna,
(Highway 67) and to Porli, Paenza, Imola and Bologna
(Highway 9)» the primary objectives, implied the storming of
six major rivers and several tributaries,
in order, the Bevano, the Ronco, the Montone, the Lamone, the
Senio and the Saiitemo. When the offensive broke dovm in early

January, the army had not yet crossed the Senio. Desert Air
Force was now committed to the nev/ advance. Its operations,

in particular its contribution to the capture of Porli, Paenza
and Ravenna must now be recorded.

Brief Outline of the Gro'und Advance to the End of the Offensive

Desert Air

These rivers were.

Allied strategy:

BrIt.HIst.Sectlon,
C.h'.F., A.F.H.Q.
(A.H.B/nJl1/58/l4)

M.A.A.F. and
M.A.T.iV.F• > 0.R.BS

After 12 October, vAien the Eighth Army -VTas across most of

the Savio River, the course of the land battle followed broadly
the following lines until the offensive was halted on

12 January 1945. Prom 21 October to 1 December, they advanced
from the Savio to the Lanone, Bet\?een 2 December and

12 January, they advanced across the Canale Naviglio towards
the Senio River, on the east bank of vAiich they consolidated
their vdnter line.

Prom 24 to 26 October, they advanced to the Ronco River
Portenforceand built bridges for tanks and artillery.

(vHich embodied tanits of the R.A.P. Regiment) was created,
■with the task of protecting the right flanlo of  ¥ Corps (the

force), to capture and occupy Ravenna, push northwards
On 2 November, the advance continued.

main

and open up Highway 16,
Porli was captured and the advance continued to the Montone —
Gesina line (3) between 7 and 20 November, an operation
involving strong participation by Desert Air Force,
Lamone River(4) was reached on 1 December,

The

Air support of

The air plan for Operation 'Merlin' (21 November), first
of a number of operations designed to capture Paenza,
included four alternative plans, (two main, each with two
alternatives).
Refer to Figure 6.
Hedwig II Line.
Heidemarie Line.

(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)
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this phase was entitled Operation 'Harry',
opened from 2 to 9 December on the enemy's sTidtch-line between

the Montone and the Lamone, and from 3 to 7 December south of

Highway 9.
counter attack, advanced from 10 to 18 December to the Canale

Kaviglio, Prom I4 to 17 December, Eighth Army advanced to the

strongly defended Senio River;(1) and from I9 to 3I December,
as Allied hopes guttered out, the east bank of the river,
except for a strong German redoubt south of Alfonsine, ms

filled with Allied imits.

Offensives were

The Canadians, after repelling a highly dangerous

It was intended to postpone further operations,

attack by the Fifth Army was due to start after 7 January, both

armies having the capture of Bologna in view,
offensive in the Serchio Valley on the Fifth Army front,
threatening to cut Allied communications with the vital Leghorn
base was the most immediate cause of the abandonment by both
Armies of any further major advance.
Eighth Army pointed out the supply and ammunition shortage
which Tflust follow any extension of operations,(2) As th
Fifth Army could not advance in harmony, unilateral fighting by
the Eighth Armj could only be inconclusive.
Headquarters ordered drastically reduced ammiinition quotas.
All idea of a general offensive had been dropped by the New
Year,

training and exercising new v/eapons.
air support policy followed, -vdiich were poorly received by
Eighth Army H.Q,
interests of the right application of air -power and on account
of the serious reduction of theatre air forces on orders from

the Combined Chiefs of Staff.(3)

Tactical Air Support from the Savio(4) to the Ronco

An

A counter-

The Commander of the

Allied Force

The Army settled down to awaiting Spring vreather.
Drastic changes in the

They vrere, however, inevitable in the

The main direction of Eighth Army's thrust was along
Highway 9, from the Savio across the Bevano and the Ronco to

Forli and its airfield, thence across the Montone, on to Faenza

on the Lamone, with Ravenna now only a minor target. Air

support in the phase v/hich finished at the east bank of the

Lamone was handicapped, like the Army's operations, by inter
mittent spells of hostile weather. The same viscous, yellow
mud that made vehiciilar traffic and even simple walking some

times out of the question told on the serviceability of air
bases and created blank spells of up to four days when close

support was impossible. The support given to the ground effort

to draw enemy forces away from Fifth Army's front, enhance their
chances of taking Bologna and Eighth Army's of capturing Faenza

and Ravenna, although not decisive, was highly appreciated.
Two major efforts in particular and the evolution of new tactics
call for mention.

From 21 to 24 October, Polish Corps on the left captixred
V Corpsthe Monte Grosso massif and most of Monte di Marina,

and the Oanadian Corps on the main front fought against stout

opposition to cross the Savio. After three days of frustrated

(1 Irmgaid line,

H. Q. Eighth Army letter.
(A.H.B./IIJ11/58/1 5(b), App. J-1).,
Details follow in the appropriate context later.
Erika Line,

19 Dec. 19^.(2

(3)
(4)
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attempts, Desert Air PorceCO enjoyed better weather on
24 October,

to the Army, moving forv/ard on drying ground,
fighter bombers were directed against gun and mortar positions,
strongpoints, observation posts and occupied buildings, and

reduced much of the fierce ground opposition,
way bridges over the Reno were attacked, one being completely
destroyed, another severely damaged. The enemy’s withdrawal
was hampered. Miere only a few days previously the Desert
Air Force had put out the Savio bridges, 4th Division fought
and bridged its v/ay across.

Their effort of 550 sorties v/-as mostly devoted
Attacks by

Road and rail-

The next day, as Porterforce edged its way towards
Ravenna and V Corps poured over the Savio towards the Ronco,
the weather prevented air coverage of all the roads on which

it had been hoped to reap a harvest of transport,
helped the enemy, giving them time to scatter their convoys at
the sound of approaching aircrai't whose pilots could not see
them,

blown and flooded tents and seas of mud on airfields,

until the 29th could any effort v/orth recording be put out and
by then the Army itself was bogged down,
again -until the 3lst.
then made against the noraal front line targets, but were in

conclusive, for the Army lost touch that day.

Low clouds

It rained all that night; morning revealed a chaos of
Not

y/eather closed in

Tliree hundred and twenty sorties were

Changes in Army Air Support Control

ort Unit disbanded and N0.I Army
created in its place on 3'! October.

No. 2 Army Air i
Signals Support Unit
This reorganisation terminated the position, considered by
some anomalous, of having a composite unit comprising Army
staff officers and signals personnel and R.A.F, signals
personnel. The Army Signals Support Unit so formed was

designed for deployment to an army of two corps. In practice.
Eighth Army almost always had three corps in the line and very
often had, for security reasons, to operate a split H.Q. For
this reason, it -was necessary for N0.I A.S.S.U. to have under

command the Army Signals element of No.9 Army Air Support
Control.(4) Throughout this period of the campaign it was
al-ways possible to deploy tentacles on the basis of three per
division in the line and For-ward Observation Post -with command

cars as required.(5) N0.I Mobile Operations Room Unit con
tinued to co-ordinate for Desert Air Force.Ibid

Rover Developments

One change to note in passing is the replacement of the
old visual observation post for Rover controls (as at Monte
Trocchio in the Simmer fighting) - no longer possible in the

flat river terrain - by good communipations and mosaics on

photographic papers(^) overprinted with a grid. The mosaics

Their Advanced Headquarters moved to a new site at Rimini
from Cattolica and was operational by 0800 hours.
N0.I 14.0.R.U. , O.R.B.
Under operational command of G (Air) Branch of H.Q. Eighth
Army. His'Gory ofG-2 (Air) A.F.H.Q. (Cabinet Hist. Archives).
It had been retained as an Army Group reserve.
Neither Desert Air Force Advanced H.Q. nor N0.I M.0.R.U.
(concerned -with the tactical operations of all fighters,
fighter bombers, light and mediimn bombers) mention this
change in their records.
Scale 1/30,000.

(1)

(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)

(6)
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By the -winter, it had ̂■were used by pilots and controllers,
become possible to control aircraft Td.thout overlooking the
front line, backed up by a reliable signals netvrork and large
scale photographic cover of the -whole area of operations.

Ne-w systems tried out at this period -were Rovers mounted
in Sherman tanlcs(l) , in Rhite type half-tracked armoured cars
manned partly by R.A.E. Regiment personnel, and the 'Horsefly’
system of a Rover Control airborne in a light aircraft.

Plans for the Capture of T'orli and its Airfield

To the northwest, along Highway 9, lay first the airport
of Porli and then the city itself. The next major task was
to capture them and seize crossings over the Montone River.
The position by 2 November was that the Poles(2) had crossed
the Ronco Elver, and covered the country sou'fch and east of
Porli, Eighth Army -was hotly contesting the possession of the
airfield, which it had invested on two sides, fighting along
the northern rim and trying to encircle it,from the south under
very intense fire from infantry and Tiger tanks. Rain inter
vened to put an end to all ground operations until 6 Novembeiv (3)

Air Prelude to the Assault on Porli(4).

Air operations on the first four days of November were
almost impossible.
155 sorties were flo-wn, improved to 36O on the 5th.
times that day, Porli airfield was bombed by Desert Air Porce,
and again the next day -without forcing any radical change in
the position.

On the 4th, the effort picked up and
Several

In the meantime, more ambitious plans involving medium and
light bombers, fighters and fighter/bomber support on the eve
and day of the attack were drawn up,
as 'Seatent', 4th Division attacked with the right of their
tiirust along the axis Carpena - Porli, "with Porli and the main
bridge as their main objectives, and with armo\or to follow up

46th Division on the left cap'tured

In this operation, kno-wn

their northwesterly thrust,
in succession t-wo villages south of Porli,

Desert Air Porce's Appeal to M.A.T.A.P. for-Medium Bombers

Eighth Army requested Desert Air Porce to carry out a
heavy attack on the village of Villafranca di Porli,

harbouring important bodies of German troops, as early as
possible on the morning of 8 November, to synchronise with their

A-t that time. Desert Air

a reserve

area

o-wn attack of the previous night,
Porce's Marauder squadrons were passing through a period of bad
luck. Their airfield at Pescara, after being waterlogged for

time, was written off as unserviceable; they moved tosome

one knoTm as the 'Control' or 'Rover(1) Two tanks were used;
Tank and the other as the 'Tentacle' or 'Army' Tank.
3rd Carpathian Div., 2 Indian brigades and 10th Inf.
Brigade.
N0.I M.O.R.U., O.R.B.s. V Corps Operations Order No.3I.
Operation 'Seatent', 6 Nov, 1944* (A.H.B./IIJ11/58/
16A-C, App. B-29).
N0.I M.O.R.U., D.A.P. andT.A.P., O.R.B.S.

(2)

(3)

(4)
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lesi, but there they were too congested with other aircraft to

ftnction normally,
asked to direct 57th Bombardment ¥ing to execute the task.

Tactical Air Force II, Q, was therefore

Air Operations over Forli

Softening-up attacks were put in on 6 November by Desert
Air Force, but the 7th was the day of greatest success.
Sixty-six missions flew 424 sorties, most of them in close
support,

generally
bombersC‘J

Army reported the area well covered and sent an exhilarated
message of thanks. Aircraft losses meanwhile were steadily
increasing; six were lost the next day. The climax was
reached on 8 November, when 27 close support missions ahead of
the Army called forth more praise, this time from the
Commanding Officer of 28th Infantry Brigade, He said the air

formations had *put new life* into them. Ninety-two
Marauders(2)bombed troop reserves at Villafranca, Forli air
field was captured and forward elements were in Forli that
night.

Twenty-five missions under Rover control achieved
good results,

on enemy buildings and strongpoints near Honco, the
After one attack by Spitfire

On the impet-us thus acquired, the army pressed on tovrards
V/eather conditions were bad and foggy on

9 November and the Air Forces did not get into their stride
Defended houses, guns and tanks were

Baltimores(3) struck at

the Montone River,

until late afternoon,

hit in attacks by 26 missions,
nition dumps south of Ponrto Corsini and stores north of Forli,

Thunderbolts claimed direct hits on road bridges over the
Montone River, vi/hen the Array reached the river the next day,
their crossings were hampered by the torrent, the muddy banks
and the jDOor visibility. The air effort, in bad light,
seems to have assisted to an appreciable degree. Its extent
was over 200 close support sorties that day and a similar
voliime on the 11th. But the bitter German resistance,
coupled with the above-mentioned handicaps, forced a temporary
deadlock, Vihich could onlj'- be broken by a v/eighty, oombined

attack in favourable weather. It was at that pointy on tho
12th and the night 12th/l3th, that such an attack was launched
and air Operation 'Timothy' executed for the first time in the

amrau-

campaign.

Air Operation 'Timoth3>-', Execution

V Corps' plan for the assault, by their own forces and
those of Polish Corps, to7ifards Faenza, included an attack on
the enemy reserve area in Borgo Durbecco by mediian bombers,
and cabranks and normal close support with attacl-iB on targets
preselected by divisions from day to day on their line of

advance.(4) In the event, the most important and only novel
feature of the air operations was the method employed by some
of the fighter bombers to give the closest possible support to
the infantry, -vdiile retaining sxrfficient elasticity to conform
Tdth the ground situation at any time during the attack.

(1 Of Nos.87 anh "185 Squadrons,
Of 57th Bombardment Ring,
Of No.253 Ning, in 3 missions, 21 sorties,
V Corps 0,0. N0.32, 12 Nov, 194^+ (A.H.B./IIJII/58/I6A-G,
App, B,30).

(2
(3
(4)
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Although Desert Air Force and No.1 Ivlobile Operations Record

Bodes give 13 November as the date of the first 'Timothy' operation,
all available Army records, including the V Corps history, are
firm in their statement that 12 November was the date,

appears to be so. On 11 November, the G (Air) Branch at
V Corps requested close support for 4'th British Division(l) in a
novel form, which might do much to solve the pressing problem
of safe bombing over a fluid bombline. Early on 12 November,
12th Brigade led 4th Division's advance, after heavy artillery
preparation and with the support of fighter-bombers. The

brigade attacked in three phases of approximately 1,000 jrards
advance. Artillery first laid dowii a coloinred safety bomb

line, when and vliere indicated by the Rover control, 300 yards
in front of the brigade post. At 0730, O83O and O53O hours,
aircrews bombed and machine - gunned everywhere possible within

an area to a depth of 1,000 yards from the smoke line and with

in lines parallel to, and 1,000 yards either side of, the
brigade axis of advance; each pilot selected his own individual

target. After five minutes of air attack, 'Timothy' - the

name given this form of limited 'blitz
infantry attacked,
ho\nrs, the method was the same, but the smoke line was then

300 yards ahead of the front line. Results were so good that
the attacks were repeated. On the next day, teelve squadrons
carried out six 'Timotliyh attacks; they were joined by rocket
firing Thionderbolts, who reported the destruction of ten

strongpoints.

This

- was lifted and the

In phases 2 and 3, i,e. at O83O and 0930

' Timothy' (2)Results of, and Conclusions from. Operation

By the close of I3 November, German resistaiice in this
sector was crumbling.

12 November, the attacking brigade had advanced 2,000 yards and,
on the next day, a substantial distance with onls’" slight
casualties, in spite of the powerful enemy defence. The

Brigade Commander was very enthusiastic about the accuracy and
closeness of the air support and confirmed his casualties as

the lightest for such an operation in his experience.
Eighth Aray officially described 'Timothy' as 'the greatest
step forward in air/gromd cooperation since the innovation of
the Rover controls,'

OnV Corps had made important gains.

Enthusiasm cooled as time proved an excess of caution.
The first tendency had been to put the artillery smoke down

500 to 800 yards ahead of our foiwrard troops; in the great
majority of such cases, affirmed prisoners-of-war, our aircraft
bombed and strafed up to 4OO yards behind the enemy's main line
of resistance,

evidence, declared that normally the smoke points should not be
more than 400 yards or less than 350 yards apart, so that smoke

should not obscure the target area; and, even more important,
the smoke bombline should be put down About 3OO yards f2Tom our

forward troops, but no further, in order to ensure that the
most forwrard enemy positions v/ere included in the target
area. (3)

I Canadian Corps, after consolidation of

(1) 12th Brigade.
N0.I M.O.R.U.. O.R.B. G (Air) 8th Army History, Aug. 19A4
to May 1945 (Hist.Sec. 1002/4C/202 at Cabinet Archives).
Notes on. new developments in air/gro'und cooperation
34711/8/G (Trg)3/Appx,B,G.H.Q,jM,E,F. 5 Jan, 1945*
(Cabinet Hist.Archives).

(2)

(3)
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Under favourable conditions, four more points of interest
emerged, -which reinforced the confidence vdth -sThich the method

■vra.s later regarded by the Annies and vdiioh, added to the
results of similar attacks in the flat comtry of Holland
after the capture of Walcheren Island,(l) led to the permanent

Theseinclusion of ’Timothy' in the Air Forces* armoury,
four points -were its elasticity, the success of individual
pilot selection of target under leaders' guidance, the decision
that -tvrelve was the maximum safe number per fonnation, and the
damage effected on the enemy in denying him recovery -time by
ten minutes of machine-gunning after bombing.

The most important of these from a tactical vie-wpoint was
the elasticity. Even -vdien, through tinexpectedly heavy oppo
sition, the estimated rate of ground advance did not conform
with plan, aircraft could still directly support the infantry.
On 12 November, each attack -was originally timed to 'tie in'
with the opening of an infantry attack phase, but subsequently
it was found that the aircraft could be used -with equal
efficacy at pre-arranged intervals, irrespective of the line
reached by fon;ard troops. This -was possible because the
smoke bomb safety line - -che main factor as far as pilots were
concerned - could be put do-vm to conform with the ‘ground
situation at any given time. It might even be put down
diagonally to the axis of advance; pilots were briefed for
this eventuality. Should an infantry commander, during a
'Timothy', wan-fc any particularly troublesome strongpoint singled
out for attack. Hover 'Paddy', the by now semi-mobile control
unit, could arrange this at short notice.

Twx) other developments - 'Pig'(2) and 'Toby'(3)  - belong
to this winter period.

Ground Plan for the Assault on Paenza

On 16 November, the time appointed for the start of the
concerted offensive to secvire Bologna and Ravenna -was a bare
fortnight ahead. On 18 November, it was decided to secure
Paenza as a starting point for Eighth Army's drive for Bologna.
Paenza Y/as eight miles ahead. The terrain Viras very difficult,
the enemy in good heart and the weather full of vagaries.

In Operation 'Merlin', as the attack Y/as named, there
v/ere three phases, In the first, bridgeheads Y/ere to be
seized over the Cosina River; in the second, these bridgeheads
Yvere to be exploited as far as the La'iione River and across it;
in the third, a crossing of the Laiiione va.s to be made and Paenza

(1) R,A«F. narrative of Operations in N.Yf, Europe (first
draft)! [A.H.B.].
On 14 December, forward troops of 1st Canadian Div,
requested a 'Timothy' when Yreather conditions did not
permit bombing. A strafing attack vras agreed to by
Desert Air Force and was carried out by three squadrons
of fighters. The code name for this operation was 'Pig'.
It vfas similar in all details to a 'Timothy', except that
the aircraft did not carry bombs.
The Air equivalent of an accepted artillery practice,
'Toby' targets, mth code names, were pre-arranged targets
along a divisional thrust line. On receipt of code name
and time of attack, aircraft could attack hours there
after.

V Corps 0,0, No.34 Operation 'Merlin*, 18 Nov, l9W-»
(A.H.B./IIJ11/58/16A-C, App.B.33).
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There -vrere two min air pl£ins, each ’.'.'ith tifocaptured,
alternative timings, dependent on weather, also an antillery
plan.

Air Plan for the Assault on Eaenza^ "I)

On the strength of the satisfactory results of medium
bomber participation in the aissault on Porli town and airfield.
Eighth Army were anxious for something of the kind in the still

more strenuous task of crossing the Lamone and reducing Paenza.

Again, Desert Air Porce reported its Marauder formations unable

to operate in strength and appealed to Tactical Air Porce for

the loan of some of 57th and 42nd Bombardment Yfings* aircraft.

Eighth Army had asked for the bombing over a period of one

hovir, with fragmentation bombs, of three large gm areas,
dioring which it was hoped to establish a bridgehead over the
Cosina.

artillery barrage was to cover the crossing area, fighter-
bombers were to attack strongpoints etcetera continuously,
attack was delayed 24 hours until the 21st.
targets for the medium bombers on the following twro days on an
estimated rate of advance were notified.

Simultaneously with the medium bomber attack, an

The

Comparable

Here was another case of aircraft uising their superior
line of vision and mobility to fulfil tasks beyond the povrers
of the artillery in a plan woven into the timing system of a

ground advance,(2)
trations of nebelwerfer.(5) mortar, field gvin and semi-portable
gun ■units,
period of first impact.

¥/ithin the three areas chosen were concen

The Army -wanted the cre-ws killed or dazed at the

-

57 th Wing was
Coloiured

The instructions went out on 19 November,
to control both its o^wn and 2)2nd Wing's aircraft,
smoke was in short supply,
scrapped,
obviousness ef the cities of Porli and Paenza pointed the way
to the decision to employ no artificial landmarks.

The idea of using idiite smoke -was
The line of the river and Highway S, and the

Air Operation 'Harry*, - Itcecution

On 21 November, 120 of the borrowed medium bombers
carpeted the Ma.no area with fragmentation bombs, causing con
siderable demoralisation among the enemy gm cre'ws and reserves
there, according to prisoners-of-'war. Some of Desert Air
Porce's Marauders and Baltimores were in time to operate and
saturated the village of Santa Lucia and two defended areas
south of Paenza ?/ith fragmentation bombs,
of fighter-bombers flew throughout the day both on pre-arrmged
and control targets, and went very thoroughly over everything

Constant missions

Ibid.

H, Q, ,D. A,P#,(1) A. H.Q./b. A. P./30/3/Air, 19 and 20 Nov. 19^.
O.R.B., Apps.B-C Ops 1944.
V Corps 0.0. No.34, 20 Nov. 1944 (A.H.B./IIJI I/58/I6A-G,
App.B-33).
19 Nov, 1944.
Aircraft were, of course, eminently adapted to neutralis-

Later,
however, artillery, assisted by A.0,P, aircraft, began to
engage such targets -with success.
Smoke launching artillery.

Operational instruction No,l5 M. A.T.A.P.,
D.A.P. aiid T.A.P O.R,Bs.•)

ing reverse slopes and other 'invisible' targets.
(2)

(3)
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Persistent efforts were made to putof a hostile appearance,
out the one serviceable road bridge into Paenza, but, althougli
almost everjn;hing in the ai-ea wsls hit, the bridge seemed to
bear a charmed life. There were many rocket and fire bomb

•flame* bombs - the fuel tank incendiaries - camemissions;

into use for the first time on Y Ooipis* front.

Prom its new site at Cesena, Desert Air Force, after
flying 490 close support sorties, made an almost equal effort

on the 22nd, The Paenza areas and bridges were again attacked

and two of the latter put out by Spitfire bombers in the fore

noon, More guns and strongpoints ahead of the British
divisions were destroyed. Again, the co-operating medium
bombers worked over the Mano area, bombing the lateral road

north of it, and Highway 9# Fighter-bombers were particularly
successful in neutralising houses on the far bank of the Cosina

in front of 46th Division. Desert Air Force Baltimores and

Marauders assisted in the general effort over the front to

•draw the Army throxigh*, as the current phrase was, 'into the

they had created’.(l)vacuum

?/ith the river crossing still uncompleted, V Corps asked

for a repetition of air support on a scale comparable with the

400 Desert Air Force sorties, with similar aid from the western
medium bombers. This aid was organised, but largely frustrated

Before cloud closed in, some six to ten enemyby bad weather,

harassing bombers were reported at night in the Porli - Himini

They dropped a few bombs west of Rimini, but not.area,

apparently, on Forli airfield as reported by Eighth Army,
but one Ju.87 escaped the Beaufighters scrambled to intercept.

All

The medium bombers were grounded, but several close
support missions were flown ahead of the Army and the Paensa

bridges kept in a state of unserviceability, to hinder enemy
passage, by Kittyhawks,( 2) Beaufighters patrolling at night
reported very little road movement; but there must have been

plenty of it, for when low cloud lifted on 24 November,
Kittyhawks despatched to break the Paenza bridges fotind all

tiiree destroyed by the enemy. Most of his forces had withdraiin

across the Lamone, but downstream he still needed transit,
Spitfires(3) cut a temporary bridge and the Kittyhavirks bombed
two others. The River Cosina was crossed by 23 November and

the bridgehead held and extended. For the rest of the month.
Desert Air Force v/as grounded by fierce weather, but its

preparatory and supporting effort up to the 24th was acknowledged
by many signals of appreciation from divisional and corps
commanders.

Advance to the Lamone, 24 to 26 November

V Corps and
I Canadian Corps

Operations “
Br.Hlst, Section

A.F.H.Q., C.M.F.
(A.H.B./IIJII/53/
i6a-c)

By the morning of 24 November, the enemy was in full
retreat from the Cosina and from the west bank of the Montone;
his right wing was falling back to positions along the Lamone,
while his left wing pivoted to form a line running from north

of Scaldino on the Lamone to a point on the Montone south of

Casa Bettini, where stood a major bridge,
Marzeno River at its confluence with the Lamone was pierced
without a struggle, the disorganized enemy failing to prevent

The line of the

(1)
(2)

Close analysis suggests that this metaphor ■'/vas far-fetched.
Of No,50 Squadron,

(3) Of No.324 ¥ing.
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consolidation of the bridgehead. In thick mist and against
flank attack, he abandoned the struggle on 26 November; three
batallions of Eighth Armj'’ moved doYfii to the banks of the

Lamone, but failed to cross. Heavy rain turned the approaches
into muddy, treacherous tracks. Further north, others fought
their way on to the upper bank.

Meanwhile the Indians were held up on the Throng side of

the Mohtone by the fierce defence of the Casa Bettini bridge.
On 28 November, rain brought operations to a standstill, with
the sector and bridge still in enemy hands. The swollen
Lamone and the soft ground made a crossing there out of the

question. Similar reasons prevented air support.

The Casa Bettini and Lamone military Bridges

It needed heavy artillery preparations and six ba^ttalions
of tanks to take the Casa Bettini bridge on 1 December and

consolidate a bridgehead,
and strongpoints in the absence of aircraft,
betwreen the t™ rivers was covered, but by 2 December, the

troops still stood baffled on the east banlcs of the Lamone,

The military bridges were demolistied.
Allied air attacks had left functioning, the Germans had blown

It was now clear that the combined December offensive

would have to be launched without possession of Faenza,

Fifth Army Operations November

Tanks reduced the defended houses

The space

What installations

up.

At this point, after briefly reviewing Fifth Army opera
tions in November, certain changes in Allied campaign strategy
must be noted before the altering value of the Eighth Army's
and Desert Air Force's advance to the Senio can be appreciated.

II Corps and XIII Corps suspended their attacks on
27 October,

the periods spent out of the line v/ere very short,
comforts of the mountainous terrain and the appalling weather

The only important operational change v/as

Although there was little activity on the front.
The dis-

were very great,
the recapture by the,enemy on the night of 28 November of

Monte Castellaro, (an outlying feature of the Monte Grande

position), and Monte Belvedere in IV Corps* sector.

Field Manshal Alexander as Supreme Allied Commander

On 27 November General Sir Harold Alexander, .
Commander-in-Chief, Allied Armies in Italy, became Field
Marshal. (2) On 12 December, he ass\mied command of the
Mediterranean theatre as Supreme Allied Commander in succession

to Field Marshal Sir Henry Maitland Wilson,
Armies in Italy was assumed by General Mark W. Clark and the
name of his headquarters was changed once more to 15th Army
Group. Lieutenant General Lucian K. Truscott returned to

Italy from N.¥, Europe to command Fifth Army. On  1 October,
General McCreery had assumed command of Eighth Army in
sion to General Leese,

Command of Allied

succes-

Allied Strategy Br.Hist.Section C.M. (A.H.B./IIJ11/58/IA)•
4 June 1944 was the day from Vnich his seniority dated.3(i

(2
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Planning for the December Offensive

The object of the Eighth Army December offensive -was
primarily the capture of Bologna, secondeirily that of Ravenna,

In November, the port of RavennaC1)
but interest in it was now rising again. No steps were taken

to reverse the decision against opening the port. It wan as

winter quarters and administrative H.Q, that the Eighth Army
needed Ravenna. The Army had to relieve pressure against the

Fifth Array, The best way to do this in the Highway 9 area
was to apply greater pressure, on a wider frontage, than the

comparatively weak enemy forces could resist.

was not required as such;

This attack would engender the interesting possibility of

a third Corps axis from Ravenna, through Riissi, Bagnacavallo
and Lugo to Budrio.
distance of Russi;
axis.

The Army was now Tdthin striking
here lay the only possible route for

But all the terrain on either side could be easily
Against this fact and the menacing weather were to

the

flooded,

be set the wealoiess of the enemy, the rapid fall of Ravenna
which must follow a thrust and the fact that the leaf was off

the vines. Tanks could now operate unimpeded and aircraft
discern many of their smaller targets more clearly,
road ran to Bastia and Argenta,
target, lay beyond,
tions between Bologna and their administrative installations
northwards of the Po would be cut,

Canadian Corps was to captiure Russi, out Highv/ay 16, isolate
Ravenna, captiure it and thrust towards Lugo and Massa Lombarda,
persuading the enemy that its main objective was Ferrara.

A good

Ferrara, a much-to-be desired
Once it v/as captured, enemy communica-

It was decided that

Army G2x?up Plans

The main attack vjas to open south of Faenaa, The
Indians and New Zealanders were to cross the Lamone, take

Faenza and advaiice to the River Senio, The Poles on the left

were to attack on the axis Brisighella - Riolo Dei Bagni on
the banks of the Senio. The general task of both armies ¥/as

to ensure, by a major offensive, that the enemy was afforded

no opportunity of reinforcing his armies on either the North

western or Russian fronts.(2; Eighth Array was to capture
Ravenna and both armies tlireaten Bologna; they were to join
in the general area Budrio - Castenaso. XIII Corps in the

movintains, was to facilitate Eighth Army's advance astride

Highway 9« Fifth Army(3) was to attack in a northerly direc
tion, astride Highway 65, with the object of capturing
Bologna, (4)

Air Support for the Capture of Russi and Ravenna

The offensive opened, with a certain air of optimism,
early on 2 December, Both divisions of Canadian Corps crossed

(1) Connected by canal with Porto Corsini on the Adriatic,
Events seem to prove that the enemy had no thoughts at

the time of withdraiiving troops,
continued to reinforce Italy,
his mind; it has been seen how the Tactical Air Force

slowed down their movements out of Italy.
From 7 December,

Eighth Army Operation Instruction No.l443» 20 Nov, 1944*
(A.H.B/IIJII/58/I5A-B, App.A-B).

On the contrary, he
Late in January he chang

(2)

ed

(3)
(4)
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the Montone and resumed the attack on the enemy's smtch line
between the Montone and the Lamone,

in the first three days*
the infantry encircled Hussi on 3 December and on the follow

ing day reached the banks of the Lamone virest of it.("l) This
advance threw back the left wing of the German 336th Division

and placed its neighbour, the 114th Jaeger, in an awlcward
position. Through the gap between them potired the armoixr to

capture Godo, on the main Russi - Ravenna road, on the niglit
3/4 December, From Godo, one column cut Highway 16 at Mezzano,
at the Lamone crossing; the other entered Ravenna, driving
the enemy into the marshes north of it and, by the night of
4 December, had cleared it with the help of partisans. At

this point, T/eather came to the enemy's add. Bridge sections
did not reach the Canadian armour in time for it to cross and

support int'antry already over the river. A heavy German
comter-attack drove them back across the Lamone. The river

rose and held them do\m on the banks.

ood progress was made
On the left, after heavy fighting.

n
ViT

Field Marshal Alexander had originally conceived the idea

of a 'two-handed punch' aimed simultaneously at Bologna and

Ravenna, so an to split the enemy defences. By the end of

November, the attack on Ravenna was merely a task on the right
flank of a larger operation - 'Excalibur' - wherein 1 Corps
was to capture Faenza and continue to advance along Highway 9»
The right and left flank advances were so planned as to allow

the Air Forces to support firstly the move towards Hussi and

Ravenna - i.e, from early on 2 December to 3 December, - then
the move from the Lamone towards Faenza - i.e, from 4 December
onwards.

Desert Air Force flew more than two-thirds of its effort

on 2 December(2) against targets in the battle area south of
Russi, between the two rivers. Attacks on the usual front

line targets v/ere made by Spitfire bombers, assisted to a small

extent by rocket-firing Thunderbolts. These lo-v^-flying air

craft demolished many b\iildings harbouring personnel and arms;
our forward controls spoke highly of many missions. They
were kept so busy over the front that they had no time to comb
the road for traffic. Reconnaissance reported no sign of the

enemy withdrawing from Ravenna; the ground forces captured
Russi that evening.

The next day - 3 December - layers of heavy cloud hung over

the front and the airfields; only a short spell of close

support was possible and that was quickly abandoned. A few

Desert Air Force Marauders bombed a stores depot north-west

of Ravenna on 4 December, but by that time the full weight of
Desert Air Force and medium bombers from Corsica had been

sr/itched to the support of the big drive on the left flank.

The whole area sinrrounding Ravenna had been flooded by the
Germans, but winter quarters ¥/ere now assured.

Air Plan for the Support of the Advance to Faenza

The first phase of the December offensive was to end, it

will be recalled, in the capture of Faenza,
commitments involved close support of the advai:ice in maximum

The Air Forces'

(1) ’The Gothic Line and Romagna Battles’ GW History of
(A.H.B./IIJ11/58/Br.Ind and Dominion Forces in Italy.

I5A-B).
(2) 592 sorties.
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weight, aind bombing in the area of Caste 1 Bolognese, the next

big town on the highway to Bologna,
had been made in 1944 tov/ards integrating air and ground
operations and bringing the ground forces nearer to a rounded

conception of exactly viiat air forces were co-operating with
them and Tihat their roles and intentions vrere,

targets were shown in great detail and no chance was left of

any confusion,(1)

Considerable advances

Timing and

Desert Mr Force tmits available in support of Eighth
Army at the end of November were two squadrons of Marauders,
three squadrons of Baltimores, two squadrons of Bostons for

night intrudingj and, as fighter-bombers, three U.S. squadrons
of Thunderbolts (two of them equipped for rocket firing),
three squadrons of Mustangs> three of Ivittyhawks and thirteen
of Spitfires.(2)
wings, each of three groups of medium bombers, available for

specific requests,
function in control of fighter bomber and artillery co

operation respectively,
priorities for air support as between divisions,
thus denude one or more divisional areas to concentrate on a

main thrust,

remained vrith the Air Forces,

prised the following?- hostile batteries, dumps, headquarters
and commmication targets, 'Timothy* targets (in so far as
boundaries and smoke bomblines were concerned), 'Toby' targets,
(i.e. preselected strongpoints to be called for through the
Air Support netvrork the following day), and, lastly, light and
medium bomber targets, (i.e. gun and nebelwerfer areas,
reserve and rest areas and centres of commiuiications).

From Tactical Air Force there were two

Rovers 'Paddy' and 'Frank' v/ere to

V Corps H.Q. itself laid dom
It could

The decision as to types of bombs(3) and fuzes
Pre-arranged targets now com-

On D-Day, altered from 2 to 3 December, idien the attack
was to open across the Lamone(4), fighter-bombers in limited
numbers were to bomb hostile batteries and certain defined

V Corps signal 0.725
1 Dec. 1944
U.H.3./IIJ11/58/
16a-C, App.B“42
(Footnote)

localities on the entire V Corps' front in the morning, and

selected batteries to the S.E. of Oastel Bolognese in the
afternoon,

mortar and nebelwerfer areas near Borgo San Andrea,
night, intruders were to attack giui areas S.E. of Gastel

Bolognese,
bombers were to try to blow up a tunnel containing self-

propelled guns and, between 0800 and 1000 hours, bomb and

attack with rockets batteries and any signs of a counter-attack
Prom 1000 hours onwards, one-third of their effort was to go
against guns and two-thirds on road movement of troops.
Cabranks would function,

were to devote their attention to all forms of artillery and

smoke weapons, and Desert Air Force medium and light bombers

to attacks on Solarolo, if the headquarters of 26th Panzer

Mediimi bombers from the T/est were to attack

That

On 4 December, at first flying light, fighter-

The borrov/ed medium bomber wings

(1) V Corps op.lnst, H0.17, Air Plan Op. »Excallbur« Phase 1, 3 Dec. 1944.
(A.H.B./IIJII/58/16A-C, App. 3-43).
V Corps Air support instruction, H0.I, 30 Mov. 1944. (A.H.B./IIJ11/58/16A-C,
App. B-42, Annex III).

(2) But four squadrons of fighter bombers had not yet completed training.
(3) Mormal bomb loads llovember 1944

500 lbs
1000 lbs or 6 rockets

Spitfires
Thunderbolts

Klttyhawks up to 2000 lbs
liistar^E up to 2000 lbs
Baltlrnores up to 3000 lbs
Mitchells
Marauders

4000 lbs
4000 lbs

Loads varied according to type of target.
es of Bombs Fragmentation, General Purposes, Demolition and Fire bombs
ylng Crocodiles or Fuel Tank Incendiaries).

(4) At 1700 hours.
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On the night 4/5 December,
intruders were again to cover the gun area S,E, of Castel

Bolognese,

their objectives, fighter-bombers were to stage a 'Timothy'
limited area 'blitz', in addition to normal support,
bombers were again to concentrate on artillery defences.

Division was still there.

On 5 December, if the ground troops had reache

Medi

d

Tmi

V Corps Advance South of Highway 9

Ravenna was sectire and a promising start had been made by
its captinre and the throiving-back of the enemy to the Lamone.
The main force now struck in the direction of the Pideura

ridge. A mile upstream, Polish units pressed ahead against
stiffening opposition, overifliielming the German resistance.
They took Montecchio, Monte San Rinaldo and all the high ground
to the south, securing V Corps' left flank. On 7 December,
V Corps took Pideura village and extended the bridgehead over

the Lamone, rendering the holding of Paenza, in the noose
created, more and more precarious,
probably the spur to a sudden change in the enemy's strategy.
To this point he had hoped to hold Eighth Army mthout dramng
on his Fifth Army front or his reserves. Now, in view of his

policy of giving no gromd, he regarded the failure to hold us

on the right and to prevent our crossing the Lamone as signs of
ill omen. He saw that a full scale offensive was impending.

By 8 December, he had decided to reinforce urgently while

Fifth Army's front was quiet and sent in the 90th Panzer
Grenadier Division from reserve, Yireless intercepts,

indicating its arrival on the right of the new bridgehead,
reached Corps just in time.

The Effect of bad Veather on planned Air Support

The fall of Pideura was

M.A.A.F

M.A.T.A.F. and

D.A.P. opera
tions 0.R.BS

• 9

Bad weather threv/ the air plans execution out of joint
The first day's operations bore little

No medium bombers- were over the
from the outset,

relation to the intentions.

Many fighter-bomber missions were abortive.battle area.

Those few missions flown failed to achieve any decisive results,

for they were out of their true context,
advanced without appreciable air assistance, although they
indirectly enjoyed the effects of previous air attacks in the

area and steady unobtrusive air operations in the rear areas

of the general front, on dumps, reserve areas, railway lines,
bridges and depots.

The ground troops

By clipping
Before

On 4 December, the erratic weather cleared,
the plan, the main objectives were broadly pursued.
1030 hours, 126 fighter-bombers had attacked gun aiud mortar

positions. Thereafter, they turned to strongpoints.CI)
sharp attack by Thunderbolts with bombs and rockets on the

A

278th Division* s H.Q. west of Cotignola left every building
smoking or afire,(2)
came at laist into play,
partially achieved their designs against defended areas at

Bagnacavallo(3) and Paenza(4), wiiere concentrations were

The plan for medium and light bombers
57th Bombardment Wing's Mitchells

(i)
(2)

On 46th Division's front.
Ten 500 lb bombs and 174 rockets were employed,
24 Mitchells,
24 Mitchells,

obscured by cloud and returned to base,
the same conditions, bombed Tortona instead.

27 others found the target comp
(3)

letely
Another 22 under

(4)
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Desert Air Forcereported as good and fair respectively.
MaraudersC"!) and Baltimores(2;
attack, -with unobserved results,
satisfied that these attacks were successful and reported that

the German artillery firs dwindled almost at once when they
began,
area on the follovang four days prevented their continuation.

joined in the anti-battery
The ground forces were

Their only regret was that low cloud over the battle

Ro,1 Mobile Operations Room Unit reported the record
effort to that date of 93 Desert Air Force missions involving
613 sorties that day, - 4 December - , with some 500 of them

on close support. For a narrow front, this must be conceded

to be substantial participation of tactical aircraft. It

proves that in spite of the major air effort against North

Italian communications continuing from its initial launching
in early November, Tactical Air Force could still afford to

be, and definitely v^as, unsparing in its support of an active

front when appealed to. But its excellent intentions were

then nullified by fo\xr days of rain, snow and low cloud, \diich
literally brought all air operations over the front to a stand

still, To make matters worse, the trend of German policy
towards reinforcement coiitinued and in the hands of the acting

Supreme Commander - General von Vietinghoff - a more enter-

• prising man tha/*'his chief Kesselring was willing later to
concede - a general hardening and desperate aggressiveness
became quickly appairent. To seize the full import of this
change of face, it will be necessaiy to digress briefly and

consider the drift of contemporary German thought.

But before recording its sudden and violent expression in

action, the position late on 8 December must be summarised.
Eighth Army had captured a bridgehead over the Lamone, by
passed Russi, and captured Ravenna. Deceived by feint attacks

and confused by air assault, the enemy had failed to prevent
the extension of the main bridgehead. The Allies had created

an effective threat to Faenza, but were suffering from the

handicaps of a tenuous supply line. To stiffen his front,
the V Corps Commander began a series of moves. At this
awkward moment the enemy reacted.

THE GERMAN' OQUICTER-OFFEI^SIVE AND AIR ATTACKS ON
THE EIGHTH ARIvU FRONT

Changes in German Strategy

At the beginning of October, Field Marshal Kesselring was

wounded in an Allied air attack on Highway 9 - the Via

Emilia. (3) He was invalided back to Germany and did not
return to Italy until January 1945* Arms'- Group  C was taken

over in the interim by General von Vietinghoff, the Commander

of Tenth Army.

In a reminiscent study written after the v/ar, Kesselring
paid a tribute to liis higher commanders. All, he said, were

men endowed with supreme qualities. He qualified this by a
wish for more toughness in von Vietinghoff, more optimism in

Mackensen and more enterprise in Lemelsen, In the case of

(1)
(2)

22 aircraft.

23 aircraft.
(3) Refer to Appendix ,35''for list of roads to Rome.
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the first, this was an odd judgement, for toughness w'as pre
cisely the leading characteristic of von Vietinghoff’s period
of stewardship,(lj

Prom May to September 1944» Kesselring had lost to other

fronts three of his original twenty-three German divisions and

had disbanded one otherj but he had received from outside
Italy ten divisions(2) and three divisions' worth of extra
replacements, as well as two Italiai:i divisions and part of a
third.

19 Allied divisions.
Opposed to him there were, on 1 October, only

His intention through November had been to hold the
Apennine position, with the Fourteenth Army on the right flank,
and the Tenth Airoy on the left flank in the river country.
With the balance of his forces unchanged, he expected to hold

the Allies roughly on the positions then, ruling and to offer

battle, vdien it came in the Spring, south of the River Po.

He wan not neglecting his rearward defences, however,
Po, the main crossings were fortified and expanded into a con

tinuous system, allowing the defence of that river and the

Ticino river, covering Milan,
Khan line along the line of the rivers Savena, Idice and Reno
was under construction.

Bologna from the east,
strong defences of the Argenta. ■a-ap(3) inundations round
Lake Comacchio.
the Apennine positions in the v/est, where, apart from the
heavily fortified hilly perimeter of Bologna, and local peri
meter defence of Modena and Parma, there were no rear defences.
This was a dangerous policy, for if the Genghis Khan position
was pierced, it wrould be difficult for Fourteenth Arm^?- and Iirmy
Liguria to retreat behind the Po in time.

On the

South of the Po, the Genghis

This east - vrest line covered
The extreme, left was covered by the

It was hoped to hold this line as vrell as

North of the Po, the Venetian or Adige line, the main
line of defence, was already a formidable barrier. It ran
from the sea at Chioggia to Lake Garda. (i(J Almost everywhere
the lie of the terrain gave it natural strength? from
Borgoforte to Monselioe, human ingenuity had overcome nature's
indifference to German interests by constructing  a system of
tank obstacles, fire trenches and concrete works comparable
wdth positions on the Hestern Front in the first world war.
The general confident German handling of the situation may
thus be seen to be based on concrete knowledge that forethought
had provided for their forces if the worst happened and slow
retreat was forced on them,
dictate fanatical defence of every inch of ground to the last
drop of blood and Kesselring get the most out of his officers
and men and still successfully maintain his status with his
uinpredictable Fuehrer,

The Higher Command could thus

Campaign in Italy ,Pt. 1 (concluding remarks by
F. M, , Kesselring) Serial No.«2l 70 (Enemy Doc, Sec. Cabinet
Hist. Branch. Hep, AL, 728). German Strategy Brit. Hist.
Sec. C.M. (A.H.B./IIJ11/58/21).
One was disbanded,
A narrow defile between artificially flooded land and the
lagoons of the Valli di Comacchdo (Valli means lagoons).
It was based on the Adige River, the Euganean and Berici
hills and the Alpine foothills north of Verona,

(1)

(2)
(3)

(4)
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Ivesselring* s i'arbliori'tg^C'i)

’rnen von Vietin^off had been Aiit^ Commander, it had been

he vho a^dvocated short pla.nned Tri.thdnwals to superior lines

and Kesselring niio feared the psychological effect of continu

ous retreat. On 14 September 1944, Kesselring and von
Vietinghoff \rere discussing the day's misfortunes in the

Gothic Line fighting, iifter pointing out the error of not

disposing troops in depth, ridiculing stories of heavy losses
anci. enjoining the moving of tanlcs forward in spite of crushing
casualties, the Supreme Commander took von Vietinghoff on

his plan to shorten the line, ihis is how the conversation
developed.

K: 'I think the result would be to take your any
out of its fortifications into open country to save
10 kilometres

e • •

I think that \TOuld be tmce as

costljr C.S to stay put.

V: 'I looked at it from the point of view that \re could
malce a fighting mthdraml instead of having to defend
our present positions,’

'I said defenceK: and I take the responsibility for

If I give you preliminary orders for a rdth-
dro.^ml and you pass it on to the Corps, and they pass
it on to the divisions, -blien j^’ou rdll see the
ddvisions mth three qua.rters of their men back before
you ca.n bat an ejrelid,
into this Green Line I don't value it as cheaply'- as
that,’

i

it.

After all the work we nut

No signs here of inflexible, misguided orders from the
Higher Command, i\fter the war, von Vietinghoff still main
tained that Kesselring inclined increasingly to the concept of
rigid defence, when an elastic defence would h^.ve been wiser,
Kesselring himself, vAiile admitting that anjr excessive demands
for tanlcs and other equipment would have been curtailed, vM.le
broadcasting the few directives that came from Hitler vdthout
demur, takes on himself all onus for the direction of the
cajipaign. He tos too busy vdth the job to care much TiThether
or no he was in the good books of the 'powers that be'. In
seven years he had asked fifteen times to be relieved of his

post. He told Hitler, Goering, Keitel or Jodi v/hat had to be
told. His own position, he said with truth, was too exalted
for him to shelter behind 0,K,H, (Supreme Command of the Aimed
Forces) or Hitler if he dlse.greed with their direction,
that case, he was not s.fraid of putting his opinions in
vndting to Hitler or paying special visits to H.Q, to put his
case. He had saved the German armies from disaster after the

Salerno landings. He had obtained reinforcements, so justi-
fying his conduct of the campaign in the eyes of the Geman
world.

In

By persuading the reluctant Higl:ier Command to agree
to his delaying action at Ltilce Trasimene '.fnile the ma.in forces
v/ithclre.7, he had again saved the cream of his from
disaster. He made mistalces, ivhich he usually admitted;
-:rp.s often outmanoeuvred, but, as Alexander has declared, only
T/ith great difficulty outfought.

he

(1) Tenth War Diaiy Extracts Reports and conversations
Captured eneiiijr documents, (2vIDS,61437/12 - 16 Da'ivson
Translation A,L, 6o8(2) and Kesselring's comments,(A.H.E.6. )
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'Jhe Dep;ree of Hitler* s In'berference in the Conduct of the

Itali3.n Canpaign

Against the evidence of the Gommander-in-Chief himself it

is instructive to place the statements of such men as General

Siegfried ¥estphal,(l) suggesting that the field commanders
fought \vith one hand tied, that interference from Hitler pre
vented the Higli Command from -^Tinning the \7ar,

fhe German St'^preme Command of the Armed Forces  - the Q.K^W.
(Oher ICommandn ¥eh^icht) - vras created in .1934 hy Hitler, vath
the object of directing and co-ordinating in general terms, but
to his orders, the efforts of the three services, and at the

S3i.me time of controlling the strong-vd.lled Anry General Staff,
In 1938, he installed himself as Si:^3reme Comms.nder of the
Armed Forces« In spite of stresses, the organisation survived
until the end of the \7ar, although to some degree it failed in
its original mission. All through the Italian caupaign,
Hitler dictated the higher strategy relating to Ita3^' through
Keitel or Jodi or personally. (2)

She Supreme Command in Italy differed from the Allied
Supreme Command in that it v/as not unified or all-poi7erful,
Kesselring could request assistance from the Navy and Air Force

comma-ndex’s, and in practice, often obtain it. But he could
not, as Field Marshal Alexander coixld at that time, command it.
In his book on *lhe German Amy in the West* ,(3) General
T/estphal, Chief of General Staff until May states that
Kesselring v.'as in perpetual leading-strings. He xYrites that
Hitler had at first allowed his commanders in Italy a certain

limited freedom of action, Kesselring’s stock had risen after

his successfifL handling of the Salerno landings and his estab-
lisliment of a firm line south of Rome, Kesselring uas a

LuftxYaffe man - although his youth had been spent in the Army -
and hence, in Hitler's eyes, not so prejudiced as the Amy
leaders. Hitler's faith Yras somewhat shsJcen by the Annio

lajidings and he took a stroixg interest in the implementation of

the reinforcement plan already devised to meet a landing of
tha-t natxire further nor-th as ■'//ell as in the prepara.tion and
execution of the series of co'unter-attacks. Prom then on,
continues Westphal, Hitler began to interfere more and more
drastically and continuallj/ pestered the commanders x'/ith
trivialities, concerning himself -^Yith numberless details, pre
scribing ans-vYers to all sorts of questions only properly
assessable on 'clie spot, v/akefullj’' suspicious that some-bhing ms
being hidden from hina, that an order had not been carried out
or that a favoxxrable opportunity had not been e^fploited. It
vras only because of Kesselring that he did not ejcpress Ms open
dissatisfaction toiYards the troop commanders in as brutal a
fashion as he did in the East, 0,K»Y/, intervened, v/rote
Westphal, in the dail3/ conduct of affairs.

(1) 15 June 1943 “20 Nov, 1943, Chief of General Staff to
C,-in-C . South,
21 Nov, 19^3 “ 25 May i 944, Chief of General Staff to
C.-in-G, South“West.
A study of the Supply Organisa.tion of the Gemxan Air Force
1943 “1945.
Air Div. Control Coiiimission for Germany, British Element,
Jume 1946, (A,H,B./\/D/94),
London 1951 Cassell, (published in Genmny under the
title ’Heer in Fesseln' 1950),

(2)

(3)
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Ti‘estpha-1 left Italy oT/ing to illness on 26 May 1944 and
Prom 9 September 1944 to May 1945 be T.>astdd not return.

Chief of General Staff to Comraander-in-Ghief ¥est.

Kesselring, after his illness^ re-cixmed to Italjr in early
1945j and on 10 March 1945 replaceo. von Rundstedt as

Conmander-in-Chief Yfest, In vie\T of Kesselring's achieve

ments, of Westplial's ignorance of Italian affairs for the
last yee.r of tire -vTar, the extracts from the German v?ar diaries

becoming progressively available, and an overall view of the

air and ground battles as recorded in the present narrative,
it would appear that Westphal is over-generalising* It was

not huiTianl^j’- possible for Hitler or tire 0,K«¥,, engulfed as
th^'- were in two major can^aigns outside Italy, to taJce the

meticulous interest in Italy he suggested. Nor does the

conduct of the ground and air operations suggest arg?- such con

fusion of tactics and strategy, I’here was usually an

admj.rable cohesion about them that accords with the pattern
of a irell-integrated team in full possession of their senses

making the best possible use of their material, martpo'wer and

terrain. They contained twenty or more experienced Allied

divisions successfully for nearly t\TO years. If evidence
such as Nes-tphe.!'s is accepted unreservedljr, the ground for a
reasonable measure of the Allied achievement is cut away and
nothing but a featureless medium left to consider. Contrary
to his perhaps intentionally misleading thesis, the Allies
found the German system to be characterised by cohesion and a
strongly marked anci rational organization. The enemy fou^t
the cajipaign the teirrain suited best - a defensive one.

Increasing Threat of Bi^th Amy Offensive

Von Vietinghoff v/ithstood Fifth Amrs''*s October a.ttacks by
reinforcing his right flanlc(l) and, he halted the Allies nine
miles shor-fc of Bologna, He kne’v that a comparatively small
advrn.ce would put the Allies on Hi^vra.y 9» split his front and
create a threat of disaster. But he rightl3^ adjudged tire
ner.r-certaint3r of Allied exiiaustion and in that hope held on

at Cassino, reinforcing the tjarallel by bringing across the
defenders of Cassino, the 1st Parachute Division, The three
best German divisions in Italy now barred the Allies' my to
the ]plains.

On the left, their reluctant withdrawal never seriously
worried the Geimans until December, when Faenza Tra.s 'bhreatened.
They had lost two German divisions to the Hiingarian front in
November; now, in spite of sound regroi;pings, and tempoiury
successes such as the destruction of the Allied bridgehead
north of Faenza on 5 December, the general situation was
menacing. It was now high time to reverse the previous move
ment of reinforcements and weaken the Bologna front to
strengthen the Romagna defences,

Eneiry Reinforcement of the Romagna and Counter-Attack

as

In early December, the 90th Panzer G3renadier Division
began to move from reserve, ~ For se'ver8.1 days. Allied air
craft reported trocp movements south and east through Lugo,(2)
On 8 December, it launched a counter-a.ttack against the
southern bridgehead over the Laraone,

the next major Allied tharvist wa.s coming from here, not (as it
It -ivas believed that

a] From the north and the Adriatic sector.
Opposite I Canadian Corps,
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actually was) from northwards, the following evening,
attack of the 9th lasted all day.

air forces, for the weather was never qiiite good enough for

precise fighter bomber work. At times, cloud base was down to

2,000 feet. It rained and it snowed. The bombers were
grotinded, but 231 fighter-bomber sorties were achieved in the

latter part of the day when the weather lifted somevdiat.
Troops, tanks, strongpoints, guns and observation posts were

bombed, some of them only ̂ 00 yards ahead of Allied troops.(1)

The German counter-attack followed one of the heaviest

enemy artillery barrages of the winter and came in with great
impetus, backed up with tanks, on the northern flank, with the
intention of cutting through from Gelle on to the ridge above
the east bank of the Lamone,(2)
piled not long after the event malces it clear that the defeat
of the 90th Panzer Grenadier Division by the end of the day was
due, not to the air support, but to the constant overwhelming
Allied artillery curtains put down whenever the Germans formed

up to attack and to the firmness of small infantry units.

Good Performances by Air Observation Post Aircraft

The

The luck ran against the

An official narrative com-

Dixring the next three days, the time of the crossing of

the Lamone bjr the Canadians south-east of Bagnaco.vc.llc, a feature

of the fighting was the engagement by Canadian artillery of a
mmiber of towers and steeples \ised by the enemy as artillery
observation posts,

11 December, air observation post aircraft, as well as a

forward observation post unit in the San Giacomo palace, enabled

very effective indirect shooting by artillery to be carried
out. Also, between 10 and 12 December, similar effective co

operation was recorded in another sector.(3) On the morning
of the 11th, a tank squadron troop, with the assistance of an

registered* two bridges and subsequently
Tanks

On several occasions between 9

some

air observation post,
each tank harassed the bridges with high explosive,
shelled enemy posts in steeples in Bagnacavallo on indications

from spotting aircraft.

Air Support fcr the Crossing of the Naviglio Canal

It took the Canadians from 13 to 22 December to cross the

fiercely defended Naviglio Canal, on the east flank between the
Lamone and the Senio. The hinge on which enemy resistance
swung was the towmL of Bagnacavallos even after the Canadians
had crossed the canal north-east of it, the Germans still clung

To carry

Operations of
21st Tank

Brigade,
Br. Hist.

Sect. C.M.

U.H.B./IIJ11/ desperately to their positions in front of the town.
58/l8), out the next phase of the December offensive, it was first
D.A.P. jO.H.Bs. essential to get as much armour as possible across the Old

Canal,

tion plan into operation,
the divisional artillery put down a dense barrage of mixed

smoke and high exp>losive on the southern side of Bagnacavallo
to hide the tanks crossing, fighter-bombers flew low altitude
attacks in the area to drown the noise of the tracks on the

At this point Desert Air Force put an unusual decep-
At 1500 hours on 12 December, while

V Corps Operations Brit.Hist.Sect. C.M, Ft,III, Sec.C.
(a.h3./IIJ11 /58/76(a)).D.A.F. and N0.I I<I.0.R.U
Behind the I69th Brigade's front facing Facnza.
That of the 12th and 48th Royal Tank Regiments.

0.R.• 9

(1)
BS,

(2)
(3)
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metalled road,(l) as the tsuiks of 12th Royal Tank Regiment
moved up. 21st Tank Brigade reported these operations as

■ entirely successful'. The tanks joined other formations in

an attack on the brickvrorks south of the town, vdiich the

infantry then occupied without much difficulty.

Revival of Enemy Air Activity, November and December

Another manifestation of von Vietinghoff's 'new broom*
was the renewed night air activity, of considerable nuisance
value albeit on a small scale,

five weeks, then, after withdrawal of the small unit of ten

ground attack P,Yif,190s, petered out suddenly,
by a series of Allied punitive air operations against their
bases.

The effort was sustained fo

It was follow

No.1 M.O.R.U.

and D.A.P./Ops
O.R.BS r

edyLk.A.F, Weekly
Intelligence
Summaries.

(A.H.B./IIJ1A5)
The revival of enemy night air effort began on the night

of 22/23 November, at a time vlien the fighting in the northern
sector of the Eighth Army front was increasing in intensity,
and Allied troops, with air support, were moving up to the
Lamone River. The Germans still had their ten P.W. I90s for

ground attack operations. Some six to ten unidentified air

craft flew over the Porli-Ravenna area just after dark and

dropped a few bombs west of Ravenna without much effect. The

operations came as a surprise and a few Beaufighters warned to

intercept made no contacts. The following evening, up to a

dozen aircraft, probably all Ju.8?s, in small groups, passed
quickly over the front lines from Ferrara to Rimini and as far
south as Pano. A few bombs were reported vrest of Rimini,
Beaufighter(2) intercepted two Ju,8?s east of Lake Comacchio;
the gunner destroyed one and damaged another, A spell of four

days of bad weather nullified any hopes of developing the

programme, but on the night 28/29 November, some six aircraft,
believed to include a fewP.W.I90s. were operating between

A BeaufighterC3) brought down a Ju,8? and
On 1 December, vhen

A

Porli and Ravenna,

anti-aircraft fire accounted for another,

No,600 Sqn.
O.R.BS

the weather revived again, nine enemy aircraft were reported in
the Perrara-Porli-Bologna area. A Beaufighter(4) that ran
into a formation of five Ju,87s was attacked with great aggres

siveness by the antiquated Italian-manned Stukas. Twice they
forced him into cloud and made him take violent evasive action

in the middle of his own attack. He claimed one probably

destroyed and one damaged.

A change of policy must not be read into such rare
It had been long concluded by the Luftwaffe, sinceincidents,

they lacked adequate aircrews, aircraft, fuel and replacements,
that any combat must in its essence approach the suicidal.
The only chances of success in combat had been enjoyed by
northern-based fighter squadrons, employed in intercepting the

heavy bomber streams going over into Germany, Austria and

Hungary or the medium bomber formations cutting Alpine railway
lines,

stragglers for attention with fair pinspects of some not-too-

costly successes.

They had been able to select small groups or individual

(1) A method first used in the Battle of the Somme I9I6,
See 'The War in the Air' Vol.II p,372.

(2) Of No.600 Squadron.
Of No.600 Squadron,
Of No. 600 Squadron,

(3)
(4)
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Enemy Air Attack on Eighth Army Headquarters

Ibid and 'Eighth
Army Operations'
Brit, Hist, Sec,

The small attack of 2 December in the area of Gesena,
■where Desert Air Force's Advanced H,Q, lay, caused some excite
ment, although the H,Q, escaped damage,
on the 10th, another attack, small again but dangerous,
developed -without warning on Eighth Army H,Q, and Porli air
field,
dusk over the Forli-Oesena area.

After a quiet -week.

A few Ju,37s - not more than a Staffed of six flew at
Forli airfield was machine-

C.M.

(A.H.B./IIJ11/
58/15(A))

A few vehicles on Highway 9 were hit.
Then a bomb

gunned - harmlessly.
To this point the operations had been futile.
fell(l) on Eighth Army's Gesena H.Q,
Office, putting nearly all line and radio communications out of
action.

It hit the Army Signal

In view of an imminent Canadian attack, this -was
highly inconvenient. But if/ithin an hour, communications -wj-th
the three Corps(2) were restored and by midnight all lines
were operating normally,
luck in the enemy operation, but the event does, ho-wever,
illustrate that the enemy intelligence -was not always comatose.
The size of that mission was contemptible, but its results came
very close to being really disturbing. There is little else
to record except the destxnction of t^wo Ju,87s on 22 December,
and a ruin of three nights - 24/25th, 25/26th and 26/27th# when
the Stuka unit made its final burst of effort for  a long time

There may have been an ingredient of

to come.

Allied Counter-Air Operations

During the period of increased enemy night air activity,
enemy airfields were not exactly neglected by the Allied air
forces, but the effort was diffuse and on a small scale.
Between 1 and 2l December, only four day attacks by small

of Thunderbolts or Mustangs and two night attacks by
The only day

missions

afewU, S. andR, A.P. Bostons were recorded,
mission that achieved anything -wor'ch-vdiile in the course of
attacks covering Villafranca, Ghedi, Bergamo, Bondolove and(3)
xAviano airfields was that of 21 December,
sweeping over Ghedi airfield were lucky in finding several
aircraft on the ground and damaged three. (4)

A few Thunderbolts

The day that Eighth Army H.Q, was hit seems to have goaded
the Allies into more significant action. Indeed, it is not
difficult to recreate the righteous indignation -vidth which the
Army pressed for retaJLiatory a
Tactical Air Force reacted.(5)
fields ■were at extreme range in the Lombardy and Venetian

It was logical, therefore, that XXII Tactical Air

action and the alacrity -with -which
'  Most of the active enemy air-

plalns.
Command should divert Thu'iderbolts by day and Desert Air Force
light bombers by night in an attempt to scotch this dangero-us
form of nuisance,
cleverly dispersed air force on bases furnished with signals
intelligence and radar warning of approaching aircraft have

The difficulties of crippling a small.

(1 At about 1700 hours,
V, Canadian and Polish.
Base of one Ju,87 Staffel.
1 Ju.88, 1 Me.109 and 1 S.M.82.
T.A.F. D.A.F. and No. 1 M.0.R.U •

(2
(3
(4)
(5) 0. R,Bs. 9
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already been underlined. Yet much had been done in 1944 to
offset the steady flow of enemy aircraft reinforcements and

reduce his strength. ()

The first part of the programme wa^ carried out in day
light by Thunderbolts, and this was decidedly more effective
than the second part, carried out at night by U,S. and R.A.P.
Bostons, The Thunderbolt formations struck the right note on

their very first day, 23 December. One mission destroyed
14 second line Italian aircraft on the ground at Milan/Bresso.
On 24 December, a mission bombing Thiene reported destroying
fifteen single-engined aircraft on the ground, damaging two

and cratering the runway. On 26 December, Thtinderbolts
visited Vergiate (twice), Gascia, and Donate, On the second
call at Vergiate, two S,M,82s and one Me,202 were repor-fced
damaged?
Donate was the day's real success,
Ju,88s were reported destroyed and five Me,202s damaged there.

at Cascia, two Ju.52 transport aircraft were damaged.
Twelve £.,Ms and four

Six U,S, Bostons had been over Vicenza the previous night,

reporting good coverage of the north dispersal area, but no

On the night 26/2?th, forty-foTjr U.S, Bostons
They scored hits

There

aircraft hit,

bombed lights on Turin/tAirafiore airfield,
on something, but what it was they did not observe,
were several more Boston night attacks that month,(2) involving
three on Villafranca,(3) one on Piacenza, and one on Ghedi.
Biiildings were seeia to be hit and bombs were dropped in the
wide dispersal areas, but no crews could state definitely that

they had hit any aircraft.

(4)Growing Crisis in the Axis Air Forces

There are no Axis records yet available to check Allied
claims, but it seems reasonable to assume that at least 50 air
craft of several categories on combat, transport and communica

tion tasks were destroyed or damaged in all,
results are added to other difficulties then confronting General

Ritter von Pohl at his headquarters at Malcesine, the slump of
activity that followed is easy to understand,
dwindling, (largely as an over-all resiilt of air attacks);
half of the aviation spirit in Italy had been ordered to be

sent to the Reich in October said von Pohl; 24#000 German Air

Force personnel, out of 89#000, had been drafted to the Army on
front line duty in Italy and elsewhere between 1 September and

31 October,

Vi/hen these

Supplies were

Allied estimates of enemy air losses from 1 Jan, to 22 Dec, 194i,(1)

probably
Destroyed

899

DamagedDestroyed

1,2623,753In air combat

Qn the ground
T^sport aircraft
Bomber aircraft

Fighter aircraft
Type not reported

38
8

84
5212

134322
8861,220

Total enemy
aircraft losses in

the air and on the

ground through
22 Deo, 44 859 2^5,591
Consolidated enemy air losses lists have not been found.

Night 27/28th - 20 aircraft; night 28/29th - 19 aircraft; night 30/31st -
number not recorded.
Base of two Ju.37 Staffeln.
Von Pohl Reports - C,3.D.1.C,(Air) C.M.P. No,A596/FN,93, 19 OCt. 1945
(A.H.B.6, Translations),' M.I.A.F, Intelligence Bulletins. ■(A.H.B./IIJ1/43 4

(2)

(3)
(4)
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His continuedVon Pohl, hov/ever, vra.s not -without hopes,
requests for P.T/.190s in a night fighting role had borne fruit,

first instalment of ten arrived in the last week of
December.^) The Ju.87s were to be fitted with the Egon^
system of radar control, which -would enable them to occasion
ally turn the tables on the Beaufighters, as "
targets -with greater precision. Lastly, and perhaps the best

of all, Oberkommando Luftwaffe had promised him a few
jet-propelled fighters - Arado 234s. Forty Me,109 Italian-
manned fighters for intercepting medium and heavy bombers
arrived during the week ending 4 January, after a lengthy
period of resigned impotence in the face of heavy destruction.
But he did not misread the trend of events and foresaw a time

in the late Spring of 1945 idien he would no longer have the
-kdierewithal to continue active air tvarfare on  a scale which

had any meaning.

The

news

AIR SUPPOET IN THE ADYMCE TO THE RlYSR SEKLO

(2)
Support for Canadians at Naviglio Canal

14 December, the second day of the process of crossing
the Naviglio Canal, brought bad weather again, but in spite of
this, 20 missions of fighter-bombers supported the Canadians
■with low attacks on Bagnacavallo and trenches and troops along

The Canadians signalled that this support was of
great assistance. One Canadian regiment reported slit
trenches along the canal full of dead. light bombers could
not operate. On the 13th, without air support, the Canadian
Armoured Division had been thrown back by a savage counter
attack (one of a series by the newly arrived 35ifcL2ili?i2S/*

of the valued air support.

the canal.

By the end of 14 December, the day
the Canadian Infantry Division had held its bridgehead north
of Bagnacavallo and the armo-ured division had forced its vra.y

the canal and joined up -with the infantry.across

Air Support for the Advance to the Senio

As the Canadians fought across the Naviglio Canal,
British and Poles attacked south of Highway 9 and called for
full close support. Air support for the Canadians, by then
in control in their sector, dwindled, A full effort of
91 missions in 559 sorties was put out in the Celle-Paenza
area. Some Spitfires(3) bombed and machine-gunned tiro tanks;
one of these, sheltering by a house, vrsis covered by debris
when a direct hit demolished the house; the second was
stopped in its tracks by bombs, Laber they -were found by
Army troops to have been both destroyed by the air attacks.
The bridges over the Senio, the next river to be crossed, came
in for attention by Kittyhawks and Mustangs. (4; The
Kittyha-wks damaged one of them with several near misses;
Mustangs dropped all their bombs on it and reported it
demolished. There were three small, successful attaclcs on gun

the

V Corps
operations
Br. Hist,
Sec. C.M.
(A,H.B./IIJ11/
58/16 A-C).

TheThe 10 aircraft sent him only stayed one week,
balance of Axis air strength was;-
15 Me,109s Tactical reconnaissance.
20 Ju.188/lAe.410/Ju.88 Long range reconnaissance.
30 Ju.87s Night harassing bombers.
40 Me.109 fighters. .
D.A.F. and No. 1 M.O.R.U. , 0.E.Bs.
operations Br.Hist.Sec,C.M.P.
Of No.244 Wing.
Of No.239 Wing.

I Canadian Co

(1)

rps
(A.H.B./IIJ11/58/18).

(2)

(3)
(4)
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areas near Paenza and Castel Bolognese by Baltimores, (1)
was the period of night-flying Stulca attacks? SpitfiresC2J
patrolled at dusk, but sighted no enemy aircraft.

This

The New Zealanders

The Indians met
The Army made slight, important gains,

took Celle after a very bitter struggle,
minefields on the approaches to Pergola and were pinned down by
fire,

Zealand Division closed up to the line of the Senio.
Poles drew level,

lished two small bridgeheads across the Senio, but these could

not yet be exploited.

On the 16th, Pergola fell to the Indians, while 2nd New
The

At davifli on the 1?th, the Indians had estab-

Close Air Support in the latter Half of Pecember(3)

Air support on these two days of major fighting was by no
means all that had been hoped for. The fierce weather was a

major handicap,
had to be abandoned, but the efforts of the rest in support of
the advance were appreciable. It was too rough and cloudy for
light-bombers to operate, Paenza was entered this day.
the 17th, weather improved for a short spell and the close

support was brought to bear to the southwest and north of

Paenza, A German headquarters stiffered two air attacks which
must have dislocated tactical commaitd temporarily.

On the 16th, I3 of the 35 missions attempted

On

In accord-It was hoped at this time to cross the Senio,
anoe with long established procedure, fighter-bombers
concentrated on three of its vital bridges to prevent enemy

They destroyed one at the first attempt and, inwithdrawal,

foixr attacks, destroyed the second and damaged the third,
18 ajid 19 December, the weather inhibited all flying,
next day, in spite of cloud cover, a small effort v/as put out
in bad conditions to assist the Canadians hard put to in the

area of the Naviglio Canal to the north,
24 Spitfires carried out some spectacular deck-level strafing
immediately ahead of troops and destroyed two troublesome

On 21 December, dense fog enveloped the battle

On

The

In particular.

strongpoints,
but better conditions northward enabled Desert Air Forcearea,

to switch some aircraft to the cutting of railway lines and

bombing of movements north of the Po.

It was repoirted that the Senio defences were very strong.
Profitingalthough it was not yet fully realised how strong,

by a lift in the weather on the 22nd, Spitfires and Kittyhav/ks
attacked guns and strongpoints along the banks. Thunderbolts(4)
achieved impressive destruction on a headquarters and occupied
buildings. They were follov/ed by Mustangs(5) v/ho dropped
fire bombs (fuel tank incendiaries) on the sapie target, the
combined effort resulting in the burning out:0f many of the

buildings.

Up to and including Christmas Day, the rapidly deteriora-
Snowfallsting weather ruined the pattern of close support,

increased and very low temperatures were recorded,
consolation the ground staff foxmd was that conditions were a

little better than at windy and exposed Penna Point a year before.

The only

(1) Of No.253 Wing.
(2) Of N0.7 S.A.A.P. Wing.
I3) No.i M.O.R.U. and D.A.P
(4) Of No.85 Squadron.
(5) Of No.5 Squadron,

O.R.Bs,• 9
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Foi'ty missions -were flovm onThey were still very rotigh,
Christmas Day, a laxge proportion of them on close support,
but these were greatly sux^assed on Boxing Day, vdien the light
bombers were at last airborne. (1) Escorted Baltimores and

Marauders attacked battle area positions, fuel dumps and the

marshalling yards up at Castelfranco and Conegliano.
Senio defences -mre again targets for the fighter bombers, of

whom 104 separate missions concentrated on
and entrenched areas in the floodbanks.(2)
27th, a cold clear sunlit day came to the aid of Desert Air
Force and the two desperately engaged divisions; of
553 sorties, about one-half continued the softening of the
Senio defences. The weather record for the next three days

The

guns, strongpoints
Again, on the

The year closed in favourable conditions.was a black one,

however, and a full day of close support by some 50 missions

suggested Tihat might have been done in a friendly run of
flying weather,
motor repair unit near Caatel Guilfo, aidding to the German’s

But it was too late.

Spitfires put out of action a big enemy

The wholemany supply problems,
situation was hardening to a stalemate.

Role of XIII Corps(3)

On the right flank of Fifth Army, XIII Cor^s, to assist
Eighth Army, had undertaken an attack towards Highwajr 9 from
astride the Santerno to facilitate the crossing of the Senio,

They were held up by the Vena Del Gesso, a large, wide escarp
ment,

was rejected; Ei^th Army needed the Poles for its own attack
on the Senio.

attack simultaneously?
this plan could be put into action.

Gperations to secure the East Bank of the Senio;
31 December

Grotxnd operations by Eighth Army forming the background
to the recoid. of close air support just described consisted

in a forward move up to the east bank of the-Senio,

On the night 19/20 December, the Canadian Corps broke out

of its bridgehead over the Naviglio canal and, after bloody
engagements, drove the enemy back behind the Senio, On the
21st, Bagnacavallo was occupied. But for a mile south of
Alfonsine and in the Cotignola area, the enemy still remained
east of the river on the flanks. (4.)

The i-equest for a turning movement by the Polish Corps

It was conceded that the two corps might
but four months were to pass before

19 to

By the end of
The Poles took over

On V Corps front, slow progress was made,
December, it had advanced to the Senio,

of the territory of XIII Corps, whose troops were wearysome

and -vdio had lost 8th Indian Division to the western forces

meeting an enemy threat in the Serchio valley.

(1) They flew II4 sorties in 10 missions.
These entrenched floodbanks were a new development and

were to prove extremely difficult to overcome, even with
all available arms and aircraft, in the-Spring of 1945.
The Campaign in the Northern Apennines, Pt.III, Sec,B,
Br.Hist, Sec.C.M. (A.H.B. /IIJ11/58/1 5A),
Referred to as the Alfonsine Pocket,

(2)

(3)

(4)
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Pinal Plans at Array Croup Headquarters

The Eiglith Army had borne the brunt of the ground fighting
in November and December aiid achieved its objectives in dra-wing

off three divisions employed or employable on the Fifth Army
front. With the enemy round Bologna thus weakened, hopes of
its early capture revived. The change in command of the

15th Army Group involved no fundamental change in strategy.
The new commander - General Mark Clark - redefined the object

of the operation as being the destruction of the enemy forces

in ItalytO so as to prevent the vri-thdrawal of large parts of
them to other and more vital theatres, Bologna and the con-

solidation of the general 'lihe'BoIogha-Ravenna remained first

objectives.

The Fifth Army nov/ stood ready to thrust against Bologna,
while XIII Corps was simultaneously to make thrusts down the

Santerno and Sillaro valleys, to assist the Eighth Army. The
Eighth Army was to continue closing up to the Senio and be

prepared to attack across it in conjunction with the Fifth

Army's attack, as soon as there was a reasonable chance of good
flying weather. Its main effort was then to be directed west

ward across the Santerno and towards Bologna: a secondary
attack was to be made through the Argenta Gap,

Abandonment of the Offensive

The winter offensive was abandoned at the close of the

year.(2) Adverse vdnter conditions on the eastern front had
denied Eighth Army its advantages of superiority in armour and

air support. Bologna, defended in great depth, was still too

strong to take. The enemy had a reserve of four divisions;
Alexander could not both equal this figure of reserves and

fight an offensive battle simultaneously. There was only
enough ammunition in the theatre for a full-scale offensive for

15 days;' it would be fatal to expend it. The armies needed

re-organising - in other words they were vrorn out. They must
build up their strength, pass temporarily to the offensive-
defensive and organise a winter line.

Mediterranean

Air Strategy
A.F.H.Q.

Directive,
1 Jan. 1945.
(Cabinet Hist.
Archives)

Restatement of Allied Air Policy

Included in the general reformulation of theatre strategy,
inevitable at this point, was a restatement of the air forces

policy. It contained very little that was new, but it

enlarged aiid clarified ideas relating to tactical air operations
in Italy, Disputes were bound to arise in the mental climate
of frustration and weariness then prevalent. It was therefore

stated reassuringly at the outset that the primary object of
the tactical air operations was to be the support of the

15th Army Group.

It was always important to hamper the -enemy's ability to

move and supply his forces and, in particular, to hinder the

movement of reserves into, or out of, Italy. l^hen offensive

Operations ’,irere imminent (and they were not) it might be
necessary to afford priority to close battlefield support.

(1) Theatre Operational Directive, H,Q. I5th Army letter
48/9 - P/251 (Final), 20 Dec. 1944. (A,H.B./lIJ1/90/
40(E), Enel,2a,

(2) Signal MEDGOS 225, 8 Jan. 1945. (A.H.B,/IIJ1/90/40(e),
Enel, 14a).
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Diiring periods of inactivity on the battle front, the require
ments of tactical air support were to be reduced to the

essential minimum, and the effort of the Tactical Air Force

must to some extent be conserved against the time -when the

maximum intensity of operations again became necessaryi
subject to this, however, some proportion of that effort might
be made available for other tasks of temporary major import
ance and for increasing the weight and continuity of air

attack against the German withdrawal in Jugoslavia,

Fo\ir other commitments had to be met - the air supply of

resistance movements in Northern Italy, co-operation with

guerilla activities and airborne and resupply operations.
Apart from all this, there remained the vital and major tasks,
not always appreciated by those who preferred to see their

aircraft rather than read about them, of the interdiction of

enemy land and sea comm'unications and the destruction of his

stores and equipment,
the air programme from November to March and ivas to be stepped
up with improving weather conditions,
was all in support of the Army Group,

This was the largest single item on

Direct or indirect, it

A timely survey of the current position of Coastal Air
Drastic cuts in Allied anti-aircraft andForce was made,

anti-submarine defences had arisen out of the proved

inferiority of enemy air and sea forces,
review, it was now accepted as a general principle that
specific air defence arrangements were unnecessary outside

Italy and the Adriatic coast, or in Italy south of Naples,
Tentative plans 7?ere afoot to move the medium bomber wing then
in Corsica to the mainland in Desert Air Force territory,

¥ath their departure, air defence of Corsica TOuld cease.

Although air defence, convoy protection, anti-shipping and
anti-submarine(l) activities remained primary Coastal roles,
their aircraft had been, and miglit still be, profitably
employed in tactical land operations in areas concerned,C2;
co-ordination with local tactical air commanders, Air/Sea

remained under the control of that air force.

Subject to periodica

on

rescue

l

AIR SUPPORT OF FIFTH ARMI IN LATE IgiA

The Value of reduced Air Support

Bad weather, a shortage of ammunition, and solid, stoutly-
manned Geimian fnfences rnadeany major offensive operations by

Fifth Army in December impossible, YJhat close air support
could be afforded was higlily appreciated by Fifth Army, #10
defined its aid as a compensation for the shortage of

artillery ammunition and saw its own prospects of gains
increasing with' any rise in the programme for air attacks

mortars, taroop concenti*a.tions and assembly areas.v3J

In spite of the heavy air commitments in other spheres.
Fifth Army enjoyed several improvements that autumn in the way
of tactical support by XXII Tactical Air Command. In
October, U,S, Thunderbolts had proved their superior fire

on

guns.

The only active submarines were one man craft, employed
in landing enemy agents.
Such as, for examrple, the western sector of the Fifth
Army front.
e.G.S. 5th Army Appreciation, 19 Nov, 1944-.

(1)

(2)

(3)
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power, range and strength over the Spitfire and the Kittyhawk.
The new rockets aj.id fuel tank incendiary bombs proved more
successful

gvin crews.^eyen than hoped in the temporary
demoralisation of

During November, direct close support was on a modest
scale, most of it in the II U.S, Corps sector at the south and

south-east approaches to Bologna,
organisation was withdrawn temporarily from operations, but

routine tactical, artillery and photographic reconnaissance
missions continued to be flown,

response to requests from corps was severely rationed; for

example, some four missions only were allotted daily to the

British XIII Coipis and these were flown against hostile
batteries or forward installations.

The Rover 'Joe' control

Pre-arranged direct support in

Flan for Close Support of XIII Corps in December

In December, the British XIII Corps attacked toiwards Imola
in aid of Eighth Army's left flank and during its hard going
enjoyed full direct air support. This period lasted from 4 to
23 December and the operations illustrate well the Joint diffi
culties shared by ground troops and aircrews in a critical
offensive, •wh.ere an unfavourable terrain and stout enemy, even
without an air force, frustrated a soimd plan which might have
turned the scales on the Eighth Army front. The difficulties
of terrain, in particular, called for special co-operation
betvreen air forces and artillery.

The ground plan was, briefly, for a thrust, either towards

•Imola or Castel San Pietro, depending on Eighth Army's progress.
Three British divisions were to capture Roncosola, Monte

Taverna, the Vena Del Gesso escarpment, Monte Penzola,
Parrocchia di Monte Idaggiore, Scaglia, prassineto and Vedriano{2)

Thunderbolts and Spitfires covered the thrust,
supported 78th Division and 6th British Armoured Division
initially, then 1st British Infantry Division; the control

operated from first light on 4 December,

Rover Joe

Artilleiy Smol;:e as Target Indicator

The data of target indications included an item rarely
seen - namely, the code letter of artillery smoke combination
to be used if required. Apart from winter haze, landmarks
were frequently rare and the terrain generally awkwaard from a

visual aimer’s point of view. The enemy defences, like the

Allied, were in depth. Rover 'Joe' called for the smoke and

gave the time. The enemy was known often to retaliate with

similar smoke; so for the guidance of aircrews they were given
a table showing the code letter, the firing roiond system, with
the coloijr and the pa:ttem of smoke,(3)

(1) Confirmed by pAf reports,
( A. H. B. /IIJ11 /58/20( B ) ).
XIII Corps Air Support Instruction No,.1, 1 Dec, 192^4

,  Operation
( A, H. B. /IIJ11 A8/20(B ),

Notes on XlII Cor*ps air sToppor

(A.H.B./IIJ11/58/20(b), App,A-3, Annex L),
Instruction No,24> 2? Nov. 1944-*

t

(2)

App.D-18),
Bracket, split bracket or box,
15 seconds;

Interval(3) between rounds

distance between bursts 100 yards.
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The Fight for Tossignano axid the Vena Del Gesso

The first phase went well and ended with the capture of
At dawn on theMonte Penzola on the night of 8/9 December,

12th, a vigorous enemy counter-attack, in the vital Monte

Grande sector, was defeated,
the captiire of Tossignano on the Vena Del Gesso and Parrocchia

Di Monte MaggioretC"!;
point where the Santemo valley out through the sheer face of

The capture of Tossignano would

The Armoured Division turned to

The village of Tossignano stood at the

the Vena Del Gesso, ly
threaten all the enemy's positions on the Vena itself
would force the second side of the Santerno gap and open the
road towards Imola,
obvious.

on
bu

The advantages of capturing Iraola were
Bologna itself might thus be outflanked.

t

The attack started promisingly when illl Corps entered the

adjacent hamlet of Borgo Tossignano on the night 12/13 December.
All attempts to take the village itself failed ?d.th consider

able loss. Three separate attacks were made,(3) but each was
repelled; the operation was abandoned.

Air Attacks on the Tossignano Area

Both aircrews and artillery provided one another with
M. A.A.P. Op/int target information and the smoke plan worked. Observable
Summaries H.Q., ground movement was on a small scale and because of the very
M.A.A.F., O.lhB. difficult terrain provided no targets of value for either armed

reconnaissance missions or for fighter-bombers. Throughout
the period, fighter-bombers attacked targets close to forward

troops. Although these attacks bore no direct relation to the

tempo and pattern of the ground advance, as a 'Timothy* would

have done, Corps made itself clear that the effect on morale

wras beneficial; and this, at a time of admitted fluctuating
morale,(4) was an important fact.

Apps, T.A.P,
0. R.B,

It is not intended to elaborate the day-to-day operations
beginning on 9 December, Apart from the intermittent use of

smoke, they were not distinctive; but mention must be made of

the three days' effort against Tossignano and the adjacent ̂ eas
on the 14, 15 and 16 December, The effort was sizeable,(5)
Thunderbolts, some rocket-firing, predominating. The sortie

totals, on 15 December -v?ere the largest, owing to fine weather,
and over the three days absorbed the major part of XXII Tactical

Air Command's close support effort over the wdiole Fifth Army
front.

By 78th Div, (Parrocchia = parish).
'XIII Corps in the Mountains* Br.Hist.Sec, G.M.
(A. H. B. /IIJ11/58/2OA-B).
By 10th Rifle Brigade,
Refer to 'Notes on Welfare, Morale and Family Issues -

Fiighth Army Chaplains' Centre. Aug, - Sept. 1944* given in
(A.H.B./IIJ11/58/24(A), App.A).
In the absence of U.S. operations record books, the exact

figures cannot be quoted. The higher level records, such

as T.A.F. and the daily bulletins do not specify the size

of missions and of the daily Tables of Operations for late

1943> only a handful have survived. Those for the period
30/31 Oct. - 6 Nov, 1943 w-ere the last compiled, (Refer
to App.A to O.R.B. of Ops, Record Sec,, M.A.A.F. dated
14 Dec, 1943).

(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)
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It was iiot only a question of the air formations blasting
a way for the ground forces. It was that, but in particular
one of hlunting the edge of a series of sometimes simultane
ous counter-attacks in i/diich the Allied linits were, as has been

noted, occasionally out-manoeuvred. In this latter task,
results certainly justified the air effort. The German
counte'rdattaoks were stop;^^ No "de'ciixve advance leading out
of the air formations' systematic destruction of buildings,
strongpoints, lines, guns and tanks materialised.

The manifold changes in
contours and the broken pattern of the ground lent themselves

to an infinite series of surprises,
chance; and chance favoured the Germans,
So here, as in the eastern sector, the too-buoyant but imder-

standable hopes of success died and the troops settled down,
not to another iTinter campaign, but to a so-called passive
period,

in greater strength than the previous winter, was usually
active and enterprising; vicious patrols were always operating.

It was not favourable terrain.

Much had to be left to

Tossignano held out.

It proved anything but passive, for enemy artillery,

Resijmption of the Attack on Bologna

It will now be necessary to fill in the record of the main
TheFifth Army operations towards the close of the year 1944*

numerotis difficulties of air warfare in mountainous Italian

terrain have been clearly shown in the narratives of operations
at Gassino,(l) in the Brenner Pass, the northeastern frontier
zone and elsewhere. Tiiidth the depth of the defences on both
sides of the front line and the picture of a multitude of

small, partly or wholly invisible targets held in mind, the

handicaps of the bomb aimer of the period in the usual poor
visibility may well be conceived.

Monte la Battaglia had been captured on 27 September.
General Clark decided to concentrate II Corps on to the axis of

Highway 65, the direct road to Bologna, The defences of the

Gothic Line wrere reosading fast in the sector(2) and the new
drive held the last hopes of a break out of the movuitains
before the early worsening of the weather heralded in winter;,

II Corps* Autumn Drive

II Corps' new drive opened on 1 October<-. By the 4th,
points as near as 22 miles from Bologna - had been reached.

Thereafter, the daily gains fell. The enemy reinforced
rapidly, A personal order from Hitler was read out to them on

6 October; the Apennine position was to be held at all costs.

Von Vietinghoff switched a division from the Eighth Army
front.(3) The American forces found themselves faced by one

Ibid

of the most formidable natxjral lines of defence north of the

Gothic Line axid south of the Alps - the Livergnano escaipment.

I'k’omThis was a sheer high rock wall three miles long,
its rim the enemy held every southerly approach within his gun
sights and above it commanded the plateau,
.■vdiere else, the advaiice on Bologna met fanatical opposition.

Here, as every-

(1) See this Narrative, Vol.I,
(2) Although in the Massa area, near the west coant, the

Germans were to hold it for some months to come,
(3) 29th Panzer Grenadier Div,
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On 12 October, Monte Belle Eormiche,(1) (only 12 miles from
Bologna) and, on 15 October, Livergnano tomi fell,
of the attack was reached between 20 and 23 October, with the

Belmonte,(2) nine miles from the centre of
This was their last and finest effort,

point von Vietinghoff brought over the 90th Panzer Grenadiers

and the 1st Parachute Division from the Eighth Army front.

The exhausted Americans could make no fiurther headway,

27 October, Fifth Army went over to the defensive.

Air Support(3)

The clim

captxnre of Monte
Bologna. At this

On

ax;

TiOiereas in the first half of October the greater part of
XXII Tactical Command's effort was on battle area targets, in

the second half the gradutil slowing-down of ground operations
led to a division of their effort into 50 per cent battle area

target and 50 per cent rear area target attacks, 16, 19> 20,
24 end 31 October were the busiest days for the Air Command;
their attacks were concentrated round Faenza, Imola and Bologna.
But the terrain was unfavourable and the forces available in-

svtfficient to turn the scales, ?/hat impromptu local support
was called for came from the II U,S. Corps to the Eover 'Joe'

control, vdiich had followed the Corps up the Highway 65 axis of
advance, British XIII Corps was satisfied with the support
and information afforded by tactical and artilJ.ery
reconnaissance.

During November, as more lucrative targets in the formi of

communications and dumps were available vihenever the bad

weather lifted, there was no direct support of a natvire or

volume worth recording.

Last Operations in the Coastal Sector

In the western coastal sector, the enemy still held that

part of the Gothic Line hinging on the mountainotis Massa area.
The final American effort to break through in October ended

with the winning of Monte Cau2.a, one of the guardian heights,
on the 18th, In the Serchio Valley zone, on 9 October, the

The danger was that if the Serchioadvance was slowed down.

Valley thrust acquired too great a momentum, the enemy vrould
This would be undesirable, as Fifth Army had

Re-grouping for a new attack. Fifth Army left
counter-attack,

no reserves,

the coastal sector and the Serchio Valley to the 92nd Negro
Division,

THE SERCHIO VAUET COUNTER-OFFENSIVE

Co\jnter-Offensive(^)First Day of Enemy

Early on the morning of 26 December, the Germans, after a

short artillery bombardment, opened an attack on the Allied

lines in the Serohio Valley, a little north of Barga.
Infantry advanced along the high ground on both sides of the
Serchio, Their attack succeeded beyond all expectations.

(1) 2,000 feet high.
About 10 miles E, of Highway 65,
T.A.F. O.R.B.

G.M.P.

G Battle log and war diary
Alps' (Fifth Army Histoiy);
bulletlj^, Dec, 1944*

XIII Corps Opera
(2)
(3) Br.Hist.Sec.tions,

(A. H. B. /IIJ11 /58/20U-B) ).
2nd Div,;
M.A.A.F

O.R.B. Apps.
• $

From Salerno to the

Int./Ops daily
(4)
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The first successes fell to the Italian battalion, vAiich

captured in quick succession the villages of SoiranacoIonia,
Tiglio and Bibbio,
over the country north of Gallicatio and westwards towards
Monte Siombra,

lines and the 92nd Division was no longer capable of offering
organised resistance,
pierced in the afternoon.

The German, battalion spread steadily

By noon there was a big gap in the Allied

Their second line of defence was

Allied Air Reaction to the Threat

On 22 December, Thmiderbolt patrols of XXII Air Command
reported an enemy build-up in the Poggio - Piazza -
Camporgiano - Castelnuovo sector.
Army Rover Joe control, attached to II Corps, was ordered to

withdraw from support of British XIII Corps in the mountains

and transfer to the I? Corps area.

On 23 December, the Fifth
G Battle Log
8th Ind, Div,

(Cabinet Hist,
Archives)

It will be remembered that Fifth Army’s policy was to

call for the maximum close support of the main sector of

operations;

Corps in the mountains,
sive or defensive-offensive phase, but ih such an emergency
ponderous, to say the least, and it meant in the event that

during the initial two days of crisis air support was to be
mors or less ad hoc.

at the time this was held by the XIII British
This policy was workable in a defen-

Allied Air Operations on the first Day(“I)

Int/Ops
Summaries H,Q
M.A.A,P

O.R.B
• t

Apps,•»

Soon after the first blow was struck, XXII Tactical Air

Command despatched several small Thunderbolt missions to

attack the root of the enterprise as known to them, namely,
the build-up area observed by their aircrews on 22 December,
Three missions bombed the road and railway bridges at and

near Castelnuovo and Camporgiano and missed them all.
Another small mission sent to attack the railway bridge at

Pievefosciana (just north of Castelnuovo) scored two hits on
the eastern approaches. Other missions set on fire or

destroyed ten buildings between Piazza and Castelnuovo. A

few Spitbombers did some slight damage in the latter town.

The -vriiole situation was very fluid still and our Intelligence
not clear as to what exactly was happening. One thing the

air operations achieved was to give the enemj^ the first
intimations that the Allies were on the alert and that -what

ever element of surprise had existed, no longer existed.

♦ >

Enemy Operations on the second Day

G Battle Log
8th Ind, Div.

(Cabinet Hist,
Archives).

After a quiet night, with very slight shelling of our
lines, the enemy advanced a little during the morning along
both banks and pushed the 92nd’s troops off their rough line

Molazzana - Calomini - Vergemoli - Coreglia - south of Barge;
they dug in at Rivola, occupied Barga, Fonte, Tiglio,
Vergeraoli and sent patrols out to Teraglia, By 2015 hours,
the Mahratta Regiment had reached a line round Trassilico,
The night was q-uiet and no movement was reported anywhere
south of Castelnuovo. Very large nxmibers of refugees had

poured all day into Bagni di Lucca.

(1) The records of XXII Tactical Air Command, including the
Air Support Control Section, are not in this country.
It is presumed that these, together with all Tables of

Operations, are in the archives of the U.S, Air Force,
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Allied Ground Operations on the second Day

By the end of 27 December, the whole of 19th Indian
Infantry Division was holding a new defensive position astride

the Serchio Valley.
Lucca.

21st Indian Bx-igade arrived at Bagni di
The 19th Brigade reported slight shelling and small

Ibid and War

Diary

arms fire in its sector,

although patrols reported Italians well to the east of the
They made no contact with the enemy.

river.

Allied Air Operations on the second Day

The adr effort on 27 December followed the now clarifying

pattern of enemy progress. Only a dozen small Thunderbolt
missions were available. One scored 14 hits on a road bridge

at th«5 key town of Castelnuovo and another claimed to have
blocked the vrest end of a tunnel on the line to Camporgiano.

Occupied areas and troop concentrations at Castel Vecohio,
Vergemoli, Pievefosciana, Sommacolonia, Barga, Gallioano and

GragnonellaCO were attacked and many reported destroyed and

damaged. One of the dumps at Caste^uovo was set on fire.(2,
Three missions of Spitfire bombers(3) scored a number of hits

int/Ops
Simimaries

H.Q
O.R.B

M.A•)

• >

.A.P

Apps.
• >

on occupied areas at Piazza and Castiglione and on the railway
viaduct at Camporgiano, and believed they cut the tz'acks and

western approaches to a railway bridge north of Piazza.

That night, light bombers were switched to the Serchio
Forty-four U. S. Bostons searched for M/T and hit andfront,

dajuaged a fair nimiber on the load at Piallone, Barga and
Molazzana and attacked lights whenever seen,
still progressing on the ground, but over the front the Allied
Air Forces held the initiative.

The enemy was

the thi.rd Pay(4)Enemy Contact with Indians on

28 December saw the turning point in the enemy attack.
Italian patrols east of the river had foraged as far as Alpe
tre Potenze and Vico Pandellorum; but the danger points were

At 0756 hours an enemy patrol
At this

along the river country,
attacked forward Indian units and was dispersed,

point the enemy recoiled discouraged,
the Yihole line, the Indians received many reports indicating a

At 1530 it was reported that Italian partisans
had occupied Gallicano; a little later, that that town and

Seggio were clear of the enemy;
troops in Barga, only a fe\T between it and SoramacoIonia, and
none in Coreglia, By evening Vemi v/as clear. The enemy
along the west bank were in the northern outskirts of Gallicano

Our forces moved into

Ejiploring forward along

withdrawal.

that there were no enemy

and firing at the forward Indian units.
The night wais quiet.Trassilico,

Air Operations on the third Da^’-

No sign of the enemy air force expected had been observed
dioring the whole of the operations.
27 December, G Branch of 8th Indian Division reported that a
few bombs had been dropped on their positions, causing slight

At 1715 ho\xrs on

1) For all locations refer to Figure 19,
2) P-47s of 350th and 86th Fighter Groups.

(3) Of No.8 S.A.A.P. Wing.
(4) 8th Ind. Div. G Battle Log. (Cabinet Hist. Archives).

1
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In the absence of any other reportsdamage and casualties,
of enemy air activity it is pTObable that this was an error

of judgment on the part of an Allied aircrew.

At 0830 hours, the Rover 'Joe' control switched from
support of XIII British Corps arrived at Brigade H.Q
late,

air tentacle was on a listening watch, but would open up air
support control as soon as desired,
19th Brigade was told to pass bomb lines and forward troop
positions to Rover 'Joe‘,
recapture of Gallicano.
passed.

too<= >

At I045 hours. Fifth Army H.Q. signalled that their

At 1120 hoiirs.

At 1550 Rover 'Joe' reported the
By this time the d-anger had already

The Allied air effort on 28 December rose to 145 sorties

by Thunderbolts,(1) and a handful by Spitfire bombers,
main effort v/as on occupied buildings in Vergemoli,
Sommacolonia and Barga, in a word, on all the points of con
centration,

bombed to some effect, hindering the withdrawal and creating
confusion at many points.(2)

The

Motor transport and roads involved were also

Operations from 29 to 5I December

The record of the last tiiree days of 1944 ih the Serchia
Valley is one of steady withdcrav/als by an enemy harassed along
both sides of the river by Indian artillery and XXII Tactical
Air Command's Thunderbolts,

All through 29 December, the entire Indian front moved
steadily forward. Progress was impeded, as usual, by a

liberal sovidng of minefields. Controlled by Rover 'Joe',
Thunderbolt formations concentrated on the gun areas and road

junctions in the Castelnuovo bottleneck, hoping thus to pile
up fruitful targets. But the enemy miits melted away.

In turn, the Indians occupied Colle, Tiglio, Loppia and

Bolognana, Just south of the Gallicano - Barga latitude,
they decided to halt for the night. Barga was reported clear,
but had still to be reconnoitred for mines and its blown

bridge repaired. Patrols into Gallicano found it clear,
Diiring the day, several small Thmderbolt missions attacked

guns and buildings all the way f2?om the Castelnuovo area to

those villages on both sides of the river still in enemy hands.

By the afternoon of 30 December, Callicano, Barga and
Sommacolonia (the first place captinred) were re-occupied, but
there was enemy shelling along the whole front,
point the enemy seemed inclined to cling to was Molazzana,
This was explained by air reconnaissance in their reports of

troop movements westwards back into the Gothic Lins round
Massa,

hub.

have destroyed I3 buildings,
attacks was again on the guns and troops round Castelnuovo and

up the road to Piazza,

On 3'! December, the Allied troops carried out their final
cleaning-up operations and retook Molazzana,
was now regarded as restored ajid there was no support by
Thunderbolts that day.

The only

It was ui:idoubtedly a covering action at a transport
Thunderbolts created some havoc there and claimed to

Elsewhere the pattern of air

The situation

(1) 60 by 350 F.G,, 75 by 86 P,G,, 10 by 1st Brazilian Sqdn,
(2) Int/Ops. Summaries M.A.A,P. 8th Ind, Div, G, Battle Log.
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Precautionary Moves by Allied Armies and Air Forces

Soon after the opening of the counter-offensive, General
Mark Clark ordered the 85th Division to pass to IV Corps and
stand in reserve north of Lucca, and he ordered 1st U. S.
Armoxired Division to the same area in reserve. Both moves

proved vinnecessary, but at the time the menace was taken very
seriously,

serious build-up or concentrations of artillery; and on

28 December, although at least three German divisions in reserve
were handy and available, there were no signs of the appearance
of any outside mobile force.

During 27 December, air photographs revealed no

On 29 December, although the enemy was withdravdng,
r Force issued instructions to XXII Tactical Air
f

Tactica

h to prepare a preliminary plan for the emergency with
drawal of air force units from the Arno Valley, on the ass'umption
that an enemy counter-offensive toward that area might render
certain airfields untenable.

Command

If the enemy, even though only
temporarily successful, succeeded in penetrating the Arno

Valley at some point west of Florence, Pisa and Pontedera air

fields might have to be evacuated,
fifty or more trai:isport alrcraf't were to be used to establish

units on Tarquinia, Rosignano, Malignsaio and Viterbo.
Nothing came of this plan, for the front reverted to its

normal quiet status,
only the usual arrivals of Italian deserters.

If an emergency arose,

There was little action until the Spring,

Abandonnient of the Allied Ground Offensive

The pith of the situation now confronting the Allies is
dercontained in the signal sent by the Supreme Allied Com^<

to the British and U.S, Chiefs of Staff on 8 January.(2;
I'lalt was called to the Eighth Army offensive after Christmas.

Fifth Army’s attack was at that time due to start at some date

after 7 January. But on 30 December Field Marshal Alexander
decided to abandon the offensive altogether until the Spring.

A

Firstly,

on the right, bad vreather and difficult terrain on the Eighth
Army front had slowed dovaa their advance disappointingly and

adversely affected air support.
Bologpa sector, the defences were too strong to overcome in
winter with the available forces,

built up a reserve of four divisions, and could, at his leisure,
launch a covinter-offensive, as had just been demonstrated.
Fifteenth Army Group could not both attack and build up a
reserve.

There v;sre three main feat\u-es in the situation.

Secondly, in the central

Thirdly, the enemy had

AIR SUPP0R;i? POLICY AND OPERAl'IONS IN THJj: DEF.JN1SIVE-
QFFENSn?E PHASE

Eighth Army and Desert Air Force Discussions

In the Fifth Army sectoi-, there had been only limited
operations for some months past and the Army had accommodated
itself to its ration of direct tactical support,

brought no difference of opinion on this topic,
the Eighth Army front were very different.

The vanter

Matters on

On 12 January,

(1) Planning Directive IvL A.T.Ai.P. , 29 Pec* 1944*
Appx. C/SASO/86 to O.R.B.

(2) MEDCOS 228, 8 Jan. 1945* (A.H.B./lIJ1y9o/40(E), Enel. 14a).
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Eighth Arrocr ms ordered to hold its line and prepare to resume
the offensive,

DTith limited offensives, the whole defensive system being
based on Imediate counter-attack, w )
sions, the Amy, -/hile admitting the case for less close

si:^3poH:, pointed to the role of the Desert Air Force in the

prevention of the building-vip of counter-attack forces and the

engagement of hosti,le batteries which, oTdng to shortage of
ammunition and to the factor of re.nge, could be engaged Ty no
other means,

effort on oormiunications and dunps, and 25 per cent on close

support targets, these to include hostile batteries and
forvfard reserve areas.

The policy was to be one of active defence

In preliminary disous-

The Amy suggested 75 per cent of the air

The Amy Commander and the Air Officer Commanding met and

the policy was concluded by 10 January, Only a small po3rtion
of liie available air effort was to be allotted for eii^loyment
against batteries, strongpoints and observation posts which
could not be siiccessfully engaged by other means. Rovers

Padcly and David and all tentacles other than those vd.th divi

sions and oort^s were to be vd.thdrawn,C2) but a small pool of
tentacles and one Rover were to be k^t on short notice at

Arry H.Q. ready for d^loyment in case of a sudden change in
the ground situation,
provide adequate close support for the various local offensive

operations contenplated.

The Air Force was to be asked to

Erotest from V Corps

The drastic retrenclrment in the close svpport effort thus

inmjlied evoked immediate obo'ections from V Corps, who felt a

far greater close support effort was necessary; it must be

made so costly for the eneny to hold strong positions near
the river Senio banks that he would either have to withdraw

and surrend.er close domination of the river, or accept con

siderable casualties and hardships; it \vas also necessary to

dominate hostile batteries, V Corps had been haunted by
river defences for the past year and had spent many lives

storming the positions on the far sides; it is not difficult

to follow their line of reasoning. The follomng prograjime
vr&s suggested. Firstly, over a period of three days, as

soon as possible, all bixildings knovm to be engry-occi5)ied
and mthin 1000 yards of the Senio shovild be destroyed by
Desert Air Force. Secondly, that diiring the defensive-
period, on four days of each month. Desert Air Force should
engage all la'i0^vn hostile batteries opposite the Corps front.
Thirdly, that apart from assistance alreac^ mentioned, tv/elve
missions shoixLd be allotted to V Corps daily(3) and that when
ary division carried out an offensive operation, all the air

si:pport available should be given it.

These proposals were not acceptable to the Desert Air
It was, hovrevsr, agreed that, if a list of housesForce,

being used as eneny observation posts on the front ?ra.s

(1) After the salutary lesson of the Serchio Vallqjr, a
counter-offensive slant may be observed intruding into
Allied plans, G- - (Air) 8th Amy Eistoiy Aug, 1944 to
Hay 1945. (Cabinet IBL st, Se c, 1002An/202,
8th Axn^r Operation Instruction No, 1447» "12 Jan, 1945.
M.A.A.F. and M.A.T.A.P/S.A,S,0, , O.R,Bs,
(A.H.B./IU11./58/15A-B, App. A-10).
That was rou^ly the existing position.

(2)

(3)
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submitted, their destruction Traxild be examined as a programme
to be carried out Desert Air Force on cAji-s irhen weather

precluded flying; north of the Po or in the Baltcans, but T/as
suitable for battle area operations.

The Aircy case was vigorously pressed again by V Corps,
The GSO U (Air) ("J) at Artier Group H,Q, xt&s asked by 'bhe Chiei’
of Staff to set out the case for the air force* s change of

policy and its practical implications in tenns of sortie
figures, and types of targets. He did so on 21 January iir the

form of a memorandum, \Ai±ch foreshadowed the reduction t^ifo

days later of the daily effort on all tasks to 300 sorties.
It tabulated the reasons for the air forces’ change of policy.
Tactical Air Force had received a nev/ directive, in line -vd-th
other theatra directives \diich stemmed from the

Si:5)reme Commander, This put the anti-communications programime
in the North vp to hij^est priority. Aircraft serviceability
viras falling seriously. In the past two months, aircraft
casualties from various sources had been greater than during
the peak period of mid-simnmer. The aircraft replacement flow

was giving cause for concern and many types were becoming
obsolescent. If Desert Air Force was to build up adequately,
for a Spring offensive, it must conserve. The Army was at
uresent only getting 80 daily sorties.(2)

An order

of 23 January confirmed that the only targets to be engaged in
close support were to be heavy gxms out of range of Allied

artillery, and that other targets -\?ere to be engaged only viien
ground forces proposed to take immediate advantage of the air
attacks, GSO I (Air) pressed for a fixed daily allotment of

effort, sma.ll thou^ it mi^t be. They wanted to know exactly
vjhere they stood. They need.ed air sxjpport for the cover plan
for the Spring offensive, and for the reduction of the eneny
rate of artillery and mortar fire on the ijiimediate front, (3)
They needed it as long range artiller;;'- and to maintain the

In vie-'.-/ of the strength of the aimy ’ s

The argument continued, not without some heat.

morale of their troops,
belief in the justice of these points, it is hardly surparisiiig
that the refusal of the Air Force to alter its decision led to

a period of ■ estrangement. Few in the Air Force were in a

position to appreciate the liigh degree of risk and hardsliip in
a so called ’static* phase of ground warfare(-^) in the winter
against Germans and few in the Amy appreciated the nicer

points of the air war against invisible communications. These

differences vrere, however, by no means dangerous. Recognising
their origins in circumstances beyond their control, both
services continued their close co-operation towards a common

end.

In the absence on duty of the GSO I,
28 for Canadian Corps, 36 for V Corps and 16 for XIIICorps,
For the Amy, faced by a dangerous shorts.ge of ammunition
and a.n enemy not so drastically reduced in proportion,
this 'ims adjiittedly a serious consideration.
During the 3 months that ensued before the operations
preliminary to the opening of the final offensive began,

significant change took place in the Si^th Army line
and no major actions took lalace.
men lost their lives, 3,072 were TOunded and 331 repoirted
missing, representing more than one-tenth of the total
ca.su3.1ties for the whole period from 9 Aug, I941t- to

31 liar. 1945.

no

Yet 582 officers and

1

2

3)

(4)
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The Attack on the Senio Pocket on A January 19A5

The steai^' a,dvance had cai^ressed the German forces east

of the Senio into a roughly square box near ALfonsine.U J
The prospect of dislodging them was a dreary one,
Portunatelj>- the ground hardened to frost, so that tanlcs could

nov; o'perate clear of the mine-sovm roads. On this hard

ground a weapon new to the theatre ms tried out, and mth

success; this ms the Kangaroo,!^)

Preceded by a night attack on the Granarolo area, the
main force was to SY/eep north to talce San Severe, then

advance from the Canale Naviglio to mop Flame-throwing
tanlcs ijere to co-operate. The air s\J5)port plan included

92 filter-bomber sorbies against gun and mortar batteries
and 2A fighter-bomber sorties against roads in front of the

armoured attack, behind a bombline of coloured artiller^jr
smoke.

V Corps
Operations
(A.H.B./1IJH/
56/16(A))
D.A.F, and No. 1
M.O.R.U

O.R.BS

January 1945.

•»

The ’.vhole plan vrorked smoothly. At 071 5 hoirrs on

4 Janioary, the attack opened with a combined assault on

La Palai^za. By 0810 hours, tanks had reached the
Borgo San Andarea - Pelisio road. They v/aited for the end of
the air attacks on the roads immediately ahead, then advanced

again. With aircraft and artillery engaging each eneirg’’
strongpoint as approached,tanks and infantry cro\Yned the liiole
surprise operation b3?- establishing themselves, at the cost of
onl^j' li^t casualties, on the road from San Severn eastvrards.
Air and artillery attacks jointly had almost completely
silenced the enemy guns. The causeviray east of the
C’omacclriio Lagoon \jas"'attacked by Spitfires,
period tliat the cause\Yay began to figure in reports,
provided easy transit north and south for troops and stores
for much of the country surrounding the lagoon xra.s either

waterlogged or artificially flooded.

It was at this

It

This success disposed of the last considerable enemy
They had now gained a strong posi-

Since 20 October,
force east of tho Senio,

tion a ong the river, and covering Eavei-ina,
Eijjd^th Army had, vd-th intermittent aid vixen vreather allowed
from Desert Air Force, crossed six major river obstacles and

driven the enery out of Forli and Faenza with heavy losses.

Only once in this period, had there been a spell of fine, dry
weather mth reasonably loixg hours of daylight. Rain and

flooding of rivers had blunted the advance. The enemy,
hovrever, had been forced to deploy eight divisions. Not only
had he failed to rel.ease a single division for the battle on

Germary*s frontiers, but had been forced to send reinforce
ments to Italy from his dwindling manpower reserves at the
rate of 10,000 a month. Desert Air Force share-d in the
credit for this achievement.

The rest of January vjas quiet, except for a fi^t round
Peschiara, in xvhich filter-bombers softened up the defences
of a farmliouse in dispute.

(1 ) With sides about A,000 yards long,
(2) A turretless tank, modified to carry infantry v/ho

could thus travel in conpaxy with tanks to a common
objective across country svrexxt bj'’ eneiy fire.
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(1)Air Attacks on the Coinacchio Lagoon Area

Ibid, Deoei’t Air Force \ib.s quick to appreciate the strategic
importance of the ca.useway betvreen the great lagoom^) and the
sea, and continued to attack it after the ground foixses had

consolidated. They cut it on 5 January, hoping to isolate
the eneny in the Alfonsine pocket, but rir^tOj?- assumed its
speedy re]qair. That nigjit, as v/ell as the ni^t of the 3rd,
Bostons patrolled north of the Ls.goon, reporting movement and
starting fires. On 9 January, an effort of to 100 sorties
by Spitfires and Thunderbolts xia.s exerted against the t\70 small

road bridges in the Spit, as the causeway came to be lcno\=ra.
Both T/ere very badly damaged and tliis escape and supply route
rendered tejiporarily ninpassable, Mixstangs, KittyhaTfks and

Thunderbolts destroyed the Alfonsine road bridge, breaking
a counter-attack st^ported by tanlcs. North of the Lagoon,
there ms,a build-tap area; bari'^icks therein v/ere hit "fcy a
mission of Baltirnores.

Desert Air Force’s curiosily in the vdiole Oonacchio Lagoon
area was now tDhetted, It was a mo3?e vital area strategically
than Intelligence had realised. Reconnaissance and Army
reports confirmed it as a key sector. On the ni^t of
11/12 January, a mission of Bostonsw) attenpted, vainls^, to
hit a pontoon ferry site near the north-east comer of the

It evidently vms an area of tmterbome, as trell as
On 15 January, through 10/l0ths cloud,

Marauders, tmd.er radar control, bombed one of the barracks on
A few air attacks v/ere made during

Lagoon,
road traffic.

the northern shore,

January on Porto Garibaldi, Just north of the Spit and on
barge traffic in the Lagoon; but the out in air support at

the close of the month prevented anjr serious attempt to

neutralise this inportant area.

First Attenpt to occupy the Senio Floodbank - 31 January

At the end of January, the Allies plarmed to attenpt
the NeY/ Zealand sector!^-t-)seiaure of the Senio floodbank in

and a raid by the Indians in the still disputed sector east of
the Senio immediately to the- south. The main attack met with
bitter opposition. They were counter-attacked and troops
still on the vrest bank forced to surrender. The Indian
attack was more successful and cleared the bank. There Tv*as

no air support.

Plans to disrupt an Enejiy Y^'ithdrawal

Eighth Amy’s main concern, during February, was to convey
to the enemy the broad picture that no offensive ?rould be
launched before 1 May,
drarral, for it T,-ra.s not yet pr^qared to follow one ijp to its
logical conclusion. Mock attacks, screened movements, political
vrarfare pamphlet dropping, false reports and so forth exercised
the ingenuity of Ei^th Amy. In this cold warfare, the
Air Force had little part: it had chosen what it considered
the best course. It did carry the major part of the actual
combat opers.tions until the opening of the spring offensive.

Ei^ith Amy ivas afraid of an enemy \?ith-

(1) D.A.F
(2) 'The great Lagoon contained within it a nimiber of smaller

lagoons.
Of No. 232 YTing.
Immediately N, of Hi^way 9.

0.R.BS.• >
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Adr Supi^ort for the Attack on the Senio Floodhajilc
^3 l'’e'bruaiy to 3 March 19A5

During PehiTiE.iy, the sitmtion on the front mderiTent
little change and air si:p;.jort operations were inconspicuous.
The Army had no serious intentions, hence the modest air

support cou].d not he in any sense decisive,
week opened, the Germans were still in possession of the
Senio floodhank.

point of graviiy and to strengthen this area a fresh Allied
attack ms necessary.

There is no recoird of the preliminary attack planned to

he executed hy 120 fi^ter-homhers to neutralise the eneny
gun and mortar positions and occupied buildings during day
light on 23 February,
the line of the river in the westward bend south of Ootignola
and a vide stretch of the east floodbank was secured.

As the third

The centre of the front now became the

The attack went in without it towards

Ibid

Air support was prx)vided on the critical day of
24 February, viaen the battle swung to and fro north and

Aircrews madesouth of Cotignola and north of San Severe,
an early start, but visibilily dvdndled from mediocre to

•prohibitive,
aircraft -vTOre recalled in the late afternoon,

ms set ijp specially for the occasion and directed many of
the attacks on guns, mortars and strongpoints, while
reconnaissance aircraft patrolled roads leading to the front.
At night Baltiraores continued their practice flights under
radar control.

Close on 200 sorties v/ere flom before
A Dover *Joe*

But the attack was abandoned after some progress had
been made. The Germans came back to counteir-attack on the

nigjit 26/27 February, Ding-dong duels continued for "bhe
liver bank until 3 Ma^y, when a flame throvrer attack supported
by 2(j0 fighter-bombers, s-\=/ept the defenders from the weir
north-east of San Severe and from nearly half a mile of

floodbanlc. The battle ended at this point. Domination, if

not absolute control, of the floodbank, a prerequisite of
the eventual crossing of the Senio, had been achieved.

The Attack on the Comacchio Spit on 2 and 3 March

Ibid On 2 and 3 March, attacks were carried out by imits 01

the Italian Cremona Group, ) partisans(2) and British tank
crevrs(3) on German positions guarding the Spit, aimed at
secuiring a hold on the narrow tongvie yiiich runs between the
Diver Deno and the sea. It was a note-iTOrthy example of
co-operation betv/een British and Italian units, pilots and
gun cre-v/s and is particularly worthy of attention as the

first experiment in air support controlled from specially
fitted Shemrxan tanks.

The operation was fortunate in effecting complete sur
prise and success and securing a good jumping-off base for

•the preliminary Spring operations in the Lagoons and Spit,
In three days, Casa Filippone Y/as captured, the Diver Deno
crossed vhere it slcirts the southern sliore of the Lagoons,
then ■t\-7o heists along the tongue of land in the Spit conplex
were taken.

1) 21 st and 22nd Degiments,
2) 28th Garibaldi Brigade,
3) North Irish Horse.
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The Fox^Tard Air Control Post in Shemein Tanks^"' ̂

Air operations on 2 March were planned in support of an
attack on houses in the Tori’e di Pritnaixi area, with a diver

sion against Chiavioa Pedone (later evacuated),
1200 hours. The air plan provided for four prearranged
targets; at 11k5 hours, an observation post and iiiortar area;
at 1200 hours, two field g\ms and the north hank of the

River Reno; and at 1230 hours, a mortar area. There were
also five cahrank missions to call in on Rover David at half-

hourdy intervals from 1230 to 1430 hours.

The attacks on the pre-arranged targets went in as
planned. Air reports, owing to the haze, vrere not of much

use, hut the Armj7 recorded its satisfaction. Two of the five

cahranks received no targets, so attacked alternatives.
The other three cahranks were directed on to guns holding up
the advance try the GSO II (Air) in the control tank, v/ho
vetted the forvm.rd information passing over the signals
netvirork. On the riiole, it v.^as a promising beginning for the
Rover ’Tanlc*.

H hour was

Q-EmN STR/iTSGY AM) PIAOE OVERTURES IN EARLY 1945

An)y Reactions in the Senio - Comaochio Area

The first Eij^th Array attack on 4 January on the Senio
pocket caused considerable alarm in A.rra[y Group C. They
lost many prisoners, and were driven almost everyiThere hack

behind the river. The Allies ivere right up to the southern

shores of the Ooraacchio Lagoons (or Lake Oomacdhio as it is
sometimes styled), Kesselrlng, just returned to Italy after
convalescence, expected an Eighth Amy drive in strength up
the axis of Highvrajr 9, vdiich would end in the capture of
Bologna from the east. In addition to the tvro divisions
already hirought across from the Fifth Army front during his

absence in December,(2) he now transferred two more
divisions(3) to the new danger area. The expected major
attack never developed,

"When the Russian offensive of 12 January made rapid
progress, first a division in January and then another in
February vrere vithdrav/n and despatched to Russia, Their

painful paasage under Allied air attaokC^) proved that a three
to four weeks journey from front to front prohibited any
urgent major reinforcement of fronts outside Italy. During
Februa.ry, the Germans built ’up a powerful reserve in Itaiy.

(1) The Rover * David* v/hich operated for the first time from^
Sherman vanks, ms set up on the follov/ing lines. Two
tanks, one~a ‘Control* tank and the other a 'Tentacle*
tank, were transported from base to Ravenna and from
thence proceeded on tracks to Tactical Regiment
Headquarters,

site ms chosen 1 ,000 yards to the v/est of this H.Q,
Both tanks opera.ted from a static position 50 to 100 yards
apart, but vrere connected v/ith the H.Q. by landline,
Thej'- were not on tliis occasion required to operate on

the move, &—(Air) 8th Army History (Cab, Hist, Sec.
1002/W202).
I6th S.S, and 29th Panzer Grenadier Divisions.
42nd tfaeger and 3^2nd Infantjy Divisions.
Refer to Chapter 4 of this volme.

Owing to the risk of observation, a

2

3

4.
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Certain of the Allied adoption of a defensive policy, they
thinned out axid adjusted ’bhe front line to a point vjhen only
one division held up the Eighth Arriy,(l)

The Fifth Army Front

On the Fifth Array front on 19 Pehruaiy, an attack ty
Strongthe U.S, 10th Mountain Division came as a su3:prise,

positions on Monte Belvedere, and four other mjor peaks
were lost hy the enemy,
the ground, hut Fifth Aray held them,
elhoT/ room for a Spring offensive,
on this front.

Violent attacks v/ere made to r

It now had more

March passed qtdetly

etain

Kesselring appointed Commander-in-Chief Tfest

Early in Fehruaiy, General von Vietin^off (2) ms
appointed to command Army Grot^) Courland out off in Latvia,
On 23 March, he took over againTxxmrKesselring, ■vdio had
been appointed Commander-in-Chief Yfest. Tenth Amy was no?/
comman6.ed by General von Schwerin. (3) General Lemelsen ms
again in command of Fourfceenth Army. General von Pohl
i-emained in command of the Luft?ra.ffe. General Gall, former
commander of Elba, held the coast between Venice Lido and
Caorle.(A)

The German Position in late Maroh(^)

Von Vietinghoff assumed command in late March of an
\mbix3ken force -\^ioh had not been engaged in ary large-scale
operations for about three months. His position ms serious
enou^, but less serious than on eny other enemy front.
His divisions were generally up to strength, well trained,
and as a body undoub’cedly of hi^er fitting value than any
other conparable body of troops still remaining in Germany.
His reserves - two good, mobile divisions - vrere the same as
Kesselring held in the West: his armoured strength ms
almost exactly equal to that available in Germany. Pour
divisions - not the best - had left Italy, but so had the
vArole Canadian Corps from 15th Amy Grorp.

His communications were sxrff ering from the attrition
of months of air attack but ?/ere by no means at  a standstill.
If the Allies had destroyed ail the permanent cmssings of
the Po, his engineers had built an even greater number of
temporary ones. The interdiction of the Brenner,
Hortheastern and "^renetian Plain routes would help him
inddrectny, for it was not rxjw a feasible proposition to take
divisions out of Itally: they were more likel;;'- to be left
there at his disposal. What the Allied Air Forces had done
Y/as to deny him strategical mobility and, by reducing his
fuel stocks, to Iramper seriously his tactical mobility, ?/ere
he allo^Yed to malce line Y-d-thdrarmls, This ?/as unlikely.
The current mood at Oberkommando Wehrmacht Headquari;ers was
that no YYithdraml ?/as to be considered. He v/as to stand

German Strategy Br.Hist,Sec., C.M.F. (A.H.B.II J11/58/21).
Col,Gen von Vietinghoff-Scheel,
Who later handed over to General Herr and reverted to
G.O.C. LKXVI Pani’.er Corps,
A.H,B/lU1l/58/^f.
A.H.b/IIJI 1/58/21.

1
2

3

4)
5)
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and defend his ;;a'’esent line,
"battle south of the Po irould pro"bahly lead to ciisaster.

0)

Yet he lene?; that to give

German Peace Overtures

General Oberst Heinrich von Vietin^^ff, a non-political
regular soleder, awaited the future mth stoicism and pi'epared
for the inevitable defeat in the field. But others were not

of his opinions. They saTv' the possibility of insurance for
themselves, a great saving of life and perhaps a surrender
T,dth honour as worthy objects of negotia/bion.

The Plenipotentiary -
Ita.ly and Senior S.S, Officer and Police GoiTiniander(3) at that
period vra.s S.S. Obergruppenfuehrer lOrrl Wolff. He controlled
the rear areas northwards of the Po, including the Brenner and
Innsbruck areas and clisiposed of some 225,000 troops. He vT'as
a disillusioned man 'iho kneiiv the v/ar was lost. On 2 March,
he sent vro officers to a meeting Vvith representatives of
the U.S. Office of Straiegic Services in STd.t3erland(if) and
followed up the prima.ry content on 8 March. He said he was
anxious to come to an agreement under which hostilities in

Italy be brou^^rb to an end, in such a my as to set an
example which v/ould. be followed else\-here. Dudng the

period iiunediately following, the effoids of the Allied
representatives vrere directed soleljr to arranging a meeting
at Gaserba where capitulation on their terms rai^t be signed.
They did not negotiate themselves.

General of the Wehmacht in^^^

/ • ,

"Wolff, on good terms which Kesselring, decided to obta;in

his suppoin; and instructions for "'^on "'^'ietinghoff.
Kesselring apparently agreed to the idea in principle and

said he would tell Yon Vietin.ghoff so, but could not actively
par^bicipate as he was suri'ounded bj^ untrustworthy personnel.
On the ni^t l/2 April, Vfolff met Von "^rietin^off and his
Cliief of Staff, T/ho, he said, were in con?plete agreement wdth
his i^roject.

Discussions broken off

If Von Vietinghoff agreed, in principle with 'bhe xjroject,
he was not x>repared to send pari erne ntaires to Caserta to
discuss unconditional surrender,

armies out of Italy mth military honours and retain a strong
armed force for the maintene-nce of order inside Germany,
The British and "U.S, Governments thereiigpon ordered the

Supreme Commander, throu^i the Combined Cliiefs of Staff, to
break ■■vith the German agents,
contacts 'irere retained,(5)

He v/anted to march liis

This >Tas done, but the

(1 ) A good factual e^ccount of the full negotiations for the
German capitulation is given at Appendix E of
Field Marshal Alexander’s d.esx)atch, as S.A.C. MED, on
The Ita.lian CaiiTi:>aign - 12 Dec, 194^1- to 2 May 19^5.
1951 H.M.S.O.
'Grossvrord’.

2) Bevollmaeohtigster General Per Deutschen ¥ehrma.cht.
5) Hoechster S.S. Und Poliaei Fuehrer.

The first approach came throuc^ Baron Luigi Parrilli,
a -prominent Ita.lian ind.us'brialist,

(5) Ni® 916 12 Apr. ^9h5 andFAi;^ 52?, 20 A-pl. 1945.
(A.H.B./IIJ17l 68/29A).

The parleys ""ere given the code name o

4,

f
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SHE AIR Ii[B3IIF?LY OF SHE PAPJISAIIS IN NOISICM ITALY

Call by Allied Ax^iies for increased Air SiJpply to Fartisaiis

IThen General Alercander recoraraanded the December offensive

liy both annies, he told the Supreme Commander hovr important
he cojisidered it to increase the dropping of siipplies forth-

v/ith to partisans in Italy, to enable them to malce a major
contributoi^’- effort to that offensive. Ihe task ms urgent

enough, he felt, for it to be given priority over certain
bombing missions, if necessary.(1) The Air Forces acted on
the idea immeddatel3r. The air surpiply of the partisans con
tinued on a heavy scale to the end of the cami^aign. It

must be realised riiat this meant in terms of effort, success

and failure, for it vras still another of the proofs, of

vMch the Italian cempadgn had proved so fertile, of hov7 a
hardly-vron air superiority'’ correctly eixploited was able to
maintain the Allied initiative during a period of stalernff-te
on the groxond and create favourable conditions for the next
combined assault.

(2)Italian Combatant Gmmd Forces

There mre three categories of Italian combatants fitt
ing T.dth the Allies, uamelyr the Combat Groups, the
irregulars(5) and the partisans. There were five Combat
Groups in formation at the end of 1944. (■4-) ^he Cremona Grouxo
was in control of the Comacchio area, Tire others came
progressively into the general picture and all gave a good
accourrt of themselves, acoorxiing to ’the records.

During 194f, they
•the Allied command.(5)
nv.tter beyond doubt. Unlike the great
vdien General de Lattre embodied the bulk of the F.F.I. in
the First French Army in one move, the Italian partisans
could only be converted and trained as regulrrrs as their
territory v/as overrun by Allied troops. One band of these(6)

■lighting as ini'antry on the northern flanlc and another(7)
was being enployed in the XIII Corps sector; the air and
effort against uixfavourable odds there -vTill be recalled.

were taken increasingly seriously by
General Alexander's request put the

amalgam' in France,«

was 1

(S)Behind the enemy lines,
An^7 ana other intelligence agencies •'/'d.th radio transmitting
sets, arms, ammunition for sabotage and. combat, and with
liaison officers.

organized bands v/ere fed by

They'- had to contend Tdth increasingly
savage reprisals ai,nd harassing activities by Italian and
German formations. Ihe Allied agencies themselves were
unable to give the paidisans anything lilce the supplies "they

0) Comments on JIC(AF) 33/34 byr Gen. Alexander 'Future
Operations' A.H.Q. A.A.I. 13 Nov. I94ii-.
Allied Strate^ - Br. Hist. Sec. G.M.F. Pt.III Sec. A.
(A.H.B./IIJi-i756/14).
'F* Heconnadssance Squadron (raised by/ XIII Corps) and
•the Banda Patriota Maiella (r«.ised. by 78th Di-vdsion
the Sangro).
The Cremona, Friuli, Folgore a.nd Legnano Group's r^ere due
for attachment to Biglith .;'lrmy.
Refer to A]7pend±:c 15.
26th Garibaldi. Brigade.
36th Garibaldi Brigade,
Especially in the Po Estuary and the Tagliamento,
Ferrara and Belluno areas.

on

(2)

(3)

(4)

5
6
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needed to continue organised operations,
could 3.nd did: raid the case is one of special operations
assuming major dimensions and merging into the general
tactical offensive operations by ovir airciws.

Operations by 51 st Troop Carrier '»7ing

‘The Air Forces

The major change in air circles brou^^it about by the
need for bigger deliveries was the entry of 51 st Troop Carrier
Y7ing into the strength, setting the seal on the idiolesale
Americanisation of this branch of opex'ations.

The task allotted the 51st T/ing rras the resupply of the

From 22 November,
62nd Troop Carrier Group, based at Siena.A'ialignano airfield,
laandled preparations Ydth Nie meagre trained teams available.
Airfield and patching station rrere too small,
9 January, 62nd Group delivered supplies and carried
ieersonnel in and out in steadiljr increasing quantities,
9 Januai^r^ 6ifth Troop Carrier Group took over the task and
continued it until the surrenci.er of eneiry forces in May,
All operations Tirere for dropj^.ing supplies until 2 April, riien
for the fii'st time a Troop> Carrier aircraft landed on enern^r
terx'itoiy to bring in supplies and evacuate iTounded, (1)

Successes and Failures of Air Eesv^ply

areas south and v/est of the Po Valiev.

Until

On

Close on 5,000,000 pounds ’raiglit of supplies, frei^it,
personnel and propaganda leaflets were handled between
22 November 194^ end 8 May 1945.(2) To realise the f\iU use
the supplies vrere turned to, one would have to study the
Italian partisan histories. But it •'.vill be possible in the
last chapter to touch on one or tivo operations co-ordinated
\dXh those of the regular forces T/hich were valuable and

meritorious. Until the last stages the partisans were denied
the privileges of unifomed combatants and subject to merci
less treatment by the Axis forces. There was a. further
advantage in supplying the partisans, of es]pecial interest to

aircrews, Wliereas troops of the front line, viien captured,
usualljr spent the rest of the war in captivily, ma.ny of the
nmerous Allied aircre-ws ■who baled out wiien shot do'ivn by flak
had a chance of escape. The siroplies danpioed to the
I>a.rtisans helped the creation of more safe havens a.nd
strengthened -the organisation of evasion. Majry higlily trained
aircrews were thus enabled to rejoin their laiits e.nd fi^t
again.

In the operations during the five and one-half months
■under review, 71.75 per cent of the 51st Wing's sorties were
successful and 28.25 per cent unsuccessful. When 'che
lUTSucoessful r>ercenbage is anal^^sed, a clear and steady
inrprovement in methods and elimination of errors is revealed.
Of all reasons for fail^ore, -chat of ui^favourable weather Yd.ll
be the loaost readily understood. One point, of ijarticular
interest, is that the weather, bad as it ■>.vas, T/as better on
the ■\iiole in Ita3^>- than in the Balkans, even in the Yvinter
months,

(1) Aerial Hesupioly of N. Italy by 51st Troop Carrier Wing
M.A.T.A.F, Month]y Air Intelligence & Operations
Bulletin - May 1945. (A.E.B./IIJI1/l8).
Of this total, over 4,700,000 lbs, Yvere supplies,
delivered in 1,252 successful sorties. See Figure 29.

(2)
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Recognition failures("^) totalled 4-1.04- per cent. A fact
inhibiting the shavd.ng of bright li^ts from the ground
duur.ng the ';.dnter v/as the concerted dxive carried out by the
enen^?- against the partise.n-held areas. In spite of every
hancicax^, horever, T^i’actice tended torards x^erfection.
The x^ercentage of failures due to no signals or no reception
from the gromid vras halved during March and further cut in
April.

The Ii8.33arone Air Force

Waen a member of an Allied aircrew.? baled out in eneiry

territory, he raifiit be lucl<5>- enou^^ to fall in v.dth friendly
inhabitants or one if the clandestine groups. He carried a

little money in his escav^e x^urse but uas bound to come
before long to the end of it. To meet this x)roblem, the

Escape and Evasion Section of A-2, Headquarters,
Twelfth Air Force, working in conjimction ulth the clandestine

organisations, a.ccepted the resp>onsibility of supiplying siKih

distressed air personnel in eneny territory mth food,
clothing, supplies and money. On 10 October, one fully
armed Mitchell aircraft and crer? from the 31'^^ Bombardment
Wing uas assigned to the section for the resupply task.
This aircra.ft c.ame to be knoTm as ‘The Lazzarone Air Force*.

It fle\7 at lovr altitude during da^rlight hours.
Droppings v;ere most carefully co-ordinated and pinpointed..
From its first flij^t in October until the end of the
can^aign 64. resuxopl^'' missions to Northern Ita],Y and
Jugoslavia uere organised,
exfiltrated by tliis aircraft from secret landing strips,

♦A’ Force and the Air Cre-n Rescue Units

In addition, 35 escapjes were

•A’ Force, the chief of the clandestine Allied rescue
organisations working behind the eneny lines in the first
yes.rs of the war, was formed in 194-0, It became in the
course of time a x^jermanent Middle East organisation and \7as
expanded into an underground x^lain clothes unit for Sicily
and Italjr, (2) On 14 July 1944, General Eaker obtained from
General Maitland Wilson authority to set up the first Air Crer/
Rescue Unit(3) to si^oplement and. surpass the i7ork of ’A* Force
and the other co-<rpere,.ting agencies. From that beginning,
others were formed. In October 1944, Supreme Headquarters
-illied Exqjeditionaiy Force took over resxoonsibility for 'bhe
T)lanning of la.rge-sceile recovery opejmtions in Austria,
Hungary and Geniiang/-. By the end of the war, of all the
aircrew personnel recovered for the -in^o U.S. Air Forces,
there \;qtq x)i°4ed up 22|.1 on Italian soil of the Fifteenth
Air Force and 495 on Italian Soil of the Tvrelfth Air Force.
The balance of stirviving escaxees were xeicked up in maiy
comtries nhere they had baled out or to which they had
\T/andered, (4)

Tha.t is, no signal or wrong signal from the ground party
at a.n assigned drop zone.
In June 194-4 ’A’ Force had 80 officers. Their biggest

(1)

task had been the handling of 75>000 Allied prisoners-
of-v;ar at large in Italy after the Amistice of
September 1943.
Known as A.0.R.U.1,
History of M.A.A.F. Narrative,
(A.H.B./IUI/176/69).

¥ol. II.

(2)

3
4
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■IHE WISHDamL OF FQH3]iS FIDM TEE K IDIglSa'JOLMI THEATEE

The *Ai-somut* Serie^j of OonferenceH at Malta and in the Crimea

Discussions affecting the strength and policy of the
Mediterranean Air Forces and Fifteenth Axrny G-roui? v.rere con
ducted at the *Argons.ut‘ seides of conferences held at Malta
and in -die Crimea "between 2$ January and 11 Fe"bruaiy
The decisions arrived, at re-defined the function of the Italian
theatre in the sti'ategic '.'/hole and visualised radical changes
in the strength of 'blie aii- forties and armies there.
Combined Chiefs of Staff confirmed 'bhe course reconmended by
the Si:5ireme Coimander that he should pass from the offensive
to the defensive - offensive, ejqDressing neither hope for,
nor interest in, 'bhe plans for a large-scale Spring offensive
in Italy.

The

The British Chiefs of Staff held four meetings in Malta
and five in the Crimea, Tlie Combined British and American
Chiefs of Stai’f held four meetings in Malta, (l) ajid three in
the Crimea,(2) In addition to tripartite consultative
military meetings, the President, the Prime Minister and
Marshal Sts.lin met in an atten'pt to co-ordinate their global
strategy.. The Bri'bish, U,S. and Eussian Air experts j)3^sent,
T/ith their advisers, were Marshal of the E.A.F.
Sir diaries Portal, (Chief of Air Staff),(3) Major General L.S.
Kuter, (on the staff of the Comraa-nding General, U.S, Amy
Air Forces) and Marshal of Aviation ICdudyalco'/^ respectively.

In 'bhe light of subsequent events, some of the ]iarbioi-
pants in tha.t tripartite conference and several of the
decisions made have been subjected to searching criticism and
many grave -post-v.ar problems traced to the men ■’.^ho sat round
the tables at the Chateau Vorontsov, 'bhe Livadia Palace and
the Soviet H.Q. at Yalta. Those problems are not the concern
of this narrative, Tfnat it is concerned -v'd-th is the series
of decisions relegating the carrroaign to a role -^Tith apparently
li'btle future, s'bripping 'bhe Air Forces and Armies of seasoned
personnel, and v.dth the attenpts to remove both the Tiirelfth
Tactical and 'bhe Fifteenth Strategic Air Forces from Italy,
the effect of all 'bhis on the situation in Italy and the hi^
level vieir of the capabilities of the air forces there.

First Warnings of ma.jor Changes.

In late Januaiy, it vra.s learned both in Air Ministry and
at Mediterranean Air Forces Headquarters 'bhat far-reaching
changes in the structure and location of the Tvi’'elfth and
Fifteenth Air Force were under consideration by the U.S.
Joint Chiefs of Staff and that at the imminent conference at
Malta major decisions affecting the air and ground forces
were lilcely to be made,

Generali Spaatz, the Coramancling General of the Strategic
Air Forces in Europe, -who had the au'bhori'by, on paper, to move
hea-vy bomber forces and escorts in the interests of the
Combined Bomber Offensive, v.us considering the |)OSsibility of
mo-vlng the Fifteenth Air Force, either in part or as a 'whole.

Ltr. C.A.S.
to A.H.S.O.,
22 Jan. 1945
(A.H.B./103/21108)

Signal Cricket
30

31 Jan. 1945.
(A.H.B./IIJI/90/40
(E), Enol.34a),

C.C.S. 400/2
(Cabinet Hist.
Archives).

The 182nd to 185th. \ 'Argonaut* Report War Cabinet C.O.S.
The 186'bh to 188th,/ Committee C.O.S.(i*.5)l14-(o),

.  (A.H.B.ID7A57B).22 Feb. 194-5
(3) General Cabell, 'bhe Head of the Operations and Intelligence

Section at M.A.A.F. was there to advise Field Marshal
Alexander on air matters affecting the Mediterranean.
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from Italy to T^estem Europe ajid/oT the United Kingdom,
the latter half of Januaiy, the Air Ministry \ra.3 considering
a series of nie.ss moves of -units and estimated it vrould he

April before the vrhole hea.-vy homher force could he fomd

accommodation in the U.K., even if it could he cleared from

Italy at a corresponding -teii^o.

In
Ltr. A.M.S.0/
1ij2/3
23 Jan. 19i45.
(A.H.B./ID3/2110B)

The Commanding General of Mediterranean Air Forces -

General Eaker i7as aivare of tliis idea, as well as of one
involviiig major reductions in the Twelfth Air Force, if not
its entire loss,

and Northvrest European forces had both been invited to attend

the Malta meetings to present their strategic theatre posi
tions.

The Supreme ComTianders of the Mediterranean

Field Marshal Alexander had agreed to go in person,
lidth his Air Operations and Intelligence Chief to advise on

Before departure, he called on General Eakerair matters,

for an aide-memoire.

General Ealcer* s Aide-mimoire

("1 )
This interestiiig doci.iment,^ ' the joint effort of

General Ira Ealcer and Air Marshal Sir John Slessor, dealt

roughk/ ■'.'.dth the idea of moving the Fifteenth Air Force,
General Eaker, viien stationed in the Umted Kingdom, had been
dubious as to the -idsdom of its creation in Italjr. Nav/-,
after a year of local experience, he adxaitted and pressed the
vdsdora of that move. It had taken t.-/o divisions of troops
some months to bring the 3?-oung air force in. It ms bigger
now. It would be several months before it could be expected
to reach its actual operational efficiency in another theatre.
All of the reasons in locating it in Italy still held, Thqy
■^./ere mostl3r eminently sound ones. Reasons of weather cycles,
maintenance and close suppoxb of the tactical land battle -vj-ere
all against its withcraml.

As for the T-.relfth Air Force, that sta3red or -went -^idth
the Fifth The British air forces in Italy were not
designed to support both Fifth and Ei^^ath Armies, for the
simple reason that they trere not balanced as to t3rpe for
modem warfaire. They did not possess nearly enougli of the
heavier lypes of aircraft, such as the medium and light bombers
essential for successful anti-communication operations or
those against strong defences. As for fighter bombers, the
stronger, faster, longer range aircraft - the Thunderbolts -
were all American and most of -'chem in XXII Tactical Air Command.
It Tro.3 fallacious to argue that because the land front •'?m.s
serai-stable, less air strength was necessary. It was just
at this kind of jumeture that the air forces could apply
constant attrition on the enemy. They could do most to
prevent his vdthdra-';;'-al.(2)

Background to the Malta Conference

It cannot be clear ho'W the Combined Chiefs of Staff could

possibl3T have considered such laborious, long term changes
unless -bhe chronological military background is understood.

C.0.S.(i<5) 114(C)
•Argonaut*
(A.H.B,/Ii37/45.7B)

[1] Relevant extracts are given in ex-benso at Appendix 35.
Memorandum Gen, Eaker to F.M. Alexanderj.28 Jan, 1945*
(A.H.B./ID3/2110 B).
Sig. M.A.A.F. Alexander & Cabell
(File J.S.20A6 Pt. V,,A.H.B./IIJ1/90/4d(e)).

1 Feb. 1945.
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(1)As presented e.t the msetingSi, lield.in Malta,
brieflj;-, this,
imponderaole, nraneljr the date of the end of the v/ar against
Germargr. I'he British Chiefs of Staff suggested 30 June as

the earliest, and 1 Noveraber 194-5 as the latest date. The

American Joint Chiefs of Staff agreed -.ith the earlj^ estimate,
but placed the latest at 31

it v/as, very
At the basis of all strategic planning lay an

t Yalta, the .Russians

Memo, by C.O.S.
C.C.S. 772
(Argonaut)
30 Jan. 19i*5.
(A.H.B./I07//J57B).

thought 1 July reasonable, if all efforts were applied, but

pHa-ced the latest do.te vaguely at some time in the Winter.

'With the best part of a year to finish the war against Germany^
there was, then, some justification in discussing large-scale
long term moves,
finish that war.

Xj,

Ihe j'oint then arising was how and viiere to

In view of the Allied success in Northwest Europe and the

need for concentration of forces, the Combined Chiefs of Staff
decided that it was in that theatre that a decision should 'oe

sought and that that front should be reinforced with troops and
air forces at the expense of the Mediterranean. The campaign
in Italy (confirming Field lifershal Alexander's recommendation)
should revert to the offensive-defensive,

question of operations aimed at the Ljubljana Gap  - the advance

of the Russian left wing had rendered it unnecessary, they
said,

sibility of a major Spring offensive in Italy, although Spring
was only a few weeks ahead.

Decisions on the Move of Ground Forces

There v»as now no

The Combined Chiefs of Staff did not consider the pos-

C.C,S, 183rd Mtg,
31 Jan. 1945.
(A.H.B./ID7A57B).

The discussions on the moves of both ground and air
forces were protracted. The decisions reached as th^

C.C.S. 776/3
(Argonaut)
Report to the
President and

Prime Minister,
9 Feb. 1945.
(A.H.B./I07/457B).

affected Italy were on the folloifrijig lines. The enemy was
at liberty to mthdraw voluntarily at any time. (2) They
therefore recommended building up the maximum possible strength
on the T/estem Front, seeking a decision in Germany, and
reorientating forces from the Mediterranean to that end.
tasks of the Mediterranean theatre ',rere re—defined in a
directive (3),

The

Tv;o Canadian divisions 'irere to be transferred from Italy,
and three British infantry divisions from Greece and the
Middle East, all to Norbhwest Europe,
chosen to strengthen Canadian contingents on the Y/estern Front.
Their move could be coropensated for to some extent by reshuffl
ing. The British T/ithdraT7al yjas more difficult and must to
a great extent deicend on the • speed tith ■vvhioh order vas
restored in Gx’eece and a stable Goverixment esbiblished. The
idea of moving Fif-tliArmy died a na-tural death.

Decisions on tlie Move of Air Forces

The Canadians were

T\70 fighter groups of the Twelfth Air Force were to be
The French forces in the south

C.C.S. 185th Mtd.
Malta 2 Feb. 1945.
(A.H.B./ID7/457B). moved to France a.t once,

rrere short of air support, which wa.s tnrgently required for the
reduction of the Cohiiar pocket.
Ti/hole of the Twelfth Air Force transferred to France,
Field Miarshal Alexander contested this, and vrould not part
T/ith its Headquarters.
Southern I’rance, he could spare them a number of capable

General Kuter wanted the

If they needed a new headquarters in

Slgs Cricket 63
and FAN. 501,
2 Feb. 1945.
(A.H.B./IIJ1/90/ ■
40(E), Enela, 39a
and 40 a)

1) BeWeen 30 Januaiy arid 2 February at Montgomery House,
2) SAClvIED. stated his belief that he would. Ydthdraw to his

jSSSSE defences.

(3) FAN 501. (A.H.B./IIJ1/90A0(e), Sncl.AOa).
(6573)296 SECRET
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The directive ■'7as nTodified. to cover the transfer
onl3r of as much of the 'Itjelfth Air Force as could he spared

The erac’b terras

officers.

■'vithout jeoparcdsing the Italian raission.
of the transfer '.'ere to he vorked out hetvreen the staffs of
Geners-1 .ii!isenho'^>?er and Field Marshal Alexander.

Generals Mark Olark, McNamey and Eaker and
Air Marshal Slessor -.;ere unanimous that General Cannon - an
American - should rema.in in command of their Tactical Air
Force.

Generul S-^jaata had changed his mind about 'bhe
Pifteen'th Air S'orce
Ehirope or the U.K. -'.ras dropped. But General Eaker a.nd his
staff \/ere lookii-^g for-u^ard to establishing el^aents of it on
the Hungarian Plain, if the Russians vrould assist in making
it possible.

The actual Moves of Air Forces.

The idea of its transfer to North'vest

0)

General Marshall of 'the U.S. Joint Chiefs of S'baff and
General Spaata in the United Kirxgdorn visualised the eventml
removal of the entire Twelfth Air Force, but negotiation led
to coni)romise. At a conference in early February between
Mediterranean end Surcpean Theatres of Operation, repre
sentatives of 'bhe former objected to 'bhe transfer of its
main tactical air strilcing power. They would send the two
fighter-bomber groups, but wanted, and obtained, agreement
to a pos'iponement of further moves, especiall3r of the
headqua,rbers of Twlfth Air Force and XXII Tactical Air
Conmand, pending future developments. E.T.0.,(2) however,
extracted the promise of service units for the reinforcement
of First Tactical Air Force (provisional) in Southern Prance,
in addition to the two figlitex--bomber groups. In raid-
Februany, the 27th(3) and 86th(4) Fighter Bomber Groups
and Headquarters 3'! 9th Air Service Groups left for Prance,

At the beginning of Januiixy, the numerical strength of
Tactical Air Force(5y still exceeded the 1 ,4-60 mark.
March, oving to 'bhe above and sundry small changes, it had
been reduced bjr over 130 aircraft.

The comp)arative front line strengths in the tvo theatres
of operations at the tin'is of the Malta meetings imf be quoted
here. The tactical air forces on 'bhe Western Front
numbered A,300; those in the Mediterranean as a whole 1 ,950,
Including strategic air forces, 'there vrere 9,000 aircraft on
the Western Front, as opposed to 3,5SO in the Mediterranean, (6)

The question arises as to 'vhether the reduction of air
forces W3.S in any \ray -prejudicial in the event to the execu
tion of the tasks assigned to them in Italy. Study of

('!) 'The Army Air Forces in World War II. Vol. Ill - -pp. 481/82
'1951. Ui-iversity of Chicago Press. (full references)
European Theatre of 0pers,tions.
3 Sqm drone - Nos. 522, 523 sjad 524 each of 25 aircraft,
based at Pontedera.

(4) 5 Squadrons - Nos. 525, 526 and 52? each of 25 airemft.
based at Pisa.
Excluding transport and supply
O.A.S. at O.G.S. 1S5thMtd
(A.H.b./ED7A57(B)).

dropping aircraft.
2 Feb. 1945.•»
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Chapter 4 of tills narrative should lead to the conviction that
those forces v/ere adequate for the vir'bual isolation of Italy
from the Reich, the neutralisation of co
offensive naval operations sjid of the eneny substitute fuel

sources. Study of the earlier sections of this Cha^Dter - 5 -
■dll reveal a reasonable rdce balance of force allotted to

tactical svpport of the Amiies, vdth results satisfactory, on
the Thole, to those forces.

She three groups -rere not the only conterapora-iy loss.
On about 12 January, the 319th Bombardment medium bomber Croup
hs.d been relieved of its assignment to 57th Ydng and the H.Q,
and Base Services Squadron of 514th Air Service Group had been
relieved of assignment to Air Service Command, Both groups
had returned to the U.S. On the other hand, if the plans to
move the 57th medium bomber Wing from Corsica to Eastern Italy
matured, the striking poorer in Italy would improve by that
measure. (1)

shipping and

(2)WithdraT/al of Ground Forces - Operation 'GoldflaJce*

Ihe C;'..ni^cdan Forces began to leave the line in the second
T/eek in Pebruar;^’-. the end of the month, one Division was
clear. They and the balance that followed were passed through
Le^om and Naples aaid escorted to Marseilles, The last of
the Canadian Corps disembarked on 21 April. 5th British
Infantry Division passed through Italy from the Middle East
and on to France during February.

As a result of the Supreme Commander’s representations to
the Combined Chiefs of Staff, after an effort to extract
another division from Italy, a respite v.e.s. granted him.
28 March, he vra.s informed that they would not need aiy more

46'oh British Infantry Divisio'n, then
preparing to leave Greece, ^7as, therefore, to move to Italy,(5)

On

divisions for the Yfest.

The net numerical result xra.s not, in the event, fatal.
The enemy chose the period to ^'/ithciw.-;/ two divisions from Italy.
Eighth Army, by reshuffling, found itself only one division
short. Fifth Army r;as unaffected.

0) IVelfth Air Force Administrative History, ?t. I,
(A.I-I.B./lUl/l36(a)).
•Goldflnke' was the code name selected for the outTra.rd
move of the ground forces.
The Campaign in Lombardy, Parb IV, Sect, B. Br, Hist. Sect.,
C.M.P. tA.H.B./lU1l/58/24(A)).
C.A.S. File 2110G.(a.H.3./ID3/2110C).
PAN. 504, 9 Feb. 1945. (A.H.B./lIJl/90/40(E), Encl,47a).
Sig. P.P.W.734 , 21 April 1945. (A.H.B./ID3/2110C).
MEDCOS 21,2.(A.H.B./lIJl/90/40(E), EixJl.63a).
COSMED 212, 29 March 1945 and COSMED 214, 31 March 1945.
(A.H.B./lUl/90/40(E), Enel, 68a and 72a).

(2)

(3)
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CHAPTER 6

THE SERIl-jG OFFMSWE 1945 Al^ID AIR PARTICIPATION I1\t

T?Pj VICTOHI Jiy THE PO VALLEY

THE STR/iTEGIC SITUATION IN EARLY ^^L^5

The T~v?ilight of German Strategy

With the passing of winter and the promise of finer r

'v.eather, the general situation was closely evaluated ̂ vith a

view to a final plan for the destinction of the enemy. In
View of the silence of the combined Chiefs of Staff at the

'Argonaut' conferences, the justification of the decision to
make the final offensive in Italy can only be found in the view
of the general situation taken by the Mediterranean command.
This proved, in the event, to be founded oh sound intelligence
and its correct evaluation. The general situation will now be
given, followed by the deductions made therefrom on v/hich the

'set-piece' ground and air offensive was planned.

The PLeich had by now lost all its conquered territories.
Its political strategy was meaningless, its military strategy
nearly banltrupt for lack of the physical means to prolong the
fight indefinitely.
Germany. Allied air forces e:rploited their numerical,
tactical and strategical superiority in every sector. Never
theless, Hitler forbade the armies, v/hich he held firmly in his
grasp, to consider surrender. They were obliged to continue
planning and fighting as if the future held a hope of relief
and as an example to coming generations. Out of this back
ground, the desperate German High Command turned to the concept
of a National Redoubt as a last hope. If they had to abandon
the defence of the open country of North Germany, they could
hold on in a. fortress area in the mountains of the South.

The Role of the German Armies in Italy in the Plan for a
National Redoubt

It may be accepted that there 'was such a
idea continued up to a late date to excite the imagination of
the German High Gonmand. V,'hen Bradley's armies' s’»«eeping
advance in Southern Germany cut the enemy's forces in two, it
was still a possibility for those left in the South. But
the Allied Air Forces from both the U.K. and Italy had so ruined
the road and railway communications, equipment and fuel supplies
that it was no longer a feasible proposition. In February and
March the idea was, hov/ever, still provocative to both sides.

Allied troops were advancing deeper into

plan.0) The

The Allies' information on it accumulated over months.
The general area the Germans selected for their last stand had

a i^erimeter of about AOO miles, roughly a quarter of which lay
along the Swiss frontier.
High Taunus moiantains - the Swiss frontier - Bolzano - Lake
Constance.

The area covered Salzburg - the

Berchtesgaden was the nerve centre.

The Germans foresaw an important role for their Italian
Anny Group C (and, to a lesser extent. Army Group  E in the
Balkans) in the occupation of the Redoubt. Army Group C was

a mass of divisions still relatively fresh and certainly more
experienced and better trained and equipped than any on other

fronts. They were in a position to withdraw straight into

(1) For confirmation, refer to the German doctiment dated
27 Apl, 19A5 given in Appendix 2jj6 and to German
Strategy Brit. Hist. Section C.M. Blue Book Histories
(A.H.B./mi-1/55/29).
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the southern face of the Redoubt. retaining, at any rate for a
time, the food-producing and industrial area of Northern Italy,

That the Supreme Command was thinking on these lines was
proved by the extension in the beginning of April of
Von Vietinghoff's command to include the Austrian provinces of
Voralberg, Tyrol, Salzburg and the western half of Styria and
Carinthia, in fact the ishole general area of the Redoubt. (“I)

Appreciation on
the National

Redoubt G-2 H.Q.
15th Army Gp
18 Apl. 1945.
(A.H.B./IIJ11/
58/29).
Operation
Instruction No.3

H.Q. 15th Amy
12 Feb.

• i

Gp• 3

In mid-February, 15th Army Group was considering the idea
of an enemy withdrav/al to the line of the Alps, with Verona
covering his line of retreat, as a last resort or if the need

for reinforcements on other fronts became pressing and urgent.
Although all their efforts were about to be directed to bring
ing him to battle south of the River Po, it was always possible
that he might execute a successful tactical withdrawal first to

the Adige Venetian Line, then to the foothills of the Alps and
eventually into the Redoubt. By early April, the idea assumed

the proportion of a serious doubt. They could retire, even

though seriously delayed by Allied air attacks, and would have
sufficient forces left to offer resistance for some time on a

continuous line until supplies ran out. Experience had proved
the difficulties of air operations in such terrain and that

they were unlikely to be decisive on their own accoimt. The

ground forces had found mountain warfare expensive, exhausting
and unprofitable. Tliere v^ras every I'eason for preventing the

Germans ever reaching the Redoubt. It was to the men of the

tiime, on both sides, an important factor in their calculations.

The German Defence Flan in Italy

1945.

(A.H.B./IIJ11/
5^24(A),
App. G-3).

Tlie iimmediate Gemian plan was to stand and fight on their

actual line >ii This line, on wliich the Allies had been halted,
began in the Romagna with Lake Comacchio and the Senio River

and ran to the Gesso escarpment; in the central Apennines it

ran across the last northern ridge of the mountains south of

Bologna; in the west it ran over the central heights of the

chain and ended in front of Massa with the last remaining
eleiments of the Gothic Line. The defences were strongest

where there had been least action, namely in the west and

centre. In the Romagna, three main river lines, defended in

depth, faced the Eighth Army, These were the Laura Line on

the Santerno, the Paula Line on the Sillaro (with  a switch
position on the Sellustra), and the Genghis Idxan Line based on
the River Idice and anchored in the flooded country west of

Lalce Comacchio. (2) The River Po, as such, was not considered
itself(5), but it was fortified and soas a defensible line in

Ibid

was the area beyond it as far as the Ticino country.

The three defence lines south of the Po were, as their
northern extremities, all linlced in to a line of defences
facing south based on the River Reno. Operation 'Divorce',
the air attack on the Reno bridges, was still held in abeyance.
The course of the Reno gave depth to a defence of the Po,

essential element of the ifiiiole defence system was that the
eastern flanlc must hold firm to allow the vfestem to swing back

The

(1) Later, when the armies to the north collapsed, the Redoubt area fell more
naturallj'' within the sphere of Army Group G and the Nineteenth Anlc^ who were
being driven bade southeastwards Into It. Consequently Army Group C was
relieved of its responsibility. But an Array Tyrol was formed, to vtoich
elements of the beaten arraies in Italy endeavoured later to make their way.

(2) Refer to Appendix 33 for details of German defence lines,

(3) Naturally, the main crossings were covered by batteries.
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towards the northeastern passes into G-errnanji" and the line of

the Adige,
and the Argenta 3-apj was the key sector of the eastern flanlc

and, the Germans believed, unassailable by any Icnown means.

Lake Oomacchio and the flooded area between it

Tlie Rift in German Strategy

In anticipation of an Allied thrust south of the Po, all

major dumps had been transferred north of the river and

crossing places and vdthdrawal routes selected,
autiimn of 1944, a plan of withdrawal with the code naae

’lierbstnebel' had been evolved, but 0.K.17. - the Supreme
CoKVfland of the Armed Forces - had consistently refused to

approve it.
that their day-to-day interference in routine affairs was

relatively imimportant,
still had a disastrotis habit of interfering umdsely \vith

local tactics at highly critical junctures.

In the

It has been suggested in the previous chapter

But it will be seen now that Q.K.¥.

In spite of the official veto on any step baclcward, the

enenijr comBanders in Italy pressed on Ydth realistic plans for
tactical withdrawals. ■'Jfork on the Adige Line, pursued
throughout the winter vdth great vigour, was now far adva^iced.
Positions on the Fo were strengthened and continued along the
Ticino River to cover the Ydthdrawal of Army Liairia.
Frealpine De^.nce Position Y?as being developed. (1)

The

It seems to be tru.e that the Germans had a fairly
accurate loiovdedge of Allied dispositions and divined when the
Liain blow vrould fall. General lierr, commanding the Tenth
Army, submitted a plan for a 'false front' manoeuvre to fall
back from the Senio to the stronger line of the Santerno
24 hours before the estimated time of the Eighth Army attack,
covered.bjr a heavy artillery barrage known as Operation
'Leonidas Bins'. It was an impeccable solution;
Von Vietinghoff supported it; if agreed to, it would have
upset the elaborate Allied plans for air and artillei^' support
and forced a post-.?onement of the offensive with perhaps grave

General von Schwerin, commanding 17X71 Panzerconsequences.
Corps, stated after his capture that OKW flatly forbade the
operation. Von Vietinghoff was in favour of staged with
drawals viiile there was still time.

Allied Strategic Viev/s

As early as 12 February, 15th Army Group correctly
assumed that the enemy's policy was to remain on his actual
line and, when forced, Tdthdraw to successive positions,retain-
ing the wliole or some part of Northern Italy' in his hands. [2J
He could shorten hi.s left to the line Valli di Comacchio -

Medicina - Monte G:i^e, releasing up to three or four
divisions,
him in the area of the Po, rdth, of course, the assistance of

decided to bring him to battle and destroyIt wa;

IGeneral Jordan's special fortress staff 'Voralpen
Command, at Vittorio Veneto, was probably included in
the 5,340 German engineer specialists and construction
troops controlled by the Inspector of Land Fortification
Southwest - General BueloTdus. Assistance ms given by

(1)

the impressed foreign labour in the Organisation Todt
under General Michelles,

(2) 15th Army G
(A.H.B./IJ. 11/58/24(A), App. C-3).

Operation Instruction, No,
12 Peb. 1945.
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the Air Forces. The course of operations would he on something
resembling the follomng lines. A bridgehead aromid a captured
Bologna; development of a Po River position; 'die crossing of
the Po and the ca'p'cure of Verjna, so sealing the main outlet
from Italy; the development of the Adige River position; the
capture of Padua and Venice, They did not foresee  a hold-up
at the Fo, but did thinic ohe Germans would stand on the Adige,
even though the A].pine Line would serve them better. They
could not foresee whether any more divisions would be withdrawn

from Italy. however sIoyit troop iu^vement had been rendered by
the attentions of the Allied Air Forces, it could still be
executed.

La’ie Comacchio

The left enemy flanlc virould hold firm, anchored on the
flooded and lYaterlogged land, romid Lalce Gomacchio. This,
then, was the supra-sensitive sector. Here the opening gambit
must be made. The Germans placed great faith in their exten

sive and prolonged flooding operations. An operation across

the lalce towards Argenta, they believed, was impracticable m'kh
any Imown equipment. -

Close studj^ of Lake Gomacchio ensued. Information from

grouiid agents v/as very hard to come by, ovdng to the repressive
enemy activities in the area, the alertness of the coast watchers
and a long run of vreather unfavourable to exact air reconnais

sance over an area studded with anti-aircraft defences. It

would be important to find out to exactly what degree air forma

tions could support the quite distinctive series of Jmips v/hich
would clear the base of the 8pit, the Spit itself and the strong
defences before Porto Garibaldi, the Tongue, (Yvliicli ran up
parallel to the Spit for one-half of its length), 'Tne islands in
the lagoons and Menate on the west shore of the lalce, A head-on

attack on the .Bastia-Argenta road, mdely flooded for iniles on

both sides, was i^nlilcely to succeed, even after concentrated air

attack, unless threats to Argenta from the east and northeast

were created simultaneously. Any hope of encircling the

G-ermans south of the Po implied the early seizure of the Argenta
Gap. Yet too great an early air effort in the Lake area would

disclose Allied intentions prematurely and too small an effort

lead perhaps, to the defeat of the ground units tliere.

Appi-eoiatlon:
•Operations across
Lalie CoKaochio'

Hair. y.Q. 8th
Aril"' 14 Jan. 1945,
(A'.II.B./
HJ11/58/24(A)
App.D-2).

Not only was the Lake extensive and ot' varying and only
vaguely -cnown depths, but all the country round it was either

naturally waterlogged or artificially flooded. Tine problem was
discussed in the first half of January by the Commanders of

Eighth Army and I Canadian Corps. (^) In the previous September,,
General Foul’ces had carried out a successful operation in the

Scheldt Estuar;^ in Holland in L.V.Ts - Landing Vehicles Tracked -
or 'Buffaloes',(3) Ee pressed his belief in their capacity of
progress through muddy, difficult country. The idee, vas adopted
and 400 'Pantails' ('Buffaloes') allotted to the theatre. It
was essential first to dominate the Spit from which the cross

lake operation was to be launched, holding back the 'Pantails'

long as possible to preserve surprise before the major tlirust

(1) Refer to Figure 28.
(2) General Foulkes.
(5/ First developed in operations in the Pacific,

success in the Normandy coast landings, in the Scl'ieldt
estuary and the inundated Kleve area: driven througli water

and over land by the action of its tracks.

Used with
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at Argeata - Operation 'Impact
the air.

- also to 'be supported from

A large number of storm aaid assault boats were to
Desert Air Force began a plan to mount a

Air j)hotographs ¥;ere
convey troops,
Rover air control post on a 'Fantail'.

collected of the lake, of the reclaimed land just south of it,
and enougji intelligence to add to the reports of local
partisan

• O.

Itliermen on lake depths, dykes and defences,
was dangerously shallow for over 1,000 yards from the shore.

The Rivers Po and Eeno as Air Targets

Most of the worst problems were topographical ones, like
Lake Ooraacchio. Wo less important was the question of the
role of the Rivers Reno azid Po and exactly to what extent the

Air Forces were capable of dealing yrith them. A retreating
enemy would have first to cross the Reno, then the Po. There
■was no question of isolating the battle area in the first few
days, for the enemy had no serious reseiwe to reinforce mth.
In a broad waj?-, of course, the whole country was being isolated
hj the Air I'orces, but the essential co'ap de grace must be
delivered quiclcl3r and on the spot. Unce safely across the Po
in force, there was ever^f chance of him reforming on the
formidable Adige Line.

Dn 31 January, the Eighth Army Commander discussed vdth
Desert Air Force the role the air might play in preventing the
enem^r moving at the critical juncture. ("I) Previous attempts
to isolate the battlefield such as in Normandy, at Anzio and
Cassino had, he said, failed. . liad any new air force technique
or tactics been devised, or could they be devised, whereby for
a limited period the eneny might find it impossible to mthdraw
or reinforce across the Reno and Po?

of small delaj^^ed action or booby traps could be dropped on the
approaches to laaowxi crossings on a basis of timing carefully
co-ordinated with the ground plan.

Perhaps large quantities

There was, however, no spectacular new teclinique. It was
bejrond the capacity of the available fighter-bombers in the
theatre to destroy simultaneously the 28 ' vehicle bridges over
the Eeno and the 92 Fo ferry crossings. Desert Air Force
plus ;iXII Tactical Air Command between them could perhaps laiook
out up to 15 bridges aiid crossings a day, T.diich at its best
meant a week's non-stop attack, too long to meet the Arrry's
needs. Battered crossings would merely annoy, but not deter,
an eneniy determined to cross. (2) In spite of this discourag
ing reply, the Army came back late in March vdth  a call for
detailed examina-cion of the interdiction of the Reno and Po
wnen 'Ihe army covauander oansidered the ground operations had
reached the rigfit stage.

hhile Desert Air Force’s February'’ reply was accurate, in
point of fact it was an understatement. The question of the
Po had never ceased to haunt the Air Forces, and  a fewr days
earlier. Intelligence had placed tlie pi’oblem in its right
perspective.(3) They had given up -fche idea of putting out

(l) Ltr GA/POI/21 8th Army to D.A.F., 31 Jan. 192|.5.
(.Cabinet Hist. Archives).

(2; Letter D.A.F. to 8th Aruy, 9 Feb.1945 in reply to
GVPol/2, 31 Jan. 1945.
(Cabinet Hist. Archives)

(3y Paper by Chief Intelligence Officer, Adv, H.Q., D.A.F
D.A.F., O.R.B. Apps.

SECRET
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the -wdiole river crossing system, but they did visualise treating
the ferrj^, its two jetties and the neighbouring marshalling area

as a unit, mth whose component parts one could so juggle by air
attack that a breaJcdown in the enemy administration system might
v/ell be brought about, especially if aggravated by continuous

night attacks. Hie Air Forces were trying to forecast what

sectors of the river were to be used by the enemy if and v/hen he

did cross the Po, but this could be no more at the best than

shrewd speculation at a time when tire battle had not yet been
joined.

Bologna

Fifth Army, weakened by the loss of forces to Southern^"^)
I'rance and of XIII Corps to Ei^th Army, (2) would on].y be able
to develop a linu.ted concenti*ated effort along its very exten
sive front. Bologna was the key point, but had proved

H.Q. 15 th Army

Group sig. 05035,
17 Jan. 1945.
(A.H.B,/IIJ11/
58/24(A).
App. C“1).

surprisingly resistant to frontal assault and its defences vrere

being strengthened. theAppreciation and
Outline Plan

15th A.G. Operations utmost importance, so that tanlcs could be used to the best
G( Plans) Sth Army,
16 Jan. 1945.
{A.H.B./IIJ11/58/
24(A), App. D-3)

The axis of attack wsls therefore of

advantage.

It was tiTought in Jamazy that ai’ter Eighth Army had
dislodged the enemy from his Santemo positions and threatened

the Argenta Gap, Fifth Army should attack north of Highway 64
and break throu^ west of Bologna to Ostiglia on the Po and

eventually on Mantua.

Verona as a main objective, the capture of -vdiich would seal the

main outlet from Italy - the Brenner Pass - and lead to the 4
development of the Adige position, and, if there T/as no defence

of it, the capture of Padua and Venice,
to cause enemy resistance in western Italy to fall of its ov/n

weiglit, for unless Army Liguria retreated northeastward towards

the Brenner line before Fifth Army reached Verona, it would be
cut off.

By February, General Mark Clark sa\7

This drive north ough

Ibid and »Salerno

to_thejy^'
5th Anw History,
Chapt. XI.

t

By 24 March, it was decided that Fifth Army was to debouch

from its mountain bases into 'clae Po Valley and capture or

isolate Bologna, then brealc through in an effort to encircle

cojointly vdth Eighth Army, German forces south of the Po, the
Allied araiies meeting at Ferrara or Bondeno.
to malce a secondary effor-t between the Panaro and Secchia Hi vers.

Fifth Army was

The terrain on the Bologna front was markedly different from
that opposite Eighth Army,
of strongly defended mountains to clear,

hardly be an^'-thing else but a slogging match unless it could

count on air support of an extremely heavy and sustained nature.
Hie first and foulest task was to break out of the few miles of

hilly country remaining and envelop Bologna, which could be
seen on clear d.ays: then to switch over without  a pause to
fighting over flat country suitable for armour.

Fifth Army had still some 15 miles

Its early drive could

Difference in Air Co-operation Needs on the two Fronts

Ibid Two essentials of a good start here were to deceive the

enemy into spreading his forces, away from the point of main

assault, and to break the power of his artillery defence system
round Bologna by air attack.

(1 In August 1944.
On 18 Jan. 1945.(2
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Piftli Arniy thought progressed toT/ards the idea of a

diversionary attack on D minus A Day along the west coast to

capture Massa and exploit toviTards La Spezia, an operation
wixich Trould call for air bombing of the heavy naval guns
dangerously covering Allied movements,
least two enemy divisions(l) and, mth any luck, draw in a part
of his two-divisional strategic reserve.(2)

This vrould tie up at

The emphasis had shii'ted from Higliway 65 to Highway 64.
The main effort, (3) astride ilighway 64, v/as to gain Praduro,
the road Junction north of Vergato.
would concentrate west of the hi^way, ready to breaii out into

the Po Valley,

to the west TOuld be pointing at Modena; the South Africans to

the east were to encircle Bologna and linlc up with Eighth Army
at Bondeno,

Arr.y attack,

the two spheres, whereas the air attacks on Eighth Army's front
ivere a pre-requisite, in Fifth Army's plans, .if weather pre
vented the massive air support, the ground attack v/as still to

go in, although the result was problematical to say the least
of it,

account of low-lying cloud over the mountains, prejudicial to

air operations.

Unere the imin force

Once clear of the Fanaro line, the Americans

There was no Joint air/ground plan for the Fifth
Further, to enhance the difference in outlook in

Later, however, D-Day was postponed for 48 hours on

The Role of Air Interdiction in Theatre Strategy

While the ground strategy in Italy was slowly developing
from the notional to the concrete, air strategy had been

following a steaciily expanding course .in isolating, as far as

possible, Italy from the Reich.

On D-Day - 9 April - the situation in the northern area

\vas on the following lines. The Brenner Line was blocked
certainly in 12 places from Parona at the foot all the way up
to near to the Brenner Pass, On the lateral line Joining the

Brenner Route with Villach, Perea in Italy remained irapassable
with a severely daraa.ged abutment, #iile at Ober Drauberg in

Austria repairs had not yet begun on the 200-foot gap in the

fill approach. One span of Muhldorf bridge (north of Spittal)
was destroyed. On the Tarvisio Line, Dcjgna, Chiusaforte and

Resiutta bridges were all three still cut. All the spans of
Oanale d'Ison so on the Piedicolle Line were doivn,

Postumia Line, the Borovnica viaduct had. been abandoned and

the diversion there only three-quarters completed, Tliere was

grave dainage across the frontier, both in Austria and

Jugoslavia. In the Venetian Plain, the four inner belts of

interdiction were complete with every crossing on the three

lateral lines impassable. The Dolomite Line was cut at

Longarone and its extensions southv/ard blocked, Tlie .

Cittadella - Ti-ento loop line was impassable at Cismon,

On the

The isolation of

Italy from the
Reich H.Q
M.A.T.A.F.

(A.H.B./IIJII/13).

• 9

(5)The strategic Role of Alpine Front Command

,sk Force had landed in

Allied foi-ces lr.d
Ever since the First Airborne

September 1944 in Southern France

(1) The I43th Grenadier and Italia Bersaglierl Divisions.
(2) The 29th aiid; 90tll Panzer~Grenadler Divisions.
(3) By II and IV Corps abreast.
ik) For the general position refer to Figure 18,
(5) 1 brief clirono log leal statement of the development of Alpine Front Command

is given at Appendix 37.
(6) Refer to the R.A.F. narrative of the Campaign in Southern France (A.H.B.).
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occupied the Franco “Italian frontier. It suited both sides
engaged that this front should remain static in the hands of

roughly a couple of divisions. A fev/ squadi'ons of aircraft

and light naval forces supported the Franco-iimerican units.

The enemy employed light harassing naval forces, too.
the advent of finer weathef, enemy patrol activity increased^ ̂
but there were nb signs of any serious offensive operations.^)

With

As 15th iirmy G-roup studied the terrain and the forces
existing in March, it was asking 'what role, if any, the Alpine
Front Covinand might have in its Spring offensive, whether it

could not successfully hold down enemy divisions at a critical

.juncture on the two main army fronts.(2)
fore, at this point, to consider very briefly the general
position in that sector.

It is well, there

in December 1944, the French decided that the security of

the frontier was ethically and militaidly their charge and made

arrangem.ents for a newly-forming division(3) to take over from
the F.F.I. resistance bands and the remnants of the U.S.

On 26 February 1945? the status of theAirborne Task I'orce.

sector Y/as officially recognised in the creation, effective

1 March, of the Alpine Front Coitn-nand.
General Doyen, responsible to 6th icrmy Group, through the

The iunerican units were withdrawn. (4)

Its commander Y/as

First Ibrench Army.

During the Y/inter months, snoYtr blocked all the passes
except those along the Mediterranean coast. Operations were

literally at a standstill. The French, now two divisions in

strength, carried out their brief of defending the border.C5)

On 23 March Field Marshal Alexander put forward his plan -

'Jessica' - for the employment of Alpine Front Command.
Y/anted both deception and offensive operations, with the

visions in Northwest Italy

He

object of holding dovm two enemy,^i
as part of his Spring offensive.

Problematic Limits of iilpine Front Operations

These raids, aimed at creating a threat, Y/ere launched on

10th and from 18 to 20 April.. General Devers, ConaTtvndjng General

6th Army Group, in deference to American appreliens'.-nns
at iillied

operationsC7) as a line running from the Franco-ltalian frontier
at its northern point to ?r4 St. Didier - Gran Faradiso
Mountain - Geres - Bussoleno - Fenestrelle - Grissolo - Guneo -

Iiiiperia.
French forces v^ere under his command and foresaw no ultimate

difficulties,

might rapidly pass once the main offensive had succeeded in

defeating the main Axis armies and that, in the interests of

harmony, all French troops v^ere at that still uncertain future
date to be vifithdravm.CS)

of

defined the geographical limits of thoseces H.Q• 9

He. reassured iillied Forces H.Q. that the small

Both H.Qs agreed that their period of usefulness

sis. 3X. 2i+9S6 S A.G. to SHAEF.Fd. 15 March, 1945. (Cabinet Hist. Archives).
6th Army Group, too, was actively interested, but from a different angle.
The 27th Alpine.
File HS/SHAEF/163/11, 6th Army Gp. records. (Cabinet Hist. Archives).
File HS/SHAEF/739/3 “ G-3 Records - GCT/375 - 5/Ops A. M0.I 'Control of
Frontiers - Alpine Front CoiEtiand' (Cabinet Hist. Archives)
Sig. Alexander to SHAEF. Fd. FX. 48i|6l ,23 March 1945. (Ca.binet KlsU ArcMvss),
Elg. BAl 25572 6 A.G. to A.F.H.Q., 4 Apl. 1945. (Cabinet Hist. Archives).
File H3/SHAEF/739/3 G-3, 'Control of Frontiers Alpine Front Command'.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)
(7)
(8)
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(0Tvro French squadrons of the Coastal Air Force
supported their national troops mth bombing and machine-
gunning attacirs in April and later carried out comprehensive,
recoiinaissance rfest of a line Milan - Alessandria - Genoa. v2^

THE OPPOSING i'OECES

Allied Ground Forces

At the commencement of the offensive, 15th Array Group
controlled seventeen divisions,(3)
Groups, (4) the Jevdsh Brigade and three more infantr^^ and six
armioured brigades, and some odd sipecial formations such as

PopsIcL’s Private Army.
82,100, rou^ly 7,000 more than the Germans possessed in a

larger number^of divisions.
2,000 guns.Cb)
thousand.(6)

four Italian Combat

The total Allied infantry nuiiibered

The artillery strength was some
The tanic strength vvas just over three

Eneny Ground Forces

The enemy's Army Group *0* and Army Liguria controlled
betv/een them twenty-three German and four Italian Fascist

Republican divisions and numerous auxiliary units,
these were available for front line duties, but some were

needed for the Alpine Front, police duties, railway repair
and anti-aircraft duties.

Most of

8th Army Operations
Pt.IV Sect. 13.
Appendices
Br. rPst« Sec. C.H. F.

(A.K.B./nJ11/
58/2ZjA-3).

th Ariiiy, there was a Pa^izer
and two divisions in reserve!In Tenth Arity, facing Ei^

Corps, (7) a Par~a^ite Corps(
The Venice defence zone was controlled by LXXIII Corps. In

Fourteenth Army facing Fifth Army, there was one Panzer
and one Mountain Gorps(ll) and a division in reserve.02) In
Northv/est Italy, Arw Liguria, under Graziani's command,
comprised two corps(13), The Supreme S.3. and Police
Commander controlled German Police Regiments, foreign levies,
the Waffen S.S. Grenadier Division, the 10th M.A.S. Italian

Infantry Division, the National Republican Guard, Black
Brigades"and an assortmeht of Italian units, totalling in all
to some 126,000 armed men; the majority were used solely in

anti-partisan operations, a fair indication of the strength of
the Italian underground co-operation mth the Allies,

(1) I1/6 and I1/9.
(2) M.A.C.A.F. ops. 0.R.BS,
(3) Fifth /iniw:" 92nd Div. IV Corps - 10 liountain, 1 Anaoured and 1 Brazilian

Dlvi;; il Corps - 5h, S5, 'UT'and 9I Infantry, 6 South African Annoured Divs,
Eighth Anny:- V Corps - 6 Br. Arracursd, 56, ?S,  2 New Zealand and
8 Indian infantrj^ Divs. XIII Corps - 10 Indian Divs. II Polish Corps -
3 Carpathian and 5 Kreso-fla Infantry Divs.

(4) The Legnano, cre;.iona, Friuli and Folgore Groups.
(5) 134 heavjn 492 iiiediuia and 1424 field pieces,
(6) 2426 medium and 612 light as against 200 enemy raediiu.i tanlcs. These and

other figures relating to the Armies are talcen from the narrative and
appendices of (A.H.B./nJ11/58/24A-B, Pt. iv, Sect.B) and the lUstorypof
the Fifth Army.

(7) licxvi Corps - 162nd, 362nd and 9Sth Inf Divs, and 42nd Jaeger Div.
(8) , I Parachute Corps - 1st fi: 4th Para, 26th Pz, 2?6th and 305th Inf Divs.
(9) 29th Pz Gren and 155th inf Divs.

XIV Panzer,Corps - 65th and 94th inf and 8th Htn Div,
(il) LI Mountain Corps - 114th Jaeger, 334th Inf., 232nd Inf,, Italia Inf.,

148th Inf. .Divs and 3rd Liaison Detachi'uents,
(12) 90th Pz Grenadier Div.
(13) UXV Corps - 5th litn, 34tl; Inf., •Littorlo' Inf. Div., M. Rosa Htn, Div.

corps Loitbardy - 135th Portress Bde, San liarco inf. Div.

(10)
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The total of flgliting troops facing the tw Allied Armies

T/as 286,000, hacked up by abalance of 152,000 other troops,
including 28,000 flak troops. On Eighth Array's front, where
the attack was to be most concentrated, the Allies outnumbered

the Oermans in men and ar-tillery pieces by close on two to one

and in armour by nearly three to one. All the advantages in
terrain were on the side of the Germans.

The Strength and Disposition of the Allied Air Forces in Italy

On 1 April, the combined strength in operational front-line
aircr^t of the Tactical and Strategic Air Forces v/as listed at
4}35'3('*) out of a total theatre strength of 12,482 aircraft of
all categories,(2)
little change had talcen place in the order of battle of

Mediterranean Allied Air Forces since the changes in command in

mid-March.

in-Ghief of the R.A.F. Mediterranean Middle East, Air Marshal

Sir John Slessor, who also filled the post of Deputy C.-in-C

was appointed to the post of Air Member for Personnel in the
U.K.

Y/hen the offensive opened in early April,

On 16 March, it vd.ll be recalled, the Comimander-

• j

His successor was Air Marshal Sir Guy Garrod, previously
Acting G.-in-C., Air Gommand South East Asia. Although a new

Air Goramander-in-Ghief was appointed to Mediterranean Air

Forces - Ma.jor General J. K. Cannon(3) - the coimnand pattern
underwent no change. As Deputy C.-in-G., Air Marshal Garrod

exercised such responsibilities in regard to the Allied Air

Forces(4) as might be delegated to him by the Air C.-in-G
Mediterranean Allied Air Forces, As Air C.-in-C, R.A.F.

Mediterraneaii Middle East he was responsible for all R.A.F.

operations in the Mediterranean Middle East theatre; responsible
to the Air G.-in-C., M.A.A.F. for those in that part of the

theatre within his province, and to the Chief of the Air Staff
for those in the remainder of the theatre.

• i

Practically all the squadrons v^ere based in Italy. Under

operational command were a total of 258 squadrons, (b) manned arid
maintained by some 164,000 U.S.; and 79,000 British personnel in
addition to other Allied units. There vrere still variations in

(1) History*' of M.A.A.F, Lt.Gol. Partoa, U.S.A.A.F. Narrative-
Vol. II. (A.H.B./IIJ1/176/69).
It vdll be seen by comparing these figLires with those for

1 Sept. 1944 of 14,631: 5,237 that there had been  a drop
of close on 1,000 aircraft.
On 24 March. On 2 April, Brig. Gen. B. ¥. Chidlav,/;
assumed command of the Twelfth Air Force and shortly

thei-eafter of M.A.T.A.F. On 6 April, Brig. Gen,
T. C, D'ai'cywas appointed C.G., XXII Tactical air
Command,

All operational units in the Mediterranean theatre
(including Turkey, the Balkans, Greece, Central and South
Y/estern Europe, but excluding Middle East).
155 U.S., 77 R.A.F. and Dominions (including 23^^ S.A.A.P)
13 Italian, 5 French, 2 Jugoslav, 2 Polish, 3 Greek and
1 Brazilian.

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
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the establialiraent of the initial squadx'on according to its
role and nationality and these had changed since 1943.('l)

The Strategic and Tactical Air forces were to be involved
almost in theii’ entirety in the opening phases of the coming
offensive. The closest possible day-to-day liaison between
them and Fifteenth .army Group and Fifth and Eighth Armies had
already been established. All the Strategic Air Force(2)
heavy bomber squadrons were based in South-east Italy,(3)
mainly at Foggia. One hundred and nine U.S. day squadrons
constituted the Fifteenth U.S. Air Force.(4) Ei^it others
formed the No. 205 H.A.F. Group(5) of night bomber units,
under command of Brigadier J. T. Durrant, 3.A.A.F. There
were seven groups of Lightning and iiistang figliters(S) based
at fields ranging from the Foggia area to Fimini. They 7ifere
to cover not merely escort duties for their own heavy bombers
but for some of Tactical Air Force's bombers and to carry out
armed reconnaissance, all by day. The whole constituted a
very po7verful force. Its great defect was that it was too
heavily weighted on the day operational side. If the
offensive succeeded, continuity with strong night forces would
be important, but unattainable for lack of aircraft.

The ordei- of battle of the Tactical Air Forced had
undergone little change since the withdrawal of forces in
February,

units is given for close study at Appendix 58.
accession to its striking power v/as to be the 57th medium
bomber wing,

The order of battle and locations of its tacti

The major

about to move from Corsica to the Fano area.

cal

(1) initial Snuadrcm Sstabllshraent In April 19t)5:-

Hole

Flgiiter TCF(M)
»

TEF(D)

Matlonal

Br. & Do

(t

lty I.E.

14, 16minion
U.S.

Br. & Dominion

U.S.
French

U.S.

Br. & Dominion

U.S.
Brazilian

Br. & Dominion

Br. & Dominion

U.S.
Br. & Dominion

12

16
It It

25
It

25
II SEE 25
II F/Recee

Fighter Bomber
16

II

25
II II

31
II Grounil attack 16

Medium Bomber 16
it If

16
Light Bomber

II II

Heavj'- Bomber (D)
"  " (II)

Air Observation Post
Maritime & General
reconnaissance

Troop carrier
Air sea rescue
Photo reconnaissance

Mlnesv/eeping
iiinespottlng

16
U.S. 16
U.S.

3r. & Dominion
12

18
Br. 16

V
Br. IS
U.S. .  25
Br, 5, 10
U.S.

Br. 12
French

These and parallel statistics for the period were taken from the
records of the Administration and Organization Section of M.A.A.F., O.R.B.
C.G. - iiaj. Gen, N.F. Tv/inlng,
Refer to Appendix 39 for Order of Battle and locations.
H.Q. Bari
K.Q. Foggia.

XV Fighter Coraand H.Q. Torre Magglore.
C.G. Maj. Gen. J. K. Cannon to 4 April 1945.

10, 12.

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
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The aclvent of the heavier fighter-bombers of XXII Tactical

Air Command('i) and the medium bombers Tiiere to compensate for^
the inequalities in aircraft categorj'- in Desert Air Force. (2/
The longer experience of Desert Air Force ai:id its superiority
in the field of light day and night tactical bombers and close

battlefield supporting fighters were talcen into account. It

was true that there had been some interchange of elements in

the interests of greater balance. Desert Air Force controlled

three squadrons of U.S. long range fighter-bombers:(3)
XXII Tactical Air Command controlled two R.A.F, tactical

reconnaissance squadrons, and four R.A.F. and Dominion short

range fi^iter and fighter-bomber (or ground attack fighter)
squadrons.(5) But as individual air forces, complete balance
was not yet attained in the day operational sense. As for the

principle of concentration of force, this was to be to a lar-ge
extent, although never ideally, achieved in the fusion of

Tactical, Strategic and Coastal Air Forces in the interests of
the tactical battle and to the exclusion of all outside

strategic commitments.

As regards the composition of tlie Tactical Air Force as a

whole, it is of interest to note that it disposed of forty-two
U.S.A.A.F., forty-four R.A.F. and Dominion, one Brazilian and

two Polish squadrons.

Another important component in Tactical Air Force was the

57th U.S. Bombardment Wing, which controlled 12 squadrons of
Mitchells.

Still another element Tfoich was to come into the fore

ground of planning was the U.S. 51st Troop Carrier Wing,
controlling 12 squadrons of Daioeta transport aircraft,
considei'ed likely to operate in a major role of airborne assault

and viTould certainly carry out extensive air ambulance work and

probably drop supplies.

It v/as

The Coastal Air Force, Tfdth reduced forces, within a

periraetei’ stretching to horth-west Africa, covered the air

defence of Allied shipping, attacks on enemy shipping along the
Italian Riviera and in the Lig'urian and Adriatic Seas, the air

defence of the Italian peninsula (except the forr/ard areas
where Tactical Air Force was responsible) and operated the Air-
Sea Rescue services in the Adriatic and the Western
Mediterranean as far as the area of resjjonsibility of Air

Almost all the ultimate responsibility
The entire strength totalled to

Headquarters Malta,
’vvas by that time British.
17 squadrons.(7)

C.G. Brig. Gen, Chidlaw to 4 April 1945.
A.O.C.-in-C., A.V.M. R.M. Foster.
79th Group - Sqns. .os.85, 8b, 37 flying Thunderbolts,
Nos.208 & 225, flying Spitfires,
nos.3 and 11 S.A.A.F. Squadrons flying Spitfires and
Kittyhawks respectively and i:os.87 and 135 R.A.F.
Squadrons flying Spitfires.
A.O.C., A.V.M. J. Yi/hitford.
7 R.A.F. and Dominion, 4 Italian, 4 French and
2 U.S. squadrons.

(1

(3)
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0)
Axis Fighter Opei-atioxis in March and early April

In spite of the catastrophic cuts in fuel allocations,
the aircrewEi of the Geriiian e,ad Italian fascist Air Forces,
a. good t)roportion of whom were seasoned veterans, were active

during March and early Ap;ril in several fields. They still

showed a spirit of enterprise in fif^ter interception by day
and niglit and in reconnaissance. Their night harassing
effort was negligible.

Appreciable day fighter reaction was reported from
various sources on roughly one-half the days of the month and

in early April. Apart from frequent isolated sightings Tirhich

did not develop, there were at least 10 encounters in March,
mostly by heavj'" and mediium bomber formations operating over

Northern Italy, Austria or Southern Germany. To quote a few

examples, on 2 March 15 enemy fighters were met in the Brescia
, and about the same number near Udine by Spitfires.[2/

On 5 March, at Gonegliano, 10 to 15 Me.109s and F.W. 190s
attacked a formation of Marauders and their Spitfire escort

destroying one Spitfire for the loss of one Me.109 shot dOvm
and several damaged. On 4 March, three Me.109s followed
Allied bombers east of Lalce Garda, but made no attack. On

10 March, 20 Me.109s were sighted by Thunderbolts, but no

encounter followed as the enemy turned away.

16 Me.109s tried to intercept Mitchells near Lake Garda, but
were driven off and lost two aircraft to the Thunderbolt

escort. On 25 Max'ch, the enemy, in southern Germany and

Austria,0) showed something of the old aggressiveness.
Over Pordenone, 20 P.IT. 190s and Me. 109s, having Y/aited until
they saw the escort break away to return for fuel, then

attacked tiie Mitchell formations with great determination.
The Mitchells shot down ;two Me.109s and reported damage to

two others, for the loss of one Mitchell and damage to two

others. Earlier the same day, two Me, 109s had shot down a
Thunderbolt near Gorizia,

area

On 14 March,

TheAs April opened, the effort grew more uneven,
T/eatlier was improving from an operational viev^point, but the

Italian-piloted He,109s were only seen on a few occasions,
never ver^/ far from their bases,
period, specially trained P.Vi/'. 190 crevre were seen in small

numbers, but there were no sensational encounters,
■were shot down,
occasional and inconspicuous,
few more P.W. 190s engaged on this task.

At night, all througli thi

A few

The night hai’assing bombing was only
There wei’e less Ju.8?s and a

s

254 Jet propelled KecoimaissanceFirst Reports of the Arado ,
Aircraft(4

Although, as the heavy bombers of -tlie Fifteenth Air Force
knew to their cost, there v^ere upwards of 50 Me.262 ,jet pro
pelled aii'craft in the ivuremberg-Franki’urt-iVjunich area and
there ¥«re occasional sightings of Me.262s in Northern Italy,
there was no primary evidence that there were any of the new

(1) H0.1 M.O.R.U., D.A.F. and T.A.F., 0.R.Bs: M.A.A.F. Intelligence Section
Weeiay Suinniarles (A.H.B./IIJ1/43). M.A.T.A.F. Monthly Air intelligence
and Operations Bulletins. (/i.H.B./IIJ11/18).

(2) outcome not recorded,
(3) Controlled by Jagddlvlslonen 7 and
(4) M.A.T.A.F., D.A.F., Mo.1 M.O.R.U. 0.R.Bs: H.A.T.A.F. (A.H.B./IIJII/IS)

and M.A.S.A.F. Monthly Air Intelligence Bulletins: M.A.T.A.F. Weeiay Air
Intelligence SunEiaries: Von Pohl Interrogation Repoi-’ts .
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The Arado 234 had been in
The first of them to be

types actually based in Italy,
operation on the Western Front,
captured intact had been forced doTci on 25 Pebaruary at the

village of Selgersdorf. The Mediterraiiean theatre was quicldLy
supplied with photograjlis and information to aid them in

As has been already noted. General Von Pohl had
On the Western Front the

Arado 234 had fimctioned as both bomber and reconnaissance air
craft,

most and the three Arados were given urgent priority tasks

which had proved fatal to so many of their predecessors.
Their superior performance put them at once beyond the class of
the best Allied fighters and they continued to function to good
effect in relative immunity to the end of the campaign, ()
Unfortunately for German Intelligence, thej?e viere too few of
them.(2)

recognition,
been allotted a small unit of three.

Von PohL and Von Vietinghoff needed reconnaissance

On 1 April, a recomiaissance in the Corsican area was
The same day, anreported suggesting a long-range aircraft,

anti-aircraft unit in the Pisa area reported a visual sighting
of a twin-imit jet-propelled aircraft flying at an estimated

speed of 500 miles an liour,
probable reconnaissance mission from south of Bologna along the
forv/ard area to the Adriatic coast, flying, it was estimated,
at over 400 miles an hour, in both cases, the aircraft's
height was in the region of 30,000 feet. German units were
warned not to fire on the new aircraft.(3) On 5 April,
Spitfires in the Venice area sighted an aircraft which they
thought was probably an Me.2b2, flying northwards. In the
Lake Gomacchio area^ a Mosquito sighted an aircraft, probably
the same, which turned in to attack it at very great speed.
It Y/as driven off by anti-aircraft fire. Mean#iile an

Arado 234 had been photographed on several occasions on Udine
airfield and on 9 April one was photographed on bonate Poazolo

airfield. On the night 10/l1 April, it was recorded_that three

long-range aircrai t were airborne and that pho cographic flash
bombs Vv'ere noted over Bari, Taranto and Brindisiv 0  On die
following niglit, photographic flash bombs were dropped before

midnight over Naples by an aircraft vdiich was tracked north and
out over the Adriatic in the Ancona area. On 11 April, an

Arado 234 was shot doTni near Bologna by filters of the
Fifteenth Air Force.

On 2 April, another was seen on a

(1)
(

One was shot down.

The - _
stepping-up of distribution of this type,
been" seen at Lechfeld in Austria,
Source - a prisoner-of-war from 13 Oompany 25 Aegiment,
42 Jaeger Division (®s¥/l24 13 April. 1945).
This night's effort may Y/ell have been the final German_
check on Allied intentions regarding an amphibious landing
at the head of the Adriatic.

appearance of a few in Italy was United with a general
Others had

2)

(5)

(4)
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April 1^(1)Axis Air Strength on 1

On 1 April, the Axis had a front-line strength of
182 operational aircraft, of vdiich 147 ’were serviceable,
had, in addition, on various bases, a reserve of 26 aircraft.
The front-line units consisted of thirty-six Me,109s for

close range reconnaissance, 18 ndxed Ju.88s, Ju.l88s and
Arado 234s for long range reconnaissance, 38 mixed Ju.87s and
F.?/. 190s for night ground attack and 90 Me, 109 filters.
Italian torpedo bomber gruppo and an Italian filter gruppo
were in course of assembly,
the Kommando Soraner with the Jet-propelled Arado 234s,

It

An

The only unfamiliar unit was

The Axis losses in aircraft continued to be steady and

serious but reinforcements continued to flow in and plans

for expansion, albeit modest ones, were still being
formulated,

the most of their hopelessly inadequate material with the
reduced rations of fuel.

The small, experienced body of aircrewrs made

THE PLANS

xlesponsibility for Operation 'Wowser'

Operation 'Grapesliot' (^) was the code name for the
15th Army Group offensive designed to destroy the enemy
forces in Northern Italy, Air Operation 'No-v7ser' (3) was

(1) TllE LUFTWAFFE IN ITALY —1 APRIL 1945

Serviceableunit A/c Type strength

2Me.109
Me,109
Me.109

3CLOSE RECCE Stab MAOr 11

141/11 12

2/i1 19 12

36 26

4(F) 122 ( Ju.88
(  Jli,.l88

Ju.188

Ar.234

2 1LONG RANGE

RECCE 6 5

6(F) 122
Kdo, Soiiimer

7 7
3 2

18 15

Jh.67
Fw.190

Ju.87
JU.S7

Stab NEGr 9NIGHT GROUI® 0k

1/9V.CK 11 10 X
2/9 10 10

163/9 15

38 35

X (Mote: refitting whilst
reiiialning operational)

Stab(Italian) JG1
I  (Italian) JGl
II (Italian) JGl

Me. 109 )
Me. 109 )
Me.109 )

45 34FIGHTERS

IS . 37

90 71

Units being
set up

Italian Torpedo
Bomber Gruppe
III (Italian) JGl

SM.79
Me.109

13 7
21 10

AIRCRAFT IN

RESERVE 20 Me.109 fighters
2 Me.109 photo reconnaissance
2 f1’(.190 ground attack
2 Ju.87 dive bombers

(A.H.B.6 Air Ministry)

(2) A.F.11.Q. GBI - 389 505/6 25 March, 1945. (Cabinet Hist. Archives).
(3) 11A.T.A..F, Operation Instructions no.17 30 March 1945 and 17A.

7 April 1945. (A.H.B./IIJ1/122/S3/10A-B, Ends. Sa  & 6a).
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designed for the employiTient of niaxiEum air effort in co

ordination -with the Army G-roup during the initial stages of
Grapeshot'. At a late stage in the planning, Mediterranean
Allied Air Forces issued a brief order officially approving the
Tactical Air Force’s plan. The Historian of H.A.A.F. has

recorded that it was virtuall5'' tlae only inf.luence it exerted on

the battle. The air planning for support of the offensive was

the responsibility of Tactical Air Force and its components.

t

The Machinery of Planning

Tto air forces under M,A,T,A,F, and two armies under

15th Army G-roup were engaged. At the top level of command,
the opposite numbers to the Plans Section of Tactical Air Force

was the G - 3 Air Branch at H.Q, 15th Army Group.(^) This G
Air Branch prepared a series of possible air support plans for
the two Armies to assist in their preliminary planning. G - 3

Air effected the co-ordination of plans for airborne operations -

Earlsdon' - in support of Eighth Army tind, in conjunction with

Allied Forces Headquarters, prepared plans for aerial re-supply.
It carried out the detailed planning for Operation 'Herring',
which involved the dropping of Italian parachutists on the Army
Group front. It issued a weekly bulletin of information Jcnown

as 'Background' to all Air Liaison Officers, so that they were
enabled to give pilots and aircrews a fair idea of the general
war situation. It was the adviser on all Army/Air matters to
the Army Group Commander and a general clearing house for Army/
Air problems.

I

The next stage of co-ordination ̂-vas on the Army/Air Force
XXII Tactical Air Comraand Flans gave to the G-3 (Air)

•v.'eight of air
level.

Section at Fifth Army H.Q. a forecast of t:
effort available from its own resources and an indication of

Directed by thesupplementary aid through Tactical Air Force.
Chief of Staff, G-3 (Air), in consultation with other sections
of Fifth Army E.Q. and Corps and Divisional staffs involved,
then prepared a programme of the air support they wanted,
was put up to XXII Air Command, y/ho decided which targets they
would attack and on what scale.

Th

The air plan was then agreed

is

on. There was no joint air/ground plan published,
attack would open with or without air preparations,(2)

The ground

(1) Division of duties In G-3 Air.

(a) Air (1) aib-sectlon

(1) Co-ordination of air operations In support of the two Armies,
Dissemination of operational and Intelligence Information from ground and
air sources.

Liaison with MA.T.A.f. re operations.
Control of the Main ArmjVAlr Support Signals net.
Supervision of some Air Liaison Officer Administration,
Production of Operation & Intelligence Summaries for distribution to
A.L.0S and Army/Alr staffs.
Inter-communication Flight arrangements.

Air(2) Sub-section"

(II)

(lii)
(iv)
(V)
(Vi)

(vll)

(b)

(1) Co-ordination of Airborne Operations in the theatre.
(11) Co-ordination of Aerial Re-supply operations.
(Ill) Co-ordination of special Airborne operations In support of clandestine

forces,

(iv) Liaison with MA.T.A.F. and the Psychological Warfare Branch In regard
to the dropping of propaganda leaflets.

(2) Motes on the combined armjValr operations In the Italian theatre Apl/May 1945.
D.M.T., A.F.H.q. (A.H.B./IIJl/90/2i46).
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The procedure betTreen Eighth Army and Desert Air Force
was more complex because of the more elaborate task ahead of

them. Passing over all consideration of the lengthy pre
liminaries, the first big step forward was marked by the

statement of air support requirements for Operation
'Buckland' - the combined offensive on the Eighth Army front -

of 4 March.(1) This condensed the strategy as seen at that
point into five phases, namely the month before D-Day, the

period between D-Day Buckland and I-Day (D-Day of Operation
Impact),(^) Y-Day, and finally the Po and Reno crossings.
This phasing should be borne in mind, for, in the event,
operations did fall into these rough early groupings.

Prom D minus .50 Day to D minus 1, Eighth Army desired
tlxree things, namely the destruction of the enemy's main

dumps of ammunition, petrol and stores from south of Padua to

the battle area, close support of the three operations in the

Lake Comacchio area on D minus 21,(3) D minus 7 and D minus
3 Days, and bombing of bridges and defences in the area due

north of the Lake as pai-t of the cover plan designed to

deceive the enemy into believing the intentions were to

exrploit north of the Spit,
close support, including a 'large outside day and night effort'

from both Strategic and Tactical Air Forces.

For D-Day they wanted maximum

Close support

should continue over and beyond the launching of 'Impact',
then switch to whichever force exploited north to Ferrara.
At some date after D-Day, dependent on the course of ground
operations, they wanted an all-out air effort to destroy and

harass selected crossings over, and block approach points to,
first the River Reno, then the River Po, for 48 hours at a
stretch.

At the first Joint army/air conference of Eighth Army
and Desert Air Force on 14 March, D-Day was provisionally
fixed as 10 April,
the weight of preparatory operations alone, but for the first

two days at least of 'Buckland' the assistance of the whole

of the Strategic Air Force, the -whole day medium bomber effort
of Tactical Air Force and the maximum number of ilSII Tactical

Air Command's fighter bombers was required,
the Air Force was asked to s-tudy the idea of the com.plete
interdiction of the Rivers Reno and Po.

Desert Air Force was willing to carry

At this point

Un 23 March, Desert Air Force sent fixll proposals to

. (4) They wentTactical Air Force for action and approval

into the vital question of heavy bomber support and affirmed

that fullest co-operation was assui'ed where safety and

navigational aids were concerned, as well as for any pre
liminary practice runs over the target area by na-vigators or

formation leaders,

and Polish Corps were to attack simultaneously and there was

na-fcurally some competition for the hea-vy bomber support.
Rhile it was being pointed out to Polish Corps that only one
major hea-vy bomber attack was possible in the time available,
the whole plan x-vent forward to Allied Force Headquarters, so

It was not yet decided whether V Corps

Reference ak/VQl/2, 6 (Air) Main H.Q., 8th Army,
4 fer. 1945.

An Eighth Anay aiaphibious operation across Lake
Coraacchio developing into a thrust at Argenta.
The Cremona Group attacks of 2 and 3 ̂^arch 1945 on the

Comacchio Spit, supported by aircraft controlled from
Sherman tanl;:s, was described in Chapter 5.
A.H.Q., D.A.F./30/5/Air, 23 March, 1945.
(A.H.B./IIJ 1/122/83/lO(A), Enel.4a).
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that when Tactical Air Force passed the bid for the heavy
bombers to Mediterranean Allied Air Forces for formal sanction,
the Army's case would be familiar to those talcing the decision.

On 28 March, it was still undecided exactly in wliat order

The Army Commander and Airthe two corps were to attach

Officer Commanding therefore approved two alternative air

support plans. Many changes took place until the final
decision of 3 April that V Corps and Polish Corps vrere to

attack simultaneously at approximately I930 hours on 9 April.
The choice of H Hour \ia.s based on the latest time that fighter
bombers could operate in daylight over the Senio River. On

5 April, a detailed array/air plan was issued to Corps. On
7 April, a tactical reconnaissance trace was issued, giving
code names for roads and river crossings. On 8 April, the
detailed fighter bomber programme for D-Day was passed to

Desert Air Force. The final Tactical Air Force operation
instruction for Operation 'Wowser', covering the offensive on
both fronts, was issued on 7 April. ("I)

Representatives of Fifteenth Air Force visited Eighth Army
and Desert Air Forces H.Qs. for the purpose of considering
final details for the heavy bomber attack on their sector.

They later visited Fifth Army and XXII Tactical Air Coiiisnand

H.Qs. for parallel discussions.

The main factor influencing the decision that both Ei^th
Array Corps were to attack simultaneously was that if Polish
Corps attacked, as suggested, on D plus 1 Day they would not

enjoy the benefit of the heavy bombers: on D-Day the effort

was to be concentrated on V Corps front, Wnereas on D plus 1 Day
it was to be confined to the River Santerno area (next to be
crossed) rather than the River Senio, in order to ensure the
safety of V Corps' forward troops,
to travel to reach the Senio and with few good night landmarks,
they were, lacking the necessary experience, at a disadvantage;
this was considered outweigiied by the support of the heavy
bombers in neutralising the enemy defence system.

Polish Corps liad farther

With this pictui’e of the planning pattern in progress
completed, the plans themselves and the preparations for their

execution may now be considered.

The Variety of Plans and their Code Names

It is proposed to deipict clearly at the outset wj.th the

utmost brevity the various plans on the table before D-Day,
together with their code names. The ground plans will be

dealt with first, followed by the airborne plans and lastly the
air plans and the naval plan. Yihile never losing sight of the

combined, fused character of the whole offensive,  a clear notion

of its component parts cannot be dispensed with.

Epitome of Ground Plans

Operation 'Grapeshot' v/as the 15th Army Group offensive,
in which(2) the assaults of both armies were regarded as being
of equal importance. Dealing clironologically with operations.

(1) No. 17A.
(2) According to the C.O.S. 15th Army Group.

(A.H.B./IIJII/5Q/24A-B, Pt. IV, Seot.B).
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the Eighth AriDy front plans will be first enmierated.
was a cover plan for the tlireat of a seaborne assault on the

Istriati coast, and another domestic one to conceal the date

and area of attack and the real purpose of the preliminary
operations on Lake Comacchio (securing launching sites for
the operation towards the Bastia - Argenta area),
operations on the northern flank will be dealt with first.

'Boast' was the attack on the Spit, 'Fry' the attack on the
in the Lagoons (or Lake), 'Lever' the attack on the
'  'Coke' and 'Cinder' the tTO arms of the thiiist

Ther

Tlie

islands i

¥edge, ("')

e

towards Argenta. The whole series of operations beginning
on Lal:e Comacchio and ending at Argenta was Icnovoi as
Operation 'Impact': it was subdivided into three.
Plain' was a combination of a landing across the Lake at

Menate and a drive towards Argenta in conjunction vdth a
westward drive by 'Level-' forces. 'Impact Royal' and
'Impact Slam'(2) y/ere alternative operations, by the same
combination of forces, to follow 'Impact Plain' towards
Argenta or Portomaggiore respectively. Operation 'Buckland'
was the main opening Eighth Army attack, the intention of

wiiich was to establish a bridge-head over the River Santemo,
exploit north toT«'ards Ferrara and, in conjunction with opera
tions of Fifth Army, westwards towards Bologna, Operation
'Bridgeton' followed 'Buckland', Its task followed the

encircling of the enemy still south of the River Reno by both
Armies, It was to cross the Po rapidly and be prepared to
exploit in ary direction.

Impact

Operation 'Flipper' was the Fifth A-rmy advance to, and

build-up on, the Po River line. Operation 'Squireen' T/as
the Fifth Army operation to establish a bridgehead over the
River Po and capture Verona,

Epitome of airborne Plans

There v/ere no less than 33 separate operations planned
betvreen 4 March and 3 May for the employment of the
2nd Independent Parachute Brigade Group,(3)
were rejected before D-Day for various reasons,

'Earlsdon' was an integral part of Desert Air Force's support
plans and as such must be considered in its context of

assistance to 'Impact' forces,
seising of bridges over canals in the area of the western and

north-western shores of Lalce Comacchio, acting as a guard to
forces advancing on Argenta from the east.(5)

The first five

Operation

'Earlsdon'(4) was the

From the end of March through April, various other plans,
all feasible operations of war, were devised, to assist the
groiuid forces at tactical points. Preparations for these

operations and covering air protection were made, but all

were abandoned in turn, usually because the speed of the

advance rendered them unnecessary or the local defences were

(1) The area bounded N, and N.E. by Lake Comacchio, S, by
River Reno and ¥4 by the Canaletta IJmana,
ikiled out when the floods were found suitable for

Fantails in Operation Lever on 6 April,
For full details of these refer to the 'table atAppendix 42
iwhr. H.Q., D.A.F. Operation Directive No, 25 to O.C,
No, 1 M.O.R.U.

'Earlsdon Mary' in conjunction ■with 'Impact Royal';
'Earlsdon Jane' -with 'Im'pact Slam; 'Earlsdon Daphne' 'with
'Impact Cinder; 'Earlsdon Helen' a drop on the canal
near Ostellato.

1945.D.ii.P,, O.R.B., App, F., Ap3

(2)

U)A Ay-

(5)
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too dangerous,
an Italian force lehind the eneray lines.

Operation 'Herring' vras an airborne drop of

Epitome of Air Plans

Operation 'Wovi^ser'("I) was the air support by both air
forces of the initial stages of 1pth Army Group's offensive.
Tactical Air Porce 'was responsible. Operation 'Buckland'
(within 'Wovvser'), for v/hich an army/air plan was produced, was
the united heavy, medium and fighter bomber support of Eighth
Army on D and D plus 1 Days. In 'Wowser' and 'Buckland', the

Strategic Air Force was to bomb 'Apple' and 'Apricot' areas on
D-Day and 'Baker' and 'Charlie' areas on D plus 1 Day,
and 'Whistle' were the areas to be bombed by the Strategic Air
Force on the nights of D/D plus 1 Day, 'Tom'
the medium bomber target areas on D-Day. i
was the revised plan for air attacks on the Reno and Saraoggio
river road bridges. Operation 'Corncob'(3) y/as the air attack,
mainly on road bridges over the Adige and Brenta Rivers,
designed to disrupt the movement of enemy forces attempting to
withdraw into Northeastern Italy, after they had crossed the Po.
There was no plan to force a decisxon on the Po River.

Epitome of Cover Plans

•Pig

'Dick' and 'Harry'
Oneration 'Divorce' (2)

There tos an elaborate Eighth Army cover plan to indicate
to the enemy that Eighth Army v/as neither ready nor prepared to
attack and that yvhen it did attack, it would do. so astride
Higim'-a^'- 9 and couple this with a seaborne hook on Porto
Garibaldi. It appears to have had no codename. Impact Blue'
was that part of the cover plan tlireatening Port Garibaldi, and
consisted of 'Impact Harrow' (operations on the Spit and Lalce),
and 'Impact Eton' (naval and air operations directed against
Porto Garibaldi).
faded out.

The plan for a seaborne invasion of Istria

The Fifth Army cover and deception plan viras to give a
false impression of the balance of strength, capture Massa and
exploit tovrards La Spezia so as to draw in the enemy reserves.

The Mediterranean Naval Forces were to create a mock

build-up of landing craft near Ravenna, combined with a dummy
assault and shore bombar’dment at Porto Garibaldi.

The Plans in Detail

Method of Exposition

The strategy of the campaign in Lombardy yvas one of
indirect approach. Everything depended on the obliqueness of
the preliminary moves aimed at throy/ing the enemy off balance.
Hence the multiplicity of plans. The methods of the main

opening attacks in great concentration of air and ground force
on relatively small fronts succeeded and their plans must
accordingly be viev/ed in outline. The culmination of these

opening moves created a crisis for the enemy of which both air

(1) H.Q. M.A.T.A.F. Operation Instruction 1?A, 7 Apl. 1945.
(A.H.B./IIJ1/122/83/10(b), Enel. 6a).

(2) H.Q. M.A.T.A.F. Ooeration Instruction 18, 3 Apl. 1945.
(A.H.B./IU1/122/83/23(a), Enel. 9b).

(3) H.Q. M.A.T.A.F. Operation Instruction 19j 17 Apl. 1945.
(A.H.B./TIJ1/122/21(C), Enel. 1i^).
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The plans
Tlie main pattern of the offensive

and ground forces W3re quick to take advantage,
vrere msely left flexible.
folloT/s in the oi-der of the preliminary operations on Lake
Coraacchio and towards Massa, the D-Days on the Eighth and
Fifth Arii^y fronts in succession and the decisive blov/ south
of the Paver Po,

The iiiain ground plans are given in outline in the
following pages, with the supporting air plans immediately
following each,
parallel use.

The accompanying maps are presented for

Operation 'Roast' - Ground Plan

The general intention of the series of operations
'Roast', 'Fry' and 'Lever' was to secure, by surprise, a firm
launching groimd from viiich forces supported by armour could
taJce up secure positions and threaten the enemy defending the
approaches to Ferrara,
Bastia - Argenta road, the only possible route north for
Allied armour.
Tlie GeriBans were justified in believing the difficulties too
great to overcome.

This implied the threat to the

Preparations were on a prodigious scaile.

Operation 'Roast ',(1) the attack on the Spit and ttie
Tongue, was timed for the night of l/2 April. Navigation
parties vere to mark the course, Commandos\2; were to cross
the Reno and launch boats, Wnich had been dragged by man
power tlirough a thousand yands of mud to a camouflaged
harbour,
stormboats and assault boats,
cross in stormboats.

One brigade was to cross in 'Pantails', towj.ng
The other brigade was tolandr3) on the west

on the same shore
Commandos were

shore of the Spit north of the argina,
south of the canal,(b) along the Tongue and westwards on to
the Spit; they v/ere to clear the northern river bank at the
base of the Spit, and secure the south bank of the Canale Di
Valetta.
designed to cover and support each move.

Ih

There was a heavy programme of artillery support

Operation 'Roast' - Air Plan

'Pantails' and the assault craft had to be concealed with
smoke and the enemy was to be accustomed to hearing loud
noises during the hours of darl-sness. At night tanks were to
rumble up and dovai, artillery lay dovm harassing fire and
loudspealcers play the imisic of Yfagner with hypnotic intent.

Desert Air Force had a special role in this deception.
For several nights before the assault, Bostons TOre to orbit
over the boat assembly areas to help cloak the noise there.
On the night of the assault (R minus 1/R) a large force of
Bostons was to again orbit over the assembly areas and after
wards to intrude and bomb in the Porto Garibaldi area.

1) Refer to Figure 28
2nd and 9th
At 0500 hours,
A dyke of mud and stakes standing about 3 feet 6 inches
above the level of the water and 8 feet wide,
were incidental to the land reclamation scheme.
First, at 2559 hours.

Argine

2;

(4)

(5)
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On D-Day, in daylight, direct support v/as planned.
1100 hours, the entire Desert Air Eorce medium bomber force was
to attack Porto Garibaldi,

bombers was to await opportunity targets: up to 20 pre-arranged
targets - centres of resistance - were due for attack: there

was to be continuous tactical, armed and artillery("I)
reconnaissance. That night, Bostons were again to intrade
nortli of Porto Garibaldi. On the second day, mediums and.
fighter-bombers were to be umilable for support* (2)

Operation 'Ely' against the Islaiids - Ground and air plans

At

A continuous cabranic of fi^^ter

The second of the primary tasks was the seizure of a

group of four small islands in Lake Comacchio,(3) so as to
protect V Corp's right flank along the southern shores of the
Lake. Haids therefrom on to the northern shore of the Lake,
as a sequel to the seizure of the Spit, should do something to

tie down any of the enemy reinforcing the Argenta Gap, Again,
the Lalce had to be crossed. A combined force of the Special
Boat Service and a few partisans, (4) in liglit boats, were to
make the assault. The Special Boat Service were to carry
their boats over a peninsula and be met by the partisans, all
in silence at night. The date selected vra.s the night April
and launching was to begin at 1930 hours.

Shortly before last liglit, fighter-bombers were to attack

buildings on all foi^r^islands wfith bombs aiid rockets, to Yrea_ken
the small garrison,
surprise.

an operation unlikely to enhance

Operation 'Lever' against the Wedge - Ground Elan

¥/hen the main offeiisive was across the Santemo River, if,
as was probable, the nev/ axis lay northwards towards Argenta,
it was to be supported by a series of operations(6) along the
southwestern shores of Lalce Comacchio, designed to outflank
Bastia and Argenta,
footing north of the River Reno was a pre-requisite.
'Lever' was designed to secure this springboard, knom as the
Wedge, beyond the Reno and bounded on the north by the Lalce.
There were canals to cross and few roads,

great reliance on the inundations,

floodbanks and he \vas thinly spread,
fruitful groimd for filter bomber or ground attack operations.
Hence the absence of close support.

in order to launch them at all, a fiirni
Operation

The enemy placed
His guns were dug in
Clearly this ’was not

The infaiitry was to cross the Reno and the Canaletta
(7) di Navigazione and clear the

Artillery compensated for the absence of aircraft.
Umana, move up to the Fossa
Yvedge.
opening mthout warning and sustained so as to keep the enemy's
head dovcn everyvdiere.

(1) 1 Plight of Ho.651 Air O.F. Squadron.
An Air Rover, with a tentacle sited on a Pantail supported
2 Commando Brigade,
In 2 groups of 2, about 1y miles apart.
Of the 28th Garibaldi Brigade.
Estimated at 60 at the n»st.

56th Inf. Div.
I^ke.

(2)

a

(7)
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Ground and AirThe Diversionary Attack on the West Coast.
Plans

On Fifth An-iiy's D minus 4 Pay - 10 April - Fifth Array was
to carry out a diversionary attack mth the objectives of

capturing Massa and exploiting towards La Spezia.
considered possible that this would draw in part of the

German tactical reserve(l) and engage fully the local
opposition.I2) Gn the left was a coastal plain, cut b3>-
three heavily fortified water lines. On the right were tiie

Aperinlnes, inpassable to large forces. The foothills only
offered ground for an offensive.(3)

It vr&s

The eiir plan was to attack first guns and positions at

La Spezia(4) with about 60 Mitchell medium bombers,
the advance, up to 100 sorties by fighter and medium bombers
were visualised as close support,

to assist in reducing the extensive bunlcers, pillboxes and

gun emplacements in the mountains.(5)

During

The filter-bombers v/ere

Pliins for the Main Offensives

Eighth Army Plan(6) for Operation 'Buckland

Eighth Army issued its plan without the hope of complete
surprise. Tlie eneray anticipa.ted an attach somewhere between

Lugo and Highway 9 or astride it. He was preparing to with

draw and try to hold it on the Santerno River.(7) He v;as,

owing largely to losses inflicted by the Allied air forces,
short of fuel, transport and ammunition and the air interdic
tion of his supply routes ruled out any reasonable hope of
Improvement.

The Eighth Army intention was to establish a bridgehead
over the Fdver Santemo, e.-5q?loit north towards Ferrara and,
in conjunction with Fifth Army, westward towards Bologna,
V Corps and II Polish Corps were to be the offensive corps,
with X and XIII Corps co-operating under command of Ei^th
Army.

V Corps' task was to cross the Senio and the Santemo,
establish a bridgehead to include Massa Lombai'da and be

iprepared to exploit northwards on the axis Bastia - Argenta -
Ferrara. Plans for operations across LaJ^e Ccssacchxo were

designed. They mi^t capture the River Reno crossing and/or
Bastiaj they might develop the Comacchio gains; or they
might attempt, Tdth the help of an airborne attack 

-

(operation 'Earlsdon'), to turn or capture the Argenta Gap.
H Hour was 1920"hours, D-Day 9 April.

(i: The 29th and 90th Parizer Grenadier Divisions,
148th Grenadier and Italia Bersaglieri Divisions.
Fifth Army History.
The heavy naval guns, already referred to in Chapter
could be used in the land battle to good effect.

Fifth Army History; M.A.T.A.F. Operational Summaries.
8th Arsnv Operation Instiuction Ro.1457, 3 Apl, 1943.
(A.H.avAIJ'«/58/24(B), App. E-8).
German opinion seems to have been divided, for while the

plan for wathdrawal to the Santerno was recommended to

O.K.W. by the Supreme Commander S.W, three of the best
divisions were left covering Hi^way 9 until it was too
late to use them in the actual sector of the attack.

(2
3

:4)

,5
6

(7)
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II Polish Corps, simultaneously, v/as to cross the Senio and

X Corps was to play first aSanterno and linlc up Tdth V Corps,
deceptive z'ole, then, as II Polish Corps outflanked the enemy
opposite X Corps, advance towards Highway 9.
hold Monte Grande, attack the rugged Vena Del Gesso and come

into play later.

XIlI Corps was to

lactical A^r Plan for Support of both Armies, Operation
'Tfowser' (1)

Operation 'Wowser' was desigiied for the employment of

maximum air support in co-oi-dination with the 15th Army Group
during the initial stages of the offensive,
of the combined attack as the destruction of the maximum enemy
forces south of the Po, the crossing of the Po and the capture
of Verona.

It gave the obje

A large number of targets were selected, the

ct

properlj'- timed destruction of which would afford maximum benefit

to the armies. Pleid-bility was essential, owing to the doubt
ful factors of the rate of Allied advance and enemy reactions.

'Buckland' was the amplification of 'Y/owser* on the Ei^th Army
front.

On the first day of the Eighth Army offensive, after 1550
hours, Strategic Air Force to bomb tvra areas in the Lugo
area ahead of the two corps and 57th Y/ing's and No.5 S.A.A.P.

YYing's medium bombers wrere to bomb gun areas and communications.
Desert Air Force aircraft were to bomb communications prior to

1400 hours and engage in close support thereafter,
XXII Tactical Air Command w^as to bomb communications prior to
1400 hours and six headquarters thereafter,
bombers of No,205 R.A.P. Group wrere to attack two defended

areas(2) and Desert Air Force to afford close support.
Air Command was to carry out armed reconnaissance north of the
Po id-ver.

That night, heavy

Tactical

On D plus 1 Day - Eighth Army the Strategic Air Force
was again to attack two extensive troop and gun concentration
areas, this time beyond the Santerno River,
wings vi/ere again to attack gun areas and Desert Air Force to

render close support all day,
attack further headquarters and carry out wide armed

Nothing apart from normal commitments was yet
It was not anticipated that the

The medium bomber

vDCII Tactical Air Conmand was t

reconnaissance,

designed for that night.

o

Strategic Air Force would be required again on this front,

plan for the next twro days resembled closely that for the first

two in other respects.

The

On D plus 4 Day, the Fifth Army were to attack,
first day. Strategic Air Force was to attack the enemy defences
over a wide area(5) bet'ween I4OO and 1550 hours and again on the
second day betwee.i 1200 and I400 hours, with some liability to

change of target to conform with the ground progress,
the preceding ni^t, XXII Tactical Air Command and Desert Air

Force night operational aircraft were to cover close support and
the Po crossings, and armed reconnaissance north of the river

respectively.

in close support, with Desert Air Force carr3'ing out armed

On the

During

On D-Day, both tactical air elements were to act

(1) M.A.T.A.F. Operation Instruction 1?A, 7 April 1945.
(A.H.B./IIJ1/122/85/10(b), Enel. 6a).

(2) Refer to Figure 26 for air target areas for day and ni^t
bombers,

(5) Refer to Figure 27 for target areas,
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On D-Eay,i-econnaissance north of ili^v/ay 9 ii'i addition,
the 57th medium bomber Wing was scheduled to attack communica

tions targets and on the next day (,with an eye, like the

I-GCII Air Command, on the chances of an enemy withdrawal) on
five Reno River bridges and Fourteenth Army's H.Q«
tactical air elements were to pi’ovide close support, with

Desei’t Air Force absorbing additional coimflitments,
operations on the second and third nights were to resemble
those on the eve of the attack.

Both

Night

The 'Wowser' plan was more of an early general resume
than a detailed plan and only the broad lines have been
indicated here.

It went on to outline the various safety precautions arranged
for the heavy bomber operations by both the Air Forces and
the Armies.

The details follow in their right context.

Cesenatico, a turning point on the heavy bomber
course, was to be marked throughout the strategic attack with

visual markers and white smoke and the axis of approach at

three points from Cesenatico to Gotignola.
various arrangements to mark the course to the Lugo area and

protect the forvmrd troop Positions along the line of the

River Senio, all concerning Eighth Army, and at Fistoia and
Frato and other critical positions along Fifth Army's front.
Flak line altitudes were to be flexible to the limit, in case

of any lowering of bombing altitude.

There were

To demonstrate the thoroughness of the pla'nning, note
may be taken of the plans for selected formation leaders of

Strategic Air Force to fly over the battle area before
operations to orientate themselves. Recognising the Army
tension before heavy bomber attack close to the front lines,
elaborate arrangements were made for Fifteenth Air Force

radio control stations at Tactical Army H.Qs to warn in case
of last minute cancellation should the Tactical Air Command

order it.

Interdiction of communications remai.ned a high priority
. task] counter air force operations were allowed for;
Strategic Air Force fighter escorts were to cover and escort

medium bomber and transport mssions in the rear areas.
Order of execution was to he- given at least 24 hours in
advance.

Air Plan, for Operation 'Buckland' ('I) D-Day

The full array/air plan for air support on the first two
days of the Eighth Army's main attack was very flexible and,
of necessity, very long.

Some 800 Liberators and Fortresses(^) were to carpet(3)
two areas namely 'Apricot', opposite II Polish Corps front

from. 1550 to 1420 hours and then 'Apple', opposite V Corps,
from 1420 to 1520 hours. Over the wSiole period of the heavy
bomber operations, three U.S. Mitchell groups(^) were to

The following were its essentials.

(1) Army/Air Plan 'Buclcland' (including 'Fighter Bomber
Targets on D-Day' supplement). D.A.F. and 8th Army
5 April 1945. (A.H.B./lIJVl22/83/l0(A-B),
Encls. 35a & 23a resp-y).
In some 42 waves of 18 aircraft each.

With 175,000 fragmentation 20 lb. bombs.
Some 120 aircraft of 57th Bomber Wing,
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attack three gun areas - 'Tom', 'Dick' and 'Harry' - opposite
II Polish Cor;s and one \'dng of Marauders() the 'Stalk' gun
area just north of 'Apple' area.

The elaborate fighter-bomber target programme was
simplified by conl'ining the XXII Tactical Air Command effort to

divisional H.Q. targets and amied reconnaissance on all roads

leading to the battle area.
47 selected batteries and other defences and headquarters on
both fronts,

strength and depth underground, called for special attention.

To supplement the flame thrower attacks plarned, aix’craft were

to attack on the two Corps fronts,
floodbanics were to be 'blitzed' for a vdiole hour beginning at
183c hours,
were synclhronised to fall in the ten minute intervals in the

artillery programme,
by aircraftj fire bombs were to be dropped and the western

bank raJced with cannon shells,

began to cross the river there was to be one special run over

them and across the river, but no bombs were to be dropped.
It was a split-second attempt to keep the enemy's heads down

exactly when necessary.

Desert Air Force was to bomb

•Tlie Senio defences, by this time of unusual

On the Polish front, the

On the V Corps front, the fighter-bomber attacks

There were to be four of these attacks

Just as the forward troops

The utmost endeavours were projected in the way of niglit
opei'ations b3/ the raost concentrated night plan formulated up
to that date. After dark, about 100 Boston and Baltimore
light bombers were to harass gun areas and road movement
opposite both Corps fronts.
100 Liberators and Halifaxes of the R.A.P, No.205 Group were

to attack the Santerno defences in an attack lasting only four
uiinutes. (2)

During the nigrit, about

During the attack, red night marker shells were
to illuminate the centre of both areasj area 'Pig', opposite
V Corps, included the Santa Agata river crossing; area
'Tfnistle', opposite II Polish Corps, included the Mordano

The artifical moonlight was to be switched offcrossing,

during the attack.

During tiie iTiorning of D plus 1 Day, (3)
and 'Baker' opposite II rolish and V Corps respectively, were

each to be carpeted for three-quarters of an hour by the same

heavy bomber force used on D-Day.
bomber force was available for attacks on gun areas or carpet

Plenty of notice was needed in this case.

areas 'Cikirlie

The same entire medium

bombing of defences,

for there was no question of wasting this vital force.
Germans could work vronders in repairing their system even in a

The

bare 24 hours.

(4) were ?;ellTactical and artillery reconnaissance

The latter, of such great importance, was to becovered,

continuous all D-Day, but would have to be shared with
tactical reconnaissance on D plus 1 Day in vAiat ought to be a

fairly fluid ground position.

0) 48 aircraft. No.5 S.A.A.F. Wing,Desert Air Force,

who came under operational control of 57th Ping for the

battle period.
From 0400 to 0404 hours.
Area 'Charlie' 1100 - 1145 hours.

1145 - 1250 hours.

No. 285 Wing Yia.s to co-operate ¥dth 24 'idssions daily.

Area 'Baker
(2)
(3)

(4)
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(1)Mavigational ̂ iids for Jay heavy Bombers

In the plaiKiing for heavy bomber participation, it was

intended to cover every possible contingency aiid achieve the

rra-xiiaiTii security for the ground forces. Prom the first

stages of planning -until the last Wov/ser sortie had been

flown. Fifteenth Air Force liaison officers from the
Operations, Intelligence and Communications Sections remained

at -Tactical Aar Force and Army Group H.Qs, In the general
selection of targets it was decided that the minin-ium distance

from Allied front line troops was to be 3j000 yards.
Aircraft were to bomb the chosen targets as low as possible.
G-reat altitudes wou.ld have increased the difficulty of

identifying precise aiming points on the small targets
(personnel, ■itioi'tax'’s and n-iacliine guns and supply installations)
and so reduced the normal damage expectancy. The general
distinction betxveen 'the targets on the t-i’/o army fronts was
that on Eighth Army front troop and gun areas were to be
attached whereas on Fifth Army front the targets vrere more
precise and included dumps, troop concentrations, gun sites
and Army H.Qs- located along Highways 64 and 65 and in and
around Bologna, Another difference was that on Eiglith A.rmy
Front, first 'Apricot' area and then 'Apple' area was to be
attacked, whereas on Fifth Army front the groups were to
attack targets in both highway areas as nearly simultaneously
as practicable. Vnits in both cases were of 18
aircraft and forn-iations a colui.m of vrings in order,
principal weapon was the clustered fragmentation bomb.

The

The i)-Day attack was to fall within a period of one and
one-half hours; the D plus 4(5) Eay attack -within two hours,
Inas-uTuch as haze was always a problem in the Po Valley, the
a.xes of attack were planned so as to incur minimum interfer
ence from sunray refraction; thus a fairly low ratio of
visibility could be accepted. The initial point for D-Day
was Cesenatico on the Adriatic coast, vidiere the heavy bombers,
which the enemy was to believe were bound on a Central.
European attack, were to turn inland. In the Fifth Arm;>’- D
plus 4 (5; Day attack, the initial points for each of the
parallel axes of attack were in the vicinity of Pistoia and
Prato.

Elaborate plans were made to prevent bombs falling on
friendly troops. Txiere were three types of safeguards, all
fully employed. ■ These v/ere pre-attack fa-iTiiliarisation
flights, radio aids ai'id visual aids, (k)
be briefly sumraarised as follows,
more or less the same patterj.x, namely parallel radio beams
for the approaches, a radio bomb line along the track of the
visual bombline 'marlcing, a point to point radio station and a
unit for the emergency recall of bombers, all linked by

This set-up was planned to cover ai-y operational

The radio aids may
On each front there was

teleplione.
condition of visibility.

(1) M.A.T.A.F. Operation Instruction 17a, 7 April 1945.
(A.li.B./lIJl/l22/85/1.0(B), Enel. 6a).
Operation Wowser H.Q. 15th A.F., 51 1'^ay 1945.
(A.H.B./IIJ11/47).

(2) The safety precautions for D-Day are shown in the diagram
at Figure 25. Tiie bearings in this figure are true, but
for the purposes of clear exposition, certain features
have been simplified and are purely emblematic.
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The visual aids had to be distinctivej so as to stand out

against the geometrical strip pattern of the closely cultivated

fields. On D" -'Da^, there v/as to be mite smoke at Cesenatico,
the Initial Pointj there were to be three sets of bars along
the approach lane^ each bar 100 yards by 16 yards of white-

v/ashed Hessian cloth; there was to be first one bar, then two,
then t’nree and at each set of bars viiite smoke was to be

burnt. (1) The line of troops along the River Senio was to be
marked by a rot/ of fourteen white Ts,(2) of which two were to
be sited astride Highway 9
fluorescent panels were to be laid for emphasis; alongside
letters T. 1, T.8 mid T.12, yellow smoke was to be burnt,(5)
An Anti-aircraft b.ombline consisting of groups of shells

bursting at 15,000 feet(4) was to be fired at six pinpoints(5)
so as to indicate the forward troops cositions. It was to

cease on termiination of the heavy bombing of ‘Apricot* area,
while the medium bombers attacked 'Tom', 'Dick' and 'Harry*.
It would then recoimnence when the heavy bombers switched to

'Apple' area,(°)

Navigational Aids for Night Heavy Bombers.0)

At Ts.l, 5i 9 and 15 red

Great hopes wei^ placed on the night heavy R.A.P, bomber
attack at the close of D-Day and much thought devoted to

navigational aids for them,
sliould fire a red maiicer shell on pinpoints in each of the two

Fnistle'(S) - every ten seconds.

It was suggested that the Army

!

areas chosen - 'Pig' and
The marker shell plan(9) was adopted in lieu of the usual
methods of illumination. The Master Bomber, having checked

that they iTOre correctly positioned, was to alert his crews

that it was safe to bomb with a green marker incendiary,
searchlights were to be dowsed during the attacks. During the
attacks on the first tw ni^its in support of Eighth Army,

Night Letter Landmarlsl'**^) were to be used. A special night
letter N v/as repositioned.

All

(11)!
Airborne Plan for Operation 'Earlsdon

Operation 'Earlsdon* was finally planned before D-Day as

airborne landing along the shores of Lake Comacchio between

Fortomaggiore and Argenta, mth the object of capturing Argenta
and exploiting northvrestwards. It was to talce place on

15 April. Although it T/as cancelled, its main features as an

important complement of the air/ground plan for 'Buckland
should be briefly considered.

an

I

(t) Fron '.535 to 152C hours.

Off yfiilte-v/ashed Hessian, 100 I'ards long.
FPoi'; 13^5 to 1520 hours.
At 30 second Inteiwals.

3 from 1345 to 1420 hours and 3 from 1420 to 1520 hours.
Details of the various other preparations by air forces and armies to ensure

the best possible results from air operations will be given shortly.
Adv. H.Q., D.A.F. Operation Order Mo.25, Appendix C.
(A.H.3./IIJi/122/o3/10(A), End. 34a).
Important crossings over the santerno and defended positions, which Allied
troops hoped to reach on D plus 1 Day,-
The red marker shells vrere to be fired at 20 second intervals from 0356 to
0406 hours. Bombing was to take place from 0400 to 0403 hours.
Slow burning petrol mixture in pots 20 yaixls apart outlined letters of the
same size as normal Day Letter Landmarks.

Adv. H.C>, D.A.F. Operation Directive No.25 to O.C. H0.I H0.R.U.
(aA.F., O.R.B., App.F, April .

(2)
(5)
(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)
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It was envisaged as falling into three phases, ('l)
first consisted of 115 Dakotas dropping parachutists from

1208 hours. The second consisted of 35 tug aircraft towing
British Eorsa gliders, wLrich were to land troops at 1408 hours.
The third was a re-supply raission(2) at 1730 hours.

The

There were some 32 heavy enemj?' flak guns within range of

the dropping aircraft. Desert Air Force bore the responsi
bility of neutralising both these and light guns in the area

for the entire period these dropping aircraft were witliin

their range, as v/ell as for weather reconnaissance. All guris
were to be photographed and. plotted. Ninety-six medium 

'

bombers were to bomb the heavy batteries before both the
paratroop and the glider missions. By the time the re-supply
mission flewr over, the ground position -vvould be too fluid for

any special anti-flak operations. In any case, the medium

bombers would not have had time to turn round. However, the
I'e-supply riiissions would profit by the effects of supple-
menta3.y fighter-bomber attacks on the guns during all three
phases, as well as others by 12 aircraft on a roving anti-gun
coiiimission over the area. Air cover was planned in case
enemy fighters were tempted to interfere.

Airborne Flan for Operation 'Herring*.(3)

Eighth Army suggested an airborne operation designed to
harass the enemy and disorganise his movement in the event of
his mthdrawal to the Po, by operating at niglit to supplement
confusion caused by air attacks during the day. The idea was
developed by 15th Army Group and planning began on 24 March.
Targets were likely to occur in the path of both armies; it
was arranged therefore that they should be passed to the Army
Group, who vrauld allocate priorities.

Night operations behind the enemy lines called for a

special type of personnel. These existed in the Italian
parachute troops of the P. Reconnaissance(^) and Nembo
Regiments. The plan was that a force of about 2^0 volimteers,
under the supenrision of their Force Commander,(5) were to be
trained by Special Operations Mediterranean, The force was to

be laiown as the I.S.A.S. - the Italian Special Air Service:
all its members were trained paratroopers. Eiglath Army formed
it, XIII Corps was responsible. It was under 15th Army Group
Command, The two sub-units were to retain their Italian

identity, be self-supporting and live off the land witliout
means of communication after dropping,. ABritish Training H,Q,

(1) Altitudes:- paratroop aircraft at 1,000 feet, descending
to 600feet at the initial point: glider releases at
1,000 feet: re-supjjly aircraft between 600 and 1,000 feet.
No smoke.

Of up to 45 aircraft, probably a mixture of Dakotas and
Liberators,

of tlie offensive may be traced on Figure 28.
Notes on the combined array/air operations in the Italian
theatre Apl/May 1945» Appendix C, Annexure 1. D.M. T,,
A.F.H.Q. (A.rI.B,/lIJl/90/246) Brief for Commander
Italian Special Air Serx'ice, C.O.S. 8th Any, 29 Mar. 1945
AlreadjT' noticed in a previous chapter.
Major Ramsey, Parachute Regiment,

The part of ’Earlsdon':in the opening phase
(2)

(3)

A,
5
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was set up at Rosignano, parachute d:
Gioia(v and ground tactics at Siena,

ling practised at

The tactical air plan left the date of the mission as

unassigned. (3) The proposals of both armies Tihen rendered
into terms of operation meant that probably 16 aircraft(4) v;ere
to lift sections of parachutists from Rosignano airfield and

drop parties of three or four in areas close behind the enemy's
fluid front as he was pressed towards the River Po.
aircraf’t was to arrive over its target as soon after dar'kness

as possible,

34 targets for choice and six emergency landing fields.
Allied aircraft were to stay out of an especially restricted
area from 2030 to 0200 hours,

mostly by ni^t and directed against enemy road traffic,
special object of these was to create traffic Jams which would

provide favourable targets for Allied aircraft the next day,
as well as improve on current confusion created by the same

The first

Pour corridors were laid down. Tliere were

Operations would certainly be
The

source.

Sinister’(5)Aerial Re-supply Plan for Operation

In mid-April, it was decided by 15th Army Group to prepare
for the maintenance of an armoured column, of approximately
divisional strength, by air, in the event of an armoured
break-through viien the battle became flmiid. Planning(6) began
on 18 April. By 25 April, the packing and assembly of the

necessary supplies, ammunition and fuel had been coinpleted.

Sixty Dakotas were moved to Ravenna. Tliey ^vere to drop,
at 24 hours notice with effect from 26 April, 145,000 gallons
of petrol(7) and 12,000 gallons of diesel fuel with lubricants
to scale, all packed at Rimini. No. 2641 Special Group of
Liberators based at Rosignano were to dipp 60 tons of
ammunition. Liberators of No. 461 Bomber Group, based at

Torreta, were to drop 25,000 rations. The maximum daily fuel

drop was to be 30,000 gallons(S)

Air Plar.' for Operation 'Divorce', the Attacks on the Reno and

S amo p;gio Rivers. (9 j

The River Reno ran from its mouth Just north of Ravenna
soon

The
westwards and northwestvi/ards as far as Poggio Renatico;

. thereafter, it bent south and passed through Bologna,
original plan for the air attacks on 12 of its principal
bridges including the secondary Malalbergo bridge, had been

abandoned tov/ards the end of the previous September because of

fatal delays during v/hich bad weather ensued and the enemy
built up prohibitive defences,

(1) At the R.A.F. Parachute Training School.
(2) At the Special Operations Battle school,
O) in the event it was launched on one occasion onljr, the night of 20/21 April,
lU) Of 6i|th Troop Carrier Group.
(5-) Motes on the combined anns^/alr operations Apl/May.

C.M.F.

(6) By G-3 (Air) and G-l sections H.Q. 15th Amj^ Group in collaboration with
A.F.H.Q., the latter H.Q. acting as executive H.Q.

(/•) ^ octane.
(8) in the event, owing to the earl/ collapse of the enemy, the operation was

never put into effect.
(9) M.A,T.A.F, Operation instruction Mo. IS, 3 Apl. 19ii5.

(A. H.B. / :IJ1/122/83/23(A), Enel.6a).
(10) Refer back to the narrative in Chapter 2,

D,ii,T,, A,F,H,Q,,
(A.H.B./IIJ1/90/246).
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In view oi"' the forthcoming need to cause the maximum of

interference to the moveraent of enemy forces if they atteiapted
to vdthdraw from both fronts, the plan for ’Divorce' was

revised before the opening attacks and expended to cover the

lindestroyed road bridges over the Saraoggio as well as the
Reno River.

Arraies.

Bombardment Wing, iCill Tactical Air Command and Desert Air

Rorce, 15 road bridges in all being chosen for destruction,
Rlalc, both from fixed defences in the Bologna area and from

mobile light batteries -with the troops was a serious factor

hard to estimate, but likely to be concentrated,
a possibility of heavy bonibers bombing the targets given to
the mediura bombers, if the latter were needed for other tasks.

It was open to both Armies to veto the operations planned for
their sector.

It was intended to support the advance of both
The task wras divided fairly evenly between 57th

There was

In the event, Fifth Army did so on the grounds
of excessive risk to front line troops moving on  a fast

flexible front,

all advantage which mi^t have been gained, but was not fatal.
This, as vdll be seen, prejudiced the over-

Air Plan for Operation 'Corncob' (1)

Like Oioeration 'Divorce' (the attacks on the Po and Reno),
Operation 'Corncob' was planned by Tactical Air Force at the

request of 15th Army Group and both the tactical air commands

and tlie medium bomber Tdng were employed in support of the

Army Group. If the Army plans worked out to schedule, the

enemy forces remaining would have been cut off, by the capture
of Verona, from the northwest of Italy, Their need and the

emplacement of their strong defence line on the Adige and in

the Venice area T/ould bring the Adige and Brenta rivers into

prominence as escape routes. The point of 'Corncob' was the

maximum interference with such organised m.ovements, inevitable,
it T/as felt, into northeastern Italy. They might begin quite
early with the vdthdrawal of heavy equipment into the Adige
Line.

In the first, the
remaining intact road bridges across the Adige between Verona

and the A.driatic vere to be destroyed,
remaining bridges serviceable to motor transport across the

Brenta, between Bassano Del Grappo and the Adriatic, vrere to

be destroyed.

The broad plan fell into two phases.

In the second, the

The destruction of the nine Adige bridges was the tank
of 57th Bombardment Wing, that of the fifteen Brenta bridges or
diversions was divided among three forces,
task of that same medium bomber wing, and four eachl^) the task
of XZII Tactical Air Command and Desert Air Force,

heavy bombers was not envisaged in the plans issued on 17 April,
but in the event a major part of the assignment was transferred

Seven (3) were the

The use of

H.vQ,, M.A.T.A.F. Operation instruction Wo. 19 17 Apl.1945.
(A.H.B./IIJ1/122/21(C), Enel.14a).
Cavarzere, Boara Pisaai, Lusia, Garzare, Badia Polesine,
Legnago, Bonavigo, Albaredo and Zevio.
Codevigo, Sacco, Saiidon, Vigonovo, Stra 1, Stra 2, 1‘riola,
SHI T.A.C, - Gartura road bridge and diversion, Bassano 1,
Bassaiio 2.

D.A.F. - Brandola (railway), Ca-Pasqua, Padixa East 1,
Padua East 2.

(1)

(2)
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at short notice to the Strategic Air Eorce, (1)
bridges were all destroyed, the problem of the numerous ferry
crossings (as in the case of the to} was bound to arise, but
these were not mentioned in the plan.

Sven if the

Ground Flan for the Fifth Away Offensive

Since Fifteenth Army Group had outlined its broad plans
for both arrr.ies in February, (2^ no major change of intention
had occurred,

operations and the air support plans have been given,
only remains to consider briefly the rather different groimd
and air plans for the Fifth Army offensive in its opening
stages.

All the early plans for the Eighth Army groun
It

d

The Fifth Army cover plan viras to build up a tlmeat on

Route 65. Eighth Army was to seize the Argenta Gap. This,
coupled with the diversion round La Spezia, ought to create a

favourable background for an attack by the Fifth Arniy on or

about 15 April, The attack was to be in three phases,(3)
II and IV Corps were to attack abreast, initially astride
Highway 64. IV Corps v/as to open the assault. II Corps was
to join the attack through the Genghis Khan Line.(4) By the
time Praduro was approached, two armoured divisions were to

seise the Panaro River Line. Tvhile Bologna was being
encircled and the Eighth Army met at Bondeno, Fifth Army was to
drive to the Po. Thereafter, the plans elaborated the
crossing of the Po between San Benedetto Po and Ostiglia and

the opening up of Highway 12 to Verona, the capture of which

was to isolate Northwestern Italy.

Support Plan for Fifth ArmyAir

The initial objectives of the Fifth Army attack involved
the over-running of strong, natural, mountainous positions
considerably improved during the winter. No detailed army/air
plan T/as issued. The gi'ound attack depended initially on the

progress made by the Eighth Aimy on the right flanlc, not on

maximum air effort, although this was planned.

The broad lines of the Tactical Air Force plan were laid
The date ofdown in the instructions for Operation 'Vfowser'.

Fifth Amy's attack T/as uncertain,
apply when required, so long as the order of execution yfas

passed to all commands concerned by O9OO hours of the day pre
ceding the attack,
matter of principle this narrative does not usually anticipate
events, that the heavy bomber participation was more prolonged
than planned for.

The air plan was ready to

It is worthy of note here, although as a

The offensive he2?e underwent very heavy

going.

The facts can be checked with the U.S. Air Force Historical Section, who are
in possession of all the relevant documents belonging to S.A.F., 57th Bomb
King and the U. S. air cor.m’anders,
il.Q. 15th Army Group operation instruction Ko. 3, 12 Feb. '{915.
{A.H.B./IIJ11/56/21(A)3 App. C-3).
Green, Brovm and Black.
Using the 6th South African /jr-oured, 88th, 91st and 34th Dlvlsl',a,» and the
Italian Legnano Group.
ri.A.T.A. F. Operation instruction ilo, 17A, Operation 'Wowser' 7 Apl. 1945,
(A.H.B./nJ1/i22/S3/10(B), Enel. 6a) and itotes on the combined army/alr
operations in the Italian theatre Apl/May 1945/Appx F, D.!-!.?,, A.F.H.Q.
(A.H.B./IIJI/90/240).

(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)
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The two opening days of the Fifth Army attackC’^)
provided for,

at 0945 hours.

Luring the preceding night, XXII Tactical Air Command was to
support Eighth Army and bomb the Po crossings; Desert Air
Force night bombers wre to cany out armed i-econnaissance
north of the Po.

XXII Tactical Air Command,

were

The 10th Mountain Division vras to lead off

This, in the event, was on 14 April,

Close support all D-Day was the task of
It T^as to include a 'blitz’,

i.e, an intense attack with hi^i ejcplosives and fragmentation
bombs, fuel tank incendiary bombs and rocket projectiles, on
enemy defences a:iid strongpoints in the area of Monte Pigna,
(south of Bologna), attacks on batteries on IV Corps front,
H.Qs, buildings and dumps, and armed reconnaissance south of
Highway 9; cabranks controlled by Rover 'Pete' T/ere to
function in the normal filter bomber role. Armed
reconnaissance duties were divided between the Tactical

Command and Desert Air Force, XXII Tactical Conmiand was to

reconnoitre south of Highway 9^ and Desert Air Force north
of it.

in the aftemoon(^) of D-Day, some 820 heavy
were to drop 1,500 tons of fragmentation bombs(3)

bombers

on dun^s,
occupied areas, gun areas and bridges on II and IV Corps
fronts,

attack communications, isolating, as far as possible, the
Bologna area under attack up the two axes of Highway 64 and
65, mth a new emphasis on the former.

Meanwhile, the medium bombers of 57th Wing were to

On D plus 1 Day, a large force of heavy bombers was to
attack points not fully covered by D-Day attacks.(4)
medium bomber wing was to switch to the Reno River bridges and
endeavour to destroy the H.^. of Fourteenth Army,
surplus effort was to be applied to communications,
tactical air forces were to collaborate more closely. Desert
Air Force's role becoming more specific in bombing the H.Q, of
51st Mountain Corps and targets passed by XXII Tactical Air
Corimand.

Tlie

Any
The two

Tne intention to make the most of the improved night
operational aircraft position found expression in full
programmes for the night before D-Day (Fifth Army), i/D plus 1,
D plus 1/D plus 2 and D plus 2/D plus 3. The night bombers of

205 R.A.F, Group would be fully engaged on Eighth Army's
front. The task of maintaining the best possible continuity
’.vith daylight operations fell, therefore, on the light night
bombers of the two tactical air forces. Their programme on
each night covered close support, attacks on the Po crossings
and armed reconnaissance north of that river.

The next effort of the medium bombers was to be directed,
in the strength of three hundred aircraft, against five road
and railway bridges over the River Reno west of Bologna,
during the early afternoon.(5)

(1) Referred to as D plus L and D plus 5 days. In the event the Fifth Army
offensive was postponed one day, awaiting better flying weather,
therefore became D plus 5 Day, and so
Between UiOO and 1530 hours.
20 lb in weight.
Between 1200 and li|00 hours.

In the event, Fifth Army vetoed the operations on the grt>unds of excessive
rlsl: to front line troops.

D plus
on.

h

(2)
(3)
(L)
(5)
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The programmes for the lighter tactical aircraft are too

long to elaborate here,

local battlefield target, the destraction of vhich \vould assist

the ground advance, Td.th every type of attack laaovim to the
theatre.

They covered every LnoTOi type of

Navigational Aids for heavy Bombers, Fifth Aray Front

Speaking generally, the same broad principles of aiding
heavy bombers applied on both fronts. Certain local and

specific differences aiust, however, be recorded. XXII
Tactical Air Goromand was to arrange for the same g:round po.ne Is,
letter markers and flak bursts; the flalc bursts
oiTing to the presence of mountain pealcs, were to be fixed at

13,000 feet above sea level, with option of lowering in case

of cloud. White smoke was to indicate initial points at

Pistoia and Prato, In addition to red fluorescent panels at

quarter mile intervals, a long yellow fluorescent panel(2) was
to be laid on a north-south bearing. Every vehicle normally
operating within 1,000 yards of the forward troops was to carry
a red or yello'W fluorescent panel. As additional landmarks,
there were a large white cross near Prato and a large white

■jriangle near Pistoia with white smoke generators down wind
from them and four white letter landmarks,(3)

however.

Unity and Variety witliin Tactical Air Force

The adiuirable quality of the ’Wowser’ plan for the
participation of all the air forces in the Italian theatre in
the set-piece battle vias a clear vindication of the degree of
autonomy and flexibility attained by the air arm as a whole.
It is equally clear that the air forces concerned bore each a
strongly individual stamp until the end,
evident in the methods of tactical support chosen.
Fifth liTirff front, there was a Rover control attached to each
of the tT/o corps, (^ ) but none to the artillery.
Air Gomrnand specialised in what they called the ’Horsefly
principle of control. A Gub aircraft(5) was kept in the air
as long as possible during the hours of daylight. Its main
mission was to pass on the data of its crew's observations
either to airborne fighter-bomber missions, bringing them on to
targets by visual control, or, in the absence of aircraft, back
to the controller.
Army front), v/as the employment of ’Speedball’ Rover Stations,
units of smadl fast contact cars, for deployment to leading
divisions in a fluid battle,
sance was entrusted to R.A.P. squadrons and the British
artillery reconnaissance radio telephone pirocedure adopted.
Artillery reconnaissance included one innovation, the special
road shoots,
fluorescent panels,
gave an added sense of security to both front line troops and
aircrews, enabling the latter to report back the progress of
ground forces and thus perfect the build-up picture it was so
vital to disseminate quickly and accurately.

Tills was very
On the

The Tactical
I

Another method, (paralleled on the Eighth

Ivbst of the tactical reconnais-

Pifth Army enjoyed the exclusive use of red
Highly recognizable from the air, they

0)
(

32 simultaneous 90-ram bursts each 30 seconds, in line,
300 Beet long.
Refer to T.A.P O.R.Bs and appendices.

2)
( 3

Rover ’Joe' vd.th II Gorps: Rover ’Pete’ iidth IV Gorps,
Tliree Cubs, with complete crews, operated

• >

T;>-pe L-5.
(4
(5)

witli each Rover Control.
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Air methods on the Eighth Army front resembled these in

some respects, but diverged in others,
set up initially four Hovers, two with corps and tTO mth

artilleiy. (1) After the breaktlirough, two were dissolved
and a new one(2) attached to British XIII Corps, then com^g
into play. V Corps received a Hover Tank as more befitting
the. fluid situation, Desert Air Force’s procedure also now-

included 'Midnight Hovers'. 'Timothies', 'Dixies', 'Pineapples'
and 'Pineapple Sundaes’.(3) Each Hover operated contact cars,
which moved ahead vd.th the leading ground colurans into the

battle and reported back the 'live' situation as it develope^
The XiCII Tactical Air Cooiaand controls used the same cars. (4)
'Midnight Rover' was in the experimental stage.
3rd Photo Group took photographs at night -with the aid of
radar. On i-eturn to base, the photographs were instantly
developed, interpreted and any important targets revealed
passed, tlirough sector control, to night intruders,
successfully ejcploited(5) in the final battles,
operations, tactical reconnaissance aircraft passed targets
to the Hover, who bi'iefed the fighter bombers. In
'Pineapple' operations, these reconnaissance aircr^t flashed
back hostile transport targets to the air control, who
vectored a waiting formation of fighter bombers on to the

road targets.(7)

To begin with, they

I

The U.S,

It was

In 'Dixie'

PRELIMII'IAEr OPERATIONS (8)

(9)The supreme Im-portance of Operation 'Roast'

launched in the early hours
The Allied

The Germans, believing

Wlien Operation 'Roast
of 2 April, the background was favourable,
deception plans were still -working, '
in the imminence of a landing in the Venice area, had ordered
the formidable 29th Panzer Grenadier Di-vision to reinforce
that area. They were on the march northeastwards on 2 April

were not brought into the battle until 13 April, -sdien
von Vietinghoff had recognised his error. It was still,
however, essential that complete surprise as to the hour and
nature of the attack should be attained for the time necessary

to seizing the springboard for the armoured attack on the
Argenta Gap. In a sense, the whole ultimate success of the
offensive might depend on the degree of speed and silence of

Operation 'Roast*.

was

Rover 'Paddy' with v Corps: Rover 'David' with II Polish Coirps: Rover
'FraiUC with A.G.R.A.: Rover 'Tom' with A.G.P.A. (Polcorps),
Rover 'Jack',

MA.T.A.F. Operations Memo Ho. 1, 22 March 1915.
(A.H.B./IIJ1/183/6, End. la).
The 'Speedball' Rover Stations,
H.Q. M.A.T.A.F. O.R.B. Appendix D/SASO/7.
AtM.O.R.U. (G.C.C.).
'Pineapple sundae' was a late developiaent, in which the armed reconnaissance
mission ms airborne at the same time as the tactical reconnaissance

mission and orbiting some pre-arranged positions waiting for a target.
This was normally done in the case of the last light tactical reconnaissance
missions.
Refer to Figure 28 for ground and air operations by the Commandos and others
and Desert Air Force.

Full details of the ground and waterborne operations may be found in the
volume on V Corps operations, Pt. IV Section C of A.H.B./IIJ11/53/25(A).

(1)

(2)
(3)

(1)
(5)
(6)
(7)

(8)

(9)
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The Launching of the Attack against the Spitj Operation 'Roast’

3y 2345 haul's on 1 April, the last marker boat on the lake

T\ras in position. ("I)
the assembly area to aYvait the Pantails,
behind schedule, all Y/as so far- favoui'able.
over five hours to daybreak,
began,
attempts to launch others failed and it was evident tliat the

The Ydiole

All

The water force, pushed their boats into
Although tYVD hoiirs

There Yrere just

Almost immediately, trouble
The leading ’Pantails' Yvere bogged offshore. All

lake could not be crossed that night in 'Pantails',
operation, indeed the whole offensive, v/as in jeopardy,
men and equipment in 'Pantails' were transferred into boats.

They man-hauled the boats and loads through nearly a mile of

glutinous shallows,

forces became inextricably lost and mixed.
It would be fatal to be caught in such a plight at da^dreak.
The Brigade Connnander rejected the idea of postponement,
air forces could not help, but there was plenty of supporting
artillery. They yrere to continue. If landing was made in

daylight, artillery was to lay a smoke screen.(2) The storm-
boats started up their engines and the expedition literally
roai-ed across the lake.

In the pitch black darkness the tTO
Time was short.

The

At 0447 hours, the leading Commando Y/as engaged viiiile
approaching the shore,

head enabling the other to land,
mud.

By 0530 hours, it firmly held a bridge-
This beach was deep ooze and

Smoke from the artillery and the morning mist saved
boats approaching after first light from heavy losses,
troops folloY/ed at 0705 into the bridgehead and pressed on to

the Bellocchio Canal,

More

(5)Advance along the Tongue

The task of the 43rd (Eoyal Marine) Commando was to advance
from its land base and clear the Tongue, then cross the Reno

River and clear the southeastern half of the Spit.

(Royal Marine) Commando was to draw fire Yvith feints, then a
troop Y^as to be ferried across the Reno supported by two troops

of Churchill tanks, to clear a strip of land between the Laice
aaid the Reno,

disaster on the Laice, turned back, but at 0500 hours the 43rd
attacked and cleared the enemy from the Tongue,(4)

Exploitation (5)

The crowded day of 2 April sarff the rapid development of

their surprise attack, the attainment of several objectives, the

captcire and destruction of several hundred of the enemy and a
series of manoeuvres aimed at neutralising the elaborate enemy

The 2nd (Royal Marine) Commando established itself
f iimily along the line of the Bellooohio Canal,
had a hard time getting round the defences of Santa Marlacca,

Air support and every fom of rrortar and artillery support
failed to dislodge the Austrian defenders.

The kOth

They moved forward, then, learning of the near

defences.

The 9th Commando

The attack was

(1) Navigation parties from the Special Boat Service positioned
lighted boats and other parties established control points
and artillery call posts at the argine gaps,
6,000 yards long.
V Coi'ps Operations, Opns, of Brit, Ind.j[Dominion Forces
Pt. 13'- Sec. C. (A.H.B./IIJ11/58/25 (A)),
30 prisoners captured, 50 enemy dead.
A.H.B./IIJ11/58/25(A). Refer to Figure 28 for Allied
progress, enemy defences and air taz'gets.

0^*44)
(3)
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A heavy artillery concentration fellrenewed from the south,

on San Marlacca and a smoke screen concealed the initial

attack,

which cleared, the whole area^ was made across open country'.
The suoke cleared too early and the final assault.

Mearmhile, the 43rd (Royal Marine) Commando, having
crossed the mouth of the Reno, doubled back southwards.
1515 hours, after a day of bitter fighting, most of the
southern territory was in Allied hands,

the Reno was cleared by evening.

The north bank

By

of

Air Support on the first Day

Air records give the sortie total on 2 April as
8b fighter-bombers and 44 light bombers and the targets -

guns, occupied ai'eas, H.Qs, buildings and strongpoints - as

all in the Porto Garibaldi area, at the head of the Spit,
There were heavy guns and positions there and in  a sense it

. ("^) But in the event, the amor
records testify, some of the effort was undoubtedly directed

against the stubborn Austrians round Santa Marlacca. Bombing
must have been difficult and dangerous with such  a -vdieeling
pattern of small group fronts and such highly mobile forward

lines, and it was definitely not ripe terrain for  a big
sustained air effort. At Porto Garibaldi, there was, as yet,
no fighting and the bombing should have done much to soften it

xip, as well as deceive the enemy. At San Marlacca, the small

air effort was not decisive bu.t did something to assist our
forces to establish themselves until reinforced and supported
by a major artillery effort.

was the root of the defence

Clearing the northern Half of the Spit

The advance northwards to clear the Spit v/as the next
The start was delayed until 1400 hours on 3 April,

They failed to cross the Valetta Canal, at the northern end

The weather handicapped Desert Air Force that

task.

of the Spit,
day, but nineteen targets in the Valetta Canal - Porto
Garibaldi area, all close to the Allied lines, were attacked.

Many direct hits were reported, but, again, the ground forces

were unable to talce advantage of the conditions created.

Air and Ground Operations against the Islands on Lake
Comacchio

was launched on the night k/5 AprilOperation ’Pry
against foxir small islands in the Lake, with the object of

protecting the right flanlc of V Corps in any advance along the
southern shores,

and aiming at tying down potential enemy reinforcements moving
west towards the Argenta Gap, balds from these islands on the

northern shore of the lake were planned,
two groups of two, about one and one-half miles apart.

The attacking force

I

As a natural sequel to Operation ’Roast’,

The islands lay in
The

defences vrere manned by about 60 men.
used light boats and punts.(2)

These operations were part of the deception plan, too.
One small force, composed of one squadron of the Special
Boat Service with a few engineers and partisans seized
the easternmost group, considered the most likely to be

occupied, whilst a slightly smaller force, mostly
partisans, seized the western group.
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At about ■1900 hours on 4 April, a force of 72 fighter-
bombers ("I) attacked buildings, occupied areas and tvio batteries
on the islands. This bombing alamned the garrison. Those
not killed put out in boats for the mainland. All four islands
were found deserted,
investigate were captured. TI'
29th Panzer drenadier Division,,
perliap'S the deception plan was breaking down,
very serious if the wliole division were to follow. But these
fears were unfounded. Von Vietinghoff still believed in an
amphibious landing, not in thrusts at Argenta and across the
Santemo.

A boatload of Germans returning to
of the prisoners belonged to

It was only a unit, but
It would be

The Operation against the Yfedge, 3-8 April

It was now time to launch Operation ’Lever’, the object of
whAch was to secure firm ground along the southwestern shores
of Lake Comacchio north of the Reno from -vdiich to outflank the
narrows at Bastia and Argenta. The northern half of the Wedge
was flooded and sealed by the mud of Lake Comacchio and the
high floodbanJc of the River Reno. The eneniy was thinly spread
over the dubious terrain. There were no heavily defended
points suitable for heavy air attack. It was a matter of
advancing two miles and crossing two defended canals.

At 2115 hours on the night 5/6 April, Allied troops crossed
the river, and on to the first canal. During the whole pro
ceedings a light and continuous fire was rolling westwards, on
all likely areas of resistance. By mid-moming of  6 April, the
vdiole force attacked the tenacious defenders of the Canaletta
Umana.
Tanias supported the infantry,
bridgehead north of the River Reno had been seized and engineers
were opening up the way for the offensive.

Air operations were not possible in the cloudy weather of
6 and 8 April, and no direct support was recorded in the actual
Wedge ■ area, where fitting was so fluid and intimate, but over
the Spit itself 1? Spitfire bomber missions were directed
against the defences in the area of the eastern shores of the
Lake: 265 sorties, mostly controlled by forward posts, were
involved,

but had only an indirect bearing on the Wedge,
for the great attacks of 9 October now began to overshadow
everything else.

Fifth Army Diversion against Massa and La Spezia

By the night 7/8 April, the Fossa had been reached.
Within 48 hours, a large

The results there showed up in ground consolidation,
Preparations

Although only a diversion, the preliminary operations
the extreme Allied left flank v/ere of great interest and profit

La ^zia had been a tantaliz tog problem for
Until it Tias captured, tlraere seemed no means of

on

to the Air Forces,
a long time,
cutting off seaborne supplies to the Fourteenth Army or railway

The heavy
continued to threaten both Allied naval and ground forces.

traffic marshalled safely in bomb-proof tunnels.
guns
The 15th Army Group vrould be very relieved if what they

the constant irritation’ of the La Spezia guns
Those guns made any movement through the last

described as
T/as eradicated.

(1) Spitfires of D.A.F. \toose operations included attacks on
the Spit,

(2) 129th Reconnaissance Unit was on its way north to Join
the division in the Venice area.
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strongholds of the Gottnlc Line in the Massa

up Highway 1 to Viareggio very hazardous.
Aulla area and

The Fifth Amy attacli was opened at 0500 hours on
Vi/hile small forces of Thunderbolts ('') bonibad the5 April,

normal battlefield targets, the troops took possession of
several dominating heights.
7th they persisted, with Thunderbolt support, and cleared
the summit of their first objective, Monte Belvedere, over-
loold.ng Massa and Aulla, the core of the last stronghold of
the old Gothic Line.

very slow.

Axwy official history, had intercepted certain attack orders.
By 10 April
Carrara.(2)

Through bad weather on the

On the left, progress was at first
Apparently the eneny, according to the Fifth

however, Massa was occupied and on the 11th
Meanwhile the medium bombers of 57th Bombardment

Wing had been applying their efforts to the La Spezia fortress.

The La Spezia Gvms (-5)

The air attack on the fortress of La Spezia was one of
the last of its kind in the war and it is therefore important
to judge, if it is possible, the degree of its success against
the background of a long series of similar problems in
N.W. Europe, Elba, Southern Prance and elsewhere.

The mountainous peninsula of Punta Bianca, southeast of
La Spezia(4), formed a natural barrier and an ideal site for
guns commanding the approaches to the port both from the sea
and along the coastal plains.
20 Italian naval coast defence guns, ranging from 100 to
152 millimetres in calibre, set in well fortified and camou
flaged emplacements.

90-millimetre anti-aircraft guns and an undetermined number
of mobile 88-milliinetre and light anti-aircraft guns, all of
wiiich could be tzsed against land targets,
Highv/ay 1 from Massa to Viareggio, so that only under their
fire could Allied supplies be moved to the local front,
They prevented a direct assault on Massa and hindered coastal
road movements,

been dropped on them as alternative targets, but there had
been no heavy sustained attack, either from the air or sea,
A feature of the guns were the heavy concrete casemates, often
8 feet thick, and the deep galleries.

Air Attacks on the La Spezia Guns

Its tip was studded with

There were also in the area six

They covered

Occasionally during the winter, bombs had

The really important attacks were made by Mitchell medium
bombers dropping 1,000-lb, bombs.(5;
air operations against heavy guns on Walcheren Island that the
heavier bombs dropped from heavy bombers were effective in the
case of a hit.

available,

formations using lighter bombs over the period, and these
scored a few fortunate hits.

It was known from the

in this case there were no heavy bombers
There vrere several attacks by fighter-bomber

(1) M.A.T.A.P. operational summaries and O.R.B,
Fifth Army History 'From Salerno to the Alps',
Monthly Air Intelligence Bulletin Apl, 1945 M.A.T.A.P,
(A.H.B./IIJ11/18).

(4) Bounded by the Gulf of Spezia and the Magra River.
(5) Semi-armoT.ir piercing, fuzed .025 second delay.

(2)
(3)
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The Mitchells attacked on four days - 5, 6, 8 and 11 April,
The first day's effort was the heaviest and perhaps the most
effective. Six missions by a total of 6l Mitchells attacked

between 10A2 and 1?11 hours. Positions were reported pierced,
two guns probably destroyed and some hits in the area. On this

day, some of the 89 Thunderbolts operating in the area bombed
the guns one of ’ViThich v/as reported destroyed and one damaged.
On 6 April, 12 Mitchells bombed the guns. Half of them missed,
the other half believed in good coverage. The same day,
another uiission of six Mitchells bombed a cruiser in harbour

Tdiich might serve as a blocksliip, but could place its bombs no
nearer than 30 feet. After a day of bad weather, the Mitchells

attack was resumed on 8 April, The first mission, in the late
afternoon, reported two gun positions destroyed and tvro damaged;
the second reported no new daimage. After a lapse, the series

was concluded on 11 April, the day Carrara fell, by a mission of
24 Mtchells, wiio attacked in the afternoon guided by Shoran
equipment. They claimed one hit and a good concentration on
the centre.

I

Results of Air Attacks on the La Spesia Gujis

Prom the artry point of view, the immediate results were not
entirely satisfactory, for some of the guns continued to be
fired and to harass their advance up Highway 1 tlrrough the
following da^z-s,
Punta Bianca positions,
strongpoints of the Gothic Line had been reduced. La Spezia was
cantured.

Artillery was brought to bear against the
Eventually on 24 April,, after the last

It was not till then that a detailed survey was possible.
The issue, as in.Southern Prance, was complicated a>id, because
of the joint air and artillery attacks, a complete assessment
was ruled out. The- Ordnance Section of the Twelfth U.S. Army
Air Force was satisfied on the following points. Tv/o
152-millimetre guns had been bombed out of action and hits

scored on two similar guns adjacent to them. A 1,000-lb. bomb

had made a 10-foot hole in one of the concrete gun fouiihitions,
throwing it out of position. One battery of four 100-millimetre
guns under eight feet of coxicrete, inside a wall 70 inches tliick

was jointly destroyed by air and artillery attack. One bomb had

made a big crater in the casemate roof of one gun with a direct

hit, wrhj.ch filled the casemate with debris and rendered working
of the gun impossible. An air raid shelter and ammunition
storage tunnel 30 feet xmderground behind the casemates collapsed

under the heavy bombing. Another'120-millimetre gun had been
indirectly put out of action by debris from a crater 25 feet up
the hillside above the gun, but this could not be positively
credited to air attack.

ETidence on the results of 500-lb. bombs was not very
There v/as a casemate at the river's edge built

A 500-lb. bomb had destroyed the upper
storey of the house, but left the casemate, with  a six-foot

wall and a six and one-half foot thick roof, intact,
a reasonable chance that serious over-all damage, conceaded by
further attacks by aircraft and artillery, was inflicted, but

the ordnance team ’was not impressed,
piercing shells as used vrere satisfactory ammunition against
this tjzpe of casemates, but direct hits and very heavy con

centrations of closely'' spaced bombs were needed to neutralise
the-m

and ships in Southern France, the sometimes fatal results of a

Even when tb.e guns were not hit, bombing attacks

conclusive.

inside a farmliouse.

There i

1,000-lb. semi-armour

They admitted, as had been done in the bombing of guns

near imss.

s
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T/ould destroy subsidiary installations, kill or demoralise
personnel, so reducing tlie effectiveness of the position.

After 8 April, the medium bombers -vvere fully occupied in
Neither their attacks nor those of thethe grand offensive,

fighter-bombers had been sustained for long enough.

G-round Progress through the last Gothic Line Positions

By noon of 9 April, the last day of the Mitchell attacks
on the La Spezia fortress, reinforcements had pushed to the
outskirts of Massa.

11 April,

by now rendered the road impassable and troops were isolated
mthout supplies. A liitchell dropped 2,000-lbs, of supplies*
but most of them fell over a cliff and only one box reached
the infantry.

Carrara was entered, unopposed, on
Shells from Panta Bianca, mines and craters had

The enemy reaction v/as stronger tlian expected: -vA-ien the
troops prepared for a new drive, they found themselves up

On the plain and in theagainst a strong German line,
mountains they were shelled and counter-attacked.
19 April, 'when Fifth Array had binoken through west of Bologna,
did the enemy pull back.

Not until

The purpose of the diversion had been attained,
enemy had been badly battered and all liis available

The

reserves,

as well as some of the scanty tactical reserve, called into
the line at a time when every man v/as needed elsevdiere.
Meanwhile,
assault.

the major units were regrouping for the main
Three divisions y/ere now in line on a narrow front

The enemy's forces on
rV Corps front were concentrated in the area of greatest
danger, from Montese to Vergato, strongly fortified,
expected that the direct thrust on Highwaj^ 65 w&s to be the
main Fifth Army effort. It has never been made clear why
General Lemelsen put up such a resistance. It was probably
in the fear of losing his great supply base at La Spezia,

fi'om Monte Belvedere to Vergato.

He

THE SBT-PIECE BATTLE OEEBATIQNS ON TIlE EIGHTH ARMY FRONT
9-14 AFRIL 19A5

The German False-Front Manoeuvre on the Eve of Oneration
'Buckland' (l)

General Herr, conmianding Tenth Aniiy. conscious of the
wrealaiess of his front and the imminence of an Allied offensive,
^t forward a plan for a false-front manoeuvre. The plan was
oo fall back from the Seiiio to the much stronger line of the
Santerno 24 hours before the estimated time of attack, covered
by a heavy artillery barrage, (2) If executed, this plan would
have completely upset the plan for air and artillery support in
Operation 'Buckland'. The ground yielded would have been
small in extent and strategically valueless. The surprise
would have disappeared. Von Vietinglioff sent the plan, with
his support, to Q,.t.K,W,, v£.w replied by flatly forbidding the
operation, knarm as 'Leonidas Eins*.

(1) Refer to special report on General der Panzertruppen
Gerhard Graf von Schwerin, G.O.C. LXXVI Panzer Corns,
captured 25 Apl. 1945. in A.H.B’7'lIJl'l/58/297Pt.IV
Section G.

(2) A repetition of Ludendorf's most successful manoeuvre on
the Western Front in the first World War.
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German troops had been alerted all aJ.ong the Eighth Army
front since the beginning of April. 'Leonidas Sins* had been

planned for 4 April. Although retirevaent had been forbidden,
the Ger.:ian Coinmand was so angry that it ordered the barrage on

the night of 6/7 April. They :niew it was a great waste of
ammunition, but at an^’" rate it raised morale for the time being
and inflicted a certain anount of danage. Fears that tiiis

meant an enemy mthdrawal to stronger defences ran very liigh at
Allied headquarters all that night. They could see a

dangerous delay ahead. These fears abated when daylight broke

and recomiaissance revealed the enemy in the same positions.
The mystery v/as not cleared up until the interrogation of the

General Officer Oomiuanding LXXVI Corps to'wards the end of the
month.

The Germans waited expectantly and mistalcenly for the main

blow on the axis of Hi^way 9 =
they retained the 4th Parachute Division north of the Via

Emilia well into the foothills to the south, with the 26th
Panzer Division to the north as.1 Parachute Corps* left flank.

The rest of the line in the plain ¥/as still held by
LXXVI Pangqr Corps. ("I)
divisions.(2)

To meet the offensive there.

I Parachute Corps liad tlrree more

Operation ^Buckland', Heavy Bomber operations on 9 April

During the fine, clear morning of 9 April, the battle
front was patrolled by aircraft as if it was to be a day of
normal routine. covey' of Air Observation Post aircraft
began shoots on to eneny guns. On their bases in the Foggia

242 Fortresses(3) and 583 LiberatorsW ~ 825 bombers in
assembled and pursued a course northwards, escorted

uneventfully by 88 Lightnings, as if bound for Central Europe.
At Cesenatico, thei;
two main formations

and radio beams, flew towards the enemy positions on the Senio
Hiver.

from one to two miles wide:

stability of the eneny by saturating this area and so diminish
the resistance to the ground offensive.

A

area

all

Initial Point, marked by white smoke, the
'  turned inland and, aided, by markers

r 1

(5)

The T/hole target area was roughly nine miles long and
the object was to shatter the

Area 'Apricot', opposite II Polish Corps front, was

attacked between 1342 and 1420 hours ̂ d Area 'Apple', opposite
V Corps, between 1420 and 15"14 hours, (6) the whole from left to
right. A thick cloud of yelloT/ dust rose and hung in the air.

The target area was covered with reasonably good precision and

only one incident occurred.(7) At about 1500 hours, the fore
most infantry moved back 500 yards and, at 1520 laours, the

ai'tillery bombardment opened upon the floodbanlcs. Cub air

craft patrolled over the front checking the accuracy of fire.

(1/ With 98th Infantry Division from south of Cotignola to

southeast of Lugo, continued from there by 362nd I^ifantry
and 42rd Jaeger Divisions.
278th Infantry, 1st Parachute and 305th Infantry Divisions.
Of 5 th ?ang.
Off 47th, 49th, 55th and 364th ?angs.
In waves of 18 aircraft each.

825 bombers dropped 1692.4 tons of bombs, of which
1433.85 tons were 20 lb.fragmentation bombs and the
balance 100 lb. bombs.

Dealt -with belov/.
Bombing was visual.

2

4

(7)
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U.S. Medium Bomber Operations on D-Day

Conveniently located at their new bases in the Pano

area, the Mitchells of 57th Wing found that dust obscured
large areas of the targets. Fortunately the light was good.

Three groups of Mitchells, totalling 234 aircraft.
attacked I rn

xom-, 'hick' and 'Harry' gun areas between 1450 and
.("I) The guns(2) lay opposite the Polish Corps1502 hours

front, slightly to the west of the 'Apricot' area Just
smothered with small bombs by the heavy bombers,
Mitchell attack finished more or less at the same time as the

'Apple' attack,
the whole of the U.S. heavy day bombers and medium bombers ha.d
delivered their loads.

The

In about Oiie and one-half hours, therefore.

Coming late into the field, and handicapped by lack of

practice in co-ordination with am^y needs and methods, the
U.S. medium bombers faced unfavourable conditions,

was the dust and smoke that about 17 per cent, of their frag
mentation bombs were returned to base and nearly  3 per cent
Jettisoned. All the rest were dropped in or near the areas,^3)
which enclosed important groups of batteries. The Army
reported no return fire worth mentioning, between I6OO hours,
after the attacks, and dark.

So thick

It was now the turn of the South African Marauders(4} to
attack the 'Stalk' gun area north of Lugo, within  a rough
rectangle overlapping the 'Apple' target area round San
Lorenso. Between 1530 and 1550 hours, 48 Marauders bombed
the guns against weak flak opposition,
explosions and eight fires,- it wras believed that 60 per cent
of their bombs fell in the target area.(5)
i-eports spoke of their precision and what appeared to be
excellent results, expressed in the poor enemy fire returns.

They reported two

Early Amy

(6)

The fighter bombers, meanwhile, had surged into the haze
and smoke raised by the heavy bombers, in missions timed with

Some 820 sortiesintervals between artillery barrage phases,
were flowi. Most of their targets were pre-selected.
Thunderbolts(7) divided their attention between tactical
headquarters, buildings harbouring troops, observation posts,
troop areas, strongpoints, dumps, and a few cominunications
centres beiiind the front. The lidistangs(8) and Kittyhawks(5)
attacked guns, troops aiid an ammunition dumip.,  A special
mission of Spitfire bombers ('IO) aiid Kittyhawks(l 1) attacked a

The

(1) 36 of 340 Gp. at 1450 hours: 40 of 340 Gp. at 1454 hours:
78 of 310 Gp. at 1502 hours: 30 of 321 Gp. at 1512 hours.
'Dick' contained two gun areas, 'Tom' and 'Harry
each. Refer to Figure 26,
Bombs dropped - 25,804; Jett isoncd 834; returned 5,220.
Of No.3 S.A.A.F. Wing. On 13 April they passed to
operational control of 57th Bomb. Wing.
The 4 missions dropped 133 500 lb, bombs, 91 250 lb.
bombs and 4,316 fragmentation bombs.
Refer to Figure 26 for target.
330.

one(2)

in

(5)

8 90.
9 57#

10) 12.
(I'l) 4.
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divisional H.Q. successfully. The main force of Spitfire
bombers ("I) attacked guns, troops ajid strong-points.

eyewitness spoke of the spectacular degree of
accuracy achieved by the fighter-bomber missions operating in

the ten nlnutes left after the artillery barrage, against
hostile anti-aircraft and iriachine gun fire: he commented on

the appartotly leisurely way in which they approached and
engaged their targets,
and it was Tilth some surprise that they were seen pulling out
safely, leaving a diminishing enemy fire tempo,
artillery fire and the air attacks were effective in probing
some of the western reverse slope positions,
seemed to come from isolated teams 'putting up a show* and did
not appear to be co-ordinated.

An

They gave little impression of speed

The enfilade

The return fire

Enemy Reactions to the Pre-Offensive Air Attacks

Evidence of the full effect of this all-out air offensive

can only be partial,

uneven flak defence ranging-from vicious, heavy and accurate to

feeble retaliation, dependent on the area and the survival of

the gun crews,
casualty rate rose.
victoi:y which could be roughly -measured by the falling-off or
disappearance of heavy and medium artillery’- fire,
the destruction was self-evident.

The reports of the aircrews indicate

It naturally fell in voluiae as the enemy's
The Array reports indicate a collective

Much of

There was no inte]rference from enemy aircraft in this
phase of the battle,

was testified to later by many prisoners,

to understand the fillip to Allied morale reported and that at

the time the Air forces' reputation stood at a high level,
from a large selection of interrogation reports there was,
after disco-unting the after-effects of shock, a concensus of
opinion on the great surprise and confusion at the volume,
weight and comprehensiveness of the attacks,
that the fatal casualties were relatively small, but tlie number

of personnel stunned or neutralised very higli.
shells together had weakened the enemy's power of exercising
effective control by damage or destruction to his headquarters,
telephone lines, roads and supplies,
air forces for the ground advance was as thorough as it could

liave been under the circumstances and later developments were

to bi’ing forth the full fruits of the long and elaborate
preparations.

The adverse effect on the enemy morale
It is still easier

It was said

Bombs and

The preparation by the

At the last moment, a few Spitfires flew low on a dunrny
run over the river in the New kealand Division's sector,
dropped no bombs but diverted the enemy's attention iniLile the

troops and flame-throwers moved up and prepared to strike.

The Senio Ploodbank Defences.

In addition to the heav3/- air attacks on the main river

defences, the fighter-bombers had concentrated on the flood-
banks,

and they vrere the target for many of the 6l6 Allied guns.
These floodbank positions were by now deep and strong

(1) 332.
(2) An officer on the staff of the Director of Military

Training, A.P.H.Q. viio accompanied 6th N.Z, Infantry
Brigade during these battles.
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Even this was not considered sufficient and a flame attack by
massed flame-tlirowing tanlcs was opened,
pits and shelters dug into the reverse slopes of the 25-foot
IxLgh flood-banivs, presented a target much narrower than the
limits of accuracy of the guns for range; but it was found
possible to site some guns to a flank,
intense bombardments had fallen, each spaced between fighter-
bomber attacks.

The enemy weapon

In four hours five

Upwards of 140 'Crocodiles' and 'Wasps' had crept forvTard
The Poles on the left weremid were now close under cover,

well back from the river; the Indian Division on the right
held the reverse slopes of the eastern floodbank; only the
hew Zealand Division held the entire eastern floodbaifc, i,e,
its two slopes, and they made the direct assault across the
river first.

0)The Flame-Thrower Attack on the Senio.

Great reliance was placed on the 'Crocodile' and its
Success depended on a straight

the flame-throwing tanlcs had, therefore,
to manoeuvre on to ground commmiding the reverse slopes of
the eastern and the forward slopes of the TOstern stop banlcs.
Most succeeded in doing tiiis and enfiladed the deep shelters,
setting fire to the shoring timbers and rendering the warrens
uninhabitable.

smaller version the 'Wasp',
line of trajectory;

A few minutes before H Hour, in alimost complGte..silence,
8  'Crocodiles' and 32 'Wasps' formed up 200 3''ards from the
river,

dummy run, a spurt of flame showed the first 'Crocodile' in
action above the ford mid, within a minute, flajiie throwrers
were shooting along the T/hole Hew Zealand Division's front.
They were to a great extent successful, but most of the
'Tfesps' failed to reach the top of the stop banlc,
bombardment had destroyed the ramps they nere to use,
'Crocodile' force, however, functioned to great effect and
there were wide areas completely charred on the western stop
banic.

Then, while the last aircraft were malcing their

The air

The

The Hew Zealmiders' Crossing of the Senio after Air Attacks

The river was first crossed from 1930 hours onv/ards by
the New Zealanders in assault boats(2) and over assault
bridges.(3)
positions, meeting only scattered fire,
was little or no hand-to-hand resistance,
reported as demoralised and terrified by the flame and bombs.

They were soon in among the enemy's we stem ban

Prisoners were

k
On the banlc there

Behind a standing barrage, the New Zealanders pressed
into the deeper defences. Smoke and dust obscured the

artificial moonlight and tracer fire. They worked by compass.
Within 2,000 yards they met tanlcs. By 0230 hours on 10 April,

on

(1) For this and the following operations of 2nd New Zealand
Division refer to the report, which was seen and approved
by Lt, Gen. Sir Bernard C. Freyberg, entitled 'Operations
of 2nd N.Z. Div. 9-16 Apl.1945.* D.M.T., A.F.H.Q.
(A.H.B./IIJI/I84/213).
Mark ±1,

Kapok bridges.

2

3
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three bridges(0 were operating and tanlcs and supporting
weapons reached them,
level Bailey bridges erected, over which tanks were rushed to

support' the Polish Coi'p>s in their bitter fitting on the left.

By 0800 hours, there vrere two hi^

Allied Bombing of Polisli Troops

■’.Yhile the Poles on the left flank -were waiting in the
leafy vineyards and pollarded ditches, one v/ave of heavy
bombers dropped its load too early and some of them fell in
the area of the forward companies of both Carpathian Infantry
Brigades.(2) Most of the casualties were highly trained
specialists in floodbanlc attack,
battle equipment destroyed.

Cables were cut and nuch

It seemedThe first news caused great consternation,
that one battalion could not attack at all and another would

Lieutenant General ¥. Anders, the Polishbe much delayed.
Commander, visited the bombed units and v/ith his commanders
succeeded in re-awakening the fixating spirit,
to the Army Group Commanders the same day a generous letter,
recording his appreciation of the difficult task of the heavy
bombers and the possibility of such accidents in spite of the
most careful planning and pleading that no disciplinary action
should be taken,
objectives and were ready by 1930 hours to follow across vdien
the air forces had finished theii’ incendiary bomb attacks on
the floodbanlcs. (4)

(35He Tr-vrote

The Poles reformed, modified their first

It would be interesting, but is in fact difficult, to
assess the v/hole problem of the accident. G-(Air) of Eighth
Array records an error in bombing by the aircrev/s concerned, but
states that casualties would have been less if more^ attention
had been paid to ensuring that troops took cover.(5)
by A.P.H.Q.(6) found that’' owing to a bomb aimer of the' aircraft
laading a box failing to adjust his sights correctly, one box
of 18 aircraft bombed our own troops. Over-anxiety was
suggested as a contributory reason. One should add the
evidence of Fifteenth Air Force officers on the difficulty of
identifying certain exact aiming points because of smoke and
haze and on the occasional difficulty among such  a crowd of
aircraft of getting squared away in time for a normal run.
The air forces recorded surprise at the high casualty figures,(7)
which could have hardly occurred, it was suggested, if the
troops had talcen suitable cover. Events moved very fast
thereafter and there appear to have been no subsequent
‘.inquests’.

A report

Allied Bombing of Mew Zealand and Indian Troops

Two similar incidents occurred the following day.
or five aircraft from one of the heavy bomber formations

Pour

Low level Bailey bridges.
Of 3rd Carpathian Division.
Letter to Gen. Mark ¥. Clark, reference 45/ADC 9 Apl.
A.H.Q., D.A.P., O.R.B.
II Polish Corps Operations, (A.H.B./IIJ11/58/28, Pt. IV,
Sect. F.)
G-(Air) 8th Amy History (Cabinet Hist.Sec. 1002/4Q/202),
Notes on the combined array/air operations in the Italian
theatre Apj/May 1945. (A.H.B./IIJI/90/246).
Operation 'Wo'-wser'. H.Q. ,X7 A.P.,31 May 1945
(A.H.B./lIJtl /47).
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misjudged their target and bombed Indian troops
Fusignaiio, columns of men waiting to cross the Senio,
Casualties and damage \rere reported as heav3r,
before 1230 hours, the leading New Zealand companies(2
^mbed and suffered casualties as taej were forming up, 1"
subsequent rggrouping there held up the advance for half an

One of the few available contemporary comments on the
affair suggest tliat possibly some aircraft straggled from
their formations at the moment of the signal from the leading
aircraft to bomb.(3)

near

Sliortl

f were

The

hour.

The Poles' Crossing of the Senio wdth Air Support(4)

The success of the New Zealanders on their right aided
the Poles in seising both floodbanhs.

Crocodiles' sprayed the banks and the Poles waded
A small bridgehead

Twice after daybreak on 10 April, the enemy
counter-attacked fromSolarolo with support of tanks.
Tigers. Fifty minutes or so after the second attack
launched at about 0/15 hours, figiiter-bombers and artillery
fire were vectored on to the tanlcs, the Joint effort destroy
ing the tanks and helping the Poles forward. There was heavy
fire and strong resistance: but they survived all efforts to
push them back into the water and prepared to advance tov/ards
the even vnore formidably defended Santerno River.

The Indians' Grossing of the Senio(5) after Air Attacks

The minefields were
cleared,

over into the fire and black oily smoke,
was established.

including
was

la spite of bombs, shells and flame, the defenders of
the river in the Indians' sector opposed the assault with
surprising ferocity,
extremely difficult,
taking.

To reach the floodbanks under fire was
To storm them was a very grim under-

The floodbanl;s had been scooped out and accommoda
tion built for a strong garrison,
strong timbers developed shafts opening on to the banlc sides
like portholes and tnese y/ere packed ■with guns commanding all
approaches. Many of them had survived the air attacks.
The curves of -fche river lent themselves to an interlocking
post system v/hicli enabled the enemy to s'weep a wider front
with fire. The river was stormed by a series of hand-to-
hand combats. Poy?erful enemy elements had survived the air,
artillep;- and flai'ae attacks. Neither individually nor
collectively had they achieved complete destruction, but, i
theii-'^ absence, the attack would probably have failed.
0100 hours, the Gaiiale Di Lugo had been reached.
2005 nours some Indian elements had crossed.

Tiumels rivet ted Tidth

in

By
By

According to G(Air) 8th Army Historv,
Of 25 Battalion,
Here again the historian is handicapped by the
separation of air records. If access could be
obtained to papers such as the XV Air Force mission
reports and summaries in the U.S,A,F. arcliives
It IS fair to conjecture that useful evidence
issue therefrom,

II Polish Corps Operations - A.H.B./IIJ11/58/28, Pt,IVbeet* P*

V Corps Operations - (A,H,B,/iijil/58/25a).

in U.S.A

3;

.
would

(4)

(5)
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No. 203 G-roup Air Operations on the night of I/D plus 1 Day

The devastating but still not fatal ef’fects of the D-Day
battlefield air attacks were enhanced by the operations of

night heavy and light bombers. In direct support of Operation
'Buckland' the entire forces of ho, 205 R.A.P. Group and the

night light bombers of Desert Air Force were pooled. The

result made possible a new record of effort. Eigiaty heavy
bomber(l) and 162 light bomber sorties(2) were flown, while
56 more sorties were flown by the light bombers of }DGII Tactical

Air Command on bridges, Po crossings, movements south of the

Po and targets requested by Fifth Army.

No, 205 Royal Air Force Group,(3) nov/ fully equipped with
Liberators, had been the first heavy bomber group to revert to

close tactical bombing with four-engined aircraft,
at the close of the battle of El.Alamein,(4)

This was

They were now
the first fori-nation in the Mediterranean theatre to bomb

positions indicated by marker shells. They had some
apprehensions on account of the fact that both the Santerno

target areas - 'Pig' to northwards and 'TOiistle' to southwards -

were onlj'' in the region of 2,000 yards from the front line

troops. High hopes were centred in the system of red star

marker shells the Army put down to indicate the targets. As

the Master Bomber sighted and identified them as correct, he

advised his visual markers. They checked the position of the

red markers and dropped tliree green target indicator type
colours as visual markers (not target'indicators as such) at
0358 hours on Target 'Pig'; they vrere to drop similar lights
on Target 'Whistle' at 04OI hours. The 'blitz' on. 'Pig' was
to be concentrated between 0400 and 0402 hours, that on

'Wliistle' between 0403 and 0405 hours.

In later night operations, the Army wanted the bombing in

the early hours of the morning so as to produce the greatest
effect at a time of low vitality,
was to bomb as early as possible, so as to overcome a tendency
to deterioration of weather as the night vrare on.

The air group inclination

The aircrev/s' reports on the efficacity of the navigational
aids are of great interest. No. 614 Squadron was despatciaed
to bomb both areas, hos, 231 and 236 Wi^gs to bomb area 'Pig
and No. 2 S.A.A.F. Wing area 'Whistle'
pointed the illuiainated 'N' ground sign. In area 'Pig' every
thing TOnt to plan, but in area 'Wxiistle.' there Y/ere technical
faults on the ground. The mfister bomber of No. 614 Squadron
savv the first red star marker shells; the green markers
dropxoed, but almost directly after the first greens fell, the

.red star shells ceaned and were not seen again. Tlrree of

these aircraft dropped their load on 'Pig', These early
'y/histle' red shells were noticed by No. 178 Squadron. Some

of i\io. 2 S.A.A.F. Wing's aircrews sav/ the early red shells and

bombed towards the south end of 'Ydiistle', but five aircraft

did not see any green signals, so returixed their bombs.

t

All crevYs pin-

(1) They dropped 209 tons of 500 lb, bombs.
(2) They dropped I66 500 lb., 22 260 lb. and 3,380 40 lb.

bombs.

Source for details: No. 205 Group O.R.Bs and Appendices,
4) 5 Nov. 19^42. No. 462 Squadron. Refer to O.R.Bs.
(5) 95 aircraft -mre despatched. 8 Pathfinders and 72 air
craft operated, 15 jettisoned or returned bombs.

5)
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In allj 72 aircraft attacked the tiro areas,
satisfied that their bombs had all fallen in the target
areas.

They returned

Effect of Air Attac::s on Ground Operations

The first Army reactions came in the form of a letter
The commander of the forward troops toldnext morning,

the Air Officer Commanding Desert Air Force that he con
sidered the attack 'most satisfactory': he said it must

have shaken the Germans in the area and confidently hoped
his own task was going to be coimnensurately easier when he

came up against the Santerno defences. In a later messagev)
General McCreerj^ recorded that 'the bombing of the Santemo

defences played a most important part in the forcing of this
river obstacle'. Generals Clark, McCreery and Cannon all
\vitnessed the operation.

The Santex'no Fiver Defences

Bjr 1000 hours on 10 Aprils battle reports were encourag
ing. The sliy was crowded with fighter-bombers about their
allotted liarassing tasks. The New Zealanders held f iimly
the Canale di Lugo. The Idles held the open flanlc in front
of them and had broken up a tank attack. The Indians had

reached and passed the Canale di Lugo. Between the tw
prongs, Lugo and Cotignola had been caught. The Italian
Cremona Group was heading rapidly for Alfonsine, Heavy
support v/as on its way. Ahead lay the Fossatone d;/ke, (a
tanlc obstacle), minefields and the Santemo River.

The section of the Santemo involved presented a double
The old i-iver had followed a serpentine course,

but the Germans had built a new embaniced channel carrying the
t/ater straight across the loops.

reiDorted the old river bed as dry, but, like the river
proper, a taixk obstacle and well built up with defence Trorks,

The Santemo was broad.er than the Senio but more strongly
defended. In all other respects there was a close
resemblance.

obstacle.

Air reconnaissance

Heavy Bomber Day Attacks on 10 April

10 April was another fine, clear day.
points was clearly seen by the heavy bombers from the time

they turned at Cesenatico, and the bars and Ts stood out
clearly.

The smoke at

As there was no cloud, neither the anti-aircraf

all

t
bomb line nor the radio front line beam was used, although
under cloudy conditions their value would have been great.
But there was a good deal of smoke rising from morning bomb

ing. Two hundred and forty-two Fortresses(2) and
606 Liberators(3) approached close on their scheduled times
and opened their bomb bays over the sea. All the mngs
controlling the 21 groups engaged enjoyed target cover by

(1) Main 8th Arriy to A.O.C. No. 205 Gp. 14 Apl. 19A5.
Also note his reservations on the effects of

ii'agmentation bombing.
Of 5th Wing.

Of 47th, 49th (Red and Blue Forces) 55th and 304th
(Red and Blue Forces.)

2

3
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fighters of XY Fighter Corainand, who also provided forces for

dive-bombing and niachine-gLuming. (1)

The first bombs fell on the 'Giiarlie' area opposite

II Polish Corps at 1103.5 hours closely followed by those at

1107 hours on ’Baher’ area opposite V Corps.
tTO attacks on 'ClTarlie' at 1129 aiid 1145 a^-'id tliree on 'Baicer'

at 1152, 1219.5 and 1226 hours.
1230 hours.

Then followed

The last bombs fell at

Such operations could hardly proceed along the long
Journey from Poggia vathout a hitch,
delayed some formations,
and bombs fell short,

cultiesj, although the same men were flying in the lead as the
d£g‘ before,
and, as one unit fell back unexpectedly under the formation,
another Tfithheld its bombs v/;.ich fell on the upside of the

An autopilot in a leading aircraft functioned
Two bombers were lost to flalc and three for

Unpredicted winds
Some aiming points wrere obsc^ired

47th Wing had some fornation diffi-

There were, near-collisions in the crowded sl<y

target area,
incorrectly,

other reasons, as against six enemy aircraft destroyed,
fic^iters were lost. (2)
the assigi'jed targets ma3'' be seen at Figure 26,

The relation of the bomb fall

Two

plot to

First Impressions of Results of Attacks by heavy Bombers

The general impression v/as one of satisfaction Tdth the

methods vised and the degree of precision attained, in spite of
the two fatal bombing errors,

prisoners pointed to considerable dislocation of all communica
tions within the bombing area and a demoralising influence
vairying wdth type of troops,
disciplined formations, (proportionately now uiore numerous
after the attrition of nearly two years campaigning), were
based, demoralised and 'bomb happy', men from the 1_st and

4th Parachute Divisions gave more balanced ansvrers.
been frightened, not demoralised, and soon realised that safety
from the fragmentation bombs could be attained by staying under

Their casualties were not, for this reason, unaccept-

Detailed interrogation of

While personnel from the less

They Ivad

grouna.

able and the enemy forces as a whole were soon re-integrated.

Meditum and Fighter Bomber Operations 10 April

The medium bombers of 57th Wing and the South Africain Air

Force concentrated on gun positions, as the Army was
enthusiastic over their previous day's iixfluence on the enemy

The fighter-bombers of IIXII Tactical Airrate of fire.

Command attacked five corps and divisional headquarters and

Mordano bridge and spent the whole day on armed reconnaissance.
Six hundred and sixty-two fighter-bomber sorties of Desert Air

Force were devoted to close support(3) including cabranlcs.

(1) 152 effective Lightning and 221 effective 1/listang sorties
The Lightnings dropped 94 tons (including)were flovm.,

46.5 tons of 1,0001b, bombs.
Total sliort tonnage dropped by XV A.F. 10 Apl. 1945:-(2)

524.70

1,282.47
94.25

Portresses

Liberators

Lightnings

Total

The bombers dropped 179^120
D.A.F. and ho. 1 M.O.E.U• 9

1,901.42

201b fragmentation bombs,
O.R.Bs,(3;

(6573)348 SECHET
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'Tinotliies* ('*) and short requests from for\7ard units, all
against targets similar to those of D-Day.
Force's effort was rising fast - from 703 on 9 April to
831, but the pealc had not yet been touched: the'ground
situation was still relatively static, although vibrating
ominously. There v/as no brealc throughout the day in the
fi^iter bomber operations against guns, tanl:s, troops and
strongpoints.

Desert Air

Before the battle. Eighth Army H.Q. had stated that the
factor which might hold up their advance would be theone

enemy guns, of T/hich there were some 180 of various calibres
within range of the sector. They repeatedly stated that if
the Air Forces could neutralise these guns, then the Army
could talce care of the German infantry and lighter weapons
aiid they were confident of success. First reports, as indeed
later ones, indicated that the medium bomber effort in
particular v/as achieving the desired results,
battle area hung a pall of smoke, 7,000 feet hi^ in places,
visible for many miles.

Over the

Eighth Army Advance to the Santerno Defences, 10 to 11 April

The opening attack of V Corps and the Air Forces
vreakened and unbalanced the Germans opposing them that they
were compelled to vdthdraw to the Sahtemo vdthout appreciable
pause. The fitting in this period falls into two phases,
the advance to the Santemo, from 10 to 11 April and the
crossings on'11 and 12 April.

so

The Nev/ Zealand commander decided to occupy both banks
by 11 April. At I3OO hours on 10 April, a half-hour after
the end of the heavy bomber 'carpeting', tlie New Zealanders
moved forward and by I44O hours were on the Scolo Trattuix)

By 2100 hours they stood a thousand yards from the
Santemo, poised for the crossing.
v/aterv/ay.

The Indians were repeatedly thrown back with heavy losses
and it was only at last light that the prospect improved.
Tanlcs (2) crossed the Lugo Canal without infantry, charged
forward in Balaclava fashion with all guns blazing towards the
Scolo Tratturo and drove the Germans across to the west banlc.
Infantry followed up and the attack was resumed. Troops,
tanlcs and guns tore a great gap in tlie Scolo defences and
were soon close up to the River Santerno only ten hours behind
the New Zealanders.

The Polish Corps * Progress with Air Support and Capture of
Solarolo

All the day of the 10th, the Polish units stmggled to
bridge the Senio, to compete with the Tiger tanlcs confronting
them and to gain the Lugo Canal. Early in the day, counter
attacks based on Solarolo v/ere directed against their left.
At about 0713 hours, combined artillery fire and bombs and
rockets from fighter-bombers controlled by the Poles
Rover destroyed the enem^'- tanlc force,
heavy bombers attacked area

Lugo Canal, capturing Madonna Della Salute,
sufficient bridges had been completed, they were ordered to
seize the town of Solarolo,

own

They v/aited while the
Charlie', then pushed on to the

As soon as

Cf. Fignre 25.
Of the i^Bth Ro3val ■ Tanks.

M)

(2)
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Artillery’- concentrations aga.inst the stronghold were

requested, but refdsed. Air and ground observation posts liad
reported that the enemy had left the town and that the

population had hoisted white flags. But, Polish records
affirm, this information was untiue. They attacked at

1700 hours T/ithout air or artillery support and were met by
heavy machine gun fire from Solarolo and the adjacent areas,

A completely new attack, with full artillery support, had to

be launched after dusk. Wlien Solarolo r/as captured they
found that the enemy had demolished the church tower vhLthout

v/aniing, burying under its niins scores of civilians who had
taken refuge there from the Allied air bombing.

Eighth Army Crgsgings of the Santerno River after Air Attacks,

11 to 12 April(l)

Maoris attacked on 11 April vd.th strong artillery and air

support, and, in spite of heavy enemy fire, forced their way
about 800 yards beyond the banlcs. After counter-attacks and a

night of fierce fi^iting, the first bridge 'v/as in o'peration
at 0410 hours on 12 April,
opposition biuter, but Massa Lombarda was reached at 1700 hoirrs.

Tanl:.s v/ere much in evidence and

In the far north, irreparable damage had been inflicted on

He could hope for

His ships load been destroyed or cornered,
The process was still going on. Behind the

the enemy's railway system by air attacks,
no reinforcements.

his barges sunk,

immediate front, headquarters had been bombed, lines cut, units
isolated, roads blocked, bridges severed,
ultiuiate bi'ealc-up had been sown by the air forces,
front line crust was still firm, yielding flexibly but

coherently, at great expense of men and material to the Eiglith
Army,
itself and Bologna v'/ere still fii'mly held, and beyond the
S'antemo there were still other rivers.

Hie seeds of

But the

The approaches to the Argenta Gap as well as the Gap

although a great weight of bombs and shells had fallen in

the Inola area along the Santemo, the conclusions sought
thereby and by the use of flame fnrov/ers wrere not reached.

All the '’.7asps' broke down and only a single 'Crocodile' came
into play,
murderous enfilade fire,

dust.

Wading through the river, the Indians met
It was very dark, the air thick with

Units lost their way or ran on to minefields,
broke out northwestwards towards Jvlondaniga, but were forced

back, some across the river by tanks,
the Indians had a deep bridgehead.

Troops

However, by O6OO hours.

The Polish approach y/as partly made late on 11 April.
They had less trouble and captured Castel Bolognese.
12 April they rrere in the Lugaszo-Casalecchio area.(k)

By

X Corps Progress in the South

The Allied action compelled the Germans to y/i’bhdraw from

the Alfonsine pocket and -phepare to withdraw in the X British

Corps sector to avo?.d being cut off. X Corps, in the
south, (3> cimnged tiieir passive role to an active one

(A. K.B/II J1V58/25 (A) ;.(1 V Corps Operations.
(2) Not to be confused vd.th the town of that name west of

Bologna.

(3) With the Italian Priuli Group and the Independent
Palestinian Brigade,
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and seised Cuffiano on 11 April and Itonte Ghebbio and Serra

The Italian Friuli Group readied, on 12 April,
points only a liiile from the Santerno and the next day crossed
the upper river, capturing Palazso Gainbetti and Ponticelli.

Tactical Air Operations 10 to 12 April and their Effects on
the Battle

on 12 April.

As an.aid to measurement of the air effort in the set-

piece battle, the wei^t and role of each of the varioUft.*;.
major formations must be briefly considered.

The medium bomber operations of 57th U.S, Wing will
The weather was favourable on 10 andfirst be mentioned.

11 April and some 56O and 330 sorties respectively were
flown. The emphasis on both days was, as on 9 April, on
Ei^th Amy targets. (I) On 10 April, troop and defence
areas round Massa Lombards and Argenta were attacked rooming
and afternoon.

On 11 April, they divided their attacks between the bombing of
tiiree reserve areas round Argenta in the morning and, in the
afternoon, concentrations near Lavezzola (south of BastiaV
the La Spezia guns and four points on the Brenner Pass. (2)
Low clouds in the afternoon of 12 April curtailed  a full
programme. Only four missions were flown and these were

divided between the Brenner Pase Line,(3) I^Iaribor and
Borovnica bridges,(4) (the approaches to both of ‘wdiioh they
hit), and troop areas at Argenta.
reflects the great scope of the Air Forces* oommi-toents.
While devoting a record effort to the front line areas, they
wei*e not, as Tidll be seen both here and later, neglecting the

over-all pattern within which they, and they only, could do so
much to slow down the enemy system.

A large number of aircraft were hit by f'lak*

This diffusion of effort

To give a detailed idea of the magnitude and variety of
the fighter-bomber operations over those three days would only
obscure their real impact in a maze of figures and isolated
incidents,

by XXII Tactical Air Command and 2,600 by De
spread fairly evenly over the three days. (3)
realise that this effort was distributed between four broad

areas; firstly, the Eighth Array front, iiriiioh absorbed a

major proportion, secondly, the northern railways, thirdly,
the area of the River Po with its supply and ammunition dumps
and crossings and, fourthly, the Fifth Array front, still
relatively quiet. Over the whole of these areas,  a planned
pattern of tactical, armed and photographic reconnaissance was

woven with few breaks. Furthermore, a series of strategic
. attacks were now opening on and beyond the. frontiers of Italy,

It is simple to grasp the facts of 1,200 sorties
sert Air Force,

One must then

0) Casualties 10 Apl, - 48 damaged.
59 damaged,
Volargne fill, San Ambrogio, and Santa i&irgherita and

Ala bridges.
36 B-25s on Vo Sinistro fill and bridge,
54 B-25s.
Sorties

11 Apl. 1 missing.
12 Apl. 1 lost, 28 damaged.

B.A.F.XXII T.A.C.

(2)

.(3)

83110 April
11 April
12 April

TJiese figures include light bomber sorties.

413
952419 '
850393
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and on the ports and marshalling yards, all calculated to

induce increasing stagnation, bottlenecks and delays#

The innumerable targets, whether pre-selected or of
opportunit3r, engaged by the fighter-bombers once the Senio and
the Santemo were crossed, resembled closely those thrown up
in the offensive of the pluvious Spring#
lost many of their best troops, but those left were still,
thou^ iBore mixed in character
most formidable obstacle,

by novir fully understood,
packed; in the inundated country thinly spread.

Ni^t light Bomber Operations 9 to 12 April(l) and their

Tlie Germans had

rience, presenting a
m for quick repairs is

ground they were closely

e

Their

On f i:

Effects on the Ground Battle

The night intruder bombers of No. 232 (^) and 253 Wings
of Desert Air Force and of A7th Bombardment Group(4) of XXII
Tactical Air Command assxnned an important role in this period
by harassing the enemy Is gun areas, road movements, dumps and
occupied areas during the only periods when he could move

unobserved, and by giving little or no rest to his overstrained
troops. Allied Forces Headquarters stated that especially at

this time, when it was vital for him to be able to move freely
to meet our threats as and when they arose, the practically
constant cover Of the battle area during the ni^t maintained
by the intruders seriously hampered his movement and restricted

his artillery fire. Most of these operations were visual, but
a limited number were under radar control. Throughout these

(1) Sorties and targets

Night 9/10 April

1(12 Gun areas requested by 8th Arny.
RR bridges, Po crossings, H/T mov. south of R«Po and
targets requested by 5th Aw*

D.A.F.
XXII T.A.C. 56

Night 10/11 April

117D.A.F.. H.Qs, dumps, gun areas, ferries and N/T on 8th Army
front.

Armed recce, Po crossings, guns etc.69XXII T.A.C.

Night 11/12 April n
1160.A.P.

XXII T.A.C.
Dumps, guns and comns. on 8th Mw front. •
Po crossings and enemy positions on 5th Army
front*

70

Night 12/13 April

116D.A.F.
XXII T.A.C.

Guns, brldgOfN/Tand mov. in battle area.
Bnemy positions in battle area and Po crossings.31

Night 13/lit April

D.A.F.
XXII T.A.C,

100 Guns, roads and mov. on 8th Aw front,
Dunqps and comns on 5th Aw front and Po crossings.i|8

(2) Bostons and iiosqultoes.
Baltimores.

Bostons and Mustang Invaders.
(3)
ih)
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and the following days, valuable tactical, (1) arti llery(^)
and pliotographic recoimaissances(3)

The Allied Position at the End of 12 April

were also flovm.

By the evening of 12 April, tiiree days after the opening
of the offensive, as a result of the combined efforts of the

Army and Air Forces, the Santerno line had been irreparably
broken and many prisoners talcen, (4) On the left, the New
healanders in the outskirts of Massa Lornbarda had now Joined

y/ith the firm Indian bridgehead and high level bridges were

open,

artillery attacks had talcen serious toll of the closely
packed river
been possible
division allowed the yveakened 98th Division no time to

stabilise on the Santerno; but the enemy^improvised, rein

forced and plugged holes: German arraour(6) assisted in
preventing a rout,
either of the German reseiwe divisions.

Fifth Array vould be noted before this happened,
29th Panzer Gi-enadier Division was soon to maroii from the

Veneto area, but this was not yet known.

The northern pivot of all the enemy's subsequent river
defence lines - Bastia and the Argenta Gap - was still
apparently secure.
Comuiander decided to launch the 56th Division across the

northern floods to grasp the narrovirs at this point and, v/hen
the Santerno bridgeheads were firm, to follow this n:iove up
by turning the face of the Corps av/ay from the yyest so as to

strike across the enemy front, nortiwards tov;ards Bastia,
His plan had already been given feasibility by a landing at

I'lenate on 11 April, the viiole forming Operation 'Impact
Plain', the flanic attack on Bastia and ia-genta.

Air andThe Alfonsine pocket had been liquidated.

defenders. Only one serious counter-attack had
(5;. The momentum gained by the New nealand

There yras no sign yet of movement by
The next move of

The

it wras at this point that the Y Corps

The Air, Land and yyaterbome Attack on Ivlenate

The thrusts on Bastia were noade on three prongs, the
first from the Laice, the second along its shores and the third

from the Wedge and the Heno positions,
in this operation - 'Impact Pl;iin' - were the towns of

Longas'Crino and Menate ai'id the area Just inlaiid off the western

shore of Lake Comacchio; the second wr.s the bridge and to\m

of Bastia at the lower end of the Bastia - Argenta narrow road,
as well as a secondary and rouglilj'- parallel causeway,
capture of Menate involved an appreciable element of surprise.

The first objectives

The

(1) 9 April:
10 April;
11 April:
12 April:

9 April:
10 April:
11 April:
12 April;

9 April;
10 April:
11 April;
12 April:

2k officers and 2,209 other ranlcs.
By 362nd Division against the Indians just north of San Polito,
Frciii 26th Panzer Division,

8; T.A.C. 16
T.A.C. \k
T.A.C. 14
T.A.C. 11

T.A.C. 5 )
T.A.C, 3 )
T.A.C. 5 )
T.A.C. 4 )

D.A. F.

D.A.F.
D.A.F.
D.A.F.

D.A.F.
D.A.F.
D.A.F.
D.A.F.

D.A.F.
D.A.F.
D.A. F.
D.A.F.

-  12;
-  18;
-  10;

-  16;
- 34;

An assessment of the

32;
13;

-  7
9
7: T.A.C. 12

T.A.C. 91;

(2)
 full effort

will be given later

(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)
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But as the enemy held the area in some strength and had heavy
guns in the area^ it was decided to soften up tne area first ly
night and early morning air attacks and to support the ground
moves by day air attacks. Although 'Pantails* liad proved a
failure on the Lake, it v/as foiind feasible to mount guns in
them and operate them over the artificially flooded areas

southwest of the perimeter dyke. The early thaw and the dry
spring had disproved the enemy's reliance on deep flooding and
although photographs of the 'Pantails* were taken by one of
the jet reconnaissance Arados(l) showing 50 of them on the
Lake, these photographs were a day too late. To the time of
the operation, the 'Pantails' were believed to be small craft

capable of carrying only four or five men, and the fleet of
well armed and fully manned craft came as a complete suiprise
to the defenders of Menate.

In the night of 10/11 April, aircraft made as imich^noise
as possible to conceal the sounds of 'Pantails' assembling.
BetTOen 0300 and 0400 and at 0745 hours, 35 Baltimoresi.2;
bombed three gun areas in the ar-ea just west of the
Longastrino - Menate road and reported fires and explosions.
Comro-andos 'moved throughout the night towards the Scolo (drain)
Menate, thus protecting the right flank of a complementary vaove

by other troops to disembark northeast of Menate, seiae^it and

drive south to linic up with another Porce. ' _ ’  ’ ^
djuje became a race against the da'wn. “Then dawn did breai^,
they were near the bridge. They killed a challenging sentxy.
Their shots alarmed the enemy, wlio brought dovm  a heavy and
devastating prearranged concentration on them,
artillery^ support, no progress could be made until figh'ber-
bombers(3) attacked the core of resistance at the pumping
station.

The station was stormed and talcen.
'Pantails' hove in sight.

Resistance cnimbled at the sight of a large fleet of
amphibious troop cai-riers sx.'.ddenly appearing on their flanlcs^
out of the floods. Menate was cap-tured. The units advicing
from the Wedge found very heavy going over collapsing roads and
through minefields s'>jvept by vrell-sited guns. They reachea a
point near Pilo and made two miles progress. The Pilo defence
area was scheduled to be attacked by night bombers, buo for

reason unexplained there is no record of this happening.

The successes in this area confirmed the Arn’y Commander in

his decision that V Corps was to exploit northwards. ^  Plans
vrere prepared for breaking out of the Santerno bridgeheads.
The extent to which Eighth Array's and Desert Air Force's
success to this point had affected the German system must now

be briefly considered, so that the situation ruling on the eve
of the Fifth Army offensive may be evaluated.

ENEtH REACTIONS TO QFBRATIQMS 'BUCKIkU^ID* AMD 'II/iPACT*

Gei-mmi Strategy on the Eve of Fifth Amy's Offensive

Althou^ the Germans had shre?<rdly estimated the opening
date of Eighth Army's offensive, its dj.rection had surprised

Despite

These attacks virtually silenced the guns there.
Soon thereafter, the first

so'me

Refer to Special Report on Von sohvjerln, G.O.C. Panzer Corps.
(A.H.B./IIJI1/58/29).

(3) Thundertolts'^of 79th*^Hghter Group' and mstangs of No. 239 Wing both record
attaching buildings in this area and inflicting damage.

(1)
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most of them and the three strongest divisions astride and

south of Ii'j.ghy/ay 9 were unable to take 3?art in the fighting
on the left flank river lines until too late,

initial shock was over and they vrere entrenched on the

SanternOj their customary skill and tenacity began to assert
theiTiselves.

the onset of a supply breakdown, but the front everywhere,
except on the eastern flank, was still strong.

Once the

Ear in the north, the air forces were speeding

The Bastia I'oad aaid gap leading to Argenta must be held,
for here was the hinge of the Sillaro - Idice - Eeno Line,

Its loss meant the outflanlcing of the enemy army there.
Hence the strong defences, Bastia bridge was defended from

air attack by a specially dense concentration of guns. The

attack from the flooded area had caught them unprepared,
laid bare the whole defensive position. They witlidrew;
through the gap between Bastia and Argenta and fou^^ht hard

for the bridge at Bando, near- which further landings had

been made on 13 April, They fought at great expense of

lives to drive in the Santemo bridgeheads, but failed.

Yon Yietinghoff at last realised there was to be no
air^jhibious landing in his rear and rushed down the
29th Fanger Grenadiers on 13 April to the Argenta Gap.
reduced the bulge south of Imoia, relieved the battered
98th Division.(1) and pulled out the 26th Panzer Division
for defence of the lleno line.

Imoia was abandoned on 15 April.

H

The Sillaro bridgehead wa
contained,

e

s
The main

object wras now to get back to the Idice line as soon as

possible,

desperate proportions to the northeast.
Meanwhile the attack on Argenta had reached

Appeal by Von Yietinghoff for Autnority to v/ithdraw to the
Pn-Ticino Line

On 14 April, the German Amy Group Commander made his
last apjoeal to the Supreme Command of the Armed Forces for

authority to conduct an orderly retreat, awciding decisive
battles, so that the Tenth Army could hold the Allies for

another fortnight while the wrestem and Alpine forces of the

Fourteenth Army pulled back,
stand on the Fo-Ticino line and so preserve the North
Italian industrial areas for their war potential.

They should then, he stated.

Although it raev-ely echoed views he had often presented,
it also attempted to paint current events in realistic
colours,

i-etum to classical methods of w/arfare, there might still be

a way out.
armies stood was of great advantage to the Allies  - he had
an official statement from British sources to that effect.

The object of the present offensive was to crush the two

German armies by sheer weight of material,
flame thrower effort vrere clear proof of this,
combat anti-tanlc weapons could not compete writh the flaitie-

throwing tanlc.

If he could bi’ing about a change of mind and a

The official philosophy of fighting where the

The air and

Close

It vres only a question of time before each new position
was shattered,

number of salients, drawing on untapped sources for reserves.
They were thinlcing of withdrawing from a

(l) By putting the 278th Division under command of
LXX\n: Corps,
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I Parachute Corps ought to be posted northeast to stop
highly dangerous pressure on Argenta.
a breaj.;;thi’ou^ into the Po Valley.
Genghis Khan Line must be given up

If not, there -

,0)

vrould be
Therefore, eventually, the

Von Vietinghoff on the Allied Air Attacks

The Allied air forces had, he pointed out, been cease
lessly eiiiployed in concentrated, co-oi'dinated attacks on the

liiain focal points of the battle,
points, artillery positions and co.nruand posts vrere being
carpeted vdth bombs. Fighter-bombers were assaulting every
discernible taz-get by day and night(2) v/ithout respite. They
wei-e even flying over low hills undistui''bed, keeping ?/eapons
out of action and hampering counter-attacks# Signal communica
tions wez'e continuously smashed, so that commanders v/ere almost

completely ozxt of touch with forward units most of the day and
artillery observers were rendered almost entirely inei"‘fectual.
Liaison officers took hours to cover even the shortest
distances,

reserves was out of the question,
lessly made, zinits xvere destroyed before they could reach the
enemy.

By day and night, strong-

Movement during the day of even the smallest
If such Vixoves 'were reck-

THS SET-PIECE BATTLE QPBRATIOMS ON THE FIFTH AKMI FRONT

14 TO 20 APRIL

Air Preparations and Suppoz’t for Fifth Army’s opening Attack

The Fifth Army troops were ready to attack by 12 April,
The weather was bad for flying all this day and showed no
signs of bi’ealcing the next day.
ceilings over the iSCII Tactical Air Command's bases in the west
coastal areas.

There v/ere cloud and lov/

The ground attack was postponed on 12 April
for 24 hours and for another 24 hours the next morning,
favourable forecast late on the 13th led to the final decision

that rV Corps was to open the drive the following morning,
after night attacks by light bombers and an early morning
'blitz' by fighter bombers.

A

The Fifth Army plan v/as I'or IV Corps to concentrate all
its force on a long drive up the hills on the west side of

Highv/ay 64. Here, as on the Eighth Array front, the sensitive
point of impact was in almost anonymous countiy. The last
hills of the Belvedere z-idge commanded the entry into the
Samoggia River Valley. The three hills to the nortiieast of
the jumping-off point - Castel d'Aiano - vrere vital and very
strongly defended. It was the defensive area of these three

hills - Monte Figna, Monte Maatino and Monte Pero  - tliat the
Tactical Air Command v/as called on to neutralise. The medium
bombers, izandicapped by weather, were schedzxled to attack
remote targets and the heavy bombers and their escorts pz-e-
paring for an all-out attack on the Bologna approach defences
and northern targets the next day, -vihen II Corps were to open
their drive up Highway 65. The 14th, therefore, was the day
of the fighter-bombers, and as Desert Air Force was by this
time deeply involved in the fighting near Bastia, very limited
help could be e:<pected from that quarter.

(1) Translation of Cable Ho. 1 - OO/04 H.Q. A.rmy Group 'C
to O.Iz.W. G(Ops.) Branch 12(- April 1945*
(A.H.3./IIJII/58/29).

(2) It was, of course, the light bombers vhich operated by
night.

t
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On the night of April, 21 U.S. Bostons and
27 Mustang invaders continued the process of destroying enemy

dumps, and bombed Po crossings and roads £md reported on

enemy movements in the key sector. Beginning at 0850,
Thunderbolts bombed the Monte Pigna area until 0910 hours,
using their entire armoury against headquarters, guns, troop
concentrations and occupied 'buildings,

artillery shelled these positions,
across the Pra del Bianco basin into defences still almost

intact except for reduced gunfire and, by dusk, reached
positions on Rocca di Soffeno.

Air support continued all that day on both pre-selected
and call targets. Close support,(1) armed
patrols,(5) tactical and artillery reconnaissance(4) and
photographic reconnaissance were all covered to the limits of
air strength. It could be claimed that the air forces iiad

assisted in the breaking of the initial crust in the
southernmost pocket. Nothing major or decisive had yet been
achieved, liov/ever, and the hard going was a hint that greater
v/eight of both ground ana air forces ivould be needed to make

mu.ch impression on the deeply defended hills round Bologna,

Development of IV Corps* Erive Vfest of Highway 64^^^

Then, Allied
Infantry moved ahead

.(2reconnaissance )

The enemy began evacuating his artillery and began a

fierce delaying action to cover a withdrawal to the Panaro
River. He was xmable either to stop the Americans or dis-

The mountains were stormed and held against

Tole, by now a shambles after bombing and
On 17 April, they sent the enemy

At the end of

engage,

counter-attack.

shelling, was taken,
reeling back towards the Samoggia 'Valley,
four days' attacks, forward troops drove to the northeast
across the eneiiy lines of communications. "Vergato was
cleared: Monte Milano fell.

By the close of 17 April, the enemy was in a critical
The brealctrirough in that zoneposition on I'V Corps front,

rendered an extended stand on lii^iway 65, TAhere il Corps

offensive had opened, very difficult. The 10th Mountain
Division was moving into the last foothills before the Po

By 18 April,
Y/ith

plain with only light eneraj' forces before it.
the assault had split the opposing division in two.
the enemy's reserves absorbed, the only possible help would
have to come to him from south of Bologna,

(6)II Corps' Drive up Highways 64 and 6$

The country ahead of II Corps, on either side of
The broad planHi^way 65, was one great fortress area.

Was to breach the defence line, continue northwest and

capture Fraduro on Higliway 64:
v7est side of the defence lines immediately south of Bologna,

by passing either west or east of the Reno.

then to partially flank the

In the first

221 Thunderbolt and 104 Spitfire sorties.
50 Thunderbolt sorties.
9 Spitfire sorties by ...o, 8 3.A.A.P. 'vYing.
50 Spitfire sorties by do. 8 S.A.A.P. Wing,^
Refer to Figure 50 for progress of IV and II Corps
14 to 20 April 1945.
'Salerno to the Alps' - History of 5th Army, Wasiiington
Infantry'’ Journal Press, 1948.

1

2

(5)

(6)
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phase of the attack, Ti?hich opened on 15 April, Fifth Division
^  in the next it was

to mai:e towards Bologna along both sides of Eighway 65,
domnate Praduro, then use a South African bridgehead over .
the Feno, For four days almost the entire vreight of ‘'che

Fifteenth Air Force heavy bomber groups was to be devoted to
the reduction of the deep and powerful defences before Bologna.

II Corps’ first attack at 2250 hours on 15 April was
followed at 0300 hours on 16 April by the second blow on the^
east. The first three daj'-s of the offensive were incoiiclusive.

Progress, even althou^ the enemy batteries had been heavily
bombed, was very slow; the Germans fought with u.ndiminished
vigour, although their rear couimunications and gun defence
s3’’stems were gravely affected by air attacks.

strike for the defended heights.\fa.s to

After Monte Sole, Fifth Army captured two heights on the
Pianoro had tol6th and on the 1?th and I8th, the remainder,

be reduced to rubble before the Germans would relinquish it.

By the capture of Monte Adone, the tables were barned on the
He held only the last fringes of the motintains by the
The .Allies could now look dovm on the towers of Bologna

In the first hoiu- of the 16th, in a tank

enemy,

19th.

only ten miles away,
versus tank battle, the remainder of Lemelsen’s only reserve

lost most of its armour.

South of

On the morning
On 19 April, Fifth Arity crossed the Seno.

ologna the enemy's right flank was wealcening.
20 April, Fifth Army entered Gesso, the first village on the

plains and by evening they were astride the Via Emilia between

Bologna and Modena. ¥/ith the capture of Casaleccliio, after
.  205 Group had bombed it, the first and most difficult part

of Fifth Army's task was now accomplished.

■D
XJ

of

hO

The role of the air forces, and in particular of the
Strategic Air Force in this advance must now be outlined.

Conversion of Allied Strategic Air Forces to tactical Opergjmjgt^

At a conference of Allied air couimanders on 5 April, Air
Chief Marshal Harris complained that his Bomber Command h.ad^
practically no more targets left,(l) On 7 April, the British
Chief of Air Staff T/arned his opposite number in the U.S. that
further destruction of German cities would magnify the problems
of the occupying forces.(2)
bombing. The Deputy Supreme Commander Allied Dx-peditionapr
Forces demanded on 10 April that the weight of the scrategic
air forces ought to be thro'wn on enemy transportation. If the
Combined Strategic Targets Coirimittee had other ideas, he wrobe,
it should be reminded that its function was to choose targets
and not to settle policy.(3) These statements merely voiced
the fairly general feeling that it was high time the heavy
bombers were employed in support of the land forces as first^

On 13 April, accordingly, the last formal directive

The E.A.F. discontinued area

priority.

then atThe routine weekly conference at SHAEF., H.Q.,
Hheims.

(A.H.B./IIS/112/1/100/9(E)). , _ , , ,
Letter Portal to Arnold, 6 Apl, 1945 (A.E.B./ID4/25(B)^
and ?.M.'s directive.
Letter Tedder to Air Ministry and U.S.S.T.A.F. -
10 April 1945. (A.H.B./IIS/112/1/100(1), End.

DSC/TS.100/9, Ft. V, Enel.26a.
(1;

(2)

(3)
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.was issued(”*) giving ditect assistance to the ground campaign
in Northern Europe as the main mission for the Strategic Air

Forces. The 'Jockey’ Committee had already sent out its

last signal. On 16 April, General Spaata sent a personal
message to Generals Doolittle and Twining(2) to the effect
that as the advance of the ground foi'ces had brought to a^
close the strategic air war, from then onward the Strategic
Air Forces must operate with the Tactical Air Forces in

close co-operation with the Armies,

By the time Mediterranean Allied Air Forces had
succeeded in translating this into a theatre directive,
dated 23 April,(3) the defeat of the enemy was certain.
Tactical Air Force had had the Italian campaign v®ll in

hand for many weeks past and the role of the heavy bombers

had already been principally one of tactical, support since

3 April. It was therefore in strict keeping with the needs
and policy of tlie time that the Fifteenth Air Force prepared
to put out the greatest effort of its career on 15 April in
support of the land battle, followed by three successive days
of all-out tactical attacks.

Intensification of tactical Operations by XV Air Force
between the two Army Offensives.(^)

Betv^een the opening operations of 3 sn<i 10 April on the

Eighth Army front and their commitments on the Fifth Ari^
front, the Fifteenth Air Force day heavy bombers applied
themselves with great vigour to the Brenner Pass line and

other railway lines and centres in northern Italy and to tL.e

neutralisation of the enemy's major ammunition depots, ̂
only Vifas an important force of day bombers fully stretched,
but the best part of the fighters normally employed as

escorts operated in large numbers at extreme range over

remote communication targets beyond the frontier, hitting
liard at the links between the German forces in southeastern

.Germany, Austria and. Jugoslavia and reducing their hopes of
fective rnutual support and the build-up of a national

redoubt, and blocking the entrances into Italy in that
region.

ei

On 11 April, a total of 623 heavy day bombers was
despatched. Bridges along the Brenner Pass Line^ occupied
the major part of this force. Continuous 'vri.th the long
programme of attacks on this line and essential to both
maintaining the status quo and to slovd.ng dovci tra.^fic
further, forces oTTiberitors had attacked Trento marshalling
yards on the night 8/3 April(6) and Innsbruck marshalling
yards at the Austrian terminus on the night 10/l1 April,
Now the day bombers raised the tempo of destruction by
attacking on the same day bridges and marshalling yards at

No. 4. 16 Apl. 1345. (A.H.B./ID!v^377).
C.G. Air Force.

Operations Instn.iction No. 115. h
The purely formed role of M.A.a.F, should

K.A.A.F.

23 Apl. 1545.

0)
2)
(3)

be noted.

M.A.A.F. Ope.rational summaries Nos.476-479 inclusive,
(O.R.B.)
Heavy day bombers desnatched on 11, 12 and 14 April:-

11 April 623
12 April 615
14 April 361

53 aircraft despatched.

(4)

(5)

(6)
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Vipiteno,^ '') Caviipodazso, (^) Campo Di Trens, Ora(^) and
Bronzolo.(5) All the difficulties of such operations have
pil-re^.pirij been enumerated and feviT v/ere raissing on these occasions.

The smoke raised by early formations hindered late arrivals who
were forced on to alternatives. f'la].c concentrations destroyed

5 bombers, inflicted major damage on 2!+ dnd mj.nor damage on one
l/T
and

hundred and fourteen. Other formations bombed Oso^o

shops(^) as ail alternative, and Padua horthw)
Ponte Gardena(8) railway bridges, but results at both places
could not be photographed owing to dense smoke.

repair

On 12 April, a force of 615 bombers, escorted as on the
previous day, v/as dispatched. The Padua railwaj’' bridge viras
again bombed, v/ith apparent partial success(9) Bridges at
IVervesa(lO) (reached by only seventy per cent of the force
owing to adverse weather) and Ponte Di Piave('I1/ on the
Venetian belt v/ere heavil37- attacked and both cut, thus hindering
supplies to the Tenth Army, Two supply depots, two bridges in
Austria Eind railway/ routes into Northeastern Italy were also

attacked. Those results observed pointed to reasonably
accurate bombing.

Strategic Air Force Attacks on Enemy Ammunition

12 April saw the beginning of a series of heavy attacks on

enemy ammunition. The important targets chosen were the

Malcontenta filling stations, close to the Ei^ith Arii^'- front:

delay action bombs were used to hinder repair efforts at this

time of major need. The weather thickened as the 56 Portresses
dispatched approached Malcontenta: only one-half the force

reached it and thej' dropped 81+ tons of 500 pound bombs, scoring,
according to photographs, some well-placed hits on the target,
Malcontenta plant produced and stored mostly 120 and
147 millimetre Italian naval projectiles, but there v:ere stores
of small arms ammunition, rocket-parachute flares and ballistite

propellant there, too. A short run by road led to  a canal,
vdiich according to a barge ovaier interrogated later by Desert
Air Force, carried some 20 barges a dajr vdth aminunition for

Trieste, Venice and Chioggia. Malcontenta, therefore, was

conveniently placed to radiate supplies to several, sectors.

After a day's respite, the attacks on ammunition, already
inaugurated c arly in the month by fighter-bombers, were restuned

bj?" the Fifteenth Air Force, On 14 April, while the fighter-bombers
vrere preparing the ground for the 10th Mountain Division's
assault, Malcontenta 2) was bombed
ammunition factories at Spilimbergo
Palmanov^'^Medeuzza. (15) The partial p’notograpliLc cover
ftehieved-ghowod-'ocmo good oonoontrationo; At each target-.

again, as well as the
,65) Avigliano(l4) and

1) 1,29 aircraft,.
2) 46 aircraft.
3) 2,4
4) 8 aircraft,
(5) 70 aircraft.

56 aircraft.
7) 54 aircraf'-
8) 53 aircraft,

3} 95 aircraft

10) 77 aircraft.
11) 116 aircraft.

(12) By 57 Liberators,-
13) Bj’" 62 Liberators,
14) By 82 Fortresses, .

(15) By 31 Liberators, •

aircraft.

(6;
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At each target.aclxj.eved shovred some good concentrations,

sraoke and explosions were recorded and photographs talcen then
and when the areas were overran looint to some interesting and

A bomb damage survey of several enemymixed results,

aimnunition dumps in Northern Italy was made later by the
Ordnance Section, Headquarters, T'welfth Air Force; and their

report on the effectiveness of air attacks suggests why the
heavy bombers* attacks, although of value, were not 100 par
cent successful.

German Dumps as Targets

It was very rouch a question of ends and means. By
early 1945> the main structural vrork comprising the dumps had
been greatly strengthened. Study of a photograph of
Spilimbergo, for example, reveals a geometrical pattern of

four rows of eight and seven revetted buildings alternately,
resembling ancient Peruvian fortifications,
was 30 feet wide and 50 feet long, with walls 12 feet hi^
ajid 1 foot thick and a roof pealc 14 feet liigh,

ing was surrounded by a na;irrow walk, with a 6 to 8 feet hi.gh
concrete abutment and an earth revetment 12^ feet iiigh. The
Germans had iu.t upon a very clever design, for a detonation
outside the revetment wall, or on the i’evetment itself, did

not destroy the contents of the building, ('1) On these and
previous occasions 250 and 300"lb, General Purposes bombs and
500-lb, R.D.X.(2) bombs ?/ere used. Similar results emerged
v/hen 100-lb. bombs had been used. The only effective strike

v/as a direct iiit: hence the conclusion of the survey that

the correct tactical method against these targets was to fill
the aircraft with 100-lb, bombs and aim them all at the

target - in other words, tnoi'e bombs, more direct hits. In
every case of a direct hit, total destruction of the contents
occurred.

Each building

This build'

The Series of Heavy Bomber Day Attacks in Supnort of the

Fifth Amy

For four days in succession, the day heavy bombers of

the Fifteenth Air Force participated in the Fifth Army
offensive, beginning on 15 April,
mainly directed against tactical targets south and southeast

of Bologna, but an important weight of bombs was dropped on

railway diversions, bridges and an amiTiunition factory in the

North of Italy,
bombers usually escorting the heavj'- bombers were operating
against northern communications,
of the Fifteenth Air Force's effort over the period may be

gathered from the fact that, in all, 4,829 aircraft - bombers

and fighters - were despatched over the four days,
number 3,924 were effective sorties.(3)

Their operations were

in the meantime, inost of the fighter-

Some idea of the weight

Of this

These aircraf't

Thi^clearly proved by the piiotographs shoTm in the
May 1945 issue of M.A.T.A.F, monthly air intelligence
and operations bulletin.
Research Development Experimental - a higli explosive in

short supply.
Effective sorties

15 April
16 April
17 April
18 Anril

(A.H.B./IIJII/I8).

1684
280

1125

837

(1)

(2)

(3)

3924
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drop'ped in the same period 5»582 slior"!: tons of bombs, all this
for the loss of only 12 aircraft. ("I)

The main interest of all this effort centres round the

Bologna area; the details of the four days' attaclcs in that

sector will be shortly given, together mth a map sliovd-ng the

locations of the targets both sides of Iiigh¥/a^^s 64 and 65, (the
axes of the two main thn-ists) and on Highway 9 (which had to be
crossed), together with the bomb plots for the three major day
efforts,

fifteenth Air Eorce's Record Effort 15 April 1945*

On 15 April 1945, the I'ifteenth Air Force put out the
greatest one-day effort of its career,

hundred and thirty-three heavy day bombers effectively bombed
the assigned target areas. Of this number, 83O bombed
tactical targets in the Bologna area, 256(3) bombed railway
diversion bridges, and 56 bombed an ammunition factory and
stores.(4)
cent of all the combat iieay/ bombers in Ital^^ and
Gene rail Twining was probably Justified in claiming that 'such
a neax-perfect achievement of the theoretical maximum effort is

certainly an accomplishiiient mthout parallel in the histors'" of
large scale heavy bomber operations',(5)

One thousand, tv/o

The combined force despatched represented 9S.6 per
I

I

Only a brief space will be given to the attacks on this

day and those following on railway tax'gets, for they resembled
in all essentials hundreds of similar attacks carried out by
the mediiiffl bombers almost daily over the preceding five months.

Preceded each by a ¥/eather reconnaissaiice aircraft, and
with route, target and withdi’awal fighter cover provided, the
five wings (tii/enty-one groups) engaged in the Eed Force
operation against the Bologna area proceeded in close column of
wings, vri-th 5th ̂ ing leading. (6; All the bombers flevif out to
sea before turning inland. The route out lay tiirough
Giglio,(7) Piombino(8) and Volterra(9) and thence to the target
area, and was characterised by manj'- navigatioiial aid devices
similar to those employed in Operation 'Buckland', Both
yellow and red fluorescent panels were laid out.

To ensure that no .mechanical failures or gross erroi’s
caused bombs to drop with possible danger to Allied troops, the
following six procedures were followed. Bomb bay doors virere

opened over the Tyrrhenian Sea before approaching the initial
point and closed before passing over the Allied lines on with-
drav/al. Each bombardier, at about 2 minutes before bombs away.

(1) Ihg.Army Air Forces in World War II - Yol. in., U.S.A.F. 'Operation V;o;?ser«.
Report by H.Q. A.F. TA.H.B.7l'iJn/47). ' 11A.A.F. 0.R.BS, and Intelligence
Sumraries IIA.T.A.F., O.R.3,3. and Intelllgena* Bulletins.
Zlo Fortresses of 5th wing and 585 Liberators of 47th, 49th, 55th and
304th Wings.
86 Fortresses of 5th Wing and 4i Liberators of 49th Wing on Mervesa:
103 Liberators of 47th and 55th Wings on Casarsa:
and 7 Liberators on Ponte dl Piave.
56 Liberators of 304th Wing on Ghedl.
Foreword to 'Operation Wowser',
General spaatz confirmed this.
Followed by 304t;i, 47fn, 55th and 49th wings in that order.
4222M. 1054E.
4256N, 1052E.
If23kn, 1C52E.

17 Fortresses of 5th Wing

H.Q. XV A.F. (A.H.B./IIJ11/47).

An old Etruscan hill city.

(2)

(3)

(4)
(5)

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
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called on the interphone at 15 second intervals his estimate

of the number of seconds remaining before bombs away.
Pilots and navigators double-chedeed the bombardiers'
estimate,

checked by navigators,
extended vision icnot.

flares before the bomb release line,

no bombs before the flare was fired,

bomb run, the bombardier informed the pilot of the number
of seconds after the crossing of the 'V' radio beam and flak
line when bombs could be di-opped without endangering
friendly troops,
was doubtless largely instnunental in completing operations
vdthout casualties to ground troops,
point out that the targets bombed were not, on the first day,
so close to the Allied troops as they were on 9 and 10 April

As the days passed, however, and IT and

Sombardiers pre-computed release lines to be
Navigators checked the bombsight
The lead bombardiers fired signal

Toggeliers released
Before starting the

This systemThe pilot double-cheeked.

It is also Just to

on the Senio f’ront.

II Corps troops moved up their axes of advance, the risk v/as

progressively greater. It was, notwithstanding, a fact
encouraging to all concerned that no fatal incidents were

recorded.

The tloree groups of 305th Fighter V/ing provided five
i'orces for target and withdrawal cover for Red Force, picking
up the bomber stream between 1300 aud 1418 hours.(1/
the whole visual mission was accomplished, the bomoers flew

back to base ti'irough Monfestino, Borgo, Gorgona and
Tiiree of the five bomber wings had no

the other tvro had

trouble with their rendezvous ov/ing to poor wreather and

cloud, but cau^t up to schedule in time to operate,
flaic was encountered along the route,
of the escort was recognised in the target area.

Aircrews' Reports on Results of Air Attacks 15 April

After

Monte Cristo,

difficulty i/vith weather at any time;

No

On the v/hole, most

5th Wing reported excellent to superior results of
47th Wingtheir attack in a company front formation,

recorded superior results by one half of their 16 separate
bie late arrival of one squadron did not laandicap

Smoke and haze were found to be handicaps to
304th Yfing reported good results of a
After running into cloud close to the

attacks,

the others.

ideal bombing,
'routine' flight,

target, 55th Wing flew into a clear sicy and attacked,
results v/ere generally reported. Sound planning saved one
unit from confusion when a failure of instruments in the

leader's aircraft prevented bomb release on time,
aircraft dropped on the deputy, who had a normal release and

only the bombs of one aircraft fell outside of the assigned
area. 49th Vfing bombed through breaks in the clouds targets
obscl^red in parts by smoke and haze, reporting observation^of

Premature dropping by one box deputy caused
otherwise the operation was a

Good

The other

good results,
droppings one mle short:
smooth one.

Intelligence Reports on Results of Air Attaexs 15 April

Tlie precise targets attacked on the Fifth Array front in
the four days 15 to 18 April were important, not so much in

(1) 2 forces at 1300 hours, 1 at 1346 hours, 1 at
1402 hours and I418 hours.
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themselves, hut as vital links in a great chain of installa

tions on which the mobility and battle efficiency of the enemy
divisions in the field depended,
was the cxrnulative effect of the attacks,

whole series of four days attacks will therefore be chosen for

consideration as the only valid and worth while ones,
sources for these assessments were aerial -photographs,
inspection of areas soon after capture and the trends in the

replies of prisoners-of-war to interrogators.

Photographs taken on 15 lpril(l) shovred 18 of 19 assigned
areas excellently covered wdth dense concentrations of craters

blanketing virtually all of the sectors,
the majority of buildings in those areas were destroyed,
partially destroyed or heavily damaged, and roads were rendered
unserviceable.

16 April vrere only partial, but they suggested good results and

those taken on the same day as the operations on 1? snd 18 April
were as encoui*aging as those of 15 April, showing great material
damage.(2)

What mattered, therefore.
The results of the

The

In most instances,

Photographs taken after the attacks of

In an assessment of damage caused in all the heavy bomber

day attacks on tactical front line targets, produced by H.Q.
Fifteenth Air Force, the overall results were described as

excellent, especially with regard to the effects on gpn
positions, porsonnel, supply dumps, troop concentrations,
maintenance installations and communicatioi:is.

ranging in size from 9 to lif feet and in depth from 3 to 6 feet
marked the entire area covered by high e^cplosive bombs:
communications in these sectors v/ers cut or rendered useless.

Bomb craters

Many gun positions received direct hits and were obliterated.
So were many enemy occupied buildings and strong points,
lightly entrenched were buxied or became casualties,
roads were blocked.

Me

liany
In sectors covered by 201b* fragme-ntati

n

on
bombs, all supplies, vehicles and lightly protected equipment
were rendered useless; and althougti the heavier guns and

motorised equipment sustained only slight damage, they virere
ofte-n abandoned. Enemy movements were thrown into confusion
and wire communications disorganised.

The tactical employment of so many heavy bombers for so
long appears to have surp>rised the enemy and the absence of his

own air forces was a source of deep discouragement. The

attacks paralysed and disrupted operations over a critical
period. There were many instances of enemy troops being
captured in a demoralised condition without a struggle, but in
spite of all this the Fourteenth iirmy still' remained a unity,
shaken as it was. In the meantime, events on the Eighth krmy
front were rapidly moving to a climax which was to enable both
armies to deliver the final and mortal blov..>s.

The Heavy Bomber Attacks of l6, 17 and 18 April

The operation of 16 April was intended to rival in weiglit
that of the preceding day, but, owing to the fact that the

assigned targets were obscured by cloud, 692 of the 790 bombers
dispatched returned their bombs to base, leaving 98 Liberators(3)
to drop 216 tons of bombs betr/een 1321 and I^OO hours visually.

(l) B,y 15th Photo. liecce. Squadron (Sorties 15 SG/lif85 and
15 SG/1486 - P.I.R. ho.15 DB/43).

(2) Bomb loads: 15, I6 and 1? April - 100, 250 and 300 lb.
18 ,!;.pril - 500 lb. R.D.X. and 20 lb.

(3) Of the 55th Wing and 484th Borabt. Group.
(6573)364
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Tlie operation of 17 April had better luck -with -weather
conditions. Seven hundred and fifty-one bombers(l) dropped
1,607 short tons of bombs between 1254 and 1459 hours
•visually, achie-ving great destruction at a vital period.
On 18 April, 473 bombers(2) dropped 1,091 short tons of
bombs. On 16 April, the west side of High\-yay 64 “was
attacked : on 17th and 18th the pattern ran along to the sides
of Highway 64 and west of Hi^way 65. Higiaway 9 was not
attacked by heavy bombers after 15 April. Tlie Ei^th Aimy
had taken Imola and events -were so shaping as to point to

other, more vital sectors.

Medium Bomber Operations on Fifth Army Front 15-18 April

The medium bombers began their participation in the
Fifth Army offensive on 15 April, (3) when the 57th Wing
attacked the main enemy gun areas in the Praduro area, as

well as positions in the Medicine area,, northeast of

Bologna, in the Eighth Amoy’s sector.

On 16 April, (4) they bonibed rail-way d
and Casalecchio and again, on 17 April, v5)
troop concentrations between Bologna and Il'aduro, -which

latter to-wn had not yet yielded. On 18 April, (o) they
bombed the eneny lines of retreat at Pademo, close to
Bologna, midway between the two highways. On 19 April, they
switched to the Bi^th Arny Front. By 20 April, the -whole

si-fcuation had changed. As will be seen, the enemy front
broke and the 57th Wing joined in the break-throu^

Filter Bomber Support of Fif-Hi Army 15 to 19 April

bridges at Bologna
road bridges and

During the five difficult days of the approach to, and

by-passing of, Bplogna, XXII Tactical Air Command was fully
stretched on the air plan to destroy the enemy’s tactical

mobility. Including tactical, artille^ and photographic
reconnaissance, they flew 1,713 sorties(7) in the battle area
over 15 to 18 April, This first set-piece phase was notable
for the predominance of planned blitzes or ’Timothies’,

Their assistance was especially welcome to Fifth Array on

16 April, when both the corps’ thrusts were in progress over
the rochy country leading to the Bologna area and -fche
Strategic Air Force was foiled by bad wea-fcher. On this and

every day, XXII Tactical Air Command devoted almost all its

effort to close support. The various si-fcuations met and

disposed of on request from ground imits by waiting oabranks,
the blitzes on specific guns, headquarters, buildings

(1) 248 Fortresses of 5th Wingj 503 Liberators of 47th,
49th, 55th and 304th Wings,
231 Fortresses of 5th Wing: 242 Liberators of ̂ 7th and

304th Wings.
121 effective sorties 15 April.
152 effective sorties, including attacks on Porto
Maggiore.
183 effecti-ve sorties.
36 effecti-ve sorties.
15 April 507 sorties.
16 April 334
17 April 543
18 April 329
19 April 348

II

II

It

(2)

,3
.4.

5
6

7,
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harbouring troops and equipment, tanks and armoured vehicles

in the open, despatch riders, supply ooluianeV all this resembled
^ its fluid complexity the pattern of the previous Spring
offensive: but the increased use of rocket projectiles, fuel

tank incendiary bombs, new explosives, new tactics, tighter
controls supported by more modern communications, all gave to
the pattern of the 1945 close support programme a unique aspect.
Here the principle of concentration of forces was given full

rein and instead of a dispersal of forces in 'penny packets* or
a hit-and-run policy, the whole of the Tactical Air Eorce on

both main fronts viras brought to bear realistically on the core

of the problem. The success which attended the wisdom of the

air plan is surely eloquent testimony to its soundness.

On 17? 18 and I9. April, weather conditions were favourable
for precision work and the Air Command continued its series of

all-day 'blitzes’ with hi^ explosives, fuel tank incendiary
bombs and rocket projectiles, working on a daily directive from

the Command and guided by Air Liaison Officers, themselves fed

by G-3 (Air) Fifth Army with up-to-date information on bombline
changes and the positions of the forward troops. The day of
the Rover controls was to come later, in the phase of the

piarsuit.(l)'

Heavy Eight Air Attack on CasalecohioC^)

On the night 16/17 April, as IV Coips was pressing up west
of Highway 64, No. 205 Royal Air Force Group carried out a
timely attack on troop concentrations round Gasalecchio, the
suburb and road and railway key point three miles southwest of

Bologna. The enemy was recoiling uinder the heavy day attacks

of aircraft and artillery and the pressure of the infantry.
The accurate bombing, reported A.F.H.Q. later, contributed
greatly to the enemy's strain and confusion at a time when he

would have profited by a respite. It interdicted the flow of
reinforcements, destroyed the road bridge there and caused much
other damage.

THE ASSAULT ON BASTIA MD THE BREACH OF THE ARGENTA GAP

Development of the Eighth Army Battle

On 12 April there was no sign of the enemy reserves being
committed. The amphibious operations, although successful, had
forced no decision. The Santerno had been crossed; Ei^th
Army was nearing the Sillaro. It was time to decide whether

the Army should concentrate on a northerly or westerly thrust.

General McCreery decided to increase the weight of both thiusts

and ordered an advance towards Bastia, Argenta and the Gap, and
a fresh movement v/est of Lake Comacchio to out-flank Argenta.
The airborne operation 'Earlsdon' in the area was cancelled, as

Intelligence reported that the enemy anticipated it. V Corps
v/as to cross the floods and attack in the direction of Chiesa

Del Bando and Argenta. To assist the Poles east of Bologna,
XIII Corps was brought round into the plain.

On 14 April, while these moves acquired impetus, Eighth
Army decided to thrust throu^ the Argenta Gap to Ferrara and

r)

(1) Notes on the combined army/air operations April/May 1945*
D.M.T., A.F.H.Q. (A.H.B./IU1/^0/22|J6)

(2) No. 205 V/ing O.R.Bs. 66 aircraft attacked.
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thrust south of the Argenta Marshes to Medioina and Budrio
westwards.

thJTusts and the diversion east of Argenta - almost a new

front behind the main enenqy front in itself - that the air
effort must be considered.

It is against the background of these two main

Distribution of Air Support in the two main Tlirusts

The second waterborne thrust firom Menate across the

floods had interesting possibilities of outflanking the

Argenta defences and perhaps piercing a way through
Portomeiggiore tpwards the Venetian Line; but both the
terrain and the degree of enemy awareness in that area were

still imponderables. Argenta and Hi^way 16 led to the
plains of the Po Valley, The Germans knew its hi^
importance, had studded the area with strong defences and

Once throu^ the Gap, the Alliedprepared to reinforce it,
armour would enjoy a spacious playground for the deployment^
of their superior strength. At the moment, they could claim
to have won a jumping-^off point, but in the two roads linlting
Bastia and Argenta there was no room to manoeuvre,
whole countryside was under water,
road lay at Bastia and its road bridge and junction,
road to the Po Plain lay through Argenta, focal point of all

supply and troop traffic, direct or lateral. Desert Air
Force appropriately decided that the task of reducing the
defences of Bastia and Argenta lay with the tactical bombers,
namely the medium bombers of No, 3 S.A.A.P, Wing, the
57th Bombardment Wing and its own ni^t li^t bombers, aided

when possible, by the R.A.P. Liberators of No. 205 Group.
It was a problem calling for weigiht and concentration,
air and ground forces had to literally burst through the

Argenta Gap, Any relaxation would have been fatal, for the
Germans could still counter-attack dangerously and their guns
were higjily concentrated at well chosen points.

The

The dooiway to the main
The

The

The bulk of the large fighter-bomber force was allotted
the task of supporting the central and westward thrusts,
notably the efforts of the New ;dealand Division,
static war was oyer,

precisely the context for the. exercise of mobile tactical
cont3Tol, of the cabranlc and the armed reconnaissance on the
Tnayi.ntnTn possible Scale, Already the chance of the Rover
controls had come and been seized and fresh units were
coming into play.

The

There was movement, slow but steady.

Cancellation of the Airborne Operation *Barlsdon*, due

13 April

The success of 56th Division*s landing at Menate
encouraged them in the hope that a second waterborne landing
higher up the lakeside might conceivably do more, with suit
able aid from an airborne force, to crack the left flank of

Thisthe Argenta defence, and perhaps capture Argenta,
effort, by opening up what was virtually a new front, ou^t
to aid the thrust northwaids to Bastia, Argenta and the Gap.
The risks were far greater on this occasion,
could hardly allow himself to be suzprised a second time
from the direction of the Lake and he mi^t reinforce the

already strongly held area. In the event he was prepared
and he did reinforce.

The enemy

The original purpose of the second waterborne assault
to reach the Ohiesa Del Bando area over the floods and

The aroute was
was

then drive on Argenta faxam the northeast.
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difficult, but exactly how difficult was unlaiown, in spite of
sundry scraps of information smuggled or signalled throu^ by
the hard-pressed partisans. It was therefore decided that the

2nd Independent Parachute Brigade, on 13 April, in the latest
version of Operation Sarlsdon*, (1) should make a descent a
little to the northeast of Areenta in the vicinity of a canal

ahead of the *Pantail* force;(2) it was to protect the landing
area and the flank of the advance inland to Argenta from

interference by the enemy to the north. If weather prevented
parachute operations, the 2nd Commando Brigade was to fulfil

the parachutists’ role, crossing the floods in craft.

On 12 Apidl, Allied Intelligence gave an unfavourable
report, anti-aircraft guns had been moved into the area

of the Canaletta di Bandp and the great Possa Marina dyke;
moreover, unusually active troop movement south from
Portomaggiore had been reported, probably troops of tlie

29th Panzer G-renadier Division reserves* Operation ’Earlsdon*
was cancelled.

The Failure of the waterborne Attack 13 and 14 April

A 'Pantail' force was detailed to brealc open the Argenta
The landings were strongly opposed and gneatly dis-

The enemy had
Gap.
organised and some troops were isolated,
reinforced the area, backed by the Possa Di Marina, with a

fresh regiment, (3) renowned for its sld.ll and experience in
counter-attack.

Progress on 14 April was slow, and faced by lieavy fire,
A short advance was made towards the formidable Possa di Marina,
Pilo was taken and, by last light, two brigades were near the

broken bridges at Bastia (attacked by air). The next move was
to cross the Possa Marina, secure Chiesa del Bando, and force a
bridgehead over the Possa Benvignante, three miles northeast of

Argenta,

Air Support for the waterborne Landing near Bando

There was no intimate close support either planned or

executed for the flank landings, but the troops concerned
profited by the general air programme in progress supporting
the whole of 56th Division's series of thrusts on the Bastia -

Argenta complex. Further south, ifustangs and Kittyhawks were

bombing buildings and troop concentrations round Pilo and

Tlmnderbolts cut the trades of the approaches to Bastia bridge
in six places. There is only one mention in records of any
thing approaching close support, and tliat was “vdien a nvunber(4)
of Mustangs and Kittyhawi^s bombed the area south of Bando, on
13 April.

(1) D.A.P. Operation Directive ho, 25 to Officer Commanding
No. 1 M.O.R.U.

On the 'Mary' dropping zone.
The 15th Panzer Grenadier Regiment of the 29th Panzer
Grenadier Division.

Unspecified* Most air records of the period mde no atten5)t
to link air operations with the pattern of the ground
progress, although much time and space irere given to

grouped statistics and bomb loads dropped on general
areas, given under category headings.

(4.)
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Preparatory Niglrit Aii- Attacks on Bastia and Argenta by
r-io. 205 R.A.F. Groixp

Bastia was the key to the road to Ar^enta.
Portomaggiore were key -points controlling the enemy escape
and su'pply routes througii the Gap,
craft could nei’tralise them cjuiciiy,
ho. 205 Group therefore devoted four nights in close
succession to the task. On the night 11/12 April,
76 Liberators o.ropped 22A tons of 500-lb. bombs so
effectively(l) on the area round Bastia where Highway I6
crossed the Peno Piver that the enemo'‘'s communications at

that focal point -Virere disrupted and he was forced on to
another retreat route over the Reno River furtiier north.

One hundi^ed and eight light bombers of Desert Air Force were

out in the sector that night and attacked Bastia town.

Argenta an

Only the heavier air-
The heavy bombers of

d

On the night 1^13 April, Argenta, witla its important
troop concentrations and facilities, was bombed by
2f2 Liberators, with great destruction resulting!2)
tovrn and major blockage and cratering of essential roads.

On the nights 13/14 and 17/18 April, the night heavy bombers
flew 108(3) effective sorties against troop concentrations,
defences and comirunications at Portomaggiore,
on both attacks gave evidence of good results,
confirmed that the two attacks covered the roads with rubble

lines. The
the noticeable

in the

Crew reports
Later it wa

and craters and destroyed bridges and r^lway
Army made pointed reference on 12 April(^) to

s

smallness of enemy shelling over the few previous nights and
attributed this to the work of the night bombers.

Progress by Eighth Army on a broad Front. 14 April

Ifnile the precarious situation on the right flank was

being improved and a move made toTirards the strong defences of

the Fossa Marina, progress on the extreme left was more solid.
The New Zealanders had profited by the enemy's decision not

to man the Sillaro, to cross it and advance as far as the Reno
not far from Bastia,

crossing.

Here they were forced back after
Two brigades \fere closing in on Bastia.

The next evening, orders were issued for the first pliase
One force v/as to clearof the breaching of the Argenta Gap,

the Fossa Marina and the Fossa. Benvignante - and advance
Another was to pass tlirougli Argenta with a view

An attempt was to be
north-west,

to advancing from the Gap northwest,
made to outflank Argenta from the west.

Opening of the Battle for the Argenta Gap, 15 April(3)

The advance of the 78th Division northwards had caught
the Tenth Army in the' rear, but the remnants of it fought

The attacl: on the right(5) began ongamely defending Bastia.
15 April across the flooded area between the two gaps east of

Argenta,
Marchetto.

It was brought to a standstill on the Scolo
The attack on the night 15/1b April, ran into

fl^ According to photographs and reconnaissance.
(2^ According to army sources,
'3^' 69 on 13/14 April and 39 on I7/18 April 1945.
|4; D.A.F., O.R.Bs.
5^ Refe-r to Fi^re 30 for details of the thrusts,
6; By 56th Division.
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very heavy opposition, abandoned ios coats and resuiaed bj lana,
Bastia fell on I6 April. The Gennans load lost the use of the

bridge, which the air attacks had destroyed,
passed tiuxiugh it and headed for Argenta. i"!)

Allied troops

The tvrenty-third Plan for airborne Operations

It still seemed that the enemy would make a firm stand on

Operation ’Cuckoo’, the twenty-his well-prepared defences,
third in the list of plans for the employment of the
2nd Independent Parachute Brigade, was designed to secure an
area nortlrn'est of Comacchio so as to isolate the area, northwest

of the lake, prevent the enemy from flooding the Bonifica della
Trebba(2) and allow Allied troops to advance along the north
shores of the Lake,

strong forces from the Spit, v/ere to capture Porto Garibaldi and
link up with the parachute brigade.

Simultaneously with Operation ’Cuckoo’,

16 April, when the plan was laid bef’ore the Array Comiiaiider,
saw the fall of Bastia and a general advance, aided by especially
effective operations by Desert Axr force,
current tactics would achieve success, he turned do\m the joint

plan,
effecting a landing somewhere in the Gulf of Venice, but the

problem was beyond the naval resources available.

Air Support for the Guards at the Fossa Marina, I6 April

Confident that

He called for investigation into the possibility of

The Guards near the Possa Ife.rina played an important part
in attracting for four days some of the best enemy troops in

vireakening his forces south of Argenta,that sensitive sector, so

Official Array historians recorded soon after the event that

nearly 40 forrantions of fighter-bombers attacked the Fossa
wlien the attack wasMarina defences to very good effect;

resumed that night, a bridgehead was quickly established by
filtering them through the buildings, now ruined by bombing and
shelling astride the canal. Desert Air Force recorded giving

'secondary support’ to the 56th Division,
probable that the cabranks of No. 324 Wing gave most or all of

'  the support.

It seemssome

Crossing of the Fossa I'larina

The attack on Argenta and the Gap began to gather impetus
on 17 April,
for the c'nronic shortage of ammunition v;as malcing itself felt.
In tills task the Air Forces had an important role,

often, the critical move was made by a small force,
the left forces pressed up tlirough iortonovo in the hope of

lanldLng Argenta, the forces on the extreme right delivered

It had to be completed quickly or not at all.

As so

1/Vhile on

outf

blow after blow against the Fossa Marina,

This Fossa J(iarina canal ran across the whole area, skirting

Argenta town to the south and east and resisting any attempt to
pass through the tovn.
the night of 16/17 April,
a small force was to pass by the eastern edge of Argents aj.id

another was to patrol into Argenta.

Troops had reached its south bank on
In face of the jjowerful defences.

A third force v/as to

(1) A.H.B./lIJ1l/58/25(A)
(2) Heclairaed land.
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secure a 'bridgehead and advance to cut it off from the north.
There were to he air attacks on and around Argenta and strong

artillery support.

The crossing attempted late on the l6th evoked the most
By midnight a very small, tenuous

This tiny bridgehead became
bitter opposition,
bridgehead was established,
the tip of a powerful crowbar which was eventually to tear
open the Gap, Ooxmter-attacks were thrown back.

During dayli^t on 17 April, the crack was prised open,
Argenta was cleared, A strong counter-attack was beaten
off. Troops passed througji the bridgehead and fanned out.

Air Support for the Outflanking of Argenta on the ¥est

On the left, the ComiBando Brigade, creeping along the
Reno west of Argenta, was now fa'ced with the enemy defences
based in houses commanding the floodbanks. The centre had

drawn off a great deal of interest, so a diversion here

would, if it succeeded, malce a hole in the eneny*s right
To this point, the situation had precluded any major

They had devoted some
flank,

inte2?vention by the air forces,
attention, with great effect as observers later testified, to
the towns and bridges at Bastia, Argenta and Portomggiore,
The Commando Brigade now called for air preliminaries.

At 0930 hours, filter-bombers attacked the positions
*outstandingly well*, according to the British Historical
Section of Central Mediterranean Forces, Then the Commando
attacked along the floodbanks. By 1030 hours the area was

cleared. In the next five hours, the enemy delivered four

counter-charges with heavy artillery support, lost heavily
and achieved little.

The light and medium bombers supported V Corps* advance
every day, not in close tactical support, "but with the
intention of neutralising the focal points north of Argenta
containing the heaviest troop concentrations,
operations at longer range played very intimately on the
efforts of the two British divisions making for the Gap and
did sometliing to offset the heavy concentration of air
effort on the Hew Zealand and Polish effort westwards to

Budrio,

These

No, 3 S.A.A.P. Wing was closely linked with the breach
From 14 to 18 April inclusive, theof the Argenta Gap,

entire wing of four squadrons operated daily, sometimes
twice daily, against troop concentrations northwest of
Argenta and in the vicinity of Portomaggiore, The results
were visually promising. The proof of their success would

To their effortlie in the events of the following days,
must be added the contribution of the 37th U,S, Bombardment

Wing, who had suspended their attacks on the Brenner and
northeastern railway routes to aid the attempted
breakthrou^.

(1) Exactly how many is imcertain.
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r^AIR PARTICIPATia^ IN THE BEEAICTERQUGH TO THS PO RIVER

The Breach of the Argenta Gap and the general position 17 April

By early afternoon on 18 April, the Arny stood beyond the
The critical momentlast of the eneiiqy's prepared defences*

for the Germans was on 17 April, "wAien the Fossa Marina was lost*

Outflanked, the Tenth Army Commander ordered withdrawal*
I Farachute Corps escaped to the Po - Idice (Genghis Khan) l^e

The main front was still intact* lhatin good order*
brought abovit the next crisis was the gathering momentum of the
Fifth Anpy thmsts and a threatened encircling movement by them
and Ei^th Aimy, both stron^j'’ supported by the Tactical Air
Force*

Advance to Medicina(l)Air Support for the New ;ijealanders *

Desert Air Force diverted a high proportion of its fighter
bombers to close support of the New ziealand Division throughout
its advance across the Senio, the Santemo and Sillaro Rivers.
Ti?henever the battle was held up and providing that targets were
carefully selected by the forward brigade, it was found that a

great deal of material damage could be inflicted on the enemy*s
strongpoints and defepoes prior to the resumption of the attack.
The mass result of the seven days fighting on the ground and in
the air was an advance of 16 miles across three rivers, the

crippling of two enemy divisions and the destruction of a
considerable portion of their armour*

Summary of Air Operations in Support of XIII Corps (^)

On 15 April, 210 filter-bombers and 8A medium bomber
sorties were flown in direct support of the 2nd New Zealand

Division, including three ‘Timothy* attacks and three fuel tank
incendiary bomb missions on enemy positions across the Sillaro*
The Tnadiiim bombers attaclced reserve areas near Medicina* On

16 April, Rover *Jack* controlled 76 sorties idiich gave valued
support to the New Zealanders estploiting from their Sillaro
bridgehead. Another 72 sorties were flown against enemy
occupied buildings north of Medioina« Road move^nt north and
northwest from Medioina was attacked and 15 tan3cs(5) claimed as
destroyed or damaged and 41 vehicles as destroyed. 

'

On 17 and 18 Aprils British Xlil Corps enjoyed the major
part of Desert Air Forceps close support effort. Three hundred
and seven sorties on 1?th and 25I on 18 April were recorded.
Most of the targets came from 2nd New Zealand Division and
were mainly eneiqy occupied buildings, with two bridges.
The bridges were cut, the buildings damaged. On the night
18/19 April the New Zealanders crossed the Gaiano River and
advanced to the Idice River, On 21 April, Comaochio and
Porto Garibaldi were taken by pairbisans. The crossings of the
Gaiano and Idioe were very closely supported,C4) Pre-arranged

Operations of the New Zealand Division 9-16 April 1945
D.M.T., A.F.H.Q. (A*H.B./lIJl/l84/215).
No, 1 M.O.R.U., D*A*F*, O.R.Bs* XIII Corps operations
(A*H*B./lIJ11/58/26)*
The entire tank strength of Army Group C was hardly more
than 200.

19 April - 551 fighter bombers 47 medium bombers
20 April - 218 fighter bombers kB medium bombers
21 April - 88 fighter bombers.
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missions caine to an end rdth the growing fluidity of the

battle, but in a special softening programme on 26 April,
80 request sorties vrere flown from cabrauihs.

Air Operation . 'jJiyorce against the Seno diver Bridges

Tactical Air Force decided that the battle had reached a

de.gree of fluidity
Operation 'Divorce
project to destroy all the road bridges across the Heno and

Samoggia Sivers still functioning on both Fronts,
it was reasoned, do much to hinder aia enemy retreating towards
the Po.

hi^i enough to justify the launchixig of
This had originally been an ambitiou

It would.

Unfortunately for all concerned. Fifth Array H.(^.

s

could not agree to that part of the air attack affecting its
own front line. It was,
therefore, in an emasculated form .that the operation was
carried out.

It was too near the bombline.

It was decided that Desert Air Force should

attack the bridges and crossings over the Eeno from Cento

eastwards, using fighter-bombers by day and li^t bombers by
night,

handed they were incapable ofputting out all the 28 bridges
capable of ca.rrying veliicles over the rivez- an.d, therefore,
made no pix)inises regarding the abbreviated version,
main effort was concentrated, into tivo nights and days from
18/19 April to the end of 20 April.

Desert Air Force had already stated that single-

The

On the txfo nights in question, Bostons and Baltimores
bombed crossings over the fieno, as well as the Po and Adige,
There vrere 109 airc
Medium-sised forces

crossings in the two full days' activity of 19 aiid 20 April.
Plzotographs and later survey showed that all six main bridges
from Cento eastwards had either been destroyed or put out of

action for a. time sufficient to impose serious delays,
is a fact, however, that the Germans effected a fairly
orderly retreat across the Reno and were still an intact force

as thejr moved tpwards the Po.

engaged on the night of I9/2O Apxdl.
of f ighter-bcsnbers included the Reno

It

The i dvance on Budrio, 13 to 17 April

By the morning of I4 April, v/hen Fifth ilrmy launched its

attack, the westerly thrust of Eighth iurmy had covered half
the distance between the Senio River and Budrio. ZIII Corps
assumed control of the northern pai't of this thrust on

14 April. On the day. of 1? April, fighter-bombers supported
the advance. By I8 Api’il, the River Gaiano had been reached,
and was being bombed by Desert Air Force. Castel San Pietro

and Medicina had been captured. The end of the battles south

of the Po was in sight, but operations continued meanv/hile
with heightened fury. The Germans held up all movement
beyond the Gaiano.

/ifter a heavy artillery barrage on 18 April, Desert Air

Foi'ce executed a 'Timothy', with three formations of fighter
bombei’s - each of 12 aircraft - at intervals of 15 minutes.

The Poles follovTed in and joined battle with the elite of the

Geman army in a struggle which lasted until the night,
delay effected by the German parachutists enabled the two

a.rmies to esca.pe the 'pincer thrust developing.

The

(1) M.A.T.A.F. Operation Instruction No.. 18, 3 April 1945*
(A.H.B./lIJl/l22/83/(A), End. 9b).

(2) The actual number engaged is not given in O.R.Bs.
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Tlie critical Bneiny Position on 20 April

By the morning of 19 April, Fifth Ariry liad cut Highway 9
west of Bologna.

Bologna, it prepared for the attack upon it.
was to drive across the io Valley, first between the Rivers

Reno and Panaro, then across the Paiiaro up to the Po.

21 April, Bologna was captured.

having cleared all the high ground before
The next move

On

On the evening of 20 Aroril, von Vietinghoff, faced with a

brealcthrough at Argenta, the collapse round Bologna, the danger
encircleuient in the centre and his power of effec1;ive

tactical control and defence being slov/ly crushed 'bj our air

offensive ordered, too late, a general withdrawal from the

Bologna area,
would bring disaster,

orderly retreat if he delayed. There was a crnnce left if he

carried out his policy of mobile strategy, (v His one object
now was to extricate such of his forces as I'emained intact.

He evacuated the line of the Idice crossed the Reno and, in
the eastern sector, began to cross the Po.
longer, as he soon found, dictate the pace of the battle.

01

He signalled to Hitler that a static defence
He had no resei-ves left to cover an

But he could no

The Retreat of Army Group G to the Po

A breakthrough here irould
The centre was wealv and disorganised

■ffher-

Ferrara was now threatened.

endanger both armies,
and Tenth and Fourteenth Armies were virtually split,
ever the Germans turned, they found themselves in danger of
outflanking by mobile forces supported by Rover-controlled

By the niglit 2^23 April the Allies had reachedaircraft.
Bondeno, and a bitter battle ensued to close the escape route.

heanwiiile German forces and equipment were accumulating at
the crossings, now mider day and night attack by the Air Forces
and Allied artillery,
divisions, the German Gomuander-in-Ghief decided to hold a
bridgehead forward of Ferrara so as to hold open the Polesella
Gorbola crossings,
transit,
reassemble in fighting order, so that they could reach and man
the Adige Defence Line, as well as save the forces in northwest
Italy.

The Air Forces's Plans for Attack on the Po River GrossingsC^)

Struggling to witMravr his battered

Other crossings vrere abandoned as suicidal
It was vital that the Anaies should cross and

The time had now come to test the worth of the intelligence
compiled by the Air Forces on the role of the Po crossings in
the situation developing,
the river had been studied with the help of air photographs,
day and night reconnaissance reports and other sources,
leading question was - vdiat crossings would the enemy now use?
The conclusions reached were that the area of major crossings
would be from Borgoforte to Gorbola, in particular in the
Borgoforte-Ostiglia, the Ficarolo-Occhiobello and the
Polesella-Grespino area,
bridges, heavy and Iv'^/T ferries vrere established.

For eight months, activities along

The

Priority lists of night pontoon
A further

(l) Signal G.-in-G. S.7/. to Hitler. G-3 Ho. 623/45
20 April 1945. (A.Il.B./lIJ11/58/29, App.F).

(2) M.A.T.A.F. monthly air intelligence and operations
bulletin Apl. 1945.: M.A.T.A.F. and D.A.F. O.R.Bs.
(A.H.3./IIJII/I8).
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check by night operating aircraft was applied over the nionths
preceding the enea-^ Tidthdrawal.
that the only active night bridge was Polesella.
six nightly missions also proved that pontoons had been moved
to San Benedetto and that Guarda Veneta showed ferry activity
and had pontoons available.

This check tlirew up the fac

Ficarolo seemed to be idle.

t
The four to

Air Operations against the Po Grossings, 11 to 20 April

From 11 April onwards, regular visits -were paid by night
intruders wlio, often guided by freshly taken ni^t photographs,
bombed the sites metiiodically in a strength of about one

Sometimes up to I50 aircraft were involved,(I)
Movement from the battle area to the Po was covered by
continuous daily armed reconnaissance,
an increasing amount of traffic south of the river was

observed, and this, like the crossings and ferries, was
attacked whenever seen, thus imposing a continuous check on
movement, piling up blocks, gradually wearing down installa

tions both sides of the river and reducing the number of craft
available for evacuation,

the Army approached close up to the Po, the Air Forces had

created a iiiglily favourable situation there, of which
advantage inight be taken.

hundi'ed.

Prom 17 April onwards.

For eleven days and nigiits before

Allied air intelligence, reporting on the status of
communications in the Po valley during the period ending
17 April, (2) stated that all the permanent road bridges f27om
Piacenza to the east coast, which had been neutralised in

Operation Mallory Major, were still impassable, although
Piacenza bridge itself was probably functioning. But, they
said, summarising hundreds of air reports, the ferries and

pontoons were busy. Tlirough trai'fic was impossible on the
lines north of the battle area and an air attack on 15 April
had cut all through lines at Portomaggiore, On the niglit of

19th/20th, light night intruder bombers again concentrated on the
Po crossings, but very little abnormal movement was observed.

On 20 April, Allied armour began to move into the Po plain
and the breakthrougla gathered impetus.

On the night of 20/2I April, a photograph was talcen
which shoTred Polesella night bridge assembled; Ficarolo

(wliich had been non-O'" erative for months) was up and a convoy
of 115 vehicles was approaching it from the south.
Veneta was at last assembled.

Guarda

The whole area from Ostiglia
The picture thus revealedto Orespine was very active,

proved that the time was ripe for a heightened tempo of air

attacks on the river crossings on the Po, the Adige and the
Brenta. The enemy withdrawal across the i-iver had begun.
Before proceeding to the narrative of those decisive attacks,
it is necessary to fill jji briefly the details of fighter-
bomber supiport and airborne operations in the phase of the

brealcthrough.

Airborne Operation 'Herring', 20/21 April

The time was now adjudged ripe by General McGreery(7)
for the execution of the planned airborne drop of Italians on

(1) D.A.F., 0.R.BS. Refer also to the note on 'Midnight Rovers*below.
(2) H.Q., M.A.A.F./S.6697/Int. 19 Apl. 191|5.
(3) Signal COS. 131. Main 8th Army to 15th Arriiy Group.

(A. H.B./ IIJ11/53/24(3), App.E-10).
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the Eighth Army front,
'Eajrlsdon' was postponed in its favour,
the night oi" 20/21 April,
act in a guerilla role against traffic and all other forms of

enemy communications in the area northv/est of Argenta and south
of the Po.

The latest version of Opex-ation
The time chosen was

The Italian paratoroopers vrere to

For three and one-half hours that night. Tactical Air
Force restricted all offensive air operations in the general
target area other_ than fighter interception of enemy aircraft.
Fifteen Dakotas(l) left Rosignano airfield with their load of
221 Italian volunteers.

120 dumuQT paratroops, which thej'- dropped in a different area as
a diversion,

dropped to 1,000 feet to enable them to distinguish the terrain.
All pilots except one dropped their loads on their assigned
targets and all returned safely, with a few flalc liits. __ .

operation was considered a great success.(2) A considerable
ai’uount of confusion was caused and casualties inflicted on the

enemy by Operation ’Herring', for the loss of 45 paratroops
lost arid missing, admittedly a high proportion of the force.

Another formation left vidth a load of

After crossing the mountains, the main force

The

fighter Romber Support of Fifth arr;iy in the Erealctlirou^i and
f-Ursuit (.5)

As soon as the battle becsjne fluid, the usual Avmj
intentions passed to Air Liaison Ofl'icers for the inf'orraation

of air units ceased and it became progressively raoi’e difficult
for the latter to realise the general ground picture in detail.
Almost the entire fighter-bomber effort v/as devoted to cabrark
and armed reconnaissance missions. The 'Horsefly' system of

Cub aircraft control was eraploryed with great success, due
largely to the positive means of identification of Allied

forv/ard troops afforded by the widespread use of red fluorescent
panels,(4)
could not use them for deception,
of forward troops was reported back for Army use, thus giving
them an inestimable advantage over the enemy. Targets found,
if it was not feasible to attack them, were flashed back. The
Rover Cub,(5) which was airborne,
briefed a cabranlc to attack them or diverted armed reconnaissance
an.rcraft on to them.

The enemy apparently had no red panels and hence
Informafion on the positions

identified them and either

The valuable Function of the Hover Controls

The Rovers were now, in fact, the only possible means of
putting in figliter-bomber attacks where and when they were
required by forv/ard troops. Cub aircraft were kept in the air
during daylight hours, three Cubs in each Itover. Fighter-
bomber missions were laid on for approximately half-hourly
internals. The aircraft operated, refuelled and were at once
airborne. From the Radio Jeeps attached to forward formations,
from tactical reconnaissance sorties and visual observation,
more targets 'were always available than cabranlc missions. The
strongest organised resistance developed on XI Corps
Rover 'Joe' took the majority of the cabranks.(6)

' front, so
On IV Corps

I

1) Of the o4'th Troop Carrier Ci-oup of 51st Yfing,
2) M.A.T.A.F. ilans O.R.Bs Anx-il 1945.

(5) M.A.T.A.P., D.A.F., 324th Wing O.R.Bs.
(4> Fifth Army held and used most of the stocks of red panels,
(5) L-5 aircraft.

That is, covered the vrork of Rover 'Pete' as well as its
own.

(6)
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front, ground units 'broke away and advanced against less

opposition, so that few suitable targets v/ere encountered and

difficulties axose in keeping track of forvrard troops.(l)

The 'Speedball' Rover Stations, similar in principle to

Eig^ith iiTmy Contact Cars, were deployed during the pursuit to
leading divisions. They often travelled so far with them

that they lost radio touch. The battle became increasingly
fluid as the days passed and the country was flat. They
were prevented for these reasons from operating successful'ly
and the 'Horsefly' system became the only practicable one.

Up to the time of the German withdrawal - 20 April - the

majority of fighter-bomber targets were gun positions, strong-
points, troop areas and other defence features. Once the

enemy was 'on the road', the Air Forces proceeded to impede
his retreat and reduce his potential by attacking 'bridges,
vehicles and armour. Figures may be quoted to illustrate
this change in air fox'ce function. During the period 1? to
20 April inclusive, which covered the breach of the iirgenta
Gap and the cutting of Highway 9, only 325 motor vehicles
vere claimed as damaged and destroyed; the figures for

occupied buildings were one thousand three hundred and

fifty-tv/o. In the next four days - the initial phase of the

pursuit - claims were for 3}733 motor vehicles and only
414 occupied buildings destroyed or damaged.

The 'Midnight Rover' in the Offensive

On 22 March, Tactical Air Force ordered the inauguration
of the 'Midnight Rover' project for night photography of a new

and flexible order,(2) This was a system of operation by
photographic reconnaissance aircraft with radar aids to pin
point navigation on nights virhich prohibited accurate visual

navigation. The intention was to develop and interpret
photographs immediately on return of the aircraft to base and

to pass anj'' important targets revealed, through sector control,
to night intruders in the target area. An enemy withdrawal
could thus be harassed by night. The necessary machinery was

set up between 3rd Photographic Group and XXII Tactical Air
Gonmand and laboratories established at Pisa.

A report issued in April by Tactical Aii‘ Force(3) stated
that the system proved extremely successfiil in denying the

enemy full use of the Po River crossings during the break

through and pursuit phases. The, photograpihs were, at their

best, extremely revealing and clea,rly shovred movements of

traffic and the state of bridges and gun sites. A.F.H.Q
reporting on the night intru.der effort, stated that it

undoubtedly played a most important part in harassing the

enemy's gun areas, road movements, dumps and occupied areas

during the only periods available for free movement. In the

pursuit phase, it contributed largely to the confusion on the

enemy's lines of retreat and at river crossings, preventing
movement in numbers and with speed.

• f

F.G.Ps (Rovers) - in Notes on the combined army/air
operations - D.M.T., A.F.H.Q. (A.H.B./IIJ'1/90/246),
M.A.T.A.F. Operations memorandum No. 1. 22 Mar. 1945.
(A.H.B./IIJI/I88/6, Enel. Aa).
M.A.T.A.F. monthly air intelligence and operations
bulletin Apl. 1945. (A.H.B./IIJII/I8).

(1)

(2)

(3)
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TBS DECISIVE AIR OE:mTIONS AGAINST E-S PO RIVER CROSBrnGS

The Situation on 21 and 22 April

By 21 April, orders had gone out to both the Fifth and

Eighth Armies to cross the River Po; tBie Germans had decided
to witiidraw across it and reform on their defence lines north

of it.

faster than the enemy's rate of -withdrawal,
eneu-y prisoners was mounting fast,
seen, had done much over the previous week to precipitate and
hinc'.er that withdrawal,

in lives, guns, armour and equipment and the sti'ain on the
enemy's tactical control was being felt as it liad been in the

offensive of the pre-vious Spring,

Eie Allied advance was at many points proceeding
The toll of

The Air Forces, as alread

A hea-vy toll had already been taken

y

Both Allied and botli German armies had planned specific
crossings in their sectors, but the pressure of events brought
an unpredicted fusion of fronts and interests on both sides.

On 21 April, tlie division of responsibili-ty 'bet'ween
XXII Tactical Air Command and Desert Air Force, and between the
Strategic and Tactical Air Forces was fairly clear-cut,
althougli tliey were all now in essence devoted to a tactical

policy,

were equally definite and distinct.
Likevrise the aims of the Fifth and Ei^ith Armies

On 22 April, several events occurred whicii changed the
face of the si-tuation,

off part of the enemy forces.
Air Forces stepped up still iiirther tlie hea-vy effort initiated

on the previous day.
Forces and An-nies by shelling the river installations.

The two an-iiies met at Bondeno, cuttin

Allied artillerj-- assisted bo-bh the Air

g
Ferrara was captured ai-id the

Fa-btern of Air Operations against the Po Grossings, 21 to
24 April

Ei^ith Army were closing on Ferrara, the Naviglio Canal
and the Po di Volano, but the Fifth Army had further to go to
reach the Po; they still had to cross the Panaro.
general drift of the air attacks began thus by a concentration
by Desert Air Force on the river ahead of V Corps' sector and

a night effort by both air forces to co-ver as long a stretch

of tl-ie river as possible.
Force concentrated on the rive'r in an integrated attempt, mth

an expanded and important effort by the 57th iaedium bomber

wing and the night bombers covering both fronts.

The

On 22 April, the -vi^iiole Tactical Air

On 25 and

22|- April, while tlie whole river v/as under attack in the battle

area, the very success of the air effox-ts broke up the picture
again progressively into t-wo principal conrponent parts, namely
the sector near Finale nell'E-aiilia on Fifth Anry's front and

the enemy bridgehead betvreen Ferrara and Polesella and Corbola
on the river.

(1)Increased Air Attacks on 21 April

After 100 of its night bombers Biad searched the
bombed bridges and movements in both army sectors,v^)

river and

Desert

Air Force opened a day of great activity, bombing crossings

(1) D.A.F
(2) Ci-^rnona, Pincenza, Cstlglia, Sermlde, Comatta, Borgoforte Polesella and

Ficarolo,

M.A.A.T.A.F No. 1 H.0.R.U 0. R. Bs.• f • * • »
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over the Po and the Reno, and in particular barges and

pnitoons on the Po over a long stretch of water,
general impression was one of considerable success

Many ambula-nces -with Red Cross markings, most of them waiting
to cross the river, were reported. Medium bombers suffered
the same handicaps due to bad vveather as did the lighter
aircraft; their efforts to destroy Polesella were abortive.(2
Other formations, however, scored hits on Ficarolo crossing.(3

The

.(1)

.7ZZII Tactical Air Command was fully occupied with the

fluid battle proceeding northwest of Bologna, round C,arpi and
the approaches to Finale, doing evei'3''tliing possible to destroy
all the havens, vehicles, guns and tanks in the area aiiead of
the Americans and South Africans,

Another profitable night was spent by bombers of both
Air Forces against the crossings. One hundred and twenty-
three intruders(4) covered the potential crossings thrown up
by the day's evidence and all movement towards them,
now on there was no break in the air pressux-e on moveiient up
to, and across, the river.

From

Crescendo of Air Attacks on the Fo Crossings, 22 April

22 April, a day of far-reaching importance, opened, so

far as the air forces were concerned, with difficulties.
Morning fighter-bomber operations were restricted by an ever

changing bombline, so iiiuch so tliat all machine-gunning attacks

south of the Po vrere prohibited in Desert Air Force territory.
The vreather closed in steadily and their airfields were out of

action from 1300 to 1800 hours,
cleared,

targets so the 500 sorties achieved xtere directed as armed

reconnaissance to locate and destroy all .movement northwards
to the Po.

As hopes faded, the weather
Tiiere Tjere still only a tew feasible close sup-port

During the evening, the enem^’', harassed by Eighth Army's
anmoured spearheads, came out into the open,
flashed back from aircraft that there were between four and

five hundred vehicles of all types on the roads north and

northwest of Copparo bound for the Polesella crossing.
Fighter-bombers pressed home attacks on them with satisfactory
results.

78 motor, transport and 15 liorse-draTm vehicles were destroyed
and 62 motor transport and 65 horse-drawn vehicles damaged.(5)

deports were

was reported,Altogether, during the day.

XXII Tactical Air Cormiand devoted nearly all of its
5d8 sorties to the crossings.
79 by the night bombers of 47th Wing operating in  a day role.
To the joint effort of the fighter-bombers and light bombers

was added the T/ei^t of 57th Bombardment Wing, wiio operated
16 missions(6) during daylight against the crossings, a few'
of them with the aid of Shoran equipment.

In this number vrere included

(1) Total effort on the Po and In close support was 579 sorties.
(2) 21 Mitchells returned bombs to base.
(3) ?7 mtchells.
(4) 59 of Shi T.A.C. aixl 64 of D.A.P,
(5) These fisures, lilce the other claims, are probably on the conser'ratlve

side.

(6) Sortles:-
43 ” Polesella:
1G - Cresplno;

11 “ Borgofo^e:

■'o check from enemy sources is ever likely to be possible.

13 - Guarda Veneta: 36 - Ficarolo:
1.2 - Occhiobello:

6 - San Benedetto:
43 - San Jlcolo:
12 - Ostiglia,
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The critical Day of 22 April

TheTliree important events happened during the day.
Allied Armies met at Bondeno, Cento ar^d Finale; the Eighth
AriTty was in the outskirts of Ferrara and had outflanked it;
spearheads of Fifth Army reached San Benedetto on the Po,
These misfortunes made retreat even more inevitable for the

Ee v^as still intact, although Ms casualties in men
But speed was the essence of the

enemy,

and material were mounting,

problem and his very speed in movement created a long-desired
target pattern for the Allied Air Forces,
fluidity of the ground situation aiay be gathered by
Mediterranean Air Force's estiraate that day of destiaiction and

daaiiage, (*1) for the cost of 18 aircraft lost.

Some idea of the

German Strategic Tfeakness South of the Po(^>

On Fifth Army's front, I Parachute Corps was threatened
on both flanics.

sped out from Argenta along the north banlc of the Reno to talce

Poggio Renatico on the night 21/22 April, br-cshing aside tiro
German divisions.

On Eighth Army's front, an armoured column

Bondeno was reached^ outting across the
axis of Tdthdrawal of I Parachute Corps.

During 22nd April, a bitter battle was fought betii\/een the
Reno and Panaro northeast of Cento and in it the 65th Division

was prac;dcally destroyed.
305th Division surrendered at Ostiglia,

bridgehead at Boraporto and Caraposanto on the Fanaro River and
the mal:.eshift defences on the river itself vrere crumbling.

The hole was wide open. The Fifth Army drove on to the Po on

the Borgoforte-Seimriide Line. (3) and reached it at 1045 hours
on 23 April at Quingentole. Only at Finale were the Allies

held up for long, but by the morning of 24 April, Allied armour
was en route for tlie Po at Felonica.

Soon afterwards, its neighbour the
The improvised

Owing to the continuous air bombing of the roads and the

waterways the rate of movement had slowed down and large croT\fds
of shattered German forces were assembling along the river

From Sermide to Bondenothe crossings were very busy.banks,

but the roads leading to the river were cratered and jammed
with the smoi‘h.ng aiid burning vnredcage of hunareds of veiiicles

The retreat could no longer after this
nevertheless; a large

of all descriptions,

evening be conducted on orderly lines;
nUi-iber of troops got across, some by sTidiTiining,

Damaged(1) Claims for 22 Apl. 1943 Destroyed

3S4I-i/T 702
295 355H.D.V./Trailers

Locomotives

Rolling stock
Bridges
Buildings
A. F. V. /Tanks/ Half-tracks
Tanli transporter
Guns

Barges
Pontoons

Bcmts

1

8 77
6 5
41 37

6020

268
215

5
251

ILA.A.F. int/Ops daily sumiiiarj'.

A.H.B./:IJi1/53/29.
Ostiglia vBS the corps boundary.

(2)
(3)
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■xi;.rning to the situation on the Eighth Armi?- front, the
enem/'s position was even more desperate here, although he
retained a ooherent tactical form until a late hour,
21 to 24 April, KOC/I Corps maintained, with great spirit, a
bridgehead forward of Eerrara so as to cover the river with-
dravval of the remains of Tenth Army,(l) but vdthout hope, for
its left flanl: was exposed.

Continued Air Attacks on the Po Crossings, 23 and 24 April

From

On both the nights 22/23 and 23/24 April, night
bombers maintained complete continuity with the daytime
attacks, a,nd as had been long predicted, this policy proved
highly successful in allowing the enemy no respite for
repairs or clearatice.
Desert Air Force and iOCII Tactical Air Commaiid despatched
evei'y available aircraft against the increasiiig road and
waterborne craft and the crossings, especially those from
Bondeno to Ostiglia, and from Polesella to Rovigo and Adi*ia,
where the biggest concentrations were observed.

All day on 23 and 24 April, both

23 April was a fine day and the fighter-bombers' and
medium bombers' claims were very hi^.
was achieved, the fighter-bombers of Desert Air Force claimed
82 motor transport and 64 horse-drawn vehicles destroyed,
which, when added to the claims of the preceding night liiade
by Desert Air Force's intruders (the best effort to that
date) of 55 motor transport destroyed and a very iii^ com
bined volume of dainage, give an insight into the local
position,
hit observed on Badia.

ranged over the Adige and the Brenta, as well as the lo,
whez-eon they attacked Ostiglia, Polesella, Borgoforte,
Crespino cOid Guarda Veneta, The 32^4 South African 'aing ran
into bad weather, but three rnissiona(4) managed to bomb the
crossings. On Fifth Army front the fighter-bomber effort
was on a 'oronortionate scale. (5)

As a sample of what

The nontoon at Gorbola v/as destroyed and a direct
The medium bombers(3) on 23 April

On 24 April, after another night's bombing of the^
great destruction was again m-ought bycritical crossings,

aircraft of all offensive components of the Tactical Air
Force, No. 47 Bombardment Group had converted its crews to
day bombing for the purpose and its Bostons covered the
crossings and the valley in Fifth Army's sector. Desert
Air Force,(7) extending its range to the Adige, (now assuming^
significance as ai- escape route to the Venetian Line deiences/,
sighted at 0930 Ixours a pocket of enemy armour, guns and F/T
on the north bank of the Po between Polesella and Berra,
Fighter-bombers attacked it all day until evening, leaving
most ox' the 300 or more vehicles destroyed ojr damaged. Its
location si-'.ggests the depth of the battle at tins point.
The long convoys reached from near Ferrara and Finale, up to
and across the Po, winding on, mile after mile, into the
Padua area and the Vexietian Line in the east, a;ad to tne west.

(1) Refer to Figure 30.
(2) D.A.P. sorties: 102 Bostons, 52 Baltimores,

20 Kosqjuitoes .OCII T.A.G. sorties on and north of Po: 53.
(3) 189 sorties,
'4j Totalling about 40 aircraft.
5; 450 Thunderbolts on armed reconnaissaiace.

66 sorties.
764 sorties on armed reconnaissance of Po and Adige.

6)
7)
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through Carrara and. the last strongholds of the Gothic Line and

through Verona towards the Brenner line and the area of the

newl3'- formed Army T./rol in the Alps.

The 57th lling's medium bombers again heightened the
pressure ajad, in accordance vath the developing pattern,
interdicted the crossings at Polesella and hibello, westward

across country'' to Cremona and even to Torricella, where the

permanent bridge might still serve as an escape route,
results of the overall attach by day and night had been to

restrict the possible crossixigs as well as to 'vireck those that
survived and Y/ere in use,

of the results of the foior data's' air attacks is to be found in

the testimony of the German commanders themselves,
be examined after a brief note on the artillery bombardment of

so Hie of the crossings.

The

■Vrobably the best primary evidence

This Ydll

Spotting Aipcraft in the Artilleiy Bombardment of the Fo
Pro s sings

On the Fifth Army front, the bulk of the enemy foi'ces,
covered by the Parachute Corps, succeeded in disengaging across
the Po. They left behind to both Armies, in the five days
beginning 21 April, some 30,000 prisoners and a serious pro
portion of their equipment,
front the resistance in tlie Ferrara area viras especially hitter
and sustained.

On the more critical Eighth Army

Allied artillery v;as called on to bomb the
crossings.

First, long-range super-heavy artillery, then medium
artillery and finally the entire ?;eigiit of V Corps’ artillery
ranged on the crossings, directed by tactical and artillery
(air observation post) aircraft. By night, the crossings iivere
subjected to heavy fire. Also, aircrev/s, in the night air
attacks of 22/23 April and those of 23 April, were successful
in scoring direct hits on three pontoon bridges and on mariy
rafts and installations.

Fifth Araiy had already reached the Po and were crossing
at great speed. At dawn on 23 April, the greater j^^art of tr/o
German divisions(2; v/ere still south of the Po. One was in a

desperate position, for the crossings at Bondeno it plaiuied to
use had been severely damaged and they Tvere being threatened
Tdth encircleiiient. The Germans turned about and fought to
pass througla the narrow corridor between Ferrara and the river
to reach the Polesella and Gorbola crossings,
bombardments, planned on up-to-the-minute information from the
Cub artillery aircraft, increased in weight, and the Array
reports are correct in pointing ou.t how these bombardments threv/
up more and more profitable targets for the fighter bombers as

All the daj'’ of the 24th, artillerj'", as

The artillery

Y/ell as their own guns,
vrell as aircraft, attacked the seething mass of Germans packed
in the narrow area north of Ferrara still held, iintil by the
evening the enerry had lost control and fled in disorder across
the river. During the night of 24^25 April, after the capture
of Ferrara during the day, the corridor between it and the
river was cleared.

H.B./IIJ11/58/25(a).
(2) 26th Pa^jzer and 29th Panzer Gremdier Divisions.
(1)
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G-ermau E-^/idence on the Aii- Attac'cs on the Po Crossings

Everyv'3iere along the river, for days, elements of the

German army had crossed the river by pontoon, ferr>'' or barge,
carrying vath ther.; what they could salvage from the cliaos on

the roads in the way of equipment. But every hour that
passed saw the elimination of the very means to cross,
became suicidal to cross at the recognised crossing places.
The infantry asseinbled on the south bank and began to smm
across.

It

Five senior Gernian officers v/ere interrogated later on

the effect of the air attacks on the Po .crossings; their

testimony is. imporbont in any final evaluation of the Air

Forces’ share in the victorj’".
the Supreme Commander, said;-

'The crossings of the -teno and the Po v/ere decisively
influenced by the employment of the Allied Air Forces.
The smashing of almost all ferries and bridges made an

ordered retreat across the Po no longer possible,
troops amassed at the crossing jpoints and often had to

swim to the other bank vdthout heavy weapons.

General von Vietinghpff,

Th

I

e

General von Senger, commanding the XIV Panzer Corps said:-

'It was the bombing of the Siver Po crossings that
finished us. Yfc could have withdrawn successfully

with normal rearguard action despite the heavy pressure,
but owing to the destruction of the ferries and river
crossings we lost all our equipment. North of the
river we vrere no longer an army.

General Graf %'’on Schwerin, commanding LXXVI Panser Corps,
captured on 25 April, said:-

'The Po has been to the Germans v/hat the Seine was

to tlie Germans in France last year

one of my divisions when they arrived back at the
river found their ot«i engineers waiting to assist
in the appropriate sector
I did not succeed in getting the tankn back across
the river,'

Specific German Evidence on the Night Air Attacks on the

Grossingst~^

The Supreme Commander, the Coffiraander of Fourteenth Army
and the Comiiianders of three inl’antry divisions(2) were
questioned on the effects of the ni^t air bombings of the Po
and Paiiai'o crossings and their replies consolidated. They
thought that the night air attacks from 16/17 April onwards
were an important factor in the stranding of their divisions
and the resultant surrenders of so many troops south of the

river. Although much had been carried across by da;^',
result of these attacks, coming during the only hours of

possible movement on any large scale, was to cut almost
completely the supply lines of the armies south of the Po,
The bulk of Tenth Army, and in particular LXXVI Panzer Corps,

already had some of its heavy transport and heavy artillery

i

every

Needless to say

the

C.S.D.I.CInterrogation report on five German generals,
C.M.F., 1 Jly, 1945 (A.H.B./IIJ11/58/24(A-E)),

(2) 354th, 305th and 65th Infantry Divisions,

SECRET
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north of the Fo by 13 Aprils and, while its rearguards held off
the Allied spearheads, it was able to carry most of its troops
and some of its ve’iicles across,

heav:/ transport whicli had not crossed by 1? April never crossed
at all.

But the greater part of its

The main effects of the ni^t bombing attacks, according
to these of’ficers, were four in number, Firstly, by destroy
ing so many ferry boats and landing stages, and by creating
congestion at the apj^roaches, they delayed the retreat of the
laain formations. Secondly, by destroying ferries and causing
congestion on the south banic, they prevented ammunition and
petrol from reaching units in that area,
destroying so many heavy ferries, they isolated vir'tually all
of Fourteenth Army's heavy vehicles and heavy artillery on the
south side of the Po. Fourthly, by prevention of the crossing
of signals units, they led to disruption of communications,
lienee loss of tactical control by the commanders,
these causes combined arose the trapping of considerable forces
south of the river.

Thirdly, by

From all

IllULiinating evidence was given on the effects on specific
divisions of IW Fanaer Coru^s and LI Mountain Corps, Fuel in
XIV Panzer Corps ran short on 19 Aprils ’ The 305th Division
had to abandon xts heavy artillery and anti-tanlc units betv/een
Cento and Finale: short of metrol and ammunition, its stranded
detachments were largely annihilated. As the bridge at
Camposanto was reported blown, great congestion developed at
Finale, The bridges there were attacked all day and on into
the night by aircraft. Although they were not iwrecked,
burning vehicles crossing them slowed up the convoys. As a
result, when the 305th Infantry Division was across, it found
it had lost some 30 per cent of its veliicles and 20 per cent of
its troops, mostl3'’ to rearguard actions, but some to air
attacks, Af'ter the debacle at Finale, the 305th Division
tried to cross at Ostiglia and Garbonara and the 65th Infantry
Division at Sermide, Since the ferry boats and landing stages
had been bombed in those areas, neither division was able to
get any of their remaining heavj'- artillerA-^ and transport, nor
more than two-thirds of their remaining personnel across the
id-ver before being overtalcen by the Allies, to whom they
surrendered on 23 April,

As the ttiree divisions of LI Mountain Corns drew up to
i'todena on 22 April, they ’were short of fuel and ammunition.
Fresh supplies v/ere due to reach them across the river at

Gasalmaggiore, The night bombing cut these supplies off, so
pi'eventing them from covering their retreat on the flanks,

The3i" approached the Po between Torricella and Viadana, with

most of their heavy transport and artillery. Unfortunately
for them, the latest niglit air attacks had 'brought great damage
there. The heavy echelons, in advance of the divisions, were

held up, causing congestion at the river a;oproaches and holding
up the main bodies. Most of the heavy fuel and supply vehicles
moving south -were held up on the north banlc, TAiat little

managed to cross could not break through the congestion,
Without ammunition, tlie three divisions were unable to hold off
the 1st U.S. Armoured Division, were trapped south of the Po
and forced to surrender on 25 and 26 April,

The Contribution of the Air Forces to the Enem37- Defeat South of
the Po

if one examines in detaciiment the record just brought to
an end, weighs the Allied claims against the enemy's adinissions
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and sets both against the events of the following days, it is

impossible to escape the conclusion that the Air Forces had
played an essential and major part in the heavy defeat of the

It was not the last

Long before the Armies
enemy in the battle south of the Po.
battle, but it was the decisive one*
were within range of the river, the approaches to it and all
the potential crossings had been attacked by day and ni^t*
The slowing dov/n of all road withdrawal, the congestion at

the river, the heavy destruction of vital equipment and armour
everywhere was very largely the result of the concentrated
tactical air effort. The pressure of the Allied Armies and

the accuracy of the Allied artillery blended with the sid-lful
use of air power to provide favourable conditions for victoiy.

OPEI^TIO^f CORNCOB

The remaining German Defence Lines

Throughout the winter, work had been pushed forward
It had been reinforced. Thevigorously on the Adige Line.

Fo position had been strengthened to westward to cover the
withdrawal of Army Liguria. Behind it and the Adige Line

lay the Frealpine Defence Position - the Yoralpenstellung 
-

east and west of Lake G-arda, based on the Alps. Tied in
with it were the river lines of the Brenta, Piave, Tagliamento
and Isonzo. If von Yietinghoff had been allowed to withdraw

beliind the Fo in good time, he would have been already manning
the Adige Line and the idea of a National Redoubt have
probably become a reality. The Higher Commandos veto had
tied his hands and it nowr became a matter of desperate, urgency

to -P-i ght a delaying action between the Po and the Adige River
so as to get across the Adige, reform and man the line there.
Tliis was foreseen by the Allies and a series of air attacks -

- against the Adige and Brenta River
If they were successful.

Operation 'Corncob
bridges planned and carried out,
the end should follow quickly.

Operation ' Corncob', First Phase ()

The original plan for Operation 'Corncob*, already out

lined, was in two phases. The first, allotted to the
57th marj-inm bomber Wing, envisaged the destruction of nine
road bridges over the Adige River between Yerona and the ^
Adriatic. (2) The second, allotted to 57th Wing, XXII Tactic^
Air Ooramand and Desert Air Force, envisaged the destruction of

13 bridges and diversions over the Brenta between Bassano del
Grappo and the Adriatic. In the event, heavy bombers were
called in to assist in both phases and fighter bombers in the
first. (3) Tlie object of 'Oomcob* was to block and delay
enemy formations, iiihicdi had crossed the Po, retreating into
the next defence line and northeastern Italy.

On 20 April,- Phase 1 lasted from 20.to 26 April. ^ ^
bombers put the Adige bridges at Rovigo, Barbiglia272 heavy

0.R.B.S and M.A.A.F.T.A.F., D.A.F. and No. 1 M.O.R.U
InVOps. Summaries, - t •
Cavarzere, Boara Pisani, Lusia, Garzare, Badia, i-'olesine,
Legnano, Bonavigo, Albaredo, Zevio.
Before Corncob, four railway bridges on the Adige and
seven road bridges and four railway bridges had been cut
and three temporary road bridges washed out by high

• 9(1)

(2)

(3)

water.
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and lusia out of action, (0 On 23 April, a force of 773 heavy
bombers, escorted by 155 fighters, was despatched to attaci::

Adige bridges and tliree Brenta bridges at Padua, The majority
of the bombers located their targets and heavy concentrations
of bombs fell on Badia Folesine, Bonavigo, ii.eivo, Legnago and
Albaredo Brenta road bridges, leaving broken spans and general
destruction, Tliey damaged the approaches and bridge at

Cavarzere, Photographs of Padua showed one bridge destroyed,
direct hits on the second and a good concentration on the tliird.

On the saiae day it was confirmed by photographs that a medium
bomber attack tore a 190 foot gap in Corte bridge.

On 2A April, 18 1/Iitchells of the 57th U,S, Wing attacked
Cavarzere bridge, using *S^ran* equipment, but failed to hit
it, according to aircrews, (2) airing the three days, 24 to
26 April, fighter-bombers of Desert Air Force caivied out

frequent attacl3 and patiTols over the 31 laiown ferry sites, ̂
almost the only means left of crossing. By 26 April, all nine
bridges were believed to be unserviceable and the facilities
over a long stretch of water gravely damaged.

Operation * Corncob*, Second Phase

Air Operations against the Brenta fell short-of the plan
oTving to bad weather. After the successful heavy bomber
effort on Padua of 23 April, the attack was renewed on 24 April,
Fifty-seven Liberators bombed the new Friola road bridge. Just
outside Chioggia at the river mouth and desti?oyed one of its
spans, Ei^ty-tvso others bombed Brondolo railway bridge and

reported hitting it, and 65 more reported Bassano road bridge
as probably down after their attack. On 25 April, the weather

was non-operational and almost entirely so on 26 April.
36 Mitchells bombed road bridges Just outside Chioggia that

day with success, hitting the north end of the north bridge and
destroying a span of the south bridge. In spite of the breaks

in operations, seven out of ten of the bridges still serviceable
for motor veiiicle traffic over the Brenta had been cut or

blocked, (3) Adria bridge was being used however, on 26 April,
and, acco
was intact

perhaps seven,
increasing disintegration of the enemy forces brought the need
for extension of Operation 'Corncob* to an end,

AFPIL AIR OPERATIONS AGAjNST ENM LINES OF COMWICATION

But

to a Spitfire report the same evening, Cavarzere
Above Bassano,. six bridges were still intact,
The ranid advance of the Armies and the

rdin

t,(4

Medium and Fighter Bomber interdiction

The satisfactory state of the air interdiction of the
frontier railway routes made the switch to tactical air support
to the battlefield easier, but the commitment remained a

serious' one. Up to the opening of the Si^th Army offensive
on 9 April, Desert Air Force continued its March programme of
attaold.ng railway bridges, tracks and rolling stock in the

(1) Refer to photographs in M.A.T.A.F. intelligence bulletin -
April 1945. (A.H.B./IIJ11/18).

(2) Althou^i a M.A.T.A.F, report said that one-fifth of the
decking was destroyed.

(3) The three road bridges at Padua, Chioggia railway 'bridge,
tlie road diversion at Friola, the bridges at Corte and

west of Gliioggia,
(4) No. 225 Squadron 0,R.B,s,
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lower Po Valley, the Venetian Plain and the lower reaches of
the northeast frontier routes,

about 100 attacks dn railway lines and 25 attacks on railway
bridges from 1 to 0 April.
Pifth Arm^'' offensive, IGELI Tactical Air Force *s fighter
bombers continued to attack railways on the lower Brenner
Line and the east-west lines north of the Po as well as their

They claimed nearly 900 railway trucks and

Their fighter-bombers made

P'rom 1 to 1A April, before the

lateral lines,

carriages destroyed or damaged, 350 railway cats,
2 locomotives destroyed and 71 damaged.

57th Bombardraent Thing's medium bombers devoted most of

their attention to battle area targets betv/een 5 ajid 16 April.
But from before 9 April aiici. between 17 and 26 April, the wing
flew appro:d.mately 1,100 sorties against Brenner Line targets.
The targets most frequently bombed were San Ambrogio (nine
unssions) and Salorno (seven uiissions).
Steinach and Vo Sinistro were each attacked by six missions.

Small attacks were made on the Borovnica viaduct, tho south

bridge at Postuiiiia and the Chiusaforte bridge on the

Tarvisio Line,

Bomber Interdiction!”')

San I'ichele,

Heavy

The Tactical Air Force nominated some of the more

importaiit targets for destru,ction by the Strategic Air Force,
and it fixed priorities.

Line, still functioning oil a very reduced scale in a pattern
of 'islands* each 12 miles in diameter and more active north

On seven days from 9 tlirough

The first prioritj?- was the Brenner

of Bolsano than south of it.

24 April, forces of heavy bombers ranging from 50 up to
265 Portresses and Liberators attacked the Brenner Line,

On 11 April, they effected major interruption by cuts at

Garapo Di Trens and Isarco-Albes bridges at the northern end, .
by putting out all three San Michele bridges and the Lavis
viaduct and diversion further south and by cutting bridges at

Eovereto, Ala and Parona, south of Trento,
also straining every nerve to keep the lines on the north-

vi?estern routes open, but Allied Intelligence was more than a
:.iatch for them and their efforts were nullified by fresh

The Geruians were

attacks.

On 8 April, the heavy bombers had flown 591 sortres
On 12 April the

acned.
against the three main'frontier routes.
Breiuxer and Venetian Plhin Lines were heavily a

20 April bridges and. liiarshalling yards on the Brenner Line

were also heavily attacked. Thereafter, it becaiiie increas

ingly apparent that the Allies would occupy the Po valley and
pass northwards,
those targets contributing immediately to the support or
witlidrawal of the German armed forces,

tactical policy was influenced by the anticipated Allied ,
military needs after occupation and those of civil economy.^2;

OnJ. J-

0 0

The policy was thereu'oon restricted to

The immediate

State of Blocloage in April

ICnoT.ai blocks on the Brenner Line varied from five to

eighteen throughout April. At the end of the month, when the
lowrer portion was under Allied control, there vrere at least

(1) Blockade report, M.A.T.A.F. (A.H.B./IIJII/I3) and
The larmy Air Forces inh7orld 7fa.r II. Vol.3, U.S.A.P.

(2) M.A.A.F. Int/Ops summaries and M.A.T.A.F., O.R.Bs.
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five blocks north of Trento,

fills, man;7 of them still flooded by the Spring v/aters or in a
sodde^. state,

open a tlirough r'oute in tne northeastern area and made large-
scale efforts to repair his bridge at tliat period.
Tfas impassable to through traffic, although bridges north of

Brennero, past Innsbru.ck, were repaired.
17 April, the route was impassable from Bremiero to Porteaza and
all that Tireek from Ora to Yei’ona,

kept closed by air attacks in spite of everything the enemy
could do.

that only in small sections.

Numerous attacks were i:iade on

The enemy apueafed very aiucious in mid-month to

The Brenner

Por four days up to

The northeastern routes were

The other frontier routes were barely working' and

On 24 April, Intelligence reported a visible wealcening of
Two days*the enemy counter-effort over the preceding week,

freedom from air attacks owing to bad weather did not suffice
to overcome the heaver leeway, v He was falling away from his
high standards, ovdng, no doubt in large measure, to shortage of
material, the growing lack of experienced repair gangs owing to
casualties and other calls, and to a flagging energy. lie could

no longer cope with a task grovdng hourly more serious and the
prospects of success were nil as day by day more Allied aircraft

.  , rrere released from the immediate calls of the battlefield and

,  ; "became available for anti-communications operations.

Throughout the week ending 24 April, Brenner through
traffic^had been impossible from Matrei, north of Brennero, to

EeparrsVeronaj very little movement was seen on the line,

effected at San Hichele diversion, San Ambrogio, Rovereto,
Galliano and at Lavis diversion were largely nullified by cuts
effected at Ora bridges and Lavis viaduct,
through lines were cut at, Vipi'teno marshalling yards.
Ora and San Ambrogio, and seven railviray fills were cut.
the Austrian border, the picture was equally grim,
loop line was still cut at Cismon and the Portezsa - Dobbiaco
line probably cut at Perea, The Northeastern routes were still

impassable. The Tarvisic route remained cut at many points,
Casarsa diversion was again impassable. The Piedicolle-Postumia
and Udine-Gorizia lines were still cut,('')
little hope of effective liaison between Army Group G in Italy
and Army Group G and Nineteenth Army in southeastern Germany,
Army Group South in Austria and Army Group E in Jugoslavia,
5'ke Army Tyrol. (~2) in course of fori'nation,
conceivable difficulty.

Purthemrare, all
, Portezza.

Over

The Trento

G1early there was

was faced mtli every

Tl-ia FINAL PIIASE OP GROUND OPERATIONS

Fifth Army Progress North of the Po

By 25 April, Fifth Army had crossed the River Po from
Sermide on the east to Borgoforte on the west.
Verona and by daylight on the 26th had cleared the city.
Against confused opposition, the Army advanced to the Adige
River and crossed the river the same day. Fifth Array had split
the German armies■in two. It blocked off the routes to the
Brenner, between Lake Garda and Verona, and made for the Adige
Venetian Line defences north of Verona. On the left, troops

Troops reached

(1;) M.A.A.F./S.6697/lnt.
(2j 22, 757 personnel,

the Gonmand Schmidt-Hartung included the 114th, 148th
232nd and 334th Division.

19 April and 26 April 1945.
Gomprised 7 small 'Gommands* of v/hich
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raced north past Mantua towards Brescia,

right flankj
j'ii'ricsji Armoured Division moved across the Po and across the

Adige,

the last G-othic position, on 25 April, then Carrara and
La Spezia and raced towards Genoa.

On the Army's
II Corps crossed the Adige and the South

On the Ligurian seaboard, the Ai’my :;'ediiced Aulla,

On 26 April, the Army Commander issued nev/ orders to
cut off and destroy the Axis forces in northwest Italy and

to assist the Ei^th Army in the capt-ure of Padua, fore
stalling a Gernan occupation of the Venetian Line, and sent

a division along the eastern shores of Lake Garda on the

axis Verona-Trento-Bolzano, towards the Brenner Pass and the
National Redoubt. Vicenza v/as cleared on 28th and the

attack pressed north of Bassano and Treviso, The South
Africans made contact mth the Eighth Army in Padua on

25 April. The Adige Line, only partially manned, was
taken vdth relative ease, A firm enemy front no longer
existed. The effort of LXXV Coi-ns to escape from the
Alpine Pront into the mountains was frustrated by thrusts to

Como ■■(28 April), Ghedi airfield and Milan, which latter town
T/as found in’the hands of the partisans on 29 April, The
noose was dravci tighter along the Ticino River. LyQCV Corps
had no alternative but to surrender. Genoa fell on 27 April,
Alessandriia on 28th and Turin on 30 April, Army Liguria
signed terms of surrender on 29th and Lombw/rdy Cor'ps on
30 April. Graziani was taken prisoner. IvLissolini was
arrested and executed by partisans.

The Destruction of LKXVI Corps by Eighth Arm;/'

Eighth Army crossed the Po on the evening of 2R April
against feeble opposition and raced for the Adige, They
caught the main German forces off balance just west of
Perrara, and progress w'as not difficult. By the afternoon of
26 April, the New nealand Division had reached the Adige and
by dawn on 27 April had established a bridgehead. The
destruction of the major part of LXXVI Corps was accomplished
betv/een the Fo and the Adige, All control lost, the
Coiiiiiiander, Lieutenant General von Schwerin, surrendered on
25 April,

The Eighth Army Attack on the Venetian Line

On 26 April, new orders v/ere issued that Eighth Array's
task was to breach the Venetian Line, capture Padua, and
advance on Trieste and the provinces of Venice and Venetia
Julia,
two or three daily attacks mth heavy bombs by heavy bombers
of the eneiTiy positions,
light fra,graentation bombs used on the Senio - Operation
'Bucl'ILand' - had been disappointing and he was quite
prepared to accept the devastated villages end cratered roads
in the line of his advance, 'orovided that greater material
damage could be inflicted on the enemy.
throLigh \7as assured, he planned to have the 2nd Paraclmte
Brigade dropped in the latest version of Operation 'Earlsdon'.
Both these plans were scrapped when the speed of advance
ruled out the need for the operations.

Early plans envisaged air support to the extent of

General McCreery felt that the

Once the break-

There was very little opposition to the attack on the
Venetian Line and there is no doubt that the air attacks on
the river installations had helped to bring this about by

/s.
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denying the enemy his heavy equipment and supplies and impeding
his formation into a coherent force.

29 April.

The Change in the Military Situation

Venice was captured on

ad now changed its traits and was
On 25 April, the

■oblemThe military
interfused with the political aspect.
Italian Co;;unittee of National Liberation of Upper Italy ordered
a general insurrection,
made on the retreating Geruians, and towns such as Milan and
VOiice were neutralised by the partisans,
trouble would arise from the unregulated assumption and exercise
of power by the local bands,
tional disagreement over the fate of Trieste and Yenetia Julia,
These reasons pointed to the need for the earliest possible
occupation of northeastern Italy by British and American troops.
There v/as the important military task of rounding up the large
remaining bodies of fugitive German and Italian Fascist troops.

lx

Numerous and widespread attacks were

It was feared that

There T/as likely to be interna-

After the capture of Fadiia on 29 April, the final moves
On 1 May, New Zealand troops hunded alongwere soon made,

the coast to make contact v/ith the Jugoslav forces at
Monfalcone.
took Udine and Belluno and made contact -with the Fifth Amy at

The Armoured Division drove up to the Dolomites,

The campaign was over.Treviso.

AIR OISEATIONS IN THE FuBSUIT

Desert Air Foi-ce Operations 21+ to 28 April('^)

In the 24 hours ending at sunset on 24 April, Desert Air
Force had put out 1,009 sorties,
directed on the retreating eneraj'', consisting ma.inly of amied
reconnaissances and attacks on crossings remaining over the Po
and Adige,
the Adige and the Canale Bianco,
convoy east of Polesella crowned a day of great destruction.
Reconnaissance over the rivers was continued throughout the
night by Bostons and Baltimores,

Most of their effort was

They destroyed or damaged twelve crossings over
Successful attacks on a large

On 25 April, the fluidity of the front precluded pre
arranged targets and an;^'' extensive use of Rover Controls.
There was less enemy movement,
whole area north to Padua, Vicenaa and Chioggia.
harder to find and some methane plants were attacked as good
alternatives likely to worsen the clironic enemy fuel position.
The Adige and the canals leading from Venice were combed and
bombed and craft and crossings hit.

The range was extended to the
Targets were

After a full night of air coverage by light bombers of the
area betv/een the ttra rivers, the weather grew unsettled and
interfered wi.th operations (2)
effort was spent in support of the Eighth Army attack on the
Adige defences and the assault was especially facilitated
between the villages of Este and Anguillara,
bombers bombed and macMne-gunned guns and mortars, occupied
houses and strongpoints, scoring many direct hits,
road movement was sighted vintil the afternoon, when one con
centration of more than 200 ¥/T and horse-drawn veliicles was

26 April. One-third of theon

Here fi^ter-

Little

D.A.F., O.R.B.s.
The sorties for the 24 liours fell to 677.
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discovered in the Cavarzere area, apparently waiting to cross

the Adige, and another further along the river to v/estv/ards.
Both were repe?.tedly attacked with successful results. ("I)

During the al’ternoon. Allied troops were drawing close
to the river and fiirther attacks on the crossings were
cancelled. Again at niglit, in electric stonns, the light
bombers patrolled the battle area and attacked several
groups of y/T,
and Nervesa on the Venetian Belt,

fine v/eather came to an end.

They flew further north as far as Gittadella

On 27 April, the spell of
Rainstorms and lov/ cloud

prevented operations until 1A00 hours, vshen a few armed

reconnaissance missions covered the Adige River to Padua and
Treviso, Very few night sorties '-vere possible.

On 28 April, the considerable advances made by the
ground forces made planned support increasingly difficult.
The positions of forv/ard troops were generally obscure,
hence the impossibility of fixing a sound pattern of bomb

lines, Pre-arranged and close support targets were now

out of the question, Oonditions that night were similar,
but 73 sorties were flown against the Brenta crossings and
movement in the Oittadella - Treviso - Monselice  - Ohioggia
area. In support of a radio appeal to the partisans,
leaflets were dropped in the Padua - Monselice area calling
for an uprising.

The rapid Army advance continued through 29 April and
they encountered no system of fixed defences requiring air
attack.

wrLde areds, the retreating enemy vias harassed by offensive

air patrols and armed reconnaissances along the Adriatic
coastal plain and in the foothills of the Alps eastivards
from Treviso,

large concentrations of enemy traffic in the area round
Oonegliano, totalling, from reports, about five hundred.
Late arrivals complained that they were already all in

The battle had now passed beyond the range of the
Loolcing back over the month. Desert Air

All day, with low cloud and storms prevalent in

The day finished well with attacks on

flameSi

Spitfire bomber.
Force estimated its total of enemy vehicles destroyed or

damaged at a daily average of seven hundred and seven.

On 30 April, it was doubtful v/hether the Advanced H.Q,
The rest of thecould keep pace with the ground advance,

month viTas spent bombing scattered enemy traffic in the
Gemona - Udine area,

routes throu^ the Alps.
The ni^t bombers covered the escape

Throughout 30 April, many pilots reported processions
in villages, flags flying from houses and universal
celebrations on both sides of the bombline,

XXII Tactical Air Oommand Operations in the Rirsuit

Tactical Air Oommand's operations in support of the
it resembled those of Desert Air Force in all their

First the mobile 'Speedball' Stations became
redundant, then the Rover Oontrols. The ground advance
outranged light aircraft based behind the old lines.

pursu

essentials.

(1) Olaims for the day ̂ re 150 F/T and 37 H.D.V. destroyed
and 285 li/T and 37 H.D.V. damaged.
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The air campaign became a large series of small reconnaissance
missions pic^;ing their o-sni targets in steadily vrorsening
vreather.

The Command fighter bombers began by harassing the
retreating fourteenth Army between the two rivers, attaching
ferries, guns, boats, buildings, rolling stock, dumps and

tr£ii:isport and the airfields at Ghedi, Bergamo and Thiene,

the destruction accummulated, sorties and counts liardly
mattered fTOm the point of view of the Italian can5)aign.
already won.

Allied strategists, to prevent as many troops and as rauoi'i
material as possible from readying the Rational Redoubt.
Tedder arid Strong, among others, held this view until a very
late date,(l)

A

It

Yet it was still ver^'’ important, in the view o

s

 was

f

Coastal Air Force Ground Support Operations during the

Offensive(^)

At the beginning of April, a large part of H.«3, staff of

Mediterranean Coastal Air force was busy planning reductions,
but the operational staff vjas worlcLng at full px’essure,
limited offensive was opened on the Alpine front to assist

Operation 'Grapeshot' and the two French squadrons gave close
support to the French troops engaged, putting out  a high number
of bombing and niachine-gunning sorties,
offensive opened from 9 April onwards, these two sqi’adrons v/ere

also called on to cover a comprehensive tactical reconnaissance
effort west of a line IJilar/Alessandria/Genoa,

No, 237 Squadron (operated by No. 338 Wing) also combined
bombing missions, from the middle of the month onv/ards, vdth
tactical reconnaissance for Tactical Air Force east of the

French squadrons' area to a line Bresoiq/Parma,
was briefly detached to Palconara to -rork vdth No. 1455

Squadron and Beaufigliters of No, 272 Squadron in attacks on

two successive days on enemy radar installations on the

Istrian peninsula and the northeast coast of Italy,
anti-radar attacks, although primarily designed to suggest to
the enemy that amphibious landings vrere impending, were more

successful from a destru.ction point of view than many previous
much larger efforts against such difficult targets.

Coastal Air Force raaritime and Night Operations in April

A

When tile main

One flight

These

Coastal activities -were nx>re strenuous than they had been

for some time, particularly in the Northern Adriatic, where the

enemy, as has been recorded, was using midget submarines for
landing agents and, possibly, with a view to anti-shipping
attacics. On several occasions, Wellingtons and Beaufighters
were homed to suspected positions, Althougih only one midget
submarine was known to have been sunlc, the agents in a second

had to be put off in their dinghy prematurely and were captured
on reaching land. Other submarines were so harassed that
whenever they approached our coasts and shipping lanes their

plans vrere frustrated. Blind bombing control was particularly
successful.

(1) Air Commanders' Conference 5 Apl. 1945.
(A.H.B./II^11^1/100/9(E)).

(2) M.A.C.A.P, Air Staff O.R.Bs.
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In the Gulf of Genoa, towards the end of the month,
there were several desperate sorties by enemy E-boats,
ho, 38 Squadron Detachment dropped flares in darlaiess and

helped to break up their attacks by bombing,
traffic ran on until the last hour;
increasingly vital by the breakdovci in road and rail
comiTiunications.

The coastal

it was noT/ made

It was thought advisable to close the gap of the
InftxTansa night flights carrying high ranlcing officials out

of Italj?- in search of havens, but nothing was intercepted by
the standirig patrols and it v/as concluded tliat the aircraft
were routed over land. Hinespotting began late in the month
on an increasing scale as the Navy prepared to move up to
captured ports.

Tlie last anti-shipping attack by Coastal Air Force was

made during the night of 30 April/"I IVIay, wiien Wellingtons(l)
bombed a convoy of E-boats and six landing craft at Parenao.

Offensive operations ended on 1 May, but the Air Force
continued to assist the Navy in tidying up the Mediterranean,

TiiE FINAL EFFORT OF TEE LuFTIlAF’FS

(2)
Operations during the Bre ale through.

Enemy air activity from 5 to 16 Api-il, althou^ still on

a very x-ninor scale, was marked by a resumption of night bomb
ing after a lapse of that form of attack for more than a

month,

never in greater strength than 15 raixed F.¥. I90 and Ju.87
aircraft.

Long range aircraft in small numbers occasionally took
photographs so long as an amphibious landing was feared.
Fighters occasionally intercepted bombers along the frontier

and most of the few destroyed were operating on the Austrian
side of the border.

234s was shot down by escorting M.istangs on 11 April south

west of Bologna,

It was reported mostly on the Ei^th Army front, but

The damage inflicted was never taicen seriously.

One of the three jet propelled Arado

The night bombing continued from dawii I6 April to dawn
The ground attack unit, probably operating from23 April.

Villai'ranca, made bombing and uiachine-gunning attacks in the
central and eastern sectors of the front. They T/ere small

efforts, mainly by formatioxis of five to ten F,¥. 190s and
usually made in the moon period,
ovei-take them.

Ivbsquitoes were unable to
The jet reconnaissance miit v/as fully

The day fighters continued the useless struggleoccupied,
and 14 more experienced aircrews v/ere shot down, six of them

by Idistangs on 19 April, vhen a formation of ten Italian-
piloted Me.109s with a top cover of seven attacked at the
southern end of Lake Garda,

area on I6 April, five fighters and tliree others were
destroyed in Southern Germany,
made serious gaps in the fast diminishing sti-ength of the
Luftwaffe.

During a sweep in the Linz

These and previous victories

0 Roc,. (Lit

(1) Of No. 38 SqLiaci^pn.
(2) No. 1 M.O.R.U.; D.A.F., T.A.F

intelligence weekly suimnaries no.
interrogation reports.

O• f .R.Bs M.A.A.P. Air

126-129. Von Pohl
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The Order to vathdrav/ the Kiftv/affe (1)

Before the collapse of the Po front, the Germans had
allocated airfields in the Pfealpine Position for the with

drawal of the Luftwaffe in case of grave emergenci'".
rncluded Gras for 122. the long range recoimaissance unit,
and for K.A.G.11. the short range reconnaissance unit, Sluderno

K.S.G.9, the night harassing bomber unit, Innsbruck and

Bolsano for the tiiree Italian fighter groups and lluiich for the

Faggione torpedo bomber squadron.(2)

T/hen it Viras clear that the Po front wa.s collapsing,
General von Pohl ordered all his units, except the Italian

fighter groups, back to the Prealpine Position. Tactical
Reconnaissance Gruppe 11 was ordered to Bolzano. Ovdng to the

onset of bad weather this move and others were delayed. All

its aircraf't were destroyed on the ground before they could

leave.(3) The two Staffeln of the Long Range Reconnaissance
Gruppe g.122, based at Bergamo and Udine was ordered to
Ims'bruck

Imisbruck.

Ground Attack unit N.S.G.9. due to leave Thiene for Dobbiaco

and Sluderno, 5 F.v7.190s and 15 Ju.87s reached Innsbruci/
Hotting; the rest vjere destroyed at base. The personnel of

Komraando Sommer (the jet reconnaissance unit) reached Lienz on
their way to Bolzano. Their only remaining Arado 254 landed
on the Autobalm near Munich.

These

Two aircral't were movea to Bolzano and six reached

Of the 25 (or thereabouts) aircraft of the Night

As for the three Italian figliter groups, the 1st Gruppo
burned their 5O Me.109s on the ground at Gallarate and the

staff were said by von Pohl to have gone to Milan.
2nd Gruppo transferred on 23 April from Bergajuo to nviano on

23 April and were never airborne again.
been training at liolzlmrchen (sou’th of l/linichj but, owing to
fuel shortages, had been ordered to proceed on foot to Italy,
where they v/ere disbanded in early April.

The

The 3rd Grupno had

It is interesting to note that within the Bolzano H.Q,
area all signals communications were found in working order and

normal administrative control functioning. A complete under

ground operations room had been prepared but never used as such.

It harboured the complete staff of Jafue Qberitallen (C.O.
Fighters, Nortliern Italy - Oberst Neumann). No dumps contain
ing fuel were found, although appivoximately 200 tons of fuel,
including aviation fuel, v/ere fovind distributed among units

being used to carry out local movement.

There were a large number of flalc guns left over from the

collapsing defence of the Brenner and the Po debacle,
might have been tLxrned to the support of the retreating armies,
but, with the Air Force no longer capable of operating to any
good purpose, rt was decided that capitulation was the best

policy.

These

(1) Von Fohl interrogation reports,

intelligence and operations bulletin May 1945iOLH.Bi)/!lJll/8)
This torpedo bomber squadron was never observed on,
operations, but appeared in orders of battle.
The method is nowhere mentioned.

M.A.T.A.F, monthly air

(2)

(3)
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TilE LAST Mrs OF THE ITALIAlN CM&MW

Negotiations for the German Capitulation('l)

G-eneral Wolff’s long and dangerous series of laoves
resulted in his sendiiig two officers, representing himself

and von Vietinglioff, to Lucerne, announcing that they v/ere

ready to go to Caserta ̂ Tith full powers to arrange a

capj.tulation.

authorised the reception of the German pariernentaires.
After prolonged discussion, the Instruraent of Surre.ider was

Tipis provided that hostilities Y/ere to

On 26 April, the Combined Chiefs of Staff

signed on 29 April,
cease at noon on 2 May,

Meanvdiile, complications had arisen within the German
Command; the secret Allied lines of coinmnication were
strained to the limit to bring out of the last stages of the

Gernian tragedy a clear decision,
was appointed Supreme Commander of the Southern as v/ell as

On 30 April, he dismissed von Vietinghoff

On 28 April, Kesselring

the Yfestem Front,

and Ills Chief of Staff and sent two officers to replace them.

For two days, the rival cocmanders alternately arrested each
other,

officers and men were released from their oath of allegiance.
Von Vietinghoff was

Shortly before noon on 2 May, Field

The death of Hitler solved many problems, for by it

i'lesselring agreed to the surrender,
reinstated.

Marshal Alexander received radio reports that the Germaia
Lcers were infonning their troops of the terms

Von Vietinghoff sent a con-
The news of the surrender was given out

commanding of,
for the end of hostilities.

firmatorj'- signal,
to the Allies at 1800 hours that evening - 2 Hay.

4 iviay. General von Senger arrived at General Mark Clark's^
headquarters as liaison officer to ensure the implementation
of the Instruraent of Surrender, An Allied mission v/ent to

Bolzano, tlie headquarters of Army Group G, on a similar

On

mission.

Tactical Air Force Action after Enemy Surrender(^)

On 2 May, General Cliidlaw announced that an unconditional
All anT^;-, navalsurrender was operating as from I4OO hours,

and air force units under control of Su’^oreme Commander
The general area of surrender wasSouth-west were involved,

all Italy Y/est of the Isonzo River, as -well as the Tyrol and
Vorarlberg provinces of Austria., I'fc Y/as 'purely a local

The war against Germany continued.surrenaer.

The essential air operations to be roaintained Y/ere
reconnaissance patrols over lines of comrmnications to rejport
on eneiiy movement in or out of the ene-mj'- areas. Enemy
aircraft, if airborne, vrere to he treated as hostile,
only "oermissible air attacks were those made on enemy units
firing on Allied gi'omid forces.. Aircraft not engaged in
these onerations were to remain at base.

The

(1) Although commanders' despatches are not used as sources
for the narrative, the account given in Appendix -lii of
Field Marshal Alexander's Despatch, written as by the

is still orobably the best objectiveSupreme Commander,
account of the relevant iproceedings.

(2) Signals H.A.T.A.P. 8942 and 8914 - 2 May 1943.
(H.A.T.A.P. O.R.B. Appendices C/SA30/l5 aiid 16,
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Proceedings bet¥/een the Tactical Air gorce Liaison Party and

the Luftwaffe at Bolzano

A German Air Bbrce liaison detaclnient v/as ordered to

report to Tactical Air Force H.Q. at Florence,
party, composed of liaison detachments from Tactical Air

Force, (2) bth Army Group and the Navy reached Bolzano at mid
night on 5 April, The Air party met General Hitter von Pohl

on 6 May and questioned him on the disposition of his forces
and the area of his control. Pie confirmed that the last

instructions received by his subordinate formations were to

withdraviT to iDre-arraiiged airfields and positions in the

PTealpine hone of Operations, The Allied air officers were

linhed up with their Gerruan opposite numbers and proceeded to

obtain an order of battle aiid sti-engths and to make arrangements
for concentx’ation of pex’sonnel and disarmament, (3)

An Allied

The German Air Force bases had been overrun and nothing
remained of the once considerable liuftv/affe in Italy but one

Ju,188 and four Fieseler Storchs,

above forty-five thousand on 15 Auril to eigirteen thousand

tliree hundred and seventy-eight. (4)

Personnel had shrunk from

to Allied Air Forces^5)Air Go:ni;iander-in-Chief's Order of the Day

On 2 May, after the enemj^ surrender. Major General Cannon

issued the following Order of the Day to all ranks of
Mediterranean Allied Air Forces;-

•Air Marshal Garrod and 1 offer our heartiest congratu
lations on the part ^nou have played in bringing about the
unconditional, svtrrender of the enemy,
conclusion to many years of courageous fighting and
supreme devotion to duty gives you one and all Just cause

for pride and satisfaction.

This triumphant

Such complete victory has
only been raade possible by dauntless enthusiasm and by our
allied unity of purpose,
those who have given th.eir lives in service to our cause.

For the many tasks that still lie aliead of us keep alive

that spirit that has brought us all in comradeship to the

victory in ifliiich we are proudly rejoicing at this moment.’

Remember with deep gratitude

0) Letter M.A.T.A.F, to Senior Officer, G.A.F. .
representation at M.A.T.A.F

O.R.B., App. C/SASO/16, May 1945).
G.O. - Air Coramodore R.B. Lees, with 12 officers and
28 O.R.s.

General Clridlav/ to Air Gormodove R.B. Lees.

(H.Q., M.A.T.A.F., O.R.B., App D/SA30/11, May 1945),.
Refer to Report T.A,F,/301/5/LNT of 24 May 1945^
(H.Q., M.A.T.A.F., O.R.B., App. l/SASO/ll, Ifey 1945).
The German Air Force had no operational control over
the Parachute Corps, only certain administrative and
supply I’esponsibilities, exercised throu^ Army
Group C.

The History of M.A.A.F. 1 Sept 1944-9 May 1945.
Narrative Chapter XVIII (A.n.B./lIJl/l76/69)

(H.Q M.A.T.A.FH.Q. • 9• 9

Refer letter of 3 May from Major

.,

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
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AIETTSLD CONSTRUCTION

IR THE SPEBIG OPREI^IVE' 1944
XII TAOEICjHj air COM^IMD AIEIHSLD3

Length
(Peet)Name Started Completed Occupied A.bandoned

Vesuvius *

Pomigliano
Capodichino *
Santa Maria *
Marcianise *
Lago *
Castel Volturno *
Pignataro
Venafro *
Nettuno
Tre Cancelli
La Banca
Cisterna Littoria
Cian5)ino
Galera
Palo

Targuinia
Volt one
Montalto
Orbatello
Orabrone
Grosseto
Biondo
Pollonica
Piombino
Cecina

*

13 June
16 Jinae 4S70

45C0
6000
6000

12 June
16 June
12 June
12 June
12 June
12 June

4800
3600
3700
4400
6000
3400

16 June
25 June

5 June
6 J\ane
5 June

11 June
11 June
12 Jvine
13 June
17 June
15 June
19 JtJne
26 June
25 June

Not Conpileted
3 July
3 July

12 July

5 June
6 June

Not Occupied
12 June
12 June

Not Occupied
14 June
19 June
15 June
20 June
26 June
26 June

25 May
5 June
9 June

10 June
10 J^ine
12 Jiane
12 Jtine

15 Jiine
19 June
19 June
25 June
27 June
26 June

2 July

6000
6000
4400
6000
6000
4460
6000
6000
6000
6000
6000
6000

4 July
4 July

18 July 6000

Airfields existing prior to the advance*

DESERT AIR PORCE AIRFIELDS

Length
(Peet)AbandonedName Started Completed Occupied

❖San iingelo
Madna ■>'
Canne *
Trigno
Cutello *
Biferno *
Sinello *
San Vito

Aquino
Prosinone
Rome Littoria
Marcigliano
Osa
Guidonia
Palerium
Pabrica
Pescara
Tortoreto
Orvieto

Perugia
Permo
Crete
Poiana
Loreta
Aquila
Castiglione

❖

18 June

7 Jiane

Not Occupied
11 June

14 June
12 June
12 June

25 June
25 June

24 Jione

24 June
25 Jione

4 July
2 July
8 July
18 July

Not Occupied
Not Occupied

6 July

60006 June

9 June
11 June

14 June
12 June

12 June

25 June
25 June
24 June

24 June

25 June

3 July
1 July
8 July
9 July
9 July

12 June28 May
2 June

9 June
10 June

10 June
8 June

21 June

23 June

19 June

19 June
20 June

23 June
26 June

4 July
4 July
5 July
8 June

1 July

6000
3600
6

17 June
000

360025 June
2.2 June

8 July
4 July

4500
3600
3600
6000

33002 July
18 July 4500

5400
3600
3900
3600
3300
2700
36005 July

* Airfields existing prior to the advance.
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APEENDIX 3

(1)THE ROYAL AIR FORGE REG-BOMP

Bevel opmen*t since the Salerno Landings

A R.A.P. Regiment Wing landed at Salemo in September 1945*
In early January 19i44f reductions in the Regiment ceiling broiaght
the figure for the Central Mediterranean doim to three thousand

As the land and air fighting bases assumed afive hundred men.

clearer pattern, the Regiment itself settled down into a three^
Wing organisation; one Wing(2) came under control of Desert
Air Pbrce^ one(3) under Tactical Air Force and one(^:-/ was attached
to No. 205 Group R.A.F. in the Strategic Air Force.

In April and May, Field Squadrons fought in the line on
both Fifth and Eighth Army ftonts. Squadron duties, of Tidiioh
the primary had once been the defence of airfields, blossomed in
several directions under the pressure of circumstance and the

steady decline of enemy offensive air power. For example, on
the eve of the fall of Rome, there were Regiment personnel in

the lines, patrolling, occupying Cianpino airfield and claiming
to be the first troops to enter the towns of Ostiawj and
Fiumicino.

After the fall of Rome, the Regiment settled down for a

time in three areas. Firstly, on the western front, where they
provided escort and anti-sabotage guards for M.A.A.F. Field

Intelligence units; secondly, on the eastern front, where they

provided anti-aircraft protection for airfields.^
area and maintained the Ground to Air Landmarksv®-/

Ground Air Navigation Aids) referred to in Volume I, for
MAAF/li|X)5/ii/ V Corps of Eighth Army; tnirdly,  ^ the Foggia area with the
CEAFR/^ol.211a, Wellington Group, and a new wing was added in July. No. 1321
17 July 19^ Wing broke away and Joined Balkan Air Force, operating from the
(A.H.B./EUI/ island of Vis.
273/iA(a))

the Pescara

(also known
as

Removal of Airfield Anti-Aircraft Defences

It wasSeptember brought an important poli^ change.M.A.A.F

A.H.B. Monograph decided to remove progressively all light anti-aircraft
on the R.A.F.

Regiment
(draft)

O.R.B.• t

By now, Balkan Airdefences from airfields in Italy,
controlling eight Regiment squadrons,
ing in Italy entered a period of intense activity, some

Force was
The small forces remain-

 operat
ing with famous regiments in Wheelerforce in late September and

in Porterforoe in November; others carried on the maintenance
of Ground Air Landmarks and others operated in small armoxxred

vehicles as forward links in the Rover control system,
squadron in the line - No. 2721 - moved on from its base outside
Ravenna across the Lamone River.

The

Several Squadrons were sent
to the Balkans and Greece from September to December.

(1) For tlie full history of tlie Regiment, tiie special
monogz’aph must be studied* .
No. 1 (Provisional) altered to No. 1319 on 2A Apl. 192f4.
No. 2 (Provisional) altered to No. 1320.
No. 3 (ProvisionaO) altered to No. 1321 on 2A Apl. 19AA«
In the days of Ancient Rome a base for ships of war.
G.A.L's.

2.

3,
4.
5

■ 6)
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By the end of December, there were only two Rifle Squadrons
and three Field Squadrons lefi; in Italy. The former special
ised in anti-sabotage and guard duties for M.A.A.F. from their

The latterbases on airfields at Santarchangelo and Rimini,
fou^t as infantry or worked on the navigation aids.
18 February 1945» seven squadrons having been drafted to
Palestine

Wingv**/ a

By

_ in view of trouble with the Irak Levies, only one
and one odd Field Squadron(2) remained in Italy.

Regiment Operations on Close Support

A brief word on the Regiment functions in connection with

ground support will not be out of place here. The system of

Rover control of cab-ranks with the out-stations providing a

link of radio telephonic communication between troops in the
forward sectors and the actual Rover control is, by now,fe.mili£r
ground. From June 192j4, one squadron of the Regiment was more
or less permanently employed on this link work,
in their light armoured reconnaissance cars,(3)
hour before dawn until dusk,

the forward troops and shared their risks,
eminently suited to the standing role and character of the
Regiment.

They operated
from half-an-

Crews led a vigorous life with
The work was

A.H.B. Mono

graph on the
R.A.F. Regiment
(clraft)

1) No. 1320.
2) No. 272*iN
3) General Motors.
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APPEET3IX h.

AIR SUPPORT OF GROUND OFERiglONS

Headquarters Fifth Army
9 March 1944

TRAIRING 1vIEM0RAI\T3JM)

NUMBER

SECTION I

PURPOSE

Training Memorandum Number 33> Headquarters Fifth Army, dated

22 April 1943 is rescinded.

Air Support has undergone many changes in the past eighteen
months and this memorandum explains the present doctrine, and operation^
of Air Support as it applies to the Fifth Army. FM 100—20, Field Service
Regulations, dated 21 Jiily 1943, covers the basic principles of 'Command
and En^loyment of Air Pov/er.' Due to the lack of any detailed doctrine
on air support of ground operations in the American Army, this training

The latest ¥far Department publication is
FM 31-35, 'Aviation in Support of Ground Forces', dated April 9, 1942,

SECTION II

1.

2.

memorandum is being published.

EMPLOYMENT OF AIR P0¥'ER

1. Any officer who holds high command, or who aspires to hold high
command, must understand clearly certain basic principles regarding the
use of air power. The greatest asset of air power is its flexibility,
and this enables it to be switched quickly from one objective to another
in the theatre of operations. So long as this is realized, then the

whole weight of the concentrated use of the air striking force is a

campaign-winning fa.ctor of the first importance.

The command of all air forces allocated to assist land opera-
With limited air

2.

tions is vested in an independent air commander,
resources, there is a definite requirement for this centralised control
to achieve the necessary measure of concentrated effort. Nothing could
be more fatal to successful results than to dissipate the air resources

into small packets, placed under command of division or corps commanders,
v/ith each packet working on its own plan.

Location of Air Headquarters3.

(a) The Headquarters of the Air Commander controlling the air
units in the tactical area is located alongside the Headquarters of the

Army Conmander directing the battle, and therefore, is in immediate touch
vifith developments in the grovind situation,

(b) No portions of Air Headquarters, in the form of liaison

officers, are permanently sub-let or attached to division or corps head
quarters, However, the resources of the Air Headquarters can be made
available to any unit in an advisory capacity for particular operational
phases on request through Army Headquarters,

4. Role of Air Forces

(a) The primary value of the Air Force to the immediate ground
situation is to prevent the enemy Air Force from interfering materially
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with our land operations. On the success of the air battle will depend
the freedom cf action of the ground and air forces at a later stage in
the battle itself. iYithout tliis success the movement, concentration,
supply and disposition of the ground units will be harassed and hampered
and also known to the enemy, and the success of groimd operations will
be jeopardized. Consequently, when the Air Force is being employed on
its primary task, the ground forces must appreciate its value in relation

to operations as a whole. This point must be explained to all personnel
so that the apparently independent air battle is placed in proper
perspective.

(b) The secondary task of the Air Force is to assist the
The help that can be given by air forces at thisground battle itself,

stage will be discussed in later paragraphs.

SECTION III

ATR FORCE ORCAMIZATION

In this theatre a combined British-Anerican Air Force known as

llA/iF

1.

the Mediterranean Allied Air Forces (MAAF) has been established,
includes the U.3. Ti'velfth and Fifteenth Air Forces and units of the

British, French and Italian Air Forces,
major elements:-

It is composed of the folloiving

(a) Strategic Air Fores, primarily equipped with heavy bombers
and iong range fighters. Its mission is to attack and destroy, by
bombing, vital industrial and communication centers of the enemy
within the range of assigned equipment,

(b) Tactical Air Force, primarily equipped with medium and light
bombers and fighters. The mission of the tactical air force con

sists of three phases of operations in the following order of
priority

(l) First Priority. To gain the necessary degree of air
superiority. This will be accomplished by attacks against
aircraft in the air and against those Installations v^hich the

enemy requires for the application of his air power,

(2) Second Priority. To prevent the movement of hostile
troops and supplies into the theatre of operations, or within
the theatre. The disruption of hostile lines of communication,
the destruction of supply dumps and installations, and the
attack of hostile troop concentrations in rear areas will

cause the enemy great damage and may decide the battle. This
accomplishes the 'Isolation of the Battlefield'.

(3) Third Priority. To participate in a combined effort vidth
Army (and sometimes Navy) units in the battle area, to gain
objectives on the immediate Army front,

(c) Coastal Air Force is in general responsible for air defense of
rear areas and for anti-shipping operations.

Carrier Command is in general, responsible for movements
of troop \mits, casualty evacuation and transportation of high-
priority freight,

(e) Training Command is responsible for indoctrination of new air
crews in matters peculiar to operations in this theatre.
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(If) Air Service Commaz-^d corresponds in general to the Army Service
Forces organization and is responsible for the supply of all Air
Force units in the theatre.

The Tactical Air Force is the part of the Air Force which is

most closely connected with the operations of the ground forces,

this theatre, the Tactical Air Force is further divided into three
elements:-

2.
In

(a) Tactical Bomber Force, consisting of two wings, is equipped
with medium bombers. It is normally directed against targets which
affect the broad tactical operations of the ground forces,

force is also available to assist directly either the Fifth or

Eighth Armies as the situation may warrant.

This

(b) XII Air Support Command, consists mainly of light bombers,
fi^iter-bombers, fighters and reconnaissance aircraft,
quarters adjoins the Fifth Army Headquarters and the Force is

employed in close cooperation with the Fifth Army ground plan.

Its Head-

(c) Western Desert Air Force, The force is similar to XII Air
Support Command and is employed in close cooperation with Eighth
Army,

3. Staffs of higher Air Force headquartersStaff Organization.

are usually divided into two major sections:-

1) The air, or operations staff, and
2) The administrative staff,

(a) The Operations Staff, consisting of the Chief of Staff, Air
Plans, Intelligence and Operations, makes up the Advanced Head

quarters and corresponds, in general functions, to the Chief of

Staff, G—2 and G-3 sections of an Army Headquarters,

(b) The Administrative Staff, consisting of the Deputy Chief of
Staff, A-1, A-A, armament, Adjutant, etc, makes up the Rear Head

quarters and corresponds, in general functions, to the Rear Echelon

of Army Headquarters.

SECTION IV

FOR]ffi OF AIR SUPPORT

1. Re ccnnais sance.

(a) Air Force facilities are made available to the Army for
the acquisition of visual and photographic reconnaissance information.

Reconnaissance units remains part of the Air Force,
expedite execution of missions, the iirmy G-2, and sometimes Corps G-2,
are authorized to transmit reconnaissance requests direct to squadrons.
Such requests are processed through normal G-2 channels.

However, to

2. lighter Operations.

(a) The fighter plane is an offensive weapon with the primary
Success in air fightingtask of destroying enemy aircraft in the air,

is a vital element in destroying the effectiveness and morale of the

opposing Air Force; any diversion of fighter planes from this role
before the air situation is determined in our favoi* must weaken the air

effort against the enemy Air Force,
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(b) To give fighter aircraft a purely defensive role of pro
tection in any capacity is an expensive employment of the vreapon. Only
in the most extreme cases is such employment justified. It must be

remembered that fighter aircraft possess very short endurance and can
therefore remain over an area being protected for  a short period only.
Another point is that fighter protection or cover to be effective must
be on a scale cortpiarable to the esqjected enemy attacks. The imposition
of a mission of fighter cover is a serious strain on the operational
capacity or effectiveness of an Air Force,

(c) Once the air situation has been determined in our favor,
the offensive power of fighter planes can be employed in direct support
of ground operations,
normally equipped to carry bombs,
carrying an appreciable bomb load, and, having dropped its bombs, of
again becoming a fighter.

3. Tactical Bomber Operations,

(a) The tactical bomber force represents real hitting power
v/ith bombs, A high measiire of accuracy and destruction can be obtained

against targets v/hich are readilji recognizable. Although tactical

bombers carry an appreciable load, their employment is less flexible
than that of the fighter-bomber. They are therefore somewhat tinsuited

for fleeting targets and are normally employed on  a pre-arranged schedule
against permanent or semi-permanent installations. Their occasional

emplojonent on a call basis usually occurs during  a major push or to ward
off withdrawal.

A proportion of modem fighter aircraft are
The fighter-bomber is capable of

(b) Medium and light bombers vrhich con5)Ose the bulk of a
tactical bomber force normally require fighter escort. Multiple forma
tions, of 12 to 18 bombers each, represent the most economical form of

hitting povirer balanced against the diversion of fighters for escort.
One or more formations of tactical bombers can be directed against any

suitable target. Concentration of effort is practicable and is more

likely to produce the desired result.

SECTION V

SELECTION OF TARGETS

1. It is impossible to provide rigid rules for the selection of

suitable Air Force targets in the battle area. The importance of each
target must be judged in relation to the overall Army plan,

2, In general, hovrever, large concentrations of armor, vehicles,
guns or troops which can be accurately spotted by the pilots are suitable,
HoT/ever, (again in general) close support should not be requested on
targets which can be effectively engaged by concentrated artillery fire.
Troops, guns, or tanks which are well dispersed and dug in are poor air
targets.

"when targets are presented to the Air Force for consideration,
three factors are of prime concern in determining acceptance or rejection.
These are:

(1) Is the target accurately pin-pointed and
recognizable from the Air?

Of vifhat does the target consist and how is
it deployed?

Location.

(2) Natiire of taiget.

(3) Vfhat effect is expected of the air action
and how will it influence the battle?

Results desired.
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SECTION VI

IvIETHOD OF AIR-GROUI^]D COOPJINATION

1, Air Support, as practiaed in this theatre, is promised on the

established principle that the air and groxand effort must be integrated
at that level which is going to realise the maximum value from the

available air power. Experience has indicated that this integration
can best be attained at the level of the Fifth Army Headquarters insofar
as it applied to air operations on the Fifth Array front. For this
reason, Fifth Army Headquarters and Headquarters XII Air Support
Command are normally located adjacent to one another. Corresponding
staff members are thus able to exchange readily information and plans
and are always available for discussion on matters of mutual interest.

2. Selection of Headquarters Sites. The selection of an Advance

CP or an Advanced Headquarters normally is a result of compromise
between the Army and Air Commanders, Both are influenced by the com
munications factors involved. The Army Commander is primarily concerned
Tivith communications to his forward units while the Air Commander is most

concerned v/ith vri.re communications to his airfields. The requisite
adjustment is brought about through mutual understanding on the problems
presented.

3. The Daily Opierations Conference*

(a) Although operational information of mutual interest is
exchanged continuously between the Fifth Army and XII Air Support
Command Headquarters Staffs, an operations conference is held nightly to
present and discuss activities of the previous 24 hours and plans for
the immediate future {21+ - L^B hours). This conference is attended by
the 5th Army G-2, G-5 and Chief of Army Air Section and by the XII AJr
Support Command Chief of Staff, A-3, Intelligence and Operations Officers,
The ideal form of procedure is as follows:-

(l) The Army G-3 presents briefly the Army activity of the
past 24 hours.

(2) The Army G-2 presents briefly the enemy ground situation.

(3) The Air Force (XII ASC) Operations Officer presents
briefly the activity of friendly air units during the past
24 hours.

(4) Ihe Air Force (XII ASC) Intelligence Officer presents
briefly the enemy air situation.

(5) The Army G-3 presents the Army intentions for the immediate
future and the requested air action for direct support for these

intentions (see para, 3 Sec, V).

(6) The Chief of Air Staff (XII ASC) accepts or rejects the
individual Army Air requests missions and gives a brief summary
of the over-all nature of air operations conteii5)lated for the

next day over and above those missions directly associated y/ith

the immediately battle front,

(?) Any representative present brings out factors of mutual
interest which may have a bearing on futiire operations,

(b) After the close of the conference, the Air Force (XII ASC)
Staff prepares its detailed directive for the following day’s operations
and passes to the Fifth Army Headquarters details of effort to be brought
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to bear on request missions (weight of effort, time, etc.)
formation is then passed by Fifth iurray Headquarters to its subordinate
units for the information of all elements and particularly for the benefit

of the units which initiated aii* requests.

This in-

SECTIQM VII

M/iCHIiMERY OF REQUESTING AIR ACTION

Organizat ion t.1.

(a) On each division staff one officer shoiiLd be designated
This officer should function in a manneras an assistant G-3, air.

similar to the assistant G-3, air, of an armored division.

(b) On each corps staff there should be established an Air
Section consisting of an assistant G-3j air, and an assistant G-2, air.
This section has all of the functions of the assistant G—3» air, on a
division staff and in addition should handle matters of visual and

photographic reconnaissance for the corps. This section handles all

aerial intelligence matters through the Army G-2, and arranges all aerial
attacks in support of the corps through the Army Air Section,

(c) On the Army Staff there is an Air Section consisting of
sixteen officers. This section is charged with the establishment of the
liaison network shown on Annex 1, the collection and dissemination of
information from forward units and liaison officers with Air Force groups,
and the collection of requests for air operations from subordinate units.
Under the G-3, Army, this section processes and co-ordinates, v/ithin the
Army Headquarters, all requests for air attacks, and all matters dealing
with potential air targets. This section maintains liaison with the
target section of A-3 of the Air Support Command for air advice on target
suitability. This section also provides lia,ison officers to each Air
Force group designated by the Air Support Command and en^jloyed in air
support.

2. Communications

(a) The necessary radio communications, and terminal teletype
equipment, for the radio nets shovm in Annex 3 is furnished by an Air
Support Communications Squadron. This squadron must be considered as a
pool of radio parties that are sent out as needed. The number of sets
enq>loyed and the type of set used depends on the situation,

(b) The Air Support Communications Squadron is responsible for
the proper encoding and decoding, when cyphering is required in N-209 or
Air Support Code, of messages passed over its nets. It also operates the
message center at the Army Air Section Infomation Center.

SECTION VIII

mm LIAISON OFFICERS UTTH AIR FORCE UITETS

1. E:Kperience has indicated that the utmost in cooperative action
is attained through mutual understanding at all levels,
be a constant interchange of personnel between groimd and air units in
order that each could see how the other functioned,
change is not always possible, experience has again indicated the desir
ability of establishing vrith each Air Force wing, group, and separate
squadron operating on the Fifth Army Front, a liaison section consisting
normally of two officers each. The mission of these officers is:

The ideal woul

Since such inter-

d
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(a) Keep the air unit and the individual air crew member informed

of the ground situation and the immediate ground intentions, and

(b) Keep the Army Headquarters advised of particular information
reported by pilots which woiild have direct bearing on the ground
situation.

SECTION IX

THE AIE SUPPORT MISSION

Air Support missions can be divided into two general classes.
The first and most effective is the deduced or scheduled mission,

type of mission provides ample time for proper briefing of pilots and
The second class is the call missions. These are

1.
Thi

massing of effort,

s

missions on targets of opportunity.

All headquarters of Divisions, Corps andDeduced Targets,

Armies prepare deduced targets.

2.

(a) The Division, by careful study of the enemy situation,
enemy capa.bilities and own plans can arrive at certain air targets which,
if hit, mil affect the Division’s plans. The Division’s requests for
scheduled mission, arrived at by this process of dedviction, are communi

cated to Corps Headquarters.

The Corps, again by;-

(l) A careful weighing of the enemy situation and
capabilities.

(2) Requests of Division, and

(b)

(3) Own plans can develop a series of targets which will
benefit the Corps. The Corps requests for deduced targets
are communicated to the Army Headquarters.

(c) After weighing the requests from all Coirps, the Army staff
is then prepared to summarize its isquests to be presented at the nightly
Army - Air Force Conference in terms of the overall Army Plan. (see
Section VI).

3, Call Targets,

(a) A mission on a call target or targets of opportunity may
originate at any headquarters. A Division may discover a target of
opportunity through its artillery or other OP's. Corps may develop
targets through Corps artillery sources or other means. Many of these,
hov/ever, can and should be dealt with by artillery,

(b) The call target can usually be attacked within one and a
half hours after discovery. The Air Support Command maintains one or

more squadrons on ground alert to attack these targets of opportunity, if
the general situation indicated the likely development of such targets.
Experience in Italy has shown that only about 10^b of all missions are on

targets of opportunity. Call targets are proportionately more abimdant

in a moving situation.
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SECTION X

EXA1.1ELE OP PROCEDUEE IN A CiiLL ICESSION

1, Air OP of "X" battalion of "X" Division observes a column of

50 vehicles moving off the road into a bivouac in an orchard which is
one mile east of S, AiiGELO; orchard is at G-8421580 This is outside of

artillery range so the information is immediately passed by "X” P, A, Bn
to "X” Division Headquarters,

2. At the Division Headquarters the Division G-3 decides to re

quest an air attack. He directs the assistant G-r'3, (Air) to submit the
requests.

The Assistant G-3> Air then passes the following message, via
telephone or via air support to the Air Section at Army Headquarters:-

Bivouac is in

Attack as soon as possible.”

3.

"Fifty vehicles moving into bivouac at G-82)E158,
orchard one mile east of S, At^GELO.

(a) The above message is transmitted in the clear. Any other
pertinent information such as a special bombline, restrictions on time of
attack, etc. is sent as a separate message and encoded.

(b) Corps listens and can refuse the request but seldom does.
Silence on the part of the Corps implies approval of the request.

4. _ On receipt of the message at Army Headquarters, the Air Section
duty officer will have the request passed over rear link radios to all
liaison officers at fighter-bomber groups as an information message.
Yifhile the message is being passed to the rear the duty officer knowing
the contemplated plan of action for the day, makes a quick check on the
location of the target with respect to our troops. The duty officer then
goes to the Army G-3 for a decision as to whether the Army will request
the Air Force (XII ASC) to attack. If G—3 decides not to request an
attack, the duty officer immediately initiates a refusal message to all
personnel having the target request. The matter is then dropped. If
the G-3 approves, the duty officer passes the request for an attack to
the Operations Officer at the Air Support Command Headquart

Air Headquarters may reject the request. (e.g. Not a proper
target, no planes available, unser\iceable airfields, bad weather, too
close to oiir troops, lack of definite location of target, etc.)
request is rejected the duty officer notifies the G-3 and then sends a
refusal message as in 4 above. If the request is accepted, the Air
Force Operations Officer furnishes the estimated time over target and the
designation of the executing unit plus such other information available
or action desired of front line troops (show smoke, counter AA fire,
smoke target, etc.) The Army Air Section duty officer then sends an
acceptance message to the "T" Division telling them the number and type of
planes and the time of attack.

H/hile the above action is being taken at the Army and Air
Keadquaruers, the liaison officers at the fighter-bomber groups have
informea "tihe group operations officer of the request and also have
assembled any detailed information of the target should that unit be
assigned the mission.

ers.

5.

If the

6.

7. The attack order having been received by ”Z" Group through
normal Air Force channels from XII iiSC Headquarters, the briefing is ex
pedited and the planes take off. The liaison officer with the group then
sends an air support acceptance message to the Army Headquarters,
confirms information of the
planes.

This

group attacking, the type, and nur:iber of
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8, The above prooediare may appear to be complicated but actually
is not and does result in fast response to call targets. The average
time required from discoveiy of target to time of attack is about one

hour and thirty minutes. In arriving at this time, a time of flight
of thirty minutes must be considered.

9. (a) The attack is delivered and the planes return to the field.
Upon return the pilots are interrogated by their intelligence officer.

The Army Liaison Officer frequently attends the interrogation and is

authorized to query pilots on matters peculiar to the ground situation.
He then passes his information to the Army Air Section which in tixm

informs G-5 and the requesting division,

(b) In a like manner the assistant G-3» (Air) at the Division
must seciire any ground observer reports on resvilts and transmit them to

the Army Headquarters, This information is passed to the Air Support
Command Headquarters and to the Army Liaison Officer at the attacking
unit and serves to keep them informed of their results from the ground
viewpoint.

10, This last interchange of results cong)letes the mission. Normal
time required from discovery of target to completion of interchange of
observations should require not over three hours.

By command of Lieutenant General CLARK:

A, M, GRUEKTHER,
Ifejor General, G,S,C

Chief of Staff,
• »
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THE EEPECT OP AIR POV/ER IN A LAND QFFEI^'SIVE

An Appreoiation by Air Chief Marshal Sir John Slessor, Deputy Air C.-in~C»
M.A.A.F. dated 18 June 1944*

The folio-wing notes summarize the part that air power has

played in the recent break-through in Italy and may be expected to play
in similar circumstances in other theatres.

1.

It m.ay clear the issue to mention first the things that air

povrer can not be e:q)ected to do in a land campaign of this natxirej-

(a) It can not by itself defeat a highly organised and disciplined
army, even when that army is -virtually -without air support of its
o-wn,

cover, and does not become demoralised by constant air attack against
his communications and back areas,

trated air bombardment of organised defensive positions can not be

relied upon to obliterate resistance and enable oiir land forces to
advance -without loss.

2.

The German will fight defensively without air support or

The heaviest and most concen-

(b) It can not by itself enforce a -withdrar/al by drj'-ing up the
flow of essential supplies,

his policy of living on the country regardless of the interests of
the inhabitants and his extreme frugality and hardiness result in

an -unsurpassed c apacity to maintain his stocks in apparently
impossible circumstances at the essential minimum, in circumstances

when he is not being forced to expend ammunition, fuel, vehicles,
engineer stores, etc., at a high rate,

(c) It can not entirely prevent the movement of strategic reserves

to the battle front, of tactical reserves from one part of the front
to another, or of forward troops to fresh positions in rear,

(d) In short, it can not absolutely isolate the battlefield from
enemy supply or reinforcement,

(e) It can not absolutely guarantee the immunity either of our
for-ward formations or back areas, port installations, base depots,
airfields, convoys at sea, etc. against the occasional air attack
or reconnaissance.

■What it can do, and has done in the present battle which, it
m.ust be remembered, began -with the preliminary air offensive on or about
15 March, is to make it impossible for the most highly organised and
disciplined army to offer prolonged resistance to  a determined offensive
on the ground - even in country almost ideally suited for defence; it
can turn an orderly retreat into a rout; and virtually eliminate ai'i
entire army as an effective fighting force.

The converse of 2 (a) above is equally true,
cannot, in modern warfare, defeat a highly organised and disciplined army
on the defensive,
by the tank or by improved artillery technique, but by air power,
doubtful -whether anyone could be fotind to deny that if there had been no
air force on either side, the German ai-my could have made the invasion of
Italy impossible except at a cost in national effort and human life thi-ch
the Allies -would have been unwilling if not unable to face*

This is dealt with in more detail in the following paragraphs.

The German's efficient organisation.

3.

An army by itself

The po-wer of the defence on land has not been overcom

4.

e
It is
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The first thing the air force can do, to a degree which no one would

have believed possible two years ago, is so to dominate the air in the
battle area and in the enemy’s rear that our army can make its dispositions,
supply and administrative arrangements in the most convenient manner,
virtually regardless of the eneny air threat. No one who is familiar in
Italy with the vast supply dun^js and cairps - laid out without regard to
dispersion - the crowded shipping in Naples harbour, the endless columns of
vehicles almost nose to tail on the roads right up almost to the front line,
the railv/ays vrorking to capacity night and day, the packed airfields,^
adequately appreciate the appalling difficulty of supplying, maintaining
and moving a great amy in the conditions prevailing the other side of the
line. It is hai^dly an exaggeration to say that the Arny can safely dis
regard, and has virtually disregarded in Italy the existence of an eneny air
force, Thei'e have been occasions such as in the Anzio beachhead, virhere the
Luftwaffe has been a nuisance; when inconvenience has been caused by the
sinking of an occasional ship with important cargo; and when a few casual
ties have been caused by a sneak raid. But taken by and large the Luftwaffe
has ceased to exist as a factor of any importance in the land battle in Italy.
The eneny has even been denied effective reconnaissemce, while on no occa
sion has any Allied Commander ever had to go short of information required
from visual or photographic reconnaissance:
on the land operations has been exercised by the Artillery Observation air
craft •vd'iich have been able to get on with their job virtually unhampered,

5, Largely owing to this domination of the air, the air forces have
been able to create a situation on the enemy's lines of communication and

supply in which his continuous maintenance of upwards of eighteen divisions
south of Rome was little short of a miracle. With the exception of
literally only one or two very short periods during which one relatively
unimportant stretch of line was open, eveiy single one of the railways
south of the line Pisa - Rimini had been kept cut in several places since
the 24 March, and immense dislocation has been caused by a series of very
successful attacks by heavy bombers on focal points on the railway system
north of the Apennines, For over three months before the assault on
12 May enemy M/T were being destroyed at the rate of 20 to 30 a day, repre
senting a monthly loss of the order of 50 per cent of the M/T available in
Italy, in addition to many others damaged. And, althotigh the eneny was
able to supplement his road and rail lift to a meagre extent by seaborne
supply to the small ports on both coasts, movement of his shipping by day
\?as brought to a standstill, and he was never able to approach the programme
in terms of weeldy tonnage which we know he had set himself.

Nevertheless, the aim vre set ourselves at the end of Pebruaiy of
raciking it impossible for the enemy to maintain his armies south of Rome,
was not fulfilled before the opening of ’Diadem’,
March he had substantial reserves in his depots and forward dumps,
lated during the bad winter weather when flying v/as impossible for days on
end; and in spite of the devastation of his communications and transporta
tion he was able, by superb organization and unremitting labour, to triclcLe
forward a daily tonnage adequate to maintain his forv/ard stocks well above

tiiO danger level so long a.s he was not being forced to fight.
It must be remembered that except for the short and abortive battle of
Cassino in Max-ch the Italian front was inactive from the close of the

enemy's last attempt to drive in the beachhead late in February till the
opening of ’Diadem' on 12 May, In these circumstances it proved
mpossible for the air to do more than hold the position on the eneny’s
supply front and pave the way for the joint offensive in May, by prevent
ing the eneny from putting himself in a position to resist for a longer
time than the Allies were in a position to continue attacking. It
should not be forgotten in the flush of victory that the real breakthrough
did not come till 1 June, twenty days after the operAng of the offensive,
ai':d it is a fact that bj’’ the end of May General Alexander thought it
probable that it woxfld be necessary to call a halt, rest his tired divi
sions, regroup and build up for a furtiher staged attack on the Unction
lino. But by this time the enemy’s reserves of the two vital commodities -
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fuel and anununition - were wel?. below the danger point, his capacity to
distribute stocks to units in siifficient quantities to meet the require
ments of intensive fighting had been paralysed by his enormous losses in
M/T and the catastrophic condition of his roads and this, combined \'dth
fatal delays inposed by air action in the movement of reserves and with
fatal reduction in the fighting efficiency of these reserves on arrival -
particularly of the Hermann Goering Division - "snapped the elastic" and
he broke.

It is not suggested that the brealc was due to the air alone* the
amsj'' played its essential part by breaking in, maintaining the pressure,
forcing him to fi^t and expend, and exploiting his Tireakness by the
thrust on to the Alban Plateau and to Valmontone, But there is not the
sli^test doubt that the break through would have been iiipossible but
for the airo And now we have aiiple evidence to prove that two vital
contributoiy factors were shortage of fuel and ammunition.

It has been said above that the air cannot prevent the move
ment of reserves, 'Diadem' has proved, however, that it can delay and
disorganize it, to an extent that fd.ll be fatal in circumstances when it
is essential to the defence to be flexible, to move reserves quickly to
a threatened point, and have them in a position to fight effectively on
arrival at that point, ¥e have ample and irrefiitable evidence of
delays inposed on the movement of strategic reserves by air action,
probably the most critical of these was the move of Hermann Goering, who
was brought in from the Leghorn area where they had been refitting as a
reserve, it is believed, for the ¥estem front. One of the most remark
able incidents of the whole battle was the way in iidiich that redoubtable
division failed to have any inportant influence on the battle, ¥e now
know that its arrival was delayed, it suffered heavy losses in men and
vehicles from air action on the vfay in and its morale was at a low ebb
br,’- the time itself in a fluid battle called upon to putty up a gap vifhich,
by the time it arrived, was too ragged and gaping for any putty,

8, Lord Trenchard has said that all land battles ajre confusion

and muddle, and the Job of the air is to accentuate that confusion and
muddle in the eneiry' s army to a point when it gets beyond the capacity
of anyone to controlo This is exactly what the air did to the German
A.rr£y in Italy in the cidtioal last days of May and first days of June,
Roads wex'e cratered and blocked by destroyed vehicles, telecommunications
were cut, villages became a mass of rubble barring through movement,
local reserves could not be moved because there was no petrol available,
forward troops were out of ammunition and out of touch with their con
trolling headquarters, nobody knev/ for certain where anyone else was,
and the t2X30ps were hungiy, thirsty, tired and demoralized by constant
attack from the air. Above all, perhaps, the eneny was deprived by the
ijipossibilit;/ of rapid and coherent movement, of tactical flexibility
which has always been such an admirable qualiiy in German defensive
fitting. The surprising thing is that the remains of the shattered
divisions were able to disengage at all or to preserve any sort of
entity as units. It speaks volumes for the discipline and fi^iting
qualities of the German soldier that they were able to do so even to the
limited extent they were.

7.
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9, 'The divisions that were engaged in the battle south of Rome

have, in varying degree but in the aggregate to a very large extent,
ceased to exist as first-line divisions. Full details of the enemy’s
losses in heavy equipment are not yet knovm. But it is IcnoTOi that he
was able to extricate only a fraction of his tanks and heava.er natures

of artillery. His disastrous losses in M/1, aiiQOUnting to hundreds a
day during t.he crisis of the battle, v;ere such that xre knov/ only the most
vital supplies - fuel and aimiunition ~ vrere allowed to be transported,
and he cannot possibly have been able to get away more than a small pro
portion of his stores and heavj'' equipment. Even had his M/T not been
d.ecimated and his road communications, dislocated to the extent that they

were, no army can advance or v/ithdraw mthout the extensive use of
railv/a;“Sa No appreciable rail raovem,ent from the front back to the Pisa -
Florence - Rimini area has taJcen place for weeks. Thus, while it is
perhaps rash to end a paper of this sort on a note of prophecy, it is
difficult to see how Kesselring* s forces can make a stand on the Pisa -

Pdmnl line of a type to necessitate a stated assault on our part T,7ithout
draiving on reserves of tanlcs, artilleiy and other hea.-'jy equipment which
the eneirrj?- can ill afford to spare from other points in present circima-
stances. The mioral is that xre should continue to e.-xploit the peculiar
qualities of the air as the \Teaipon of. purs’oit, to give the enemy no
respite or opportunity to build up stocks of ammunition, fuel and equip
ment, and thus mintain the impetus of the Aimy's advance over the
Aparnines and into the valley of the Po,
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PaSNGH AIR FORGE

ORGANIZATION OF OPERATIONAL UNITS IN MEDITERRANEAN - JUNE 1944
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APEBNDIX 8

NOTES ON HISTOEI OF FKElNi'GH AIR T^HGE EEARlylAiVIENT

The history in brief of the rearuaament of the Tlrench Air
At the time of the North African

invasion, assurances vrere given on behalf of the United States

that the TVench would be re-armed, a torce of eleven divisions

and appropriate air forces being envisaged.
Conference in January I9lh3) President Roosevelt renewed these
assurances.

American forces and to shipping difficulties, earlj’- promises
could not be fulfilled,

given to tJrie French, which was named the Lafayette Escadrille.

In JVIarch 1943j'the British gave them a squadron of Spitfires.
In the following months the Sfench were given ninety-s^jc
Airacobras, 'Vengeances (diverted to training and security
operations) sixty Bobcats (Br. Crane) (Cojd's) for training and
communications, Dauntlesses (A - 245s) for training, a squadron
of Marauders and more Spitilres.
co-ordinated plan l or rearmament of the French Air Force we.s

prepared, designed to produce a small, well balanced and

independent nucleus, around which could subsequently be built
a renovated Air three,

air force were all present in the plan, the key factor on which

its scope was based being the actual and potential availability
of French Air Force personnel for combat and service units.

'The French did not have, either then or at the time of the

invasion of Elba, any surplus air force personnel beyond those

envisaged in the plan.
U.S. and British resources was considered.

Eisenhower, Air Chief Marshal Tedder and General Spaatz approved
the plan and forwarded it to the U.S., where it was approved by
General Arnold and submitted to the Combined Chiefs of Staff.

They gave their approval, (subject to the reservation that
modification might be made when the military situation required),
on 29 January 1944*

Force is as follows.

At the Casablanca

Owing to the acute needs of the British and

In January, a squadron of Warhawks was

In September 1943» ^

The essential elements of a tactical

The extent of reasonable demands on

General

P.A.N. 330

29 Jan. 1944

H.Q.,M.A.A.P
Apps. French
Air Liaison

1944 Annexure

V, p.4.

•  9

The Joint Air Commission was created early in September 1943 as
an organisation of M.A.C. (later M.A.A.F,) to consider and
submit recommendations to the Air C-in-C. in all matters per

taining to the French Air ibree, with the object of implementhig
the policy of the C. C. 3., the G-in-C, Allied Forces, the U.S.

War Dept., the British Air Ivlinistry, and the Air G,in-G. M.A.C.

with respect to French air matters,
consisted of a Chairman (American), a British member and a
French meniber.

Gardiner,

de Besombes, the IVench menher Lieutenant Colonel Hartemann.
The operational commander of the French Air Force was General
Bouscat.

The Joint Air Commission

The Chairman in Jxxne 1944 'was Colonel W.T.

The British member was Group Captain Rock

General Order

No.9 Sept.1943.
M.A.C.

(Foreign
Liaison O.R.B.)

The activities of the Joint Air Commission included not

only supervision of the implementation of the Rearmament

Programme as regards aircraft and supplies, but also training,
upkeep of bases, repair depots, schools, meteorological stations
and similar installations,

to the I’rench Air Force similar to that of the Joint Rearmament

Commission to the French Ground ibrees.

responsibilities for overseeing the administrative preparation
of F.A.F. air and service units for combat and ensuring that

they were adequately trained and equipped before being tirmed

over to M.A.A.F. to take part in operations,
was issued in comprehensive final fom on 7 March 1944«

It occupied a position in relation

In it were vested

The whole plan
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OEERATIOK ' OLIVE^ (AUGUST - SBPTjIBER 1944)
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DISPOSITION OP ALLIED TAGTIOtiL AIR PORGES

AIRCKAPC

location on

26 August

Location on

9 August
Approx.
Rufflber

Remarks
TypePormation or Unit

Under command iviATAPSardiniaSardiniaIvlarauder and Mitchell Med. ^Bombers 15042nd Bomb, Wing U.S.A.A.P.
II II t!It

Corsica Oorsica150Mitchell57th Bomb. Vi/ing U.S.A.A.P.

No.3 Wing S.A.A.P.
IItT D.A.P.36 PescaraPescaraAlarauder

Under command XII I ACCecina48 OecinaBoston and Baltimore Light BombersMNo,232 Wing R.A.P.

iuo, 15 Sqdn. S.A.A.P.
No,454 Sqdn, R.A.P,

o

D.A.P.) Later the foundation
D.A.P,) members of No.253 Wing

Taranto (a)
Pescara

Iklconara

Palconara

12IIIt
Baltimore

Baltimore
IIII

12

D.A.P,Poiano48 PoianoSpitbomberNo.7 V^ing S.A.A.P.

Oete (Italy) D.A.P.lesi72Mustang, KitcyhawkNo,239 Wing R.A.P,

D.A.P.GhiaravallePalconara12Spitfire}lo, 241 Sqdn, R.A.P.

D.A.P,Loreto72 PerugiaSpitbomberNo,244 Wing R.A.P,

D.A.P, Tac and Photo RGhiaravalle38 MalignanoSpitfireNo.285 Wing R.A.P,

No,600 Sqdn, R.A.P. Under coamand No. 287 Wing
O.R.U.) nigjit fic^''t3i>s

Palconara12Beaufighter

(a) Recently arrived in Central Mediterranean VO
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OB&AKIZi^ION (SLABS

JSAL1£S AIR FORCE

OCTOBER ̂ 9UU^

AIR H.Q. (ROME)

Section I Seetioi II Section III H.Q. Plight

I I 1
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AFPmDU. 14
KIREIGN ALLIED AIR EORCES

THE ITALIAN AIR NORGE

The Italian Air Norce Re^organization September 1943

No mention has been made, since the record of the
armistice, of the Italian Air Eorce, which had grown from

crude beginnings to a force of quite considerable
proportions, ("I)

S.1/Air
Report by
A.V.M. R.M.

Roster

After the Azroistice Meeting on 29 September 1943 on board

H.M.S, Nelson, Aii- Marshal Tedder held an interview with the

Italian Air iVEmister, at which he laid down the principles
under which the Italian Air Ibrce was to function. His

instructions Y/ere to re-organize it in the way best calculated
to be of serv'ice to the Allied cause; it was to use only its

own equipment. The Allies would supply essential stores and

fuel; in all other respects the Italians were to be self-

supporting, All assistance given to the Allies would be
noted and credited to the Italian nation when post-Y/ar settle

ments were made.

The main features of the plan drawn up(2) were the drastic
reduction of redundant staffs and general officers, the forma

tion of one fighter, one bomber transport and one coastal wing,
a maintenance organization, a comprehensive salvage system and
the organization of surplus personnel into \mits as replace
ments for Allied personnel.

( L./IIJ1/il..* 0

186/46,
Enel.

Brief History of Italian Air No3rce from Re-formation up to

i\^ch 1944«

Recovering rapidlyThe Italian Ai

from its initial state of shock and confusion, it set to work

v/ith a will to converting promises into action,
difficulties over accommodation, spares shortages, short

rations and poor landing grounds were tackled and the situa
tion improved,

political reasons, to operations over the Adriatic and Balkans,

These became an integral part of the Balkan Air Ibrce on its

formation in June 1944
the scope of this nanrative,
in Coastal A.ir fbree, (3) The whole came within  a national
structure under an Italian Air jVIinistry, (4) subject to the
command of Mediterranean Allied Air Forces,

March 1944 was 108 fighters, 57 bombers, 56 seaplanes,
129 aircraft on transport and similar duties and 73 under

rebuild after salvage, a total of 423 aircraft.

Force was re-formed.

In ttirn.

Most of the units were allotted, for

Their operations do not come within
Other units were incorporated

Its strength in

After an unsuccessful attempt to relieve the garrisons
of Corfu and Kephalonia islands, operations were slowly
stepped up. The fighter Wing was based at Palata in the

15 Squadrons in December 1944»
By A.,V.M, R.M, Foster, later appointed to the Aii- Forces
Sub-Commission of the Allied Control Commission,

(3) For a picture of the elements of the I.A.F, within
M,A,A,F, organisation at 10 Dec,1944 refer to Appendix 12,

(4) For the Italian Command organisation refer to Appendix 13»
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Pbggia plain, the Bomber Transport T/ing at Lecce and the

Coastal iifing at Taranto, with detachments at Brindisi and

Lake Varano, By the end of March, impressive statistics("^)
could be pointed to in tenas of hours flown and damage to the

enemy system; a progi-amme of training for parachute drops, ■
which was to bear good fruit in Worth Italy later in the

campaign, was instituted*(2)

The promise to supply labour had resulted by 20 March 1944
in a total of over 10,000 skilled and unskilled men in the

permanent employ of the E,A.,F. and U.S.A,A.?,(3) Allied
satisfaction to that point with the Italian air effort was

expressed in the conclusions of the report to the Air
Coramander-in-Chief, (^)

The foregoing details give proof that the Heads of
the Italian Air Sbrce have taken genuine steps to give
their maximum contribution to our war activities,

the execution of these operations, the actual flying units

have shown unexpectedly good qualities
condition of this force at the time of the Armistice,....

I have been franlcly surprised at the operational standard
produced, I consider, that, as far as their Air jBbrce is

concerned, the Italians have met in full the obligation
which they undertook at the time of the Armistice,

In

Having seen the
>

,.., ,Therefore I consider it only right to remind
you of the undertalcing given at the time of the Annistice
b5'- the then Air Commander-in-diief who, as General
Eisenhower’s representative, stated ticat the extent to

which our war ei’fort benefited from Italian co-operation
would be taken into full account when settlements were

being considered at the close of hostilities,
judgement, the Italian Air Force has, during the past
six months, made a whole-hearted effort to contribute its

share in operations against the eneny, and I felt that
this fact should be plainly recorded, so that it can be
placed to the credit of the Italians v\rhen the time for
settlement comes.

Italian Air Force, March to October 1944» (5)

In riy

t

On 15 June, at the time of the I'ormation of the first
Bonomi cabinet. General P, Piacentini became Air Minister and
General M, Pezzi, shortly afterwards. Chief of Air Staff,
Air Headquarters moved to Rome on 15 Jul3r, leaving in Bari
only the secretai'iat and logistics section,
December 1944^ in the second Bonomi cabinet, the Air Minister
was 0, Soialoja and the Qiief of Air Staff General
iio A’iiiione-Gat,

Later, in

(1) In tbs s3.x months following the ilrmlstlce the I.A.F. flew 9,754 hours In
3,509 sorties, for the loss of 29 airorovf.

(2) LUAeronautlca Itallsna nella Guerra dl Llberg.aone. Historical office H.Q,
'ftalfan Alr Force I950.

(3) U.S.A.A.F. aimed men 1,366
UiViinlVid !!Kn 5^675 =

R.A.>P. stmcd i-aen 5'13
UhablXied men 298 » 6?1

2,083

7,031

Port Labour

idi

Balloon operators supplied
by Navy,

500

Total 10,205

(4) 27 March 19ii4,

(5) Refer to Appendix 13 for organisation October 1944,
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The Italian Air Three was rewarded for its loyalty,
following a tribute in the House of Coinmons by the Prinie

Minister, by a slow but steady, accession of /illied aircraft,
beginning with Airacobras in June and progressing to Spitfire
Vs in September and Baltimores in Novembei*.

Fighters operated from Nuova from May to August and from

Leverano between August and October, when, owing to the poor
state of the landing ground and the heavy rains, they moved to

Lecce/Galatina, Their operations over the Balkans may be

i'ollowed in the History of the Balkari Air Three, The useful

efforts of the Naval Gruppo("l) are to be found in the records
of No, 323 «i'ing.

It will be seen (2) that by October 19^ the Italian Air
Three fighting with the Allies comprised firstly  a Fighter
Conmand(3) of three Storme flying Aimeobras, lie,202s,
Spitfire Vs and lac. 205s: secondly, a Bomber and Transport
Command of three Storme,(5) one of Baltimore bombers, one night
transport Stormo flying Savoia 82s and Cant, Z,1007s and one

transport Stormo comprising two Gruppe flying Savoias 79 and
84 and other types; thirdly the Naval Air Command(6) comprising
four Qruppe,(7) flying Gant. Z,506s and 501s and Rs, l2fS, based
at Taranto and Brindisi and Gant, Z,506s based at Elmas in
Sardinia, There were, in addition, civilian aircraft
co-operating.

The Glandestine Italian Air Resistance Front.(8)

There was a great deal more behind the Armistice of
September I92+3 than the tables of sinrrendered aircraft
indicated,

and a searching process of weeding out and victimisation began.
Many of those Italian airmen, loyal to the Allies, formed in

early November the Glandestine Tfont of Air Resistance,(9)
It operated until the fall of Rome in June I92f4> when the
number of active mejabers was about two thousand i'ive hundred.

.All Italian officers became suspect to the Germans

Others had gone underground, organizing sabotage,
operating radio sets, supplying information on air matters to

M.A.A.F, and holding together the core of the Air Forces until
they could rejoin the Allied lines,

prison, some in combat, some in the massacre of the Ardeatine

Ditch on 24 IViarch I92f4.

Many died, some in

Among the citations for the Italian
Gold Medal for Militaiy Valour, the following is chosen at
random.

Based in Sardinia under command of Goastal Air Force,

Refer to Appendix No,I3.
Raggruppamento Gaccia,
Storme Nos,4» 5 si^d 5I, each comprising three Gruppe of

two Squadriglie each,
Storme Nos.1, 2 and 3» each comprising two Gruppe of two

Squadriglie each,
Raggruppamento Idro,
Nos,82, 83, 84 and 85.
L* Aeronautica Italiana nella Guerra di Libereizione

Ufficio Storico Aeronautica Mlitare Rome 1950 Air

Ministry and II Fronte Glandestine di Ro.ma Rome 194^,
Italian Air Itfinistry (A.H.B.l, translation) and refer to
Appendix 15.
II Fronte dandestino di Resistenza dell' Aeronautica.

(3)
(4)

(5)

(6)
7)
(8)

(9)
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'Airman Angelo Ricapito, after the disbandment of his
unit following the armistice of 8 September I943j left the

airport of Zemonico (Dalmatia) and took part in the forma
tion of a battalion for tlie defence of Z

collapse of the affair, he was captured by the Germans and

entrained for deportation to Germany, but at Venice
succeeded, with some companions, in escaping, reaching the
Tuscan Apennines and joining the partisan formations being
set up.

On thea.

Then began his activities in recruiting and training
of volunteers, eluding brilliantly the keen searches of
the German police; he thus succeeded in organising, in

the Monte EavaLlto sector aJ.one, over three hundred
partisans.

Elected by his men for his gifts of leadership, he
commanded a combat unit for ten months of intensive

guerilla activity in which many of them fell,
1 May 19A4 the XXIII Brigade 'Pio Po
became its Vice-Commandant, ■

V/hen on

was formed, he'1

During operations in the eneny's lair on 1 July, he
remained isolated with ten men to take the shock of a

German attack supported by artillery and armoured cars.
After an uneven struggle, with the enemy sweeping the zone

from the rear, Ricapito managed to disengage with the few
survivors and crossed the front line with prisoners and

arms.

The Allied command requested two men to cross the
front line on a task of capital importance affecting
co-ordination of operations with the partisans of XXIII
Brigata,
the task personally,

partisan units found themselves under threat of an eneny
column marching against them,
the Brigata H.Q, which was unable to sustain itself against
the weight of numbers.

He insisted and obtained permission to execute
This mission completed, the

He decided to remain with

On 14 July 1944, during an eneiy attack, he vi&s captured
by the Germans, who, recognising hiiTi, subjected him to
atrocious treatment in order to obtain the precious

military information in his keeping,
not bend his spirit, not even when they buried him alive
near San Polo di Arezzo.* (l)

But tortin^e could

Air Service of Informatica

After the Armistice, the Italian Air Ibrce furnished to
the Allied Ibrce H.Q, the elements of an information service

for operations on both sides of the front line and it was these

elements that provided the sources referred to in this
narrative fhom time to time,

between Italian Air R>rce H.Q, and A.P.H.Q,, the former pro

viding, during the twenty months the Italians were at war with

the Germans, 2o5 elements for mission work, all composed of men

picked for their personal quaJLities and technical skill.

■pl

The work was co-ordinated

Ibid

(1) Refer also to 'Coccarde Tricolore' - Docimientazioni Sul
Contributo dell* Aeronautica Italiana Alla Guerra Di

Air Ministry - Ufficio Stampa - Rome 1946.
Supplemento straordinario del »Giornale dell* Aviatore'.

SEOPET'
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These men, dropped bj parachute, landed fhom submarine
or crossing the lines on foot into eneniy territory, did much
to aid the operations of the Sifth and Eighth Armies, Sixty
died in the execution of their duty,
American commands gave many signs of grateful recognition and
five Bronze Star Medals and mmierous awards of merit were

bestowed on them.

The British and

A great deal of information on enemy
dispositions was passed to A,P,H,Q., and to Mediterranean
Allied Air Eorces operational data on airfields, works and

public buildings in Germany, Austria and Czechoslovakia.
•  Others who had taken refuge in Switzerland worked on our

behalf through the agency of the Allied Information Services

in that country.

TME PBSnCK A El POBCE

The Eive Erench Coastal Squadrons

By December all that remained of the operationai
Erench Air Force under command of kiediterranean Allied Air

i^brces were five squadrons in Coastal Air Force. (l) The
balance had passed to command of First Tactical Air Force

and was operating on the northern front,
however, a number of other units, some attached to the R,A,F,
and others on police arid security duties in Ylfest Africa,
Tuiiisia and French Equatorial Africa and with the U,3, Navy,
The ikench desire to co-operate in operations and training
always exceeded the Anglo-Aiiierican ability to provide them

with the physical means of doing so.

There were.

Administration

Organisation
O.R.Bs, M.A.A.P

Dec, and

French Air

Liaison

IvLA.A.P O.R.BS• >

• >

In addition to the ;xnits mentioned above, the French
maintained, in the Levant, a training school for pupil
pilots

gunners

a school for wireless operators/air and air
and a mechanics training school, (4)

{1) Oreanlzatlon
■^rSElroup 340 Wing

1

I5 i'/5 Ikl511/6 Squadron in/6
P.47P-39 Walrus Latecoere P-39

Order of Battle

Sqn, Role Type Location RemarksU.E.

iic><^rp
F.A.F.'Stn.
Reghala

•Vendee* Sqn,II/6 S.E.F. P.39 25 Reghala

340 Wing
(3 F.A.F.

1/5 S.E.F. •Champaign* Sqn,P.39Q 25 Le Vallon

CP)

III/6 Lq vallon •Roussillon* Sqn,II P.39N 25

A/S/R2.5 Latecoere 10 St, Mandrler

4.5 It Walrus 12 Cuers

(2) At Rayak In Lebanon
(3) At Damascus In Syria
(4) At Rayak
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THE JUGOSLAV A.IR TDRGE

Jugoslav Squadrons in Balkan Air Eorce

Under coramand of Balkan Air lb roe were two Jugoslav
squadrons - No, 35I, equipped with rocket projectile Hirrricanes,
and No, 352, equipped with Spitfires, both in No. 281 Wing,
The personnel caine from the Ivliddle East,

were, in the early stages, double-hanked with the Jugoslav
officers,

into the R,A.E, Volunteer Reserve,

resulting from inexperience and temperament, they carried out
their duties with zaal,

the scope of this narrative.

A few R,A,E, officers

All the Jugoslav personnel had been incorporated
After a series of accidents

Their operations do not come within

The Three Polish Squadrons

M.A.A.P./S.
1643/1 .Or
10 Dec.194!f.

(A.H.B.IIJI/
I50/368B,
Encl.19 a).

O'

In early December l944-» there were only three Polish
squadrons under command,(I) One of them was in Balkan Air
Sbrce,

one of them employed on Special Operations and the other on
tactical and artillery reconnaissance,
with British and South African elements from 4 jviay 191J(- until
the end of the campaign and a brief outline of its history will
reveal the physical conditions under which the tactical air

force personnel laboured and the high degree of mobility that
events thrust at times upoxi them.

The other two were under command of Desert Air Three,

The latter worked

Brief History of No, 318 Squadron and No, 285 Wing

April to July 19Zf4

No. 285 V/ing
O.R.Bs and

Appendices
May to June
1945.

After the Polish Air Ebrce had ended its share in the

defensive phase based in the U.K., the bull: of it was merged
into Second Tactical .Air Porce and l'ou,ght in many notable
actions over North-west Europe, In tne Mediterranean, the
solitary squadron in No,334 Wing took part in the gallant,
abortive and costly effort to relieve the partisan uprising in
Warsaw. The Auster Taylorcraft squadron spotted for the Arny,
It has already been noted how effective these small aircraft

were in calling down artillery lire and to what degree they
were feared by the Germans.

The remaining squadron - N0.3I8 - was transferred ffom the

It arrived at 'Trigno
airfield on 30 April (2) and carried but its first tactical
reconnaissance svreeps on 4 IVIay.
time was a detachment of Spitfire Squadron ho. 683, later part
of No,336 (Photo Reconnaissance Wing), No,24I R.A.P, Spitfire
Squadron and No.40 South African Air Three Squadron,
teajn continued together until the end of the year,

Erom the day after the arrival of the Polish Squadron,
they began a long trek up the country from one landing ground

Middle East at the end of April 19Z|4.

Attached to No,285 Wing at th

This

e

(1) No, 318 Squadron in No, 285 Wing of D.A.P frying ̂ itfires;
No, 663 Squadron, in Desert Air .Bbrce, but under operational
control of Allied Armies in Italy: and, No.30I Squadron
in No,334 Wing o± Balkan i\±r Three, flying Halifaxes/
Liberators.

(2) Replacing No,208 Squadron.
SECRET

• >
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to another, with attendant hardships that have to be lived
thro;igh to be' thoroughly appreciated. In Iviay they moved to

Aquiiio, ill Juiie to Orea, Palerium, Tortprello, i'brmo and
Orvieto, In late July they moved to Gastiglione, and a few

days later to Palconara and Malignano; 3 August found them

at Ghiaravalle, 3'' August at Piagolino, 17 September at

Cassandro, 28 September at Eimini, sovm with thousands of
Thence they moved to Bellaria. Not untilenemy nixnes.

' 4 December did they know what it was to have a weatherproof
roof over their heads. This was in Porli.

ThisThe subsoil of all these landing grounds was clay,
meant clouds of dust as soon as it dried off and, from the

early onset of a heavy rainy season, airfields sticky and
often unserviceable after a day's do'/mpour. Being a front

line tactical wing, in the open, they experienced the most

primitive living conditions> in spite of titanic labours on

drainage and clearance. Their tentage was worn and the rain

drove tlirough it. The roads, already ruined by heavy lorry
traffic, were better suited to pack animals than to the Y/ing
traiisports units, who carried on with traditional and

unceasing ingenuity their fight against the vrear and tear of

inadequate transport long past its prime, spares and repair
shortages and a life of apparently perpetual motion.

History of No.316 Squadron July 1944 to January 1945

No. 318 had only been based at Castiglione for five days
when they were inspected as a mit of the Wing, and with a

group from Polish Corps, by H.M. The King,(l)
it was foreseen that their stay would come to a sharp end.

Mr evacuation Dalcotas in large mmabers had cut up the runway
to such an extent that the Poles could no longer take off or

land; hence the succession of moves in Augusts
when the (k>thic line battles were developing. No. 318 Squadron
was allotted to reconnaissance for Dighth Amy.

The next day

On 25 Augxist,

Important although belated experiments were carried out

at this period,

road systems wan extended by a sortie sent out half an ho’or
later over the same area.

The normal last light reconnaissance of

It was lo\and that this sortie

reported about four times as much movement as the last light
A retracement of steps produced similar results.

Aircraft lauided after sundom on a night fighter landing groijnd,
where a flarepath was always available,
was tried at first light, with the pilot over the area as

soon as it wais light, but before the sun v/as up and throwing
long shadows. This sortie reported a little more movement
than normal, but was often hampered by early morning mists, (2)
No. 318 Squadron, operating on the east coant in July, found

that during the rapid advance in that sector they were able

to add considerably to the panic and confusion by firing their

guns at a safe height into areas where movement was seen or

suspected, a practice only possible v/hen an enemy's withdrawal

A similar scheme

(1) Referred to officially for security reasons as General
Gollingwood,

(2) It may be wondered why none had thought before of such
departures from routine, for clearly the enemy had
profited by o\ir method while we were decrying them as the
slaves of method.
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is too rapid for him to organise his anti-aircraft defence.
The photographic reconnaissance detaclmient was still over 300
miles from its parent unit.

August saw pnotographic cover of the Gerinan Gothic Line

defences and road and railway bridge cutting,
heaver rains set in and it was decided to fly a bad weather

detacnment into the all-weather landing ground at lesi on the

23rd, while the Y/ing*s main field at Gassandro remained
unserviceable,

battery work and reports on defences.

Itesert Air three for the state of bridges in the Po Valley and
on the Adige river were met.

In .September,

The battle area was covered for counter-

A daily demand from

Erom then onwards, the weather worsened and their airfields
were frequently unserviceable. Lacking the administrative
weight enjoyed by units further back, they were at a disad

vantage in matters of accommodation and lived in primitive
conditions in tented camps until 4 December, when the tovvn of

ihrli was organised as an Allied base. Even then, it was

found necessary for units of the H.A.P, Regiment to move into

buildings requisitioned for the use of the IVing and to hold

them against the encroachment of other servj.ee units and civi

lians until the air squadrons could move in and. enjoy once more

the luxury of a roof over their heads through which the rain

could not percolate.

Army Recognition of Air F.econnaissance

On 3 Jan. 1945» the Polish Squadron was very short of
pilots, so short that some were flying three missions daily.
Nevertheless, on 28 January, G. 1 of the Eighth Arny congratu
lated them on their excellent co-operation,

later, the same source recorded that the detailed reports on

enemy movement and the build-up of railway trucks had enabled

them to assess accurately a movement of enemy forces &vra.j from
the Italian front.

Again, three days

These services to the Army are evidence of the very close

The possession ofco-operation achieved in several spheres,
the Ivlediterranean and all Erance, the capitulation of Rumania

and Bulgaria and the Allied re-occupation of Greece had
lessened the commitments of the Air Bbrees as well as the

number of lields in which it could lay claim to rendering ground
operations possible. At the same time, the shrinkage of the

field of operations automatically rendered the degree of air
co-operation more intensive and intimate in character.

■  THE BRAZILI.AI^ AIR EORGE

1st Eighter Squadron

The 1st Brazilian Eighter Squadron was attached at this

period to the U.S. 350th Fighter Group in 62nd Wing of XXII
Tactical Air Command for operational control.
Thunderbolt Eighter Bomber imiit,(I)

It v/as a

M.A.T.A.B’.

Monthly Air
Intell. and

Operations
Bulletin,
Vol.I, No, 1
(A.H.B./
IIJ11/18).

(1) Commanding Officer - Lt, Col, Nero Moura,
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In January 1944> fifteen officers and sixteen enlisted
men, all vetereais of the Sirst Brazilian Expeditionary Air

Ibrce, were sent froiTi Brazil for training in contemporary
tactics,

thence to Panama for training in Warhawks, and from there to

Suffolk Army Air Base,(l) for two months’ training in tactical
operations while changing over to Thmderbolts.
reaching Italy, the unit had already flown several missions

over the German lines, destroying a honiber aircraft and a

niimher of motor vehicles, railway trucks and bridges,
majority of pilots had more than 600 hours flying time and a

few, including their Cbmmanding Officer and ELight Leaders,
had from 2,500 to 3,500 houirs.

Like the H.A.P

service branch, independent of the Aniy.
ostrich; it appeared on the cowls of their aircraft, armed

with the Southern Cross as a shield, and a huge weapon
symbolising the heavy fire power of the Thimderbolt,
adopted the motto ’Senta Pua', which may be freely translated
’Up and at themi'.

They passed to Orlands School of Applied Tactics,

Since

The

the Porca Aeria Brasileira was a separat•>

They had

e
Their symbol was the

THE ROYAL HELLENIC AIR PORGE

Greek Spitfire Squadrons

By mid-Summer of 19-44, the two squadrons of the Royal
Hellenic Air Porce incorporated in the R.A.P. \'iere very restive
and homesick.

Brigade to stimulate them to action, the Poreign Office con

sidered it, at the close of August, to be a serious mistake to

keep the two Greek squadrons in the Middle East any longer than
necessary,(2) The general morale of these squadrons was being
affected ty their comparatively inactive employment and only
the prospect of more active operations was holding them

together,
never have occurred if the unit could have participated in

active operations in Italy; this should be borne in mind in

the case of the two squadrons, who were carrying out routine

coastal and convoy protection tasks in an area long freed of

enemy submarines and surface craft and only lightly threatened

from Aegean air bases,
possible to transfer them to a more active role.

With the example of a mutiny in the Greek

The mutiny in the Greek Brigade would probably

It was hoped that it would prove

AX.432

Air Ministry
to M, A,A,P

23 Aug. 19-44.
(A.H.B,/ID7/
329A, Pt.1),

• >

They were not transferred to Italy, Events in Greece
made it possible to employ them in their own covintiy,
25 September, British airborne forces landed in the
Peloponnesus, Greece, followed by seaborne Porces, Patras
was occupied on 4th, Corinth on 9th and Athens on I4 October,
By 2 November, the Greek mainland was clear of German forces.
Air H,Q, Greece was created early on, with No,337 Wing under
command.

On

The two Greek Spitfire Squadrons - Nos. 335 and 33

Chronology of
Principal Events of
the Second World War

A.H.B. Nov. 1948.

MAAF/S,1643/1/0126,
10 Dec, 1944.
(A.H.B./IIJI/I50/
368(b), Enel, 19a),

6,
joined by No, 13 Baltimore Squadron, became part of this wing.

(1) On Long Island, New York,
(2) Reported by H,M, Charge d’Affaires to the Greek

Government in Cairo,
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(1)THE ITALIAN; PJSSISTMGu MOVEMEi'lT

An Estimate of ths
offset v/hich our

support of Italian
resistance has so far

achieved In terms of

military results
and force now avail

able. 0(Special
Operations)
15th Army Group,
1A Jan, 1945.
(A.H.B./nJ1/58/l4,
App. G-I),

Growth and Allied ^issistance

The Italian Partisan movement owed its origin to Italian
initiative, but was carefully watched and fostered by Allied
H.Q, Staff branches for the encouragement of partisan activity,
its direction into channels useful to the Allied war effort and

the supply of arms etcetera to the partisans existed at A.P.H.Q
at 15th Army Group and at H.Qs of Armies* A great deal of the

executive side of this work was, however, carried out by two
centralised British and American organisations. Special
Operations Executive and Office of Strategic Services*

• >

BHS, Records File No,
1002/40/260
8th Army

In its inception and early development the Partisan move

ment was a spontaneous expression of anti-Pascist and anti-

German opinion.
ex-Italian Army and Air Eorce personnel and the underground
panties of the left, and being reinforced from time to tine

by young men determined to evade calls for forced labour in

Germany, it was entirely unco-ordinated and its concrete mani
festations only sporadic,
1943> its strength exceeded a few thousand. Two irregular
units were formed, one by XIII Corps (2) and the other by 78th
Division on the Sangro (3) and these two fought with distinction
until the end ot the war.

Drawing its strength from bands of

It is doubtful if at the end of

Their work was largely regional

Operations In Italy
Pt.IV, Section B.
Brit, Hist, Sec,
C, Med, A.ri.B,/
IU11/58/24A-S

reconnaissance in difficult terrain and their members were often

dropped by air, (4.) They also fought in several notable
actions, the former, for example, with the 1st British Division
outside Slorence,

It became obvious by the beginning of 1944 that the move

ment was a potential weapon which, if adequately exploited,
could at the least cause much inconvenience and annoyance to

the enemy, Eirst, Special Operations Executive began to
deliver warlike stores by parachute to bands whose numbers were

evidently increasing. Deliveries were gradually stepped up,
in spite of the claims of other theatres. The total dropped
to Italian Partisans up to mid-January 1945 was rather more
than 2,600 gross British tons, Erdan the turn of the year
1943/44, all Italy was brought within range of our Special
Operations by the move of aircraft to Brindisi,

Air Supply to Partisans

Until August 1944, the main units employed on operations
to Italy were No, I48 R.A.P, Squadron, No, I586 Polish Plight and
No,267 R.A.P, Transport Command-Setuadron.
tion of Southern PranCe in September 1944, No.885 American
Squadron was moved from North Africa to Brindisi, with a

priority commitment to supply the Italian Resistance movement.

After the libera-

History of Special
Operations (Air) In
the Mediterranean

Theatre A,F,H.Q, -

p-3 (S.O.)
( A.H.B./IIJ/81),

(1) A good collection of stories of the Partisan movement, written in Italian by
various persons, nearly all j2?omlnent leaders of the movement, Is contained
In a volume »Anche L»It'alla Ha Vlnto* ('Italy, too, has conquered'), being
the December 1945 number of 'Merourlo*. a periodical published by Gianni
Darsena, Rome, Via Savola 27, and Milan, via Meravigll 7.

(2) 'F' Reconnaissance Squadron,
(3) La Banda Patriots Malella, later passed to command of Polish Corps,
(4) There Is an Interesting English fcranalatlon of a book by one of the members

of F Reconnaissance Squadron - Carlo Bonolanl published by Dent London 1947,
entitled » "F" Squadron',
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In addition, No*205 Heavy Bomber Group was made available, -vdien

priority called for it, for mass supply dropping operations in

Northern Italy,

51st Troop Carrier Wing, based at Bosignano, were also made
available,

in the Iviediterranean from U.K,

policy would be for the American aircraft to taike over the

Italian commitment, while the R.A.N, aircraft wouid cover that
of the Balkans,

In December 1944^ American Dakotas of the

During the same month, U.S, Squadron No,859 arrived
It then decided that the best

In the early stages, success was limited because of the

extremely bad weather and the poor field organisation of the

Partisans, Little imagination was used in the choice of

landing grounds, then usually prepared on the sides of mountains

or at the bottom of steep valleys. This, coupled with the

fact that there were only very small recognition signals, made

it extremely difficult to find the dropping zones. To improve

this situation, a number of Allied officers were parachuted in.
Thereafter field reception improved considerably and the number
of failiares was reduced, (w

Grounds became available in late 1944 ̂ ’or the lysander air

craft, the best adapted for ’pick-up’ operations,
operation, a successful one, was carried out in the Udine area
in November 1944.

The first

A repeat was attempted in the same month,
but unfortunately, after having picked up three of our agents,
the Lysander was, on its return flight to Rosignano, shot down

by an Allied fighter and the pilot and agents killed,
other lysander operations were successfully carried out in Italy
before the end of hostilities.

jjive

Besides taking in and bringing
out important personnel, these operations were instrumental in

delivering into Allied hands documents concerning the V, 1 and V.2
missiles, as well as dispositions and intentions of enemy forces,
169 gross tons of leaflets were dropped,(2)

Allied Missions

Allied missions, consisting at first of Italian personnel
only, began to be placed with the Partisans, by the three methods

recorded above, at the beginning of 1944. in the Spring, the

first Allied personnel were put in. By January 1945» the total

number of O.S.3.(3) and S.O.E,(4) working behind the eneny lines
in Italy was 22 Americans, 37 British and I08 Italians as well

as representatives of other organisations.

Ibid

The Problems of the Partisans

As a direct result of the delivery of weapons, missions and

propaganda, in which the Air Porces co-operated generously, the

strength and efficiency of the Partisans increased notably.

(1) During the period Special Operations were carried out in

Italy 4,278 sorties were flown, of which 2,652 were
successful. 5,907 gross tons of supplies were delivered,
558 personnel were parachuted into Italy by aircraft of

Nos, 148, 301 and 624 Squadrons and No, 2641 Bombardment
Group, 24 personnel were brought out by lysander
operations.
On behalf of the Political Warfare Bureau,

Office of Strategic Services,
Special Operations Executive,

2

3

4)
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The peak was reached at the end of the Autumn of 1944j wheh the
total strength was estimated at 120,000 active armed men, with
a potential, given sufiicient deliveries of stores, of at
least a further one hundred thoixsand.

They laboured under great difficulty and their discipline
One cannot compare theirwas oi'ten poor by our standards^

movement with that of the E.E.I in Erance or the Partisans

in Jugoslavia, both of which countries v/ere united in favour
of their active pa.triots. In North Italy there was a still

strong hostile Fascist party and Italian Army units, such as
Amy Liguria, (1) all effective weapons against the Partisans,
The size and deployment of these forces prevented the Partisans

from ever gaining that control of large liberated areas which

proved so valuable in other co-untries as bases for operations,
delivery of stores, the establishment of a G,H.Q, with a

reasonable prospect of security and for resting and
reorganisation.

Growth of the Peirtisans in 1944

recorded, that with theIt had been hoped at one time, as
coming of winter, the Allies would have cleared the enemy from
N.W, Italy and stand on the Adige River,
in that case only those Partisans in the extreme North-east
would have to face another winter in the field,

strength of this assumption, the orders and stores given to the
Partisans were based,

hmpossibility of even taking Bologna uiider existing tactical

policy becaine apparent,
eliminate useless mouths, call off ambitious plans, restrict

activity to small-scale sabotage and perfect their intelligence,
forming an efficient nucleus for expansion in the Spring.

It was assumed that

On the

These had to be changed when the

The Partisans were directed to

Ibid

In general this policy was carried out, but in some areas

men left their villages, took to the mountains and wei'e unable
to return home,

the potential refuges systematically burned by the enemy.

Rigorous inquisitions throughout whole provinces left them
'wanted men'.

tions released eneiay forces for mopping-up operations,
thought there were about 60,000 Partisans in the mountains and

an indefinable number in cl^destine groups in the cities and
plains.

There food was desperately short and most of

Then the return of the Iront to static condi-
It Y/as

A careful assessment was made by 15th Arny Group of the

Partisan claims over the period 1 September to 50 November 19“i4,
The figures, carefully screened, were derived mostly from

allied personnel and omitted the very numerous cases when eneiiy
casualties could not be assessed and were reported as 'sevei-al*

'heavy', etcetera. They amounted to the appreciable total of

6,53s enemy killed, ivounded and captured, (2j

(1) Refer to the R.A.P, NarrativeUnder iviarshal Graziani.

on the Campaign in Southern Prance, Appendix 5»

(2) Killed Wounded Captured Totals

164 2,670

1,328 3,868

1,792

1,673

714

367

Germans and

Volksdeutsch

Italians

1,492 6,5383,465 1,581Totals
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The aggregate credible claims of sabotage should also be
noted, ( >

Summary of the Contribution of the PartisansIbid

The main value to the Allies of this movement was

considered to be the serious security problem it pre
sented to the eneimy, the physical annoyaiice and the
psychological factor of fear of violence and absence of

Some Cierman divisions found it necessary to form
One first-grade German

ease,

special anti-Partisan platoons,
formation was always maintained in tne Udine - Bellimo
area because of the powerful Partisan groups in the

mountains to the North, Purth^ore, they provided much
direct and indirect intelligence information of a
reliable nature, gave wide and generous help to escaped
prisoners-of-war and grounded aircrews, (2) sthnulated and
brought about enemy desertion, provided guides, reported
on minefields, troop dispositions and defences, and
prevented eneny demolitions.

(1) 1 Sept - 30 Nov, 1944,

Trains derailed

Locomotives destroyed
Rail trucks destroyed
Rail bridges blown
Rail cuts

19
4-1

71 plus
30

523 (mostly of short
duration)

Rail Ci road brid.ges blo’ rn
Road bridges blown

¥i/'2 destroyed or captured 258
As I,S.9 and Air Oorps'Escape and Evasion Sections
could testify.

2

75

(2)
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THE AIR DIRECTIVE OF 3 MOVBMBER '[31A

Headquarters,
Mediterranean Allied Tactical Air Force

3 November 1944

OPERATIONAL DIRECTIVE

NUMBER 21

Apart from close support of the Armies and counter air force

operations, the principal task of the Tactical Air Force during the
present phase of the Italian campaign is to destroy and disrupt enemy
lines of coimnunication with the object of:-

(a) Denying all movement by rail to and from Italy (isolation of
Italy),

(b) Reducing the flow of supplies by rail and road from existing
dumps in Italy to enemy forces on the Italian front,

(c) Destroying the enemy’s means of transport, including fuel
supplies, wherever possible.

The second priority task for the Tactical Air Force is the

destruction of objectives in the Balkans, with the object of creating
maximum disruption and destruction of enemy forces attempting to withdraw
from the Southern Balkan areas,

authority has directed that the following effort from Desert Air Force be
made available for employment, against Balkan targets on first priority
basis

1.

2.

To accomplish this task, higher

3 (S.A.A.F.) T^ingNo.

No. 253 Wing

No. 232 Yfing

4 Squadrons Fighter-Bombers

When the above effort cannot be utilized in the Balkans it will

revert to its normal role,. However, this should not be considered as a

rigid allocation of the effort to be enployed in the Balkans, as the
weight of effort in excess of the above largely depends upon weather
conditions in Northern Italy, On days v/hen non-operational weather pre
vails in Northern Italy and suitable conditions exist in the Balkans, the
entire M.A.T.A.F, force, in so far as it is practicable, may be utilized
in this area.

3. Bomber targets will be nominated by this Headquarters based on

priorities as established by the Balkan Air Force. Targets of opportunity
will be forwarded direct from Balkan Air Force to Desert Air Force and

met by Desert Air Force in so far as it is practicable with the fighter-
bomber force available for Balkan operations.

To acconplish our primary objectives, 2<2nd Bombardment YYing and
57th Bombardment Wing vidll be directed to effect and maintain lines of
interdiction and to destroy specialised items of supply and transport in
the following priority:

4»
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(a) Brenner Pass

(^) North-East Italian lines

(1) Piave River line

(2) Brent a River line

(3) Tagliamento River line

(c) Po River and Adda River

Fuel, ¥i/T and locomotives, including repair and maintenance(a)
depots.

The primary task of the fighter "bomber forces of XZII Tactical
Air Command and Desert Air Force in their attacks on communications in

Italy is to completely disrupt rail communications betr/een the Po River

and the battle area, extending from the Adriatic coast on the east to

Piacenza on the west, and to impose maximum interference to alternate

means of enemy transport in this area, both road and water.

5.

Commanding General, XXII Tactical Air Command, and Air Officer

Commanding, Desert Air Force will be responsible for arriving at an
arbitrary line of demarka.tion betvyeen areas of responsibility for inter
diction of communications south of the Po River subject to current

developments in the battle. This Headquarters is to be advised and kept
up to date regarding line of demarkation as agreed between commanders,

6, Second priority task of the fighter-bomber forces of XXII
^Ipactical Air Command and Desert Air Force is to disrupt enemy movement in
Italy north of the Po River by destruction of locomotives, trains, motor
transport and coastal craft; and to interdict rail lines whenever pro
fitable targets of opportunity are not presented. Normally, XXII

Tactical Air Command wa.ll be responsible for the area west of a line

running south from Verona along the Adige River to Legnago thence due
south to the Po River, Desert Air Force area of responsibility will be
east of this line.

This dividing line is not to be considered as a firm or rigid barrier
between Commands, If weather conditions preclude operations in one
area, or if more profitable targets are presented in the adjacent area,
the dividing line will be disregarded,
between Commands to meet this contingency.

Close liaison will be maintained

Tifhen weather prevents medium bomber operations in Italy, and
it is considered that the Brenner or north-eastern rail routes are in

danger of being repaired, fighter bombers vidll be directed by this
Headquarters against vulnerable targets on these routes until such time

as renewed mediimi effort is possible.

7.

8. Acknowledge by signal.

By command of Major General Cannon
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Tllg .AJE DISECTIVB OE 9 1945

Headquarters,
Mediterr^iean Allied Taotioul Air Force

9 January 19'+5

OPERATIOMAL DIHECTIYE

IWlffiER 23

Apart from counter air force operations, the principal task of

Mediterranean Tactical Air Force during the present phase of the Italian
campaign will be to maintain the isolation of Northern Italy and to
disrupt the enemy supply organisation, in order that his fighting
capabilities may be reduced by the time our ground offensive is resuiried.

i.

To accomplish this aim operations against communications will
be intensified mth the object of:

(a) Destroying and maintaining destruction of rail coraraunications
between Italy and the Reich.,

(b) Destroying the enemy's means of transport, including fuel
supplies, whenever possible.

2.

Since the ground forces v»rill be engaged primarily in holding
operations, there will be no requirement for air effort on the fronts of
the armies, except in isolated cases when limited air assistance may be
required to gain local objectives or to counter a successful thrust by
the enemy.

3.

4. The isolation of Northern Italy has been effectively achieved
from time to time, but periods of non-operational weather often permit
the enemy to effect at. least partial repair of his vital lines of
communication. It is our intention to disrupt communications to such
an extent tliat the enenQr will find it beyond his capabilities to recover
during the intervening bad weather periods. Therefore, when weather
permits, the bulk of the effort of XXII Tactical Air Command and Desert

Air Force (both by day and by night), v/ith the exception of that portion
of Desert Air Force effort earmarked for the Balkans, will be employed
on first priority areas in Italy. It is realised and accepted that this
will permit the enemy a measure of freedom of movement in the Po Valley
and a small proportion of air effort must, therefore, continue to be
directed against this area v/here, however, the emphaais will be placed
on the destruction of motor transport, locomotives and trains rather than
on the interdiction of the enemy's complex communication system.

XXII Tactical Air Command

5. The primary task of XXII Tactical Air Command is to destroy
communications in north and north-eastern Italy and to disrupt enemy
movement by the destruction of locomotives, trains (particularly repair
trains) and motor transport. Priprit;/' for attack against rail
communications is as follov/s:-

Brenner line

Vicenza. - Casarsa line

Vicenza - Treviso - Casarsa line

Trento - Bassano line

(a)

0^)

(o)

(d)
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6. The second priority task of XXII Tactical Air Command is to

disrupt enemy movement and destroy supply durr^s and installations when

ever profitable targets are presented in the Po Valley.

Desert Air Force

7. Desert Air Ponce primafy ta^ks are tvrofold. Pressure must

be maintained against the enemy withdrawing thru Jugoslavia, and the

forces previously allocated to this task v/ill continue to operate in
the Balkans whenever weather permits. The remainder of Desert Air

Porce effort will be employed primarily in the destruction of rail

communications in north-eastern Italy and the disruption of enemy move
ment by destruction of locomotives, trains (particularly repair trains)
and motor transport. Priority for attacks against rail communications
is as follows:-

(a) Tarvisio line (Gemona - Chiusaforte)

(b) Piedicolle line (Gorizia - Canale D'Isonzo)

Postumia line (Latisana - Sesana)

Padua - Latisana (Major pai't believed temporarily abandoned).

The second priority task of Desert Air Porce in Italy is to
disi*upt enemy movement and to destroy supply dumps and installations
whenever profitable targets are presented in the Eastern Po Valley.

9» In the attacks on rail communications, fighter bombers of
XXII Tactical Air Command and Desert Air Porce will concentrate first
destruction of bridges and diversions of tracks in open country,
the latter case it is important that attacks be pressed against one
particular section of line until it is rendered completely unserviceable.
Crews will be briefed to be particularly on the ‘alert for repair trains
in the vicinity of destroyed or damaged bridges,

10, Vilien weather prohibits attacks on inland targets XiCEI Tactical
Air Command and Desert Air Porce effort will be directed against shipping
in the Ligurian Sea and Northern Adriatic ports. The object of these
attacks will be:

(c)

(a)

8.

on

In

(a) Primarily to destroy active shipping which continues to make
short runs between enemy occupied ports,

(Note: The destruction of five 1000 tonJ IVC ships in the
Ligurian Sea and ten vessels of over 1000 tons in the

Northern Adriatic v/ould seriously cripple the enemy’s
ability to use sea-going craft in any decisive role),

(b) The destruction of small naval units, i.e, 1 or 2 men submarines,
explosive motor boats, escort and minelaying vessels, thus reducing
his power to escort any supply craft or carry out offensive action
against oirr shipping or coasts.

(c) A long term policy is the destruction of other ships, usually
inactive vessels, virhich it is estimated that the enemy will employ
as block ships to hinder Allied use of ports after capture.

57th Bomb Wing

11. 57th Bombardment YiTing will continue to be directed against
lines of communications and specialised items of supply and transport in
the following general priority:-
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Blockade of Italy1st Priority

Brenner line

Railroad bridges over the Brenta, Piave, Lavenaa and Tagliamsnto
Rivers

Tarvisio, Piedicolle and Postumia rail lines

2nd Priority Communication targets on the Fo and Oglio Rivers

These targets will be nominated as weather alternates with the

object of destroying or maintaining destruction of permanent railroad
bridges over the Po River in order to hamper inter-communications.

Attacks on the Oglio River line will interfere with the evacuation of

industrial loot from north-western Italy.

3rd Priority Enemy Supplies

It is appreciated that, during recent periods of bad -vi^eather, some
of the main international railroads have been open to the enemy, and he
has been able to build up in Italy sufficient supplies to cany him over
for a considerable period at his present scale of activity,
supplies are sometimes supplemented by Italian industrial activity, which
in general now only operates at a very low level due to the lack of raw
material,

will be a long term destruction of all known enemy dumps, including
industries and storage dun5)3 known to be active.

Such

The object of attacks on 3rd priority objectives, therefore.

Ath Priority Communication targets in the Balkans

When v;eather prohibits attacks on Italian objectives, effort will
be diverbed to coinTiiunication targets in Jugoslavia weather permitting.

12, This Headquarters will continue to co-ordinate effort and

nominate special targets in the daily bombing directive,

13. This directive supersedes M.A.T.A.P. Operational Directive

No. 21 of 3 November 19AA» except for that part which refers to Balkan
operations.

lif. Acknowledge by signal.

By command of IWajor General Cannon
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\/iiIig!nER GOMDITIQiMS Ih THE LIFE i\REA MD

M.A.T. A^g. EETEOROLg^ICAL ORG.feI^!ISAl?ION

Weather Conditions

Accurate weather forecasting was one of the most important features

in air operations along the Brenner route hy the medium bomhers,

problem had to be studied in terms of base, route and target conditions,
for if any one or any combination of the three were unfavourable or

doubtful, a mission might be hanpered or become abortive.

The

The route from the air bases in Corsica led over the Gulf of Genoa,

over the Apennines and the Po Valley into the Alpine country of the Brenner,
Although the sane overall patteiii of weather might prevail, local
characteristics of terrain or bodies of water might determine specific
conditions, For example, within the same overall pattern, the weather

over the Corsica bases, where 57th Bombardment Wing was stationed until

7 April may have been favourable, while that over the sea to Italy,
the Apennines, the Po Valley, the Alps, the Brenner Valley of the Adige
and Isarco Rivers, might have been unfavourable. The abrupt siarface
changes between moixntainous continental terrain and sea determined some

of these conditions. The Alps, the Po valley, the Apennines and the

Gulf of Genoa were w'eather * catclialls’, that is, areas of convergent
weather elements peculiar to both sea and land. They were at the same

time ’breeders' producing their own weather elements. Frontal areas

might be created or broken up in them. Fronts, anticyclones (high
pressiire cells) or cyclones (low pressure cells) might stagnate in them.

The delimiting considerations for take-off from base v/ere usually

cloud ceiling and coverage. Ceiling was defined as the altitude of the

lowest cloud layer, below 10,000 feet, vifhich covers 5/10 or more of the
total sky as seen by a groimd observer, 3o long as a ceiling is not
more limited than 3>000 or 4>000 feet, twelve or more aircraft can form

with room to spare. Visibility must be 3 miles, i.e, sufficient to allow

single aircraft to see the others while joining. Occasionally strong
airfield surface vidnds had to be considered, as well as, on occasions, the
condition of the airfields after prolonged rains.

After take-off and joining, the formation needed the same ceiling
over the sea route to Italy as at base. Thereafter, an overcast cloud
layer below the levels of the east-vrest .range of the Apennines, south of
the Po Valley, had to be surmounted either before or just after reaching
the coast, so as the formation could cle^ the moiantains safely. On
reaching a safe altitude, it was necessary that no cloud layer should have
a solid top at 13,000 feet or over, as fully loaded litchell bombers
began to strain at those altitudes and personnel without' adequate oxygen
suffer ill-effects after flying for any appreciable period of time. The
bases of a complete overcast had to be 14,000 feet or over, for the Alps
ranged up to 10,000, 12,000 and even 15,000 feet along the approaches to
01.^r targets. Likewise, a formation had to be able to top a cloud layer
of 5/10 or more at 12,000 feet. Over a Brenner target it was necessary
that cloud cover be not more tlian 5/l0 if it were approximately 5,000
feet below the formation, or 3/l0 or less if it v/ere nearer the altitude
of the formation.

Apart from cloud ceiling and coverage, the most influential factors
bearing on our missions’ operations; were severe turbulence and heavy haze,
which might arise from the following causes, YiTith the passage of a cold
or occluded (limited or confined) front across the Alpine barrier, winds
use to veer into the northerly quadrant and much dense air was banked up
in Southern.Austria, The pressxore gradient thus created between
Southern Austria and the Po Valley, augmented by the existing circulation.
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produced vnnd speeds across the mountains in excess of 40 miles per hour.
These high winds, coupled with the irreg\ilarity of the terrain, set up
large-scale eddy cuixents or turbulence of especial danger to aircraft
particularly in formation.

But virhen a dry, stable air mass subsided over the Alps, winds were
reduced, especially in the enclosed Brenner valley to near calm,

produced heavy haze layers, mostly concentrated close to the ground but
sometimes extending vertically, even up to bombing altitude. This was

one of the reasons why identification of. targets on the approach was so
difficult. Even vertical visibility, aircraft to-ground, was sometimes
so restricted that frcm two to foiir bomb rums had to be made. It is

made clear in the text how the enemy used the conditions of marked

stability, light valley winds and the actual confinement of the valley
itself to employ his smoke pots to thicken the normal haze.

Occasionally favourable sun altitude had to be coordinated with

favourable weather. Targets close to ledges or confined in narrow

stretches of the pass, with mountains rising steeply bn either side,
received.direct light from the sun for only a few hours of the day. It
was not always possible to coordinate minimuim cloud cover with the last

sun light. Under operational necessity, when both considerations  were

critical, favourable weather dictated the time of attack.

The play of these variable weather factors on operations may be
gauged by examining the proportion of operational to non-operational
days. Prom 6 November 1944 to 2 May 1945 the period over which 57th
Bombardment Wing viras engaged in the Battle of the Brenner, was 178 days.
The Mitchells were able to bomb on only 118 of these,- On 85 days, i.e,
72 per cent of the 1l8 days, they dropped bombs successfully.

The M.A.T.A.P, Weather Sections

This

The imierican detachment of the 12th Weather Squadron and a British

Meteorological Office functioned in parallel and coordinated their

facilities. Each morning there was a weather briefing of the Commanding
General of T.A.P. and his staff, at which the expected weather for the

balance of the day and all of the next day was presented. In the evening
another briefing was held at which the weatherman summarised the v/eather

which had occurred during the day and presented his forecast for the next
two days. Special briefings were given when need arose. The American
and British Sections handled these briefings alternately.

In addition, the Yfeather Sections issued five scheduled written
forecasts daily, three of which went to H.Q. Allied Armies in Italy
(later 15th Army Group), There Virere also special written forecasts as
requested and a daily series of verbal forecasts given on request. Both
Sections issued their own forecast, but gave a unified idea of synoptic
and expected weather.

Data was collected from most of the Allied and neutral countries,
the Balkan areas as they were liberated and from surface ships in the
Atlantic, There was a network of mobile weather stations along the front
lines in Prance and later in Germany, Reports were also received from
observers parachuted into Partisan-controlled areas behind the front lines.

The basic forecasting tools were the yreather maps, completely ana-
3ysed in accordance with existing theories and regulations and shoT/ing the
locations of all stations from which data were received. There were also
auxiliary charts shov/ing pressure distribution at approximately 9,000 and
19,000 feet, as well as graphs of upper air soundings showing vertical
distribution of temperature and humidity at selected stations. Prom the
basic weather map and the two upper air charts, forecasters corrputed
movements of pressure centres, fronts and air masses. Prom the graphs of
upper air soundings they determined the types of air masses involved.
With a general xinderstanding of the weather conditions associated with
each air mass, it only remained to determine the effects of local

influences, such as mountain ranges and bodies of water, to arrive at a
forecast for any specific area,
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Mediterranean iGJ.ied Tactical Air Force'•—>•

MONTHLY SORTIES ELCT^M (1 Nov. 1944 to 28 ipl, 1945)

APR.IMR.JM. ¥SB,DSC.NOV.MONTH

536661 1,045
1,117

1,535
1,143

1,044923Medium Bombers

Pieter Bombers
Liglat Bombers

6396l9 532168
67 10755 121A6

1,6831,617 2, 8042, 229829 1,201TOTAL.

MONTHLY TONNArS DROPPBD

APR,ILEB. MAR,DEC. JAN.NOV,■ iiONTH

1,6611,026 1,7792,0951,7251,445Medium Bombers
66c340 252332 55498Fighter Bombers

16213169 9882 K3U-gJit Bombers-'
1-3

2,936 2,1932,147 2,3131,4271,523TOTAL

S0RTIE8 BY SECTION (l Oct, 1944 to 28 Apr, 1945)
Zone 3 Trento to Bolzano excl.

4 Bolzano to Innsbruck11

Zone 1 - Verona to Ala excl,
2 - Ala to Tx-ento incl.II

18-3118 Feb.
3 Mar.

15-28-4-17 1-1426 Nov.
9 Dec,

4-17
Feb.

7-20
Jan.

21 Jan
3 Feb.

15-28
Octe

10-25
Dec.

24 Dec
6 Jan.

12-25
Nov.

29 Oct
11 Nov.

1-14
Oct.

PERIOD Apr, Apr.Mai-oMar.

364418 192163 67167 118 51 2031159 10718ZONE 1
ZOLIE 2
ZONE 3
zom 4

52 244
137416 518 311558 220181 208 525280 303 555114

563496 102538 453 44949397
8

20927 2441 33
1066856 9522794

M
o5261156 1139826 630 765 13041494565 206 1144315 3918 Q

y52TOTAL

NO
23rd Statistical Control Unit, M,A.A,F,Source;
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TIffi_MTTIiS 0? TH5 BEffiM'ISR
’bj Oterst Schnez,

formerly General des Trarxi^portswesens Ita].ien.

The Brenner Line vra.s the laost important supply route for the

Italian front. Its importance increased particularly in tlie final
stage of the war, after January 1945?-when Switzerl^md? -which had

hitherto prohibited all military trans-port through its territory and
only allowed industrial traffic under certain conditions, now completely
b-anned all traffic. The other routes, i.e. via Tarvisio, Piedinolle
and ig'ubliana -were indeed together capable of handling the traffic, but
proved to ha-ve too many txnmels, bridges etc., the repair of which
demanded a vast anount of time and trouble. At the beginning of 1945?
these routes, which hitherto had been able to carry essential supplies
to the front when the Brenner line was blocled, -were practically put
out of caiimission by partisan activity and air bombardment. The high
command of Amy G-roup therefore concentrated its defence and construc

tional forces more and more on the Brenner line,  a decision taJcen not
only on constructional grounds, but for the added advantage that the

Brenner line ran dovm. to the centre of the Apcnnine positions and
formed the middle axis of the North Italian supply area.

The Allied air force recognized the Inportance of this supply
line, and after preliminary nuisance raids, began, at the beginning of
November 1944, the systematic creation of a 'dsvas-tation zone’ in the
area of the line. The attachs were concentrated on the southern sector

of the line between Bolzano and. Verona* ■ Nor this reason the German

supply depots in the noi-lhem sector of the Brenner line could be fed by
rail right up to the end. The air attacks were aimed primarily at
bridges; but also at open stretches of the line, particularly at

eitfiBankments; and at shunting yards and ancillary installations (trans-
fomer plan-bs). As temird, Verona and Innsbruck were especially hard
hit. At certain periods those stretches of the line running alongside
the road were daily targets for attack.

At the heginiung, damage to bridges could be quicldy jjut right,
since an adequate sup-ply of bridge building material was on hand in
dumps, and speedy repairs -were ensured by the provision of already
assembled bridge supports and pillars. In addition, by-pass lines vrere
built round important object'i-ves such as the Lavis viaduct and the
bridges, at Mezzooo,rona, Ora and Bolzano (by-pass line Mezzocorona. -
Ora was 25 kilcxne-fcres long). During the first phase of the heavy
attacks, almost eveiy bridge -was rerjaired -within thi-ee days, so that
supplies could always be got tlirough in the. intervals when bad -vveather
prevented sorties. Nurthemore the problem was eased by the use on a
large scale of transloading round cuts, and ii/T columns.

In later pliases of the bombaxxlment, however, the attacks on the
bridges -were more permanently, de struct i-ve, especially^ when the ̂heavier
calibre bombs caused the complete pulverisation of bridges, bridge pries
and buttresses, and loosened up the surrounding soil. It became _
increasin<4Ly difficult to bring up sufficient brid^ building niaterial,
since some bridges -were attacked and destroyed altogether over 20U
times. The number of personnel engaged on bridge repaxr co^d not be
increased as would have been desired, since ten co^s (operatronal
strength varying be-Ueen 150 and 200 men) re-presentmg more than a thxrd
of th? railway engineer personnel in Italy, were alreaay wrkxng on th.
Brenner line.
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The attaclcs on the ti^ansfomier plants and on the povisr and over-
heaii cables -were not regarded as of decisive importance, since a
systematic destruction of the electrical installations occurred only
on the relati-vely level stietch between Vei'ona and Trento,

instance it v/as caaparatively easjr to change over to steam locanotion,
particularly as it had 'been prepared, fox',
effort on the steep slope between Bolzano and the Bienner would have
produced disastrous effects much mox'e quickly, since steam locomotion
would have been of very little use on this stretch.

In this

The same concentration of

The rapid repair of the line and embankments was chiefly a

problem of organisation and manpover. Eollov/ing the invention of a
simple crater bridge(l) (construction time 6 hours) plus the necessary
buttressing, and the setting up of filler material dumps and numerous
construction yards, the destruction of the line and railway stations
was from a teclmical point of view no longer a decisive hindrance to
the maintenance of traffic. The use of delayed action bombs, however,
in the last phase of the attack and the continual bombing of certain
vital spots^ interrupted even this repair work more and more, and
caused heavier losses. Towards the end the following personnel were
employed on line and station repairs. About 5^500 workers of the
0T»(2), the Regierungstruppe Boehmen - Mahren (3). German and Italian
construction battalions (4) with a total strength of about 1,500 and
about 2,000 miscellaneous personnel. After heavy attacks sections of
the civilian population v/ere brought in to assist with the work.

The German ccxranand did not, however, limit itself pui^ly
to repair work but attempted, by means of technical measures, to protect
all impoitant installations as much as possible fram the effects of

enemy attacks (e.g, splitting up, and camouflage of material dumps and
repair shops, providing undergroxmd rooms for electrical installations,
locomotives, repair shops and material dmps etc.) It was, furthermore,
attempited to deceive the Allied aerial reconnaissance by means of
artificial bomb ci-aters, by rebuilding installations in such a way as to
give the impression that they had been destroyed and left unrepaired,
or by rebuilding tliem on different stretches of the line, by disseminat
ing false information and by other camouflage methods. In addition, as
elsewhere in the Italian theatre, the fact that bridges had been

repaired was concealed by putting them into position at night and
removing them by day to give the impression that they were still
destroyed (night bridges) e.g. the bridges at Parona and iiezzocorona.
The whole v/ork and driving force of the organisation were conditional
on the creation and maintenance of a ■'^rell fimctioning signals communi
cation system.

Apart fram ttese passive defence measures, weapons for active
defence wdre sti-ongly concentrated in the Brenner line. As far as can
be remembered., there were throughout the length of the Brenner Line,
addition to four aid a half smoke batteries (5) for putting up snoke
screens round important bridges, and a number of light A.A. batteries,
altogether 88 Heavy A.A. batteries between Verona and Innsbruck,
general, throughout the whole Italian theatre, defence was concentrated
along the railways and above all along the Brenner line,
to the static A..i. defence, trains were protected against fighter
bomber attacks by the mobile flak cars attached to them.

in

In

In addition

Trichterbrucke1
2 Organisation Todt

Bohemian and Morav3 ian .Gtate Troops
Of the Railv/ay pioneer Regiment etc.
Hebeibat terlen

4.
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Due to the length of the attacks (in good flying ■weather the
Brenner line -vra-S attacked by at least 200 and usually more aircraft
at a time), the increasingly greater calibre of the bombs used, the
continual fighter bomber activity -v/hich restricted traffic to the hours
of darkness, and the danger of dela;j^d action bombs, repair times ■were
continuously increasing in the last months, despite the strong and ■well-
r^un organisation,
intervals therefore, that trains could be inm right tlarough fron the
Brenner to Verona ■without a diversion at some -points.
TBvev Qovflple-^y ard finally cut, lio^wever, up to ■fahe very aid,

cut off was much more due to th^ conditions obtaining in Gerraany
than to the state of the railv;ay on the Italian aide. So. e.g., it
-proved impossible to despatch 60 train loads of valuable material over
the Bienner into Germany, since the railway directorates at Innsbruck
and Munich, which on a material and -personnel basis ■'Aiere much less pre
pared for -bhe forthcoming attacks on lines and bridges, could not accept
them.

It was -vdth increasing rarity and at ever greater

The line -was
That supp].iea

Mere

eL

ii'ieoretically, the Brenner could handle 60 trains daily in both
directions, but in practice only could be sent through before tlie
attacks began. In October 19^4, it was still possible to send be-fcween
22(. and 28 trains daily to G-ermany, and betv/een 12 and 16 South to the
front. These f-igures fell -very soon after the beginning of the heavy
attacks in No-vember 1944*
the Brenner line and the use of diversions, it was still possible for a
long time to run about 10 - 15 trains daily iri both directions over the

At the end tliese figures -were greatly re duced, and. in April
1945 there were many days on v/hich no trains at all crossed the border,
largely due to the conditions in G-ermany.

By transloadlng in the northern sector of

border.

Tor supplies alone the Amy G-roup needed o-ver 9 trains of 430
tons net weight each daily, without considering the supplies of coal for
Service and industrial needs and for troop re inforcements. This figure

reduced to trains (excluding coal and re inforcements) in the last
months of the war, when the effort to achieve self sufficiency in the
Italian tlieatre had made some progress. It was possible to keep up
this minim-um throughout the last months by the use of transloading and
M/T columns. It was very evident, ho-we-ver, that as a result of the
sustained attacks, this achie-vement could not have been continued for a
long -period. The chaotic transport situation in Germany and the final
collapse pre-vented it fran being -put to the test.

was

The battle of the Brenner has shown that, when the enemy has a
clear su-premacy in the air, a railway line cannot be maintained, e'ven
■y/ith the strongest A.A. defence, the greatest concentration of socialist
and constructional str'ength and the cleverest camouflage, deceptiai
andsiourity -imsthods. Apart from this, it will only be possible in
any countrv to -provide t'tie necessary concentrations of strength,
esocially"such highly qualif'ied personnel, for very few sections of _
line. The attack on traffic installations, therefore, can have deoi-
si-ve influence on tire country or the front affected by it. Ji^he attacks
themselves will "06 all the more effective the more exactly the technical
grounds on which ttey are based are established and worked out.
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MAIFPENMOa QE ITALIM RAP.WAY COIvg/niMI CATIONS

(Translation of captured German Document)

Ref; Geheimekanmandosaclie (Tcrp Secret)

GOHCERNING; Experience gained in the Maintenance of Railwaj?-
Communications in the Italian Theatre*

Director of Transportation of the 'yfehrmacht (Armed Eorces).

29 December -191*4

TO;

The experience.obtained from the reconstruction of railway
ccxnmunications in the Italian theatre is especially extensi-ve, since for
some time the enemy has concentrated the considerable offensive strength
of his force almost exclusively against our system of communications in
the rear areas.

Defensive measures and expedients are naturally dependent upon the
In the Italian Theatre, railway bridges con-

on an average eight
enemy’s method of attack,
stitute especially favoured objecti-ves of attack;
railway bridges per dny are destroyed. However, the larger objectives
are almost alYfays chosen, and the enemy methodically carries out simul
taneous interdictions of all railway bridges along the lines of the

larger rivers, thereby paralysing the commurications network of whole
Recently attacks on railv/ay embankments ha-ve been carried out,

both by formations and by single bombers and these have been on the
increase, esi^ecially at places where road and railmy lines are close

In addition, as many railway yards.

areas.

together, so that both can be hit.
tracks, beds and stations as possible are simultaneously and systemati-
aaJJ.y hit, especially at impoitant junctions. Occasionslly attacks
occur against the entrances,to tunnels. Also there are fighter bomber
sorties against locomotives and trains, and locomotives dispersed during
air raids, on the tracks leading to the Reich are favourite targets*

ThePartisan activity is coordinated with the air effort.
Partisans carry out demolitions, but they are perhaps even more of a

through their close signal network and frequent W/T communi-
A very exa.ct knov/ledge of the North Italian

m e na.ce

cation -with the enemy,
communication network at all times is proving to be very useful to the
enemy*

Together with the concentration of flak along the main communica

tion routes, as ordered by higher authority, and in which the General
Gommanding Transport in Italy acted in an advisory capacity, the
following methods have proved effective against enemy attack.

Camouflage and Decexation

As applied to railmys, the methods employed are still rather

rudinientary; however, the follov/ing have been developed in this theatre;

(s-) Organisation; Every constructional order must contain the
works 'Camoiiflage and Deception. This is vital and will cause

due thought to be given to the subject*
Company has been allotted an expert on this sulDject*
Railway Idoneer Company, has a camouflage squad, just as the

Tout Organisation has a special camouflage squad* There are

collective training courses, run by the Transport Section of
the NehiTOacht. the Railway pioneer and the Todt Organisation,
■vdth tlie cooperation of the German Air Jj'orce*

Every Railway Pioneer
Each

Colour painting camouflage
rjsts to blur the contours and. camouflage tunnels for parking trains*
Peimanent smoke scieening of particularly important targets*
Devising of new installations - e«g. railway diversions through
country districts and wooded areas to blend in with the type of

(b) Practical Camouflage Measures*
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Camouflage siting of transhipiientcountryside and the soil,
points and cable railways in forested areas or faim buildings.

(c) practical Deception Measures; Assenibly and disassembly of
bridge sections, so tliat at night and in bad weather the bridge
can be made passable, but during the daytime it appears to enemy
aircraft to be unserviceable. (At the moment there are four such
bridges in Noiihern Italy). In this respect, close cooperation
with the Meteorological Service has proved helpful.

Simulated reconstruction of bridges by the use of scaffolding, when
reconstruction is not contemplated. Distortion of contours of the

reconstructed auxiliary bridges by the addition of portions of
wrectosd bridges. Use of decoys kSO tliat the brides appear to be
destroyed to aerial reconnaissance. Use of smote scx’eening of

single s’pans to give the effect of continuous stretches of water.

Leaving wreckage and damaged superstructirre to feign an interdic

tion. Partial restoration of buildings, while maintaining the

general picture of destruction.

Overcoraing of River Barriers

(a) Rivers near the Front (Po): Reconstruction of bridges is only
possible v/ith permanent smote cover, or occasionally by outwitting
the enemy with the measures outlined in Para (c) above.

Railway ferries have proved a success; their daily capacity is
about tv/D trains per ferry. It is important to camouflage the

connecting rails, and to place the loading berths oblique to the
river bank sO that they are not conspicuous. They must be worked

only by night, or by day in bad weather. Camouflaged berthing of
railway ferries and tugs is essential bjr day. The use of cable

railvrays (at present foirr are in use across the Po and one is under
construction) adds about 120 to 150 tons per day to the total of
supplies crossing tire river,

(b) Measures against simultaneous Cutting of all Railway Bridges
along tire Line of Rivers (Ticino, Brenta, Piave, Tagliamento etc.);
The building of diversion tracks on the higher xrart of the flood

bed, mth under-water bridges and concrete approach ramps, if
necessary. Periodic flooding must be reckoned with. To date,
niireteen diversions have been completed in Italy, nitre are under

construction aurd five more are planned. Re const miction of reserve

bridges on branch lines, but rvithout girders, so that the bridges
appear to be destroyed. In case the permanent bridge is rendered
unserviceable, a reserve can be made operational very quiclcLy.

(c) Building Methods for Bridge Reconstruction; In reco:^truction
the quickest method is used, which is often at variaoice mth
regulations and. established usa^, and is mainly in the form of
temporary, or auxiliary bridges. In order to avoid time-
consuming pile—driving, the supports are based on the stumps of
piers, the ruins of piers capped with concrete^ boxes of stone, etc.
If the bridges are high, light bridge support equipment is used to

This light support equip-cope with the weight of normal loads. _ _ _ _
ment is very resistant to blast and bomb splinter's, and its use is
shown in the accompanying nine photographs of the reconstriction  of
the bridge over the Mincio River at peschera (reproduced in the
original).

for the Acceleration of Reconstruction WorkSuggested preparatory Measures

(a) Bridges;
lessen the effects of blast.

Removal of sheeting from steel bridges in order to
Building of intemie diary suppor^bs
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of concrete piles of stone caissons, in order to prevent the

collapse of the su-perstmcture during attacks, and for the rapid
construction of an emergency bridge amidst other types of supports
near bridges -which are continuously attacl3d«

(b) Bomb Craters; On high embanknents, viiere it is impossible to
use the sux-rounding soil, the use of crater bridges, with spans
about four metres long and consisting of mass-produced light
supports, is recommended. Each sup-port -weighs at most ADO kg»
and'is, therefore, trans-portable over any type of country,
bundles of rails each four metres long, previously out of damaged

Erection time, for a length of about sixteen metres and

Also

rails,

a depth of three metres - 8 to 10 hours.

Measures for the Protection of important Installations

For the protection of important installations, the following
measures are recoiamended: (a) Building rail-way workshops in tunnels,
or galleries (on mountain railways). {h) Building of as many reserve
workshops as possible at inconspicuous points (c) Conversion of elec
trically or -petrol-driven water points to steam, in order to guarantee
power in the e-vent of current failure or fuel shortage, (d) Storage
of reser-ve supplies near rail-ways (Fischer pumps, storage batteries and
transformers) for emergency use. (e) Increase in the number of re;^ir
trains by employing industrial and railway repair facilites. Creation
of motorised workshops to facilitate, concentration of assistance when
required, as -well as to re-pair and service loconotives not accessible
by'’rail, e.g. 'shuttle service.' (f) Blast walls a^und vital ob;3ec-
ti"ves (transfowners, telephoixe exchange etc.) (g) Dispersal of locomo
tives -within station and railvjay yard areas. Erection of blast and

splinter-proof shelters must be provided. Damping of fires-.and lawe>r-
ing of steam -pressure when locanotives are stationary, to avoid creat
ing signs which are conspicuous over long distances. Camouflage o
parked locomotives in tunnels, foliage and under nets. _ Decoys by tte
-positioning of stationary, heavily damaged locomotives ̂  close pro^~
mity to flak units (A.A. trap). Camouflage of locomotives bj'- mod^y-
-ing tliem to resemble freight cars. (h) Deployment of special A.A.
Units in the Railway Service for tlie active defence of the tracks
leading into the Reich.

nT^gflTvi Ration for the quick Re-pair o’f Railway Installations

(s.) Personnel; Formulation of -plans for the recruitment oi civil
and military labour. Obligating of the population close to the
railway lines to assist in immediate re-pairs. Crea-tion of
militarily-organised construction units, to be billeted in camps
along stretches which experience has sho-wn to be endangered.
Employment of amament firms as self-contained working squads.
Deoloynent of Todt Organisation Units (if -possible with special
teci-mical personneiyT Deployment of technical personnel tor the

supervision and allocation of manpower.

("b)' Material; Con-version of construction units to as high a
degree of motorisatibn as possible, or partial motorisation.
Preparation of construction squads, with special equipment 

for
duty along vital stretches of line. Dis-position of rail bed
material along the sides of the track. pre-paration Oi lighting
equipment for night work. Disposition of fill and
filling craters (partly loaded on trucks). Locating and opening
up scree slo-pes, aand pits and quarries near the ra-ilmy 

line as
screes of ballast. Organisation of air raid precautions near

points (air raid alaim, slit trenches ai'id galleries;.construction
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Protection of Po-wer Supply Systems

Camouflage of fixed installations by painting*. reservation
of emergency fixed and movable installations by: (a) Camouflaged
siting (in the wreclcage of previousl3" destroyed installations,  away from
railway stations, etc.); (b) On mountain i-outes accanmodations in
tunnels and galleries; and (c) Boxing-in transformers in blast-proof
vradls.

Signals Orgaiiisation

(a) Establislffiient of field line and cable repair squads, and their
deplojTTient along the railway line. Formation of reserves
of personnel and materials at the largest jxmctions. Complete
motorisation of the \mits, or their equipment, v/ith bicycles,

(b) Setting up a ground radio network, and the reinforcement of it
Ydth mobile radio units,

(c) Using foresight bj'- the re-grouping of communications to less
endangered routes amy frcm the railway tracks,
stations which are very probably targets of air attack,
of over’head routes for cable lines. Use of beamed wireless
equipment,

(d) Thorough control of the issuance of orders and reports to
prevent duplication of messages. Use of motor cycle and bicycle
squads.

Avoid railway
Creation

Might Vifork

(a) In many parts of Italy as the result of long air raid warnings
and continued fighter-bomber attacks, railway repair and construc
tion work by day during good weather is definitely out of the
question, oh account of the temperament of the Italians. The
shift of working time from day to night in transport organisation,
railway construction and all labour connected with repair work is
therefore imavoidable.

(b) For night work the provision of hand lamps and light batteries
is vital for lighting purposes. Hand torches to be used only in
exceptional circmstances since they cannot be extinguished at a
moment's notice on the approach of aircraft.

Transhipment of Tx’affic

On vital strategic routes, transhipment of traffic must be
thoroughly organised that, in co—op>eration with the Quartermaster General,
it operates automatically when traffic is delayed, dxae. to an interdic
tion, Yfaiting for orders from hi^er authority, or for a^ track'to be
repaired, always results in the loss of valuable time.

so

Together vdth off-loading into trucks, all locally available means,
such as narrow-gaug3 railways, tramps, uiland shipping (Lake Garda),
rivers and canals must be utilised.

Defence of Trains

(a) Moving Trains;
bomber attacks.

Plalc has proved very effective against fighter
Since these aircraft are constantly on the hunt

,  for locomotives and trains, every train must have at least three
quadruple and one single gun, especially^ on lines where traffic
is heaviest, and where travel by day is absolutely essential.
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(b) Stationai:^’- Trains; All possible precautions must be taten for
the protection of munitions and fuel trains if possible by halting
them in tunnels, on spurs, branch lines, in tunnels of camouflage,
and in other W3ll-concealed places. Above all, avoid embanbrnents,
especially -with ammiinition trains. Uncouple ammunition and fuel

cars and disperse them into several groups.

Formation of Concentration ilreas

Top pi-iority lines (for exampl.e the Brenner Pass Route), on v/hich
fall the main ■weight of the enemy's attack, require the mos-fc substantial
structural reinforcement against air attack, and the most skilled pei>-
sonnel, as vrell as the most lavish reserve of building materials, must
be concentrated there. Along this line, in particular the construction
of diversionary lines for all targets which will be difficult to repair
is vitally necessary’-. Also, thorough organisation of all works -person
nel, the conscription of loc^ labour during emergencies, the concen-
tra-fcion of Pioneer Construction Detachments, especially -brained rail-way
engineers, and the Todt Organisation. In addition to distributing sub
stantial stocks of all types of repair materials the supply of machinery
such as cranes, prime movers, conveyor belts, excavators for the bulk
removal of gra-vel, etc. should be expedited.

Conclusion

E-ven when all possible piccautionary measuires are taken the repair
work -will naturally take time. The shortening of this time is the
object of this memorandun. Many of the measures recommended require
much labour, tiive and resources. At present they have not been applied
in sufficient measure in the Italian theatre.

The problem of providing rapidly erectable supports for emergency
bridges, which must be a-vailable in large numbers, has not yet been
fully solved. A.lso the design of new emergency bridging equipment,
easy to assemble and less vulnerable to air attack, still awaits
solution.

The successful and rapid completion of all specified tasks depends
entirely upon the support of the higher coi-nmand. In this respect, the
great understanding of the C,-in-C. and the Chief for all Transport
matters, have brought about a ;particularly satisfactorjr situation in
this theatre.
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GLOSSARY OP RAILWAY BRIDGE GONSTRUCTIOE MD REPAIR TEHIi'S

Structural Members; Those parts of a bridge whose function is to

support a load.

Piers! The vertical support of a bridge.

Intermediate Pier; A pier erected between two existing- piers to
reduce the required length of replacement girders.

Auxiliary Pier; A pier erected xmder a span to provide additional

support.

Span; The distance between two piers. Also used as a general term
to designate the horizontal structural portion of the bridge between
two piers.

The c\jrved structural member that acts as the span of a masonryArch;

bridge.

A latticed steel girder consisting of many liglit structural
Used in place of an I-beam or girder in bridge construction

and is generally used to span a distance of over 100 feet, more often
over 200 feet.

Truss:

members.

A very permanent type of structure.

Plate Girder; A member having the same shape as an I-beam, but of
heavier construction and used to support heavier loads. It is made

of heavy steel plates which iorm what is called the web of the girder,
and angles which are connected to the upper arid lower edges of the web
and called the flanges.

Replacement Girder; Either an I-beam or a plate girder used to replace
destroyed spans.

Cribbing; Round or square timbers built in courses, with pockets filleti.
with rocks or rubble, A method by whichtho base of the pier or the
entire pier can be built.

Mud Sill; The place where girders or trusses bear upon the abutment or

masonry piers.

A low area that has been filled with earthwork in order to obtainmi;

the desired grade lor the railway line.

A structural support for the two ends of the bridge.Abutment;

Also acts as a retaining wall for the fill at the end of the approaches.

Trestle Bent; A pier consisting of timber posts held together by
diagonal cross-bracing, with a sill on top,
set in place as a complete unit to form a pier.

Gan be pre-assembled and

Rre-assembled Span; A span iiiade up of girders, railroad ties and rails,
assembled before being set in place in order to speed up installation.

A trestle bent fully assembled before being set inEre-assembled Pier;

place on a previously constructed base.

This term is used to include those bridgesNight Operational Bridge;
from which a span or spans are removed to make them appear mserviceable,
and which are quickly made serviceable again at night, or when desiired,
usually lAfith the use of a crane.

On a concrete railway bridge
it can be considered to be the concrete rail bed upon which the railroad
Deck; The finished surface of a bridge.
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ties are set# ReiDlacement or diversion bridges using steel girders,
as a rule, did not have decking.

Diversion Bridgg; A bridge that by-passes the original bridge and is
generally built several hundred yards from it.

Replacement bridge; A newly-erected bridge immediately alongside a
destroyed bridge.

Spandrel Arch; Arches which bear on the back of larger or main
arches.

Culvert! A drainage tunnel under a road or railvra.y.

Qi^! An area which has been excavated in order to secure the desired
gradient for the railway line.

(Source - D Section 3rd Photo. Teclmical Squadron)

The Pcur Types of Railway Line as Targets

Lines without any vulnerable targets with only open tracks
to be bambed.

Type A:

Type B. Lines with fills and short bridges.

Lines with masonry bridges of medium or large si2e, or with
steel bridges of short, separate spans.

Lines with large steel bridges such as continuous trusses
cr suspension bridges.

Type C:

Type D:
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AIR ai'PCRT m TOTH jIASTj^RK RRa^CIliE ISBA

T3y
Mediterranean Allied Tactical Air Force

November 19-44 to April 1945

TOTALSU.S.A.A.F, R.A.P.
A/C CATEGORIMONTH

Sorties Sorties TonsTons Sorties Tons

November m

LB

79PB 79 33 33

79 33

186 186Deceniber 370MB 370
LB

PB

186 370

136 136January MB 272 272
LB

256383252PB 199 57131

528519

396 706 61 825February L57m 119
IB

164 62 228PB 179117 392

849 1,004

86 600March ilB 171 305219 429
18 18LB 20 20

546222 347PB 174 324 173

965871

A.iril 98m 33 3$ 195 131 254
66 76LB 10 5912 47

36480151 213 217PB 137

571 530

1,636GRA4ID TOTAJ.S 3,0752,105 1,439 1,325 3,430

23rd Statistical Control Unit, H.A,A,P,Source;
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Am EFFORT ON VBI'lSTmN PLAIN

Meditei-ranean iillied Tactical Air Force

November 19l|4 to April 19A5

U.S,A,A.P. R.A.P. TOTALS

:VC CAl’EGORYMONTH

Sorties Tons Sorties Tons TonsSorties

V

November 718 1,i(29MB 718
LB 11 15 11 15

U6PB 6825 22 7 50

797 1,if74

December 258I\ffl i*54 505255 495 959
8 184LB 9 214 222 195

685PB 1,088571 405 591220

1,805 1,745

January 62 165MB 101 195 115 510
6 178 187LB 9 155 159

1,426 815 3^PB 717 2,145 1,159

1,6282,495

Pebruary 78 67 28212,5MB 145154
258158IB 105 150 255120

1,685 1,006 2,691578EB 955 1,515

5,089 1,855

260 265 516 1,026March 510MB 525

256 55665 515LB 271 77

1,518 956 798PB 5,251 1,7541,955

5,1164,087

66 116April 61ME 127 245129
116 54697LB 205 519249

580PB 575 1,155 577557 240

1,628 1,141

7,660 6,857 6,257 4,118 15,897GR/illD TOTALS 10,955

25rd Statistical Control Unit, M.A.A.P.Source;
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THE RUBSIAM AIR FORGE .Ai^TD THE RESCUE

. TITO

The Russian Mr Group at Bari

In 1944/^+5 a Russian Air Group was based in Italy,
the Spring of 1944, Air Marshal Slessor discussed with
General Vassiliev the conditions of operational control if
the establishment of a small Russian unit up to eight air-.
craft at Bari should be agreed to,
governments duly agreed to the idea and their decision was

comiminicated to the Russian Ambassador in Algiers on 29 April
Tlm‘.s authority, which came tPirough the Combined

Chiefs of Staff, did not specifically cover the use of
Russian aircraft for supplies to Marshal Tito from Italian
bases, but the Rassiaiis v;ere given to understand that this
idea was welcome, provided they agreed to 'co-ordination' of
their imits by the newly-formed Balkan Air Force,

In

The British and American

1944.

Cosmed 96 and
JCS.732 2 May Deputy
Air C,-ln-C. to
V.C.A.S.

(A.i!,S./nJl/273/7/
24(B), Ends, 29a
and 36a).

AX.992 6 June
V.C,A,S. to Dep, Air
C.-ln-C,
(A.H.B./IIJI/273/7/
24(B), End. 57a).
JCS.987 8 June
H.Q., M.A.A.F. to
Air Ministry
(A.H.B./nJ1/273/7/
24(3), End, 63a). There v/as some delay iti the issue of permission for the

detacliment to proceed to Baridue to the failure on their

part to make the contacts i^eciuested by M,A,A,F, for the neces-
In due course they left Teheransary reception arrangements,

and arrived at Caserta on 9 June, having meanwhile, in true
Tartar fashion,obtained our consent to an increase of the
group to a figure of twelve Yak fighters and twelve Dakota
transports.

As a concession to our doctrinaire allies, the term
'under operational control of was softened to 'in co-ordination
y/ith* the M,A,A,F, organization. This suited the Russians,
to whom real co-operation came hardly. M.A.A.P, control
remained from the outset more nominal than real. The

Russians always took an independent line. Their mission in

Italy worked in liaison with their mission in Jugoslavia under
orders from Moscow. It cannot be said that there was no

parallel to such a state of affairs, as reference to the acti
vities of No, 51 Iviission to U,S. S.R, will confirm.

Operations

The group concentrated on drops and landings.(^)
Living and operating in comparative isolation, except for
social occasions in the messes at lower levels, they left
vii-tually no records on yvhich to base any realistic account
of their activities,

they asked much and gave little,

participation iii one notable event - the evacuation of

As had been universally experienced.
¥e have a record of th

History of
Special
Operations
(Air) in the
Mediterranean

A.P.H.Q./
Appx,0

eir

(1) Total effort from Bari - 194//45
Sorties made 390

It successful

Tonnage dropped
Sorties made (landings)
"  successful

Tonnage delivered

(Source; History of fecial Operations (Air) in the
Mediterranean Theatre, p.15. Appendix A, - A.P.H.Q.)
(A.H,B./IU/81)

315

630
220

198
396

(6573)459
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Marshal Tito and the British and Rijissian military missions from

Jugoslavia, between 3 and 5 J^Jne 19‘44»

Evacuation of li'Iarshal Tito

The bombing of Drvar, Tito's headquarters in Jugoslavia,
was the prelude to the opening of the German seventh major
offensive at first ligjit on 25 May 1944*
the dropping of 750 paratroopers and some glider troops,
Tito and his staff were encircled as a result of three separate
offensive movements.

It was followed by

He broke out with the co-operation of a
small British force and parts of the British and Russian
Iviilitary Missions to Jugoslavia,

Ifershal Tito informed Lieutenant Colonel Street (of
;^ecial Operations Executive), when they had crossed to the
south over the Prekaja mountains, that the position was so

serious that to retain contact with his v/idely dispersed units

he would have to leave the country and would lilce the British

and Russian Missions to be evacuated also,

signalled for aircraft.

The two missions

At 2200 hours on 3 June, a Russian Dakota based at Bari

landed at Kupresko Polje. The crew evacuated Tito,
Lieutenant Colonel Street and some personnel and returned for

a second load the same night. In all, sixteen U,S, Dakotas

also operated on that and the follov/ing tvro nights and

evacLiated staff and wounded Partisans, This dangerous and
vital series of missions was completed in the nick of time,
for at 04-00 hours on 6 June, just after the last aircraft was
airborne, enemy at'baolcs rendered Kupresko Polje airfield
untenable.

(6573)460 SECRET
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BOlfienTG THROUGH OVERCAST A£® RADAR AIDS TO MAVIGATION

IHe Introduction of ’ Sho.raii * V ) into i..!edium Bomber OperationsD,A,E/Sigs,
O.R.Bs

Although introduced late into the theatre, the device
kno-wn as Short Range Air Navigation, or ^'Shoran’, was deve

loped in the end to a point proving its superior accuracy
for bombing over the visual method, and in time for a good
deal of successful and accui’ate bombing in weather conditions

normally prohibitive,
airborne set was installed in a Portress aircraft and two

Prom

Pour neYv sets

In mid-September 1944, a ’Shoran

ground stations assigned to 5?th Bombardment Wing,
September to December, training continued,

M,A.T.A.P.

Intelligence
Bulletin

Nov, 1944 to

May 1945.
(A,H.B./IIJ11/
18).

were installed in Mitchells of 310th Bombardment Group,

first operation was carried out on 10 December 1944, Yirhen

four boxes of six Mitchells, eadi led by a ’Shoran' aircraft,
bombed Pidenza railway bridge,
on account of overcast at target and human errors in calcula-

By the time the next 'Shoran* operation was staged,

The

The operation was a failure.

tion,

all errors had been discovered and corrected.

The next attadc, which took place on I4 December on
Parma/Uest railway bridge, Tiras a success and demonstrated
more closel^^ what was expected. With an equally-sized
mission flew four ’Shoran' aircraft, all of which functioned
accurately. Visibility over the target varied as the attack

proceeded, but pinpoint precision was proved by the cutting
of four spans at the western end of the bridge,
successes follcrwed. On 15 December, an ammunition dump at
Bologiaa viras hit by an extremely accurate and well concentrated

The attack of

Further

dropping of^bombs through lO/lOths overcast,
31 December^ on the Canale D'Isonzo bridge in north-eastern

Theoretically, range should notItaly was a serious test,
materially affect accuracy, but in practice there was found

On this occasion, the 175 miles betweento be a maximum,

aircraf't and stations proved to be Vvithin the Unit,
of the 310th Group flew oVer 300 miles to cut the approach and

completely destroy one stjan of this strategically important
bridge.

Bombers

Shoran' in Operations by Medium BombersThe Outlook, for

In 1 945,

The outlook for 1945 was promising. Six points had
become apparent. The engagement of piipoint targets was

independent of target visibil.ity; the method forced the enemy
flak defences on to radar controlled fire, less accurate than

visual; under overcast conditions, close support could be

given and a degree of iiactivity forced on the enemy;
accurate night bombing was possible; navigation was simpli
fied; target ntis-identification was minimised. But the

method W8.s limited to four routes, a fact which rendered flak

evasion more difficult; many more sets were needed.

Ibid

'Shoran' proved moi-e accurate than visual Methods

Ibid
By the time the ground offensive was launched in T^ril

1945, 57th Bombacrdment Wiig had made effective strides vd.th

1) Short Range Air Ite.vlga-'Gion.
2) By 18 aircraft.
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its ’Shoran' technique;
betvreen 9 and 18 April, some 70 ’Shoran’ aircraft led a total

of 2443 sorties in a series of co-ordinated ground/air attacks
with every reasonable prospect and safeguard,
repeat attacks, made shortly after other attacks in conditions

either when dust and smoke raised by these latter rendered
further visual aiming extremely difficult, if not iiipossible,
or when normal haae conditions were prevalent,
were avoided by planning attacks no nearer than two imiles from

oinr troops,
Norden bomb sight equipped aircraft stood by,
were made througli overcast often up to 10/I0ths,
no incidents.

in a series of battle area attacks

These were

Undue risks

The policy was to bomb on excellent runs only.
The attacks

There were

An analysis of results conpariiag the 378 effective ’Shoran’

mission sorties with the 886 visual mission sorties pointed
clearly to the superiority of ’Shoran’ in these particular
operations in several important respects. Apart

higher percentage of effective sorties atta^edv v
surprising facts iir the failure analysis, (2)
the average percentage of bombs within 600 feet of the target
were the most revealing,
80«1 per cent; for the visual missions only 72*1 per cent,
Sven considering the riiole phase of the battle as a set piece -
and it might well be of wider application in tactical policy -
the increase jji the scope of operations it suggested was even
more stimulating than the figures in themselves,
’Shoran’, aiming points could be selected solely for their
value as targets, without regard to problems of identification:
accurate bombing could be carried out on occasions when pre
viously air conditions had ruled them out,
the enemy would be liiinune from attack, and so free to
manoeuvre, for shorter periods of time: heavy and accurate
drops of frag.ientr.tion bombs through conplete overcast had,
it was thought, too, done nothing to improve German morale,

Liite Develouaent of ’Shoran’ in Desert Air Force

from the

and some

the figures for

For the ’Slioran’ missions it was

With

This meant that

Adv,H,Q,

D,A,F/Sigs,
OoE.Bs, Jan-
Apl, 1945.

’Shoran’ had only a brief operational life in Desert Air
Fo.rce, On 4 January, H,Q, Mediterranean Air Forces gave the
first ruling on the installation of 'Shoran', Various plans
for its extensive use were cut to the equipment of No.3
S.A.A.F, Yi^ing’s Marauders,
Bombardment Wing in Corsica for training and on 2 April was
transferred to its operational control. Two days later,
Jubuka Island in the Adriatic v/as suggested as a bombing range
for both wings. All the essential liaison and installation
wras proceeding between these dates. Three and one half months

after the first ruling, i.e, on 16 i^ril 1945, the first opera
tional ’Shoran’ mission wras flown by No,3 Marauder Y2ing, It
was only partially successful, but on 17 April the aircrews of
the second operation scored direct hits which, it was reported
by Desei-t Air Force, totally destroyed the target. It was a
small mission in the Eighth Army area at a period when the hard

The T.dng linked up ymth 57th

(l) ’Shoran’ 85,3 per cent; Visual 80,8 per cent,
(2) Weather - ’Shox'aia’ 8 Visual 41.

Dust, haze, smoke etc, - 'Shoran' 0 Visual 41,
Personnel - ’Shoran’ 32 Visual 59.
Enemy opposition - ’Slioran’ 3 Visual 18,
Aircraft equipment - 'Shoran' 0 Visual 27.
Shoran equipment - ’Shoran’ 22 Visual 0.

(6573)2fb2 SBGRBT
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front was beginning to crack and the battle moving roimd

Argenta*
road bridge with fourteen 250-lb, bombs,
t\relve Marauders used 'Shoran' against Sandon road bridge,
but missed it;
ha.d to resort to visual bombdrig v/hen the ’Shoran’ failed.
There the record of ’Shoran’ in Desert Air Force ends, incon-

By 28 i^ril, all radar control stations were

On 19 April, four ’Shoran’ Marauders straddled a
Again, on 23 iipril

another mission guided by ’Shoraii’ aircraft

clusively,

.

declared unable to follov/ the rapid retreat of the enemy.

The front line was too dangerously fluid for bombing close to

Two days later, the Senior Air Staff Officer for-
ings of the Po by radar stations until

troops,

bade any further cro
the front became less fluid or the congestion at the crossings

Y/hen the fluidity of the front ceased, the cjajmpai'gn

as

ceased,

was ended.

SCR, 58a in XXII Tactical Air Command

lYhatever the British laboratory contribution to the
development of radar, it is a fact that in Italy credit for
the solution to accurate ni^it bombing is due to the
Americans,

operational practice by the U,S, medium bomber wing, so was

its companion device, the Signals Corps Radio (S,C«R,) — 58A
device brouglit more quickly into effective use by an American

radar platoon controlling U.S, ni^t-flying Bostons,

Just as ’Shoran’ was developed and put into

Use of SCR,58A
in battle area

attacks by XXIt
ToA.C,

M,A,T.A,F,

Monthly Air
Intelligence
Bulletin Jan-

May 1945
(A,H,B„/IIJ11/

(1) part of a SignalIn October 1944, this radar platoon.
Air Warning battalion, (z) had the SCR,584 equipment it had
been using for auxiliary heiglit finding converted into a
radar control station,(3) ’Shoran’ equipment was not avail

able, the few sets obtained from the U,S, being immediately
acquired, as iias been recorded, by 57th medium bomber Wing,
The harassing problem of night bombing precision was still
unsolved and it was decided to concentrate on the elaborate
SCR,58ii-, which used a radar beam in the fixiiig of position.
On 19 November 1944, U.S, 7232, located 8 to 10 miles behind
the bomb safety line, began close support operations on the

it worked only at night with U, S, BostonFifth Army front;

18).

aircraft on level bombing vrork - one aircraft being run at a
It was found so accurate in range that it was used to

From then
time,
bomb as close as one kilometre from the bombline,

on to the end of the campaign, aircraft of the 47th Bombard

ment Group operated under its control against targets unseen.
In the Fifth Army’s ̂ rilor difficult to see fr’om the air.

push south of Bologna, it was used to crater enemy supply
roads leading to the ff-ont and to drop giaiding flares for

heavy bombers. It handled up to 32 sorties one night,
total record was 86O sorties without loss of a single air-

Its

craft.

From January 1945 onwards, it was also fovmd pra-c'cicaDle
to use it for level bombing on days of overcast etcetera when

’Shoran’ also applied, and as an aid to navigation for

fighter-bombers; but for technical reasons it would not
itilly function. During March and April 1945, Black Y/idow

ni^t filters running into difficult cloud conditions used

1) U.S,7232.
2) 561st,
3) Referred to as G.S.B,
4) Total bomb load 892^ tons (short),
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to call on the station for a target,

mentioned at I;ainjd satisfactory'' res'alts-bV replacing the beam,
v/hich did not function, .by voice corrections.

All tliree categories

Weighing up the results achieved by .XXII Tactical Air

Command, it was agreed that the SGR,58Z(- station could be used

•vifith a.dvaiitage and good effect for the control of level boiiibing
against targets invisible from the air, provided the target
covered an area coKjparable to a 250-yard diameter circle and

T/as not more than about 35 miles from the station, Sui.table

for use against dumps, factory buildings, railway yards,
bivoua.c areas and similar targets, it v/as not at that period
considered sufficieiitly accinrate against quite small targets
such as bridges or houses. Unless a breakdovvn in communica
tion occurred, it could, unlilce 'Shoran*, keep up with a fast-

moving front at a rate of about 30 miles a day. Here, then,
was yet another really significant advance created out of the

stress of chronic shortages, not in the experimental hothouses

of the home bases, but under battle conditions: yet it v/as too
late and too limited in volume to be decisive.

SCR, 584- In Desert Air Force

D,A,F,/Sigs
O.R.Bs

Right intruc''.e:];«
in support of
the arinies in

Italy _

Ro.232 Wing
R.A.P,

Tlie grovrth of SCR. 584 in Desert Air Force began with
Two Air Ministry

1
experiments from Oct o'
E^qaerimental Stations
attacks from near Cesena,

They decided to concentrate on SCR,584 and began by controlling
single Bostons of No, 232 Wing (.R.AoF,).
control, bombed blind on area targets,
system of dropping flares under radar control and bombing
visually,
controlling more than one aircraft at a time a't about 26 miles

Their work was not aiiiple enough to be decisive, but

1944 omvards,

endeavouired to control dayli^t
Results were still poor in December

.Pilots, under radar
More accurate was the

They never succeec.ec., as far as can be traced., in

range,

.

they, too, left valuable clues for subsequent development.

^ ■

(l) Nos, 15052 and 14025,
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STATISTICAL DIGEST OF T-ACTIGAL .AIR FORCE EFFORT IN 1944

EEFECTIVE STRENGTH OF TACTICAL AIR FORCE ON D DAYS

OF l;IAJOR OPERATIONS IN -1944

12 JtUy
J-Jalloty Major’

19 Mar,
Strangle

12 May
Diadem

6 Nov,
Bingo

15 Aug,
Dragoon

Period 1 Jan. 31 Dec,

Medium bombers 258252 439370 487 463 325

Light bombers 103 90 112 113 108 117 129

Fighters and )
Fighter bombers) 699 702 839777 7421,017 717!

I

1,054 1,050 1,259 1,6121,391 1,322 1,171

SORTIE EFFORT OF TACTICAL AIR FORCE IN 1944

Since formation of T.A.F. in Tunisia 18 Feb, 1943 168,079

1944

January 24,292

18, 67^9February

March 21,447

■April 23, 234

ifeiy 39,915

June 31,443

July 29,328

38,147August

September 25,779

15,567

19,405

21,486

October

November

December

Total sorties for 1944 308, 692

(6573)465 SECRET
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STATIS'HC/iL HBSmCB OR TACTICAL .AIR FORCE EFFORT

Ene.:y

in air and on ground

aircraft claimsTons of

Bombs

dropped

Losses due to

enemy action
Sorties

PloTm.
Month

Des. Prob Des, Dam,

8,476
4,808
8,093
10,888
20,274
16,353
14,877
19,625
16,361
8,222
10,671
10,105

10624,282
18,649
2i,;447
23,234
39,915
31,1:43
29,328
38,147
25,779
15,567
19,405
21486

Jan

Peb.

Mar,

Apr,
May
June

July
Aug,
Sepfc.
Oct,

Nov,

Dec,

30 114
23 101 100133

9638.■70 14
101 9 42 72

,  . 62 1509k- 13
54 19 1111

64 61104 17
26118 1Z4149

28 0 75 117
1815 10 59

6 6625 17
56 28 583

308,692Total 148,753 941 152 1,14i-719

RESULTS

Armoured Vehicles,
M/T and Tanlcs

Claims

Rolling. Stock Locomotives
Month

Claims Claiii.is

Des. Dan. Des, Dam, A SI.

726 60Jan, 477 285 25
367Feb.

Mar,
475 11 71

6
15

233 7303 43 42
226Apr, 555 356503 85

2,768
3,318

491
1,641
1,732

May
June

July
Aug,
Sept,

2,427
3,002

1,381
1,128

325

694391 42
1,126589 88

1,026
6

707 52
32 196921

1,454
645

1,954
1,384
1,800
1,936

7k8
Oct. 423 290 356

614 416Nov,
Dec,

665997
5589792 469739

Total 11,56513,11-1 6,813 2,78311,301

(6573)466
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STATISTICAL DIGEST - 19iA (contd)

DISTEIlTiTTION 01? TACTICAL AIR EORCB EQIBIM& EFFORT IN 1944

Tons of BoraLs

U.S.A.A.F.

Ports &

Bases
Enemy
Cone

Cciiim#
Lines

Supply
Durr^JS

TotalOtherAirfieldsMontli

7,377
4,115

6,286
8,342.
15,315
12,217
9,794

12,142
8,580
5,950
8,594
7,291

1,681
2,103
2,043
'530

1,854

485228 1334,850
1,746
3,523
6,728
12,439
10,900
8,257
6,805
5,260
3,798
6,416
4,748

Jan.

Peb.

Mar.

169 790
68 17101 534

81284 197522Apr.
106333 109474May

June

July

276 53430 9549
316 842 7 30171

236 3484,228
2,210

.  1,341
1,119
1,313

204 321Aug.
568538Sept.

Oct.
4

2304574 3
6181666359Nov.

Dec. 488 18 70519

106,0033,1674,564Total 19,287 2,111 1,40475,470

R.A.P.

1,099
6

194329 525 17 34Jan.

Peb.

Mar.

93159200 30293 11

60 1,807
2,345
4,459
3,274
3,976
6,159
7,015
2,272
2,077
2,814

i;051
1,474
2,787
2,713
2,092
2,966
2,104

187 6 91412
191305 37Apr. 194

176 931,211 192May
June

July

69 16 18304 154

29 21,370
2,740
4,716
1,345
1,316
1,224

192 291
6 89180 178Aug.

139Sept. l>-9 1
822 10Oct. 53 42

683 2057Nov.

Dec.

595

1,205 121 30 14 220

Total 15,361 18,627 1,226 37,9901,325 1,337 114

(6573)^7 SECRET
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RKLIMKI TARG3CTS IN NORTHBEtN ITALY
On
vyi

MEDIUM BOMBaR EFFOSOlV>i

H im to APRIL 1943DEi

AprilMarchEebriiaryDecember January

Lines or Zones
Sorties TensSorties TonsSorties TonsSorties TonsTonsSorties

i ,0651,602 2075.129871,737.6 1,155 2,073.2962h»6 950554Brenner Pass line

Livenza River Zone

Piave River Zone

Brenta River Zone

Mincio River Zone

Oglio River Zone
Mda River Zone

Po River Zone

Tagliamento River Zone
Northeast frontier Zone

Panaro River Zone

Adige River Zone
Isonzo River Zone

Reno River Zone

Miscellaneoiis Rail Targets

108 2041045296 1577945
6036 118.51856 108.4

14636 73168 1834
9865.5 497940337537

206 4118286 171.5 4140
6

20
3618249.581.5 127415.5 15 3033

1-3 78 1025177.866 41132 3912273
156.16 943

674.9 27 51.3362 17256 9128
66.534
668 5829 337

361818 35
66 131.5

401.2210825.5417114 227.3143908 73391

2,869.65,384.6 1,4742,734.6 3,538.7 2,8311,9191,4512,547.51,273(mm) TOTAis

Notes All tonnages are given in short U.S. tons (2,000 lb). IV)
\o
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ALLIED NAYAL OEERAJIONS IN THE ADRIATIC AND UGURIM

SEAS AliD TI-IB GULE QE GEIvi'OA. JANUARY TO ¥lkY 1945

General Survey

The naval forces under the Supreme Ooramander included four

cruisers of the 15th Qruiser Squadx'on, one American, five Itench

and four Italian cruisers, six destroyer flotillas of the Royal Navy,
twelve American, nine ilrench, seven Gz’eek and seven Itadian. destroyers,
Erom these vessels was formed a Elank Eorce which operated in the Gulf

of Genoa and Ligurian Sea, continually harassing enemy shipping and
carrying out coastal bombardments. Their targets included marshalling
yards, bridges, batteries, eneny strongpoints, road junctions, railways,
vehicles and personnel. Naval portijparties opened up Naples, Leghorn,
Spezia and Genoa, thereby enabling supplies to reach our forces without
interruption.

The work of the n-val forces in the Mriatic, which were mainly
composed of coastal craft, was of great value, consisting of the mopping
up of eneny shipping and assistance to the Yugoslav Partisans with

operations in the Dalmatian islands. After recognition of the Yugoslav
Government under iviarshal Tito early in March "I945> a naval officer was

appointed to Belgrade as a representative of the Commander-in-diief,
Mediterranean with the Chief of the Yugoslav Naval Staff, On

25 Eebruary 1945» Combined Operational Headquarters v/ere established at
Zadar for the purpose of planning and executing Combined Operations in
the Northern Adriatic,

Naval Aid on the Eastern ELank

The only practicable way of outflanking the German defensive posi
tion in Italy was to force the Argenta Gap. Since  a seaborne landing was
not feasible, it was decided to outflank this position by carrying
troops in amphibian ' Eantails', ()

Naval aid was obtained for training the crews, assisting in the

On the night of 11 April, the
At dawn on the 11th,

operations and providing beach parties,
first successful 'Pantail' operation was launched,
two battalions landed near Menate, which, with Longastrina and the

important bridge over Scolo Menate, were captured. Gaps were blown in
the banks of Scolo Menate on the night of the 12th/l3th to enable 'Pans'

to pass through and land one Commando and one battalion east of Argenta,
This landing was supported by guns momted in 'Erantails'', and the
Commando was landed behind our own forward line, while the Buffs were

put ashore at the landward end of Canelette di Bando, Twelve 'Pans' were

knocked out by gunfire, but most of the infantry got ashore, and, as a
direct result of these operations, the Argenta Gap was forced.

On the night of 23/24 April, 'Eantails' were used at foinr places
in the crossings of the River Po, The Royal Navy was concerned in only
one of these crossings, that at Gaida, near Occhiabello, where nine 'Ebns'
carried an assault force of the 6th Armoured Division,

was begun at 0100 hours on the 24th,
force, and by noon nearly all the Brigade was across,
also assisted in the crossing of the River Po,
and crews vrere loaded on tank transporters at Ravenna, and the following
morning the flotilla arrived at the River Po at a point ten miles N.Y/,

of Tferrara; here they offloaded and began ferrying stores across the
river. This ferry service continued to the end of the month, supplies,

The crossing
No casualties Y-rere suffered by our

,  The Royal Marines
On 25 A.pril, nine L, C.As

(1) Landing Vehicles Tracked, Mark IV
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aimnimition and POL being ferried across on the outward journey, said
casualties brought back.

Earlier in the month, the Royal iiarines had carried out a useful
operation preliminary to the Army lamiching the main ofiensive.

night of 1st/2nd April, Royal Mariiie Coimiandos landed from stonu boats
on the east shore of Lake Gomacchio and, after capturing their initial

objectives, proceeded up the coast north of Reno. Ihe following day
they continued their advance towards Port Garibaldi, capturing one
bridge intact and taking prisoners. By the 4th, they had reached a line

2,000 yards short of the Garibaldi Canal,

Adriatic Naval Operations

Apart from the direct assistance given by the Royal Navy to the
Eighth Army in the Argenta Gap and River Po, many other operations in
the Adriatic helped the campaign ashore, January 1945 opened with the
Yugoslav ports of Split and Ladar (formerly Zara) in the hands of the
Partisans, with British Naval forces operating from those places and the
islands. H»M,S, Delhi was stationed at Split and H.M,S. Colombo at

Zadar, Relations at this period between the British naval authorities

and the Partisans were not good, the latter adopting a distinctly non
co-operative attitude, although a Naval Agreement had been signed on
17 January between the Supreme Allied Commander and iVIarshal Tito.

During January, bad weather considerabl3f hampered coastal craft

operations in the Northern Adriatic, but a number of orisk engagements
took place with E-boats(1) and small destroyers,
night of the 18th/l9th two of our M.L*s intercepted axid engap^ed two
large and six small enemy M.T.B's off Uljan Island, All except two of
the eneay vessels retired at high speed atid these two tried to close

Zadar Harbour, but were intercepted bj- one of our Harbour Defence M.L’s,
which destroyed one and drove off the other. Minesweepers established

the southern approach to Zadar, cleared an area for a cable ship to work
on the Ancona-Zadar cable, searched areas in the vicinity of several
islands and at the entrance of the canal to Ravenna. One M.L, was

blown up with all hands by an eneny torpedo, and two minesweepers were
damaged bjr mines, but not sunk.

On the

Por example, on the

Early in Pebruary, Brigadier McGlean made representations on behalf

of the Supreme Commander, Mediterranean Theatre, to Marsnal Tito that the

ternis of the recent Naval Agreement were not being honoured by the
Yugoslav authorities on the Dalmatian Coast,
improvement in o\rr relationship with the Partisans,
our naval administration at Split and Zadar were removed, and matters

were further improved after a meeting of 21 Ibbruary between the Supreme
Commander and Marshal Tito in Belgrade, Gcinbined Operational Head
quarters were established on the 25th at Zadar for operations in the
Northern Adriatic,

This led to a marked

All restrictioias on

Successful attacks were made b5’- our coastal craft
against enemy shipping, two large merchant ships and three armed patrol
craft being sunk,
our coastal craft on the night of the 16/I7th, and on the 24th a
Partisan attack on Pag Island was covered bjr M.T.B’s
L,C.G,(2)

The port of ivarlobag was daaaged by shellfire from

M, L,'s and an• >

On the morning of the 12th, four enemy explosive motor boats
attacked the harbour of Split, H.M.S, Delhi’s Oerlikons sank one craft,
and the Partisans accounted for another, A third hit the breakwater and

exploded, but the loinrth succeeded in hitting L,C,P,8. w)
damage. There were no naval casualties.

and causing

1) E-boats - Eneny motor torpedo boats.
2) Landing Graft, Gms*.

(3) Landing Graft, Flak,
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Minesweeping continued throughout Jbbruary, channels being swept
between Sibenik and Eadar, in the approaches to Ancona, between Ancona

and Ctesenatico, in the harbour of Porto Oorsini and canal from there to
Ravenna,

At the beginning of March, the CoiBmander-in-Chief, 1/iediteiranean

gave authority for the transfer of certain ships to the Yugoslavs,
recognition of the Yugoslav Government having been effected,

elements of the Yugoslavs, the former Royal Yugoslav Navy and the newly
fomed Yugoslav Navy, were to operate in the Adriatic,
H,M,S, Delhi withdrew from Split, the administration of the port being
taken over by a British Liaison Officer,

Both nav

On 12 Ivlarch,

The Delhi left for Malta,

al

The enemy in the Dalmatian Islands were kept very much on the

defensive during iviarch, Coastal Graft landed numerous Long Range Desert
Group parties and Special Boat Squadron patrols in the islands. At sea

constant activity was maintained; actions took place on six occasions,
Tisrhen five merchant ships, six; P-lighters and several small craft were
destroyed.

V.

On the night of 15th/l6th, three L,G,T's and an L,G,I,(L)(’')
escorted by two M. L’s took 1800 Partisans with artillery from Zada and

disembarked them at Baljenica Bay for an attack on Novi Grad,

On 26 1/iarch, the millionth ton of cargo, exclusive of bulk POL,
since the opening of the port eight months previously, was discharged at
Alcona,

The

inshore channel from Ancona to Porto Corsini was extended, and a channel

swept for an approach to Durazao, Two M.T,B*s were mined and sunk

during March, with a loss of seven lives.

Ravenna - Porto Oorsini canal was swept clear of mines.

April proved to be a particularly active month for coastal craft in
the Adriatic. M,G,B's and M.T.B’s with motor • gunboats of the Royal

Yugoslav Navy, were in action with the enemy on at least ten occasions,
in the course of which 11 T^lighters, a torpedo boat, the Spica and a

heavily laden schooner were known to be sur^, besides damage inflicted
on other craft such as E, R and I boats,(2) Rhine barges and the like.
None of our vessels were sunk, but three suffered considerable damage
fiom gunfire.

At the beginning of the month, enemy midget submarines were active
in the Northern Adriatic',

during the night of the 2nd/3rd in a position 40 miles eastward of Porto
Corsini, Several other 'midgets* were sighted and attacked by our air
craft aind anti-submarine vessels, but no further sinkings were claimed.

Their operations were confined, apparently, to landing agents. Attempts
were made by the eneuy to attack our shipping otf Ancona with two-men

torpedo boats and one-man explosive motor boats, but they were
frustrated oy accurate fire from shore batteries.

Landing craft, escorted by M,L's and M,T,B's, gave lifts to the
Yugoslav Eourth Arny during their advance up the Croatian Coast and in

their assaults on enemy-held islands, notably Pag, Rab, Krk, Gherso and
Lussino,

in the Adriatic were free of the enemy,
the Croatian coast towards Uiume was materially assisted by the work of
our minesweepers.

One, 0,B,6, was sunk by a Wellington aircraf

With the fall of Cherso Island on the 22nd, all the islands
The advance of the Partisans up

t

(1) L,C,T, - Landing Craft, Tank,
L,C,I,(l) - Landing Craft, Infantry, Large,

(2) E-boat - eneny motor torpedo boat,
R-boat - eneny motor gun boat,
I-boat - eneny armed lamch.
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On the other side of the ijiriatic, fleet minesweepers began to clear
enamel northward from Ancona to Venice and eventually Trieste. 3y

the 26th, a charnel four miles wide and forty-five in length had been
established, some 25 mines having been cut or exploded. Two M.T.B's.
and one B.Y.M.S. were blown up by mines with a loss of 27 lives, Naval
casualties of 10 killed and 5'i wounded, 'and a considerable number of

Arny and civili.an casualties were siistained on  9 April in Bari, when a
Charles Henderson, which v>ras

a

serious explosion took place in 3,3,
discharging high explosive aiamunition and bombs.

At the end. of the month, the Supreme Allied 'Commander intimated to
ivlarshal Tito that he intended to secure the Port of Trieste and lines of

communication through Italy leading to that port, also lines of
communication from Trieste to Austria via Gorizia  - Tarvisio, further,

he would require the use of Pola Harbour lor Allied Naval forces and
anchorages on the Istrian coast between Pola and Trieste with lines of
communication between these ports.

Naval .Support on the western flank

On the western coast, the flank force operated continuously in the
Gulf of Genoa and' Ligurian Sea,
H.M.S, Lookout. bombarding enemy-held territory in the Gulf of iVIagra,
scored direct hits on abatteiy and enemy-occupied buildings. Enemy
barges on slips at Pietra Ligure were bombarded on the 11th by the french
cruiser Georges Leygues, and on the 15th San Remo and Porto Maurizio

harbours were bombarded by the french cruisers Iviontcalm and Georges
Leygues with the British destroyer Lookout.

Numerous minor actions took place between our patrolling forces and

those of the eneny, including destroyers, coastal craft and explosive
motor boats,

f-lighters, carrying ammunition and troops,
during the month westward and northward from leghorn. On 6 January, the
U.S, Liberty ship Isaac Shelby was mined, and went aground in the Gulf
of Gaeta.

On 7 January, U.S.S. Joolsey and

Several of these latter were sunk, as well, as a number of

llinesweeping progressed

Outside the Lig\orian and Tyri'hanian Seas no threat was offered to

our shipping except in the Western approaches to Gibraltar, where three

merchant vessels, (one .imericcUi, one British and one french) were sunk.
Cargo, vehicles and personnel were discharged at southern french ports
as follows:-

VehiclesPersonnelWetDry

3,27610,Vi-5 tons of
POL

35,570iv!iarseilles 344,340 tons

130,116 '..barrels 800 12Toulon 17,354

■  41,969 987,007Port de

Bouc

San Remo harbour was bombarded on 6 fsbruary by the Jeanne d'4rc,
and by the Georges Leygues again on the 22nd. ' On the 11th, the U.S.S.
laclanahan bombarded targets on the franco-Italian border.

The french cruiser MontcaLn. on I4 Jbbruary, fired over 100 rounds

at a battery in Ospedaletti, obtaining many direct hits, British M.T.B’s
on the night of 5/8 february lired seven torpedoes at an enemy convoy off
iviesco Point, blowing up an armed supply vessel, and on the next‘night.
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American and British M,T.B’s ir.tercepted three small merchant ships
entering Savona and sank two of them.

Eresh eneioy mine
laying west of Gorgona was detected by radar, and mines were cut by
M.L’s assisted by American fast minesweepers. Erench minesweepers
widened the Sete-Port, de Bouc swept channel, and searches were carried
out between Gap Eerrat and Cap d'Aggio,

Ivlinesweeping operations continued off leghorn.

There was still a little U-boat activity in the approaches to
On 17 Ttebruary, tv/o ships, the American Liberty shipGibraltar.

Llichael J. Stone and the British motor tanker Regent Lion vrere torpedoed
ten miles W.W, of Tangier,
v/as damaged aid sunk on the 22nd,

On the 19th, the German submariLne U, 300

The discharging of war cargoes in Southern Erench ports continued
at a high rate during Sfebruary,

Personnel Vehicles■;fetDry

49,866 14,75320,701 tons
bulk

Marseilles 450,109 tons

‘Oli

3,672 711,913 50,543Toulon
barrels

64,491 718,000Port de
Bouc

March proved to be a very active month for the Flank Bbrce of
Allied cruisers and destroyers in the bombardment area, where they
operated almost daily in support of our land forces,
the general list of targets mentioned earlier, their programme included
Dombardments of the ports of fenoa, Savona, Porto iviaurizio and San Rema

In addition to

Three Itench cruisers shelled iSordighera on 2 March, as it was
reported that an armoured train with 6-inch gxuas was berthed in its
tunnel. The Georges Leygues fired on the train berth and obtained
several hits on the tunnel entrance, while the Jeanne d'Arc fired on
the railv/ay station from which the train was reported to fire,
night of the 9'th/iOth, three Aiierican M.T.B's,, (known as P.T's,)
encountered a northbound convoy of eight E-lighters off Mesoo Point,
Two lighters were sunk and two more damaged, P.T's. on the night of the
I3th/I4th, were forced to withdraw from the Savona area owing to heavy
and accurate radar-controlled fire from that port,
v/as a successful engagement in the Gulf of Genoa with enei^y destroyers
on a minelaying expedition,
electric mines before being engaged bjr H.M.S, Lookout,

On the

On the 18th there

The Premuda had laid over 40 German

Minesweeping in the Ligvirian Sea was constantly carried out by
British, Ajuerican and french M/S. forces. In an area west of Gorgona
Island, 35 mines were cleared w±th the aid of Y/alrus aircraft of the
62i^th i/Jinespotting Squadron. iviinesweepers searched areas north of Cape
Oorse and north of Anzio,

Outside the Ligurian and lyrrhenian Seas dxtring Manch, no attacks
were made on Allied ships, and there was no conclusive evidence of any
U-boat activity in the approaches to Gibraltar, Discharging of war
cargoes continued at average monthly level in southern french ports.
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I^iinesv/eeping in the Gulf of Sanai'y was carried out by Stench jnines-./eepers,
and in the Gulf of Cagliari, (Sardinia), hy ihnerican Task Sbrce 81.12,
In the latter area some 90 mines and 80 ohstructors(i; were cleared.

Curing ipril, in the Hank Ibrce bombardment area, there was only
one occasion when the enemy attempted an offensive operation on a large

Early on the 24th between 0030 and dawn, an attack was made onscale*

Leghorn by a number of small battle units, consistiiig of foxnrteen one-

man c:Ai-;losive boats and three two-^iian torpedo boats, which had come from
Tlie operation failed and the enemy

Sbiar were sunk by coastal artillery, the R.A,E.
Genoa hi a final ’all-out' attempt.

paid a heavy price,
destroyed a fifth, three more surrendered to the Erench havy after
scuttling their craft, and the remainder scuttled thea^selvcs, A number

American and British, and

enemy escorted coastal convoys, dinring which several armed supply vessejs
were sunk.

of running fights occurred between K.T.B’s.,

On the night of the I6th/17th, the if-ench destroyer Trombe was

attacked two E-boats, one of which was sunk by gunfire;
succeeded in hitting the Trombe with one torpedo. She managed, however,
to reach Toulon imder her own power; her casualties were 19 killed and
12 wounded.

but the other

An iillied attack on shipping in Genoa was made on the night of the
I8 ':ri/I9th, when a motor gunboat escorted an Italian minesweeper carrying
two Italian-manned human torpedoes from Leghorn to Genoa with the object

of sinking tiie ex-liner Aquila, reported as having been converted as an

aircraft carrier and now a potential blockship. One 'chariot' exhausted

its batteries before reaching the zmole, but the other succeeded in

passing over the boom and depositing its warhead 10 feet below the
Aquila's keel. The explosion unfortunately only succeeded in holing
the Aquila * s anti-torpedo bulge; she did not settle on the bottom as
intended.

The Army's general offensive began on 9 April, and ships of the
flank fbrce were fully occupied in answering calls for fire and

bombarding each new position taken up by the eneny,
and 10th, destroyers fired over 1,100 rounds into enemy strongpoints.
Their first mission was against eneiiy batteries Defending the German

front line at the Ginquale Canal,

Between the 5th

On the 26th, iii the final stages of
battle, the 92nd Division called for naval gunfire to silence gun
batteries holding up their advance cm Genoa,
the call, silenced anti-tank guns at Bana and, later, on receipt of a
second call, effective fire was directed at enemy strongpoints.

H.M.S, Orion answering

On the 24th, enemy withdrawal from Spezia was announced, and ele
ments of the 92nd Division marched in,

of the Port Part^^ reached the town and reported that although the
entrance to the port was effectively blocked, harbour facilities and

docks were not extensively damaged,

Genoa, closely followed by advance elements of the Port Party, who fo\,ind
all public services functioning normally and many quays intact, with
cranes and gauiti-des standing,
incidents occtirred during April affecting the movements of our shipping,
but an attempt v/as made on the night of 23rd/24th to stage an assault on
the most easterly ports arid anchorages on the south coast of france,

french Chasseurs and American patrol craft intercepted the eneniy and sank
six of their coastal craft and an Italian M.T.B.

The next day, an advance section

On the 27th, fifth Ariny reached

Outside the bombardment area no

Several Axis vessels

(•'-) 'Obstructor' is an anti-minesweeping device.
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ran aground or were foimd scuttled, and it is estimated that this sortie
cost the eneiigr 13 or I4 craft.

Prior to 5 April, the commencing date of coastal bombardments, the
Areas round Gorgona Island,bombardment area had been cleared of mines,

approach channels to Spezia and Genoa and north of Cape Corse were swept,
although in the case of Genoa consistent bad weather pi-evented comple
tion during April,
out high percentage sv/eeps of large areas in the approaches to
ii'iarseilles and Toulon,

Prench minesweepers arid American vessels carried

Historical Section, Tactical and Staff Duties Division,
Admiralty.

Source;
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THE SaiBING DIREGTIVB OP 26 Jj^IUARY 1945

H.Q., M.A.A.P.
Operations Instruction No, 101

1, Operations Instruction No,88,dated 16 November 1944, this H.Q.,
subject, ‘Bombing Directive’, is superseded by instructions contained
herein,

2, This directive incorpoi'’ates and co-oi-dinates the directive of

U,S.S,T.A»P, for the ‘Employment ol' the Strategic Air Forces’ wbiitoBhr..is.
12 January 1945, fxnd the considerations and requirements of the
Mediterranean Theater of Operations as outlined in ‘Theater Air
Directive of SJl.C.M.T.O,'dated 1 January 1945*

3, The overall mission of M.A.S.A.P. remains unchanged and is to carry
out its portion of the aim of the Allied Strategic Air Forces, Y/hich is
the ‘Progressive destruction and dislocation of the German, military,
industrial and economic systems, and the direct support of land and naval
forces’.

4, The current primary strategic air objective, to which M,A,S.A,F,

Ydll direct its effort, except as otherwise provided in this directive,
is the reduction of the eneny’s sources of fuel, particularly gasoline —
his most critical military supply. This will be accomplished by destruc
tion of synthetic fuel plants, crude oil refineries, stores of refined

oil products, and distribution and supply points. Relative importance
of specific targets is based primarily on gasoline output, v'dth due
weight being given to local capacity. The renewed Russian advance in
the East is of great significance to the oil offensive. It promises
to deprive the enemy of important sources of production and increases

his requirements of P,0,L, In consequence, the immobilisation of the

remaining large synthetic plants assumes greater importance than ever

At the same time, the target value of crude oil refineries and

benzol plants has been enhanced. Attacks against these targets shall
be intensified by every means available, Follovd-ng attack, and pending
action by this H,Q,, you are authorised at your discretion to suspend a
target from further attack. The weekly oil cables from U.S,S.T,A,F*
constitute the list of oil targets in order of priori 1y for attack,
(See Para, 8, Counter Air Force A.ction wherein attacks on jet a/c
system are accorded same priority as oil).

before.

The strategic objective next in order of priority to oil is the
Targets in this category will be

5.
German lines of communication,

selected by M.A.S.A.F, co-ordinating Yvith this H.Q.

Priority Attacks in Support of Land Operations6.

(a) To meet the needs of ar. urgent tactical situation, the tem-
diversion of the effort of the Strategic Air Forces from their

When
porary

primary function may be ordered by the Supreme Allied Commander,,
weather or other conditions prohibit the aforegoing priority operations,
the heavy bombers yyIII be available to augment the tactical air effort
in Northern Italy and Yugoslavia, or to support Russian operations.

(b) The area from the High Tatra to the Maritime Alps must be

regarded as the Southern front for the enemv. An ing)ortant object
for Strategic, as v/ell as for such Tactical Air Forces as have the

r.equisite range, must therefore be co deprive the eneny of strategic
flexibility on this front by making it impossible for him to move reserves

rapidly fTOm one threatened point to another. This obviously involves
the closest possible co-ordination with the Russian Command in Himgary•
Direct support to Russian fox'ces will be rendered at such times and in
such manner as ma;^'' be authorised or directed by this H,Q,
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7* Important Industrial Ax'eas

(a) Yvhen weather or tactical conditions are not suitable for opera
tions against the systems of objectives mentioned in.the preceding
paragraphs, attacks are to be delivered on important industrial areas,
vd.th blind bombing technique as necessaiy. As far as operational and
other conditions permit, these attacks are to be directed so as to con
tribute to the maximum destruction of the petroleum industries and the

dislocation of the German lines of communication* Targets in this

category will be selected by MiA.S.A.P* co-ordinating vdth this H.Q,
Blind bombing attacks on industrial areas in Poland and Czeciioslovakia

will be made only upon the specific authority of tliis H.Q,

(b) Targets for blind bombing in Poland and Czechoslovakia will
be selected only from particularly important ones well suited to P.P.F,
attack,

not be released.
If such installations do not appear on scope, bombs should

Targets of opportunity must confoiro to this restriction.

8, Counter Air Force Action

(a) Largely as the result of the concentration of our strategic
bomber effort on the enemy's petroleum industry and his communication
system, and due to our preoccupations on the battle front, we have
allowed the G.A.F, to recover a great deal of its fighting strength.
Moreover, the enemy has concentrated his efforts particularly on develop
ing his fighter force at the e:qpense of other branches of the G,A.F,
In this effort to increase the efficienqy of liis fighter force, he has
turned to the rapid development of jet fighters and there is eveiy
evidence of his intention to produce them on a large scale as early as
possible.

(b) Already he has a considerable number of these aircraft in
operation. They are superior in speed and armament to our conventional
fighters. As soon as they are available in sufficient members , and as
soon as the enemy has developed suitable tactics for their efficient
engiloyment, they will doubtless be employed systematically against our
strategic day bombers. The conditions which are likely to confront
the conduct of our strategic offensive in the near future are therefore
serious unless the enemy's production and employment of jet aircraft is
checked in some way.

(c) In addition, the employment of these aircraft over the battle
front will place our tactical air forces and the armies themselves at
considerable disadvantage. This particularly appli
and the employment of these aircraft in a ground attack role. It has
therefore been decided that we shall employ the necessary amount of
strategic effort to neutralise this grave threat. The G.A.F. and pri-
marily its jet production, training and operational establishments now
become primary objectives for attack. Targets will be selecteOn
accordance with current priority lists from U.K. and revised by weekly
U.S.S.T.A.P. cable.

to reconnaissanes ce

9. Remaining effort vd.ll be directed against communications targets in
the manner, scope and order of priority shown below;

(a) Interdiction and interruption of railroad communications between
South east Germany and the Danubian plains. Targets in this category
will be selected by M.A.S.A.P. Cb-ordinating with this H.Q.

(b) Interdiction of railroad communications between South Gertaany
(including Austria) and Italy, Targets in this categor^^' will be selected
by M.A.S,A,F, co-ordinating vd.th this HrO
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(c) Coiumxmications in Yugoslavia,

(i) B»A.P, will be responsible for the selection of targets
for'air operations in Yugoslavia anh. for maintaining current data
as to the status of cormnunications interruption,
maintain and communicate to M.A.S.A.P. a list of targets of
tirLs nature suitable for attack by M.A.S.A.P,
forces.

B.A.P, will

B.A.P's nominations will be repeated to this H.Q. for
information^ and B.A.P, vra.ll in addition, from time to tine,
provide this H.Q, and M.A.S.A.P, with details of their general
plans.

(ii) Ihen M,A,3.a.P. finds an opportuni-ty to operate in
Yugoslavia consistent with its strategic priorities it will
confirm with B.A.P. tha.t the targets selected are still cleared
for attack,

tionaxy with M.A.S.A.P..
Acceptance of nominated targets -will be discre-

(iii) In the event that E.A.P, lias an unsolicited request for

M.A.S.A.P. assistance, B.A.P. will forward such request to
this H.Q, for action, repeating to M.A.S.A.P, for their advance
information and examination.

(d) Communications in Italy,

(i) M.A.T •A.P. will be responsible for the selection of targets
for air operations in Italy,

(ii) No targets in Italy will be attacked by M.A.S.A.P, except
upon the request or approval of M.A.T.A.P,

(iii) M.A.T.A.P*s requests for assistance from M.A.S.A.P. will
be forwarded to this H.Q. for action, repeating to M.A.S.A.P,
for their advance information and examination.

10. Gromd Armaments Targets

In accordance with intent of U,S.S,T.A.P. directive, targets in this
categoiy cannot at tliis time be accorded priority for strategic attacks,
except when and as demanded by S.H.A.E.P, and communicated to you by
U.S.S.T.A.P. or by this H.Q.

selected by M.A.S.A.P. co-ordinating -with this H.Q. may be attacked only
as filler targets or as targets of opportunily.

Additional targets in this category,

11. Co-operation by M.A.T.A.P.

In view of the critical condition of the enemy's fuel supply,
M.A.'i’.A.P, is directed to apply maximum pressure, consistent -with its

other commitments, upon known or suspected eneny fuel supply points.

By command of the Air Coramander-in-Chief,
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THE BOIvHING DIItHCTIVE OP 1 MMIGH 1%5 '

H»Q»j M»A»AoP«
Operations Instruction no, 1G9

Operations Instruction No, 101, dated 26 Jamiary 194-5, this H,Q.
'Bombing Directi-ro’, is superseded by instructions contained

1.

subject;
herein.

This dir'ective incorporates and coordinates all directives of

U.S.S.T.AoP, to date and the considerations and requirements of the

Mediterranean Theater of Operations applicable to Strategic Operations
as outlined in 'Theater Air Directive

The directive likevdse sets forth essential standing proceduz’es

2,

of S.A.C.M.E.D. dated 1 January

1945.
for coordination of the several air forces of M,A.AoP»

The overall mission of M.A.S.A.P. remains unchanged and is to

carry out its portion of the aim of the Allied Strategic Air P'orces,
which is the 'Progressive destruction and dislocation of the German

military, industrial and economic systems, and the direct support of
land and naval forces.

3.

1

4« TTie current priiiiary strategic air objective to which M,A,S,A,P,
will direct its effort, except as otherwise provided in this directive,
is the reduction of the enemy's sources of fuel, particularly gasoline,
his most critical military supply. This will be acconplished by
destruction of synthetic fuel plants, crude oil refineries, stores of

refined oil products, and distribution and Supply points. Relative

iirportance of specific targets is based primarily on gasoline output
with due weight being given to total capacity. The renewed Russian
offensive in the East is of great significance to the oil offensive.

It promises to deprive the enemy of important sources of production and
increases Ms difficulties of meeting P.O.L, requirements. In conse

quence, the immobilisation of the remaining large synthetic plants
At the same time, the

target value of crude oil refineries and benzol plants has been enhanced.
Attacks against these targets shall be intensified by every means avail
able, Following attack of any specific target and pending action by
this H.Q,, M,A,S,A,P. is authorised at its discretion to suspend such
target from farther attack. The weekly oil cables of the Combined

Strategic Targets Conxiiittee (London) constitute the list of oil targets
ill order of priority for attack,

5, The strategic objectives, in second priority ar

(a) German lines of com-xunication,

(b) Armoured force vehicle production, assembly and repair
facilities.

assumes greater importance than ever before.

U •

In the absence of priority list provided by higher authority in
targets in these categories will be selected by M,A,S,A,F,this H.Q

coordinating with this H,Q,
•>

Priority Attacks in Support of Land Operations

(a) To meet the needs of an urgent tactical situation, the

teLtpoz'ary diversion of the effort of the Strategic Air Forces from
their primary function may be ordered by the Supreme Allied Commander,
Y/hen weather or other conditions prohibit the aforegoing priority opera
tions, elements of M,A,S.A,F, will be available to augment the tactical
air effort in Italy and Jugoslavia, or to support Russian operations.

6,
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(b) The area from the High Tatra to the tiaritime Alps must be
An inportant object for

as have the requisite
range, must therefore be to deprive the enemy ot strategic flexibility
on this fhont by making it inpo
from one threatened point to anothero
closest possible coordination with the Russiari Command in Himgary.
Direct support to Russian forces will be rendered at such times and in

such manner as may be authorised or directed by this H.Q,

7» Important Industrial Areas

(a) When weather or tactical conditions are unsuitable for opera
tions against the systems of objectives mentioned in the preceding para
graphs, attacks are to be delivered on important industrial areas, with
blind bombing technique as necessary. As far an operational and other
conditions permit, these attadcs are to be directed so as to contribute
to the maximum destmiction of the priority objectives specified above.
Targets in this category vri.ll be- selected by M.AoS.AoP. coordinating
with this H.Q, Blind bombing attacks on industrial areas in Poland
and Czechoslovakia v/ill be made only upon the specific authority of this
H.Q, and then on targets selected only from particularly important ones
well suited to PFP attack. If such targets do not appear on scope,
bombs should not be released. Targets of opportunity must conform to

this restriction. (See paragraph I3 for other restrictions).

Counter Air Force Action

regarded as the Southern front for the enemy.
Strategic, as well as for such Tactical Air Forces

ible for hiiii to move reserves rapidly
.  This obviously involves the

ss

'8.

Pol.icing attacks against the German Air I'orce are to be adjusted
so as to maintain tactical conditions which will permit of maximum
impact upon the enemy. No fixed priority is therefore assigned to
policing attacks against the German Air Force, Normally, counter air
force action will be Ihmited to attacks on jet propelled figjiter
installations.

9. Communications Attacks

Attacks against communications targets will include the following,
the priority for which vrill be as determined by reconnaissance and other
intelligence and as specified by special instructions from this H.Q,

(a) Interdiction and interruption of railroad communications
between Southeast GernBny and the Danubian plains. Targets in this
category will be selected by M,A,S,A,F, coordinating vith this H.Q,

(b) Interdiction of railroad communications between South Germany
(including Austria) and Italy, Targets in this category will be
selected by M.A.S.A.P, coordinating with this H.Q,

(c) Communications in Yugoslavia.

■  (d) Oomriiunications in Italy,

10, Operations in Yugoslav!

(a) B.AoF, v/ill be responsible for the selection of targets for
air operations in Yugoslavia and for maintaining current data as to the
status of communications interruption, B.A.F, will maintain and
communicate to M,A,S,A,F. M,A.,T.A,P, and M,A,G,A,F. a list of targets
of this nature suitable for attack by their forces. B.A.F,'s nomina
tions will be repeated to this H.Q, for inforr-aation, and B.A.F, will,
in addition, from time to time provide this H.Q,, M.A.S.A.F., .M,A,T.A,F,
and M,A,C.A.Fo with details of their general plans.

a.
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(b) Y/hen the Air Forces find an opportunity to operate against
previously accepted targets in Yugoslavia consistent with their other

priorities, they will confirm \Tith 3oA,P. that the targets selected
are still cleared for attack,

discretionary with the respective aii- forces,

(c) In the event that B.A
M.A.S.A.P. assistance, '
will forward such request to this H.Q. for decision, repeating to
M.A.S.A.F, for their advance information and exainination,

(d) The scale of the M.A.T.A.F. effort in Yugoslavia will be in
accord with specific directives.

Acceptance of nominated targets will b

desires to solicit additional

or a higher priority on accepted tan-gots, B.i.F

e

,

■p

11, Operations in Italy

(a) C.G. M.A.ToA.F, will be responsible for the selection of
He will maintain atargets for effective air operations in Italy.

c\irrent list at M,A.S.A,F, and M.A.C.A.P, from v/hich individual targets
may be selected by them -when the opportunity for attack occurs.

(b) No targets in Italy will be attacked except upon the request
or approval of M.A.T.A.F,

(c) M,A,ToAoP. requests for priority assistance from M.A.S.A.P.
will be forv/arded to this H.Q, for action, repeating to M,A,S,A,F. for
their advance information and examination.

Co-operation by Tactical Air Forces in Strategic Program12.

In view of the critical condition of the enemy's fuel supply
M.A.T.A.P., B.A.F. and M.A.C.A.P. are directed to apply maximum pressure,
consistent with their primary commitments, upon knovrn or suspected enemy
fuel supply points.

Attacks on Targets within 100 miles of the knovm13.

Russian Front Lines

(a) Intention to M.A.S.A.P. to attack targets within one hundred
miles of the knovai Russian front lines will be forvi-arded to M.A.A.F. by

these intentions will be relayed to Military Mission
Changfes or cancellations of

fastest means;
Moscow by M.A.A.P, as soon as received,
intent likewise v/ill be forv/arded expeditiously.

(b) Except when approved by this H.Q, attacks by Strategic will
not be made against targets in this area Vifhich have not previously been
submitted to l\d.litary Mission Moscowr by M.A.A.P. or U.S.S.T.A.F. or
specifically requested by the Soviets, or in the case of Yugoslav^
targets, by B.A.F. In Yugoslavia the agreed tactical bombline with the
Soviets vn.ll be observed.

east-west line through Vienna will(c) No such targets north of an
be attacked as secondary or last resort targets by Pathfinder methods.

east-west line through Vienna(d) No primary targets north of an
except oil targets will be attacked by Pathfinder methods.

(e) Subject to positive identification of area by PPP when bombing
under instrument conditions, the restrictions in sub-paragraphs^ 'c' and
»d* above do not apply to targets in, and in the vicinity of, Vienna,

(f) YYith the exception of Graz, no targets south of the Vienna
area may be bombed by PPB',
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1Zf, Special Precautions

?vTien operating near' Aaglo-U.So, Russian or Yugoslavian liraes, or
near the Sv/iss "border, special precautions will be tahen by the respec
tive Air Forces to avoid endangering friendly forces or violating
neutrality.

By Command of the Air C.-in-C,
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amm defence lpies in italy

SEPTEMBER 19V5 TO IvIAI 1945

PROM SOUm TO NORHi

Volume I of this narrative

R. Trigno - M, Massico - Teano - Vairano - northern
stretches of R, Voltvirno - Isemia.

Barbara

' Wintcrstcllung
<  (winter Line)

1945-4^k

based on E. coast on Sangro and
Via aurunci Mountains -

Vasto - Mlntumo:

on W. coast on Garigliano,
Abruszi,

Adolf Hitler (later Dora) lines.
Con5)rised Scniiardt, Viktor, Gustav and

M, Camino - M. Maggiore - Mignano Defile - Venafro -

Isemia - Vasto,

Bernhardt

Viktor Cassino sector.

Southern stretches of Y/inter Line, based on the

Garigliano and Rapido Rivers and M. della Meta,
Gustav

SvritchLater changed to Dora when in jeopardy,
line tying in to Gustav Line on the upper slopes of
M, Cairo, descending to the plains at Riedimonte and
crossing the Liri Valley from Aquino
Fondi,

Pontecorvo -

Molf Hitler

(or Fuehrer)

See Adolf HitlerDora

Ardea - Colli Laziali - Valmontone - Subiaco ~

Tagliacozzo - Avezzano,

Albano area, shic-ldiiig Rome, in a N.W, to S,E,
direction.

C or Caesar

Canqjagna

Jlinor switch line Fondi - Itri, S, of Rome,Senger

Volimie II of this narrative

S,E, of Lake Trasimene,Ti-Jisimcnc

River Amo,Amo

Carro-ra - Borgo A Mazzano - Poretta - Futa Pass -
II G-iogo Pass - Forli - Cesena - Foglia River -
Pesaro,

Gothic or Gruene

ErHca Savio River,

Fiumicino River,

Scolo Rigossa (Scolo = drain or ditch),

Pisciatello River,

Christa I

Christa II

Hedwig I

Hedwig II Cesena,

Montaletto Canal and Cervia - Cesena road.Doris

Ronco River,Gudrun
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G«rda II Forli - Castrocaro road.

Gerhild Gosina Ri.ver,

Heidemai'ie Laraone River.

Irmgard •Senio River,

Lsirra Santerno River,

Paula Sillaro Rj.ver,

Gen^is Khan Covering Bologna from the East,

parallel with the Po, along the line of the Savena,
Idice and Reno Rivers,

It ran east-west,

Venedig (Venetian) Chioggia to Lake Garda,
or Adige

Ran north of the Po

through the Euganean and Berici hills, and the
Alpine foothills N, of Verona, hased on the line
of the Adige River,

V oralpenstellung The Prealpine Defence position,
of Lalco Garda,

in with the river lines of the Brenta, Piave,
Tagliamento and Isonzo,

Ran E, and

It was based on the Alps and

W,

 tied
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IKE ROiffiS TO ROIffi

i,K)Dm HIGHl/iY NUMBER MGISNT ROMM

NMIE

ROUTS

West Coast to Genoa and

Ventimiglia
Siena and Florence

Fano

Porto D'Ascoli

Pescara

Frosinone, Cassino, Capua
Capua, Naples, Benevento,
Brindisi

Ostia, Lido Di Roma.

1 Via Aurelia

2 Via Cassia

Via Flaminia
Via Salaria

Via Tiburtina

Via Gasilina

Via Appia

3
4

5
6

7

8 Via Ostiense

There were other inportant roads. leading to Palestrina,
Frascati and Lake Albano, Anzio and Fiuinicino,

N.B.
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GENEiUO:. SAICER ON THEATRE MR POLICY

H.Q* M.A.A.P.
28 January 1945«

Sul)ject matter of iiaportance to Mediterranean Allied Air
Forces •which raay be discussed at Comlained Chief of Staff^s

Subject;

meeting

F»M. The Hon» Sir H.R.L.G. Ale:sander. S«AiG». MED.To;

Piecemealing of Air Forces in Mediterranean Theater1.

There is a noticeable tendency of late to subtract air units from

the forces assigned to the Mediterranean, perhaps on the theory that
the Mediterranean theater is of secondary importance and the ground
forces therein ane now largely static.

It is believed it should be pointed out that when the groimd forces
are static, the air forces, due to the air superiority they have gained,
retain their initiative and continue their pressure against the enemy.
It is even more important when the ground campaign is static, that the
air forces increase tlreir pressure on the enemy since they are the only
forces which can accomplish steady and considerable attrition on the
enemy.

Another reason for maintaining the air forces at their present

level and at the highest possible (^erational efficiency in this theater
is to delay and cut up the enemy divisions in Italy should they attempt
to withdraw. They must also be available to support subsequent ground
offensives.

In addition to the tendency to piecemeal withdrawal of the air

forces fron this theater, there is a possibility that a decision may
be made to withdraw all or a large part of the U.S. Twelfth Air Force

from their theater for operations in another theater, perhaps in France.
It is believed it should be pointed out that this should never be done
unless the Combined Chiefs of Staff have decided to remove the Fifth

Army fron operations in this theater. The Twelfth Air Force, as now
constituted and without any serious reduction, is required to support

It would be wholly fallacious tothe operations of the Fifth Army,
assume that there are adequate British air forces in Italy to support
the operations of the Fifth Army in addition to the Eighth Army.
Numerically, there wo\ILd, perhaps, be adequate British aircr^t to fom
a tactical air force for the supp>ort of both the Fifth ̂ d Eighth Armies.
However, the British tactical air forces retained in this theater a^
not nroperly balanced as to tjqie for this purpose. British aircraft
are largely of the interceptor fighter tyge and the British resources
would be wholly inadequate in medium bcmbers, light bombers and diw
bombers to form a tactical air force adequate for the support of offen
sive operations of both the Eighth and Fifth Armies. In fact, the
British air resources in this theater would not be sufficient for the

The Twelfth Air Force comprises
of the tactical air forces insupport of the Eighth Army alone,

the vast majority of the striking power
Italy, i.e. raedivim and dive bombers.

Anv tendency to further reduce the tactical air force in this
theater should be strongly resisted unless there is a prior decision
to transfer the Fifth Army elsewhere.

MnvAment of the Fifteenth Air Force2.

to the propriety of moving the Fifteenth
Prance or in England.There may be discussion as

Strategic Air Force out of Italy to bases in

SECRET
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It is believed that very serious consideration should be given to
the folloT/ing:-

(a) There vrould be a considerable period of disruption in connec-*
tion with any such naove*

Fifteenth air Force could be expected to reach its present
operational efficiency.in any other theater,

(b) All of the reasons which held in originally locating the
Fifteenth Air Force in Italy still apply and most of them have been
proven to have been eminently sound,

(c) An examination of the targets still available and likely to
be available prior to the collapse of G-erniany indicates that there
is still plenty of vrork for the Fifteenth Air Force to do from its
present bases,

(d) In its present location the Fifteenth Air Force is in a
different weather cycle from the Eighth Air* Force in U.K. and from
strategic air forces located in Prance, since the general weather
movement is from West to East. If all strategic air forces were
located in England or Prance there would be many days when they
could not operate and T/hen air fox'ces located in. Italy could operate,

(e) If there were no strategic air forces located in Italy and all
were located on tiie Western Front, the enemy could collect all of
his defences in one area and our losses could be expected to go up
appreciably.

It would be aevex'al months before -tlie

(f) The strategic air forces in Italy have e::<pended a good part
of their effort in support of the ground campaigns in Italy and
the ground campaigns of tiie Russian armies.
Force was removed from Italy tiiere would be no strategic air forces
to-support the Russian armies and the Allied Armies in Italy,
has been demonstrated repeatedly, and particularly on the Western
Front, that it is of great importance to have a strategic air force
available to support ground operations, in addition to the tactical
air forces, in emergencies and when conditions are favourable.
There are many occasions when this can be done without depreciating
the strategic air force program.

If the Fifteenth Air

It

In times when the weather has

covered strategic a.ir targets, or when the Alps have been Impassably
the Fifteenth Air Force has done an excellent job' in supporting the
tactical air forces against enemy installations in Italy, in the
Balkans and on the Eastern Front,

(g) The logistic support for the Fifteenth .air Force is nov/ firaiLy
planted in Italy - the repair depots are located here, the stocks
of. spare parts, ammunition, bombs, and so forth, are built i;p.
would be possible to move the tactical units to the T^estem Front
if shipping were available, but it would be practically imjrassible
to move these stores and depots in any reasonable time.
Fifteenth Air Force would not, therefore, get the logistic support
in U.K, or in France which it is now getting in Italy
(h) . Airdromes - The Fif teenth Air Force now has a system of
airdromes which has been proven adequate and with which flying
personnel are accustomed from more tlian a year's operation,
vrould be a considerable depreciation of efficiency by moving to
airdromes with which the personnel is unacquainted, and there are
not sufficient airdromes in any other section of Europe nov/
immediately available of equal quality.

It

The

There

new

5. We feel that it is most important to have at least two all-

puipose fields in the Budapest area by next Spring, if at all
possible. They would extend our range, permit our fighters to
have more effectiveness in the accompanying role and furnish a
harbour for our cripples, saving us many airplanes and ci*ews.
It will also be an entering v/edge for the eventual redeployment of
the Fifteenth Air Force into the Vienna - Budapest area, should the
war continue past next summer.
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APJ/IY (SOU? 0

TOTAIi COIvIBIMED STRENGTH OK 9 APRH^ 1945

Personnel

Actual Strength

Eormation German. Italian

10th Array
14th Army
Army Liguria
Army Group C Supply Service
Army Group C Signals
Transport Services
Coastal Artillery
Army Group C Engineers
Flak troops, under G.A.P. General in Italy
Troops under Plenipotentiary General
Police Troops
Ivii see llane ous

171,829
114,726
47,3W-
25,543
4,123
7,050
5,976

8,927
43,139

.5
28,263
7,555
17,941
2,644

108,114

Grand. Total Army Group C 438,334 160,180

Heavy Weapon Strength

Artillery pieces (all types)
S.P. Assault Guns (includes Armoured

Training School, South)
Heavy anti-tank guns
Tanks

Infantry close support guns
Mortars f8 cm)
Mortars (12 cm)
Projector (iTehel-werfer) (15 and 21 cm)

1,429

475
345
261

572

1,075
105
108

Source: Actual strength (iststaerke) returns cautured at Armv Grour> C H.Q.
(.l.H.S./lIJii/58/29)
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AEPBffi FRONT COiva'iAM)

a-mONOLOGY OP 5rrSNTS

1944

1st Airborne* Task Force dropped and landed in S. France.

Allied line: Balai

Antonin touching the coastline 3i' miles ¥4 of
Ventimiglia.

Rossi - Ciraa - Pongoira - St,

15 August

25 September

General Juin accepted frontier guard and customs duties
by French personnel if the enemy withdrew from N.Yif,
Italy.

14 November

8 December French order replacement of P.F.I. and 4th Moroccan
Division by 27th Alpine Division with H.Q. at Grenoble.

1945

27th Alpine Division controlling frontier N.^of St,
Etienne de Tinee and 44th Airborne Brigade (bth Army Gp)
S, of St, Etienne.

Decision to man the frontier with all French units, the

1st Division Ivlarocaine taking over from U.S, Airboime
Brigade.

Alpine Front Command established (effective 1 kkrch)
under commaiid of General de Corps d'Armee Doyen with
the mission of insiiring the security of French frontier
along the Franco-Italian bord.er,
troops and 6th Army Group American troops already
located there to pass to the new command.

During the -winter months, siiow blocked all the passes
except those along the Mediterranean coast,
activity practically nil,
February situation slov.'ly changed,
becoming more aggressive.

6th Army Group suggested minor Allied operations and
raids up to battalion strength ijp to 5 ksm, east of
border.

British and U.S, governments’ refusal to depart from
defensive policy for political rea.sons.

Supreme Cormnander Mediterranean called for deception
and offensive operations on Alpine Front with object of

holding down 2 enemy divisions as part of Spring offen
sive (Plan ’Jessica’),

Objection to Alpine Front Command operations withdra-wn,

27th Alpine Division carried out raids,

1st Division Marocaine improved positions,

F,M, Alexander requests transfer of 2nd French division
of A.F.C, to follow UD enemy in Italy under command of

A.F.H.Q.

The 1st Army French

Enemy
lith wanner weather in late

German patrols

Request not allowed by Gen, Eisenhower#

13 January

23 February

26 February

28 Februarj’-

15 March

23 March

27 March

6-18 April

9 April

24 April
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6th Army Group ordered halt of French troops of
AoF,C« as operations no longer had an effect on the
military situation.

28 j^ril

26 May French troops of Alpine Front Cofumand still east of
1938 frontier from Ouneo to the coast and in the
Susa and Aosta Valleys, reported carrying on propa
ganda for transfer of territory.

11 June Agreement to withdraw French troops signed.
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MEDI'IERRAI'jEAN ALLIED TACTICAL AIR. FORCE ORDER OF BATIILE

AND LOCATIONS OP TACTICAL UNITS

1  .a?RIL 1945

FLORENCE

SAN LUCCA

PLOEENCB

AfITIGNANO

CASTIGLIONCELLO

PLOREI'IGE

COLTANO

PONTEDERA

PONTEDERA

PISA

PISA

PISA

PISA

PISA

M» A» T»A«F»
XXII TACTICAL AIR COICi -• ADV.

XXII TACTICAL AIR COIvD - HEAR

62nd FIGHTER WING

1$th Fighter Control Sq«
3l1th " ”
78th It II

P-61 Black Widow

Mosquito

Fighter bomber
P-47 Thunderbolt

414th Night Fighter Sq»
^4TSth
350th Fighter Group

345th Fighter Sq»
346 th
347th

1st Bra2ili.an Filter Sq»

It It ft

it tt

ttn

11

Ittt

Itfi

GROSSBTO

GROSSETO

GROSSETO

GROSSETO

Rioter Bomber
Tliunderbolt

57th FIGHTER GROUP

6ifth Fighter Squadron
65th
66th

IIII

IIII

tt ti

IIII

PONTSDERA

PONTEDERA

PONTEDERA

PONTEDERA

PONTEDERA

No, 8 SoAoAoF. WING

No, 87 Squadron
No, 185

No. 3 (S.A.A.P.
No. 11 (S.A.A.F.

It

S

Fighter bomber
Spitfire IX

II

tt

Sq.
Kittyhawk IVq.

(TAC/R)
(tagA)

PSRETOLA

PERETOLA
No. 208 SQUADRON Spitfire IX

Spitfire V & IXNo, 225 SQUADRON

GROSSETO

GROSSETO
Light Bomber
A-20 Boston and

A-26 Invader

47th BO^B GROUP

824th Bomb Squadron

GROSSETO

moving to PISA
moving to PISA

85th
It IIIt It

86th ItItIt ti

ttIt It n

97th

PORLI

BEDLARIA

GESEINATICO

CESENATICO

CESEINATICO

CESENATICO

CERVIA

CERVIA

GERVIA •

CERVIA

CERVIA

CERVIA

CERVIA

D.A.F. ADV, H.Q.
M.O.R.U, *A»

79th FIGHTER GROUP

85th Fighter Squadron
86th

87th
No. 239 WING

No. 3 (R.A,A.F,
No. 5 (S.A.A.P.
No. 450 (R.A.A.F.)
No, 250
No. 112

No. 260

ttII

Ittl

3quad
It

It

tt

If

It

Fighter Bomber
P-47 Thunderbolt

ItII

Iftl

Fighter bomber
itfustang III & JSfx^on

ItIt

Kittyhawk IV
}i

Lflustang III & IV
ItIt

BEI'LARIA

BELL ARI A

BELLARIA

BELLARIA

BELLARIA

BELLARIA

Filter bomber
S^pitfire VIII

No. 244 WING

No. 145 Squadron
No. 417 (R.C.A..P,) Squadron
No, 92 Squadron
No. 601

No. 241

It

It

nIt

Ittt

tl IX
It II
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M.O.R,U. (Gontd.)

No. ?2it- td:ic-

No, Zf3 Squadron
No. 72

No. 93
No, 111

II

II

It

Fighter bomber
Spitfire IX

RAV52WA

RAVat'A

RAVENNA

RAVEWA

RAVENNA

II

•I

II

(Passing
Medium Bomber (shortly to

(operational
(control of

(57th Bomb,
(Wing

3 (S,A.A.F.^' niNo. lESI\\T

No, 12 (S,A.A.P,) Squadr’on
No, 21

No. 24

No, 30

II II

II II

II II

Marauder III lESI

lasi

lESI

lESI

II It

II It

II II

No. 253

No, 2*54 (R,A,A,F.)Squadron
No. 15 (S.A.A,P.
No. 500

It

I! It

Light bomber
Baltimore V

CESENATICO

CESENATICO

GESENAriCO

CESENATIGO

II

tt

No, 7 (S.A.A.F

No. 1 (S.A.A.P
No, 2

No. 4
No,

It

II

7
II

WING Fighter boniier
Spitfire IX

RAVENNA

RAVENNA

RAVENIIA

RAVENNA

RAVENNA

Squadr on
II It

II 11

It II

No, 232 ¥3NG

No, 13 Squadron
No, 55

No, 18

No, 114
No, 256

II

II

II

(NII

Light bomber
Boston IV & V

FORLI

FORLI

FORLI

FORLI

FORLI

FORLI

It It

It It

ItII

i^t Ftrs) Mosquito XII & XIII

No. 285 WING

No^ 40 (S,A,A,F.) Squadron
No, 3'18 (polish)
No, 683 Squadron (Det)

No, 600 SQUADRON
(Night Ftrs)

It

Reconnaissance

Spitfire V & IX

FORLI

FORLI

FORLI

FORLI

It It

II XI

Beaufigliter & Mosquito XIX GESEL'-TATIGO

(15th Army Group)

Nos. 654, 651, 663 (Polish)
655& 657 A,0,P, Sqdns.
(operated by Gorps)

57th BOMBARDiyiSNT WING

3hOth B0M3 GROUP

2t86th Bomb Squadron
2R37th
2+88 th
2+89 th

M

It II

II II

II It

Auster III

PRUHELLI moving to RIMINI
ALESAN II II RBffiNIedium Bomber

B-25 Mitchell II II RIMINIAIESAN
II " RECINIALESAN

ALESAN

ALESAN

II

II II It
RIMINI

RIMINI
II II II

321st. BQIvIB GROUP

2f2i-5th Bomb Squadron
2+ii-6th
447th
2+48th

II II

II II

II II

Medium Bomber

B-25 Mtchell
SOLSNZARA moving to FALGONARA
SOIENZARii

SOLENZARA

SOLENZARA

SOLENZARA

It II PALCONARA

'FALGONARA

PALCONARA

PALGONARA

II It

ItII

II II

11

It

11
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MeO.R.U. »A« (Gontd.)

57th BOMBARDim'T YfBTG- (Contd.)
310th BOm GROUP

319'^'h Boinb Squadron
380th
381st
428th

Med

t!It

tt t!

It It

GHISONAGCIA moving to FMO
GHISONACGIA

C-HISONAGGIA

GHISOITAGGIA

GHISONAGGIA

It n PMO
It It PANO

PMO

FMO

M It

Itn

ium BoKtoer

B-25 Mitchell
It

n

It

smu

POMGLIMO

POMIGLIMO

POMGLLAITO

POivIIGLIMO

POIlOlGLIMO

51st TROOP CMHIER WMG

both TROC? CARRm GROUP C-47 Dakota

10 To Co Squadron
11 ToOo

12 T.
28 T.C.

tt

IItt

tittrt

tt t1

TARQlimiA
TJffiQUINIA

TARQUINIA
TARQUINIA
TARQUINIA

62nd TROOP CARRIER GROUP 0-47 Dahota
4 T.C, Squadron
7 T.C.
8 T.C.
51 T.C.

It

tttt

tt t1

tt It

64th TO.OOP CARRIER GROUP 0-47 Dakota
■■“T6 T.G. ItSquadron

ROSIGNANO
BRINDISI
R0SK31AN0
ROSIGNANO
ROSIQ^ANO

It17T.C,
18T.G.
35 T.0„

II

II It

IIIt

3rd GROUP PHOTO RBGGI]
5th Squadron
Photo Ren.

12th Squadron
Photo Ren.

23rd Squadron
liioto Ren,

PSRETOLAP-38 Lightning

PERETOLAIt

PERETOLAIt
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iViEDITERRMEM ALLIED STRilTEGIC AIR FORCE

oedef; of battle md locations

1 APRIL 1945

Bari

Foggia
Amendola

5th WING (U»S,A«)
2nd Group

20th Heavy Bomber Squadron
49th

96 th
429th

It II It

II H It

II II It

tlFortress
tlII

IItl

II II

97th G-roup

It

3hOth Heavy Bomber Squadron
341st-

342nd

414th

It It It

It ftIt

tlIt n

It

ItII

ItIt

IIft

Tortorella99 th Group

346th Heavy Bomber Squadron
347th

348th
416th

II tl It

Iftl It

It II 11

ItIf

IIIt

IIIt

ItIt

Lucera301st Group

It• tl
32nd Heavy Bomber Squadron
352nd

353rd

419th

ItIt tl

It It It

ttIt It

ItII

ItIt

IIIt

Celone2f£>3rd Group

ItII

772ndHeavy Bomber Squadron

773rd
774th

775th

IttlII

It Itif«

11nil It

ItIt

Ittl

IIIt

Sterperone483rd G-roup

It

815th Heavy Bomber Squadron
816th

817th

840th

47th WING (U.S.il. )

98th Grovtp

343^d Heavy Bomber Squadron
344-th

345th

415 th

IIII II

tlIf II

M tt II

If It I!

IIII II

II ItII

It

IIII

IfIt

'/ II

Mandarone

Lecce

Liberator M

IIIt

IIII

IIII

San Pancrazio376 th Group

ItIf

512th Heavy Bomber Squadron
513th
514^h

515th

ft 11 I!

II Ittt

I! I!II

ttIt

ItII

ItII
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4-7th WBTG (contd.)
Idf9th Group Grottagile

716th Heavy Bomber Scruadron
717th

718th
719th

tttt ti

tt ti tt

ti tttt

IILiberator
tt tt

It tt

ft It

450th Group Manduria

720th Heavy Bomber Sciuadron
721st

722nd

723rd

It ItIt

ttIt It

It It It

tf It

n tt

tt tt

It II

49th HIMG (TJ.SnA.)

451st Group

724th Heavy Bomber Squadron
725th

726th
727th

It tt tt

tt tt tt

ti tt ti

Incoronata

Castellucio Li Saijiri

It It

tt It

tt It

Ittt

461st Group

764th Heavy Bomber Squa-dron
765th
766th
767th

It tt It

tt tt tl

tltt It

Torretta

tt It

tl It

It tt

It It

484th Group Torretta

824th Heavy Bomber Squadron
825th
826th

827th.

tlIt tt

tl tt ft

It ft tt

tl II

tt It

II tt

tl It

55th YIlEQr (U.S.A. )
460th Group

Spinazzola

760th Heavy Bomber Squadron
761st
762nd
763rd

464th Group

ItIt . tt

tt tt If

It tt tt

t; If

tt tt

It It

tt tt

Pantanella

776th Heavy Bomber Squadron
777th

778th
779th

465th G-rouip

It II II

It tt It

tt It II

It It

IItt

It tt

It It

Pantanella

780th Heavy Bomber Squadron
781 St

782nd
783rd

It Itit

It tl tt

It tl tt

It It

It It

It If

tt It

485th Group

828th Heavy Bomber Squadron
829th
830th
831st

II It II

I!II tt

H It }!

Venosa

It It

tt II

tt tt

itt II
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30^th Vm^G- (U.S.A«)
454-th Group

736th Heavy Bomber Squadron
737th

738 th
739th

It tt tt

ft ItIt

I! ItIt

Cerignola
San Giovanni

II
Liberator

11

tin

titt

San Giovanni455th Group

II

74-Oth Heavy Bomber Squadron
741st

742nd

743rd

it tt tt

It tl H

tt tltt

ItIt

tttt

tltf

456th Group Stomara

IIII

7Z(4th Heavy Bomber Squadron
745th

7i4^th
747th

tl tl ft

tt tl II

It II I!

tttt

tlit

Ittt

GiuliaZ(-59thGr^

Like-rottbr756th Heavy Bomber Squadron
757 th

758th
759th

ItIt It

tl tt ft

tt tt n

It

ItIt

ItIt

ItIt

Torre Maggiore
Lesiria

XV FIGHTER COmOMD

305th YffilG (U.S.A.)
II

1st Group

II

27th Fighter Squadron
71th
94th

It It

tt It

tttt

tltt

Triola14th Group

It

57th Pieter Squadron
43th
49th

It tt

It It

tt

ItII

ItIt

82nd Group

95th Filter Squadron
96th
97th

It tt

It It

Vincenzo

IItt

tlIt

tltt

506th ¥IHG (lbS.4 )
31st Group

Fano

Mondolfo

tt

Iviustang307th Fighter Squadron
308th
309th

tt M It

tt It

tlIt

ttft

Madna52nd Group

It

2nd Pieter Squadron
It

It
4th tt If It

It
5th

It tt It
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306th YmTG (U,S,A.) (contd.)
325 th C-roup Rimini

31 /th Fighter Squadron
318th
319th

n If

tt ft

I'iistang
II

I! ft

II n

332nd Group Ramitelli

99th Fighter Squadron (coloured)
100th

301 St

154th Y/’eather Recce Squadron

5th Group

tl tt It

tt tt tt

tt tt

tt tt

It tt

Lightning Bari

Bari

15th Photo Recce Squadron
32nd.

57th

II 11 II

It tl It

Lockheed F-5 tl

It San Severo
It It

Ho. 205 Group (RcAcF.)
Wo, 231 vying (R,A,F.)
N o, 37 Heavy Bomber (Night) Squadron
No. 70

No. 236 Y/ing (R.A.F.)

No. /+jO Heavy Bomber (Night) Squadron
Wo. 104

Wo. 240 Wing (R.A.F.)

Wo, 178 Heavy Bomber (Wi^t) Sq^dron

Wo. 2 Wing (S.A.A.F.)

Wo. 31 (S.A.A.F.) Heavy Bomber (Night)
Squadron

No, 34 (S,A,A,F.) Heavy Bomber (Wi^t)
Squadron

No, 614 Target Finder Squadron

tt tt n tl

If tt ft tt

Poggia
Tortorella

Liberator tt

It tl

Foggia

Liberator tl

If tt

Amendola

IfLiberator

Celone

Liberator It

tl \\

Liberator Amendola
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APEBKDIK 40

MEDITERRANEAN ALLIED COASTAL AIR FORCE.
KO. 336 PHOTOGRAPHIC RECONNAISSANCE VIING AND

AIR OBSERVATION POLTS"

ORDER OF BATTLE AND LOCATIONS

1 APRIL 1945

COASTAL AIR FORCE

Mo. ̂

No, 2?2 Fighter Squadron
No. 1435

tr:a.f.)

IIII

Caserta

Falconara

Beauflghter X.R.P.A.S.V,
Spitfire IX

II

(Detachment)
(  VIS )

II

Foggla323 HINT, (R.A.F.)
No, 38 MR/Ceneral Reconnaissance Sqn,
No, 293 Alr/Sea Rescue Sqn,

No, 624 Mine Sweeping Sqn,

No.

"  (Det. Roslgnano)
Fogsi^t (Cotaclmats)
Borgo, Cesenatico and Pisa)
Foggla (Detacliments
Falconara, Hassani,
Herakleion, Roslgnano and
Syme)

Wellington XIV
Warwick & Walrus

Walrus

1  (U.S.A.)
(2 Flights only)) (Emergency) Sqn.)

) Alr/Sea Rescue )
Foggla (Detachment

Falconara)
Catalina and Fortress

Poralgllano

Bone moving to Pomigllano)
Dets. Sima,, Istres,
Pomigliano) S/fsa-Sj
Leghorn

Roslgnano
Roslgnano (Detachments
Falconara, Istres)
Alx-En-Provence

Le Vallon

)
)

No, 335 WING (R.A.F.)
No, 285 Alr/Sea Rescue Sqn, Warwick and Walrus

No. 338 WING (R.A.F.)

No, 237 (Rhoda) Fighter Sqn,
No, 255 Night Fighter Sqn,

No. 340 WING (R,A,F,)
(il/6 (Frencli) Fighter Sqn,

(Vend4e)
2S (French N.A.F,) Mine Spotting

Sqn,
i(S Sqi,«

(

tl t) tl

Spitfire IX
Mosquito XIX-A,I,X,

Alracobra

St, MandrlerLatecoere

CuersWalrus

No, 336 WING (R,A.
No,^ (S.A.A.F, )
No, 682

No, 683
No, 680

I.) San Severo

Mosquito
Spitfire XI and XIX

nPhoto, Recce Sqn,
(Det, Florence,
Peretola)

(Det, Forli)

ItIt It It

ItIt II It II

II"  ) Mosquito XVIII II

(*A« Flight Det, only) )

AIR OBSERVATION POSTS - Operational control 15th Army Group,
Administrative Control of Desert Air Forces

No, 651 Squadron
No, 654
No, 655
No, 663 (Polish) Squadron
No, 42 Flight (S,A,A,F, Sqn,)

(Forming, not yet operational) )

II

It

)

Russl

Rimini

Borgo San Lorenzo
Forll area

Lucca area

Auster III, IV and V
II II

II II

H II

 Auster V
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APPEimX 41

THoi AIR DIxRECTIVE FOR OFimTION GilAPESHOT

Operations Instruction:
Number 112

M*A*A*F*

2 April 1945.

The caning offensive by the 15th Ariy Group bids fair to mark the
The might of the

1 •

final destruction of the enemy forces in Italy,
Mediterranean Allied Mr Forces is to be employed in full array tc speed
the progress of the Allied ground armiesby shackling and battering the
defensive forces of the eneniy in the Po Valley,

2, The Mediterranean Allied Tactical Mr Force will continue its

assigned role in Italj'-, The tempo of Medi.terranean Tactical Mr Force,’s
attack will be increased to tlie highest pitch to pave the way for the
advance of the Allied troops into the Po Valley and beyond. The detailed
employment of the Mr Forces as set forth in Mediterranean Mlied Tactical
Mr Force Operation Instruction Nuiiber 1? dated 30 March, 1945, and amend
ments thereto, subject; Operation ‘Wowser’ is approved. This Headquarters
Ydll be advised immediately by C.G. M.A.T.A.F, of any changes in Operation
'Wowser’,

3. Certain targets in the path of the offensive require the employment
of the Strategic Air Force, The Gomnanding General, Mediterranean Tacti
cal Mr Force will nominate the targets to be attacked by the Strategic
Mr Force, To insure complete coordination of effort and the maximum
efficiency of the forces, direct liaison between the Mediterranean Allied
Tactical Mr Force and tlie Mediterranean Allied Strategic Air Force is
authorized and enjoined.

4. To preclude any chance of injury to our advancing troops the attack
of the close suppoi't targets nominated by Mediterranean Allied Tactical
Mr Force for the Mediterranean Allied Strategic Mr Force will require
the utmost care and finesse in planning and execution. Ml signal aids,
personnel, and equipment necessary'- to furnish route markings to the bomber
i'orces and to positively define the target area will be assembled an»i
op>erating, Cre’ws will be thoroughly briefed and furnished all information
and aids to insuz-e no unforeseen incident can occur to mar the perfection

Liaison, as authorized by C.G, M.A.T.A.F,, with the
ground forces and visual recomiaissance of the target ai'oas by key crew
members will be employed as a means to guarantee the safety of the
Mlied ground forces and the success of the mission.

Every experience gained throughout the battles of Africa and Italy,
every aid placed at your disposal to make your attacks more effective, all
the power of a well-balanced and co-ordinated air^ground team will be
employed to have this all-out attack against the enemy in Italy be one of
oong)let3 anniliilation and destruction from which he can never recover.

By command of the Air Commander^in-Chief,

of the attack.

5.
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THE 33 PL.WS TOR AIR3011NE OPERATIONS

BY aJD. INDEFEMCEHT PARACHUTE BRIGADE GROUP

I
Approx,
date

planned

Codename of

Operation
Serial Ot,1ect of operation Remarks
NO,

6 war.1 To drop In the FIlo area

due E, of Dastla, as
relnforceraents to forces

advancing W, towards
Bastla bridge.

This was not considered the

best employment of the
brigade In the area.

6 Mar,2 TO capture Bastla bridge. Intense flak concentration

in the area.

6 Mar,3 TO block the N, end of
the Argerita Gap and
prevent enemy reinforce
ments moving through It,

Countiy extremely thick and
unsuitable for gilder
landings,
large one for so small a
force.

The task was a

4 10 Mar, To seize a bridge half
way up the Spit and
prevent enemy reserves
moving S, to stem the
Commando attack.

The DZ area was extremely
small. One unit only was
required for the operation,
which threatened to split
up the Brigade Group,

5 12 Mar, To occupy a ridge of
hills N, of Vergato and
assist 5th Army in the
Initial attack.

Decided that Brigade should
not operate with 5th Army,

6 18 Mar, Earlsdon/ Helen The forward forces from

Porto Garibaldi were unable

to advance westwards until

the Argenta Gap was cleared.

To seize the bridge an
N, to S, canal E, of

Ostellate to assist the
further westward advance

of the forward forces.

18 Mar,7 Earlsdon/Daphne To seize crossing
between Medelena and

Ponte Azzana and assist

forward forces to drive

N.E. across them.

Enemy resistance in Argenta
area too strong to allow
forward forces to drive

with any speed to this area.

8 18 Mai”. Earlsdon/Mary To seize brs, across the
Scolo Pero and Fossa

Beavignante and act as
right flank guard to
forces advancing on to
Argenta from E,

Enemy sent considerable
number of armed reinforce

ments Into area just before
operation was due to take
place. Increased cone .of
A.A, In area.

18 Mar.9 Earlscion/Jane To operate In area of

Portomagglore and
assist forward forces

in capture of town.

Enemy resistance In Argenta
area too strong to allow
forv/ard forces to drive with

sufficient speed to this
area.

10 29 Mar, Schooner To assist pursuit forces
breaking out of Argenta
Gap,

No break out was achieved

by forvjard forces.

11 29 Mar. Frigate To assist advance to Po

by seizing canal bridges
crossing In Ostellato
area.

Difficulty in locating DZs
sufficiently near

objectives resulted in early
cancellation.

12 29 Mar, Cutter To assist advance to

Po crossings by capture
of Copparo.

Town not considered In frtmit

of likely line of advance
of main thrust.

29 Mar.13 Cruiser To assist pursuit forces
in reaching S, bank of
Po N.W, Of Ferrara,

Not required*

14 29 Mar, jTrawler/VIonn To seize crossings site
on Po 3, of FIcarola,

The only practicable LZ was
several miles away from the
objective,

was later not required, but
would have helped 6th
Armoured Division very much
If It had taken place.

The operation
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Approx. Code name of

Operation
Serial Object of Operation Remarksdate
No. planned

Corvette/Beetle Area covered by flak*
This was not one of the

proposed crossing sites*

15 29 Mar, To seize crossings site
on Po In GuardaVeneta

area*

16 To seize crossings site
on Po at Polesella,

Not required.29 Mar, Dinghy

Sloop/Snall Flak cone was extremely
heavy. Not required*

17 29 Mar. To seize crossing site
on Po S, of ochlobello.

18 13 Apl. Developments of offensive
did not necessitate the

capture of the bridges,
since the entire N, bank of
the Reno was secured by a
force advance westwards

from Argenta*

Sparrow
Blackbird

Robin

Wren

Grouse

To sieze bridge or
bridging site over
River Reno In order to

facilitate crossing of

Reno by ground forces
advance Northv/ards,

19
20

21

22

15 Apl*23 Cuckoo To secure an area N.W,

of Comacchio and prevent
enemy from flooding
Valle Delle Trebba; to
allow forces to advance

along the N, shores of
T.ske Comacch’o.

Owing to progress made
through Aigenta Gap this
operation was not required*

24 17 Apl* Oak To seize and hold bridges
E, of Route 16 to assist
In the advance of the

forward forces Cowards
the Po,

The main thrust never

developed In this area.25 Ash

TlTorn26

27 20 Apl* Ant TO seize crossings over
the Canale Blanco to
assist In the advance of

the forward forces

between the Po and

Adige*

Not required*

28 20 Apl, Dragonfly To seize a crossing site
over the Po In the

Cresplno area.

The forward forces crossed
the river before tlie bde

was scheduled to drop.

26 Apl.29 )Saucepan TO occupy an area N.W*
of Padua from where

harassing operations
could be carried out

with partisan
co*reperatlon*

)
)
)
)
)  The advance of the
)  forward forces was too
)  swift to necessitate
)  such operations

26 Apl,30 Kettle To occupy an area S»E, o.
Padua, capture a bridge
over the River Brenta

and assist In a partisan
rising.

)
)
)

31 28 Apl, To seize a bridge over
River Plave

)

28 Apl*32 TO assist In capture of
Trieste,

No possible DZs or LZs In
area*

4 May33 TO capture Klagenfurt
and join up with
advance elements of

8th Army advance
towards the tovm from

tha west.

Troop carrying aircraft
had been given a priority
inlssloi of supplying 8th Army
and could not be spared for
the operation*

Note; All the above operations when planned were fair operations of war.
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THE BCMBING DIRECTIVE OP 23 .^EIL 1945

Headqua.rters Mediterranean
Allied Air Forces

Operations Instnxction:
No. 115

Operations Instruction No, 109, dated 1 March 1945, this Headquarters,
Bombing Directive’ is superseded by instructions contained

1.

subject:
herein.

This directive incorporates and coordinates all directives of US3TAP

and Air Ministiy (for MASAP) to date, and the considerations and require
ments of the Mediterranean Theatre of Operations applicable to strategic

operations as outlined in ’Theatre Air Directive' of Supreme Allied
Commander,. Mediterranean Theatre of Operations, dated 1 January 1945*
The directive likewise sets forth essential standing procedures for the
coordination of the several air forces of MAAP,

2.

The principal mission of MASAP is now to assist the advance of the

ground forces.

Priorities of Objectives

3.

4.

In furtherance of the general mission, strategic effort, subject to
the exigencies of weather and tactical feasibility, will be directed as
follows:

(a) First Priority

When evaluated by MATAP as beingBattlefield Objectives,

essential targets, nominations in this category will be fornwarded
to MAAF for action, repeated to MASAP for information and advance

planning.

(b) Second Pi"iority

Oil supplies with special emphasis on petroleum (gasoline).
Targets in this category will be selected byincluding storage,

MASAP coordinating with this Headquarters,

(c) Third Priority

Railway communications targets on the Brenner Route north of

Trento except for the following targets in that area which will be
the responsibility of MATiiP:

0) Salomo Railroad Diversion Pill,

(2) San Michele Railroad Diversion Bridge,

(3) San Michele North Railroad Bridge,

(4) Matrei Railroad Bridges,

(5) Steinach Railroad Bridges and Tunnels,

(6) Ora Railroad Diversion Bridge,

(7) Colie Isarco Railroad Bridges,
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(d) Foiirth. Priori-ty

The northeastern rail routes into Italy, Targets for bombing
attacks will be nominated by to 1/IAAP foi' action repeated to
iJlASAP for information and advance planning.

(e) Fifth Priorijy

(1) Communications targets in central and north?/est Italy,
Targets in this category Tail be nominated by ilATiF to MAAF for
action repea.ted to MASiiF for information and advance planning.

(2) Ammunition and supply dumps, MT pai'ks and depots, and
certain ammunition plants in Italy, Y{hen targets in these categories
have been nominated by MATAF and approved by MAAF, they will there
after be a continuing MASAF responsibility for development as objeo-
tives and maintenance of information concerning them.

(NOTE; Subpara, (l) and (2) above are not necessarily in order of
priority),

(f) Sixth Priority

Interdiction and interruption of railroad communications between
southeastern Germany and Austria and the Danubian plains. Targets
in this categoiy will be selectea by MASAF coordinating with this
Headquarters,

(g) Seventh Priority

Communications in Yugoslavia, Althou^ there, are at present
no targets for heavy bombers in Yugoslavia, if targets become available
they will be nominated by EAF to JiAAP for action repeated- to 1L4SAF
for information and advance planning.

5. Operations in Italy

(a) CG MATAF. will be responsible for offensive air operations in
Italy except as otherwise provided herein,

(b) No targets in Italy will be attacked except upon the request
approval of IvUTAF unless otherwise directed by this Headquarters,

(c) MATAF*s request for assistance from MASAF or other Air Force
will be forwarded to this Headquarters for action, repeated to the other
Air Force for information and advance olanniru?-,

(d) Areas considered by MATilP as most iii^iortant for ajmied
reconnaissance by fighter elements of MiSAF and MAOAP will be. designated
by MATAF daily or as often as necessary. These areas will be designated
by signal directly to MASAP and MACAF with information copy to this Head
quarters, MASAP and MACAP will not have exclusive rights in the specified
areas, therefore other friendly aircraft may be expected. The same
prooedirre will apply to oper*ations in Italy by BAP at such time as may be
directed by this Headquarters,

Operations in Yugoslavia

or

6.

(a) BAF will be responsible for offensive air operations in
Yugoslavia,

(b) In the event that BAF desires to solicit MASAF or other Air
Force assistance, BAF will forward such request to this Headquarters for
action, repeating to the other Air Force for information and advance
planaing.
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In view of the critical condition of the enemy’s fuel supply, MTAE,
EAE, and MACAP are directed to apply maximum pressure, consistent with

their primary commitments, upon known or suspected enemy fuel supply
points..

7*

8, Policing attacks against the GAE will he continued to the extent

necessary to insure tactical conditions which mil prevent effective

interference with our ground or air operations*

Operations in suppoi’t of the Russian Armies will be conducted only
when specifically requested by the Russian High Command and so directed

by this Headquarters*

10, The direct support of Naval Operations when necessary remains a

continuing conmitment,

11, Forces operating in Italy and Yugoslavia are cautioned regarding the
necessity for safeguarding civilian lives and property,
tion objectives in heavily built-up areas mil be attacked only when
approved by this Headquarter-s,

9*

In this connec-

BI COWiMD OF THE kIR COiiihANDER-IN--CEIEF:
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SELECTION OF G-IEiaN DOCm'IEINTS

RELMING TO

THE LAST PIIASE OE THE GAIIPAIGN

The following documents, translated by A. H. B. 6 from original
Oberkommando Lufttvaffe files, are presented as Illustrations of three

important themes in the last phase of the Italian campaign.

Prepai-ations against Allied Adriatic landings.
Aviation fuel shortage.
Lower Alpine Position and National Redoubt.

Impressed by the success of a series of Allied amphibious landings,
the Germans believed, until the last days of the campaign, in further

atten5)ts, in particular- in the Adriatic. This belief, fostered
assiduously by Allied deception plans, involved extensive preparations.
As can be seen from Annexes A to 0, chosen from a large number of

■si mi 1 ar orders, the Luftwaffe ■'was involved in the general state of
alarm, wiiich undoubtedly made concentration on the main effort more
difficult, althou^i suggested reinforceraents were refused.

Annexes A to C.
Annexe D
Annexes E to G.

Although the Luftwai'fe in Italy included a high percentage of
experienced aircrews and the aircraft reinforcement situation v/as well
maintained, the increasing shortage of aviation spirit, due to Allied
air attacks on the Tdiole fuel production system, prevented them from
using their air force to the best advantage.

The line of thought leading through the idea of a Lower (or Pre-
Alpine) Position to the National Redoubt is indicated by Annexes E to

lat the National Redoubt plan was a reality.
The indicated need for

The last item shows

althou^ events prevented its implementation,
maximum flak defence is of particular interest.

•l-tG. uX
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ADMEXE A

LEPTWAFPE PLAI® IN THE CASE OP TEE GENERAL 'HERBSTIfflBEL *

raTHDRAML

22). September 1944Top Secret

OX/i[/Armed Forces Operations Staff op (Air)

OKi/'iZ/Armed Forces Operations Staff op (Air)
Top Secret No. 773484-/4^f of 22.9^44

OICL views are as follov/s:-

To;-

Ref:-

(1) In the event of an outflanIdLng landing OKL mil implement the

plan 'Imminent Danger South', lA^ich provides for the dispatch
of the following mscximum reinforcements to the Commanding
General, G. A. F. in Italy:

One bomber Gescliwader comprising two Gruppen,
one torpedo-bomber Geschv/ader comprising two Gruppen and

one single-engined fighter Geschwader comprising four Gruppen.

If the movement to 'Herbstnebel' is carried out voluntarily, the

Commanding General, G. A. P. in Italy will provide support with
the forces at his disposal at that time.
Luftwaffe reinforcements as mentioned in para.1 will depend on
the situation.

The employment of AA formations - for protection of river

crossings, particularly on the Po, routes to be used, passes and
confined areas and lines of communication in the rear has been

determined and prepared in agreement with and according'to the
instructions of Gr-in-C. South West.

Demolition has already been carried out at some airfields in

northern Italy,

demolition, and tliis 'work vdll be cai'ried out during the period
planned for the withdraiml#

The dispa-tch of

All other airfields have been prepai’ed foi-

(2)

(3)

(4) ,

Sgd. V. Greiff
OIQj Operations Staff (Robinson)
Top Secret No. 10223/44 (op) ?
28 X - 6 (172)
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LUFTffAEFE PLAJTS IN THE CASE OF AN AIIilED ADRIATIC LANDING

28 February 19A5Top Secret

To;- Adjutant to Reichsmarsohall

Subject:- Defensive Measures in the event of an Enemy Landing in the
Adria Area.,

The following proposals will be submitted to OW:

In the event of an enemy landing in the Adria area the follow*-

ing reinforcements vd.ll be sent to the Gonmanding General,
G.A.P. in Italy:

(1)

I

One bomber Geschwader comprising two Gruppen and
one pathfinder Gruppe,
one single-engined fighter Gesch-wader comprising four
Gruppen and.
one ground attack Geschv/ader comprising three Gruppen.

(2)
Available stocks of fuel in Italy amount to

351 tons.

Vdth an average daily consumption of flying formations
(including the proposed reinforcements) of 300 tons, there is
hardly sufficient ihael for two days* operations. Each
formation vd.ll therefore carry out only one operation per day.
If the principal consumers (the bombers) are not used or
bomber operations are carried out by Luftflotte Reich from

southern Gemany, average dail5'’ fuel consumption vri.ll amount

to 128 tons, thus enabling operations to be flown for a

period 4*3 days.
However, operations cannot be continued for the full period
as, for example, reconnaissance flights cannot under any
circumstances be discontinued after the four-day period has

passed.

Thus, it appears that fuel supplies will be consumed if

flying formations carry out three or four sorties in one da.y.
In the event of an enemy landing it must be assumed that the
transfer of reinforcements would not be ordered until the day

of the landing. In view of present difficulties regarding
weather and terrain, it is estimated that the transfer would
take two or three days. The reinforcements vrould thus arrive

too late for the decisive task of preventing the actual
landing. lioreover, the amount of fuel available is totally
inadequate for operations in support of an Arny counter-attack
aimed at pushing the eneny back into the sea.
The trensfer will require a great deal of fuel without
providing the Am^' with the support wiiich it expects.
Readiness for the ’Adria* plan compels 'the Goi.smanding General,
G. A. F. in Italy to keep serviceable a number of airfields
which could othei’vri.se be demolislied. In addition, personnel
will also be tied down.

Formations in the Reich and in the East are so heavily engaged

at present that the transfer of units to other fronts is not

possible.

(b)

(3)

(4)

(5)
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(6) It is therefore suggested that Luftwaffe formations in Italy
sliouia not be reinforced and that, in the event of an enemy
landing, operations be carried out with the forces at present
available to the Coi^imanding General, G. A. E. in Italy.
A decision is requested.

II Approval is requested

Sgd. Koller
OIQj Operations Staff (Robinson)
No. 10626/45 - Top Secret - (op)
28 X - 6 (241)
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ANNEXE C

THE END OF L'OETiiAPFE REINimOEMENTS

9 March 1945Top Secret

Goii)inanc!jLng General, G. A. E'. in Ita.ly, Colonel Gottschling
Headquarters Luftflotte 4, Major-General Schulz
Headquarters Luftflotte Reich, I^Iajor-General Nielsen

To:-

for information to:-

Adjutant to Reichsmarscliall. Colonel Con BraucMtsch
OKiV/Anned Forces Operations Staff op (Air), Lieut-Oolonel
Boehin-Tettelbach

Luftvreiffe forces in the Reich and on the Eastern Front are so

heavily engaged O’^dng to the present situation that the
transfer of units to other fronts is no longer possible,
over

owing

The plan to dispatch r einforcements to the Coinmanding General,
G.A.P. in Italy in the event of an enemy landing must therefore be
cancelled. Defensive operations will be carried out wfith the^
forces at present available to the Commanding General, G.A.F. in
Italy.

More-

,  transfers on any appreciable scale could not be cazTied out
to the difficult fuel situation.

Cliristian

OKL Operations Staff
Top Secret No. 1062|lf/45 (op)
28 X - 6 (245)

Sgd.
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j^mmxE D

FUEL SHORTAGE

OKL 21 February 1545
Chief of Staff

No. 10609/45 Lw. Ops. Staff la (Air)

Top Secret

(Sections not dealing Vidth Italy have been omitted)

The Luftwaffe is being assigned a large number of tasks on all
fronts,

will soon come to a complete standstill as, in view of tlie
difficult fuel situation, all reserves will be expended.

Small-scale air operations will be carried out on the Italian

front, the average daily fuel consumption amounting to nine tons.

If these are carried out in their entirety air activity

Sgd. Koller

28 X - 6 (234)
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AI'WEXE E.

EMLI FLANS FOR TtlE PRE-ALFII'ffi POSITION

27 August 19A4Top Secret

Headquarters Luftflotte 2, Colonel Christ
Q.M. G^, Lieut. Genei'al Von Criegem

The -weakening of the front caused hy the release of fast-

moving formations to G-in-G. West may necessitate  a -vri.th-
drawal into the Gothic Line,

this line must take place when there is no pressure on the

front if the enemy carries out a landing operation behind

the Apennine position.

The area primarily threatened by an ene.ny landing is the

Adria district, where the Apennine foothills can be overcome

moat easily and -where landing operations could turn some of
the switch lines under construction, -thus cutting off the
retreat of both Armies from the switch line and lower Alps

position.

Ccin-G. South-West is instructed to assist in every way -the
construction of the switch line and lo-wer Alps position.
It sliould be remembered that the genei'al situation maff

compel a -withdrawal into the s-witch line and lower Alps
position before -winter comes,
positions must therefore be pressed forv/ard as quiclcly as

possible and all available personnel and material resources
must be employed.

To:-

However, the -withdra-wal to

The construction of -these

(1)

(2)

(3)

Luftflotte 2 will comply with Gr-in-G. South-West’s(4) H.Q.
requests i-egardlng the pro-vision of labour and -will release

«n labour no longer required for airfield construction 
-

or not engaged on preparatory danolition work or the
erection of obstacles at airfields - to assist in the
construction of these positions.

Sgd. Kreipe
OKL Operations Staff la/Air (Robinson)
Top Secret No. 10055/4+ (op)
28 X - 6 (150)
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AMEi;P P

DIRECTIVE ON ORGANIZATION AM) CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS IN

THE PREALPINE OR LO\YER ALPS AEK^V

17 September 19A4Top Secret

Luftwaffe Command, South East, Major-General Wilke.
HQ Luftflotte 2, Colonel Christ
HQ Luftflotte 4, Majar-General Schulz

To:-

I

(l) (a) The situation in Italy may necessitate a withdrawal to
the Lower Alps position, even if no pressure is exerted
on the Apennine position. (Outflanld.ng landing on tlie
eastern coast of Italy or an enemy thrust from the
south of France into the Po Valley}.'

II

(2) Following the occupation of this line, German air
operations will be limited mainly to reconnaissance and

filter sorties. Day and night ground attack operations
will be carried out only against concentrations and in
critical situations.

(3) The following maxiraum strength will be available:

(a) Luftwaffe:

1-2 long-range reconnaissance Staffeln
2-3 close-range reconnaissance Staffeln
2-3 single-engined fighter Gruppen

According to the situation, reinforcements comprising
approximately one ground, attack Geschwader and one ni^t
ground attack Gruppe will be made available in the
concentration area.

(b) AA Artillery;

1 Flakdivision comprising about 60
heavy and 40 medium and li.ght
Batterien.

Ill

(4) Chain of Command:

(b) Command-ing General.^ G.A.F, in Italy

will exercise direct (tactical) control of flying
formations.

Flak formations will be controlled by
25th Flakdivision.

(5) The approximate lire Fiume - Ljubljana will separ^ate

the aree.s controlled by the Commanding General, G»A.F«
in Italy and the Commanding General, G.A.F, in
Northern Balkans.
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m (Contd*) AEE'IEXE E (contd:)

(6) Battle Headquarters:

Luftflotte 2 battle headquarters in the Baden area

(near Vienna) (altermtive headquarters in the area
of Bruck a. d. kdu').

Commanding General,, G. A« F. in Italy 1/0.11 suggest a

battle headquarters 'with suitable communications
facilities in the area of the Alps by arrangement
■with Gr-in~C. South v/est.

(7) Groiind Organisation:

One Airfield Regional Command Headquarters subordinated
to the Commanding General, G. A. P. in Italy.

Feld Luftgau Kommando XXVIII fund the Staff of the
Commanding General, G.A. P. in Central Italy to be
amalgamated with the Staff of Corm-nanding General,
G. A. P. in Italy.

IV

Preparations will be implemented iimnediately,
particularly the following:

(a) Reconnaissance for an
facilities in Battle Headquarters,

(b) Establishment of ground organisation,

(c) Reconnaissance and construction of position for
AA artillery,

(d) Reconnaissance and construction of positions for
the aircraft reporting service.

OKL will issue orders (in good time) regarding any
changes in organisation which become necessary.

Sgd. Kreipe ^
OKL Operations Staff (Robinson)
Top Secret No.10l9l/!+4 (op)
28 X - 6 (169)

installation of communicati

(9)

ons

(10)
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aniie:ce g

THE NATIONAL REDOUBT

OKL/Luftwaffe Operations Staff

Top Secret No. 10726/45

After the splitting of the territory still held by German

forces between Berlin and Leipzig, the bulk of the V/ehrmacht
is in the southern sectoro

bounded by the area Lindau - along Svdss frontier as far as
Stilfser Jach - Ortler - Adamello - Lake Garda ~ Peltro -

Gaporetto - Karawanlcen - Graz. ~ Bruck on Mur - Mariazell -

northern edge of Salzburg and Bavariaji Adps constitute a

central fortress, strong by virtue of its terrain and the

dense fortifications in the south, althou^i weak economically.

This fortress must be regarded and prepared as the final
bulwark of fanatical resistance..

27 April 1945

kVithin this area the Alps,

I.

Details regarding the foidress perimeter will follow.

To this end OBv and the senior Reich authorities will

implement the following necessary measures:

II.

No further German or foreign civilians will be allovred to

enter this areaj

all foreign nationals not required will be evacuated;

maximui'n stocks of war material of all -types, particularly for

mountain v/arfare, will be built up;

auxiliary plants -will be set up for the production of the

most vital war materials;

The Gr-in-C, of this area, -wiao has yet to be appointed, -will

have the duties and authority of a fortress commander.

III.

The Party and State mil be represented by the Gauleiter of

Tyrol, Franz Hofer, \dio will have the authority of a
Gauleiter and Reich Defence Coim-nisEar in the fortress zone.

Headquarters Luftflotte 6 -will be in charge of preparations
for the Luftwaffe.

IV.

Officers with fecial knowledge of this area and of mountain

territory -will be assembled to assist in the preparations.

The follo-mng formations -mil be provided:

(a) Luftwaffe:

Bases will be pro-vided for tvro or three single-engined fighter
Geschwader (P.W. I90 's if possible), one of each to be located
in the western, eastern and southern sectors, for  a few
reconnaissance Staffeln (including one or Staffeln of

Me.262’s and Ar. 234's if pqssible) and, in particular, for
the maximum number of transport aircraft, Fieseler Storch

aircraft and helicopters (the latter by arrangement -with the
Ghief of Air Transport).
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